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TRS·80* Model I Computer Owners. . .

Double-density storage.
It's really here!

Although rated for double-density operation, all
levels of Percom drives work equally well in single-
density applications.
You can operate these drives in ordinary single-

density format using TRSDOS*, Percom OS-80™
or any other single-density operating system.

Or, you can add a Percom DOUBLERTMto your
Tandy Expansion Interface and store data and
programs in either single- or double-density
format.

Under double-density operation, you can store
as much as 350 Kbytes of formatted data - de-
pending on the drive model, - on one side of a
five-inch minidiskette.

That'sjour times the capacity of standard Model
I mini-disks, almost 100 Kbytes more than the
capacity of the eight-inch IBM 3740 format!
Available in 1-, 2- and 3-drive configurations in

all three model lines, Percom burned-in, fully-
tested drives start at only $399.

TFD-40TM Drives
TFD-40 Drives store 180 Kbytes (double-density) or
102 Kbytes (single-density) of formatted data on one
side of a 40-track minldiskette. Although economical-
lypriced, TFD-40 drives receive the same fullPercom
quality control measures as TFD-100 and TFD-200
drives.

TFD-IOOTMDrives
TFD-100 drives are "flippy" drives. You store twice
the data per minidiskette by using both sides of the
disk. TFD-100 drives store 180 Kbytes (double-
density) or 102 Kbytes (single-density) per side.
Under double-density operation; you can store a 70-
page document on one minidiskette.

TFD-200TM Drives
TFD-200 drives store 350 Kbytes (double-density) or
197 Kbytes (single-density) on one side of a minidis-
kette. By comparison, 3740-formatted eight-inch
disks store only 256 Kbytes. Enormous on-line stor-
age capacity in a 5/1 drive, plus proven Percom

•••;;:;;;.;;~'reliability.That's what you get in a TFD-200.

the DOUBLER™ - This proprietary adapter for the TRS-80*
. Model I computer packs approximately twice
the data on a disk track.

Depending on the type of drive, you can
store up to four times as much data - 350
Kbytes - on one side of a minidiskette as you
can store using a Tandy standard Model Icom-
puter drive. .

Easy to install, the DOUBLER merely plugs
into the disk controller chip socket of your

Expansion Interface. No rewiring. No trace; cutting.
And. because the DOUBLER reads, writes and formats

either single- or double-density disks, you can con-
tinue to run all of your single-density software, then switch to
double-density operation at any convenient time.
Included with the PC card adapter is a TRSDOS*-compatible

. double-density disk operating system, called DBLDOSTM,plus a
CONVERT utilitythat converts filesand programs from single- to
double-density or double- to single-density format.

Each DOUBLER also includes an on-card high-performance
data separator circuitwhich ensures reliable disk read operation.
The DOUBLER works with standard 35-, 40-, 77- and 80-

track drives rated for double-density operation.
Note. Opening the Expansion' Interface to install the

DOUBLER may void Tandy's limif(id90-day warrarity. - .

Drive enclosures, power supplies Percom drive enclosures
are finished in compatible silver enamel. Three Sizesaccommo-
date either 1, 2 or 3 drives. Drive power supplies are heavy duty,
cool-running open-frame design, Three-wire ac power cords are
safer, have lower noise pickup. . .
Free software patch This software patch, called PATCHPAK"';
upgrades TRSDOS* for operation with improved 40- and 77-
track drives. For Single-density operation only.

QualityPercom products are available at authorized dealers. Call tollfree
1-800-527-1592 for the address of your nearest dealer or to order directly from
Percom. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. ~

TM trademark of Percom Data Company, Inc.
'" trademark of Tandy Radio Shack Corporation which has no relationship to Percom Data Company.
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Manjlg~ment .lnformatiQn l?isp,lay

Get the professional color
display that has,

BASIC/FORTRAN simplicity

LOW-PRICED, TOO
Rere'sa color' alsplay . that .. has "

everything: professional-level resolution,
enormous color range, easy software,
NTSC conformance, and low price.

Basically, this new Crornernco Model
501* is a two-board interface that plugs
into any Cromemco computer .

.The 501 then maps computer display
memory content onto a convenient color
monitor to give high-quality, high-
resolution displays (756 H x 482 V pixels).

When we say the 501 results in a high-
quality professional display, we mean you
can't get higher resolution than this
system offers in an NTSC-conforming
display.

The resolution surpasses that of a color
TV picture.

8ASIC/FORTRANprogramming'
Besides its high resolution and low

price, the new 501 lets you control with
optional Cromemco software packages
that use simple BASIC- and FORTRAN-
like commands.
. Pick any of 16 colors (from a
4096-color palette) with instructions like
OEFCLR (c, R, G, B). Or obtain a circle of
specified size, location, and color with
XCIRC (x, y, r, c).

·U.S. Pat. No. 4121283

Model SDI High-Resolution Color
Graphics Interface

HIGH RESOLUTION
The SOl's high resolution gives a

professional-quality display that strictly
meets NTSC requirements. You get 756
pixels on every Visible line of the 'NTSC'
standard display of 482 image lines. Ver-
tical line spacing is 1 pixel.

To achieve the high-quality display, a
separate output signal is produced for
each of the three component colors (red,
green, blue). This yields a sharper image
than is possible using an NTSC-composite
video signal and color TV set. Full image
quality is readily realized with our high"
quality RGB Monitor or any conventional
red/green/blue monitor common in TV
work.

Model SDI plugs into Z-2H ll-megabyte
hard disk computer or any Cromemco

computer

DISPLAY MEMORY
Along with the SOl we also offer an

optional fast and novel two-port memory
that gives independent high-speed access
to the computer memory. The two-port
memory stores one full display, permit-
ting fast computer operation even during
display.

CONTACT YOUR REP NOW
The Model SOl has been used in scien-

tific work, engineering, business, TV,
color graphics, and other areas. It's a
good example of how Cromemco keeps
computers in the field up to date, since it
turns any Cromemco computer into an
up-to-date color display computer.

The SOl has still more features that
you should be informed about. So contact
your Cromemco representative now and
see all that the SOl will do for you.

Bcromemeo
incc)rporated
280 BERNARDO AVE., MOUNliAIN VIEW, CA 94040 • (415) 964-7400
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Copyright © 1980 by Creative Computing
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publication that carries reprinted mate-
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Cooperation Games
During the past five years I and my students

conceived and deveioped examples of computer-
based cooperation games. As far as I have been
able to determine I was the originator of the
term "cooperation games" and of the concept it
represents in computer-based games. I should be
glad to hear from those interested in such games
and particularly from those I have missed in my
library research.

My discussion of cooperation games, these
being ones in which cooperation is rewarded
more than is competition among the players, is
given in References I and 2. Cooperation games
should become part of education and of inter-
action with others. Most computer games are
competitive and often violently so. Any society
or group in it affords obvious examples of
cooperation and the need for it, so let's build it
into our games for education and fun!

Those who wish to know more about the
best version of LAFIS or Lost and Forgotten
island, our most carefully developed game,
should write to John Cox, 210 E. Newkirk,
Tuscola, IL, 61953. We published the best
version in Reference 3.

Creative Computing modified the game
and published it in the March 1980 issue, called
it "Another New Game from Creative Com-
puting", and made me the author. The authors
should have been Joe Taylor and John Cox, my
students, with a credit line to Kent Waldrop,
another student.

The Editor of Creative Computing has
acknowledged these errors and kindly per-
mitted me to publish this statement.

- Bruce Hicks'

References
I. Bruce Hicks, "Computet Outreach." Computers and

Society v.7, no.3. pp. 10-14 (Fall 1976) and added
references in v.7, no.4, pp. 1-2 (Winter 1977).

2. Bruce Hicks, "Peace Education: Cooperation
Games and Simulations," Peace and Change, v.5,
no.l, p. 62 (Spring 1978). Also see reprint of this note
in "Notes on Recent Educational Applications of
Computers." ISEAC** no. 15 (March 1978).

3. Joe Taylor and John Cox, "LAFIS - A Coopera-
tion Game," ISEAC** no.36 (August 1979).

* Professor Emeritus, Department of Secondary Ed u-
cation, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.
Professor, Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, Polytechnic Institute of New
York, 333 Jay Street, Brooklyn. NY 11201.

**ISEAC Illinois Series on Educational Applications
of Computers. Individual copies of reports are avail-
able from the Department of Secondary Education,
University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.
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January Small Computer Conference

On January 16-17, 1981, the College of
Education at Arizona State University, Tempe,
Arizona will host a special small computer con-
ference designed to introduce Educators to the
many applications of computers in the class-
room,

The overall goal of the conference is to pro-
vide an awareness of personal computers and
their impact on society. In addition, ways that
computers are currently being used in Educa-
tion at the Elementary and Secondary levels, in
the fine arts areas, in career and vocational
education, and in special education, will be
explored.

For registration materials and further in-
formation write to: Dr. Gary G. Bitter, Arizona
State University, Payne 203, Tempe, Arizona
85281.
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Call for Panelists,
National Computer Conference, 1981

Interest is mounting for a panel to discuss
Personal Robotics and Artificial Intelligence
interests, applications, accomplishments. If you
would like to participate in the Personal Com-
puting Festival of NCC '81, and have expertise
on a non-professional basis in robotics or AI,
please write A. Gelles, 185 W. Houston St.,
NY, NY 10014. Send description of your area of
interest, and content of a brief, 5 minute pre-
sentation, which you would be required to
present as a panel member.

The conference will be held in Chicago,
May 5-7, 1981. Obviously, attendance at the
conference is mandatory for panel members,
and is at your own ex pense. However, it is an
honor to participate, and should be fun, to boot!

Machine Othello Tournament

The Board of Information Sciences and
the Program in Experimental Psychology of the
University of California at Santa Cruz have
announced a two-day Othello tournament to be
held January 17-18, 1981.

The tournament is open to all individuals or
teams who register by January 10,1981. Entries
by individuals or teams operating small com-
puter systems located at the tournament site are
especially welcome. To register send your
name(s), program designation, and equipment
description to: Professor Peter W. Frey, 421
Kerr Hall, University of California, Santa
Cruz, CA 95064. (408) 429-4005.

6 CREATIVE COMPUTING



Introduce Your Students to
Computer Programming Fundamentals

Using the TRS-80@)Microcomputer and Radio Shack's New

Cat. No. 26-2150

computer Education Series
Part I: "Introduction to BASIC"
A Classroom Program Developed by Professional Educators

For Professional Educators

Because Radio Shack has built and sold over
200,000 TRS-80 personal computer systems,
many to schools and students, we perceive a
real need for formal instructional materials in
computing. Thus we've created a wholly new
Computer Education Series for teachers, and
now offer its Part 1, entitled "Introduction to
BASIC:' As you may know, BASIC is an acro-
nym for Beginner's All-Purpose Symbolic In-
struction Code, and is by far the most popular
program language.

Designed for classroom use with secondary stu-
dents who have "hands-on" access to TRS-80,
the very professional package includes a 400-

ltadl8/haeK
The biggest name in little computers"

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

'Retail prices may vary at individual stores and dealers

page teacher's manual, 25 student workbooks
and a set of 143 transparencies for standard
overhead projectors. (Additional student work-
books may be ordered separately.)

Developed and field tested in public schools
over a two-year period, this material is designed
for use by all teachers, regardless of previous
knowledge of computers and programming.
We believe that in a few years, people who lack
a working knowledge of computers may well be
among the educationally disadvantaged portion
of the population! Watch for future announce-
ments of additional programs in our new Com-
puter Education Series.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

For more information on the Computer Education
Series, fill cOIJPon and send to:
Radio Shack Dept. CMA-81-A-162
1300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102

Name

Address _

City State Zip _

NameofSchool _
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43 Splats!
Dear Editor:

I refer to Basic Computer Games - Microcomputer
Edition, and the game "Splat" on pages 151-152.

In this game, line 550 is For J = 0 T042, line 610 is Goto
540. There is no line 540. Having made 43 successful Jumps, the
game shut down on me! I suspect the author had something like
- "Give up, man, you must be wacked!", but I would be much
obliged to receive the correct version from you. Being an
"expert" jumper now, I can reach 43 in an hour or s~!

Apart from this bug, your book has been most enjoyable.

B.D. Heand
85 Holland Road

Kensington, London W.14
England

Just change the DIM in Line 50 to a higher number, replace all
references to 42 with the new number, and delete line 610. Then
you can jump to your heart's content. But don't put in too large
a number - arrays eat memory. - DL

The original program allowedfor 4000 jumps (it was written on
a larger timesharing system. The choice of 42 unsuccessful
jumps was totally arbitrary. - DHA

Help Wanted
Dear Editor:

It was a disappointment not to find a Basic program
included in the article "A Method of Interpolation" which
appeared in the July issue of Creative Computing on page 54.
The article appears to be a very significant contribution to the
needs of those of us who use computers professionally.

Would you please advise whether a program for the above
article can be obtained and how obtaining one can be
accomplished?

Thank you very much.

D.H. Hodgins, President
Merchem Associates

P.O. Box 3610
New Haven, CT 06525

The article was a guideline. It's up to clever readers to put theory
into practice. Perhaps one of you who has already done so can
send a copy to Mr. Hodgins. - DL

Out of the Closet
I

Dear Editor:
Of all the computer applications journals around, I must

say that Creative Computing is probably the most diversified in
content. Fantastic magazine! Keep it up.

However, I would like to comment on the article "Smart
Programs, Dumb Programs" by Michael Potts (September
1980). His article, regarding the use of computer software III

Computer-Aided Instruction (CAI), seemed to me to miss the
point as to the application of computers to education. In the
article, Mr. Potts mentioned what he considered was good and
bad in the current crop of CAI programming. Of course, some
programs are better than others (and this doesn't just apply
to educational/software), but the main point is in how effec-
tively the computers are supported by the teaching staff. The
world's greatest program is useless if it isn't properly backed up
by classroom lessons and the like. On the other hand, a
marginal program, such as one teaching kids the capitals of
states, can still be a valua ble tool as one facet of instruction, if it
is well worked into a lesson. Computers can't be relied on to
totally educate kids. I must agree with Mr. Potts on the fact
that many schools are not willing to take the time to properly
utilize a computer system. It is really a shame to see a valuable
item like a computer go unused in many school districts around
the country.

Fred Brunner
670 Dunnhill Dr.

Buffalo Grove, IL 60090

Another Conception
Dear Editor:

In facing the challenge put forth in "Self-Reproducing
Program Revisited" ("It seems possible to write a shorter
Basic version ... ", July 1980), I wrote two shorter programs
which will run on a TRS-80 Level II machine:
5 READ A$, B$: PRINT A$; B$; CHR$(34); A$;
CHR$(34); CHR$(44); B$: DATA"5 READ A$, B$: PRINT
A$; B$; CHR$(34); A$; CHR$(34); CHR$(44); B$:", DATA

'Or using no DATA statement -
5 A$="5 A$=: PRINTLEFT $(A$,6); CHR$(34); A$;
CHR$(34); RIGHT$(A$,52)": PRINTLEFT $(A$,6);
CHR$(34); A$; CHR$(34); RIGHT$(A$,52)
The second program requires that the command "CLEAR 52"
be entered before it can be run successfully.

J.A. Snyder
2406 Washington Ave

Wilmington, DE 19805
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At $795:how tough can
thesenew T:igersbe?

Introducing the new Paper Tiqer"
445with the most rugged printing
mechanism ever put in a low-cost
matrix printer. .
The 445comes with a reliable ballis-

tic-type print head and an advanced
cartridge ribbon that lasts four times
longer than many cassette or spool
ribbons. Two separate heavy duty
motors drive the print head
and advance the paper. Plus you get
true tractor paper feed.

And the new 445 gives you the per-
formance you expect from the Paper
Tiger family of printers. You can soft-
ware-select character sizes I print
80- and 132-column formats I adjust
paper width and length I even gen-
erate six-part business forms. All at
unidirectional print speeds to 198
characters per second.

CIRCLE 207 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Need more stripes? Specify Dotf'lot" I

a sophisticated raster graphics option.
Ifyou've got an Apple**, TRS-80***

or other personal computer, get your
paws on the tough new Paper Ticer"
445 from IDS.
The people who invented low-cost

matrix printing just growled.
Call TOLLFREE 800-258-1386(in

New Hampshire, Alaska and Hawaii,

O~l~r~f~~73-9100.) ~L-vv,\
Integral Data \
Systems, Inc.,
Milford, New
Hampshire
03055. ..,. .CD

*Suggested U.S. retail price.
**Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
***TRS-80 is a trademark of Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Corp.



You Can Get There From Here
Dear Editor:

In reply to Steve Gray's column in the May issue, I noted
that you couldn't find a way to draw a single continuous circle
using the Cartesion plotting formula. Actually, it is done quite
simply. The new routine (really your old routine with the
changes marked in bold) is listed below:
100 to 130: no changes
140 FOR X = -R TO 3*R STEP S
150 IF X <= R THEN B = X ELSE B = 2*R-X
160 IF X >R THEN A = 1
170 Y = SQR (R*R - B*B)
180 IF A = 1 THEN Y = - Y
190 SET (7*B + 64, 3*Y + 24)
200 NEXT X
210 GOTO 210

Gabor Salamon

Divide and Conquer

Dear Editor:

The May 1980 issue of Creative Computing contains an
article entitled "In Search of Pi" (p 124).

Although lacking in mathematical rigor and elegance, an
excellent approximation to the value of Pi is obtained from

Pi = 355/113.
This simple expression provides a value (3.141592920 ... )

which approximates Pi to an accuracy of 0.0000085%!

J. Warshawsky, Ph.D.
Vice President Research and Development

The Fuller Company
2040 Avenue C, P.O. Box 2040

Bethlehem, PA 1800 I

Babylon
Dear Editor:

I have been following, with interest and approval, Dr.
Weiss' series on effective writing. Any efforts to reduce the
baff1egab and verbal gookum that increasingly blunt American
English are welcome. But yet -

Words are tools. General words and terms are surely better
for conveying broad, clear concepts. However, it's a shame to
use a hatchet where a scalpel seems to be called for. I admit that
the word "facilitate" can be spinecurdling when encountered in
every other paragraph of a report or paper. But to yank out
"facilitate" and plug in "help" is. to shorten at the expense of
fullness of transmission of meaning. "Help" means to aid.
"Facilitate" means to make easier. We "help" people to find the
elevators in buildings, and we "help", for instance, handicapped
or elderly people into the elevators. We "facilitate" movement
between floors by designing them into the blueprints. As long
as I am picking nits, I must say that to substitute "hurt" for the
much righer word "inhibit" is really needless pruning. "Hurt"
implies damage, diminishment, pain. "Inhibit" speaks of hold-
ing back, impeding, keeping (not necessarily negatively) from
advance. Example: I built a household robot. My programming
skills were not good enough. The robot ran wild and smashed
the furniture, also ran over my foot. I reprogrammed the robot
to recognize my foot and no longer hurt it. I inhibited the robot.

It never inhibited my foot. A couple more of these short
sentences and I'm going to inhibit myself.

Sarcasm aside, you can see what I'm getting at. Shake-
speare, the translators of the King James Bible, Mark Twain
and Loren Eisely didn't bequeath us this rich, lovely language
so that we had to choose between polysyllable flak and grunt-
and-point.

Or, to put it in a fashion calculated to give Dr. Weiss the
itch, Refrain from defenestration of the infant subject during
the ejection of the aqueous laundering medium.

Kenneth P. Greene
1692 Haight Street

San Francisco, CA 94117

The Agony and the Exidy
Dear Editor:

What Ben Cushing, in "Dear Humans, Start at Line 10,"
(September 1980) knows about Basic may be good and useful;
but it appears that he doesn't know Basic well enough to teach
his Exidy Sorcerer to write English correctly.

According to Mr. Cushing's letter, should'ntwould be, I
suppose, the contraction of should onto Then he talks about
PET's and Apple's as though they possess something, but
neglects to explain what they possess. Since he must surely
have meant PETs and Apples as plurals, I can only wonder why
he was not at least consistent, constructing the opening
sentence as Many reader's of CC seem to be conscious of the
shortcoming's of Basic in the area of control structure's ...

Maybe if the technique he suggests "does ont pan out on
PET's and Apple's," it is because they know more about English
than his poor mistaught Exidy!

T. E. Bailey
Associate Professor

Department of Computing and Information Services
Oklahoma State University

Stillwater, OK 74074
This is one reason we run an Effective Writing column

in Creative Computing. -DHA

••••••••••
Just Deserts

Dear Editor:
Crossing the hot desert sands is a lot easier than the method

hinted at in the solution given (August 1980, page 134). Anyone
taking the trouble to go through this entire solution in detail
would be awed at the inefficiency of the last few steps. At one
point, the truck would be in the middle of the desert, with 50
gallons of gas, plus several 10-gallon caches running back
toward the starting point. The solution given would have Ithe
truck return to base, gas up, and return to the middle, where
40 gallons would be left, waiting to carry it to the other side. ~ut
why not use those 40 gallons immediately to finish the crossing?

This simple change would reduce the gas used to 16 tahk-
fuls. The best strategy can manage with slightly less tlian
8 tanks!

The technique of "working backwards" is ideal for this
problem. The final goal is to be on the other side of the desert.
The situation needed to produce this is to be one tankful away
from the other side, with a full tank of gas (using numbers as
in the problem and solution, this means to be at the 400-mile
mark, with 40 gallons of gas). Producing this situation is now
the goal we consider.

Clearly we would have to bring some gas forward to the
400-mile mark from a previous point, leave some gas, go back

10 CREATIVE COMPUTING



EXCITING NEWS FOR INVESTORS WITH TRs-ad"M32K DISK-BASED SYSTEMS!

Standard & Poor's proudly announcesSTOCKPAK,
a unique software and data system

to help you meet your investment goals
like aWall Street professional.

STOCKPAK not only delivers a "stand-alone" Port-
folio Management System but also gives you the soft-
ware for Standard & Poor's monthly Common Stock
Data Service (available to TRS-80 owners on a sub-
scription basis). With STOCKPAK and the Data Ser-
vice you command one of the most powerful and
versatile investment tools available.

Here's How STOCKPAK Will Help You:

A 900 COMPANY DATA BASE SERVICE

Monthly Data Service subscribers receive a diskette
containing 30 vital financial items on 900 of the most
widely traded stocks (S&P "500" and 400 NYSE, ASE
and OTC issues). Accompanying this monthly diskette
is an Investor's Newsletter highlighting important fi-
nancial news and investment strategies, with sugges-
tions for maximizing the usefulness of the system.

STOCKPAK SELECTION SYSTEM

The heart of STOCKPAK is a powerful, analytical
stock selection tool which enables investors to choose
stocks which meet their investment criteria. For exam-
ple, you maywish to select only those oil and gas stocks
with price/earnings ratios ofless than 7 and yields of 6%
or more. Once a group of stocks has been selected, you
can store it as a separate data file for continuing use.

REPORT WRITER

You can define the report formats you would like to
see on those stocks meeting your investment objec-
tives. Hundreds of calculations and ratios that you
define can be sorted, averaged or totalled, and dis-
played on video screen or optional printer.

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Now you can effectively evaluate and manage your
own stock portfolio of up to 100 securities with as many
as 30 transactions for each. You can record "buy" and
"sell" transactions, price and dividend information and
stock splits for instant retrieval, for record keeping and
tax purposes. You can measure actual performance or
create hypothetical situations to help you make "buy"
or "sell" decisions.

HOW TO ORDER STOCKPAK

STOCKPAK is designed exclusively for TRS-80
users with 32K business systems with two mini-disk
drives. You can obtain the basic software and sample
Data Base, plus a comprehensive User's Manual from
your local Radio Shack Store for only $49.95. The
STOCKPAK Monthly Data Updating Service can be
ordered directly from Standard & Poor's for $200 an-
nually, or from the order form provided in the basic
package you purchase from Radio Shack.

III
Standard & Poor's Corporation

25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, NY 10004 (212) 248-3994/3374
CIRCLE 254 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TWO~},t
FREE TRIAL

OFFERS

(0 ATARI~

And one that costs you a buck.

Two: Visit a Radio Shack® computer center. Most
are equipped to access the CompuServe
Information Service now. Log in and see what you
can get. The service is compatible with any
TRS-80@) includinp the new VIDEOTEX@)unit.

Three: Send $1.00 to us and we'll send you the
current "menu" of services, including the
sophisticated big mainframe power of MicroNET.
Send $1.00, name and address to: CompuServe,
Information Service Division, 5000 Arlington
Centre Boulevard, Columbus, Ohio 43220.

One: Buya new TeleLink@)I cartridge for your
ATARI 400@)or ATARI 800@)computer and
get one free hour of CompuServe Information
Service time.

Radio Shack, TRS-80 and Videotex are trademarks of Tandy Corporation.
ATARI 400 and ATARI 800 are trademarks of ATARI, Inc.



All this is yours to command.
Access to news and
entertainment data bases,
computer games and art,
regional newspapers,
newsletters, programs,
languages, storage (up to
128k free!) and lots more is
yours for 8V3 cents per
minute (between the

.!!!!!!~!~hours of 6 pm and 5 amweekdays and all day
weekends), billed to

. your charge card. It's
a local phone hook-up in more than 260 U.S. cities.

CompuServe is
working with 11
major regional
newspapers to
bring you their
electronic
editions, as well
as the Associated
Press news and
sports wires.

Simple games and
graphics for the
beginner. And, when
you're ready-try the
really tough ones on
MicroNET (see
MicroNET service).
You haven't lived

until you discover a
player from Los Angeles
in your dungeon!

Condition
Red

" "" ••• "" '" '" ~ '" '" IlL """~_""''''' __ =''"-:OCh''' "''''=,,;~-~~=:~-

CompuServe s continually adding new on-line
information r sources.
So, order our current
menu and wa ch for new
features such as an
electronic enayclo-
pedia, travel i for-
mation, food
preparation a d
gardening tip,
government pub-
lication data
and much more! •

MicroQuote has his-
torical and statistical
data on almost every
stock, bond or option
you can buy. Corporate
financial information,
commodity prices
and financial
newsletters are
also available .

And, when you're ready for big-time computer action ...

You need a
computer to
use all the
MicroNET
services which
put you in
command of
our big, fast
mainframe
computers.
But even with
the simplest
terminal you can send electronic mail to any other user,
use the CB simulator, and try to zap the enemy's
spaceships in real-and very fast-time. Many
networking multi-player games available.

Not 1985.
NOW!

See for yourself
what a
state-of -the-art
electronic
information
service can do.Get
a demonstration at
a Radio Shack®
computer center or

send $1.00for
a current
menu
today.

CompuServe
Information Service Division
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.
Columbus, Ohio 43220
(614) 457-8600
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110, cont'd ...
and get more gas, and proceed again to the 400-mile mark. Best
efficiency occurs if the truck runs out of gas just as it returns to
the previous point where it can get more, and if it takes on a full
40 gallons each time. If so, then 40 of the total 80 gallons are
burned in 3 one-way trips, meaning each such trip is 400/3 =
133 1/3 miles.

Thus we can get across, if we reach a point 266 2/3 miles
out, with 80 gallons of gas: for then we tank up, drive 133 1/3
miles forward, deposit 13 1/3 gallons, drive back 133 1/3 miles,
fill up with the 40 gallons left there, and drive forward 133 1/3
miles -leaving us 400 miles out, with 26213 gallons in the tank
and 13 1/3 more that we pick up there.

How do we get 266 2/3 miles out, with 80 gallons? By
starting 186213 miles out with 120 gallons: then make two trips
out 80 more miles and back, depositing 24 gallons each time,
followed by a no-return trip out which leaves us with 32 gallons
in the tank.

Et cetera. The distances of the legs between depots, mea-
sured in tankfuls of gas, are successively I, 1/3, 1/5, 1/7, ... A
solution is obtained when we take enough legs so that these
sume up to at least 2, which occurs for 8 legs: I+ 1/3 + 1/5 +
1/7 + 1/9 + 1111 + 1/13 + 1/15 is about 2.022.

The fact that this sum is slightly greater than 2 means either
(a) using 8 full tanks, we could end up on the far side of the
desert with about 0.022 tank (0.88 gallons) left; or (b) we could
accomplish the task with less than 8 tanks, in fact about 7.673
tanks, starting our trek with 7112 round trips out to a distance
of about 17.95 miles.

It is worth noting that since the sum I+ 1/3 + 1/5 + 1/7+ ...
"diverges to infinity" (i.e. gets as large as you want, if you take
enough terms), the problem can be solved no matter how wide
the desert is. For instance, if the desert is 10 tankfuls wide,
count how many terms of the sequence are required to sum at
least 10; that tells how many tankfuls will actually get you
across.

Robin Ault
Concolor Allied Technical Services

45 Dexter Road
Newtonville, MA 02160

Pass Go Do Not Return To Basic
Dear Editor:

Before I got my Apple II+ in December 1979, I had been
long since using Apple II computers and was just beginning to
use assembly-language - wow, how convenient the reset key
finally seemed: it interrupted the assembly program and left
me in the monitor.

With the Apple II+, though, I was denied of that con-
venience, because with Autostart-Rorn the reset vector goes
into Applesoft Basic - terribly inconvenient for a machine
user.

Then, after nearly a year of struggling, I've finally solved
the problem with five pokes. They are:

115,136
116,24

1010,113 or, from monitor:
6280,105
6281,255

$73:$88
$74:$18

$312:$71
$1888:$69
$1889:$FF

The last two pokes can be set to anything. I've arbitrarily
chosen the entry to the monitor. They decide where you end up.

The only drawback of the trick is that it restricts the pro-
grammer to 4K of program-space, but, for a machine pro-

gram mer who grows weary of going in and out of Basic each
time he hits reset, it is plenty.

Eric Shirley
89 Southampton Avenue

Berkeley, CA 94707

Out of Sorts
Dear Editor:

Regarding the article on sorting in the September 1980
issue and the Heapsort algorithm, I offer the following
observations.

I compared the Heapsort to the Shell/ Metzner sort.
When the list to be sorted is disordered, the Heapsort appears
to be about 10-15 percent faster. However, when the list to be
sorted is partially ordered the Shell/ Metzner sort is up to
2.25 times faster than the Heapsort.

Not only that but the Shell/ Metzner sort is even smaller
than the Heapsort and also requires no auxiliary storage. The
test I made showed the Heapsort to require 591 bytes (for the
program only) whereas the Shell! Metzner sort required only
445 bytes (again for the program only.)

On balance, if one is not sure of the "orderedness" of the
list to be sorted, the Shell/ Metzner sort is probably the better
choice. .

Below is a listing of the Shell/ Metzner sort.

90 REM SHELL/METZNER SORT
100 LET Y=V
110 LET Y=INT(Y/2)
120 IF Y=O THEN 250
130 LET K=V-Y
140 LET J=l
150 LET I=J
160 LET B=I+Y
170 IF A(I)<=A(B) THEN 220
180 LET L=A(I)
190 LET A(I)=A(B)
200 LET A(B)=L
210 IF I=>l THEN 160
220 LET J=J+l
230 IF J>K THEN 110
240 GO TO 150
250 RETURN

(array "A" contains the values to be sorted; "V" is the number
of elements in the array; i.e., the number of items to be sorted)

Leland C. Sheppard,
Sheppard Software Co.

1523 Coronach Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94087

One reason we have run so much material on sorting
techniques over the years is that different sorts lend them-
selves to different jobs. I can find little justification for ever
using the popular bubble sort or delayed replacement but
other sorts such as Shell/ Metzner, Heapsort, Woodrum, etc.,
all have a place. Five sorting techniques and two shuffling
algorithms are described in the 19-page "Sorting, Shuffling
and File Structures" reprint available for just 50 cents postpaid
from Creative Computing. - DHA
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ingenious card
converts an Apple II®into a
Z-80® machine running
CP/M~

Youmay even know
that with the SoftCard, you get Microsoft's
powerful BASIC - extended to support
Apple graphics and many other features.

Now, whenever you're ready to get beyond the
BASICs, the SoftCard can take you into whole
new realms. Starting with two advanced
language packages from Microsoft.

FORTRAN AND
COBOLTO GO.

Now you can run the
world's most popular
engineering/scientific lan-
guage and the most popular
business language on your
Apple. Think what that means: you can choose from liter-
ally thousands of "off-the-shelf" applications programs,
and have them working with little conversion. Or design
your own programs, taking advantage of all the problem-
solving power these specialized languages give you.

FORTRAN-80
A complete ANSI-standard FORTRAN (except

COMPLEX type), with important enhancements. The ex-
tremely fast compiler performs extensive code

Apple
FORTRAN is easy to

learn if you know BASIC,
and the package in-
cludes a huge library of

floating point, math,
and 1/0 routines
you can use in all

your programs.

COBOL-80
Virtually the only choice for

serious business data processing.
It'sANSI 1974 standard COBOL, with many user-oriented
features added: formatted screen support for CRT termi-
nals, simple segmenting of very large programs, powerful
file handling capability, trace debugging, and much
more. A separate Sort package is coming soon.

FORTRAN-80 and COBOL-80 are just two more rea-
sons why the Apple with SoftCard is the world's most ver-
satile personal computer. Get all the exciting details from
your Microsoft dealer today. And start getting beyond the
BASICs.

MICROSOFT Consumer Products, 400 108th Ave.
N.E., Suite 200, Bellevue, WA 98004. (206) 454-1315.
Soft Card is a trademark of Microsoft. Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Com-
puter.Inc. Z-80 is a registered trademark of Zilog, Inc. CP/M is a registered trademark
of Digital Research, Inc.
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Part II David Lubar
Following is presented a wide selec-

tion of toys and games, from the fast paced
to the cerebral. There should be something
for everyone.

player attempts to move past computer-
controlled opponents without losing the
ball. This is done by chariging dribbling
heights to high, medium or low, depending
on the stance of the opponent. At any
point, the player can attempt a shot. The
closer he is to the basket, the less the
chance that the shot will be blocked. The
game is timed with nine-minute quarters.
Between turns, the player can press a
button and see the score. I've raved enough
about Bambino. Rather than say any more
about their graphics or games in gerieral,
I'll leave it to you to go to the stores and see
the games for yourself.

Bukka-Bukka Bath Toys are not
electronic, but they are modern and
innovative enough to be lis-ted here. These
small plastic animals float in the tub. Each
has several windows, inside of which a
number can appear. The number is the
centigrade temperature of the water. This
seems to be a step above elbow dipping,
both in ease and accl.lracy. ./

Safari, Basketball, and
Bukka-Bukka Bath Toys from Bambino

Safari was a favorite with the staff.
The object is to track down and cage wild
animals. Four keys are used to move the
cage, a fifth key shuts the door. If an
animal is inside, you get a point. If you
make seven captures in a row without
missing, an eighth capture, when made in a
corner, will net bonus points. Misses
reduce your score. The animals appear at
raridom and hop around the field, evading
the cage. There are three skill levels, the
third of which seems almost unconquer-
able.

Basketball, with tiny little players
done in remarkable detail, is great fun. It
can be played solo or in competition. The

The Sound Gizmo from Fundimensions

Shaped somewhat like a large safety
razor, The Sound Gizmo, as the mime
implies, produces sounds. Each sound is
composed of several variables. First, a
sliding switch selects the basic sound, such
as train, motor, or explosion. Then three
knobs can be used to determine volume,
pitch, and speed. Finally, two switches can
be pressed; one produces constant sound,
the other gives fading bursts. With all this
potential for experiment, The Sound
Gizmo is a nice toy with uses limited only
by a child's imagination.
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Quickfire and Vagabondo from Invicta

Quick/ire is a two-player target game
with three levels of skill. The players use a
gun which shoots a beam of light at three
targets. Lights above the targets indicate
which target to shoot. Six games are
available with the unit. One involves
shooting the targets in any order, another
requires you to match the pattern that is
flashed. The unit, unlike earlier versions of
.light-gun games, works well even if the
room isn't totally dark. Sound effects
accompany play, and the time used by each
contestant is displayed at the end of a
round.
. Vagabondo is a board game in which

players take turns placing pieces on a
board, trying to score points by covering
territory and by meeting other pieces. Each
player has pieces that are one of several
shades, and no two pieces of the same
shade can touch. Vagabondo, following
the lead of other games from Invicta, is a
contest of strategy, not luck.

Redline Electronic Drag Race
from Kenner

Another winner, Redline simulates a
drag race. The player selects the type of car
hewants to drive, waits for the green light,
and burns rubber. A tachometer helps you
avoid blowing your engine as you shift

through the gears. The sound effects are
very realistic. At the end of a race, the
elapsed time and speed are shown. Unfor-
tunately, the elapsed time doesn't stay on
the screen for long. If you want, two
Redlines can be attached with a cable,
allowing for competitive drag races.

18

Rubik's Cube from Ideal

This marvelous gadget has received a
lot of coverage. A cube of twenty-seven
blocks, it can be rotated in segments
around any of three cross sections. The
object is to obtain six faces of solid color.
The cube comes correctly assembled. After
a few minutes of experimenting with the
unique properties of Rubik's Cube, you'll
find it presents a jumble of colors that may
never be whole again.

Electron Blaster from Vanity Fair

This game was another favorite with
the staff. In Electron Blaster, you move a
ship back and forth between three
columns, trying to shoot down the aliens
that are moving toward you. Sound
familiar? To win; you have to get 99 points
before time runs out. There are three skill
levels. If the aliens reach the bottom, or if
you are hit three times, you lose. At the top
skill level, the aliens move rather rapidly,
making the game a real challenge.

The Pothole Game from Cadaco

This one is really electrical, not
electronic, but it just seemed different
enough to include. Two players steer their
cars, trying to avoid the holes, as a beltway
moves beneath them. Each car has marbles
inside, which drop through the holes.
When you lose your marbles, you lose the
game. We had a bit of trouble getting the
mechanism running since the belt had a
tendency to snag. But, once running, the
game is fun, though it might be a bit too
fast-paced for some children.
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WE CAN TAKE YOU FROM
WATERLOO TO THE SUPER BOWL.

(By way of the North Atlantic.)
In the few short months since we introduced Computer Bismarck", we've transported over 2500 adventurous minds to the North Atlantic-

there to recreate the historic battle between the awesome German warship and the British Home Fleet The startling realism and excitement of
that experience have prompted many well-seasoned travelers to proclaim it " ...unique among computer games and board games alike."" One
enthusiast had this to say: "The wealth of detail...is hardly short of fantastic. Only real war rooms ...in the Pentagon have ever before been able to
simulate a battle in this manner. **n Now we offer two more strategy games to embark you on new flights of the imagination.

COMPUTERNAPOLEONICS'"
takes you to the battlefields of Waterloo on the
fateful day of June 18, 1815. Here, the greatest
battle ever fought is about to begin, awaiting
only your commands to set the amassed armies
in motion.

You and your friend choose your role -
either as the military genius, Napoleon, or as the
Duke of Wellington, the iron-willed leader of
the Anglo-Allied forces. The video screen
displays the map of the Belgian countryside with
the artillery, infantry, and cavalry units under
your respective commands.
AS NAPOLEON, you must utilize your
superior combat strength and numbers to deal
Wellington a quick and decisive defeat before
his Prussian ally can supply reinforcements.
Speed isof the essence. But any tactical blunders
in military deployment will result in a repeat of
history - Napoleon's ignominious defeat
AS THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON,
you must not only survive the onslaught of the
French artillery, cuirassiers, and the dreaded
Imperial Guard, you must also inflict sufficient
damage to Napoleon's forces to prevent his
relentless northward march of conquest
THE COMPUTER, in our solitaire scenario,
plays Wellington while you play Napoleon.
Two levels of play are provided by making the
entry of Prussian reinforcements variable. This
makes the need for French military decisiveness
and devastaring execution even more critical
FOR THE NOVICE AND THE ADVANCED.
Computer Napoleonics has all the advantages of your
basic, traditional wargame -meticulous detail, realism,
and playability. Plus one. Because the computer keeps
track of all the rules, neither player can make an illegal
move. This makes learning it a cinch (mastery is quite
another matter), and it will convert the novice wargamer
into a fanatic in no time.

The advanced wargamer will find the computer a worthy
opponent indeed, and the two levels of play in the solitaire version will
challenge the most experienced of strategists.

'Creative Computing, Aug. 1980.
••Popular Mechanics, Aug. 1980.

COMPUTER QUARTERBACK'"
propels you onto the playing field of the Super
Bowl From its multiple offensive and defensive

plays and its real-rime playing conditions
to the animated video displayof the grid-

iron and the halftime statistics, no strategy
football game has ever been more complete

in detail or as exciting in realism. Three ver-
sions are offered: Semi-Pro, Pro, and Computer-
as-Opponent.
SEMI. PRO presents you with a choice of 18
offenses and 14 defenses. Here, you will begin to
learn the intricacies of football; the thrill of the
perfectly executed two-minute drill; the agony
of the fumble, interception, and penalty. On
offense, you will learn to read the defense and
call audibles as needed.

After you have mastered the Semi-Pro
version, it's time to move on to the Big
Time ...the Pro version!

THE PRO VERSION not only gives you
every offense (36) and defense (24 plus double-
teaming capabilities and special alignments) you
could ever want, it also gives you the team you
want! With 2.7 million computer dollars, you
get to draft a team to your styleand specifications.
Spend more on your quarterback and receivers
and your passing game may very well be
unstoppable ...but your running game may suffer
for lack of funds.

THE COMPUTER eliminates all the organi-
zational drudgery of conventional board games.
It plays scorekeeper, referee, umpire, and lines-
man. As timekeeper, it makes you play in real-
time. Take longer than 30 seconds to hike the
ball and five yards will be marched off against
you for delay-of-game.

"THE ROBOTS" is the team most ably
coached by your friendly computer. It's ready to play any time you are. It
even "learns" your tendencies and patterns through time, and it will
make the necessary tactical adjustments. It plays so well you must be in
top form to stand a chance against it.

CIRCLE 256 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Melody Madness from GAF

This is a musical version of concen-
tration. The player or players press a
button, which produces a tune. Then, a
second button must be found which
produces the same tune. Once matched, a
button will no longer play the tune. There
are several skill levels, and the tunes are
reassigned to new buttons for each game.
Another option allows the unit to be used
as a musical instrument.: Number-coded
songs are included in the instruction
manual. All in all, the game is a nice
variation on an old concept.

Strobe from Lakeside

The game is composed of a unit with
four arms. Each arm has a light on the end
and a concealed panel of buttons. In
various games, the object is to send the
light on to the other player or players by
pushing the correct button. One to four
can participate. When a player misses, he is
out of that round. Unfortunately, this
quickly reduces the game to a: contest
between two players, where each has only
one button to press. Strobe would be more
interesting if it kept a running score and
allowed all players to stay in until the end.

Actually, this is Le Many Games. The
basic version is a board on which
"programmed" sheets are placed. These
sheets are filled in by the players using an
ordinary. pencil. Over the sheet goes a game
board. The players then take turns
touching a portion of the board with' a
stylus. At certain times, when the stylus is
above one of the concealed pencil marks, a
light will go on. In different games, this
signifies different things. For example, it
could indicate the blocked path in a maze,
or a free area in a treasure hunt. The game
sheets can be saved and reused. Le Game is
a nice concept, and a variety of games are
available. Once the Le Game pencil is used
up, any soft pencil can be used. Some
enterprising children might even try
devising their own games and program
sheets.

Wildfire, Split Second, and Bank Shot
from Parker Brothers

Parker Brothers has come out with
some very nice games. Wildfire is an
electronic pinball game. One to four
players can participate, and there are three
skill levels. The game has flippers,
bumpers, gates, a kicker, and lots of sound.
It's fun and challenging, as well as being
sturdy and well designed.

Split second comes with five games
and three variations; eight ways to play in
all. The games are clever and range from
simple to difficult. While playing any
individual game, the player's best score is
kept in memory. If he does better, the game
emits a high sound. If he doesn't do better,
he gets a low tone. One game involves
getting through mazes. Another requires
you to shoot down enemy ships. The most
difficult game involves n.anipulat ing a
four-segment line, trying to trap a ball.
This is one game that won't become
quickly boring, .

Bank Shot is a pool game. One ortwo
players can play regular pool, poison, or
try trick shots. There are six balls and a cue
ball involved. The stroke can be made at
different angles, with different speeds. In
the trick-shot mode, you can set up the
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balls anywhere on the table. Poison is like
regular pool, but has one specific ball that
has to be pocketed last. Bank Shot is well
done.

Playmaker and Owly from Tiger

Play maker contains three games -
hockey, soccer, and basketball- that are
similar in design and control to the football
game reviewed last month. They use a
special button which allows four-way
control of the lights on the field. The games
are for one or two, and are differentiated
by using overlays on the screen.

Owly, for the wee crowd, presents
problems in time telling, and number and
pattern recognition. Problems are dis-
played in the center, using seven-segment
LED's. The answers are entered in various
ways, such as using a clock to match the
displayed time, or pressing bars to match
the missing segment of a display. Tones
and music are used to note correct and
incorrect responses.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Sonic Phaser from Kusan

This gun doesn't shoot anything, but
it makes a variety of sounds. A sliding
switch on the side selects the sound, with
choices including "radiate," "anti gravity,"
and "ion transport." The Phaserseems best
suited as an adjunct to games as opposed to
being a game in itself. Children playing
futuristic versions of cowboys and indians
(Skywalkers and Vaders?) might enjoy
having ready-made sound effects.

Two Player Baseball and
Kiddy Computer from Fonas

One or two players can participate in
this version of baseball. When played in
competition, the pitcher has a choice of
throwing a slow or fast ball which can be
either straight or curved. There is also a
button which allows him to attempt a pick
off. All moves made by the pitcher are
concealed by a flip-up screen. The batter
can attempt to steal whenever he has a man
on base. Two Player Baseball has all the
features of the real game except for unruly
crowds and nearsighted umpires. The unit
is sturdy and well designed, though the
lights show up best in a dimly-lit room.

Kiddy Computer presents math
problems in several manners. The player
has a choice of two skill levels and two
speeds. At this point, ten problems are
randomly chosen and presented on the
screen. There are two other modes of
operation. In one, the problems are
presented with one of the factors going in
sequence from one to ten. Another mode
gives problems with an answer, but one of
the factors is missing and has to be
supplied. Two Kiddie Computers can be
linked, allowing competition. Some users
found the sound made by the unit to be
rather loud.

That wraps things up for this Christ-
mas season, leaving us plenty of time to
speculate on what next year will bring. 0

SOllJnc'w()re'Mgives you you need! .
You get hardware - a neat speaker-amplifier unit with volume control,
earphone Jackand connectors. No wiring, no soldering - simply add two
AA batteries and plug it inl
You get software - two programs to demonstrate and help you create
your own sound effects. Make your programs come alive ~ add loser

. sounds, bird calls, bounces, clicks, sirens, music notes, t\lJnes!(om~)lelt~}~fr-:'~~~l:~
Instructions Included, one-year limited warranty, Immediate cn.,nm,,,",nr

See your dealer for demonstrations,
If not convenient, order direct by phone (61)2)296-4978 or coupon.

Please seftd SOUNDWARE as ~lIows:
o All PETS, 0 All TAS-80Level II - $19.95 0 All COMPUCOLOAII - $39.95
o Payment endosed (CAPpays shipping) 0 Send C.O.D. (odd 15%)
o VlSA/Bonkamericord 0 Moster Charge (

"'l>-,••.~::';.
_~~AA"~

Cerd No. Exp.Oate Slg.- N .•_._
Please prtnt (Ar,zcn:>'-"" odd 4% sdes I:a;() -No~ _

Ad~e~ _

City State lip _

o Send me a FREE catalog of game programs for APPLE, PET and COMPUCOlOA.

DECEMBER 1980

TRS-SO II
8462 Hillwood Ln. Iuscon, AZ 85715

COMPUCOLOR II
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COMPUCOLOAII
$39.95

81•••••_rcAP Electronics, Dept. C
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Tired of giving and getting clothes,
trinkets, and candy? If you are, this list of
games, utilities, books, and other goodies
should be left open in an appropriate spot
with the desired items circled.

Games
Conflict, from Keating Computer

Services Pty Ltd, is a war game done in
high resolution for a 32K Apple with
Applesoft. Combat takes place on a hex
grid with varying terrain. The player has
tanks, infantry and heavy weapons; each
with motion and strength points. At the
start, you can choose from five scenarios,
or specify your own with such factors as
increased enemy strength, decreased
enemy movement, or random terrain. The
object is to score 100 points before the
enemy (Apple). You get points for occupy-
ing the city. The enemy gets points for
reaching your boarder or keeping you
from the city. Enemy pieces are not dis-
placed until they are adjacent to one of
your pieces. The computer takes care of
combat, drawing results from a table based
on the strength of opposing pieces, and
taking terrain into account. For those who
like war games, this is a great program.
For those who don't, this program might
change their minds.

Jagdstaffel, from Discovery games,
comes with Apple, PET, and TRS-80 ver-
sions on one cassette, packaged in a classy
container suitable for bookshelves or other
niches. All versions require 16K, and the
package costs $19.95. The game pits your
plane against a group of bombers and
escorts, all of which are represented on a
text screen. You control the plane with

Softvvare, Hardvvare
and Othervvare for

Christmas

David Lubar

An early stage of Conflict

short commands such as "A4" for "Attack
and dive 4000 feet." The object is to pre-
vent the bombers from reaching the edge
of the screen. The player has a choice of
a dozen or so planes, and the enemy planes
are also different for each game. The pro-
gram accurately reflects the characteristics
of the planes, and it is up to the player to
learn which maneuvers work best for each
plane. Jagdstaffel is one of a series of
similar games, each of which involves a
different set of planes. War buffs might
want to try several versions, other would
probably be satisfied with one.

Adventure International offers Slag
for 16K TRS-80 ($15.00). Two to twelve
players build industries and buy weapons,

then try to blow each other up. During
the combat phase, the defending country
gets to shoot ground-based missiles at
the attacking LC.B. M.'s and bombers.
Spy networks can also be created. The
game continues until only one player is
left. On the lighter side, AI also offers
Frog ($ I0.00) , another TRS-80 game, with
marvelous graphics. The game has a frog
on a log. The player moves the frog and
tries to catch flies with a darting tongue.
The game is fun, though it can get tough
when there is only one fly left. Mountain
Shoot ($7.95), for 16K Atari is a nice
version of ballistic-type games. Two
players take turns choosing amount of
powder and trajectory, trying to blow each
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From MUSE,the Leader in Quality Software
With its easy to use key sequences, the STIIWord Processing system provides fast
editing of letters, manuscripts, books, or other printed material. Automatic column
totals, column alignment, and on screen tabbing eliminate tedious formatting and
make Financial and Summary Reporting a snap. Data Base Management is simplified
by the most advanced file handling system and makes a world of information instantly
available ($150.00).

Completely new documentation designed forfirst time users and a backup copy of
the program disk is included with every program.

TRADE-INS!!
Trade in your present word processor for Super-Text II.
manual, and proof of purchase.

Send documentation

Trade-in Value:
Super-Text $100.00
EasyWriter $50.00
Apple Writer $50.00
Apple Pie $50.00

SUPER-TEXTADD-ON MODULES
For Even More Versatility
Personalize and customize form letters with the ultimate letter writer, the Super-Text
Form Letter Module ($100.00). Use it with the Address Book Mailing List Program
($49.95) or by itself to end repetitious composition of letters, contracts, leases, and
other documents. Add the Super-Text Terminal Module ($75.00) and a D. C. Hayes
Micromodem to communicate with any computer in the world.

Coming soon '" The Super-Text Virtual Memory Assembler-the MUSEin-house
development system.

Apple II or Apple II Plus (48K).

Fora free catalog or the name of your nearest MUSEDealer, contact:

Apple ls a TM of Apple Computer Inc

Easy-Writer is a TM of Ccp'n Software.
Apple Writer is a TM of Apple Computer Ine.
Apple Pie is a TM of Programma Internotionollne.

330 N. CHARLESSTREET
BALTIMORE,MD 21201

••••••• C ••IR.CiiiiiL ••E. 22 ••6 ••••0 ••N,.;,jR.,EA•• D;.;E••R;.;S ••E,;.;,RV,;.;I,;,CE;;;.,C,;,;A.;,;R.;,;;D;.. C301) 659-7212
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useful functions might find this item
worth considering.

Programmer, a TR.s-80 tape utility
from Rational Software, provides some
useful functions. It loads into high memory
and is accessed by hitting shift-break. With
it, you can delete lines, move lines, pack
programs, append programs, and re-
number. Append seems especially useful.
A program on tape can be added to one
in memory. You specify the starting line
number for the program on tape, and the
step. Unfortunately, this renumbering of
the tape program plays havoc with refer-
enced lines. Still, for adding short sub-
routines, Append is useful. The Pack func-
tion strips REMs and removes all extra
spaces.Move allows you to 't ake a line or
lines from one section and place them else-
where. Since Programmer is in machine
code, the utilities execute rapidly.

Apple-Doc ($19.95) from South-
western Data Systems contains three
utilities that run in RO\1 or RAM Apple-
soft." Vardoc" produces a list of variables
contained in any program in memory;
"Linedoc" gives a list of referenced lines
and the lines calling them. "Replace"
allows you to rename ariy variable or
replace any string. This replacement capa-
bility has many uses, such as serving as
an aid when converting Integer Basic pro-
grams to Applesoft, or for changing the
variables in a subroutine which is ap-
pended to various programs.

Peripherals
The Musicraft Development System

from Newtech Computer systems, Inc.
was covered in October, but mention
should be made of the Music Box, a
peripheral which allows the TRS-SO to
produce four-voice music. The box plugs
into the keyboard or the expansion inter-
face. It comes with an AC adaptor and a
cable for connecting to a speaker. The unit
can drive a small speaker, but an amplifier
is required if you are using large speakers.
The box is attractive; painted to resemble
a keyboard, and the manual that comes
with the system is comprehensive and well
done. The Music Box, with software and
hardware, sells for under $200.

For Apple owners who want an easy
method of entering graphics, there is the
Versa Writer from Peripherals Plus($252).
Thanks to great software, this device does
things that bit pads can't do, such as
creating shape tables and allowing over
100 colors on the Apple's high resolution
screen. The Versa Writer was reviewed in
june '79. Since then, the software has been
rewritten in machine code, giving much
faster operation.

Books
Godel, Escher, Bach almost defies de-

scription. The author, Douglas Hofstadt;
blends music, art, and mathematics. This
$S.95 paperback explores fugues, canons,
lithographs, and set theory - to name a
few areas touched. Several sections are

a path around buoys. The tape requires
SK. There are several skill levels, and .the
player can control the angle of the sail and
rudder, and raise or lower the centerboard.
Our resident salt assures me that the game
is accurate, with the boat responding just
the way a real one would. If you aren't
careful, you can tip over, ending the race.
Text at the top of the screen keeps you
informed of all the essential information,
including angle of sail, wind direction,
and rudder direction.

Skeet ($19.95), an Apple disk in
machine language, from On-Line Systems,
lets one to five players compete in a shoot-
ing contest. There is a choice of speed,
skeet size, and spread of pellets. Players
shoot from a number of positions, and
the skeets come either singly" or in pairs
from two points on the high-resolution
screen; Mystery Mansion ($24.95), in high
resolution, should please Adventure fans.
The game takes place in a large house. The
occupants are being murdered. The graph-
ics are very nice, showing the rooms and
objects in detail. I wish I could tell you
more about the game, but I keep getting
lost in the forest outside the kitchen. Both
disks require 4SK.

Utilities
DOSPLUS 3.1 from Micro Systems

Software, Inc. is a disk operating system
for the TRS-SO, incorporating a lot of
'nice features. For example, by pushing
Shift and Clear, you can send whatever is
on the screen to a printer. Unprintable
characters will come out as periods. If
the printer isn't on, the system won't hang.
DOSPLUS offers monitor features, in-
cluding listing an area of memory as either
hex code or ASCII data. Another com-
mand displays free disk space. Obviously,
the creators of this system knew what they
wanted and knew how to achieve their
desires. Selling for $99.95, DOSPLUS
isn't for everyone. But those who need a
friendly operating system with a lot' of

Otherware, cont'd ...
other up. The wind speed changes each
turn, adding challenge to the game.
Another Atari Game, Deflection ($S.OO),
puts a moving ball on a screen containing
target balls. Whenever the "]" key is
pressed, a "/" is placed on the screen,'
deflecting the ball. The object is to remove
all the targets. It is possible to trap your-
self in a corner. In this case, the only way
out is with the "system reset" button.
Still, the game is fun.

The Voice from MUSE, a 4SK disk
for the Apple II or II Plus ($39.95), allows
the cornpiiter to speak. No hardware is
needed since the internal speaker is used.
The program has several parts. A demo
persents a low-resolution face with moving
mouth and a accompanying speech. An-
other program allows you to enter words
and phrases, using either a microphone
or cassette. Once words have been stored
on disk, they can be retrieved and com-
bined into sentences. The documentation
explains how to combine The Voice with
other programs. The sound quality can
be improved by hooking the output to
an external speaker, but, even through
the Apple's speaker, the words are under-
standable. With options for changing the
speed of the words, and the ability to
build a library of words, you can get some
interesting effects from The Voice.

Tandy brings the TRS-SO into the
space age with their Astrology tape ($29.95).
You enter your time and date of birth,
latitude and longitude of place of birth,
then sit back and watch as the computer
produces all the information needed to cast
charts. Everything concerning rising signs,
cusps, and other crucial data is produced.
If desired, the output can be sent to a
printer. The program comes with a nicely
done chart containing the zodiac and lots
of other information.

Hayden's Microsail for the PET
($11.95) allows you to sail the CRT, racing

A shooter in the act of missing both skeets
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/devoted to computers and artificial in-
telligence. The format involves chapters
on various matters alternating with fas-
cinating dialogues between Archilles and
the Tortoise. This book will delight anyone
who is intrigued by the lore of numbers.

Tales 0/ the Marvelous Machine
($7.95) takes 35 stories - some from the
pages of Creative Computing, many pre-
viously unpublished - adds a lot of new
artwork, and guarantees a great way to
pass those long winter nights, The book
starts off with' a variety of indexes. You
can choose stories by length or content,
or by the role played by the computer.

For Science Fiction fans, Creative
Computing Press also offers Masterpieces
0/ Science Fiction ($7.95), a large-format
book filled with color illustrations, and
graced with nine classics from such authors
as Harlan Ellison, Robert Heinlein, and
Issac Asimov. The book is also a great
way to hook those who haven't yet become
addicted to science fiction, 0

Vendor Addresses

Discovery Games
936 W. Highway 36
St. Paul, MN 55113

Muse
330 N. Charles St.
Baltimore, MD 2120 I

Hayden
50 Essex St.
Rochelle Park, NJ 07662

Tandy
One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, TX 76102

Micro Systems Software
5846 Funston St.
Hollywood, FL 33023

Adventure International
Box 3435
Longwood, FL 32750

Creative Computing Press
P.O. Box 789-M
Morristown, NJ 07960

Newtech Computer Systems, Inc.
230 Clinton St.
Brooklyn, NY 11201

Southwestern Data Systems
P.O. Box 582
Santee, CA 92071

Rational Software
963 E. California Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91106
Keating Computer Services Pty Ltd
P.O. Box 448
Double Bay, Australia 2028
Peripherals Plus
119 Maple Avenue
Morristown, NJ07960

On Line Systems
772 N. Holbrook St.
Simi Valley, CA 93065
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Presenting the

CJM Microsystem
For the Apple II

The CJM Microsystem for the Apple II
The CJM Microsystem now provides Apple owners
with the hardware they need to interface joysticks,
sense external inputs, and control other devices such
as audio or video recorders. The applications are
endless.

Institutional Standards
All metal chassis and heavy duty cables and con-
nectors allow the CJM Microsystem to meet the
demands of the educational environment.

A Variety of Applications
The Microsystef!1' can be used for many appltca-
lions from games to sophisticated computer
assisted instruction.
The Miscrostik ca!1 be used for graphics
input, menu selection, or any screen
oriented function.
The output modules such as the
Microbox can run appliances, lamps,
motors, relays or other loads from
keyboard or program commands.
The input modules can sense
temperature, light, or
sound to provide external information.
Specialized modules, such as the VTR Con-
troller can sense tape position and drive the VTR forward and reverse
utilizing the input and output capabilities interactively.

The Graphics Kit Software
This is a disk based program written in Integer Basic and
Assembly Language. It uses the Microstiks to simulate the
Apple Graphics Pad and adds some extra features. including:

• Draw shapes in 8 modes using Microstiks.
• Draw to both HIRES screens.
• Assemble shapes into tables.
• Select a color from the pallette using the Microstik cursor.
• Add text directly to drawings with auto scrolling in either direction.
• Move shapes around the HIRES screens and deposit them at the

touch of a button. Press the button again to pick them up off the
screen and move them to a new location. Press a key to rotate the
shape. Press another to bring up the next shape.

• There eremore than 50 distinct drawing commands.
• The Animate Command cuts from screen I to screen two and back

again.
• The Save Command saves either screen for later use in custom

prog!ams as charts or graphs (ideal for CAI applications).

USE YOUR MASTERCHARGE OR VISA CARDS

APPLEXPANDER+S $ 54.95

MICROSTIK $ 59.95

AC CONTROL BOX $ 89.95

RELAY CONTROL BOX $ 89.95

LIGHT PEN $ 39.95

G.RAPHICS KIT SOFTWARE $ 49.95

PDL AOAPTER KIT $ 14.95

ORDER TODAY 703·620·2444

The Applexpander
The APPlEXPANDER is the heart of the CJM MICRO·
SYSTEM. The Applexpander plugs into the Apple Game I/O
socket, Once the expander is installed there will never be
another need to access the game socket. The expander buf-
fers the input and output signals to the Game I/O. Providing
the added safety needed to interface to the outside world.
The two input sockets accept a Microstik. Light Pen or an
assortment of input devices such as temperature. audio or
light sensors.

The output socket will drive the AC Control Box, Relay
Modules, LED Arrays and other controllers.

The APPLEXPANDER+S includes an Auxilliary Speaker/
Headphone Jack. and Volume Control. The Apple speaker is
automatically muted when a speaker is plugged into the re-
mote jack. The volume control adjusts the sound level. When
an external speaker (not included) is used, the sound quality of
the Apple increases dramatically.

Microstik
The CJM MICROSTIK is a dual axis joystick. It features an all
metal rugged chassis, with a heavy duty cable and Jones plug.
Each Microstik includes two push buttons for interactive con-
trol. Additional circuitry reduces the current draw so that two
Microstiks can safely be used simultaneously through the
game socket. These are high quality units constructed to
withstand abuse. Extension cables are available as accesso-
ries.

CJM INDUSTRIES, INC.
P.O. Box 2367

Heston, Virginia
22090
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Buyers (iuicie
The computers included in this chart were selected with the aim of giving a

wide representation to as many different types of machines as possible. Some
of the categories require a few words of explanation. Graphic 'fesoluti~n can
be represented in 'several ways. Effective resolution is the actual number of dots
or pixels that can be put on the screen. In some cases. the user has control only
over characters composed ofa matrix of pixels. Thus. a machine with an effective
resolution of. say. 200 X 200 might have a programmable control over only a
40 X 40 grid.

A vailable peripherals refers to those accessories from the manufacturer of the
computer. This is a representative list and is not intended to cover the complete
line of peripherals. Outside availability concerns software and hardware from
other manufacturers. Again. the examples are representative. The prices given are
based on manufacturers suggested list. Most systems can be obtained for a
lower price.

Descrlptipn
at Sy.tem

Memory

Proceslor

Basic

Monitor
Accessibility

Oth~r Available
Langu8ge~

Graphics and Cola

Text

Sound Capabilities

Exter"~1 Storage
Devices

Un Included
Requlrem~mts

Expansion and
Intertaclng

Available
Perlph.erals

Outside Software
Availability

Out~lde Hardware
Availability

Documentation

D.~ndability

Service

Price of B.slc
System

Price ot System
with Disk

Comments

Sinclair ZX80
Commodore
PET/CBM Atari 800OSI C4P Heath WH89

Compact unit with pressure- Keyboard, CPU and monitor In a Keyboard and CPU in metal and Keyboard, CPU. monitor and disk In
Keyboard and CPU In plastic case

sen.ltlve ~eyboard and CPU .Ingle metal unit with metal .hieldlng, ca••ette In
wQod case metal case separate u~lt.

1-16K RAM 4 or 8K Basic In ROM 8-48K RAM 16K ROM B-3~K RAM, BK Basic In ROM 16-48K RAM 6K ROM 16-48K RAM up to 26K ROM

Z-80 6502 6502 Z-80 6S02

Commodore Basic - a version of Benton Harbor Basic or Microsoft
Atari B~slc - includes extensive

Integer Basic Microsoft OSI Basic commands 'or graphics, music, and
Basic availa~le throu.gh software paddles .

Through PEEK and POKE. Z-80 code Some user access, assembler Assembler programs available Assembler programs available ~sse~bler cartridge nee~ed
can be entered 8S strings programs available

None None Fortran, Pascal Pascal Pascal (1981)

Microsoft 88~ic (1981)

B+W with 22 special symbols, 24 X 32 8+W, special graphics symbols
256 X 512 etteeuve resolution with 33 graphics characters available,

Several modes, from 40 X 24 withr 16 colors. Predefined graphics each composed of an 8 X 10 matrix.
25 X 40 display characters evallable B+W 4 color. to 192 X 320 with 2 colors

Upper case 24 X 32 25 X 40 upper and lower case 64 X 32 upper .and lower case 24 X 80 upper and lower case ~4 X 32 upper and lower case.

None Through external devices Built In DAC and tone generator Through exter'1al devices 4 voices plus speaker

Cassette (250 baud), disk promised Cassette, dual disks (360K) C••••II. (300 baud), disk (77.8K) Cassette (baud rate selectable up Cassette, disk (80 for 1st drive, 86K
in near future to 96PO) or disk for drives ~, 3 and 4)

Ca.sette and TV Cassette Cassette or disk, monitor Language software TV

Through edge card IEEE bus, 2nd cassette port, memory 4 e~panslon slots, printer interface, Sockets for memory, two port se,ial
~rlalportexpanfllon bus AC remote centrcl, joystick interface Interface

Plans for printer, disk, and Modem, voice synthesizer, disk, Monitor, Joysticks, modem, ~C Disks, modem, printer, Interface Disk drives, printer, modem,Joystickflat-screen TV cassette, printer remote control switches, printer boards

Some Good Some Little Fair, gelling better

None yet Good, Including music boards, S-100 Some Lilli.expansion Interface, and Joysticks Llttle

Good Good but not thorough Good but unorganiz~d Good Good, but some decoding required

Good Good Fair Good Good

Return to manufacturer Avallab~e at some dealers or mall in Available at some dealers, mostly Through Heath Cervlce Centers From many defilers or Control
mall In Data Centers

$199.95 for 1K $995 for 16K $ 698 for 8K $1195 for 16K kit without disk $1080 for 16K

NA $2590 for 32K with dual disks $1695 for 24K with disk (C4P MFI $2895 for 4~K with disk, •••embled $2000 for 32K with disk

very popular In Europe. Provide. a A nice unit with some good features, QSI hils a Illstory of Innovative
Heath has an excellerat reputation in The Atari is growing In popuiarity.
the electroniCS field. The use of RAMvery low cost Introduction to especially popular witt- educators hIIrdwar~ at ••low price, but for languages a!lows many future

Many vendors will prob(lbly be
programming since It I. self contained. Indifferent factory support. adding Atarl product, to their lines

applications. of s~ltware and hardware.
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David Lubar

This year, the buyer's guide to
personal computers expands, branching
in several directions. For quick reference,
there is the comparison chart which covers
ten computers - both old timers and new-
comers. On this chart, you can find
machines from under $200 to over $1000,
with a wide variety of features and cap-
abilities. Next comes an in-depth look at

four of the most popular home computers.
Each article was written by someone who
has worked extensively with that particular
computer; each presents a favorable but
balanced view. There are also reviews of
two new entries, the TRS-80 Pocket Com-
puter and the Sinclair ZX80. These com-
puters represent a significant step in the
evolution of home computing, both in

portability and price. For those who want
to dig in, there is a comparison of Basics
which deals with both available features
and speed of execution.

For those who already have a com-
puter, or need a gift idea, there is a review
of software, peripherals, and books. That
about covers this years buyer's guide.
Happy shopping. - DL

Exidy Sorcerer Apple II Plus TRS-80 Level II TI 99/4
APF Imagination

Machine

Keyboard, CPU, and socket for ROM Keyboard and CPU In 8 plastic case Keyboard and CPU in single black Compact metal and plastic keyboard Keyboard, CPU, cassette, and slotsplastic unit, cassette and monitor incartridges In plastic case with metal bottom separate unit. and CPU. separate monitor for ROM cartridges in a plastic case

8·48K RAM 12K ROM and ROM 16-48K RAM. 16K ROM (8K Oaslc, 4-48K RAM 16K ROM 16K RAM, 26K ROM, Additional 30K 9·17K RAM, 14K Basic in ROM
cartridges 4K monitor, 4K hardware switches) from ROM cartridges

Z-80 6502 Z-80 9900 MC6800

Apple.oft - Version of Microsoft Level II BaSiC, a version of Microsoft TI Basic with special commands tor
APF Basic; similar to Microsoft, but

8K Microsoft Basic with extended commands for without trig functions or extended
graphics and paddles with extensions for graphics sound and graphics string handling.

Accessible with assembler cartridge
Memory Is open to Inspec.tion and Special software required for access. Not access! ble to user System supports 6800 programmingchange, disassembler included. PEEKand POKE available from Basic

Fortran Inleger aestc, Pascal, Pilot Fortran None None

8+W, epectet graphics symbols 8+W 48 X 128 using graphics 192 x 256 with 8 X 8 characters for a Several modes - 192 X 256 with 4
Included with effective resolution of 40 X 48 with 16 colors, 280 X 192 characters with 3 X 2 blocks, giving programmable control of 24 X 3~ colors, 192 X 128with 8colors, using
512 X 240. Uter can define special with 6 colors programmable control of 16 X 64 with 16 Colors defined shapes of 4 X 16
characters.

30 X 64 upper and lower case 24 X 40 upper case 16 X 64 upper case 24 X 32 upper case 32 X 16 upper case

Through external devices Built In speaker Through peripherals Three voices through audio channel Built In speaker and Synthesizerof monitor

Cassette or disk (315 K)
Cassette (1200 baud), disk (lOOK, Cassette (500 baud) Disk (55K for Cassette, disk Cassette (1500 baud), Disk (72K)up to 14 drives) 1st drive, 85K for 2, 3, and 4)

ceeeene or disk, monitor
Monitor or TV and RF modulator,

None Cassette TVcassette or disk

S~l00 expansion box available, S expansion slots for peripheral Expansion Interface used for
second cassette port and parallel cards, dip plug for Joysticks or additional RAM above 16K and Two ports for TI peripherals and Optional expansion boxperipherals. edge card for printer controllersport on board paddles

on board.

Disk, monitor
Integer firmware card. language

Printers, disk, speech synthesizer Speech synthesizer, modem, printer,system, disk drive. printer, modem joysticks, disk (announced) Disk, expansion box

Moderate Excellent Excellent Little yet None

Excellent - including boards for Excellent. Including music, speech,Excellent" the expansion box Is used speech and music, light pen, printers, light pens, and printers Little yet None
bit pads, and joysticks

Fair Thorough and well done Good Good Fair

Good Good Fair Good Too new to tell

Through some dealers or mail In Available at all authorized dealers. From 86 service centers across
Through some dealers or mail InQuality varies the country Mali In

$895 for 8K $1195 for 16K $649 for 4K, $768 for 16K $1150 $599 for 9K

$2250 for 32K with dual disks $1950 for 32K with disk $1580 $ 1650 for 16K with disk $995 tor 9K and disk

A v~ capebl. computer An established machine with A very popular computer with many

~~f~~ ~~'=t ~I:u~
continuing support from Apple and users groups. Available software The TI has the best speech synthesis A low-cost way to get startedother manufacturers. Many active and hardware will continue to grow. available In a small computer

computer divIsIon mlghf help. users groups.
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David Tebbutt

Clive Sinclair has surprised the world with
the launch of his attractive, hand-held
personal computer. Costing less than $200,
and plugging into a TV and cassette re-
corder, some now suggest the ZX80 to
represent the thin edge of a mass consumer
market wedge. .

Introduction

Sinclair Research set out to build a
simple to use personal computer running
Basic and capable of breaking the
psychological price barrier of $200. Well,
they succeeded with their ZX80. Why
ZX80? No reason really except that it's
based on an NEC copy of the Z80 pro-
cessor chip ... and it sounds nice.

The machine is available by mail order
only; there are no plans to sell it in stores -
yet. The kit version is only available in the
U.K.; in the U.S. the assembled version
costs $200 and includes an AC power
supply.

The ZX80 is amazingly light, twelve
ounces in fact, and easily held in one
hand. The low weight is achieved through
use of a moulded plastic casing just
lmm thick.

It connects quite happily to the tele-

Reprinted with the permission of Personal Computer
World.

sinclairzxao
vision set and the cassette recorder,
although it might take a few minutes to
find the optimal settings. Once attached
to the TV, it gives a rock steady display
(more on that later).

Hardware

I have to say that I think it very pretty
(our art director would probably beg to
differ) - the casing even has go-faster
stripes, which look suspiciously like
ventilation slots in black and white photo-
graphs (coincidence, I'm sure). I would,
however, have been happier with some-
thing rather more sturdy; ABS plastic
might have done the trick, although per-
haps at the cost of attractiveness.

The keyboard is most interesting; it's
one of those waterproof, chemical proof,
completely sealed units and it's stuck on to
the main printed circuit board (PCB).
Made of a special tough plastic, the under-
surface is printed with the key symbols so
as to eliminate any rubbing off. Between
this keyplate and the PCB containing the
metal contact strips (about five per key) is
a piece of sticky plastic containing forty
holes which line up with the "keys". This
material is about .006" thick and isjust suf-
ficient to keep the metal underside of the
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keyplate away from the contacts, except
when touched of course.

Typing gives a sensation of drumming
your fingers rather than of doing anything
useful. This is a totally mistaken impres-
sion because it really works rather well.
For those who are interested, I found that a
"wiping" action was more successful than
the tapping movement usually associated
with typing. Typists may be pleased to
hear that the keys are in standard
QWERTY layout although somewhat
compressed compared to, say, the office
IBM.

Looking inside the machine, I find
that it's controlled by an NEC 780-1
processor chip ... a copy of the well known
and very successful Z80. This CPU, run-
ning at 3.2SMHz, does all the work for the
ZX80, including driving the TV and the
cassette recorder. You'll notice that if any
work is taking place, be it calculation,
accepting input from the keyboard or
driving the cassette, then the TV picture
disappears - only to return when the
activity is complete. This can be irritating
to observers (at a demonstration for
example) but I found it positively bene-
ficial when keying in programs because it
gave me positive feedback whenever a key
made successful contact.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



The Sinclair ZXBO is innovative and powerful.
Now there's a magazine to help you get
the most out of it.

Gel in
sync

SYNCmagazine is different from other
personal computing magazines. Not just
different because it is about a unique
computer, the Sinclair ZX80 (and kit ver-
sion, the MicroAce). But different be-
cause of the creative and innovative phi-
losophy of the editors.

A Fascinating Computer

The ZX80 doesn't have memory map-
ped video. Thus the screen goes blank
when a key is pressed. To some review-
ers this is a disadvantage. To our editors
this is a challenge. One suggested that
games could be written to take advan-
tage of the screen blanking. For exam-
ple, how about a game where characters
and graphic symbols move around the
screen while it is blanked? The object
would be to crack the secret code gov-
erning the movements. Voila! A new
game like Mastermind or Black Box
uniquely for the ZX80.

Wemade some interesting discoveries
soon after setting up the machine. For
instance, the CHR$ function is not limit-
ed to a value between 0 and 255, but
cycles repeatedly through the code.
CHR$ (9) and CHRS (265) will produce
identical values. In other words, CHR$
operates in a MOD 256 fashion. We
found that the "=" sign can be used se-
veral times on a single line, allowing the
logical evaluation of variables. In the
Sinclair, LET X=Y=Z=W is a valid ex-
pression.
Or consider the TL$ function which

strips a string of its initial character. At
first, we wondered what practical value it
had. Then someone suggested it would
be perfect for removing the dollar sign
from numerical inputs.

Breakthroughs? Hardly. But indicative
of the hints and kinds you'll find in every
issue of SYNC. We intend to take the
Sinclair to its limits and then push be-
yond, finding new tricks and tips, new
applications, new ways to do what
couldn't be done before. SYNC functions
on many levels, with tutorials for the be-
ginner and concepts that will keep the
pros coming back for more. We'll show

you how to duplicate commands avail-
able in other Basics. And, perhaps, how
to do things that can't be done on other
machines.
Many computer applications require

that data be sorted. But did you realize
there are over ten fundamentally differ-
ent sorting algorithms? Many people
settle for a simple bubble sort perhaps
because it's described in so many pro-
gramming manuals or because they've
seen it in another program. However,
sort routines such as heapsort or Shell-
Metzner are over 100 times as fast as a
bubble sort and may actually use less
memory. Sure, 1K of memory isn't a lot
to work with, but it can be stretched
much further by using innovative, clever
coding. You'll find this type of help in
SYNC. .

Lots of Games and Applications

Applications and software are the meat
of SYNC. We recognize that along with
useful, pragmatic applications, like finan-
cial analysis and graphing, you'll want
games that are fun and challenging. In
the charter issue of SYNC you'll find se-
veral games. Acey Ducey is a card game
in which the dealer (the computer) deals
two cards face up. You then have an op-
tion to bet depending upon whether you
feel the next card dealt will have a value
between the first two.
In Hurkle, another game in the charter

issue, you have to find a happy little
Hurkle who is hiding on a 10X 10grid. In
response to your guesses, the Hurkle
sends our a clue telling you in which
direction to look next.
One of the most ancient forms of arith-

metical puzzle is called a "boomerang."
The oldest recorded example is that set
down by Nicomachus in his Arithmetica
around 100 A.D. You'll find a computer
version of this puzzle in SYNC.

Hard-Hitting, Objective Evaluations

By selecting the ZX80 or MicroAce as
your personal computer you've shown
that you are an astute buyer looking for

good performance, an innovative design
and economical price. However, select-
ing software will not be easy. That's
where SYNC comes in. SYNC evaluates
software packagesand other peripherals
and doesn't just publish manufacturer
descriptions. We put each package
through its paces and give you an in-
depth, objective report of its strengths
and weaknesses.
SYNC is a Creative Computing pub-

lication. Creative Computing is the num-
ber 1 magazine of software and applica-
tions with nearly 100,000 circulation.
The two most popular computer games
books in the world, Basic Computer
Games and More Basic Computer
Games (combined sales over 500,000)
are published by Creative Computing.
Creative Computing Software manufac-
tures over 150 software packages for six
different personal computers.
Creative Computing, founded in 1974

by David Ahl, is a well-established firm
committed to the future of personal com-
puting. We expect the Sinclair ZX80 to
be a highly successful computer and
correspondingly, SYNC to be a respect-
ed and successful magazine.

Order SYNCToday

Right now we need all the help we can
get. First of all, we'd like you to subscribe
to SYNC.Subscriptions cost $10 for one
year (6 issues), $18 for two years (12
issues)or, if you really want to beat infla-
tion, $24 for three years (18 issues).
Send to the address below or call our
toll-free number, 800-631-8112 (in NJ
201-540-0445) to put your subscription
on your MasterCard, Visa or American
Express card. Canadian and other fore-
ign surface subscriptions are $15 per
year or $27 for two years. We guarantee
your satisfaction or we will refund the
unfulfilled portion of your subscription.
Needless to say, we can't fill up all the

pageswithout your help. So send in your
programs,' articles, hints and tips.
Remember, illustrations and screen
photos make a piece much more inter-
esting. Send in your reviews of peripher-
als and software too-but be warned: re-
views must be in-depth and objective.
Wewant you to respect what you read on
the pages of SYNC so be honest and
forthright in the material you send us. Of
course we pay for contributions-just
don't expect to retire on it.

The exploration has begun. Join us.

39 East Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains, NJ 07950, USA

Toll free 800-631-8112
(In NJ 201-540-0445)



ZX80, cont'd ...
The Basic interpreter, operating sys-

tem character set and editor are all held
in ~ 4K Byte ROM. If you are feeling
adventurous there's no reason why you
shouldn't pop your own ROM (TMS
2532) in its place.

Memory in the basic system com-
prises lK static RAM; you can add to it
via the expansion port, giving a maximum
potential of 16K. The memory expands
with the aid of plug in modules, each
designed to carry up to 3K in IK in-
crements. Thus five modules would be re-
quired to give the 16K maximum. At
switch-on the machine does a memory
check which also tells the system how
much memory is on-line. Should you - re-
configure the memory, then the command
NEW will execute the memory check
cycle again.

Moving on to the "outside world"
connections, there's a cassette interface,
TV socket and a hefty edge connector.
The cassette interface comprises two
3.5mmjack plug sockets, securely mounted
on the main (and only) PCB. One connects
to the "ear" socket on the cassette recorder
and the other to the "rnic" socket. There is
no facility for remote control of the cassette
motor.

Although I encountered one or two
problems at first, once working, the
cassette interface proved trouble free.
My particular recorder had a nasty habit of
recording noises when the CPU was "send-
ing out" silence. This caused the system to
get its knickers in a twist when reading
from cassette because it expected silence
just before the file header record. After a
couple of hours (what a confession) the.
culprit was found - the "ear" lead, which
acts as a monitor while recording, was
setting up some sort of oscillation.
Answer - simple - disconnect the "ear"
jack when recording. Another tip which
ensures trouble free loading is to move
the tape into the silent section before
issuing your LOAD instruction. Rumor
has it that the cassette operates at around
250 baud - I believe it, although it doesn't
seem terribly important when you're only
loading the IK that I was.

The television connector is simplicity
itself. Plug one end of the cable (supplied)
into the ZX80 and the other into the tele-
vision aerial socket, tune to channel 2 and
you're in business. The display is magic;
rock steady and very clear although re-
versed characters (white on black) are not
so good.

I have already mentioned the bus-
iness of the display switching off every
time the processor needs to do something
else. If this drives you mad then you'll
have to forfeit some of the undoubted plea-
sures that this machine has to offer. The
screen is not memory mapped; it's treated
like a serial file -like a printer in fact -
which means that fast moving graphics are
out of the question. No doubt some clever

Technical Specification
CPU: NEC 780C-1 (copy of Z80) 3.25 MHz
Memory: IK static RAM, expandable to 16K
Keyboard: Keyplate, under-surface printed .
Screen: Use own television. Pixel graphics 24 hnes x 32 chars.
Cassette: Use domestic audio cassette recorder.
Bus: Edge connector with 44 lines - 37 from CPU, OV, 5V, 9V, Clock,

External memory indicator and two earths.
Software: 4K ROM containing Basic, Editor and Operating System

Dick out there will take up the challenge
and fudge the system, just to prove me
wrong. More about the reasons for this i.n
the Software section, but anyone who IS

hooked on white characters on a black
background can suitably modify the PCB,
though why they should want to I'll never
know. It's a ma tter of cutting one track and
making a small bridge to another.

Do you take your computer camping
with you? You'll be pleased to hear that It
can run from a car battery, provided that
the lead regulates the supply. I believe you
can buy a cigarette lighter plug with a built
in regulator ... couple that with a portable
TV and a battery powered cassette re-
corder and you'll be the envy of the camp-
site.

The keyboard
interesting; it's one
those waterproof, chemi-
cal proof, completely seal-
ed units.

is most
of

Software

The software of the ZX80 comprises
the Basic interpreter, the Editor and what-
ever it is that does the rest of the work
(Operating System seems too grand a
title). Rather than looking at each
separately, I shall examine them in the
order they might be encountered.

First of all the keying in of programs.
For two reasons it's an absolute joy! First
you don't have to type in many of the Basic
instruction codes, one key is sufficient;
second you cannot enter anything that is
syntactically incorrect. Some Basic in-
structions have to be entered the long way
(these are listed above te keyboard) but 29
of the instructions may be entered with a
single keystroke, while only 8 need to be
keyed in full.

As with many small computers most
of the instruction codes are stored in a
single byte. Normal Z80 machine code can
be entered using the POKE statement and
executed with the USR instruction. This
should keep the buffs happy after they
have tired of Basic. Syntax checking is
superb - it's impossible to go wrong.
Every character is checked on entry and, If
the interpreter thinks that you are going to
make a mistake, it signals with a reverse S
(for Syntax) at the point it thinks you have
gone wrong. If, later in the same line, you
correct the error, then the marker dis-
appears. What a grown up facility for such
a small machine! Incidentally, the pro-
gram lines are displayed very clearly with
line numbers, instructions, operators and
what have you being nicely spaced out.

Inside the memory, however, there's
a completely different story. The lines
of code are held as compactly as possible
with most of the commands and operators
occupying one byte each. The spaces are
removed and there are very few extra
bytes needed - for instance the new line
code is one byte, although I did notice
that the "=" operator needed one extra for
some reason. I'm sure there are others, but
I'm equally sure they are very few and
far between. An example of the storage
requirement is as follows:

IO FOR A = 16424 TO 17424
20 PRINT PEEK(A);
30 NEXT A
40 STOP

18 Bytes
12 Bytes
5 Bytes
4 Bytes

Now let's look at the hefty edge con-
nector. This is where the memory ex-
pansion modules fit in, each one being
"piggy backed" on the one previous. Thus
there are always 44 contacts available for
outside use. There are 37 lines drawn from
the CPU plus 3 power lines (at OV, 5V and
9V); the other lines comprise two grounds,
a "clock" signal and an "external memory
in use" indicator.

All in all, the Sinclair ZX80 is a well
designed, well produced personal com-
puter. Memory addition comes a bit ex-
pensive at about $700 for the full ex-
pansion but Clive Sinclair tells me bigger
RAMs are on the way - that means
cheaper expansion when they appear.

I'm sorry that there are no pictures
of the machine's innards. The fact of the
matter is that I was given one of the de-
velopment machines which had a couple
of "Veroboarded " EPROMS and a
selector Ie floating around on the ends of
some pieces of wire which in turn were
soldered into the "official" ROM socket.
I thought it best to spare Mr. Sinclair's
blushes.
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FAST, REAL-TIME
ACTION WITH

SOUND

by John Allen

New machine language action game, with
sound, from the author of the acclaimed
"PINBALL!"

You have to be fast to keep up with the ac-
tion as you try to outscore your opponent in
five minutes of one-on-one basketball.
'Cornpete against a friend or your com-
puter.

Steal the ball, duck around your opponent
and slant toward the basket for a lay up!
The graphics are based on a 3-dimensional
depiction of a basketball court, and ball
dribbling sounds add to the realism. It's all
there but the cheers- so real you'll
wonder how the ball keeps from coming
through the screen of yourTRS-80! Dribble,
Dribble!

Available for Level II, 16K. $14.95 for tape,
$20.95 on disk.

Acorn
Software Products, Inc.

634 North Carolina Avenue, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003

PINBALL
by John Allen

Get your flipper fingers ready for action in
this real-time, machine language game.

I

Lots of sound and flashing graphics make
this fast action game so much like the real
thing that you'll have to remind yourself not
to shake your TRS-80*. Choose from five
playing speeds to match your skill- but be
prepared for alot of practice if you ever
hope to master the fastest speed.

Can you beat your friends' scores? Will you
avoid the dreaded "Bermuda Square?" Get·
PINBALL today and find out. Available for
$14.95 on tape or $20.95 on disk.

* TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

These and other popular Acorn programs
are available now at fine computer stores.
Ask for them.

[ DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED I

CIRCLE 103 ON READER SERVICE CARD



ZX80, cont'd ...
So you see, the storage for that program
(displaying the 1K memory) is 39 by~es
long - an average of 10 bytes per In-
struction. I'll leave you to work out what
sort of program you can get in 1K. Perhaps
I should mention that the screen buffer
uses part of the lK, as does the stack and
system control area. The stack is held at the
top of memory and "grows" down; I put
327 entries on it before it stopped accept-
ing them.

The program and variables "grow"up
into the screen buffer thus reducing the
amount of data on display. Eventually it's
possible for the program or variables to
grow so large that there's nothing left on
display. It was while experimenting with
this interesting feature that I crashed the
system. It seems the software couldn't cope
with someone entering a string 868 bytes
long! After about 424 bytes of input the
screen removed another character every
time I keyed in a new one - it was most
odd to watch.

Another way of crashing the system,
in fact the only other way I could find, is
to hit the EDIT key while in the middle of
an INPUT loop. This returns the current
program line with a syntax error which is
impossible to clear. For those who are
feeling unhappy about all this talk of
crashing systems, don't worry, it's not as
bad as it sounds. In the first place you have
to enter forty characters after the screen
has gone blank, and in the second place
you can only hit EDIT when you are also
holding the SHIFT key down.

Now it may be that, having loaded
your program, you wish to edit it. Well
once again there is some rather excellent
software to help you. The Editor enables
you to move a "current line marker" up
and down the program text. Wherever It
is you will always be able to see the marked
line and at least some of its neighbors (it's
called getting it in context). Pressing the
HOME key causes the marker to disappear
- it has in fact gone to an imaginary posi-
tion one above the first program line.
Having reached the line to be edited press
the EDIT key and the line will be pre-
sented at the bottom of the screen ready for
you to do your worst. From now on it .isas
if you are entering the line for the first time.

The benchmark* timings show the
ZX-80 to be very fast, even though I had to
introduce some extra code to make some
of the instructions work. Specifically I had
to bracket expressions like LET A=(K/ K)*
K)+K-K ... if I hadn't, the expression
would have exceeded the ZX80's
capacity. The machine can only operate on
integers and these must have values from
-32768 to 32767. I couldn't execute
Benchmark 8 because the machine has no
logarithmic or trigonornetrical functions
built in.

'pew uses 8 Benchmark programs to compare
computers,

Basic

String Expressions
TL$(s) STR$(n)CHR$(n)

Integer Expressions
CODE(s) RND(n) USR(n)PEEK(n)

ABS(n)

Statements
SAVE RUN nNEW LOAD

RUN CONTINUE REM IF n THEN stmnt
INPUT dest PRINT LIST n LIST
STOP DIM (n) FOR =n TO n GOTO n
POKEn,n RANDOMI,ZE n RANDOMIZE CLEAR
CLS GOSUB n RETURN NEXT

Operations
n*n njnn**n -n

n-n n = n n> nn+n
n < n s = s S > S S < s
NOT n nAND n nOR n

n = number
s = string
** = to the power of

Finally, it's possible to save programs
and any variables associated with them. If
you want to make use of those same
variables when reloading the program, use
GOTO rather than RUN. Although it's
possible to SA VE programs in this way, no
provision has been made to save files -
yet.

Every character is checked
on entry.

That's about it for the software; once
again, considering the size of machine and
price, I think that it's not at all bad.

Basic

The ZX80 Basic has been' well
thought-out and, while it lacks some of the'
elegance and sophistication of the bigger
machines, it's a very usable version of
the language.

The main limitations relate to file
handling and mathematical functions. File
handling facilities don't exist, except by
SA VEing the whole of memory (which is
probably not as daft as it sounds). It does
mean that you can save a program with all
its variables, reload it the next day,
remember to kick off with a GOTO rather
than RUN, and carryon from where you
left off. On the small memory machine it
doesn't seem that important, but on the
larger memory machines it means you can
hold some reasonable sized files together
with your program.

Benchmark timings (in seconds)
BM 1 1.46
BM2 4.69
BM3 9.18
B~4 8.95
B\"15 12.7
B\"16 25.9
B\"17 39.2
B\"18 not performed (see text)

The mathematical limitations are
possibly more serious. The fact is the
Basic can only handle integers in the range
- 32768 to 32767, no decimals, hence the
programmer must write a little routine.for
each mathematical function that requires
decimals to be used. This should pose few
problems for those with the larger memory
machines but it will undoubtedly occupy a
fair chunk of the basic 1K system.

So much for bad news; now here are
some of the good features of the language.

Taking numeric functions first, the
Basic offers up to 26 single dimension
numeric arrays of any length. It also allows
three Boolean operations - AND, OR
and NOT.

The randomizing functions are worth
a mention. RANDOMIZE n sets a seed
value, while RND(n) gives a random
number in the range 1 to n. PEEK and
POKE are both available so it's possible to
read or modify memory contents; coupled
with the USR function, this means that
Z80 machine code routines car be ex-
ecuted.

Up to 26 FOR ... NEXT loops can
be nested and the number of nestable sub-
routine calls seem to be dictated by the
amount 'of memory available to the stack.
On the 1K machine with a short (4 line)
program, I ws able to get 327 subroutine
calls in before needing to RETURN.

String functions, while adequate,
could definitely be improved. The
absence of a DATA statement and the lack
of string arrays caused particular frustra-
tion. Although there are ways around
these problems, they can be time con-
suming and messy.

. The functions which are available,
and which form the building blocks of
string handling subroutines, are STR$,
TL$, CODE, CHR$and INPUT. STR$(n)
returns a string of 1 to 6 characters repre-
senting the signed, decimal value of n. TL$
returns a string minus its first character,
while CODE returns the code for the first

I
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High quality pretested inter-
active application software
packages for personal and small
business computers designed by
experts - Datasoft. Proven
standard accounting and inventory
control functions ~ Datasoft.
Special market packages for
attorneys, physicians, wholesalers
and retailers - Datasoft. Complete
documentation - Datasoft.
Sophisticated electronic games -
Datasoft. Great dealer discounts -
Datasoft. Total support- Datasoft.
Best value - Datasoft.

Guaranteed - Datasoft.
Mail this coupon today or call nowforfaster
delivery - (800) 896-5630

Hurry, send details on:
o Business software 0 Personal soft-
ware 0 Dealer information
o Programmer 0 Consumer
o Educational
Datasoft Inc., 16606 Schoenborn St., Sepulveda,
CA 91343, (213) 894-9154

----~---J

Dealer inquiries invited
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UCSO*
ZX80, cont'd ...
character in a string. CHR$(n) represents
the character whose value is n and INPUT
allows the operator to input numeric or
alphanumeric information. A nice touch
is that if the destination of input is a string
variable, then the Basic kindly provides a
pair of quotes which act not only as a
prompt, they also save a little bit of keying.

There is one trap here for the unwary,
and I fell into it. I had this nice little loop
going and after a while I got fed up with
it. Could I get out of the system - could I
heck! I hit everything in sight but all I
managed to do was crash the system (see
earlier). The trick is that if you are in an
input string loop, remove the quotes and
then put in an arithmetic expression which
will resolve outside the range - 32768 to
32767.

So, that's the Basic - I reckon that
it's pretty good under the circumstances
and in some respects I prefer it to the
Basics that do all your thinking for you.

Potential Use

In its present form the ZX80 offers an
ideal introduction to computing. It makes
Basic easy to learn, it's small enough for it
not to be intimidating and it's cheap
enough that, should you decide computing
is not for you, you can give it away, sell it or
whatever. Indeed it's probably cheaper to
learn Basic this way than to pay for many
of the courses around.

Teachers might buy it for their
students' use because at the price there is
no need to go through a complicated
rigmarole to get the money. The IK ver-
sion can be used for fairly simple games
and activities, although it's likely you will
want to expand it before very long. Later,
when the file handling facilities are intro-
duced together with floating point arith-
metic I think the machine will become
really' useful, though still very much at the
personal level. Home accounts and en-
gineering calculations spring to mind im-
mediately - don't ask me why! Suddenly
the machine becomes something more
than a teaching machine or toy: it starts to
become a real computer.

Conclusion

Having just read Science of
Cambridge's claims for the machine again,
I have to say I agree with most of them. The
only point I would question is that it
offers high resolution graphics. OK, OK,
so they are playing the same game as
everyone else ... all the same I feel that it
should be explained. Just lately, people
have taken to calling pixel graphics, high
resolution graphics. Accordingly, what
used to be called high resolution graphics
now has to be called ultra high resolution
graphics. To put it another way, the ZX80
offers a graphics resolution of one quarter
of one character, plus you must write your
own software to be able to use it. PET is
in exactly the same boat, unless you want
to buy the high resolution add-on at
about $600.

The ZX80 appears to be a well
thought out machine both in terms of
hardware and software. It has an excellent
editor and interpreter which between
them help you avoid all sorts of nasty
pitfalls. The Basic instruction set lacks
one or two fairly important facilities -
namely file handling and floating point
calculations. Despite this, it's still a fine
machine on which to learn about com-
puting. The new RO M expected later this
year will overcome the prime limitations
leaving me very little to say except that I
hope Mr. Sinclair and his merry men of
Cambridge can cope with the expected
flood of orders and, perhaps more im-
portantly, the after sales service which is
vital in this sort of operation. 0

Our thanks go to Clive Sin cia irfo I' lending
us the machine. and to Jim Westwood (its
designer) for potient!v answering so
many questions.
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PASCAL
FORTRAN

PORTABLE
Develop on a Z-80t.
run on LSI-11t. T. I. 990.
6800 or vice versa

EFFICIENT
Structured, readable
Speeds development X5
Easy maintenance

POWERFUL
Full standard Pascal
or ANSI '77 FORTRAN
plus extensions.
Concurrency, multiple
users soon.

COST-EFFECTIVE
Complete system with
compiler, editors, inter-
preter, assembler and
utilities from $350.

NOW AVAILABLE
Operating System
Compilers
Programmer Utilities
Data Base Management
Word Processing
Business and

Medical Software
Games, Home & Hobby

POPULAR MICROS
SUPPORTED

DEC, Radio Shack, Apple,
Microengine, CP/M§ based
and others

PCD SYSTEMS
P. O. Box 143
Penn Yan, NY 14527
315-536-3734

'TM Univ. of Calif.
tTMofZilog
nM of Digital Equipment
§TM Digital Research
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Documentation

This comprises a programming cum
operating manual. It's very well pre-
sented, being written by Hugo Davenport
of Cambridge Consultants,. with ap-
pendices by the mystery man from
Cambridge who wrote the Basic in-
terpreter. There are a few small mistakes in
the manual - none of them terribly serious
and all of them being dealt with before the
next reprint. It's probably good enough to
learn to program from it and my only
real criticisms like in the area of what it
does (or rather, doesn't do) for the
raw beginner. I lent the machine to one
such person for a few hours and here in
his reply regarding the documentation:

"I read Chapter 2 (Getting Started)
and got completely lost by the third page.
One minute it's telling me how to wire
everything up, the next there's something
incomprehensible about storing programs
on tape. I couldn't find an 'Idiot's Guide to
getting started' anywhere."

Maybe the Operating Manual wasn't
designed with such a person in mind -
even so, novices like him must surely repre-
sent a good sized chunk of the ZX80's
ownership potential."

Future Plans

A new ROM is being developed which
will overcome most of the shortcomings
of the existing system. Being 8K instead
of 4K means that file handling routines
will enable us to read and write tapes -
even discs! This new ROM will also in-
clude the missing trigonometrical,
logarithmic and floating point arithmetic
functions.

Another area of development is on
the memory front. A 16K plug in dynamic
RA M is a distinct possibility; this will be
considerably cheaper than taking the
present $700 expansion route. A printer
is also likely to appear in due course.
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Microsoft Basic

and
TR5-aO Editions

A Fantastic Book
Here is the sequel to the best.,selling book "Basic Computer

Games."
In it you'll find 84 fascinating and entertaining games fOr solo

and group play. Talk to Eliza, evade a man-eating rabbit, crack a
safe, tame a wild horse, become a millionaire, race your Ferrari,
joust with a knight, trek across the desert on your camel, navigate
in deep space, hunt a wumpus and much more.

All games are complete with program listing, sample run and
description. All run in standard Microsoft Basic. Easy to use with
any computer. .

Edited by David Ahl and Steve North with a preface by
Christopher Cerf. Outrageous illustrations by George Beker. Large
format paperbound, 200 pages, $7.50.
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($2,00 foreign) to Creative Computing, P.O. Bo)( 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa, MasterCard or Amrlcan Express are
also acceptable; send card number and expiration date.

Specify Microsoft Basic or TRS·aOEdition.

Order Toll Free in continental U.S.
800-831-8112

(In NJ call201-54().()445)
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MasterCharge, or American Express.
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There are at least ten people who play
bridge for every chess player in America.
It is probably fair to say that while bridge
is played by socially active adults, the
average chess player abandoned chess
when he discovered sex.

Appropriate howls and screams from
the chess delegations ... '

Consider. Bridge is a social game,
requiring at least four people, frequently
involving eight or more. Chess is a brain
teaser requiring only two humans or one
human and one of the better computer
chess players. Bridge requires that the
players talk to each other. Chess prefers
silence. Bridge has natural breaks that
occur every five to fifteen minutes that
encourage conversation and socializing.
Chess may require four or five hours of
intense concentration. Bridge is a game.
Chess is armed combat. Bridge can be fun.
Chess IS like morning calisthenics.

Why are there dozens of chess pro-
grams on the market and only two bridge
programs? First, personal computers and
chess are related activities in that both
require concentration and intense mental
activity. As such, both are essentially anti-
social. You leave your wife and kids, close
the door and kill klingons. Or you can seal
yourself behind a wall of concentration in
a chess game. Neither activity lends itself
to socializing.

The second reason is more telling, in
my opinion. The chess experts have always
agreed that it was theoretically possible
for a computer to play acceptable chess.
The bridge experts have never made that
concession about their game. With chess,
all of the information is always available
to all of the players all of the time. From a
given position in a chess game there are a
limited number of moves. While bridge
also has a limited number of moves, at
least half of the information is hidden all

Stephen Kimmel, 4756 S. Irvington Place, Tulsa,
OK 74135

Bridge Challengers

of the time. This key difference, the dealing
with certainties versus dealing with un-
knowns, is what separates the two games.

The problem with bridge is that you
need at least four players. Three simply
won't cut it. The ideal computerized bridge
player would be the extra player you
needed. It would know all the major bid-
ding conventions. It would play well on
offense and passably on defense. If pos-
sible, it would read regular cards. It would
be a robot that could sit at the table with
three humans and hold its own. Of course,
it would keep score.

There are two products on the market
that play computerized bridge. Curiously,
they are both named Bridge Challenger.

After shuffling the cards,
you feed the computer's
cards over a built-in op-
tical scanner, where it
reads the bar codes
marked on each card.

Bridge Challenger is a product of
personal Software, written by George
Duisman in Basic. It sells for $14.95 and
comes in versions for TRS-80, Apple and
Pet. Personal Software are the same
people who brought you Microchess.
(Personal Software Inc., 1330 Bordeaux
Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94086.)

Bridge Challenger, on the other hand,
is a dedicated computer produced by
Fidelity Electronics of Miami, Florida.
At about $300, it costs slightly more than
Bridge Challenger. Fidelity are also the
manufacturers of Chess Challenger and
Backgammon Challenger (Fidelity Elec-
tronics, 8800 Northwest 36th St., Miami,
FL 33178.)

When I started this project, I thought
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I'd play them against each other the same
way we did in the Creative Computing
Computer Chess Tournament. That way I
hoped to determine which played the
better bridge. U nfortunatcly, that was
impossible.

Personal Software's Bridge Challenger

Imagine if you will a football program
designed to simulate the Super Bowl in
which you were always the Pittsburgh
Steelers while the Computer was always
the Los Angeles Rams. Imagine further
that the Steelers are always on offense and
never play defense. And that they always
start their drives on the fifty yard line.
That the Rams don't play defense very well
and that the computer can't keep score.
You'd probably say that the program was
incomplete and far from satisfactory.

Personal Software's' Bridge Chal-
lenger has no provision for bidding, so it
is missing a substantial portion of the
game. It doesn't keep score. It only plays
defense, and doesn't play that very well.
As an extra bridge player the program is
completely unsatisfactory.

What does that leave for the P.S.
Bridge Challenger? The play of the hand is
one of the interesting portions of the game.
There are lessons to be learned by simply
playing out the hand. Perhaps there is a
place for Bridge Challenger: something
to practice bridge against.

I tried it against a number of humans
to test their reactions to it. My experienced
bridge players found it laughably in-
adequate; my inexperienced bridge players
(just learning or less than six months of
active bridge playing) found it a moderate
challenge. One stated that the only hands
. he had problems with were ones that he
had fouled up. My totally naive bridge
players couldn't get interested in the pro-
gram at all.

Bridge Challenger does follow suit. Its
defense is. mediocre at best and it fre-
quently will enable a player to make a bid

CREATIVE COMPUTING



"GET AHEAD START
ON TOMORROW WITH THE
SOFTWARE THAT'S GOING PLACES.
THE UCSDp-SYSTEM~"

JULIE ERWIN, Director of Marketing, SofTech Microsystems

Our microcomputer software
system's going places for
good reasons:
We're constantly expanding

and developing it. We started with
UCSD Pascal," added FORTRAN,
and we'll be introducing more in
the months ahead.

We offer a total development
and execution environment, from
operating system and cross assemblers
to screen editor.

We run on most major micro-
processors today: l80, 8080,
8085, 6502, 6800, 6809, 9900 and
LSI-11~ And because the UCSD
p-Systern's portable, you can be sure
that what you invest in software
today is a good investment in tomorrow.

'·~.V5m:;l1m We're going places and
gaining in popularity with microcom-
puter manufacturers, applications
developers, and demanding end users.
Get a head start on tomorrow by
working with a company that knows
how to develop professional
quality software, and that's committed
to delivering it.

Our system's available for
distribution licensing or for single-copy
sales. With Pascal, it costs $350 ...
with FORTRAN, $400 ... and with both
languages, $550. Documentation
sets are $50. Phone orders are welcome,
and Visa and Master Card orders
are accepted. Write or call for
more details.

UCSD p-Sysiern and UCSD Pascal are trademarks of the Regents of the University of California.
LSJ-ll is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.

CIRCLE 251 ON READER SERVICE CARD

~CQJcs=rr~6D=!J
m.eROSYSTemS
R SUBS'D'RRY OF SOFTECH

9494 Black Mountain Road, San Diego,
CA 92126. (714) 578-6105
TWIX: 910-335-1594



Bridge, cont'd...
by overtaking a trick it has already taken.
Personal Software's Bridge Challenger
gets half a star and a don't-bother recom-
mendation. (Considering Personal Soft-
ware's marketing procedures, the program
will probably never get much better.)

Fidelity Electronic's Bridge Challenger

Fidelity Electronics has come much
closer to the goal with their Bridge Chal-
lenger. I recommend it - if you can find
one, that is. Fidelity had production prob-
lems and were unable to meet the demand
last Christmas. We bought the last one
available in Tulsa, America's 43rd largest
city.

Physically, the Bridge Challenger is
everything you'd want it to be. Nice solid
appearance, easy-to-understand instruc-
tion book, a nice carrying case. Everything
is essentially the way you would design it
if you were working from theory.
Physically.

Sometimes, however,
Bridge Challenger makes
bizarre mistakes.

The Bridge Challenger comes with
three felt pads where it "holds" up to three
hands. After shuffling the cards, you feed
the computer's cards over a built-in optical
scanner, where it reads the bar codes
marked on each card. That way it can play
with real people. Some people have re-
ported having difficulty getting the ma-
chine to read the cards. It appears to be a
matter of speed and touch. I had no prob-
lems with it but my bridge expert never did
get the hang of it. Fidelity should probably
put in some mechanical means of feeding
the cards past the scanner at the correct
speed.

The Programming

In retrospect, Fidelity introduced this
producr in the same state of development
as the original Chess Challenger. The unit
played chess at the novice level. To
Fidelity's credit, they .are never satisfied
with their products and are constantly
working to improve them. The current
Chess Challenger plays excellent chess. If
Fidelity repeats its performance with the
Bridge Challenger it will.be a good prod uct
next year and a terrific product the year
after that. And the price will probably be
down to $100. Preliminary reports on the
next model are very favorable. As for the
current model. ..

Bridge is a two-part game. First, all
four players bid until one partnership wins
the contract. The contract establishes how
many tricks the leading partnership must
take, and what suit is trumps. In bridge,

you only score points that count toward
game if you bid and make your contract.
The bidding portion of the game is almost
more important than the playing of the
hand. If you consistently end up in the
wrong contract, you won't win no matter
how well you play the cards.

Bridge Challenger's bidding is gen-
erally adequate. Experts might quibble
over many points of the bidding but nor-
mally it ends up in the right contract.
:Sometimes, however, Bridge Challenger
makes bizarre mistakes. Consider this
hand:

NORTH (CHALLENGER)
S.IO,6,4,3
H.K,7,6,3

D.A, I0,8,6,4
C. -WEST

S.8,S,2
H.J,IO,S
D.S,2
C.J,7,S,4,2

EAST
S.Q,9,7
H.Q,9,8
D.Q,J

C.IO,9,8,6,3

NORTH (CHALLENGER)
S.7,6

N.K,J,2
D.9,6,S,2
C.A,K,7,4

SOUTH (CHALLENGER)
S.A,K,J
H.A,4,2
D.K,9,7,3
C.A,K,Q

Bidding:

SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST
2NT Pass 3D Pass
3H Pass 4H Pass
3S Pass 4C Pass
SC Pass 6D Pass
Pass Pass

The computer enters the Gerber
convention by bidding 4C over the bid
of 3S. Except that three spades isn't a
ilegal bid after a bid of four hearts.
Although four clubs is all right after
three spades, it isn't legal after four hearts.
Bridge Challenger misinterpreted the bids,
ended up in a hopeless contract and
went down badly.

Or consider this hand:

WEST
S.K,3
H.IO,8,7,6,3
D.K,8,4
C.8,S,3

EAST
S.S,4,2

H.A,Q,9,5,4
D.A,7,3
C.10,9

SOUTH (CHALLENGER)
S.A,Q,J,1O,9,8

H.-
D.Q,J,IO
C.Q,J,6,2

Again Bridge Challenger is North and
South and this time it is vulnerable - a
condition that seems any too likely to
happen.

The bidding in bridge is communica-
tion through the restricted language of the
bidding. Each partner describes his hand
in these terms. When that communication
is fouled up, it is very fouled up. This hand
is a laydown in four spades. but how did
Challenger bid it?

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
Pass Pass IH 2S
Pass 2NT Pass 3C
Pass 4C Pass 4H
Pass SC Pass SS
Pass 6C Double Pass
Pass Pass

With only 24 high card points between
them, North and South should give no real
consideration to game in Notrump or in
a minor suit. Slam is completely out of the
question. South's first bid says "I have a
powerful spade suit and an opening hand."
North, having already said he doesn't have
13 points says, "I've got powerful little and
it is spread out." South should say 4S say-
ing, "Okay, I'll go it alone." Instead South
says "My only other biddable suit is clubs."
North responds, "Well hell, we may have
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The Perfect Fit
The Micromodem II data communications system

and the Apple 11* computer. What better combination to
maximize the capabilities of your personal computer!

This popular direct connect modem can transmit
data between an Apple II and another Apple II, a
terminal, another microcomputer, minicomputer or
even a large time-sharing computer anywhere in North
America. The Micromodem II has unique.automatic
dialing and answer capabilities which further increases
the communications possibilities between the Apple II
and another computer or terminal.

You can send and/or receive messages or data
when you are out of your office, home or out of town.
Your branch business locations can communicate with
each other regarding inventory and other matters over
the phone. Or you can communicate with friends
across the country. And you can access information
utilities like the SOURCE for various business and
personal applications.

The Micromodem II consists of two parts. One part
includes the printed circuit board which holds the
Micromodem II, ROM firmware and the serial interface.
The board plugs directly into the Apple II providing all
the functions of a serial interface card plus
programmable auto dialing and auto answer
capabilities. The on-board ROM firmware enables the
Micromodem II to operate in any of three modes to
perform different tasks-terminal mode, remote console
and program control mode.

----------

The other part of the Micromodem II datacomm
system is a Microcoupler which connects the
Micromodem board and Apple II to a telephone line.
The Microcoupler gets a dial tone, dials numbers,
answers the phone and hangs up when a transmission
is over. There are none of the losses or distortions
'associated with acoustic couplers. The Microcoupler is
compatible with any North American standard
telephone lines and is FCC-approved for direct
connection in the U.S. It works with standard dial
phone service or Touch-tone service.

The Micromodem II is completely compatible with
Bell 103-type modems. Full and half-duplex operating
modes are available as well as speed selectable
transmission rates of11 a and 300 bps.

Why not increase your Apple II's capabilities by
outfitting it with the sophisticated Micromodem II data
communications system? The Micromodem II is
available at retail computer stores nationwide. For the
store nearest you, call or write:

CI),J-layes
Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc.
5835 Peachtree Corners East, Norcross, Georgia 30092 (404) 449-8791

,. Micromodem " is a trademark of Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.
•Apple" is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
The Micromodem II can also be used with the Bell & Howell computer.



Bridge, cont'd...
a chance at Slam. How many aces do you
have?" Or perhaps North is saying, "Yes
I have clubs too." South says, "I only have
one ace, partner. You figure out how many
we have between us." North says, "Yes, I
have clubs." South says, "Are you crazy?
If you have that many points? Why didn't
you open?" I don't have any Kings." North
responds, "I have clubs. We have two aces
out against us and two kings. Let's play
this in clubs." East jumps in now and says,
"Ain't no way." South says, "I give up.
Who dealt this?"

Almost any contract in clubs is impos-
sible, much less slam. East/West take two
diamond tricks, one spade and two heart
tricks to win more points than the game
was worth.

There are some bad bugs in the bid-
ding portion of the program. They seem
most apparent when the machine makes
mistakes and when it is bidding slams. One
hopes these will be corrected shortly. Until
they are corrected, they render the value
of the unit minimal at best.

Fidelity's advertisements say, "Su-
perb playing ability ... " Uhhhhh.

The Bridge Challenger has gotten a
lot of bad press lately in the bridge maga-
zines. almost all of it has been directed
toward Challenger's poor playing ability.
Fidelity has recently stated that the Chal-

lenger has "a beginner's play of the hand."
That is just about right.

The current Bridge Challenger almost
always draws trumps and almost never
finesses. It will only finesse if the oppor-
tunity presents itself. It will not set up a
finesse. Considering how poorly i't does
finesse when it does try one, it might be
better off not trying. However, it does
maintain transportation between the de-

If Fidelity repeats its
performance with the
Bridge Challenger it will
be a good product next
year and a terrific prod-
uct the year after that.

clarer and the dummy, which is better than
I do sometimes. defense ismuch more diffi-
cult to play well, and Bridge Challenger
seems to do all right - although it discards
tend toward the stupid.

What is the verdict, then? Forget Per-
sonal Software's Bridge Challenger. It is
too slow - a bridge program should be
written in assembler, not Basic - too lim-
ited, and too mediocre to consider seri-

ously. There is no realistic prospect that
it will get better.

Although I originally hoped to give
Fidelity's Bridge Challenger a good review,
I'm afraid that this will be a mixed review
at best. The device has been crucified in
the bridge magazines. Popular Bridge
stated that the Bridge Challenger was
"worthless at any price ... Popular Bridge
accepted the first advertisements for the
Challenger in good faith, relying on the
technical ability of a firm that had pro-
duced a good chess and backgammon
robot. Popular Bridge will accept no fur-
ther advertisement of the Bridge Chal-
lenger." The Contract Bridge Bulletin was
only slightly more graceful. One magazine
went so far as to request its advertisers to
stop selling the Challenger.

On the other hand, my local Sears
sold out of them and has reported that
none of them have been returned by dis-
satisfied customers. The Sears people went
on to tell me that they guarantee customer
satisfaction or money back. Obviously
there are a lot of satisfied customers out
there.

My recommendation is that you wait
until the next model comes out. Or better
yet, the next model. That one should really
be worth the money. Until then ... well ...
With some more work the Fidelity Bridge
Challenger will be a fine product. 0

After you play the
Temple of Apshai,
you can play
Sticks and Stones
for free.

Within the 200 rooms and catacombs of the
Temple of Apshat untold treasures await you -
the hero. All you have to do is elude, outsmart and

Please send me the 'Temple of Apshal" for:

Casselle ($24.95)

o 32K TRSDOS

Disk ($29.95)

APPLE Not available o 48K Applesofl in ROM

TRS-80 o 16K, Level"

PET o 32K Not available

(Add $1.00 shipping and handling charge; plus 6% or 6V2% tax for California
residents, )

outwit the beasts, monsters and demons lurking
in the dark labyrinth. Spend minutes or hours on this
role-playing fantasy - the boldest computer game
in our DunjonquesfTM series.

Now, when you order the "Temple of Apshai," you
get the "Sticks & Stones" board game for no extra
charge. In fact, if you're not satisfied with the "Temple
of Apshai," you can return it within 10 days and still
keep "Sticks & Stones!"

But don't wait, this special offer is limited. (We'll
also send you a catalog outlining
our other exciting com-
puter games).

~ ,~

Address _

City, State, Zip _

o Check enclosed. Charge to: 0 VISA 0 MasterCard

Amount $___ # Expiration date _

Or Charge by phone: (800) 824-7888, operator 861. In Calltornla: (800) 852-7777,
operator 861. It you preter, call these numbers for a IIsf Ofthe computer stores near you. o-------------------------------------------------------------------_._-._--'

-----------------------------------------,
Automated Simulations, P,O. Box 4247, 1988 leghorn Street Name """""'•••••_
Mountain View,California 94040 Department CC
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THESE'FACTS SPEAK FORTHEMSELVES!
CASSETIE ES/F MINI-DISK Let's face it. Cassette players were not

SPEED 5§ 6 6\02 designed to store digital data and pro-
(Secondsto (5' wafer) grams. That's why we designed a digital

load "Blackjack") storage system using a continuous tape
CAPACITY 38 64 59 loop: the Exatron Stringy/Floppy
(thousands (C-20) (75' wafer) (TRSDOS) (ES/F) and the Wafer. There's no ex-

of bytes) pensive interface to buy-the ES/F
RELIABILITY NO YES YES comes ready to pump up your TRS-80. *
(Designed for

Once your TRS-80* is pumped up bydigital data?)
SYSTEM COST $60 $250 $800 our ES/ F ... you won't want to deflate
(First unit it. We're so sure, that we offer an

plus interface) unconditional 30-day money-back
MEDIA COST $3.10 $3.00 $3.20 guarantee and a one-year limited war-
(in quantities cassette wafer disk ranty. Over 2,000 TRS-80* owners

of ten) met the wafer ... why don't yOU'

Pump Up Your TRS-80 with the ES/F Mass Storage System



Apple PIE
Apple PIE (Programma International Editor)

and FORMAT (text formatter) offer full strength
solutions to today's word processing problems.
These versatile, powerful programs provide
document preparation and word processing
capabilities previously found only on much larger
computer systems.

PIE is a general purpose, full screen editor
that uses control keys and function buttons to
provide a full range of editing capabilities such as
search and replace, delete, copy, insert, move.
Changes may be made directly anywhere on the
screen and are shown as they are performed.

FORMAT uses simple instructions
embedded in the input text to describe the desired
appearance of the final document. It handles
centering, underlining, indenting, page numbering,

+ ..•
Formatter

margins, headers, footers, even form letters, and
includes a proofing capability.

These high-quality, cost-effective programs
come with comprehensive documentation and run
on a 32K Apple II. They are available through _-_._r
your local computer store or direct from
Programma International, Inc. at the
introductory price of $79.95*.

VIDEX VERSION T.M.
DOUBLE VISION T.M.
SUPR TERM VERSION T.M.
STANDARD VERSION

*December 1, $129.95.

PRDGRAIVIIVIAams3400 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90010
213-384.()579

Simple enough for the beginner, Versatile enough for the professional. CIRCLE 230 ON READER SERVICE CARD



ApplePa$cal

SteveNorth

game paddles, and plug-in 110 cards.
However, this monolithic style of software
design - making one giant self-contained
system to Do It All - can be more re-
strictive than very open-ended designs in-
corporating many very small (sometimes
disposable) software tools. (While there
are no absolutes, CP 1M follows this
philosophy much more closely, and this

the system can default to a "current work
file," which is very convenient for sessions
of editing, compiling, and debugging.

F) File system. This subsystem gives
you access to another set of commands for
listing directories, copying files, testing for
bad disk sectors, scrunching free space on
disks, and the like. Disks can be accessed
symbolically (by a name like GAMES or
XYZ98) rather than by physical device
number, a feature that would be welcome
in other systems. The operating system is
also Smart about allowing you to change
disks (and even asks you to do it when
necessary), unlike other operating systems
which throw up their hands in despair
when disks have been changed without
rebooting.

C) Compile. The compiler is the heart
of the Pascal system. The compiler and
library incorporate almost all of the stuff in
the Jensen and Wirth Pascal User Manual
and Report, and adds some very welcome
extensions, such as Logo-like turtle-
graphics, without any kludging. (Editor's
note: "turtles" are hypothetical reptiles
with pens in their beaks that rotate and
crawl on the screen under program con-
trol.)

Pascal itself (as a language, not
speaking of any implementation in partic-
ular) is a very nice, cleanly designed
language for both simple and complex pro-
gramming. Designed by Wirth in Europe,
some Americans found 'it Teutonic and
restrictive.' Its only major competitor for
this kind of programming on personal
computers is C, another "structured"
language. Most compupeople seem to
agree that C is a somewhat more powerful
language than Pascal, especially for sys-
tems software writing, but it is harder to

For the last several months I have
been using the Apple/ UCSD Pascal sys-
tem, and I'd like to share my impressions
with you.

To run Pascal on the Apple II, you
must plug in a Language System board in
slot 0, and insert a 16-pin jumper into a
memory chip socket. This allows the 48K
Apple to think it has 64K of RAM, or to
switch back to normal mode (with Basic
in ROM). You must also replace your old
disk bootstrap ROMs on the disk con-
troller card to accommodate the higher-
density disk format Pascal (and the new
Basic DOS) use. After replacing the disk-
boot ROMs, you can directly boot Pascal
or DOS 3.3, and can convert old Basic
disks to the new format or boot them by a
two-step process. One should reasonably
have at least two disk drives to run Pascal.

Apple Pascal is not only a language
compiler, but a complete operating sys-
tem with utilities and libraries. It is screen-
oriented (with lots of paging instead of
scrolling) and meshes in a pleasing way
with the Apple's graphics, sound effects,

Pascal is easy to learn
and almost forces one to
write logical, readable,
understandable pro..
grams.

helps explain why it is so popular and there
is so much CP I M compatible software.)
Certainly Apple Pascal presents the user
with a much more integrated view of the
system, but at a price.

The Choices

When Pascal is booted, it displays a
menu of commands, each activated by a
single keypress. The following are avail-
able:

E) Edit a file. The editor is screen-
oriented - you have a cursor you move
around within the file to do insertions,
changes, and deletions - but it is more
slanted toward program development than
letter-writing. For example, it has an auto-
indent mode to encourage the writing of
structured programs, and it can also be
told to discriminate between quoted text
and Pascal code. The editor and the rest ofSteve North, 35A Orchard Street, Summit, NJ 07901.
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No.17%
Softwarewith
full support
Purchasing our software is just the
beginning. We then back it up with
professional support:
IiSubscription to "LIFELINES"for automatic
notifications of revisions! • Update service for
software and documentation! • Telephone
Hotline! • Overseas software export service!

G~ C?hfv !l~.!!.
So~:~~~ / ~,~~~ill /I~ /1t&4J.I MlI~~~~/ :I~~~"

.170125

.170/25
.. 170125
. .145/25

Software consists of the operating system, text
editor, assembler, debugger and other utilities
for file management and system maintenance.
Complete set of Digital Research's documen-
tation and additional implementation notes in-
cluded. Systems marked· and ** include firm-
ware on 2708 and 2716. Systems marked + in-
clude 5440 media charge. Systems marked
@ require the special @ versions of soft-
ware in this catalog. 0 includes hardware ad-
dition to allow our standard versions of
software to run under it.

OZ80 DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE-Consists
@of: (1) disk file line editor, with global inter and
® intra-line facilities; (2) Z80 relocating assem-

bler, Zilog/Mostek mnemonics, conditional as-
sembly and cross reference table capabilities;
(3) linking loader producing absolute Intel hex
disk file ... 5951$20

D ZOT - Z80 Monitor Debugger to break and
@examine registers with standard Zilog/
@ Mostek mnemonic disassembly displays. $35

when ordered with Z80 Development
Package. . ... 550/510

AVOCET SYSTEMS

o OISTEL- Disk based disassembler to Inlel
8080 or TbL/Xitan Z80 source code. listing and
cross reference files, Intel orTDUXitan pseudo
ops optional. Runs on 8080 . .$65/510

o DISILOG - As DISTEL to Zilog/Mostek
@ mnemonic files .. . .. .. . ... ,$65/510
<!l

DSMAL/SO Structured Macro Assembler
® Language- Package of powerful general

purpose text macro processor and SMAL
structured language compiler. SMAL is an as-
sembler language with IF- THEN-ELSE,
LOOP-REPEAT-WHILE, DO-END, BEGIN-
END constructs. Not compatible with CP/M
version 2 or greater. .575/$15

PH.OENIX SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES
o PASM"-Z80 macro assembler, Intel/TDL
@ mnemonics. Generates Intel hex format or re-

locatable code in either TDL Object Module
format or PSA Relocatable Binary Module for-
mat. Supports text insertion. conditional
branching within macros, recursive macro calls
and parameter passing. .5129/S25

DEDIT - Character oriented text file editor. In-
@cludes macro definition capabilities. Handles

insertion. deletion, searching. block move, etc.
for files of any length. Does not require a
CRT. .$129/525

DIGITAL RESEARCH

OWHITESMITHS C COMPILER- The ultimate o NEVADA COBOL-Subset of ANSI-74. Fea-
© In systems software tools Produces faster @ tures fast compilation and execution with small
® code than a pseudo-code Pascal With more object modules. Has extended arithmetic with

extensive facilities. Conforms to the full UNIX* oJ 18 digit accuracy. Extended I/O includes ran-
Version 7 C language, described by Kernighan dom access files and sequential files of both
and Ritchie, and makes available over 75 func-~ fixed and variable length records, and interac-
tions for 'performing I/O, string manipulation tive accept/display verbs. Good error mes-
and storage allocation. linkable to Microsoft sages and debugging facilities enhance pro-
REL files. Requires 60K CP/M ..... 5630/530 gram development. Requires a 32K CP/M
MICROSOFT system .. 5149/525

o BASIC-80- Disk Extended BASIC, ANSI
© compatible with .long variable names,
@WHILE/WEND. chaining, variable length file

records. MBASIC version 4.51 also included on
disk. . .$325/$25

o BASIC COMPILER-Language compatible
© with BASIC-SO and 3-10 times faster execution.
@ Produces standard Microsoft relocatable bi-

nary output. Includes MACRO-BO. Also linkable
to FORTRAN-80 or COBOL-80 code
modules .$350/$25

o FORTRAN-80-ANSI 66 (except for COM-
© PLEX) plus many extensions. Includes relocat-
@ able object compiler, linking loader, library with

manager. Also includes MACRO-BO (see
below) . .$425/525

OCOBOL-80-Level1 ANSI '74 standard plus
© most of Level 2. Full sequential, relative, and
@ indexed file support with variable file names.

Powerful interactive, formatted screen handling
with ACCEPT and DISPLAY verbs. Program
segmentation for execution of programs larger
than memory and CHAIN command with pa-
rameter passing. Full support of CP/M version
2 files. Includes MACRO-BO (see above), link-

~~q~~~:se~s~ng~i~c~t~~I~ .. Ijb~ary .~~~~~~~

o MACRO-80-80BO/ZBO Macro Assembler.
CD Intel and Zilog mnemonics supported. Relocat-
@ able linkable output. Loader, library Manager

and Cross Reference List utilities
included. . .. $149/515

o XMACRO-86-80B6 cross assembler. All
CD Macro and utility features of MACRO-SO pack-

age. Mnemonics slightly modified from lnte]
ASM86. Compatibility data sh e et
available .$275/525

o EDIT-80- Very fast random access text editor
© for text with or without line numbers. Global and

intra-line commands supported. File compare
utility included. .589/515

o PASCAL/M*-Compiles enhanced Standard
® Pascal to compressed efficient Pcode. Totally

CP/M compatible. Random access files. Both
16 and 32-bit Integers. Runtime error recovery.
Convenient STRINGs. OTHERWISE clause on
CASE. Comprehensive manual (90 pp. inde-
xed). SEGMENT provides overlay structure.
INPORT, OUTPORT and untyped files for arbi-
trary 1/0. Requires 56K CP/M. Specify 1) 8080
CPIM, 2) Z80 CPIM, or 3) Cromemco
CDOS. .5175/520

o PASCAL/Z-Z80 native code PASCAL com-
<D piler. Produces optimized. ROMabie re-entrant
@code. All interfacing to CP/M is through the

support library. The package includes compiler,
relocating assembler and linker, and source
for all library modules. Variant records, strings
and direct va are supported. Requires 56K
CPIM .. 5395/$25

o PASCAL/MT - Subset of standard PASCAL.
@Generates ROM able S080 machine code.
® Symbolic debugger included. Supports inter-

rupt procedures, CP/M file I/O and assembly
language interface. Real variables can be BCD.
software ftoating point, or AMD 9511 hardware
floating point. Includes strings enumerations
and record data types. Manual explains BASIC-
PASCAL conversion. Requires 32K .$250/$30

o APL/V80- Concise and powerful language for
@ application software development. Complex

programming problems are reduced to simple
expressions in APL. Features include up to 27K
active workspace, shared variables, arrays of
up to 8 dimensions, disk workspace and copy
object library. The system also supports auxil-
iary processors for interfacing I/O ports. Re-
quires 48K CP/M and serial APL printing termi-
nal or CRT .$500/$30

DALGOL-60- Powerful block-structured ran.
@guage compiler featuring economical run-time
@dynamic allocation of memory. Very compact

(24K total RAM) system implementing almost
all Algol 60 report features plus many powerful
extensions including siring handling direct disk
address 110 etc. .$199/$20

OCBASIC-2 Disk Extended BASIC- Non-
@) interactive BASIC with pseudo-code compiler

and run-time interpreter. Supports full file con-
trol, chaining. integer and extended precision
variables, etc. Versions of CRUN for CP/M ver-
sions l.4and 2,x included on disk .. 5120/$15

MICRO FOCUS
o STANDARD CIS COBOL-ANSI '74 CDBOL
© standard compiler fully validated by U.S. Navy

tests to ANSI level 1. Supper ts many features to
level 2 including dynamic loading of COBOL
modules and a full ISAM file facility. Also. pro-
gram segmentation, interactive debug and
powerful interactive extensions to support pro-
tected and unprotected CRT screen formatting
from COBOL programs used with any dumb
terminal. .S850/550

LJ FORMS 2- CRT screen editor. Output is
© COBOL data descriptions for copying into CIS

COBOL programs. Automatically creates a
query and update program of indexed files
using CRT protected and unprotected screen
formats. No programming experience needed.
Output program directly compiled by STAf;o.J-
DARD CIS COBOL .. .. .$200/$20

Lifeboat Associates, 1651Third Avenue, N.Y, N,Y 10028
(212) 860.0300 International Telex: 220501, Domestic Telex:64093
Neu in de. Schweiz Lifeboat Associates GmbH, Aegeristr. 35, 6340 BaarTelefon 042/312931

o CP/M' FLOPPY DISK OPERATING SYS-
TEM-Digital Research's operating system
configured for many popular micro-computers
and disk systems:
System Version Price
Aople II' 2.x .... 349/NA 0.v/ SottCard' with ZBO•.I Microsoft BASIC version 5

ftJ with high resolution
graphics

North Star Single Density .. 2.x .
North Star Double/Quad .. 2.x
Durango F-SS . 2.x .
iCOM Micro-Disk 2411. . . 1.4 .
iCOM 3712 for MITS

8B-2S10 Console l.4 .. 170125'
iCOM 3712 for 3PtS/MITS.
SIO
Rev non-zero console .. 1.4. . .170/25 "
iCOM 3812. . .. 1.4 ... 170/25'
iCOM 4511/Pertec D3000. 2.x .315/25 '~
Mits 3202/Altair 8800 . 1.4 .... 145/25
Heath H8 + H t 7 .. 1.4 .. 145125 ®
Heath H89 . .. . .... . . 1.4 .... 145/25 ®
Heath H89 by Magnolia .... z.x . . .250/25 0
Ohio Scienlific C3 . . . 2.x .... 200125
Onyx C800t Standard 2.x . .250/25
Onyx C800t Enhanced 2.x 330125 0 PLlNK'- Two pass disk-to-disk linkage edl-
TRS-80 Modell. 1.4 145/25 ® <!ltor/loader which can produce re-entrant,
TRS-80 Model II . 2.x 170125 01ROMabie code. Can link programs that are
TRS-80 Model II + Corvus . z.x . . .250/25 larger than available memory for execution
Processor Technology •.\1 targeted on another machine. Full library

Hellos II .. " 1.4. . .145/25 tl capabilities. Input can be PSA Relocatable Bi-
Intel MDS Single Density 2.x 170125 nary Module, TDL Object Module or Microsoft
Intel MDS Double Density .. 2.x 170125 REL files. Output can be a COM file, Intel hex
Micropolis Mod I . 2.x 200/25 ® file, TDL Object Module or PSA Relocatable
Micropolis Mod II .. 2.x .. 200/25 ® file. .S129/525

MB"~~ks~R:mSTD . . . .. . 2.x .... 350125 •• 0 BUG' and "BUG' - Z80 interactive machine

:The following. configurations are scheduled 'for e ~~~~.~eSGghg~~1u~lo~~~G~i6[r~~~a;n~~~~~~~~
release soon. _..1' live assembly (mnemonics compatible with
North Star Double/Quad •.lQPI PASM). Dynamic breakpoints and conditional

-: Co~vus. .: . . . . . . . . . .. 2.x .... 250/25 ~ traps while tracing (even through ROM!). /LBUG
~hlo Scientlflc C3-C . 2.x .. 250/25 • is a subset of BUG and is used in memory
:gg~~~~~(Pertee 03006 j~~~~~~~,+ limited situations .$129/$25

o MP/M-Installed for single density MDS-SOO.
Multi-processing derivative of the CP/M op-
erating system. Manual includes CP/M2
documentation .S300/$50

oMAC- 8080 Macro assembler. Full Intel macro
® definitions. Pseudo Ops include RPe, IRP,

REPT, TITLE, PAGE, and MACLIB. Produces
absolute hex output plus symbol table file for
use by SID and ZSID (see below) .$120/S15

OSID-8080 Symbolic debugger. Full trace,
® pass count and breakpoint program testing.

Has ·backtrace and histogram utilities. When
used with MAC, provides full symbolic display of
memory labels and equated values .S105/515

OZSID-Z80 Symbolic debugger wilh all fea-
® tures of SID S130/$15
<!l
o TEX- Text output formatter to create paginat-
® ed, page-numbered and justified copy. Output

can be directed to printer or disk ... $105/$15
o DESPOOL- Utility program to permit simulta-
® neous printing from text files while executing

other programs .... '.. ..... .580/$10o XASM-68-Non-macro cross-assembler with - - - - - - - - _ ••- - - - - - - - - - _.
nested conditionals and full range of pseudo lltiny C-Inleractive interpretive system for
operations. Assembles from standard Motorola ® teaching structured programming techniques.
Me6S00 mnemonics to Intel hex ... $200/S25 Manual includes full source listings .5105/$50

o XASM-65- As XASM-68 for MOS Technology 08DS C COMPILER - Supports structures,
MCS-6500 series mnemonics. .$200/$25 @unions, 2 dimensional arrays, pointers, recur-

o XASM-48- As XASM-68 for Inlel MCS-48 and CD sion and overlays. Features optimized code
UPI-41 families .. ... . . .S200/$25~ ~ gener<:t~or,variable sized buffers for file 110, and

o XASM~18-As XASM-66 for ReA 1802 ~~ capability to produce ROMabie code. Includes
$200/$25 ~ ( macro package to enable user to produce link-

. .. .. .... . .. , able modules with MAC (see under Digital Re-
search). Floating point functions, full run-time
package and machine code library sources
provided. Linker, library manager and textbook
included. Compiler lacks initializers, statics,
floats and longs. .$145/$25

EIDOS SYSTEMS

o KBASIC- Microsoft Disk Extended BASIC
CDversion 4.51 integrated with KISS Multi-Keyed

Index Sequential and Direct Access file man-
agement as 9 additional BASIC commands.
KISS included as relocatable modules linkable
to FORTRAN-80, COBOL-80, and BASIC
COMPILER. Specify CPIM version 1.4 or 2.x
when ordering. Requires 48K CPIM 5585/S45
To licensed users of Microsoft BASiC-aD
(MBASIC) .5435/$45

DXYBASIC Interactive Process Control
BASIC- Full disk BASIC features plus unique
commands to handle byte rotate and shift and
to test and set bits. Available in several ver-
sions:
Integer ROM squared .$350/$25
Integer CPIM . . .. 5350/S25
Extended ROM squared .. S450/525
Extended CP/M .5450/$25
Extended Disk CPIM . . ... $550/$25
Integer CP/M Run Time Compiler .5350/S25
Extended CPIM Run Time Compiler5450/$25

o RECLAIM-A utility to validate media under
CP/M. Program tests a diskette or hard disk
surface for errors, reserving the imperfections
in invisible files, and permitting continued
usage of the remainder. Essential for any hard
disk. Requires CPIM version 2. . .$80/$5

UBASIC UTILITY DISK-Consists of: (1)
@CRUNCH-14- Compacting utility to reduce

the size and increase the speed of programs in
Microsoft BASIC 4.51, BASIC-80 and TRS-80
BASIC. (2) DPFUN - Doubte precision subrou-
tines for computing nineteen transcendental
functions including square root, natural log, log
base 10, sine, arc sine, hyperbolic sine. hyper-
bolic arc sine, etc. Furnished in source on dis-
kette and documentation . .S50/S35

D STRING/SO-Character string handling plus
routines for direct CP/M B.DOS calls from
FORTRAN and other compatible Microsofllan-
guages. The utility library contains routines that
enable proqrarns tochain to a COM file. retrieve
command line parameters and search file direc-
tories with full wild card facilities. Supplied as
linkable modules in Microsoft format. S95/520

DSTRING/SO source code available
separately- . .S295/NA

OTHE STRING BIT-FORTRAN character
@string handling. Routines to find. fill. pack.

move, separate, concatenate and compare
character strings. This package completely
eliminates the problems associated with
character string handling in FORTRAN.
Supplied with source .... S65/515

l~VSORT - Versatile sort/merge system for fixed
@ length records with fixed or variable length

fields. VSORT can be used as a stand-alone
package or loaded and called as a subroutine
from CBASIC-2. When used as a subroutine.
VSORT maximizes the use of buffer space by
saving the TPA on disk and restoring it on com-
pletion of sorting. Records may be up to 255
bytes long with a maximum of 5 fields. Upper/
lower case translation and numeric fields
supported. .51751520

=CPM/374X-Has full range of functions to
create or re-name an IBM 3741 volume. display
directory information and edit the data set con-
tents. Provides full file transfer facilities be-
tween 3741 volume data sets and CP/M
files .5195/510

~~
CPAids

o MASTER TAX-Professional tax preparation
CDprogram. Prepares schedules A, B, C. 0, E, F,
t G, R/Rp, SE, TC, ES and forms 2106,2119,

2210, 3468, 3903, 2441, 4625, 4726, 4797,
4972,5695 and 6251. Printing can be on readily
available. pre-printed continuous forms, on
overlays, or on computer generated, IRS ap-
proved forms. Maintains client history files and
is interactive with CPAids GENERAL LEDGER
II (see below) . . . $995/$30
Annual Update Fee. . .$350

LJ STANDARD TAX-As above for schedules A,
t B, C, D, E, G, R/Rp, SE, TC and forms 2106 and

2441. Also, does not maintain client history
files .$495/530
Annual Update Fee . .5175

o GENERAL LEDGER if-DeSigned for CPA's.
t Stores complete 12 month detailed history of

transactions. Generates financial statements,
depreciation, loan amortizations, journals. trial
balances. statements of changes in financial
position, and compilation leiters. Includes
payroll system with automatic postlnq to gen-
era! ledger. Prints payroll register, W2's and
payroll checks. .5450/$30

COPYright © 1980 lifeboat ASSOCiates,No por-
tion of this advertisement may be reproduced
without prior permission.



OT/MAKER-Powerful new tool tor preparing OMAGIC WAND'--:Word processing system

w/ management reports with tabular data. Makes r/ with simple, easy to use full scree~ text editor
financial modeling projects easy. Do you want a and powerful print processor. Editor has all.1 weekly profitability r.eport? Set up the table and. \ standard editin9.functions including text insert

~ compute. Just change the Sales figures for next" and delete, global search and replace, block
week and compute. You have a new report! move and library files for boiler plate text. Print
TIMAKER includes a full screen editor for processor formatting commands include au-
setting up tables which pages left, right, up tomatic margins, pagination, headings & loot-
and down. Compute includes standard artth- ings, centered and justified text. Also prints with
metic, percents, exponents, common tran- true proportional spacing, merges with data
scendental functions, averages, maxima, tues for automatic form letters, and performs
minima, projections, etc. Requires 48K CP/M, run-time cbnditionaj testing for varied output.
CBASIC-2, CRT Terminal with addressable Requires 32K CP/M and CRT terminal with ad-
cursor positioning. . . $275/$25 dressable cursor. . . . . . . . . . . . .$395/$40

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - DTEXTWRITER 111-Text formatter to justify ando BSTAM- Utllityto link one computer to another @ paginate letters and other documents. Special
@ also equipped with BSTAM. Allows file transfers features include insertion of text during execu-

at full data speed (no conversion to hex), with tion from other disk files or console, permitting
CRC block control check for very reliable error recipe documents to be created from linked
detection and automatic retry. We use it! It's fragmentsonotherfiles. Hasfacilities for sorted
great! Full wildcard expansion to send *. COM, index, table of contents and footnote insertions.
etc. 9600 baud with wire. 300 baud with phone Ideal for contracts, manuals, etc. Now compati-
connection. Both ends need one. Standard and ble with Electric Pencil" and Word-Star pre-
@ versions can talk to one another. This pared files. . .$125/$20

i~~~~~~~~6~~~~~~II~ti~~~WI~dg.e ~f ~$f~~~~e~ . DI?ATEBO~K-Prowam to manage ti~e just. I like an office appointment book but usmq theo eSTMS:-lnteiligent terminal program for speed and memory of a computer. Keeps track
@CP/rv,1 systems. Pe.rmits communication be- •..\ of three appointment schedules (three dental01 tween micros and mainframe. s. Sends charac- r chalrs, three attorneys, etc.) at once. Appoint-

ter data files to remote computers under com- . nients consist of name, reason for the appoint-
•.., plete control. System can record character data rnent. the date and time, and the length of the
~ sent from remote computer systems and data appointment. System can be quickly cus-

banks. Includes programs to EXPAND and tomized for the individual user. Many helpful

~3~~~E~~u~~~~r~ fi~~~~I~~~~S~i~~~~~~~~~ ~eo~\~~~~~~o~~~~~ts~~aenqg~~r~sf~n8d~n8p~~da~ed
language for installation. . .. $200/$25 180K bytes diskette storage. Not available for

Apple CP/M. Specity 8080 CP/M, Z80 CP/M or
Cromemco CDOS. . .$295/$25---,.sczz: ---,-----
fwdt'r~~

o WHATSIT?* -Interactive data-base system
using associative tags to retrieve information by
subject. Hashing and random access used for
fast response. Requires CBASIC-2 .$175/$25

o SELECTOR I11-C2- Data Base Processor to
t create and maintain multi-key data bases.
® Prints formatted sorted reports with numerical

summaries or mailing labels. Comes with sam-
ple applications, including Sales Activity, Inven-
tory, Payables, Receivables, Check Register,
and Client/Patient Appointments, etc. Requires
CBASIC-2. Supplied in source .$295/$20

o GLECTOR - General Ledger option to
SELECTOR III-C2. Interactive system provides
for customized COA. Unique chart of transac-
tion types insure proper double entry book-
keeping. Generates balance sheets, P&L
statements and journals. Two year record al-
lows for statement of changes in financial posi-
tion report. Supplied in source. Hequlres
SELECTOR 111-C2. CBASIC-2 and 56K
system. .$350/$25

DMA
o CBS- Configurable Business System is a
t comprehensive set of. programs for defining

custom data files and application systems with-
out using a programming language such as
BASIC, FORTRAN, etc. Multiple key tields for
each data file are supported. Set-up program
customizes system to user's CRT and printer.
Provides fast and easy interactive data entry
and retrieval with transaction processing.
Report qenerator program does complex calcu-
lations with stored and derived data, record
selection with multiple criteria, and custom for-
mats. Sample inventory and mailing list sys-
tems .inclu d ed. No support language
required .$395/$40

.---~-.----~~---------,:. .
MICROPRO'

o SUP.ER-SORT 1- Sort. merge, extract utility as
co absolute executable program or linkable mod-

ule in Microsoft format. Sorts fixed or variable
records with data in binary, BCD. Packed Deci-
mal, EE}CDIC, ASCII, floating & fixed point, ex-
ponentlal, field justified, etc. Even variable
number of fields per record! ... $225/$25

o SUPER-SORT II-Above available as abso-
CO lute program only .$175/$25
D SUPER-SORT III-As II wilhout SELECT/
CD EXCLUDE .$125/525
o DATASTAR - Professional forms control entry
CO and display system for key-to-disk data cap-

ture. Menu driven with built-in learning aids.
Input field verification by length, mask, attribute
(i.e. uppercase, lower case, numeric, auto-dup,
etc.). Built-in arithmetic capabilities using keyed
data, constant and derived values. Visual feed-
back for ease bf forms design. Files compatible
with CP/M-MP/M supported languages. Re-
quires 32K CP/M ... $350/$35

DWORD-STAR-Menu driven visual word pro-
CO cessing system for use with standard terminals.

Text formatting performed on screen. Facilities
for text paginate, page number, justify, center
and underscore. User can print one document
while simultaneously editing a second. Edit
facilities include global search and replace,
Read/Write to other text files, block move. etc.
Requires CRT terminal with addressable cursor
positioning .$445/S40

D WORD-STAFl-MAIL-MERGE- As above with
CO option for production mailing of personalized

documents with mail lists from DATASTAR or
NAD .$575($40

o WORD-MASTER Text Editor-In one mode
CO has superset of CP/M's ED commands includ-

ing global searching and replacing, forwards
and backwards in file in video mode, provides
full screen editor for users with serial address-
able-cursor terminal .$145/$25

PEACHTREE SOFTWARE'
oGeneral accounting software for small busi-
CO nesses. Each product can be used alone or with
t automatic posting to the general ledger.

Supplied in source for Microsoft BASIC 4.51.
GENERAL LEDGER .. $530/$40
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE .. $530/$40
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE $530/$40
PAYROLL $530/$40
INVENTORY .. 5660/$40

oOther application products supplied in source
CO for Microsoft BASIC 4.51.
t MAILING ADDRESS

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
· .$530/$40
· .$925/$40

GRAHAM.DORIAN SOFTWARE
SYSTEMS

o Comprehensive accounting software written in
CO CBASIC-2 and supplied in source code. Each
® software package can be used as a stand-
t alone system or integrated with the Genera!

Ledger for automatic posting to ledger ac-
counts. Requires CBASIC-2.
GENERAL LEDGER
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
INVENTORY SYSTEM
JOB COSTING
APARTMENT MANAGEMENT
CASH REGISTER

.$805/$40

.$805/$40

.$605/$40
..... $555/$40

· .$805/$40
.$605/540
.$805/540

o POSTMASTER "" A comprehensive package
@ for mail list maintenance that is completely

menu driven. Features include keyed record
extraction and label production. A form letter
program is included which provides neat letters
on single sheet or continuous forms. Includes
NAD file translator. Requires CBASIC-2.

.$150/$20

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS GROUP
o Complete interactive accounting software for
t business. Each product can be used stand-
alone or with automatic posting to the general
ledger. Each product is thoroughly tested and
very well documented.
GENERAL LEDGER .
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
PAYROLL.
INVENTORY CONTROL

LIFELINES is the first step in software support for
the serious microcomputer user. Each issue
reports new revisions together with information on
the purpose for each such release. be it for correction
of "bugs" or the addition of features and facilities.

Feature Articles! New Software! Product
Comparisons! Info on CP/M Users Group!

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION:
$18 for twelve issues: U.S., Canada, and Mexico.
$40 for twelve issues: all other countries.
$2.50 for each back issue: U.S., Canada, and
Mexico.
$3.60 for each back issue: all other countries.
Send Check to LIFELINES, 1651 Third Avenue,
New York, NY. 10028 or use your VISA or
MASTERCARD-call (212) 722-1700

o ANALYST - Customized data entry and report-
t ing system. User specifies up to 75 data items

per record. Interactive data entry, retrieval,
and update facility makes information
management easy. Sophisticated report
generator provides customized reports using
selected records with multiple level break-
points for summarization .. Requires a disk sort
utility such as QSORT, SUPER-SORT or
VSORT $250/$15

o LETTERIGHT - Program to create, edit and
type letters or other documents. Has facilities to
enter, display, delete and move text, with good
video screen presentation. Integrates with NAD
for form letter mailings. . $200/$25

o NAD-Name and Address selection system.
Interactive mail list creation arid maintenance
program with output as full reports with refer-
ence data or restricted information for mail
labels. System for extraction and transfer of
selected records to create new files. $100/$20

o aSORT - Fast sort/merge program for files
with fixed record length, variable field length
information. Up to five ascending or descend-
ing keys. FuJI back-up of input files created
.. . . . . . . . .. . .$100/$20*******CONDIMENTS*******o HEAD CLEANING DISKETTE- Cleans the

drive Read/Write head in 30 seconds. Diskette
absorbs loose oxide particles, fingerprints, and
other foreign particles that might hinder the per-
formance of the drive head. Lasts at least 3
months with daily use. Specify 5" or 8".
Single sided . .$20 each/$55 for 3
Double sided .$25 eaeh/sss for 3

DOC 300 Data Cartridges Specify 450 'XL or
300' certified. Pack of 5 $100

o FLiPPY DISK KIT-Template and instructions
to modify single, sided 5%" diskettes for use of
second side in single sided drives .. $12.50

o FLOPPY SAVER- Protection for center holes
for 5" and 8" floppy disks. Only 1 needed per
diskette. Kit contains centering post, pressure
tool and tough 7 mil mylar reinforcing rings for
25 diskettes.
5", Kit $14.95
5", Rings only $7.95
8", Kit .. $16.95
8", Rings only .... $8_95

o PASCAL USER MANUAL AND.REPORT - By
Jensen and Wirth. The standard textbook on
the language. Recommended for use by
PascallZ, Pascallfv1 and PascaliMT users $12

OTHE C PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE-By
Kernighan and Ritchie. The standard textbook
on the language. Recommended for use by
BDS C, tiny C, and Whitesmiths C users .. $12

o STRUCTURED MICROPROCESSOR PRO-
GRAMMING-By the authors of SMAL/80.
Covers structured programming, the 8080/
8085 instruction set and the SMAL/80 lan-
guage. . .$20

:::J ACC.OUNTS PAYABLE & ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE-CBASIC book by Osborne/
McGraw-Hili .$20

OGENERAL LEDGER·CBASIC book by
Osborne/McGraw-Hili .. $20

o PAYROLL WITH COST ACCOUNTING-
CBASIG. book by Osborne/McGraw-Hill.$20*******Hearty Appetite.********

'CP/M and MP/M are trademarks at Digital Re-
search.
Z80 is a trademark of Zilog, Inc.
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
WHATSIT? is a trademark of Computer Head-.
ware.
Electric Pencil is a trademark of Michael
Shrayer Software.
TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp .
PascaliM is a trademark of Sorcim ..
SoftCard is a trademark of Microsoft.
Apple is a trademark of Apple.Comouter.
PASM, PLlNK, BUG and }1l3UGare trademarks
of Phoenix Software Associates Ltd.
CPAids is a trademark of Computer Tax Ser-
vice, Inc.
MAGIC WAND is a trademark of Small Busi-
ness Application, Inc. .
Peachtree Software is a trademark of Retail
Sciences, Inc.

t Recommended system configuration consists
of 48K CP/M, 2 full size disk drives, 24 x 80 CRT
and 132 column printer.

@ Modified version available for use with CP/M as
implemented on Heath and TRS-80 Model I
computers.

CD User license agreement for this product must
be signed and returned to Lifeboat Associates
before shipment may be made.

CD This product Includes/eXcludes the language
® manual recommended in Condiments.

®Serial number of CP/M system must be
supplied with orders.

o Requires Z80 CPU.

Ordering Information

Ccmputer eyatem Format Code

MEDIA FORMAT ORDERING CODES
When ordering, please specify format code.

Com puler system Format Code Computer system Format Code

iCOM 4S11 S440 Cartridge
CP/M 1.4 .. 01 #

iCOM 4511 5440 Cartridge
CP/M 2.2 .02#

IMS 5000 .RA
IMS SOOO .AI"
IMSAI VDP-40 .. R4"
IMSAI VDP-42 .R4"
IMSAI VDP-44 . RS"
IMSAI VDP-80 .A1"
rniecoror . .See ISC Intecolor
Intel MDS Single Density .A2
Intel MDS Double Density AS
Intertec SuperBrain DOS 0.1 .R7
Intertec SuperBrain DOS 0.S-2.X RJ
Intertec SuperBrain DOS 3.X RK
ISC Intecolor S063/8360/8963 . Al
Kontron PSI-SO .RF

.P6

.At-
.. Ql
.. Q2
.. Bl

Morrow Discus .A l'
Mostek Al
MSD 5% .. RC
North Star Single Density .. Pl
North Star Double/Ouad .. P2
Nylac Single Density 03
Nylac Micropolis Mod, II 02
Ohio Scientific C3 .. A3
Onyx C8001 . T2#
Pertec PCC 2000 A I'
Processor Technology Hellos II .B2
Quay 500 .RO
Quay 520 RP
RAIR Single Density R9

• Single-Side Sinqfe-Density disks
are supplied for use with Double-
Density and Double-Side 8" soft
sector format systems

•• IMSAI formats are single density
with directory offset of zero

# A media surcharge of $25 for Of-
ders on tape formats T 1and T2 and
of $100 for orders on disk formats
01 and 02 will be added
The list of available formats is sub-
ject to change without notice. In
case of uncertainty, call 10confirm
the formal code for any particular
equipment

LIFEBOAT ASSOCIATES MEDIA FORMATS LIST. Diskette, cartridge disk and cartridge tape
format codes to be specified when ordering software for listed computer or disk systems. All
software products have specific requirements in terms of hardware or software support, such as
MPU type, memory size, support operating system or language.

RAIR Double Density .RE
Research Machines 8' Al

.RH
.03

.. RO
.Al'

.. R3

Thinkertoys See Morrow Discus
TRS-80 Modell 5114" .R2
TRS-80 Modell - FEC Freedom RN
TRS-80 Model I ---Micromalion .. A4'
TRS-80 Modell 4- Omikron Sif4" .RM
TRS-SOModell Omikron 8" .. A1
TRS-80 Modell ---Shuffleboard 8" A1
TRS-80 Model II .. AI'
VDP-40/42/44/BO .See IMSAI
Vector Graphic .. 02
Vector MZ 02
Versatile .See CDS Versatile
vista V80 5%" Single Density .P5
Vista V200 sv,: Double Density :P6
Zenith ZS9 ---lifeboat CP/M .... P4
Zenith ZS9 + Magnolia CP/M .P7

Lifeboat Associates 1651Third Avenue, NY, NY 10028 (212) 860-0300
™ The Software Supermarketis a trademark

of Lifeboat Associates

See MilS 3200
.A1"
.RG
.RR

.. RB
.RO
03
02

.. 01
.Q2

.... 02
Cromemco System 3 .. Al'
Cromemco Z2D .. A6
CSSN BACKUP (tape) ... Tl #
Delta .Al'
Digi-Log Microterm It RD
Digital Microsystems ..At"
Discus See Morrow Discus
Duranqo F-S5 .RL
Dynabyle DBS/~ R1
Oynabyte DB8/4 .. A I'
Exidy Sorcerer + Lifeboat CP/M 02
Exidy Sorcerer - Exidy CP/M .. Q4
Heath HS + H17/H27 _.. .. .P4
Heath H89 ---lifeboat CP/M .. P4
Heath H89 + Magnolia CP/M . P7
Henes II .See Processor Technology
Horizon . .See North Star
iCOM 2411 Micro Floppy .R3
iCOM3712 Al
iCOM 3S12 AI'

Prices reflect distribution on 8"
single density diskettes. If a
format is requested which
requires additional diskettes, a
surcharge of $8. per additional
diskette wilt be added.
Prices F.O.B. New York.
Shipping, handling and C.O.D.
charges extra.
Manual cost applicable against
price of subsequent software
purchase.
The sale of each proprietary
software package conveys a
license for use on one
system only.



Apple Pascal, cont'd...
learn and allows one to get in trouble much
more quickly. Pascal is easy to learn and
almost forces one to write logical, read-
able, understandable programs. (Of
course, you could also get C up on your
Apple by buying the BD Software or
Whitesmith's C compiler for the Z-80
along with a Microsoft Z-80 Softcard, but
that's another adventure of dubious merit
for another article.)

The Compiler

The compiler recognizes the data type
STRING, not really in the original Pascal
specification (a blunder), which is the same
old array of characters that standard
Pascal has, but with a length attribute
magically tacked on. Compile-time toggles
allow you to turn on/ off the checking of
I/O errors (why would you want to turn
them off?), range errors, and the internal
swapping of the compiler. the user can in-
clude an externally stored text file with
special routines or definitions in it.
. Anyway, we should mention in pass-

ing that the compiler handles errors more

gracefully than ANY OTHER we've tried,
by allowing you to jump immediately into
the editor with the cursor over the offend-
ing code, and a description of the problem
at the top of the screen. The compiler also
generally finds where the error really is,
which isn't always easy to do.

The compiler handles
errors more gracefully
than ANY OTHER we've
tried, by allowing you to
jump immediately into
the editor with the cursor
over the offending code.

R) Run a program. This causes the
current workfile to be compiled (if neces-
sary), linked (if necessary), and executed.

X) This command executed a named
code file (output of assembler or compiler).

A) A 6502 assembler with many juicy
pseudo-ops is also included in the package.

Guess what, computer fans
how OCSD Pascal works.
Jmplementing.r£P~ ...inIf..•IJm):~Ii:,,,,·P.1~;\!!.<tOH~Ii1ll!l'i'.,J
by interpre1ing 1t on an existing
processor, the entire Pascal cojnpiler.'
and operating, system and utilities can
be moved. So when you tliink the Apple
is running Pascal, in fact, it is running a
simulation qf a computer which is
rURning Pascal object progtams ..

Of course, if you want a real code
crunching compiler that Can squeeze
every cycle and every s~are by~ out of
the object code, then a compiler that
makes executable native code for the
host! process OF :is in order. Tllis ap-
proach is taken by Ithaca Intersystems
pascal and Leor Zolman's BD C com-
piler, foF instance. But neither of these:
compilers could be m.ade to run on
another microprocessor too quickly.

Art alternative app'roachto make
porta.j)ie compllers (anp other software)
is to write everything, including the
compiler itself, in a hig)}-levellanguagej
let's say on tnaehine A. Then, fO move
everything to machine B, we need only
rewrite, to cod-e. generator in the com-
Jjjjer on maehfrte A so tbat it makes pr0'"
grams for machine B, run everything
through the new compiler, and
.trapsport the resultlng programs to
machine B. Alas, writing good code
generators is a tricky, art-not-a-science
thing, ~bd this approach has not been
!lPpliea much to personal computers.

-SN

Subroutines in 6502 machine language can
be called from Pascal.

L) The linker can be explicitly called
by the user for user-written non-standard
libraries.

Gripes

Since there is no debugger in the
Pascal system, fixing programs is done the
horrible way, by inserting WRITE state-
ments all over the place to try to decipher
what's happening. Debuggers for high-
level languages are usually primitive at
best, but it's sometimes helpful to be able
to look at the stack or see a traceback or
set breakpoints. Another moderate
annoyance is that Pascal wants to run on
an 80 column screen, and the plain-old-
vanilla flavored Apple II has only 40
columns (whereas the space-age Apple III
has 80 columns). The attempted solution
for the Apple II was to split the 80 column
screen into two imaginary 40-column
screens and then you can either flip back
and forth between them or scroll hori-
zontally. This technique works OK but ifit
bothers you, it is also possible to connect'
an external terminal or use an 80-column
video card. This links us to another minor
problem - the Pascal system is a bit fussy
about talking to non-Apple I/O cards (in
particular it did not recognize the SSM
Apple RS-232 I/O card which entailed
great fussing with user-written I/O
drivers).

The documentation is good, but a few
items fell between the cracks. In particu-
lar, there did not seem to be any specific
information in the reference manual on
how parameters are passed to assembly
language subroutines. Also, the docu-
mentation on what's happening in the sys-
tem at the nuts and bolts level is missing
(perhaps for proprietary reasons).

For those curious about details of the
implementation, Apple/ UCSD is a "port-
able" (a little bit) compiler which is ap-
parently reworked Zurich p-code. That is,
the compiler and operating system and
everything else wonderful but not Apple-
dependent is written in a machine language
for a hypothetical stack architecture pro-
cessor, which is simulated by the 6502 in
the Apple. This might sound inefficient but
the p-machine is highly optimized toward
running Pascal object code and thus is
very reasonable in its use of time and
memory.

Overall, Pascal is a very very nice
language, and this is a very very nice im-
plementation. If you're a teacher, and have
an Apple, perhaps you should be teaching
your students Pascal instead of Basic,
which encourages bad programming prac-
tices and looks backward, not forward. If
you're a personal computer user, you'll
find Apple Pascal to be fast, powerful,
and a pleasure to use. Absolutely get one
of these if you can afford the $500 list price.

D
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The most comprehensive consumers' guide to microcomputing ever
published is hot off the press! The latest edition of the best-selling
MicroShopper has been expanded to 192 pages, and is now in a
convenient book form ... includes nearly 200 photographs, illustra-
tions and charts; dozens of hardware and software product reviews,
and feature articles on topics from the history of computers to robotics.
The nE!WMlcroShopper explains the often difficult-to-understand jar-
gon of the computer industry, provides tips on selecting a system for
business, profeSSional, eclucational or personal use, end lets you take
a look at the latest mlcrocornpulers and peripherals from industry-
leading manufacturers!
To order the new edition c)fthe MicroShopper, call toll-free 1-800-528-
1418, or fill out and clip the coupon below today! Make checks or
money orders payable to PGIPublishing. Master Card and Visa orders
welcomed.

r------------------,
I Pleasesendme MicroShopper(s)at I
I $9.95each plus $1.75for postage and handling. I
I Arizona residentsadd 5% salestax. I
I Name I
I Address II I
I City State Zip I
I 0 0 VISA II Check or money order enclosed I
I 0 MasterCard

1 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
I Expirationdate DODD

: PIlI I
I Publishing ITOLL FREE1..800-528-1418 L 1425 W~2th Place * Tempe,AriZO~ 85281...1

CIRCLE 262 ON READER SERVICE CARD





I have seen the future, and I'm holding
it in my hand! The new TRS-80 pocket
computer ($249) is a breakthrough, the
vanguard of a new generation of com-
puting accessibility.

The TRS-80 PC appears at first glance
to be either an unusually designed cal-
culator or some sort oflanguage translator:
In fact, it is neither, being far more
sophisticated than either. It is a complete
computer, with keyboard, 24 character
alphanumeric output display, Basic and
monitor in ROM, 1.9K of non-volatile
RA M, and an 110 port for storing pro-
grams and data on cassettes. Its cap-
abilities would have been reasonably im-
pressive in a first generation desk-top
small computer(and are far in advance of
the early room-size computers); in a pack-
age small enough to fit in a pocket they are
astounding!

The Hardware

Measuring only 6Ys" x 2W' x 19/32"
and weighing a bit less than six ounces, the
TRS-80 PC is sleek and attractive. The 57-
key alphanumeric keyboard is laid out in a
modified typewriter arrangement; the
letter keys follow standard "QWERTY"
practice while the numeric keys appear on
the right side in calculator array. There
are also several special purpose, keys to
handle editing and the generation of
symbols, and 13 keys have alternate out-
puts selected by a SHIFT key. While the
keys look rather smail and close together
and there is no tactile or audio feedback
when a key has been depressed, keyboard
action is very good and with only a little
experience it becomes quite easy to enter
text. It is even possible to "type" with both
hands for quicker entry, although the non-
standard location of the numbers and the
need to use the SHIFT key to enter simple
punctuation takes a bit of getting used to.

Glenn A. Hart, 51 Church Road, Monsey, NY 10952.

DECEMBER 1980

TheTRS-80
Pocket Computer

Eighteen keys are "reservable," ineaning
that special program segments can be pre-
programmed into a dedicated memory
area and called up quickly.

The liquid crystal display is highly
legible in normal room light, but, like any

The input buffer is 80
characters, and if a line
longer than 24 char-
acters is entered the dis-
play uses horizontal
scrolling in either direc-
tion.

other LCD display, it should be viewed
more or less directly from above. A 5X7
dot matrix is used to generate upper case
only letters and the various punctuation
marks and special symbols. No graphics
symbols are provided, but they would not
be particularly appropriate on a one line
display anyway. The input buffer is 80
characters, and if a line longer than the 24
characters displayed is entered the display
uses horizontal scrolling in either direc-

Glenn Hart

tion. Cursor control is provided to move
around the buffer area for editing and
viewing long lines.

A nine pin 110 connector on the left
edge of the PC is used to connect the op-
tional cassette interface ($49). Normally
protected by a plastic cover, this connector
could presumably be used to attach
other peripherals even though Radio
Shack has not announced the availability
of anything other than the cassette inter-
face. The cassette interface itself is a
plastic cradle into which the PC is inserted.
Various slots and protrusions on both the
PC and the interface prevent incorrect
attachment. Three cables are provided to
connect the interface to the microphone,
earphone and remote jacks of any cassette
recorder. The new Radio Shack Minisette-
8 is an excellent match in size and styling;
together they form a complete system
which fits in one corner of an attache
case.

Radio Shack does not provide any
information on the microprocessor or sup-
port circuitry other than to indicate that
large-scale-integration CMOS devices are
used. Rumor has it that TWO four-bit
microprocessors are used: one to handle
Basic instructions and one to perform
calculations. At a time when some of the
biggest excitement in microcomputing

49
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TRS-80, cont'd...
centers on the availability of sixteen bit
CPU's (with 32-bit devices in the wings),
the TRS-80 PC is graphic proof that im-
portant and interesting things can be done
with many fewer bits on hand.

CMOS technology offers several
advantages, the most significant of which
is extremely low power consumption. The
TRS-80 PC draws only one-hundredth of a
wall, and can operate for up to three
hundred hours on four small mercury bat-
teries. The cassette interface requires three
AA cells and the cassette recorder four.

Most importantly, the computer's
memory is non-volatile, which means that
it is not cleared when the power switch is
turned off. Programs and data are re-
tained in memory continuously and are
immediately available for use when the
computer is turned on. While this con-
tinuous memory has begun to appear on
advanced pocket calculators, the TRS-80
PC is, to my knowledge, the first true
personal computer (other than those with
adapted core memory) with this con-
venient and useful feature.

The 1.9K of RAM available is divided
into several segments. Basic program
storage is limited to a maximum of 1424
"steps," with each step corresponding to a
character in a program line. Note, how-
ever, that Basic commands are com-
pressed to one byte tokens, so the effec-
tive program length is more than 1424
bytes. Twenty-six "fixed" memories are
provided. Each can store the contents of
one numeric or string variable, with the
length of a string variable or constant
limited to seven characters. If more vari-
able store is required, up to 178 "flexible
memories" can be allocated at the expense
of program storage. In addition, there are
48 steps of "reserve memory." These hold
up to 18 short program segments which
can be retrieved easily for use in manual
calculations of programming. The re-
mainder of memory is allocated to the 80
character input buffer, an 8 step "data
stack" and a 16 step "function stack."
There is no apparent way to expand
memory beyond that incorporated into the
computer, but a surprising amount of use-
ful programming can be done within the
limited memory available.

The Basic Interpreter

The use of a high level language like
Basic is what sets the TRS-80 PC apart
from the many programmable calculators
available today. As the owner of both a
Texas instruments TI-59 and a Hewlett
Packard HP-4l C, I have enjoyed these
devices and programmed them to perform
many useful functions, but the pseudo
assembly language necessary to program
them is often a source of frustration at best
and a total obstacle to certain tasks at
worst. Radio Shack has asserted that the
PC renders programmable calculators
obsolete, and I would have to agree that

CHAIN INPUT#

Statements
LET INPUT PRINT PAUSE USING GOTO
IF THEN GOSUB RETURN FOR TO
STEP NEXT STOP END BEEP CLEAR
DEGREE RADIAN GRAD AREAD REM
Command Statements
RUN DEBUG CaNT LIST NEW MEM

CSAVE CLOAD CLOAD? PRINT#

Table I. TRS-BO Pocket Computer Basic Interpreter Statements and Commands

machines that seemed advanced until now
have suddenly become much less impres-
sive.

The TRS-80 PC Basic interpreter is
not a direct equivalent to any of the Micro-
soft-supplied interpreters used on full size
Radio Shack computers. I am not particu-
larly familiar with Level I or Level II Basic,
but it seems that the PC interpreter has
capabilities similar to those of Level I with
a few bells and whistles added and some
modifications made to handle the specific
demands of a computer displaying only
one line at a time.

Most of the Basic state-
ments and commands
have abbreviations which
make entering programs
quicker and more con-
venient.

TRS-80 PC Basic allows only 26
directly named variables, corresponding
with the 26 "fixed" memory locations.
Each location can contain either numeric
or string information (strings are limited
to seven characters) but not both. Thus
variables A and A$ occupy the same
memory, and only one or the other can
exist at any time. Only one array, labeled
AO, can be used; its elements point to the
same memory locations as a direct
reference would - at least up to A(26),
which is the same thing as memory loca-
tion Z. Up to 178 additional locations can
be allocated to variable storage (at the ex-
pense of program storage). These locations
can only be accessed as elements of the
A array (e.g., A(145».

The statements and commands pro-
vided are listed in Table I. LET works
normally to assign values to variables and
is, as usual, optional in most cases. (It is
necessary only after an IF statement.)
INPUT allows the entry of data from the
keyboard, with prompting messages if
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desired. Prompts do not scroll hori-
zontally, so it is necessary to limit the
prompt message to what will fit on the
display.

PRINT outputs messages and data to
the display, as in most Basics. Due to the
one line display, PRiNT interrupts pro-
grain execution until the ENTER key is de-
pressed, similar to the interruption caused
by an INPUT statement. The PAUSE
statement performs the same functions as
PRINT except that the iriformation dis-
played appears for only a little less than a
second (the display time could be a bit
longer for maximum utility).

I was surprised to find that a limited
form of PRINT USING is included (the
USING formats can also be used with
PAUSE). Only numeric formats can be
specified. The normal "###.##"-type
format sets the display mode; a carat sign
sets scientific notation display. No provi-
sion is made for special formatting char-
acters like dollar signs, asterisks, floating
signs, etc. The format can be specified for
all output with a USING statement by it-
self or the standard PRINT USING con-
structing can be used.

GOTO and GOS UB operate norm-
ally, except that alphabetic labels can be
inserted in lines and GOTO and GO'SUB
can be instructed to branch to these labels
as well as to simple line numbers. This is a
nice feature rarely found in any Basic
interpreters.

The IF statement does not require a
following THEN (THEN is synonymous
with GOTO), but therefore requires a LET
if a variable assignment is to be made.
FOR/ NEXT loops operate normally, with
a maximum nesting level of four. The
STEP statement is available, but only with
integer values.

BEEP sounds a small tone as many
times as 'its parameter indicates. CLEA R
clears all data memory. DEGREE/
RADIAN/GRAD sets the mode for
angular entries and calculations. AREAD
reads a value into a variable prior to the
start of execution of a defined program.
REM allows comments to be inserted into
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TRS-80, cont'd...
a program (although heavy use of com-
ments is unlikely with limited memory).

Commands usable only by manual
entry include R UN to execute programs,
CONT to continue interrupted programs,
LIST to list program lines, NEW to clear
memory, and MEM to display the remain-
ing available program and flexible mem-
ories. The DEB UG command is similar to
Microsoft's TRACE; the line number of
each program line is displayed after it is
executed.

The commands for cassette storage of
programs and data follow closely normal
Radio Shack Basic practice. The CSA VE
and CLOAD commands perform the
obvious functions, while CLOA D? verifies
accurate saving or loading by comparing a
cassette stored program with the contents
of memory. PRINT# and INPUT# save
data rather than programs. CHAIN loads
new programs from tape and immediately
executes them, either at the beginning of
the new program or at a specified label
within the program; this allows programs
longer than memory to be segmented into
smaller programs and executed se-
quentially, greatly increasing the power of
the computer.

Table II lists the functions provided.
A complete spectrum of trigonometric
functions is available as well as several
normal Basic functions. No string func-
tions or logical operators are provided,
although logical operations can be sim-
ulated with programming tricks explained
in the user's manual.

Editing of program lines is possible
with the cursor movement keys located in
the lower right of the keyboard and the
line movement keys above the center of the
alphabetic area. The cursor can be moved
to any spot in a line and the contents of
that spot overwritten with new informa-
tion. Alternatively, characters can be
deleted or inserted at will. The line
movement keys move the display within a
program so any line can be accessed
readily. As in other Basics, entire lines are
deleted by typing their line number and
ENTER and new lines can be added be-
tween existing line numbers. No renum-
bering facility is provided.

Operation and Evaluation

The TRS-80 PC operates in four
modes, indicated by small status displays
above the main 24 character display. The
RUN mode is used both for manual cal-
culations and to execute programs. If
several programs are stored in memory at
the same time and each is defined with an
alphabetic label, the DEFINE mode is
used to run the separate programs. PRO-
GRAM mode is used for entry and cor-
rection of Basic programs. Most of the
Basic statements and commands have
abbreviations which make entry programs
quicker and more convenient. RESERVE

CDS
LOG
ABS

TAN
EXP
SGN

ASN
SQRT

ACS
DMS

ATN
DEG

SIN
LN
INT

Table II. TRS-80 Pocket Computer Basic Interpreter Functions

. This is not to say that the machine is
perfect. Several other manufacturers
have announced similar products which
would appear to have more capabilities,
either more memory or available printers,
modems, etc. I am sure that the TRS-80
PC will be surpassed in the future unless
Radio Shack makes a major commitment
to expanding this end of their business.
The presence of that 110 connector would
indicate that such expansion is possible.
None of the software packages designed
for the PC were available at the time this
review was written; a large software
library will be necessary to wean many
prospective purchasers off their program-
mable calculators and their large software
base and user groups. I guess that we com-
puterists are by nature greedy gluttons;
we get a wonderful feast of new technology
and all we want is more!

In the meantime; the TRS-80 Pocket
Computer is the state-of-the-art. It is not
denigrating the usefulness of this com-
puter to also point out that it is a
terrific toy and an absolute conversation
stopper. The day after I bought mine I
had two mainframe-computer specialists,
each controlling several million dollars
of hardware, in my office to discuss de-
velopment of a complete business control
system. The looks on their faces when I
demonstrated the TRS-80 PC more than
justified its purchase price. Their chagrin
when I pointed out to them that it was the
lizards who survived, not the dinosaurs,
made my day! D
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mode is used to enter short programs
and lor statements into the 48 step reserve
memory. Two small templates are pro-
vided which fit over the reservable keys;
these can be used to indicate what pro-
gram or statement has been assigned to the
individual key.

Radio Shack does not supply any in-
formation on clock speed. In general,
Basic programs execute rather slowly,
although they seem to run at least as fast as
equivalent programs coded for my pro-
grammable calculators. The TRS-80 PC
maintains up to 23 digit precision in-

The looks on their faces
when I demonstrated the
TRS-80 PC more than
justified its purchase
price.

ternally (although displayed results are
limited to 10 digits before the computer
switches to scientific notation), so some
premium in execution speed is certainly
justified by this very high precision.

In practical use, the TRS-80 Pocket
Computer is a delight. Manual calcula-
tions are a pleasure, since so much of the
input is retained on the display and can
be corrected if necessary. A user who
constantly requires trig functions might
find a calculator faster than having to type
in the function names,since the necessary
function keys are immediately available.

Programming is vastly improved over
programmable calculators. Any reason-
ably competent Basic programmer can put
the PC through its paces and generate
complex programs much faster. The in-
terpreter is surprisingly capable and easy
to program;the debugging and editing func-
tions make program correction simple.
The full alphanumeric 24 character display
is a pleasure (the alpha display of the
HP-4IC seemed advanced only a few
months ago; now it is impossibly re-
stricting).

I have already used the PC in several
business meetings where I was able to use
pre-stored programs to good advantage
and even write and execute new programs
on the spot to answer complex business
problems. Its small size has earned it a
permanent spot in my attache case; I am
not willing to be without it wherever I
travel.
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Making the plunge for a personal
computer is a big decision, involving a fair
amount of money. If you're in the market,
the Apple is a good choice, with a lot of
positive aspects, and a few bad points,
much of which will be covered here. People
buy computers for a variety of reasons;
some just want to play games, some want
to develop programs, and some need
specific applications such as word proces-
sing. I'll address the game players first. The
Apple has all the requirements in this area;
high-resolution color graphics, paddle or
joystick control, and a large amount of
available software. Let's take a closer look
at these areas. The graphics, with six
colors, are good enough to produce games
that are close to arcade quality. The low
resolution mode, with sixteen colors, also
is the basis for a number of good games.

In the paddle capabilities, a distinc-
tion must be made between potential and
actual use. The Apple can handle four
paddles and three buttons. But, since the
system comes with two paddles and two
buttons, most software is written for this
configuration. A manufacturer would be
taking a chance selling a game that
couldn't be used by the majority of Apple
owners. Some dual-joystick packages are
beginning to appear, with hardware and

The Apple II

and Apple II Plus

David Lubar
software. If this catches on, we'll see some
nice software in the near future. (Ajoystick
is the equivalent of two paddles, and is
easier to use in games where one player is
controlling two factors, such as horizontal
and vertical movement.) In the past, the
paddles that came with the Apple were
rather poor in quality. The new Apples
have different paddles, but it is hard to tell
whether they are better internally.

The availability of software from a
number of sources is important. There are
hundreds of games for the Apple; arcade
games, chess and bridge games, adven-
tures. The Apple comes' with enough
software to keep you up .till sunrise for a
few weeks. The Integer version has
Startrek and Starwars, the Applesoft
version also has some nice games,
including Pennv Arcade.

The instruction manuals, covering
everything from setting up the computer
and loading tapes to programming and
debugging are well done, extensive, and
easy to follow. Even if you get an Apple
just to play games, you'll probably end up
doing some programming, which brings us
to the next aspect of the Apple. There are
two versions of Basic availa ble; Integer
and Applesoft. Integer Basic is fast, easy to
use, and gives immediate error messages.
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But it has some limitations. It only handles
integers in a range from -32767 to 32767,
and allows integer arrays of only one
dimension, with no string arrays. This
might not be an important issue since
Integer seems to be phasing out, with most
new programs being written in Applesoft
or machine language. And, since either
Apple can, with the addition of a special
card, handle both Basics, a purchase of
either Apple doesn't restrict future use.

Applesoft is a version of Microsoft
Basic, with extended functions for
graphics. Both Applesoft and Integer Basic
give understandable error messages. A
mistake will produce something such as,
"Memory full" as opposed to a cryptic
"Error 23." The Apple can also be
programmed in 6502 assembly language.
The Integer version has a mini assembler.
The Plus doesn't, but there are a number of
good assemblers available. I won't go into
any debate over the good and bad points of
the 6502, but will mention that anyone who
learns to use it will be able to "talk to" a
number of popular computers, including
the PET, Atari, and OSI.

Apple's great documentation means
that programmers will have an easy time
making use of all the features of the
machine. Whatever Apple hasn't had a
chance to tell has been covered by the
many fine user's groups. Apple owners are
an active bunch. and most areas of the
country have at least one Apple club.

Another important consideration is
expansion. While the Apple might be a bit
more expensive at the start, it is designed
for expansion and will cost less in the long
run. Disk drives can be attached to a card
that plugs right into the Apple; no extra
power supply is needed. Memory is also
plugged right in; no interface is needed. As
with software. there are also a lot of
hardware companies making products for
the Apple. Everything from music boards
and speech boards to graphics pads and
light pens can be found. Apple seems to
encourage this, knowing that it helps make
the computer better and more versatile.
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My only criticism in this area is that Apple
charges too much for extra memory. This
seems to be the case with all the computer
manufacturers. Luckily, many stores that
carry the Apple also carry memory kits at a
reasonable price.

The Apple doesn't come with lower
case; a bit of a problem for those who want
to do word processing. But lower-case
modifications are available, and there are
several companies selling good software
for word processing on the Apple.

What else? The company is fairly
responsive to user questions, but some-
what inconsistent. Some queries are
answered quickly, others are ignored. Still,
in general, Apple seems to be concerned
about the user. The Apple produces some
radio-frequency interference (RFI) which
might interfere with near-by television sets,
but the company is working on the
problem and has found some ways to
reduce the RFI.

The dependability of the Apple
should also be mentioned. Hardware
problems are very rare. The chance that
any repairs will be needed is small. And
most repairs can be handled by a dealer
since Apple trains all authorized dealers.

To sum things up, the Apple has a lot
going for it. New software and hardware
will continue to appear. I highly recom-
mend this computer. 0
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Strategy Games

Skunk. A 2-player strategy game played Genius. A fast-moving trivia quiz with scores
with dice, skill and luck. of questions.

Cassette CS-4003 $11.95 4 Programs Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus

Blockade. Build a wall to trap your opponent,
but don't hit anything.

11111
ANDROID HIM COMPUTER

16 AHDR&ID HIM'S TURH 26

UFO. Use lasers, warheads or guns to des-
troy an enemy spacecraft.

Brain Games
Cassette CS-4004 $11.95 7 programs Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus

Dodgem. Be the first to move all your pieces Nuclear Reaction. A game of skill, fast
across the board in this intriguing strategy decisions and quick reversals of position.
game .;. _------- __

Parrot. A Simon-type game with letters and Midpoints and Lines. Two colorful graphics
tones. Dueling digits is a version with num- demonstrations. Tones lets you make music
bers. and sound effects.

Strategy and Brain Games are also available on one 32K Apple disk (CS-4502) for
$24.95. Add $2.00 shipping per order. Send to Creative Computing Software, P.O. Box
789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Or call 800-631-8112.
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The Atari

Bob Callan

time programming. These books are
valuable to programmers, especially when
converting programs from the Apple to the
Atari. The manual that comes with the
Atari is essentially a reference manual
describing the commands and some of the
operations. The programs listed in this
manual are very explicit and are docu-
mented, but the manual isn't particularly
helpful when you are trying to animate a
shape or display letters on the screen in a
graphics mode. Atari's Assembler
cartridge and documentation will make
this type of programming less difficult.

Programming the Atari is wonderful
in several ways. When you type in a
command improperly, an error message
appears. What could be more friendly? It
even prints the erroneous character in
inverse video. You can see where you-made
a mistake. This doesn't replace debugging,
but it certainly helps. The Atari has full
variable names like SHOT, AMMO,
GEESE, and COUNTER. Following the
flow of a program is much easier with these
variables. If you want to type in inverse
video, to signal a REM, the beginning or
end of a subroutine, or to print on the
screen, you have to press just one key.
Lower case letters are procured by pressing
the cap and shift key.

Perhaps the most functional part of
the keyboard is the Editor. Using the
control key and six or so other keys, the
cursor can be easily moved anywhere on
the screen. Program lines or characters can
be quickly and easily replaced, inserted or
deleted.

There is another feature that is
particularly useful to teachers. You can get
two video outputs from the Atari without
using RF boosters. One output is an RCA-
type which connects to a regular RF unit
attached to a TV. The other output can be
attached to a monitor, or to a video-
recorder. Using this arrangement, you can
watch the video display, what is happening
in the back row, and what you are
inputting into the computer. This is easier
than turning around constantly. If turning
around doesn't bother you, there are now
two video displays, which means everyone

Merry Christmas to those who find an
Atari under their Christmas tree this year.
There are many discoveries awaiting you
which might not appear in ads, or may not
be discussed by salespeople.

The Atari has excellent RF (Radio
Frequency) shielding. This is evident in the
lack of Radio Frequency Interference
(RFI) on the color TV that you hook up to
the Atari. The low RFI permits distortion-
free characters and crisp, undiluted colors.
Your neighbors will also enjoy your Atari,
as they can watch their TV without seeing
weird patterns of RFI caused by your
computer. The Atari was one of the first
small computers with adequate RF
shielding. Although all new home com-
puters are required to have this shielding,
there are still many unshielded ones in
stockrooms.

The RF shielding surrounds the
cartridge cavities, located under the cover,
behind the keyboard. If you lift off the
cover you will see the heavy-looking metal
shielding that is molded into the pits that
contain the RAM, ROM, and game
cartridges. The cartridges fit snugly into
these spaces, leaving little room for air to
circulate.

The snug fit and metal enclosure
combine to create problems on warm days,
or after many hours of operation. The
electrical resistance of the parts in the
RAM cartridges generates heat. The metal
shielding acts like a heat sink. The air vents
in the cover of the Atari don't provide

sufficient ventilation to' keep the Atari
functioning properly after many hours of
operation. When this happens, error
messages appear frequently, without the
errors occuring. Debugging becomes
impossible.

Don't be overly concerned. First, heat
can cause small computers, as well as the
big ones, to malfunction. Unless you use
your Atari for eight hours, or on hot days
without air conditioning, you probably
won't encounter any difficulties. Second,
you can cool it. Remove the RAM, ROM,
and Operating System cartridges and place
them in a cool, dry stream of air. In five
minutes the cartridges and the metal
shielding should be cool enough to give
you several more hours of trouble-free
operation.

There are other discoveries to be made
concerning the Atari. The Star Raiders
game and Basketball are only two of the
many cartridges available as part of the
entertainment aspect of the Atari. On the
educational side, the cartridges range from
Sociology to Physics.

The Atari presents a challenge to both
the beginning and the more experienced
programmer. For the beginning program-
mer, the Atari Basic: A Self-Teaching
Guide is a good self-paced instruction
manual for Atari Basic. For the more
experienced programmer, the IRIDIS vol
I and 2 provide valuable information on
such varied programming aids as; partial
memory map, screen display lists, and real
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Atarisome interesting lessons using computer-

video integration may be possible.
The Atari's color and sound, and the

accessibility of these to even an inexperi-
enced programmer, make the Atari a good
choice for involving students, even young
ones, in computer programming. Al-
though there is not a large amount of
software available at the K-8 and high
school level, more software is being
developed. It is important for teachers to
make their software needs known, and to
let software developers know there is a
market for educational software. Wouldn't
textbooks be different if classroom
teachers gave more input? As an instruc-
tional aide, television has not met its
potential. This is the stage of development
of software where teachers can help
computers reach their full potential as
educational aides.

The Atari is entertaining, and educa-
tional. As a fourth generation computer,
Atari has many of the good features of
earlier computers plus some innovative
ideas. The addition of several new
peripherals to the line deletes a commonly-
cited objection to buying an Atari.
Although the Atari Basic incorporates
easy use of graphics and sound, the next
big improvement would be a version of
Microsoft Basic. Maybe Santa will bring it
for Christmas. 0

MEMoaEX
DISKETTES

S
CARTRIDGES

for your computer or ~rd processor

BUY THE BEST FOR LESS.
Lowest prices. WE Will.
NOT BE UNDERSOLDI! Buy
any quantity 1 ·~1000. Visa,
Mastercharge accepted. Call
free (800)235·4137 for prices
and Information. All orders
sent J)OStagepaid.
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Software

Trivia Unlimited
Cassette CS-7001

$11.95

Disk CS-7501
$19.95

Test your expertise in any of seven areas:
science, geography, history, computers,
TV and movies, English language, or trivia.
Speed and number of correct answers de-
termine your SCore in this challenging ser-
ies ot multiple-choice Quizzes. Over 200
Questions in all. Requires 24K

Haunted House

Cassette CS- 7003
$11.95

Requires 32K

It is 6;00 and you have until
midnight to find the secret
passaqeway out of a haunted
house. During your search, you
may find skeleton keys to open
locked doors, good luck
charms, friendly ghosts, evil
spirits, and skeletons. The
sound effects (creaking doors
and stairs) add to the eeriness.
The house layout changes in
every game.

Other Atari Software -

• Outdoor Games (Forest Fire, Fishing Trip,
Treasure Island 1 & 2), Cassette CS-7002, $11.95

• Outdoor Games and Haunted House,
Disk CS-7502, $24.95

• Hail to the Chief (Presidential election
simulation) Cassette (32K) CS-7201, $24.95;
Disk (40K) CS-7701, $24.95.

Order using handy postcard bound
CIRCLE 300 ON READER SERVICE CARD in back of magazine.
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Why I Like the TRS-80

Stephen B. Gray

It's become fashionable in many
personal-computer circles to call Radio
Shack's machine the "Trash-Sf)," to speak
of Model I's hardware as poorly designed,
and to cite various inadequacies of Level I I
Basic.

Yet, despite all these hardware and
software problems, Radio Shack has
somehow managed to sell over 200,000
(perhaps 250,000 by the time you read this)
of these "poorly designed and inadequate"
computers.

How did Radio Shack manage to fool
so many people? How were a quarter of a
million people hoodwinked into buying
such an inferior piece of merchandise?

marketing the first popular ready-to-run
personal computers. But they've learned a
lot, they've made tens of thousands of free
fixes, and they've brought out three more
TRS-80 computers that alone may well
outsell both Apple and PET.

My TRS-80

Nobody who's used a personal
computer for more than a few weeks is
completely satisfied with it. There are
always some features on other machines
he'd like to have on his.

I've had a 16K Level II Model I since
December 1977. I've been writing the
TRS-80 column in this magazine since the
Nov-Dec 1978 issue.

It took me months before I realized
that some of my dissatisfaction with my
TRS-80 was due to my not completely
understanding how it works, and exactly
how to program some difficult tasks.

Once I began to realize what my TRS-
80 could do, and could not do, I began to
appreciate it much more.

There's a great deal I still don't know
about the TRS-80. I'm not all that much
into machine language, preferring to use
Basic, (which I'm still learning about.)
in areas such as strings, matrices, and
TRS-80 graphics.

What They Wanted

One answer is that Radio Shack
provided what many people out there
wanted, at a price they felt was right, and at
thousands of outlets all over the country
where a person could go try it out before
buying.

Once the TRS-80 caught on, the name
became as magic in its own field as IBM's
in the mainframe business. IBM may not
make the best computers, or the fastest
ones, but it knows, better than all the rest,
the importance of service and support.

Radio Shack made a lot of mistakes

with the TRS-80, as would any company Ijijiiijiiiiiiii.iiiii.;;;:::::-~

But the more I use the Level II
computer, the more I like it. I know just
about what it can do, and can't, and I
recommend it to most of the people who
ask me what personal computer to buy.

Most, but not all. The TRS-80 can't
please everybody, which is why the Apple
II, PET, Atari and Sorcerer computers sell
as well as they do.

What I Like About the TRS-80

Service and support are two of the
main reasons for my liking the Level II
TRS-80.

As for service, when I had problems
with my RAM memory, and also wanted
the lower-case modification installed,
along with the free cassette-loading fix, all
I had to do was take my keyboard unit
down to a Computer Center in lower
Manhattan, where a skilled technician
took all of 55 minutes to fix the memory
problem (a faulty RAM IC) and install the
two mods.

Who else has over 85 Computer
Centers around the country? How many
other personal-computer manufacturers
require that you mail the computer to them
for service?

As for support, I'm talking about the
vast amount of absolutely fascinating
Level II software available.

I don't mean Radio Shack's pro-
grams, most of which have shown a great
deal of conservativism and lack of
imagination. (Although they're beginning
to break away from the mold, and have
brought out some good programs lately,
mostly written by outsiders, and including
Scripsit, Astrology and Dancing Demon.)

Although a great many poor pro-
grams are being sold by people whose main
interest seems to be in making a fast dollar,
some very clever software is being written
by programming geniuses. Leo Christoph-
erson, who wrote Dancing Demon, has
written several outstanding games. Lance
. Micklus is another master gamesman.

The pages of Creative Computing and
other computer magazines are full of ads
for some highly imaginative TRS-80
games and some very well thought out
utility and business programs for the TRS-
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80. There are programs for fighting your
way through a dungeon full of demons,
playing music, drilling children in math,
balancing a checkbook, communicating
on a network, performing advanced math,
writing paychecks, word processing,
playing baseball, simulating lab experi-
ments, playing the horses, turning on
household appliances, creating and using a
database, printing a mailing list, control-
ling inventory, working in double-pre-
cision math, managing a budget, tracking
stock trends, generating a horoscope,
drawing animated movies, playing chess
and backgammon, and hundreds more.

Yes, the other popular personal
computers have a lot of programs, but
nowhere near the variety and number
written for the Level II TRS-80.

More publications specialize in the
TRS-80 than in all the others put together:
80- US. The Eighty. 80 Microcomputing.
PROG / 80. S-80 Bulletin. Insiders, and
probably a couple more J don't know
about. That's in addition to the magazines
that regularly run TRS-80 articles.

What I Don't Like About the TRS-80

There are some things I don't like
about the TRS-80, although several of
these have been taken care of with free
modifications.

J got terribly annoyed when extra
letters started showing up on my screen, as
in NEXXT, FFOR and RNND. That can
be fixed by prying up the keys and cleaning
the spring contacts; the newer keyboards
don't use spring contacts.

The lack of lower-case letters was a
nuisance until J had the lower-case mod
installed. There were problems loading
some tapes, until J had the free cassette-
loading mod installed, which enabled me
to load all but the very worst tapes.

The Level II TRS-80 Model J doesn't
have color. But now there's the TRS-80
Color Computer. Several things were left
out of Level J I Basic. But they are in
Microsoft's Level III Basic.

The Level II manual is really a
reference manual, and as such is missing a
great deal of helpful information. But
Radio Shack promises to publish its own
Level II user's manual some day. And
several fine Level II manuals have been
written outside Radio Shack.

Using cassettes for storing programs
used to require a lot of cable-plugging and
unplugging. But then I discovered a
switchbox (Dick Fuller's RF-I J) that
eliminates all the cable-handling, also
provides a speaker for listening to the bit-
stream, and permits easy copying of tapes
from one cassette recorder to another.

The TRS-80 Modell has no software-
definable keys like the Exidy Sorcerer. But

the TSHORT program from Web Associ-
ates provides that capability, in addition to
several others.

The TRS-80 Voice Synthesizer is
difficult to understand. But for another
$300 you can get a much more easily
understood voice synthesizer elsewhere.
And I wouldn't be surprised if Radio
Shack brings out a better voice synthesizer
next year. (No, I haven't heard any rumors
to that effect.)

A good letter-quality printer costs
about $2,000. Well, that's really a problem,
and my only solution is to save up for one.

Conclusions

After three years of using a TRS-80,
I've learned its many capabilities and few
weaknesses, and have learned to live with
them. Occasionally there are some prob-
lems, such as when the Scripsit word-
processing program doesn't work the way I
want it to, but that's mostly because I don't
use it enough to be fluent in all its
idiosyncracies.

I wouldn't trade my Level II TRS-80
for any other personal computer made,
except for Radio Shack's Model III, with
integral disk drives and keyboard.

If there's a peripheral or program I
want that doesn't exist,and it's not roo far
out, somebody will be selling it before
long. D
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original, ready-to-Ioad programs fit your TRS-80
perfectly. Your computer will receive one 30 minute
cassette each month by First Class Mail containing
ready-to-CLOAD programs that will even keep 01'
Father lime from aging.

Make your New Year's resolution early this
holiday season and surprise your TRS-80 with a
subscription to CLOAD MAGAZINE.
The fine Print:
Overseas rates slightly higher-please write for them.
Back issues available-ask for our list.'
TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation.
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This article describes the pros and
cons of the Commodore PET 2001 series
personal computer. It is written from the
point of view of someone (me) who has
used a PET since it was first introduced,
and has had some (admittedly limited) ex-
perience with other personal computers.

No single machine has everything, so
the crux of the matter is to gain an appre-
ciation of how the hardware, firmware,
and software interact to your benefit, and
to what extent they limit you. These three
topics are not strictly separable, but I will
use this categorization to keep me from
wandering in the following discussion.

HARDWARE

The PET has everything required to
operate in a single attractive package -
except the cassette recorder. The original
PET had a built-in recorder, but a small
keyboard. (Although the small keyboard
version is no longer being produced, you
may be able to get an excellent buy on a
used and therefore thoroughly "burned in"
small-keyboard model.) The advantage (or
disadvantage) of having everything built-
in is very much like the corresponding situ-
ation with audio equipment, i.e., receiver
vs. separate components. For me, it is an
advantage since I don't want to contend
at the start with a mess of connecting
cables (l tend to weave my own tangled
web, so who needs additional wires), and I
don't have to tie up a TV set for the display.
It does, however, mean that the PET is not
easily portable.

The black-and-white video image is
crisp and stable, and the background is
truly black. The display is memory-
mapped (more about that later) into 25

Frank Covit z, Deerhill Rd .. Lebanon. NJ 08833.

The PET

lines of 40 characters. Each character is
formed via a character generator ROM
within an 8*8 pixel cell (the total screen
resolution is therefore 320 horizontal by
200 vertical). In addition to the standard
alpha-numerics, you also get a set of
graphic symbols, some of which are obvi-
ously game-oriented (the card suit sym-
bols, for example). These permit pictorial
and graphic images to be formed under
program control. I am constantly amazed
at the degree of cleverness with which
people have put these graphic symbols to
use within their programs. A lower-case
character set (with descenders) is software
selectable, with an attendant loss of most
of the graphic symbols.

The (full-sized) keyboard is of good
but not superb quality, and the numeric
and cursor control keypad are in a con-
veniently separate cluster. Graphic sym-
bols are visible on the forward vertical
side of the keycaps and are accessed in
conjunction with the SHIFT key. All
alpha-numeric and graphic symbols may
be displayed in normal or reverse-field
mode at the keyboard or under program
control. A single RUN/STOP key permits
you to load in whatever program is next
on tape with a single key-stroke, although
in general named programs will probably
be used within the format of a LOAD com-
mand. (A PET operating system, called
Basic 4.0, is available which default loads
from the disc rather than tape.) The STOP
function of this key is somewhat mislead-
ing. It is normally effective when the pro-
gram is running under the control of the
Basic operating system, and will get you
cleanly out of loops and allow you to abort
your programs early. It is essentially use-
less, however, if you intend to do machine
language programming. Under "crash"
conditions, you are normally forced to do
a power-on reset, which obviously wipes
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out your program. There is, however, a
user-supplied hardware solution, using the
RESET and DIAGNOSTIC SENSE
wires. It is relatively simple to wire in, but
should not be attempted unless you have
some hardware abilities, and are willing
to invalidate the warranty. On the positive
side, the STOP key can be de-activated
under program control, which technique
can be used to prevent "curious fingers"
from stopping your program.

Next in the hardware discussion is the
cassette tape storage and retrieval func-
tion. Programs and data can be stored and
retrieved on cassette tape at the moderate
speed of about 80 characters per second.
My experience has been good in the sense
that I have been able to read in 95+% of
PET tapes written by other PET's and
have never received complaints when I've
sent out tapes.

Actually, two separate tape drives are
supported, so that aside from the slow
speed and inherently sequential nature of
data on tape, it is at least possible to do
data-base programming. The tape motor
(but not the PLAY and RECORD but-
tons) is under system control, so the tape
will stop when the end of a program or
data file is reached. The COMMODORE
tape units do not have audio output, so you
will not get an audio feedback (which can
be quite comforting at times) to let you
know all is well, nor do they have tape
counters. Thus, it is pretty inconvenient to
store several programs or data sets on the
same cassette. However, there is nothing
magic about the cassette hardware, so that
conventional cassette recorders can be
adapted to work on the PET, again with
some hardware experience.

Next on the hardware agenda is the
IEEE-488 bus. This capability permits the
PET to service multiple peripheral devices,
such as printers, disk drives, plotters, etc.

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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The world we live in is full of variables we
want to measure. These include weight,
temperature, pressure, humidity, speed and
fluid level. These variables are continuous
and their values may be represented by a
voltage. This voltage is the analog of the
physical variable. A device which converts
a physical, mechanical or chemical quanti-
ty to a voltage is calJed a sensor.

Computers do not understand volt-
ages:'They understand bits. Bits are digital
signals. A device which converts voltages
to bits is an analog-la-digital converter.
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Our AIM 16 (Analog Input Module) is a 16
input analog-to-digital converter.

The goal of Connecticut microCompu-
ter in designing the uMAC SYSTEMS is
to produce easy to use, low cost data
acquisition and control modules for small
computers. These acquisition and control
modules will include digital input sensing
(e.g. switches), analog input sensing (e.g.
temperature, humidity), digital output con-
trol (e.g. lamps, motors, alarms), and
analog output control (e.g. X·Y plotters, or
oscilloscopes).

Connectors

----••..
The AIM 16 requires connections to its
input port (analog inputs) and its output
port (computer interface). The ICON (Input
CONnector) is a 20 pin, solder eyelet, edge
connector for connecting inputs to each of
the AlM16's 16 channels. The OCON
(Output CONnector) is a 20 pin, solder
eyelet edge connector for connecting the
computer's input and output ports to the
AIMI6.

The MANMODT (MANifold MODule)
replaces the ICON. It has screw terminals
and barrier strips for all16 inputs for
connecting pots, joysticks, voltage
sources, etc.

CABLE A24 (24 inch interconnect cable)
has an interface connector on one end
and an OCON equivalent on the other. This
cable provides connections between the
uMACSYSTEMS computer interfaces and
the AIM 16 or XPANDRl and between the
XPANDRI and up to eight AIM 165.

The AIM 16 is a 16 channel analog to digital
converter designed to work with most
microcomputers. The AIM16 Is connected
to the host computer through the compu-
ter's a bit input port and a bit output
port, or through one of the uMAC SYS·
TEMS special interfaces.

The input voltage range is 0 to 5.12
volts. The input voltage is converted to a
count between 0 and 255 (00 and FF hex).
Resolution is 20 millivolts per count. Ac-
curacy is 0.5% ± 1 bit. Conversion time
is less than 100 microseconds per channel.
All 16 channels can be scanned in less than
1.5 milliseconds.

Power requirements are 12 volts DC at
60 ma,

The POWl is the power module for the
AIM16. One POWl supplies enough power
for one AIM16, one MANMOD1, sixteen sen-
sors, one XPANDRl and one computer in-
terface. The POWl comes in an American
version (POWla) for 110 VAC and in a
European version (POWle) for 230 VAC.

TEMPSENS

Computer Interfaces
and Sets

For your convenience the AIM16 comes as
part of a number of sets. The minimum
configuration for a usable system is the
AIM16, one POW1, one ICON and one
OCON. The AIM16 Starter Set 2 includes
a MANMOD1 in place of the ICON. Both
of these sets require that you have a
hardware knowledge of your computer
and of computer interfacing.

For simple plug compatible systems
we also offer computer interfaces and sets
for several home computers.

INTRODUCING
SUPER X-IO MODULE

Open a door or window and turn on a

light, tape recorder, alarm!

Control lab equipment. CLOSE THE
LOOP on the real world.

AN INEXPENSIVE CONTROL
SOLUTION FOR
HOME SECURITY

ENERGY CONSERVATION
GREENHOUSES

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
INDUSTRIAL CONTROL

LABORATORIES

SUPER X-IO MOD SPECS
1. Remote controller

Controls up to 256 different remote
devices by sending signals over the
house wiring to remote.rnodules. Uses
BSR remote modules available all over
the USA (Sears, Radio Shack, etc.).
Does not require BSR control module.
Does not use sonic link.

2. Clock/calendar
Time of day - hours, minutes, seconds
Date - month, day- automatically cor-
rects for 28,29,30 .ano 31 day months.
Day of the week.

3. Digital inputs/outputs
8 inputs - TTL levels or switch closures.

Can be used as triggers for stored
sequences.

8 outputs - TTL levels

This module provides two temperature
probes for use by the AIM16. This
module should be used with the MANMODl
for ease of hookup. The MANMODl will
support up to 16 probes (eight TEMP-
SENS modules).

Resolution for each probe is l°F.

XPANDRI
The XPANDRl allows up to eight Inputl
Output modules to be connected to a com-
puter at one time. The XPANDRl is
connected to the computer in place of the
AIM16. Up to eight Alii '6 modules are
then connected to eacn of the eight
ports provided using a CABLE A24 for
each module. Power for the XPANORl
is derived from the AIM16 connected
to the first port.

AIM18 (16 channel·8 bit Analog
Input Module)
POW1a (POWer module·110 VAC)
POWTe (POWer module-230 VAC)
ICON (Input CONnector)
OCON (Output CONnector)
MANMOD1 (MANifold MODule)
CABLE A24 (24 Inch Interconnect
cable)
XPANDR1 (allows up to 8 Input or
OUtput modules to be connected to a
computer at one time) 59.95
TEMPSENS2P1 (two temperature probes,
-10'F to 160'F) 49.95
lIGHISENSl P1 (light level probe) 59.95

179.00
14.95
24.95
9.95
9_95

59.95

The following sets include one AIM16,
one POW1, one aeON and one ICON.
AIM16 Starter Set la (110 VAC) 189.00
AIM18 Starter Set 1e(230VAC) 199.00

The following sets Include one AIM16,
one POW1, one OeON and one MANMOD1.
AIM18 Starter Set 2a (110 VAC) 239.00
AIM16 Starter Set 2e (230 VAC) 249.00

The following modules plug into their
respective computers and, when used
with a CABLE A24, eliminate the need for
custom wiring of the computer Interface.
PETMOD (Commodore PET) 49.95
KIMMOD (KIM, SYM, AIM85) 39_95
APMOD (APPLE II) 59.95
IR5-SO MOD (Radio Shack TRS-SO) 59.95

'SJBTOTAL
The following sets Include one AIM16,

Handling and shipping - add per order 1$3.00
one POW1, one MANMOD1, one CABLE
A24 and one .computer Interface module Foreig~ orders add 10"10 lor AIR JXlStage

PETSETla (Commodore PET • add 7% sales tax

110VAC) 295_00 TOTAL ENCLOSED

PETSElle (Commodore PET-
230VAC) 305_00
KIMSET1a (KIM, SYM, AIM6S- NA ••••

110VAC) 285.00 COMPANY

KIMSET1e (KIM, SYM, AIM85 - ADDRESS

23OVAC) 295_00
APSET1a (APPLE 1I-110VAC) 295.00
APSET1e (APPLE 11- 230 VAC) 305_00 CITY

TRS-80 SET1a (Radio Shack IRS-80 - STATE ZIP ____

110VAC) 295_00 VISA 0 WC 0 Expiraliondate
TRS-80 SET1e (Radio Shack TR5-80 -
23OVAC) 305-00 Cardnumbel'

19_95 Order Form
CONNtCTlCUI microCOMPUTER, tee.

150 POCONO ROAD
BROOKFIELD, CONNECTICUT otI04

TEL: (203) 775·9659 TWX: 710·456·0052

v ,,-EMO,. I ,."-..,.,// e 0"-0)- CO"~\p-

.c-"p / 15f" CO M P ~A'*' 'lO~ \p- llr t~

PLUS:
CLOCK, CALENDAR,

REMOTE SEQUENCE TRIGGERS

4. Computer interfaces
S-100: Requires one a-btt input port and
one a-brt output port.
Requires cable assembly.
PET, APPLE, TAS-SO, KIM, SYM, AIM65:
Plug-in sets available - no cable assembly
required.
Other: same as S·100

5_Self-contained module in metal case with
its own power supply. Physical size
approximately 5X6X2.

All prices and specifications SUbject to
change without notice. Our 30·day money
back guarantee applies.

DESCRIPTION PRICE TOTALQUANTITY



PET, cont'd ...
As many as 26 external devices can be
physically connected in "daisy-chain" style
to the PET's IEEE-488 bus, although a
maximum of 10 can be active at the same
time. The beauty of this way of handling
peripheral devices is that there is no pro-
gramming overhead in operating these
devices, i.e., communication to the printer,
disk drive, etc. is handled with the same
programming techniques. Commands as
well as data can be transmitted, so that the
external device can have its own "smarts."
For example, you can command the disk
peripheral to make a disk-to-disk copy
with a single command; as soon as the
command is sent, the disk system goes on
its merry way to complete this several
minute task, but the PET is free for any
non-disk related task. IEEE-488 devices
presently available from Commodore are
line printer, dual floppy-disk, telephone
modem, and recently, a speech synthesizer.
Other IEEE-488 devices are available from
a wide variety of manufacturers, but I
would definitely advise the reader to speci-
fically verify that they will work with the
PET by contacting the manufacturer. On
the negative side, IEEE-488 compatible
devices tend to be somewhat more expen-
sive than RS-232 devices.

The PET has an 8 bit USER PORT,
and two "handshake" lines that are uncom-
mitted, and therefore are completely under
control of the user. The physical wires are
accessible on an edge connector at the rear
of the PET. Software control out of Basic
is accomplished by PEEK'ing and
POKE'ing to specific address locations.
Utilization of the user port requires hard"
ware experience. The lines can in general
drive one TTL load, and would therefore
need buffering to be used, for example,
to turn on a power relay. I have personally
used the user port in several ways, for
example, to drive a digital-to-analog
(DAC) converter to produce music, to
communicate data at high speed (about
40,000 bytes per second) between the PET
and a KIM or AIM, and to input high
speed analog-to-digital data. One of the
most common uses of the single bit "CB2"
control line is to generate sound effects
when connected to an audio amplifier and
speaker. Not particularly well known is the
fact that the user port has access to a fairly
sophisticated timer (part of the 6522 inte-
grated circuit which supplies the user port
function) which again is under user
control.

The final hardware item to be dis-
cussed is the EXPANSION BUS. These
wires are accessible at the right side of the
PET and communicate at nearly the lowest
possible level to the 6502 microprocessor
chip that runs the whole show. Available
are buffered address lines 0-11, 4K selects
for blocks 0-7 and 9-B" the buffered data
bus, the R/W, IRQ, RESET,and CLOCK
signals. The expansion bus is not easily
used, since it required detailed hardware
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and software expertise on a machine lan-
guage level. However, it can be used for
memory expansion in both ROM, RAM,
and I/O. Several manufacturers make
memory expansion boards that connect
to the expansion bus.

FIRMWARE

Turn on the power switch of the PET,
and you are in the Basic operating system.
One of the most important features of the
PET firmware is its advanced screen
editor. What this means is that as long as
your command or program text is visible
on the screen, it can be edited with mini-
mum effort. Cursor control keys 'take the
blinking cursor anywhere on the screen, at
which point you can overwrite, delete, or
insert characters, without having to type in
anything additional except RETURN.
For example, if you are keying in Basic
program lines and discover that you mis-
spelled something 5 lines back, you just
position the cursor over the offending area
and correct only the error (remember to
hit RETURN). Once you get used to this
feature, you will look at any operating
system that doesn't have this powerful
editing feature as "primitive."

Another powerful feature of the oper-
ating system firmware is the real-time
clock, updated every 1/60 second. Two
special variables, TI and TI$, are available
to the user for use directly or within pro-
grams. This interrupt driven feature also
scans the keyboard, and permits look-
ahead key entry. This feature means that
your keystrokes are remembered, even
when the system is nominally "busy."
Again, you will only appreciate this on
comparison with systems which don't have
this feature. On the negative side, the inter-
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rupt driver can get in your way In cer-
tain machine language programming
techniques.

Almost all the commands available
to Basic are usable in the direct mode (no
line number). This means, for example,
you can evaluate arithmetic expressions
directly, without writing a separate pro-
gram. Overall, PET Basic compares favor-
ably in both flexibility and speed with
most other Basic's I've seen on other per-
sonal computers. PET Basic has a fairly
advanced instruction set, including some
very powerful string handling functions,
and an easy to use IEEE-488 command set.
Variables can be integer, real, or string
type, and all of them can be multiply sub-
scripted. It also has PEEK and POKE,
which allows you to interrogate and alter
memory directly. The SYS and USR com-
mands allow you to access machine lan-
guage routines, but the beginner should
be aware that there are many pitfalls
(potential crashes) involved.

The final firmware feature that the
potential PET user should be aware of is
the machine language monitor (MLM).
In the early version of the PET, this needed
to be loaded from tape. In current versions
(Basic 2.0 and 4.0) the MLM is in ROM.
The contents of sequential memory loca-
tions can be displayed via the command M
XXXX-YYYY (XXXX is the start ad-
dresses and YYYY is the end address). The
nice feature here is the ability to use normal
cursor editing to modify either memory
locations or register contents. The other
commands available via the MLM allow
you to execute machine code at a specified
address, load and save programs or data
on either tape or via an IEEE-488 device,
and finally, to return to Basic. The begin-
ner may be reluctant to enter the machine
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language realm (but why not give it a
try? - the command structure is actually
simpler than Basic), but the MLM is there
if and when you need it.

SOFTWARE

Software is where it's really at - with-
out good software, even the most sophisti-
cated personal computer will look dumb.
One of the most important factors one
must consider when trying to decide on a
personal computer is the availability and
quality of software. No one person has the
time and ability to program everything;
the best you can hope to do is accept the
specific challenges which fit your own
interests and capabilities. Many fine prod-
ucts (see advertisements in this issue) are
available commercially. These cover a
range from action games (Breakout, Space
Invaders, Zap, etc.), to more serious games
iMicrochess, Backgammon. 1000 Miles,
etc.); from relatively simple applications
programs to complete systems (various
assemblers, word procesors, financial and
business packages, educational packages,
etc.). Obviously, the PET has no mono-
poly on good software nor even the largest
share within the market. The point I am
trying to make is just that software quality
and availability is not a limiting factor in
the utility of the PET. .

Another aspect that deserves mention
here is the fact that the PET has attracted
a body of personal programmers who, I

believe, are unsurpassed in imagination,
cleverness, and willingness to share the
results of their expertise. I don't feel it is
appropriate, nor that I am even qualified
to mention names, but I would advise the
reader to scan the various personal com-
puter magazines and journals to make
their acquaintance. The people at Com-
modore have, perhaps justifiably, not re-
vealed much of the inner workings of the
PET (this situation is steadily improving
due to the unrelenting commitment of cer-
tain Commodore staff members). How-
ever, the active community of PET users
has done an essentially complete analysis
on their own. There is indeed much "hid-
den gold" within the PET but unfor-
tunately there is no one place where it is
documented fully.

In summary, I would say that you
really can't go wrong if you choose the
PET as your personal computer. My own
experience has been excellent in terms of
reliability and capability. The PET shows
no signs of obsolescence, and continues to
be a popular machine. In all fairness, in
case it hasn't been clearly stated above, I
should restate what I feel are the PETs
main weaknesses; its limited graphics, lack
of a built-in RESET switch,' and incom-
plete Commodore documentation. In my
opinion, its main strengths are; good Basic
operating system, advanced screen editor,
good hardware/ firmware marriage, IEEE-
488 support, and broad based software
availability. 0
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Q Your students are gathering around the several PET computers in your
• classroom. And they all are hungry for hands-on turns at the keyboards.

Some students are just beginning to understand computers; others are
so advanced they can help you clean up the programs at the end of the period.
How do you set up a job queue, how do you keep the beginners from crashing a
program, how do you let the advanced students have full access?And how do you
preserve your sanity while all this is going on? .

A. With the Regent.
Q. What is the Regent?
A The ultimate in classroom multiple PET systems. A

• surprisingly inexpensive. simple. effective way to have
students at all levels of computer capability work and learn
on a system with up to 15 PETs while the instructor has
complete control and receives individual progress reports.

Q. SUB-it? Proctor? What are they?
A The SUB-it is a single ROMchip (on an interface

• board in the case of the original 2001-8 models)
that allows up to 15 PETs to be connected to a
common disk via the standard PET-IEEE cables. The
Commodore 2040. 2050 or 8050 dual disks and a
printer may be used. -

The Proctor takes charge of the bus and resolves
multiple 'user conflicts. Each student can load down
from the same disk but cannot inadvertently load to or
wipe out the disk. Good for computer aided instruction
Q. How expensive are these miracles?

A.
The SUB-it prevents inadvertant disruption when one
unit in a system is loading and another is being used.

We think the word is inexpensive. The Regent
system is $250 for the first PET; $150 for each

additional PET in the system. The SUB-it is $40. (Add
an interface board at $22.50 if the PET is an original
2001-8.) And the Proctor is $95.

Pttone or write for information. We'll be delighted to answer any questions
- and to send you the complete information package.
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Skyles Eh~ctricWorks
231 E South Whisman Road. Mountain View. California 94041 (415) 965-1735
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Note: This interesting printer uses the
PETBus - 488 or IEEE Bus - and un-
fortunately, won '{ hook to most per-
sonal computers. Still. we thought its
features f!1ightpique even the Pli'Iless.

[ was very much surprised at the
evaluation of the Commodore CBM 2020
printer published in Creative Computing,
May 1980, "A Printer For Your PET -
From Commodore?" I use a 2022 daily in
the preparation of technical reports, and in
the generation of graphs and plots. My
experience and the May evaluation agree
on only two points. First, the printer is
well built. Second, the 7x6 character font
limits the effectiveness of single-line re-
verse field output.

Allowing the customer to
unravel the sometimes
mysterious behavior of
his new equipment all by
himself gives him a glow-
ing sense of accompttsh-
ment and personal
achievement. Well, may-
be - but if he is trying to
achlevesome particular
objective in limited time,
it can also give him
ulcers.

Conspicuous by its absence was any
description of the 2022's special features-
specifically, formatted output, program-
mable line spacing, a programmable
character, automatic paging with pro-
grammable lines per page, and others. If
the purpose of an equipment profile is to
aid the perplexed buyer, then a more
objective approach seems essential.

Because the CB M 2022 is worth

Roger C. Crites, 11880 Rio Grande. SI. Louis. MO
63138.

TheCBM2022

Smart Printer

A Second Look
And Guide to the Control Codes

Roger C. Crites in a spare bedroom. In the adjacent bed-
room two of my daughters sleep un-
disturbed while my 2022 spits out page
after page. Compared to thermal or
electrostatic printers, the 2022 may be
judged noisy. Compared to other impact
printers, since that's what 2022 is, it is not
noisy at all.

Secondly, the impression is given that
changing or loading paper is a cumber-
some task - removing screws, lifting the
upper housing, etc. Possibly the unit
evaluated was an early prototype (which
might also explain the noise). In any case,
this impression is incorrect. Standard fan-
fold paper is loaded very quickly and easily
from the top. It is not necessary to remove
any screws or lift the upper housing.
Changing from standard data processing
forms to graph paper, etc., can be ac-
complished in a matter of seconds with no
tools required. .

serious consideration by anyone in the
under-$ 1000 market, because an objective
description of the 2022 is lacking, and
because clear documentation is elsewhere
unavailable, I am offering a second look at
this fine little printer.

Admittedly, it lacks documentation.
The user manual (with errata sheets) is
better than the documentation furnished
with the early PETs, but not much. As
with the PET, there is a lot more cap-
ability built in than Commodore took the
time to explain adequately.

Possibly Commodore feels they are
doing their customers a great service.
Allowing the customer to unravel the
sometimes mysterious behavior of his new
equipment all by himself gives him a glow-
ing sense of accomplishment and personal
achievement. Well, maybe - but if he is
trying to achieve some particular objective
in limited time, it can also give him ulcers.

Before putting on my objective-
analysis hat, I would like to deal with a
couple of impressions given by the May
equipment profile. First, the 2022 is por-
trayed as an extremely noisy printer. Well,
noisy is as noisy does. My study is located

Print Head and Printing Modes

Now, down to business. The CBM
2022 is an 80-column serial impact dot-
matrix printer. A heavy-duty Epson 7-wire
print head (with a life expectancy of 100
million characters) outputs a 6x7 character
font. .
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AIM65

Data Acquisition

16 analog inputs for your AIM65 for measuring temperature,
humidity, pressure, position, light levels, or any other analog voltage
in the range of 0 to 5 volts. Each input is converted to a number in the
range of 0 to 255. Conversion time is less than 100 microseconds-
Only $295 complete. Includes cables and power supply. Assembled
and tested. Our usual 30 day money back trial period applies.

Order direct or contact your local computer store.

VISA and M/C accepted - send account number,
expiration date and sign order

Add $3. per order for sruppino and handling -
foreign orders add 10% for air postage

Mention this magazine with your order and deduct 2%

Connecticut microComputer, Inc.
34 Del Mar Drive, Brookfield, CT 06804
203 775·4595 TWX, 710 456-0052

.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~
~ PET PRODUCTS ~E Program. - Workbooka ;.
• for Floppy DI.k - for C••••tt. ~
E·E·E·E·E·r·E·E

Dealer
Inqulrtes
Invited

""7-""'-L, ---..-
Put your PET to workl Iii...

TIS •~~~--------------~~~~---------------------------E
••• PIIOGRAMS WORKBOOKS
~ I •• ,· MAIL. meiling lilt .Yltem WB-1 Q,nIng ~""ed w"" Your P£T $3.95 ~
• 1.-2- CHECKaOOK record W8-2 PET Strtng Iftd Arr., H.ndIing $3.95 III
~ 1.4- ACCOuNTIkeep track ot.hOownyou how much W8-3 PETOr.,rtk:l $4.95 A.r Iw-t _DlT create and mainilin dig fII.. WB~ PET C•••••• 1/0 ~::; =
• I •••• CALENDM appointments. meetingl a: I gl;'nee ::! ~en~~Mtuf'.. $3.95 :-

E ·T-' programl are lpecla, purpow dlta bart m.nqemen1 IYI1eml. They all can:
• Sort numeric or string fiolds
• Select based on numeric or string (=)
• Select based on substring match
• Select bIosed on rlnge of entry number
Prien: $9.90 NCh 'or programl uling cauette storlge 'or data

$12.95 each using Itquential floppy disk storago-'or dltl.PrIco _ «1- eo m•••••••

i Add $2.00lor _hippingIInd handling TIS

• Mooey back guarant.. ~~' .•~~ •.•o:r!UCC

¥Z• On bankCIIrdorders.glvaall numbers

E PET 'I a 1rlldemark ot CommodOre Bu"n •• Mach,n.,
•PET.~. ~. PET.~. ~.~. PET. PET•PET. PET. PET. PET. PET

CIRCLE 193 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PET Printer Adapter

CmC's ADA 1400 drives a printer with an RS-232
interface from the Commodore PET IEEE·488 bus.
The ADA 1400 is addressable, works with the
Commodore disk and prints upper and lower case
ASCII.
A PET IEEE type port is provided for daisy-
chaining other devices.
A cassette tape is included with programs for plot
routines, data formatting and screen dumps. The
ADA 1400 sells for $179.00 and includes a PET
IEEE cable, RS-232 cable, power supply, case,
instructions and software.

Order direct or contact your local computer store.

VISA & M/C ACCEPTED-SEND ACCOUNT NO .. EXPIRATION DATE AND SIGN ORDER
ADD $3 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING & HANDLING-FOREIGN ORDERS ADO 10% FOR AIR POSTAGE

B !1'.. - ' Connecticut microComputer, Inc.
I. ~L= ~~,_"""._"""oo~.ill . 203 775·4595 TWX, 710 456-0052

,~ - ---

·•..~·E·i
Iii...

·r·Iii...·E·•..~
Skyles Electric Works
231 E South Whisman Road
Mountain View, CA 94041 CIRCLE 249 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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2022, cont'd ...
The ribbon spool is similar to a type-

writer spool, but the ribbon itself is a
special heavy duty nylon-fibered material.
It has a life expectancy of 4 million char-
acters. The print-head strikes only the
upper half of the ribbon, and after an
estimated 2 million characters it is neces-
sary to flop the ribbon to expose the un-
used lower half. Wire-impact force and
print-head clearances will receive any
standard (5/32 x .5) pin feed paper or
forms ranging in width from about I inch
to 9.5 inches (which tears to the popular
8-1/2 width.)

The user may operate the 2022 in full
dot-by-dot mode through a programmable
character (explained later). This dot-by-
dot control, used while sweeping the print-
head with no gaps between the lines,
allows you to emulate a digital plotter. the
resolution of the 2022 in this mode is about
0.017 inches. However, line-to-line repeat-
ability in print-head trajectory and timing
results in an uncertainty of about .010
inches in dot placement. With this kind of
slop, the 2022 is obviously not going to dis-
place Versatec or Caleomp; nevertheless,
with a programmable character (in addi-
tion to the PEt graphics characters),
acceptable plots can be made.

Standard character size is 0.; 100 wide
by 0.110 high. While there is a full lower
case, lower-case letters do not have true
descenders on this machine (see sample).

An enhanced print mode is in-
corporated. In this mode an "enhance-
ment" code is prefixed to the output string.
The result is a boldface, double width
print, which is very useful for headings.'

CH R$( I) prefixed to the output string
is the enhancement code that widens char-
acters that follow. An "unenhance" char-
acter, CHR$(l29), can be inserted to
terminate enhanced mode anywhere in a
string. Enhanced mode is also terminated
by a carriage return.

Multiple enhancement characters
may be prefixed, resulting in bolder and
bolder print. The real limit on this en-
hancement is legibility. The characters get
wider, but not higher. For example, a
string prefixed with 9 enhancement codes
would print about I inch wide characters,
but they would still be only .11 inches high.
(While such exaggerated print has little use
in reports, it can be used with graphic
characters to produce some interesting
three-dimensional illusions.)

Embedded Control Characters

The printer may be controlled in two
ways. The simple method is by inserting
transparent control characters in the print
string. The first two of these, enhance -
CHR$(l)-and unenhance - CHR$(129)-
have been mentioned.

Uppercase is CH R$(l45), lowercase
is CHR$(l7).

Reverse field On-CHR$(l8)lindicates
that following characters are to tie printed

XXX:>O<XX:<XXiOOOO<~X>OO<...~~'X>()o..,~

CBM 2022 PRINTER
xx)OO<)()o<XX)()oOOC>OO<X>OOO<)()O<XX)()Oc<'!o)(l(lo..~·~

UPPER CASE: ABC D E F G H J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 0 2 3 4-etc.
LOWER CASE: a b c d e f ~ h j k 1 m n 0 to <t r s t u •••w x '" z 0 2 3 4-etc.
PET GRAPHICS: + " • '" • - - _ I mr., L .J / " X ••.T oj ~ r' L ~ •••• -etc.
REVERSE FIELD: ~._"._:._ •• §.l" __ """"""~

ENHANCED PRINT: BIG C3i~ ~

PROGRAMMABLE CHARACTER: <c:r> ()) III cO 'i x 1: 1 ~ -etc.
OTHER FEATURES:

-PROGRAMMABLE LHIE SPACING
-PF~OGRAMt1ABLE LINES PER PAGE
-AUTO PAGING/FORM FEED
-FORMAT CONTROL<a ltoha & numer- ic)
-FOR~lAT ERROR DIAGNOSTICS

XXX)oX>O<XX)()'XXXX>;X>:>X<X)OO(>O<XX>O<XX>OC<X>X'OOO(l(:oOOOO(.<)O;.">OOO;,)o;XX)oOOOOOC<>OOOOC«>O<XX><
EXAMPLES:
PRINT YOUR m4N LETTERHEAD-

r ]
RE:-S!'ZAF':C:H

SIMPLE GRAPHICS-

in reverse field. Reverse Field Off -
CHR$(l46)-terminates reverse field out-
put.

A Carriage Return - CHR$(l3)-per-
forms a carriage returnjline feed, and also
terminates enhancement, reverse field, and
lower case operation. Carriage Return
with No Line Feed - CHR$(l41)-permits
overprinting the same line. Line Feed -
CHR$(lO)-produces one line feed.

Auto-Paging On - CHR$(14)-furic-
tions with the number of lines per page
(written to control file 3; see below) to
index a top of form. When auto-paging is
on, the 2022 counts lines and automatically
inserts line-feeds to avoid printing on the
page-separation perforations.

Paging Off/ Form Feed - CHR$(19)-
uses the previous top-of-form index to per-
form a form-feed, and then inhibits auto-
paging. Auto-paging must again be
selected, if desired, after every form feed.

SkipSpace - CHR$(29) and Quote
- CHR$(34)-complete the special con-
trol characters. Most of these may be im-
plemented with the PET by use of the
cursor control and screen control keys.

Secondary Address, or "Control Files"

The 2022 is also controlled by writing
to appropriate secondary printer addres-
ses. With a PET this is done by simply

66

opening "control files", actually certain
associated secondary addresses, and then
writing the desired control codes into
these files. There are 5 control files, or
addresses, in the 2022, whose secondary
addresses are 2 to 6.

Auto-Formatting

A print format is specified to the
printer by writing to a control file with a
secondary address of 2. There are several
format options with considerable flex-
ibility of implementation. String literals
may be embedded in format statements.
These literals are printed with the output
data in the indicated location.

The predefined format may be
switched on and off depending on the
secondary address of data to be printed.

Data output to the printer ha ving only
the secondary address of zero are printed
exactly as received; this is the default
value. Data output with a secondary
address of I are first processed by the
printer according to a previously defined
format. Both alpha and numeric data can
be formatted.

Special forms can also be created by
overprinting a line. That is, using appro-
priate graphics you can print the form lines
or divisions and then send a carriage
return without a line feed. The output data

CREATIVE COMPUTING



is then, under format control, printed over
the same line.

By using embedded literals, the print-
er may additionally create a special data
form about the data as it is tabulated. In-
deed, it is quite easy to instruct the printer
to format the output data, truncating
numbers (for instance) to the specified
number of decimal places and aligning
them into columns.

In case a format statement doesn't
process the output as expected, a format
diagnostic printout can be enabled by
writing into control file/ secondary address
4. The printer will detect any formatting
error and print out the format statement
with a diagnostic message indicating the
problem; an arrow is printed pointing to
the offending code.

Paper Travel

Control files (or secondary addres-
ses) 3 and 6 are used to specify the num-
ber of lines per page and the number of
steps per line feed respectively. The paper
advance mechanism has 144 steps per inch
of paper travel. A number written to con-
trol file 6, specifies how far the paper rises
with each line feed; for instance, writing
"24" to control file 6 will advance the
paper 24/ 144, or 1/6 of an inch. (This is the
powerup default value, the standard 6
lines per inch.)

Any number of steps may be specified.
Thus double spacing, triple spacing, half

spacing, etc. can be selected. A value of 8
produces a line-feed of half a character
height and is useful for printing sub-
scripts on headings. A value of 16 will pro-
gram the paper stepper to 16 steps per line
feed or 16/144 of an inch. This value is
equal to .111, or just one thousandth of an
inch greater than the .110 character height.

This dot-by-dot control,
used while sweeping the
print-head with no gaps
between the lines, allows
you to emulate a digital
plotter.

This is extremely useful for graphic out-
put. The character dot matrix of adjoin-
ing lines just touch, producing a con-
tinuous print field.

The Special Character

A single programmable character can
be specified as any combination of dots in
the 6x7 matrix. This is programmed by
writing to control file/ secondary address 5.

Problems

The printer's operating system has a
couple of bugs. Closing control files some-

times "listen" to the bus when they
shouldn't. This is indicated by the red light
on the paper-advance button. (When this
happens, the next print statement is likely
to be ignored.) This can be avoided by not
closing control files until the end of the
program, or by including dummy print
statements after closing each control file.

Certain format statements also seem
to produce unexpected results. This is not
very common, but once in a while a format
code will cause double line-feeds on every
carriage return. Quite probably there are
other bugs also, just waiting to be un-
covered.

The way in which upper and lower
case is implemented has some undesirable
consequences when making program list-
ings. If the program contains upper and
lower case, the listing is generated with all
the lower-case characters replaced by
graphics characters. If the use oflower case
is extensive, the listing is hard to decipher.
If lower-case text is not used a great deal
this will not be a problem. If it is, the only
way to get readable listings is to use a
translator program which inserts the
lower-case control character into the print
string when applicable.

Endorsement

All in all, the CBM 2022 is quite a
printer for $995.00. But like the early PET,
it takes a little individual experimenta-
tion to make 'it really perform. D

PET TWO-WAY RS-232
and PARALLEL

.OUTPUT INTERFACE

SADI - The microprocessor based serial and parallel
interface for the Commodore PET. SADI allows you to
connect your PET to parallel and serial printers,
CRT's, modems, acoustic couplers, hard copy termi-
nals and other computers. The serial and parallel
ports are independent allowing the PET to communi-
cate with both peripheral devices simultaneously or
one at a time. In addition, the RS-232 device can com-
municate with the parallel device.

Special Features for the PET interface include:
Conversion to true ASCII both in and out
Cursor controls and function characters
specially printed
Transfers programs between PETs
over the phone line using a modem .
Selectable reversal of upper and lower case
PET IEEE connector for daisy chaining
Addressable - works with other devices

Special Features for the serial interface include:
Baud rate selectable from 75 to 9600
Half or full duplex
32 character buffer
X-ON, X-OFF automatically sent
Selectable carriage return delay

Special Features for the parallel interface include:
Data strobe - either polarity
Device ready - either polarity
Centronics compatible

Complete with power supply, PET IEEE cable, RS-232
connector, parallel port connector and case. Assembled
and tested.

SADla (110VAC) $295
SADie (230VAC) $325

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER, Inc.
150 POCONO ROAD

BROOKFIELD, CONNECTICUT 0•• 04
TEL: (203) 775-9659 TWX: 710-456-0052

Vi •••. AND 1liiIe ACC[PTlO· UNO ACCOUWT NUIIIIlJt, [XrtM,TIQN DATI AMD '1'" ORO[It.
ADO .3 1'1:111~D[JI '0111 SHI~ •• HAtQJ,. - '0f'1l1'" ORO[,., .\00 10% '0.. AIIil ~OITACK.
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A program in Basic can cost as much
as $6.00 a line for development and de-
bugging. Since many businesses have sim-
ilar needs, it would seem that a lot of work
is being repeated in different places at a
rather high cost. There should be a better
way. Enter PEARL (Producing Error-free
Automatic Rapid Logic). The review
package we received was a sample of Level
2, designed for both programmers and
laymen. Housed in a high-quality note-
book, the system contained two 8-inch
disks and over one hundred fifty pages of
documentation. To get PEARL running,
you need CP/M (a registered trademark of
Digital Research), 48K of RAM, CBasic
version, 2.03, and two disk drives with at
least l50K capacity per disk. There is also
a version configured for the TRS-80.

O.K., with that out of the way, the
next question is, "What exactly does
PEARL do?" PEARL creates programs
for filing, editing, updating, and printing
data. Let's say a company wants to keep
track of customers, with information such
as name, address, phone number, account
number, and so on. PEARL will develop a
program that manages the defined data
file. Once the program has been developed,
the user has a customized system, complete
with prompts, error checks, and defaults.

Was it easy to use? Yes and no, but
mostly yes. In a sense, we had the ideal
conditions for a test. I had never used
CP/M before, but there was someone on
staff who had and could play the part of
experienced programmer while I took the
role of novice.

I left the first few steps to the pro. This
consisted of setting up work disks, and
configuring the disks. This was a snap for
the pro. To quote her, "It's easy if you are
at all familiar with CP/M." The configur-
ation process also required a bit of knowl-
edge concerning the equipment that was to
be used. However, according to our pro-
grammer, the program provided for this
task made it amazingly painless, with most
of the popular terminals being pre-defined
and the rest of the necessary information
relatively straightforward.

After that, the tyro can take over,
though it is comforting to have a pro
around to answer questions such as, "What
do they mean by variable code word?" or
"How do I make an edit mask?" Through-
out the steps, the system displays menus

David Lubar
(With a Lot of Help From

Laura McLaughlin) •

and gives meaningful prompts for all
questions. The user enters each field and its
length, then specifies what kind of vari-
able will be used, such as integer, floating
point, string, date, and SO on. The user may
also indicate what, if any, editing should be
performed and, if, once entered, the field
should be protected. After all the fields
have been defined, any arrays have to be
defined. For example, if you want to use
the numbers one through five to represent
five different counties, you just have to tell
PEARL what each number stands for.
Later, when a report is generated, PEARL
will replace the number with the correct
information.

System generation and compilation
take a while. The example we tried took
about an hour and a half. Of course, you
don't have to sit watching the screen while
the compilation is in progress (though that
is a great way to kill time and look busy).
Once that part is done, the rest is a breeze.
You get the program up by entering "run
xxxx," using whatever name you gave it.
In a few seconds, the menu will appear.
Whenever input is about to be made in a
field, the screen will show the last value
used. This value will be kept if you press
return. The program, once generated, ran
with no problems, and was very easy to
use.

The PEARL manual provided a lot
of information for programmers who
might want to make changes or add other
programs or subroutines. Moreover, the
generated CBasic code is clear, with abun-
dant remarks. Documentation is included
by program, showing subroutine entry
points and giving a complete description
of the program's function as well as the
variables being used. There is also an
explanation of the file structures imple-
mented (both random and indexed-
sequential).

Anyone who has need of this type of
program could make good use of PEARL.
You do need a programmer for some ofthe
early steps, and for any desired modifica-
tions, but the programmer will only be tied
up for a few hours. She won't have to spend
days creating and debugging a system.

PEARL Level 2 is available from
Computer Pathways Unlimited, Inc., 2151
Davcor St. S.E., Salem, OR 97302, at a
cost of $350. D
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video•
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• Integrate the interactive computing
power of the Apple* with the audio-
visual impact of videotape using the
same TV monitor.

• Find and play frames or segments of
videotape from the Apple keyboard or
from within the program.

• Use the system to combine computer-
assisted instruction with videotaped
learning.

• Store and retrieve (computer) text plus
(video) pictures in the same system
(for slides, operations, repair manuals,
simulations, sales, etc.)

• Extensive authoring software allows
simple programming in Applesoft.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A complete package of all interfacing
hardware, software, and connectors

available from

• Cay"
SYSTEMS

•
•
•

26 Trumbull Street
New Haven, CT 06511
or call (203) 562-4979·-----------------------------------------------

Yes,
• please D send me more information.

D send me a CAVRI package.
My purchase order or check
for $495.00 is enclosed.•

• Name

• Organization

Address City•
State __ Zip Phone ___

• VTR Make Model

•·TM - Apple Computer Co. CC12/80

CIRCLE 118 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Now NRI takes you inside the
world's most popular microcomputer

10train you at home as the .
new breed of specialist!

NRIteams up with Radio Shack
to teach you how to use,
program and service

microcomputers ... make you
the complete technician.
It's no longer enough to be just a

programmer or a technician. With micro-
computers moving into the fabric of our
lives (over200,OOOof the TRS-80™ alone
have been sold), interdisciplinary skills
are demanded. And NRI can prepare
you with the first course of its kind,
covering the complete world of the
microcomputer.

Learn.At Home
in Your Spare Time

With NRI training, the program-
mer gains practical knowledge of hard-
ware, enabling him to design simpler, more
effective programs. And, with advanced
programming skills, the technician can
test and debug systems quickly and easily.

Only NRI gives you both kinds of
training with the convenience of home
study. No classroom pressures, no night
school, no gasoline wasted. You learn at
Y9ur convenience, at your own pace. Yet
you're always backed by the NRI staff and

Training includes TRS-80 computer, transistoru:ed
volt-ohm meter, d.igltal frequency counter,
and the NRI Discovery Lab with hundreds oftests
and experiments.

(TRS-80 ~ a trademark of the Radio Shack division of Tandy Corp.)
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the NRI Discovery Lab, •••- - - - - - _ - - ~
performing ov~r 60 NRI ~!~:~OntinUing
separate expenments Education Center
in the process. You • J rj13939WISconsin Avenue

I h C":"le Washington, D.C. 20016earn ow your Iyn J.,;j NO SALESMANWILLCALL
trouble-shooting •• Please check for one free catalog only.

tools work, and gain D Computer Electronics Including D Digital Electronics' Electronic
de d Microcomputers Iechnology • Basic Electronics

greater un rstan - D lV/AudiO/Video Systems Servicing D Small Engine Repair
ing of the informa- D Complete Communications Electronics D Electrical Appliance Servicing
tion they give you. with CB • FCC Licenses • Aircraft, D Automotive Mechanics

B h mi t Mobile, Marine Electronics D Auto Air Conditioningot nucrocompu er D CB Specialists Course
d D Air Conditioning, Refrigeration, &an equipment come Heating including Solar Iechnology

as part of your train-
ing for you to use
and keep.

your instructor, answering questions, giving
you guidance, and helping you over the
tough spots.

Explore the TRS-80
Inside and Out

NRI training is hands-on training,
with practical experiments and demon-
strations as the very foundation of your
knowledge. You don't just program your
computer, you introduce and correct faults
... watch how circuits interact ... interface
with other systems ... gain a real insight
into its nature.

You also build test instruments and

Send for Free Catalog ...
No Salesman Will Call

Get all the details on this exciting
course in NRI's free, 100-page catalog. It
shows all equipment, lesson outlines, and
facts on other electronics courses such as
Complete Communications with CB,TV and
Audio, Digital Electronics, and more. Send
today, no salesman will ever bother you.
Keep up with the latest technology as you
learn on the world's most popular computer.
If coupon has been used, write to NRI
Schools, 3939 WISCOnsinAve.,Washington,
D.C. 20016.

All career courses
approved under GI Bill.
D Check for details.

Name Age(Please Print)

Street

175-120
City/State/Zip
Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council
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Comparative Evaluations
of Basic Systems

M. Firebaugh, T. Fossum, P. Sorensen and W. Stone

I. Background and Method

Following the flood of small com-
puter hardware has come a continual
stream of Basic language systems. Some of
these run under the Digital Research
Corporation operating system CP/ M for
the 8080/ Z80 family of personal com-
puters and some are designed for specific
personal computers.

We felt it would be instructive for
us and valuable to potential computer
users to compare several of these systems,
measuring such properties as memory
requirements, speed, error diagnostics,
and quality of documentation. The
method used was similar to that used in
the comparative evaluation of small com-
puter hardware published previously.t-'
Software houses were invited to submit
their Basic systems for evaluation with the
understanding that they could review and
comment on a draft version of the results.

Our evaluation results are summa-
rized in the form of three tables. In Table I
we present system characteristics, most of
which should be available by a careful
reading of well-written system documenta-
tion. Some characteristics were verified by
short test programs. In Table II we present
the results of five benchmark programs
which were run to measure experimentally
memory requirements, speed, and accu-
racy on each system. Finally, in Table III
we present our evaluation of some of the
more subjective features of each system,
such as the quality of documentation,
editing capabilities, and convenience.

M. Firebaugh, T. Fossum, P. Sorensen, and W. Stone,
University of Wisconsin-Parks ide. Kenosha, WI 53141

Work supported in part by the Center for the Applica-
tion of Computers University of Wisconsin-Par kside,
Kenosha, Wisconsin.

We would stress that the purpose of
this evaluation is not to rank these systems
or to categorize any system as being
"good" or "bad." Since individual needs as
well as the prices of various Basic systems
vary widely, a system appropriate for one
application may be entirely inappropriate
for another. In designing the benchmark
programs we tried to achieve a balance of
"typical" applications including sorting,
number crunching, string manipulation,
and tests of various functions and error
responses. While this selection of bench-
mark programs was arbitrary and reflects
our own experience, it probably produces
a fairer test than would a single application
program. Finally, to compare the present
generation of small computer Basic sys-
tems to older and present generation mini-
computer based systems, we include the
results of running the benchmark pro-
grams on a Hewlett-Packard 2000 time-
sharing system and a Digital Equipment
POP-II /45 respectively.

II. Results

A. Defined System Characteristics

In Table I we present system char-
acteristics as obtained from the software
manuals. Such characteristics are clearly
important considerations to users in select-
ing a software package. We did not list all
special features available on each system.
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B. Measured System Characteris-
tics-Benchmark Results

In Table II we present the results of
running our set of five benchmark pro-
grams. The CP/M system was imple-
mented and the first four systems tested on
an Altair 8800B with 48K of memory. The
last six systems were tested, respectively,
on a 48K APPLE II, a 32K Commodore
PET, a 32K TRS-80, a North Star Hori-
zon, a 128K HP-2000 time sharing system
(in single-user mode), and a 64K POP-
11/45 under the RSTS / E system. To. make
the timing and memory requirement re-
sults meaningful, the benchmark pro-
grams run on each system were identical
with the exception of minor system
dependent instruction changes. A listing of
the set of benchmark programs is available
from the authors upon request. We sum-
marize the function of each program
below:

FCNEXR - Function exercising
program. This program called system pre-
defined functions including the trig func-
tions, log and exponential functions,
square root and power functions, and
random number generator. The general
algorithm was to repeat the process y =f(x);
x = f l(y) a number of times and compare
the final result for x with the initial value of
x. This gives some measure of the accuracy
of the algorithm used in the function and
the inverse function and should detect any
significant error in either (unless the error
in the function compensates precisely the
error in the inverse function). The random
number generator was tested by calcu-
lating the Nth moment x N of the random
.nurnber x and comparing this to the theo-
retically expected value of I(N+I) for
values of N up to 10. Since the accumu-
lated errors were consistent with round-off

CREATIVE COMPUTING



NEW! TPM* for TRs-aO Model II zao·D-Ist SOftwareNEW! System/S Package
Computer Design Labs

We have acquired the rights to all TDL software (& hardware). TDL software has long had the reputation of being the best in the
industry. Computer Design Labs will continue to maintain, evolve and add to this superior line of quality software.

- Cart Galletti and Roger Amidon, owners.
Software with ManuaVManual Alone---------------------------------~----------

All oUIIe softwllre below Is .vall.ble on .ny of the
following mecli. for operetlon with. zaocPu using
the CP/.' or slmll.r type disk operetlng system
'such .s our own TP.').
for TRS-80' CP/M ,.odel I or II)
for 8" CP/M 'soft nctorec11 alngle density)
for 5'1.;' CP/M 'soft sectorec11single density)
for 5'1." North Ster CP/M ,single density)
for 5'10" North St.r CP/M ,double density)

BASIC I
A powerful and fast Z80 Basic interpreter with EDIT,

REONUMBER, TRACE, PRINT USING, asse.mJJy§uage
subroutine CAll, lOADGO f i .n Y to
move text, EXCHAN· . r inter-
cept, se· SCII and binary
f reoIt runs in a little over 12

hoice for games since the precision
wa ited to 7 digits in order to make it one of the
fastest around. $49.95/$15.

in
th

er
t sacrifice

t other Basics (even
eclstoo). $99.95/$15.

The most powerful Basic for business a
adds to Basic 11with random or
either fixed or varia us
access to . command to
pr urce code, global editing,
add Ions, and disk file maintenance capa-
bilit hout leaving Basic (list, rename, or delete).
$179.95/$25.

ZEDIT
A character oriented text editor with 26 commands

and "macro" capability for stringing multiple commands
together. Included are a complete array of character
move, add, delete, and display function. $49.95./$15.

ZTEL
Z80 Text Editing language - Not just a text editor.

Actually a language which allows you to edit text and
also write, save, and recall programs which manipulate
text. Commands include conditional branching, subrou-
tine calls, iteration, block move, expression evaluation,
and much more. Contains 36 value registers and 10 text
registers. Be creative! Manipulate text with commands
you write using Ztel. $79.95/$25.

TOP
A Z80 Text Output Processor which will do text

formatting for 'manuals, documents, and other word
processing jobs. Works with any text editor. Does
justification, page numbering and headings, spacing,
centering, and much more! $79.95/$25.

MACRO I
A macro assembler which will generate relocateable

or absolute code for the 8080 or Z8P using standard
Intel mnemonics plus TOl/Z80 extensions. Functions
include 14 conditionals, 16 listing controls, 54 pseudo-
ops, 11 arithmetic/logical operations, local and global
symbols, chaining files, linking capability with optional
linker, and recurSive/reiterative macros. This assembler
is so powerful you'll think it isdoing all the work for you. It
actually makes assembly language programmihg much
less of an effort and more creative. $79.95/$20.

MACRO II
Expands upon Macro I's linking capability (which is

useful but somewhaHimited) thereby being able to take
full advantage of the optional Linker. Also a time and
date function has been added and the listing capability
improved. $99.95/$25.

LINKER
How many times have you written the same subroutine

in each new program? Top notch protesslonal pro-
grammers compile a library of these subroutines and
use a Linker to tie them together at assembly iime.
Development time is thus drastically reduced and
becomes comparable 10writing in a high level language
but with all the speed of assembly language. So, get the
new CDl Linker and start writing programs in a fraction
of the time it took before. Linker is compatible with
Macro I & 11as well as TDl/Xitan assemblers version 2.0
or later. $79.95/$20.

DEBUG I
Many programmers give up on writing in assembly

language even though they know their programs would
be faster and more powerful. To them assembly language
seems difficult to understand and follow, as well as
being a nightmare to debug. Well, not with proper tools
like Debug I. With Debug I you can easily follow the flow
of any Z80 or 8080 program. Trace the program one
step at a time or to steps or whatever you like. At each
step you will be able to see the instruction executed and
what It did. If desired, modifications can then be made
before continuing. Ifs all under your control. You can
even skip displaying a subroutioe call and up to seven
breakpoints can be set during execution. Use of Debug I
can pay for itself many times overby saving you valuable
debugging time. $79.95/$20.

DEBUG II
This is an expanded debugger which has all of the

features of Debug I plus many more. You can "trap" (i.e.
trace a program until a set of register, flag, and/or
memory conditions occur). Also, instructions may be
entered and executed immediately. This makes it easy
to learn new instructions by examining registerS/memory
before and after. And a RADIX function allows changing
between ASCII, binary, decimal, hex, octal, signed
decimal, or split octal. All these features and more add
up to give you a very powerful development tool. Both
Debug I and II must run on a Z80 but will debug both zso
and 8080 code. $99.95/$20.

ZAPPLE
A Z80 executive and debug monitor. Capable of

search, ASCII put and display, read and write to I/O
ports, hex math, breakpoint, execute, rnove.fitl, display,
read and write in Intel or binary format tape, and more!
on disk

APPLE
8080 version of Zapple

NEW!TPMno
III

rTRS-80Model

SYSTEM/a
TPM with utilities. Basic I inte ter, Basic E compiler,

Macro I assembler, 0 er, and ZEDIT text
editor.
Above purchased costs $339.75
Special introductory offer: Only $179.75 with couponll

ORDERING INFORMATION
Visa, Master Charge and C.O.D. O.K. To order call or

write with the following information .. CIC '.-
1. Name of Product (e.g. Madro I) . I.
2. Media (e.g. 8" CP/M) I ~

3. Price and method of payment (e.g. C.O.D.) include
credit card info. if applicable.

4. Name, Address and Phone number.
5. ForTPM orders only: Indicate ifforTRS 80, Tarbell,

Xitan DDDC, SO Sales (5W' or 8',).ICOM (5V." or
8"), North Star (single or double density) or Digital
(Micro) Systems.

6. N.J. residents add 5% sales tax.

Manual cost applicable against price of subsequent
software purchase in any item except for the Osborne
software.

For Information and tech queries call

609-599-2146
For phone orders ONLY call toll free

1-800-327-9191
Ext. 678
(~xcept Florida)

OEMS
Many CDl products are available tor licensing to

OEMs. Write to Carl Galletti with your requirements.

• ZSD is a trademark of Zilog
, TRS-SOis a trademark lor Radio Shack
, TPM is a trademark of Computer Design Labs. It is not
CP/M'

, CP/M is a trademark 01 Digital Research
Prices and specWications subject to change without
notice.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

COMPUTER
DESIGN
LABS 342 Columbus Avenue

Trenton, N.J. 08629

TPM*
A NEW Z80 disk operation systeml This is not CP/M'.

Ifs better! You can still run any program which runs with
CP/M' but unlike CP/M' this operating system was
written specificallyforthe Z80' and takes full advantage
of its extra powerful instruction set. In other w9rds its
not warmed over 8080 code! Available for TRS-80'
(MOdell or 11).Tarbell, Xitan DDDC, SO Sales "VERSA-
FLOPPY", North Star (SD&DD), and Digital (Micro)
Systems. $79.95/$25.

SYSTEM MONITOR BOARD ,5MB II,
Acomplete I/O boardforS-1 OOsystems. 2 serial ports,

2 parallel ports, 1200/2400 baud cassette tape inter-
face, sockets for 2K of RAM, 3-2708/2716 EPROM's or
ROM, jump on reset circuitry. Bare board $49.95/$20.

ROM FOR 5MB II
2KX8 masked ROM of Zapple monitor. Includes source

listing $34.95/$15.

PAYROLL (source code onl,)
The Osborne package. Requires C Basic 2.
5" disks $124.95 (manual not included)
8" disks $ 99.95 (manual not included)
Manual $20.00

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE/RECEIVABLE
'source code onl"

By Osborne, Requires C Basic 2
5" disks $124.95 (manual not included)
8" $99.95 (manual not included)
Manual $20.00

GENERAL LEDGER 'source code onl"
By Osborne. Requires C Basic 2
5" disks $99.95 (manual not included)
8" disks $99.95 (manual not included)
Manual $20.00

C BASIC 2
Required lor oseorne software. $99.95/$20.
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Comparative, cont'd ...

TA.BIE I( a) : IEFINID SYSIHd rnARACIFRIsrICS

Mlximm S~lic
Systffil Yar iabl q Length Integer MIlti-Statarent Funct ion

Version Tested List MBmry (I/Significant Aritl1retic Functions Recursionl
Sys tem (Date) Price Requirarent Olaracters) ? ?

CBASIC 2.04 (©-978)2 $100-140 20K Carpi ler Unl imi ted (31) yes yes no
17K Runtime

MICIDSCFI' 5.01(7-23-79) $350 24K 40(40) yes no no

TARBELL 12.14(8-6-79) $50 24K 23(23) yes yes yes

OPUS 2 .3C(©1978) $99-195 24K 72(72) no yes yes

APPLESOFT II C03 3.2 plus $200 (firm- 10K OCIVI or 238(2) yes no no
(©1979 ) ware card) 16K RAM

CThMIlRE PEr 2001-32N(6-79) $1200 wi th 80(2) \016K yes no no
hardware

TRS-80 2.3©1979) comes wi th 22K 255(2) yes no no
hardware

N:R1H STAR C03 4.0 comes wi th 13K 2(2) no yes yes
hardware

HP-2000 TS 1976 comes wi t h 28K BASIC 2(2) no no no
hardware corp l e te sys.

BASIC-PLUS RSTS/E V 7.0 comes wi th 64K for corrplete 30(30) yes yes yes
RSTS/E sys. operating sys.

1 This feature allows a function to call itself.
2 The current versions of CBASIC are 2.05 for CRUN2 and 2.03 for CBAS2.

1i\BrE I(b): IEFINID SYSIHd QIARtCIEusrrcs - (continued)

MIlti- Line-by String Error Statarent Variable Float ing Pt.
Statarent Line Syntax Arrays rmssage NuIDer Dimension Mmtissa

Sys tem Lines? Cl1eck? ? Fonmt Fonmt Defaul t Precision

CBASIC yes yes yes 2 letter code opt i'ona l - any floating none 14
(corp iIe (255 char. 37 for compile point #
time) deep) 51 for runt ime

'11rnJSCFI' yes no yes full phrase required 0-651{ 11 7 single prec.
(only at (88 char. 16 double prec.
runt ime) deep)

TARBELL yes yes yes 40 short word mnemonics optional - any alpha none 8
numeric string

OPUS yes no yes minimal execut ion optional - mmer ic none 2-55 under program
error messages control

APPLESOFT I I yes no yes 17 2-3 word messages required - 0-65K 11 9
(only at (256 char.
runt ime) deep)

CThMIlRE PEr yes no yes 27 full phrases required - 0-65K 11 9
(only at (255 char.
runtime) deep)

TRS-80 yes no yes corp l et e sentences required - 0-65K 10 5.7 single prec.
(only at (255 multi- 15.9 double prec.
runtime) dimension)

N:R1H STAR yes no yes 26 2-3 word messages requi red - 0-651{ 10 8, 10, 12, or 14
(only at
runt ime)

HP-2000 TS no yes no corrplete sentences required - nwner ic 10 6.9

BASIC-PLUS yes yes yes complete sentences required - 0- 321{ 10 6 single prec.
15 double prec.
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Comparative, cont'd ...

1i\BLE I(c): IEFINID SYS'll'M awv,crnRISTlCS - (continued)

Floating Pt. Floating Pt. StatEfmnt Nested Depth of As smi> ly
Exponent Byte Remrrber ing IF Nested Language FOmlltted

System Range Requi rerrents Ommnd? Structure? Subroutines Linkage? Output

(BASIC -64 BCD not applicable no 20 yes yes
+63

IVIICIDSCFf ±38 4 binary, 8 double prec. yes yes no Iimit specified yes yes

TARBELL ±99 6 BCD no (line designators) yes no Iimit specified yes yes

OPUS ±63 3-30 BCD yes yes no limit specified yes yes
(block structure

permi t ted)

APPLESOFT II ±38 binary no yes 24 yes no

CIMOXRE PEI' ±33 5 binary no yes no limit specified yes no

"IRS-80 ±38 4 binary, 8 double prec. yes yes no limit specified yes yes

N:RIH STAR ±62 5 binary yes yes no limit specified yes yes

HP-2000 1'8 ±38 4 yes no no limit specified no yes

BAS IC-PLUS ±38 4 single prec., 8 double prec. no yes no limit specified no yes
errors in every case, we conclude there are
no obvious problems with the functions
supplied with the systems under test.

QSORT - Sorting program. This
program generated 300 random numbers
and used the Quicksort algorithm! to rank
them in increasing order.

MA TIN V - Matrix inverting pro-
gram. This program used the synthetic
elimination algorithm- to invert a N x N
"Hilbert Matrix" [in which the element

M(I,J) is defined as M(I,J) I/(I+J-I)].
The inverse matrix was then multiplied by
the original matrix and the resulting ma-
trix compared to the theoretically expected
identity matrix [ld(I,J) = I for I = J; 0 other-
wise]. The maximum deviation of the cal-
culated result from the theoretical value
for a 5 x 5 Hilbert Matrix is listed as the
"Floating Point Accuracy" in Table II. The
timing test results are based on the run
time required to invert a 10 x 10 matrix.

STRMAN - String manipulating
program. This program created a string
and exercised some of the string manipu-
lating subroutines, including CHR$,
MID$, and concatenation.

ERRTST - Error testing program.
This program simulated the most common
errors made in Basic language program-
ming and tested the error exit, defaults,
and diagnostics. The general categories of
errors tested included: dimension errors,

1i\BLE I(d): IEFINID SYS'll'M aJARACrnRISTICS - (continued)

Mix. Ntrrber
of Array Ntrrber of Peek and Poke Chaining andSystem Dirrensions Break Procedure String Functions Ommnds COmmon Variables? Error Trapping?

(BASIC no limit specified none 10 yes yes on file errors
IVIICIDSCFf no limit specified CTRL C 8 yes yes yes
TARBELL no limit specified CTRL C 15 yes yes no

(no common variables)
OPUS no Iirnit spec if ied CfRL C yes yes yes
APPlESCFI' II 88 CTRL C yes yes yes

(no common variables)
CO\MlXRE PET 3 STOP 8 yes yes noCTRL C (no common variables) no
"IRS-80 no limit spee ified CTRL C 9 yes yes yesBreak
N:RIH STAR no Iimit spec ified CffiLC yes yes yes

(no common variables)
HP-2000 1'8 2 Break no yes yes
BAS IC-PLUS Break 23 yes yes yesCTRL C core corrron area
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OSI SOFTWARE FOR OSI OSI
A JOURNAL FOR OSI USERS!!

The Aardvark Journal is a bimonthly tutorial for OSI
users. It features programs customized for OSI and
has run articles like these:

1) Using String Variables.

2) High Speed Basic On An OSI.

3) Hooking a Cheap Printer To An OSI.

4) An OSI Disk Primer.

5) A Word Processor For Disk Or Tape Machines.

6) Moving The Disk Directory Off Track 12.

Four back issues already available!
$9.00 per year (6 issues)

NEW SUPPORT ROMS FOR BASIC
IN ROM MACHINES

C1S ~ for the C1P only, this ROM adds full
screen edit functions (insert, delete, change
characters in a basic Hne}, Software selectable
scroll windows, two instant screen clears (scroll
window only and full screen.l, software choice of
OSI or standard keyboard format, Bell support,
600 Baud cassette support, and a few other
features. It plugsin in place of the OSI ROM.
NOTE: this ROM also supports video conversions
for 24, 32, 48, or 64 characters per line. All that
and it sells for a mesly $39.95.
C1E/C2E for C1/C2/C4/C8 Basic in ROM ma-
chines.
This ROM adds fu II screen editing, software
selectable scroll windows, keyboard correction
(software selectable), and contains both an
extended machine code monitor and a fix for
the string handling bug in OSI Basic!! It has
breakpoint utilities, machine code load and save,
block memory move and hex dump utilities. A
must for the machine code programmer replaces
OSI support ROM. Specify system! $59.95
STRING BUG FIX (replaces basic ROM chip
number 3)
All this chip does is to replace the third basic
ROM and correct the errors that were put into
the ROM mask. $19.95

DATA SHEETS
OS65D LISTING
Commented with source code, 83 pages.$24.95
THE (REAL) FIRST BOOK OF OSI
65 packed pages on how OSI basic works. Our
best selling data sheet. $15.95
OSI BASIC IN ROM
Ed Carlson's book of how to program in basic.
Now available from Aardvark. $8.95

ADVENTURES
Adventures are interactive fantasies where you give the
computer plain English commands (i.e. take the sword,
look at the control panel.) as you explore alien cities,

space ships, ancient pyramids and sunken subs. Average
playing time is 30 to 40 hours in several sessions.
There is literally nothing else like them - except

being there yourself. We have six adventu res available.
ESCAPE FROM MARS - Explore an ancient

Martian city while you prepare for your escape.
NUCLEAR SUBMARINE - Fast moving

excitement at the bottom of the se a.
PYRAMID - Our most advanced and most
challenging adventure. Takes place in our

own special ancient pyramid.
VAMPI RE CASTLE - A day in old Drac's

castle. But it's getting dark outside.
DEATH SHIP - It's a cruise ship - but it ain't
the Love Boat and survival is far from certain.

TREK ADVENTURE - Takes place on a
familiar starship. Almost as

good as being there.

P.C. BOARDS
MEMORY BOARDS!! ~ for the C1P. ~ and they
contain parallel ports!
Aardvarks new memory board supports 8K
of 2114's and has provision for a PIA to give a
parallel ports! It sells as a bare board for $29.95.
When assembled, the board plugs into the expan-
sion connector on the 600 board. Available now!

REAL SOUND FOR THE C1P ~ and it's cheap!
This bare board uses the TI sound chip to give
real arcade type sound. The board goes together
in a couple of hou rs with about $20.00 in parts.
Bare board, plans, and sample program ~ $15.95

ARCADE AND VIDEO GAMES

ALIEN INVADERS with machine code moves ~
for fast action. This is our best invaders yet. The
disk version is so fast that we had to add select-
able speeds to make it playable.
Tape - $10.95 ~ Disk - $12.95

TIME TREK (8K) ~ real time Startrek action.
See your torpedoes move across the screen! Real
graphics ~ no more scrolling displays. $9.95

STAR FIGHTER ~ a real time space war where
you face cruisers, battleships and fighters using a
variety of weapons. Your screen contains work-
ing instrumentation and a real time displav of the
alien ships. $6.95 in black and white - $7.95 in
color and sound.

SEAWOLFE ~ this one looks like it just stepped
out of the arcades. It features multiple torpedoes,
several target ships, floating mines and real time
time-to-go and score displays. ~ $6.95 in black
and white $7.95 in color and sound.

$14.95 each

SCREEN EDITORS
These programs all allow the editing of basic
lines. All assume that you are using the standard
OSI video display and polled keyboard.
C1P CURSOR CONTROL ~ A program that uses
no RAM normally available to the system. (We
hidIt in unused space on page 2). It provides
real backspace, insert, delete and replace func-
tions and an optional instant screen clear.
$11.95
C2/4 CURSOR. This one uses 366 BYTES of
RAM to provide a full screen editor. Edit and
change lines on any part of the screen. (Basic in
ROM systems onlv.)
FOR DISK SYSTEMS ~ (650, polled key-
board and standard video onlv.)
SUPERDISK. Contains a basic text editor with
functions similar to the above programs and also
contains a renumberer, variable table maker,
search and new BEXEC' programs. The BEXEC'
provides a directory, create, delete, and change
utilities on one track and is worth having by
itself. - $24.95 on 5" disk - $26.95 on 8".

DISK UTILITIES
SUPER COpy - Single Disk Copier
This copy program makes multiple copies,
copies track zero, and copies all the tracks
that your memory can hold at one time -
up to 12 tracks at a pass. It's almost as fast
asdual disk copying. - $15.95
DISK CATALOGER
This utilitv reads the directory of your disks
and makes up an alphabetic list off all your
programs and what disks they are on. $14.95
MACHINE CODE RENUMBERER
(C2/4-M F only)
Renumbers all or part of a program at machine
code speeds. - $15.95

~\
This is only a partial listing of what we have to offer. We now offer over 100 programs, data sheets, ROMS, and boards
for OSI systems. Our $1.00 catalog lists it all and contains free program listings and programming hints to boot. ••051051 Aardvark Technical Services. 1690 Bolton. Walled Lake, MI 48088

(313) 669-3110 or (313) 624-6316
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Comparative, cont'd ...
assignment errors, arithmetic errors, func-
tion errors, program structure errors, and
miscellaneous errors such as exit pro-
cedure from a tight loop. Since this pro-
gram was purely diagnostic, no timing test
was run on it.

C. System Evaluation

In Table III we present a subjective
evaluation of each system based upon our
experience in working with it. Most of the
characteristics listed in the evaluation sum-
mary should be self-explanatory. How-
ever, we should comment briefly on the
"Transportability of Dialect" category.
Here we are concerned with two questions.
By outward transportability, we mean
"How easy is it to convert programs writ-
ten under this system to other Basic
systems?" By inward transportability, we
mean "How easy is it to convert Basic pro-
grams written elsewhere to this system?"
The answers to both questions clearly
depend on what systems are under
consideration.

We raise the transportability issue
because we believe potential users should
be keenly aware of both the advantages
and disadvantages of highly-touted "ex-
tended features" of various Basic systems.
The advantages include the additional
power and flexibility which such features
provide. The primary disadvantage must
be the system-dependent nature of pro-
grams incorporating these extended fea-
tures. Potential users should recognize that
the more extended features a given Basic
system offers, the more difficult will be
the task of converting resulting programs
to other Basic operating systems. In gen-

eral, the closer the Basic system adheres to
the new ANSI Minimal Basic standard,
the easier the job of transporting programs
into and away from the systems will be.

III. Observations and Conclusions

Below we present some observations
and conclusions based on the results tabu-
lated above and our experience in working
with each system.

Cbasic - The strengths of this system
include its compiler structure and very
high precision. As a compiler, it optimizes
the use of memory (but not necessarily
speed) and is a good system for designing
commercial end-user programs. However,
since it requires separate processors for
editing, compiling, and running, it does
not lend itself easily to frequent program
changes. This makes program develop-
ment and debugging inconvenient, al-
though it does have a good set of error
messages.

Microsoft - This is an excellent, all-
purpose system. Its availability on most
hardware systems and adequate customer
support have helped make it the standard
of the industry. It performed well on all
tests but was the most expensive system
evaluated.

Tarbell - Several unique features
make this interesting system potentially
one of the most powerful of those tested.
These include flexible I/O features and a
line descriptor label format which provides
a clear "assembly-language-like" logical
structure to programs. The system is also
the least expensive of those tested, and the
source program is available for modifica-
tions and deletions. On the negative side,
the documentation was minimal, our sys-
tem was prone to crashes, and the bench-

mark programs required the most memory
space of any system tested.

Opus - This system, although tech-
nically not a true Basic language, has its
roots in Basic. With its well-designed block
structure and string labels for logic con-
trol, it provides the best capability for im-
plementing well-structure end-user appli-
cation programs of all the systems tested.
Other unique features include no distinc-
tion between string and numeric variables,
and programmer-controlled precision of
up to 55 digits. It is not a good language for
beginners, and the error detection and
diagnostics have not reached the sophisti-
cation of the structured programming con-
cepts. Run time error detection is essen-
tially incomprehensible, which makes
debugging long programs difficult. The
extended features greatly reduce the trans-
portability of programs written in OPUS.
Our test results indicate it was the slowest
program in execution. However, it is a
powerful language and we agree with its
author that it "both challenges and re-
wards the programmer."

Applesoft 1I - This is the extended,
floating-point Basic which we ran under
DOS Version 3.2 on one of the popular
Apple II Plus computers. This version is
Microsoft's Basic extended by Apple to
include commands for low- and high-
resolution graphics, analog game control
input, and speaker output. These com-
mands have been incorporated in a very
natural way. In general this system is very
convenient to use. It performed extremely
well in the speed and accuracy tests and
about average in program memory re-
quirements. Because of the extensive, well-
written documentation and convenient
implementation, this system is well suited

TABLE I (e): IEFlNED SYS'l1M <H\RACIERISfICS - (continued)

Randcm Access Nested Loop Nmber of
system of Files Depth Key w:>rds Trace Features Special Features

CllASIC yes no limit 92 yes carpi led
line # option

MICOCSOFI' yes no limit 80 yes

TARBELL yes no limit 110 none indicated line descriptors - assembly like
excellent fiIe comnands flexible I/O facility

OPUS yes no limi t 94 yes block structure, multiple preciSion
single step option arithmeti c

APPLFSOFI' II yes 10 levels 106 yes color graphics, analog inputs, TTL
I/O Ports,Tone generator

COVM:Jl.RE PEr theoretically, 10 levels 71 no real time clock, graphics character
bu t bugs rema in set, screen ed itor

1RS-80 yes no limit 89 yes black and white graphics
N:RIH SfAR yes no limit 73 yes extensive business applications

software ava ilab Ie,

HP-2000 1'8 yes no limi t no excellent diagnostics, extensive
system library

BASIC-PLUS yes no limit 238 yes excellent diagnostics, extensive
system library
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330 N. CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201

••• (301) 659-7212

GHTIDEAS
,

FORANY APPLE n®ORn ptus®

SANTA'S VOICFM

If you own an Apple and have a child learning
to read, you should own this program. Your
child selects a sequence of words from the
standard vocabulary and Santa happily
repeats them. Your child instantly hears the
sense or nonsense of the sentence. Easily record
your own words and make your Apple say
anything you like. Allows you to include speech
in any Basic program using Print commands.
Nonseasonal 'demo man' face included.
Caution: You will enjoy this program as
much as your kids. (48K) 539.95

BESTOF MUSE™
Five of our most popular games on one disk.
Escape and The Maze Game alone are worth
the price. Perform holiday tunes with the Music
Box. Side Shows six mini-games each give you
hours offun. Includes Tank War, an exciting
two player shoot out. Original publication
combined value of $64.75 (32K) $39.95

THREE MILE ISLAND (SPECIAL EDITION)
It's here ... The simulation game that reviewers
have called a 'classic'. Now in quick-response
machine language running on any Apple.
You are in complete control of a pressurized
nuclear reactor. Read all you want about the
nuke controversy, but try this simulation if you
really want to experience managing a nuclear
facility. (48K) 539.95

from the leader in quality software

Apple IIisa trademark of Apple
Computer Corp.

Call or write for information and

the name of your nearest MUSE dealer
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Comparative, cont'd ...

TABlE II: M'ASrnID SYS'l1'MCHARACIERISfICS - BmlM\HK RESULTS

Program Size - No. of Bytes Before Run Floating Pt. Accuracy
(No. of b~tes after run) Pr~ram Run T~ (see) (Matrix Test, N~5)

System FCNEXR Qnn' MITINV S1llM'\N ERRIST FCNEXR Qnn' MITINV S'lR\t\N

(BASIC 1339 597 1679 492 4309 6.95 62 164 106 4 E-9

MIClOSCFr 1747 1095 1613 895 6161 68 80 90 114 5.9 E-3
(1862) (3602) (10,326) (6831) (6201)

TARBELL 2786 1966 3972 1352 9268 293 1{)3 96 138 2.0 E-3
(2953) (5646) (7572) (1425) (9474)

OPUS - - - - - Not Available 1853 319 413 226 5.3 E-3(8 digit
accuracy)

APPLESOFT II 1601 1081 1604 849 5642 62 56 55 63 1.2 E-5
(1768) (4154) (12,448) (904) (5746)

CQI1IOX:RE PIT 1706 1140 1792 904 6075 70 68 67 82 1.2 E-5
(1902) (4203) (12,636 ) (966 ) (6133)

1RS-80 1668 1200 1270 ·923 Not Available 76 94 92 134 5.9 E-3
(1800) (3600) (1854) (1024)

N:R1H STAR 1790 1057 1792 904 5632 67 46 41 49 1.0 E-3
HP-2000 TS 1670 1240 1398 942 5988 6.5 20 17 70 7.8 E-3
IW)IC-PLlB 8192 6144 8192 6144 Not Available 6 7 9 20 1.4 E-12(8192) (12,288) (12,288) (6144)

for both the beginner and expert interested
in serious computing.

Commodore Pet Basic - This lan-
guage was written by Microsoft for Com-
modore. It includes therefore, most of the
language features which have made Micro-
soft Basics the industry standard. The
performance of this version of Basic is very
similar to other Microsoft-generated dia-
lects. Some programs run a little slower,

but this is probably due to the fact that
Commodore Basic is a real-time interrupt
driven language. This aspect isa powerful
one since certain interrupt vectors are
maintained in volatile RAM memory and
may be changed by user software. The
most significant feature of this version of
Basic is the screen editor which makes
changing programs far easier than on many
other systems.

TRS-80 Basic - This system was
originally developed by Microsoft for the
very popular Radio Shack computer. One
of the primary advantages of the system is
the excellent, nationwide support provided
through company owned Radio Shack
stores and a majority of the dealerships.
New system update diskettes are provided
without cost as they appear. The system
has a full text editor, easy assembly link-

System
Built-in

Function Perfonnonce

TABlE III (a) : SYS'l1'MEVALUl'JI<N

Error Identification
and Diagnostics

Quality of
External Docunentation
Reference User's
Manual Glide Ease of Editing

Good, with two letter coded
message

good mi n irra I none

good very good

minimal excellent flexibility prone
to crash, documentation poor

good retype line

good excellent screen edi tor

fair excellent screen edi tor

good very good, adequate screen
edi ting,minimal documentat ion

very good line editor

(BASIC Slow execution, high
precision

Good, with adequate diagnostics good

Same errors undetected, fair
otherwise good error detection,
descriptive error messages

Errors detected but not easily ·good
identi fied

Good error detection,
appropriate diagnostics
Good detection, adequate
diagnostics

excellent

good

good

good retype line

MIClOSCFr Satisfactory, single
precision only

TARBELL Slow execution, approx.
6 digit precision

OPUS Slow execution, approx.
6 digit precision

APPLESOFT II Satisfactory

Sat isfactory

1RS-80 Satisfactory, single
prec ision on ly

N:R1H STAR Satisfactory

HP-2000'IS Satisfactory, approx ,
6 digit precision

BASIC-PLlB Fast execution, high
precision

Good, with adequate
diagnostics

excellent

Good detection, adequate
diagnostics

excellent

Good error detection,
complete diagnostics

excellent

Good error detection,
complete diagnostics

excellent

78

good retype line or use
excellent text editor
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WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD,
DISK DRIVES $31416K MEMORY UPGRADE KITS 2f~r$82.50 $43
40 track, 102K Bytes, Includes power sup-
ply and TRS'80' compatible silver
enclosure. Ready to plug-in and run the
moment you receive it. Can be intermixed
with each other and Radio Shack drive on
same cable, 90 day warranty, One year on
power supply. Available for 220 Vac
(50 Hz) operation. External card edge
included.

FOR TRS-80'
CCI-100
CCI-280
ccreoo
For Zenith Z89
CCI-1S9 5% ",40 Track (102K Bytes) add-on drive
Z-S7 Dual 5%" add-on drive system
DISKI;TTES - Box of 10 (5% ") - with plastic library case

Maxell $30 BASF or Verbatim
S" double density for Model II (box of 10)

CLEAR PLASTIC CASE - Holds 50 diskettes

$314
$449
$795

$394
$995

• 5% ",40 Track (102K Bytes) for Model I
5% ",80 Track (204K Bytes) for Model I
S" Drive for Model II (% Meg Bytes)

DISK OPERATING SYSTEMS
PATCHPAK #4 by Percom Data
CP/M® for Modell, Zenith $145 • for Model II, Altos
NEWDOS Plus . 40track
NEWDOS80

COMPLETE SYSTEMS
ALTOS 64K, DD, SS, 2-Drive, 1MB
APPLE 16K
TRS-80' Modelll-64K
TRS-80' LEVEL !1-16K with keypad
TRS-SO' Expansion Interface
HEWLETT PACKARD HP-85
ZENITH Z89, 48K all-in-one computer
ZENITH Z19
TELEVIDEO 912B $698 912C $698
ATARI 400 $489
APF Game Only $99
MATTEL INTELLIVISION

MONITORS
LEEDEX 12" B &W Video 100
ZENITH 13" Color
SANYO 9" B &W VM4509
SANYO 12" B &W DM5012
SANYO 12" Green Screen DM5112
SANYO 13" Color DMC6013
APF 9"B&WTVM-10

$ 8.95
$169.00
$ 95_00
$135_00

ACS 8000-2 $3395
$988

$3499
$689
$249

$2790
$2440
$735

920B $748 920C $748
ATARI800 $747

Complete System $499
$229

$129
.$379
$155
$210
$215
$375
$139

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CAT MODEM Works same as Radio Shack Telephone Interface II $148
D-CAT HARP WIRED DIRECT MODEM $199

COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
CCI-TELNET VERSION 5: A communication package which
enables microcomputer users to communicate both with large
mainframes and other microcomputers, Completely CP/M compati-
ble, Multiple communication protocols supported. $149

INTELLIGENT TERMINAL SYSTEM ST-80 III: Enables a TRS-SO' to
act as a dial-up terminal on any time sharing network, $139

$24
$36
$19

200 ns for TRS-SO', Apple II, (specify): Jumpers $2.50

PRINTERS NEe Spinwriter
Letter Quality High Speed Printer
Includes TRS-SO' interface software, quick
change print fonts, 55 cps, bidirectional,
high resolution plotting, graphing, propor-
tional spacing: R.O. $2395

R.O. with Tractor Feed $2575 KSR with Tractor Feed $2950
C.lTOH Starwriter, 25 CPS, daisy wheel printer $1895
C.ITOtt Starwriter II, 45 CPS, daisy wheel printer $2195
Letter quality printers, Use up to 15" paper. 1 year warranty on
parts, 3 months on labor. Proportional spacing and bidirectional
printing. Same as VISTA V300,

779 CENTRONICS TRACTOR FEED PRINTER $969
Same as Radio Shack line printer I

737 CENTRONICS FRICTION & PIN FEED PRINTER $795
n x 9 proportional and 7 x S mono spacing.
Same as Radio Shack line printer IV

730 CENTRONICS FRICTION & PIN FEED PRINTER $595
7 x 7 matrix Same as' Radio Shack line printer II

P1 Cj:NTRONICS PRINTER Same as Radio Shack quick printer $269
PAPER TIGER (IP440) Includes 2K buffer and graphics option $879

(IP460) Bidirectional, 160 cps, graphics and 2K buffer $1075
TI-810 Faster than Radio.Shack line printer III. Parallel and

serial w/TRS·80· interface software w/u + I case & paper tray $1589
Compressed print, vertical form control $1865

OKIDATA Microline 80 Friction and pin feed $545
Tractor Feed, friction, and pin feed $645
Microline 83 Bidirectional, 120 cps, uses up to 15" paper $1050

EATON LRC 7000 + 64 columns, plain paper $289
ANADEX DP-9500/01 $1350 DP-8000 $795

ACCESSORIES
HEAD CLEANING DISKETTE: Cleans drive Read/Write head in 30
seconds, Specify 5% "or S", $20 eal$45 for 3
FLOPPY SAVER: Protection for center holes of 5%" floppy disks,
Installation tools and rings for 25 diskettes. $ 11.95

Re-orders of rings only $ 6.95
EXTERNAL DATA SEPARATOR: Eliminates data separation prob-
lems (ere). Improves reliability, This plug in unit comes fully
assembled and tested, $ 29.95
Z-80 SOFTCARD: Your key to software expansion, The plug-in Z-80
Softcard transforms your Apple into a Z-SO while keeping all the
benefits of the 6502. Comes with CP/M in two disk format, MBASIC
and GBASIC, full documentation and utility programs, $339
RF MODULATOR: Adapts video to TV $ 35.00
TRS-80 & OTHER MYSTER!ES $ 18.95
NI;C SPINWRITER THIMBLE $11.95 RIBBON $ 6.00
CCS CARDS: Parallel or serial printer interface cards $115.00
RS232: For Radio Shack Interface, $ 84.00
TRS232: Teletype current loop output from cassette port $ 49.00
DISK-DRIVE EXTENDER CABLES: Fits all mini-disk drives.

$ 16.95
$ 54.00
$ 39.00

4 drive $ 35.00
$ 7_95
$ 8_00

SIX (6) PRONG ISOLATOR: ISO-2
AC FILTER/6 PRONG POWER STRIP
DISK DRIVE CABLES: 2 drive $29.00
DUST COVERS: TRS-80/Apple
PLASTIC DISKETTE HOLDER: For ring binder, holds 20

For fast delivery, send certified checks, money orders or direct bank wire transfers, Personal or company checks require two to three
weeks to clear.

DEALER (NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL) INQUIRIES INVITED Send for FREE Catalogue

TheCPUSHOP
5 Dexter Row, Dept. K'12M Massachusetts Residents add 5% Sales Tax
Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129
Hours 1QAM-6PM (EST) Mon,-Fri.(Sat, til! 5)

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-343-6522
TWX: 710-348-1796 Massachusetts Residentscal! 617/242-3361

'TRS-SO is a Tandy Corporation Trademark
® Digital Research
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Comparative, cont'd ...

System
Ease of Code

DoclIrentation
CBASIC Remarks allowed in source

file, flexible statement
format

MI aDSCFI' Standard REM statements
TARBELL Easy to set off blocks of

code, standard REM state-
ments

OPUS Flexible standard REM
statements allow structured
programming, but use of
spaces is confusing

APPLESOFT II Standard REM statements

CIl\1'vQXRE PEr Standard REM statements

TRS-80 Standard REM statements
NORTH S~ Standard REM statements
HP-2000 TS Standard REM format Iimited

to entire line .
BASIC PLUS Standard HEMs, append

conments wi th "!", errbedded
conments allowed

age, and variable pointers which simplify
program modification. Some of the early
hardware problems with key contact
bounce have been solved by the use of sili-
cone spray treatment and software modi-
fication. The expansion interface bug de-
tected in the unit used for this evaluation
was corrected free of charge in three days
at the area service store.

North Star Basic - This system was
implemented by Charles Grant and Mark
Greenberg of North Star Computers, Inc.
It is a well documented system, similar in
style to the HP Basic, and has a very
simple and convenient line editor. It was
an early entry into the personal computer
field, in conjunction with the North Star
mini-floppy disk. Consequently, much
software exists in North Star Basic. The
system is available on disk in 8, 10,12, or
14 digit integer precision, and the smallest
version requires 11.5K of memory. The
efficient disk operating system provides
relatively fast and quiet file access.

H P-2000 TS Basic - This older gen-
eration minicomputer-based system was
designed specifically to execute Basic effi-
ciently in a time-sharing environment and
serves 32 users. It has been superceded by
the HP-3000 series of computers with
which it is downwardly compati ble. It is
a very simple and convenient system to
use, but the HP Basic does not have many
of the convenient extended features avail-
able on most small computers.

PDP-}} /45 Basic-Plus under RSTS/
E - Basic-Plus is one of the finest Basic
languages available. It is implemented on

'D\BLE III(b): SYSTEM EVAIll\TICN - (continued)

Conven ience
Poor - separate processor
for edit, compile, and run

Fair

Transportability of Dialect
Outward Inward

Excellent Excellent

Good

Excellent
Oood - editing is
confusing and prone to
crashes

Poor '- due to "Iine
descr iptors" (see
special features)

Excellent - designates
Iines in error

Good Poor Fair

Good disk operating Good - except for color Very good
system graphics
Inconvenient disk Good - except for Very good
operating system graphics and I/O
Excellent Excellent Excellent
Excellent Excellent Fai r
Excellent Excellent Fair

Excellent Excellent Excellent

the PDP-ll /45 under a time-sharing oper-
ating system. It is well suited for the
beginner because it is convenient and easy
to use as well as for the expert interested in
serious programming because of the ad-
vanced features provided. An easily im-
plemented "EXTEND" option provides
this powerful extension, but seriously
reduces the outward transportability of
resulting programs. There is extensive ex-
ternal documentation and excellent utility
program support.

The data presented here may be useful
to programmers interested in comparing
Basic systems. The features evaluated will
be of interest for many user applications,
but the scope of the study did not permit
investigation of such important areas as
file management and program optimiza-
tion using integer arithmetic. Reference 5
presents a thorough discussion of software
interpreters, and References 6-8 present
other evaluations of small computer soft-
ware systems.
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the ElectroniceoUage

'-;...

Hidden inside our advance to a new production system is a
potential for social change so breathtaking in scope that few among
us have been willing to face its meaning. For we are about to revo-
lutionize our homes as well.

Apart from encouraging smaller work units, apart from per-
mitting a decentralization and de-urbanization of production, apart
from altering the actual character of work, the new production sys-
tem could shift literally millions of jobs out of the factories and

From THE THIRD WAVE, published by William Morrow & ce., Inc.
Copyright (c) 1980 by Alvin Toffler. Reprinted by permission of the
publisher.

-.

BIvin toffler
offices into which the Second Wave swept them and right back where
they came from originally: the home. If this were to happen, every
institution we know, from the family to the school and the corpo-
ration, would be transformed.

Watching masses of peasants scything a field three hundred
years ago; only a madman would have dreamed that the time would
soon come when the fields would be depopulated, when people
would crowd into urban factories to earn their daily bread. And
only a madman would have been right. Today it takes an act of
courage to suggest that our biggest factories and office towers may,
within our lifetimes, stand half empty, reduced to use as ghostly
warehouses or converted into Jiving space. Yet this is precisely what
the new mode of production makes possible: a return to cottage
industry on a new, higher, electronic basis, and with it a new em-
phasis on the home as the center of society.

To suggest that millions of us may soon spend our time at
home, instead of going out to an office or factory, is to unleash an
immediate shower of objections. And there are many sensible rea-
sons for skepticism. "People don't want to work at home, even if
they could. Look at all the women struggling to get out of the home
and into a job!" "How can you get any work done with kids running
around?" "People won't be motivated unless there's a boss watching
them." "People need face-to-face contact with each other to develop
the trust and confidence necessary to work together." "The archi-
tecture of theaverage home isn't set up for it." "What do you mean
work at home-a small blast furnace in every basement?" "What

82 CREATIVE COMPUTING



The Best of
300/0 to 68 ole) Discounts!

During a recent move, we found
several skids of "The Best of Byte"
lurking in a corner. It won't be
reprinted, so this is your last chance
to get a copy of this valuable
book-and at a discount. The book
contains most of the material from
Byte Numbers 1 to 12. All of these
issues are out of print and this is the
only source of this vital material.

The normal price of this huge,
386-page book is $11.95 plus $1.00
shipping. Dealer discounts are
normally 40%. However, the close-
out prices give you big savings.

Quantity Postpaid Savings

Individual Copy $10.00
1 to 4 Cartons (26) $150.00/ctn
5 to 9 Cartons $140.00/ctn
10 plus Cartons $130.00/ctn
Full Skid stoo.oo/cm
(48cartons-1248 books)

30%
52%
55%
58%
68%

Free Shipping!
Creative will pay the shipping on

all prepaid dealer orders. That's like
getting an extra 3% discount! .

Order today! Send payment to
Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-
M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa,
MasterCard or American Express Is
acceptable; send card number and
expiration date.
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~ottage,conrd...
about zoning restrictions and landlords who object?" "The unions
will kill the idea." "How about the tax collector? The tax people
are getting tougher on deductions claimed for working at home."
And the ultimate stopper: "What, and stay home all day with my
wife (or husband)?"

Even old Karl Marx would have frowned. Working at home,
he believed, was a reactionary form of production because "the ag-
glomeration in one workshop" was "a necessary condition for the
division of labor in society." In short, there were, and are, many
reasons (and pseudoreasons) for regarding the whole idea as silly.

DOING HOMEWORK

Yet there were equally, if not more, compelling reasons three
hundred years ago to believe people would never move out of the
home and field to work in factories. After all, they had labored in
their own cottages and the nearby land for 10,000 years, not a mere
300. The entire structure of family life, the process of child-rearing
and personality formation, the whole system of property and power,
the culture, the daily struggle for existence were all bound to the
hearth and the soil by a thousand invisible chains. Yet these chains
were slashed in short order as soon as a new system of production
appeared.

Today that is happening again, and a whole group of social
and economic forces are converging to transfer the locus of work.

To begin with, the shift from Second Wave manufacturing to
the new, more advanced Third Wave manufacturing reduces, as we
just saw, the number of workers who actually have to manipulate

physical goods. This means that even in the manufacturing sector
an increasing amount of work is being done that-given the right
configuration of telecommunications and other equipment-could
be accomplished anywhere, including one's own living room. Nor is
. this just a science fiction fantasy.

When Western Electric shifted from producing electrome-
chanical switching equipment for the phone company to making
electronic switching gear, the work force at its advanced manufac-
turing facility in northern Illinois was transformed. Before the
changeover, production workers outnumbered white-collar and tech-
nical workers three to one. Today the ratio is one to one. This
means that fully half of the 2,000 workers now handle infor-
mation instead of things, and much of their work can be done at
home. Dom Cuomo, director of engineering at the Northern Illinois
facility put it flatly: "If you include engineers, ten to twenty-five
percent of what is done here could be done at home with existing
technology."

Cuomo's manager of engineering, Gerald Mitchell, went even
further. "All told," he stated, "600 to 700 of the 2,000 could now-
with existing technology-work at home. And in five years, we could
go far beyond that."

These informed "guesstimates" are remarkably similar to
those made by Dar Howard, manufacturing manager of the Hewlett-
Packard factory in Colorado Springs: "We have 1,000 in actual
manufacturing. Technologically, maybe 250 of them could work
at home. The logistics would be complicated, but the tooling
and capital equipment would not prevent it. In white collar re-
search and development, if you're willing to invest in [computer]

terminals, one half to three quarters could also work at home."
At Hewlett-Packard that would add up to an additional 350 to
520 workers.

All told, it means that fully 35 to 50 percent of the entire work
force in this advanced manufacturing center could even now do
most, if not all, their work at home, providing one chose to organize
production that way. Third Wave manufacturing, Marx notwith-
standing, does not require 100 percent of the work force to be con-
centrated in the workshop.

Nor are such estimates found in electronic industries alone or
in giant enterprises. According to Peter Tattle, vice-president of
Ortho Pharmaceutical (Canada) Ltd., the question is not "How
many can be permitted to work at home?" but rather, "How many
have to work in the office or factory?" Speaking of the 300 em-
ployed in his plant, Tattle says: "Fully 75 percent could work at
home if we provided the necessary communications technology."
Clearly, what applies to electronics and pharmaceuticals also applies
to other advanced industries.

If significant numbers of employees in the manufacturing sec-
tor could be shifted to the home even now, then it is safe to say that
a considerable slice of the white-collar sector-where there are no
materials to handle-could also make that transition.

Indeed, an unmeasured but appreciable amount of work is
already being done 'at home by such people as salesmen and sales-
women who work by phone or visit, and only occasionally touch
base at the office; by architects and designers; by a burgeoning pool
of specialized consultants in many industries; by large numbers of
human-service workers like therapists or psychologists; by music
teachers and language instructors; by art dealers, investment coun-
selors, insurance agents, lawyers, and academic researchers: and by
many other categories of white-collar, technical, and professional
people.

These are, moreover, among the most rapidly expanding work
classifications, and when we suddenly make available technologies
that can place a low-cost "work station" in any home, providing it
with a "smart" typewriter, perhaps, along with a facsimile machine
or computer console and teleconferencing equipment, the possibili-
ties for home work are radically extended.

Given such equipment, who might be the first to make the
transition from centralized work to the "electronic cottage"? While
it would be a mistake to underestimate the need for direct face-to-
face contact in business, and all the subliminal and nonverbal com-
munication that accompanies that contact, it is also true that certain
tasks do not require much outside contact at all-or need it only in-
termittently.

Thus "low-abstraction" office workers for the most part per-
form tasks-entering data, typing, retrieving, totaling columns of
figures, preparing invoices, and the like-that require few, if any,
direct face-to-face transactions. They could perhaps be most easily
shifted into the electronic cottage. Many of the "ultrahigh-abstrac-
tion" workers-researchers, for example, and economists, policy
formulators, organizational designers-require both high-density con-
tact with peers and colleagues and times to work alone. There are
times when even deal-makers need to back off and do their "home-
work."

Nathaniel Samuels, an advisory director of the Lehman Broth-
ers Kuhn Loeb investment banking house, agrees. Samuels, who
already works at home 50 to 75 days a year, 'contends that "future
technology will increase the amount of 'homework:" Indeed, many
companies are already relaxing their insistence that work be done
in the office. When Weyerhaeuser, the great timber-products com-
pany, needed a new brochure on employee conduct not long ago,
Vice-President R. L. Siegel and three of his staff members met at
his home for almost a week until they had hammered out a draft.
"We felt we needed to get out [of the office], to .avoid the distrac-
tions," says Siegel. "Working at home is consistent with our shift
toward flexible hours," he adds. "The important thing is getting
your job done. It's incidental to us where you do it."

According to the Wall Street Journal, Weyerhaeuser is not
alone. "Many other companies also are letting their employees work
at home," the newspaper reports, among them United Airlines, whose
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RCA's new VP-3301 is a professional quality, ASCII
encoded, interactive data terminal, suitable for a wide
variety of industrial, educational, business and individual
applications requiring interactive communication
between computer and user. Connects directly to your
computer or to a standard modem for over the phone
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eottage, cont'd ...
director of public relations allows his staff people to write at home
as much as 20 days a year. Even McDonald's, whose lower-rung em-
ployees are needed to staff the hamburger grills, encourages home
work among some top executives.

"Do you really need an office as such at all?" asks Booz Allen 8c
Hamilton's Harvey Poppel. In an unpublished forecast, Poppel sug-
gests that '''by the 1990s, two-way communications capability [will
have been) enhanced sufficiently to encourage a widespread practice
of working at home." His view is supported by many other research-
ers, like Robert F. Latham, a long-range planner at Bell Canada in
Montreal. According to Latham, "As information jobs proliferate
and communications facilities improve, the number of people who
may work at home or at local work centres wiII also increase."

Similarly, Hollis Vail, a management consultant for the United
States Department of the Interior, asserts that by the mid-1980's "to-
morrow's word-processing centers could easily be in one's own
home"; he has written a scenario describing how a secretary, "Jane
Adams," employed by the "Afgar Company" could work at home,
meeting her boss only periodically to "talk over problems, and, of
course, to attend office parties."

This same view is shared by the Institute for the Future, which,
as early as 1971, surveyed 150 experts in "leading edge" companies
dealing with the new information technologies, and spelled out five
different categories of work that could be transferred to the home.

Given the necessary tools, the IFF found, many of the present
duties of the secretary "could be done from home as well as in the
office. Such a system would increase the labor pool by allowing
married secretaries caring for small children at home to continue to
work .... There may be no overriding reason why a secretary could
not just as well, in many instances, take dictation at home and type
the text on a home terminal which produces a clean text at the
author's home or office."

In addition, IFF continued, "Many of the tasks perforj ed by
en~ineers, draftsmen, and other whit~,collar employees ~1(1~ -,1:\_be '"
done from home as readily as, or sometimes more readily ~;,!:l1', f,/'"
the office." One "seed of the future" exists already in Bq,t
example, where a company called F. International Ltd. (t
stands for Freelance) employs 400 part-time computer program-
mers, all but a handful of whom work in their own homes. The
company, which organizes teams of programmers for industry, has
expanded to Holland and Scandinavia and counts among its clients
such giants as British Steel, Shell, and Unilever. "Home computer
programming," writes the Guardian newspaper, is "the cottage in-
dustry of the 1980s."

In short, as the Third Wave sweeps across society, we find more
and more companies that can be described, in the words of one re-
searcher, as nothing but "people huddled around a computer." Put
the computer in people's homes, and they no longer need to huddle.
Third Wave white-collar work, like Third Wave manufacturing,
will not require 100 percent of the work force to be concentrated
in the workshop.

One should not underestimate the difficulties entailed in trans-
ferring work from its Second Wave locations in factory and office to
its Third Wave location in the home. Problems of motivation and
management, of corporate and social reorganization will make the
shift both prolonged and, perhaps, painful. Nor can all communica-
tion be handled vicariously. Some jobs-especially those involving
creative deal-making, where each decision is nonroutine-require
much face-to-face contact. Thus Michael Koerner, President of Can-
ada Overseas Investments, Ltd., says, "We all need to be within a
thousand feet of one another."

THE TELECOMMUTERS

Nevertheless, powerful forces are converging to promote the
electronic cottage. The most immediately apparent is the economic
trade-off between transportation and telecommunication. Most high-
technology 'nations are now experiencing a transportation crisis,

with mass transit systems strained to the breaking point, roads and
highways clogged, parking spaces rare, pollution a serious problem,
strikes and breakdowns almost routine, and costs skyrocketing.

The escalating costs of commuting are borne by the individual
workers. But they are, of course, indirectly passed on to the em-
ployer in the form of higher wage costs, and to the consumer in
higher prices. Jack Nilles and a team sponsored by the National
Science Foundation have worked out both the dollar and the energy
savings that would flow from any substantial shift of white-collar
jobs out of centralized downtown offices. Instead of assuming the
jobs would go into the homes of employees, the Nilles group used
what might be termed a halfway-house model, assuming only that
jobs would be dispersed into neighborhood work centers closer to
employee homes.

The implications of their findings are startling. Studying 2,048
insurance company employees in Los Angeles, the Nilles group
found that each person, on average, traveled 21.4 miles a day to
and from work (as against a national average of 18.8 miles for urban
workers in the United States). The higher up the managerial scale,
the longer the commute, with top executives averaging 33.2 miles.
All told, these workers drove 12.4 million miles each year to get to
work, using up nearly a half-century's worth of hours to do so.

At 1974 prices, this cost twenty-two cents per mile, or a total
of $2,730,000-an amount borne indirectly by the company and its
customers. Indeed, Nilles found that the company was paying its
downtown workers $520 a year more than the going rate in the dis-
persed locations-in effect, "a subsidy of transportation costs." It was
also providing parking spaces and other costly services made neces-
sary by the centralized location. If we now assume a secretary was
earning in the neighborhood of $10,000 a year, the elimination of
this commuting cost could have permitted the company to hire
nearly 300 additional employees or, alternatively, to add a sub-
stantial amount to profits.

The key question is: When will the cost of installing and.
operating telecommunications equipment fall below the present cost
of commuting? While gasoline and other transport costs (including
he _costsjl4 masttFftsli lt~rnatives to the auto) are soaring every-
c:re~n..p'rice 0 I. ~Ie ommunications is shrinking spectacularly."
-pm'~~~!~,t the ' os~,-~_

.~ O(lies~",\~~ !ie.~SUlt!}jmoving us toward the
t\l!t'jisp;}, d, ~!tl~~~ely, the electroni.c
"th t "x,e. n :.tl:tar'the.average Amen-

kut~r . ql,1fv;I~t>:e 4.6 kilowatts
back a . J;jj9);Wdf~ fC'~ - ._:',~ .~ngeles

) 37.4 milh _ t-s.:'.a.:-year,tl1.co!ll"
muting.) By . tT"'it tttk.~s far less ene m~e,.·:!;lformatio :~~,

A typial'\computer 'te'~inal uses,' '1~ -~£§.&-""",-,
when it is i'l--2 erarion :'~1-a phone line" ton >",Q~€':watt \>~
or less while\')t'·-[' __~ . aking ce ,'."Xl&: \sut . ~
much commurncanons eqUIpment would, b'e nee an' ong2'0-- ,"
it would operate, Nilles calculated that' :~erelative en con:""
sumption advantage of telecommuting o"(l.~t commuting (i.e., the
ratio of commuting energy consumption to telecommuting consump-
tion) is at least 29: I when the private automobile is used; II: I when
normally loaded mass transit is used; and 2: I for 100 per cent utilized
mass transit systems."

Carried to their conclusion, these calculations showed that in
1975, had even as little as 12 to 14 percent of urban commuting
been replaced by telecommuting, the United States would have
saved approximately 75 million barrels of gasoline-and would have
thereby completely eliminated the need to import any gasoline from
abroad. The implications of that one fact for the U.S. balance of
payments and for Middle East politics might also have been more
than trivial.

• Satellites slash the cost of long-distance transmission, bringing it so near the
zero mark per signal that engineers now speak 01 "distance-independent" corn-
munications. Computer power has multiplied exponentially and prices have
dropped so dramatically that engineers and investors alike are left gasping. With
fiber optics and other new breakthrough technologies in the wings, it is clear that
still further cost reductions lie ahead-per unit of memory, per processing step,
and per signal transmitted.
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By Leo Christopherson from Acorn,
Your 'droid has already learned N 1M, so now
itls time to teach it how to wield a laser sword!
Leo Christopherson, author of "Android
N 1M, II "Dancing Demon" and other animations,
has developed a new type of animation and
high-quality sound in his latest work.

Your 'droid starts out as a lowly .clown. You
teach it .how to use a laser sword by control-
ling its movements. After training it to be a
"Gr arid Master, II you enter the tournament
against the program's skilled 'droid! Enter-
tainment for all ages.

Protected Tape $14. 95
Protected Disk $20.95

from Med Systems
A new breed of adventuring! Venture
through a graphically represented 3-D maze,
with halls that could dead end -- or recede to
infinity. Step through the doors or drop into
the pits. Will you encounter monsters and
mayhem, or will you be treated to useful ob-
jects and information? Will you ever get out
alive?

You may never find your way out of
Deathmaze 5000, but you'll keep trying!
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By P. Brasher s R. Vance from Sensational
Software
How would you run a political campaign for
the highest office in the land? Would you be
elected? Find out with this campaign strategy
simulation developed by political scientists.
Choose (and perhaps change) your positions
on major issues as you conduct your cam-
paign, all the while keeping an eye on the
weekly polls.
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minutes of one-on-one basketball. Compete
against a friend or your computer.
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fects.
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an aircraft carrier. Incredibly realistic;: simu-
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of modern military jet aircraft as you sit back
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changing instrument panel display. Challeng-
ing and informative.
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(ACCEL II). ACCEL lets you compile the inte-
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efficient Z-80 machine code. ACCEL II com-
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run-time -- up to 3000% faster in some cases
-- and improved program security!
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eottage, conrd ...
As gasoline prices and energy costs in general rise in the de-

cades immediately ahead, both the dollar cost and energy cost of
operating "smart" typewriters, telecopiers, audio and video links,
and home-size computer consoles will plummet, still further in-
creasing the relative advantage of moving at least some production
out of the large central workshops that dominated the Second Wave
era.

All these mounting pressures toward telecommuting will in-
tensify as intermittent gas shortages, odd-even days, long lines at the
fuel pump, and perhaps rationing disrupt and delay normal com-
muting, further jacking up its cost in both social and economic
terms.

To this we can add even more pressures tending in the same
direction. Corporate and government employers will discover that
shifting work into the home-or into local or neighborhood work
centers as a halfway measure-can sharply reduce the huge amounts
now spent for teal estate. The smaller the central offices and manu-
facturing facil ities become, the smaller the real estate bill, and the
smaller the costs of heating, cooling, lighting, policing, and main-
taining them. As land, commercial and industrial real estate, and
the associated tax load all soar, the hope of reducing and/or ex-
ternalizing these costs will favor the farming-out of work.

small-city and rural life, we are witnessing a basic shift in attitude
toward the family unit. The nuclear family, the standard, socially
approved family form throughout the Second Wave period is clearly
in crisis. We shall explore the family of the future in the next chap-
ter. For now, we need only note that in the United States and
Europe=wherever the transition out of the nuclear family is most
advanced-there is a swelling demand for action to glue the family
unit together again. And it is worth observing that one of the things
that has bound families tightly together through history has been
shared work.

Even today one suspects that divorce rates are lower among
couples who work together. The electronic cottage raises once more
on a mass scale the possibility of husbands and wives, and perhaps
even children, working together as a unit. And when campaigners
for family life discover the possibilities inherent in the transfer of
work to the home we may well see a rising demand for political
measures to speed up the process-tax incentives, for example, and
new conceptions of workers' rights.

During the early days of the Second Wave era, the workers'
movement fought for a "Ten Hour Day," ~ demand that would
have been almost incomprehensible during the First Wave period.
Soon we may see the rise of movements demanding that all work that
can be done at home be done at home. Many workers will insist on
that option as a right. And, to the degree that this relocation of work

The transfer of work and the reduction of commuting will also
reduce pollution and therefore the tab for cleaning it up. The more
successful en~ij-onmentalists become at compelling companies to pay
for their own pollution, the more incentive there will be to shift to
low-polluting activities, and therefore from large-scale, centralized
workplaces to smaller work centers or, better yet, into the home.

Beyond this, as environmentalists and conservation-minded
citizens groups battle against the destructive effects of the auto, and
oppose road and highway construction, or succeed in banning cars
from certain districts, they unwittingly support the transfer of work.
The net effect of their efforts is to force up the already high cost and
personal iriconvenience of transport as against the low cost and con-
venience of communication.

When environmentalists discover the ecological disparities be-
tween these two alternatives, and as the shift of work to the home
begins to look like a real option, they will throw their weight behind
this important decentralist move and help coax us irito the civiliza-
tion of the Third Wave.

Social factors, too, support the move to the electronic cottage.
The shorter the workday becomes, the longer the commuting time
in relationship to it. The employee who hates to spend an hour get-
ting to and from the job in order to spend eight hours working may
very well refuse to invest the same commuting time if the hours spent
on the job are cut. The higher the ratio of commuting time to work-
ing time, the more irrational, frustrating, and absurd the process of
shuttling back and forth. As resistance to commuting rises, employers
will indirectly have to increase the premium paid to workers in the
big, centralized work locations, as against those willing to take less
pay for less travel time, inconvenience, and cost. Once again there
will be greater incentive to transfer work.

Finally, deep value changes are moving in the same direction.
Quite apart from the growth of privatism and the new allure of

is seen as strengthening family life, their demand will receive strong
support from people of many different political, religious, arid cul-
tural persuasions.

The fight for the electronic cottage is part of the larger super-
struggle between the Second Wave past and the Third Wave future,
and it is likely to bring together not merely technologists and cor-
porations eager to exploit the new tech~ical possibilities but a wide
range of other forces-environmentalists, labor reformers of a new
style, and a broad coalition of otganizations, from conservative
churches to radical feminists and mainstream political groups-in
support of what may well be seen as a new, more satisfactory future
for the family. The electronic cottage may thus emerge as a key
rallying point of the Third Wave forces of tomorrow.

THE HOME-CENTERED SOCIETY

If the electronic cottage were to spread, a chain of conse-
quences of great importance would flow through society. Many of
these consequences would please the most ardent environmentalist
or techno-rebel, while at the same time opening new options for
business entrepreneurship.

Community Impact: Work at home involving any sizeable
fraction of the population could mean greater community stability
-a goal that now seems beyond our reach in many high-change re-
gions. If employees can perform sortie or all of their work tasks at
home, they do not have to move every time they change jobs, as
many are compelled to do today. They can simply plug into a dif-
ferent computer.
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~ottage,cont'd...
This implies less forced mobility, less stress on the individual,

fewer transient human relationships, and greater participation in
community life. Today when a family moves into a community,
suspecting that it will be moving out again in a year or two, its
members are markedly reluctant to join neighborhood organizations,
to make.deep friendships, to engage in local politics, and to commit
themselves to community life generally. The electronic cottage could
help restore a sense of community belonging, and touch off a renais-
sance among voluntary organizations like churches, women's groups,
lodges, clubs, athletic and youth organizations. The electronic cot-
tage could mean more of what sociologists, with 'their love of Ger-
man jargon, call gemeinschaft.

Environmental Impact: The transfer of work, or any part of
it, into the home could not only reduce energy requirements, as
suggested above, but could also lead to energy decentralization. In-
stead of requiring highly concentrated amounts of energy in a few
high-rise offices or sprawling factory complexes, and therefore re-
quiring highly centralized energy generation, the electronic cottage
system would spread out energy demand and thus make it easier to
use solar, wind, and other alternative energy technologies. Small-
scale energy generation units in' each home could substitute for at
le~st some of the centralized energy now required. This implies a
decline in pollution as well, for' two reasons: first, the switch to re-
newable energy sources on a small-scale basis eliminates the need
for high-polluting fuels, and second, it means smaller releases of
highly concentrated pollutants that overload the environment at a
few critical locations.

Economic Impact: Some businesses would shrink in such a
system, and others proliferate or grow. Clearly, the electronics and
computer and communications industries would flourish. By con-
trast, the oil companies, the auto industry, and commercial real
estate developers would be hurt. A whole new group of small-scale
computer stores and information services would spring up; the
postal service, by contrast, would shrink. Papermakers would do
less well; most service industries and white-collar industries would
benefit.

At a deeper level, if individuals came to own their own elec-
tronic terminals and equipment, purchased perhaps on credit, they
would become, in effect, independent entrepreneurs rather than
classical employees-meaning, as it were, increased ownership of the
"means of production" by the worker. We might also see groups of
home-workers organize themselves into small companies to contract
for their services or, for that matter, unite in 'cooperatives that
jointly own the machines. All sorts of new relationships and orga-
nizational forms become possible.

Psychological Impact: The picture of a work world that is in-
creasingly dependent upon abstract symbols conjures up an over-
cerebral work environment that is alien to us and, at one level,
more impersonal than at present. But at a different level, work at
home suggests a deepening of face-to-face and emotional relation-
ships in both the home and the neighborhood. Rather than a world
of purely vicarious human relationships, with an electric screen
interposed between the individual and the rest of humanity, as
imagined in many science fiction stories, one can postulate a world
divided into two sets of human relationships-one real, the other
vicarious-with different rules and roles in each.

No doubt we will experiment with many variations and half-
way measures. Many people will work at home part-time and outside
the home as well. Dispersed work centers will no doubt proliferate.
Some people will work at' home for months or years, then switch
to an outside job, and then perhaps switch back again, Patterns of
leadership and management will have to change. Small firms would
undoubtedly spring up to contract for white-collar tasks from larger
firms and take on specialized responsibilities for organizing, training,
and managing teams of homeworkers. To maintain adequate liaison
among them, perhaps such small companies will organize parties,
social occasions, and other joint holidays, so that the members of
a team get to know one another face-to-face, not merely through the
console or keyboard.

Certainly not everyone can or will (or will want to) work at
home. Certainly we face a conflict over pay scales and opportunity
cost. What happens to the society when an increased amount of hu-
man interaction on the job is vicarious while face-to-face, emotion-
to-emotion interaction intensifies in the home? What about cities?
What happens to the unemployment figures? What, in fact, do we
mean by the terms "employment" and "unemployment" in such a
system? It would be naive to dismiss such questions and problems.

But if there are unanswered questions and possibly painful
difficulties, there are also new possibilities, The leap to a new
system of production is likely to render irrelevant many of the most
intractable problems of the passing era. The misery of feudal toil,
for example, could not be alleviated within the system of feudal
agriculture, It was not eliminated by peasant revolts, by altruistic
nobles, or by religious utopians. Toil remained miserable until it
was altered entirely by the arrival of the factory system, with its own
strikingly different drawbacks.

In turn, the characteristic problems of industrial society-from
unemployment to grinding monotony on the job, to overspecializa-
tion, to the callous treatment of the individual, to low wages-may,
despite the best intentions and promises of job enlargers, trade
unions, benign employers, or revolutionary workers' parties, be
wholly unresolvable within the framework of the Second Wave pro-
ductionsystern. If such problems have remained for 300 years, under
both capitalist and socialist arrangements, there is cause to think
they may be inherent in the mode of production,

The leap to a new production system in both manufacturing
and the white-collar sector, and the possible breakthrough to the
electronic cottage, promise to change all the existing terms of debate,
making obsolete most of the issues over which men and women
today argue, struggle, and sometimes die.

We cannot today know if, in fact, the electronic cottage will
become the norm of the future. Nevertheless, it is worth recognizing
that if as few as 10 to 20 percent of the work force as presently de-
fined were to make this historic transfer over the next 20 to 30
years, our entire economy, our cities, our ecology, our family struc-
ture, our values, and even our politics would be altered almost be-
yond our recognition.

It is a possibility-a plausibility, perhaps-to be pondered.

It is now possible to see in relationship to one another a num-
ber of Third Wave changes usually examined in isolation, We see a
transformation of our energy system and our energy base into a new
techno-sphere. This is occurring at the same time that we are de-
massifying the mass media and building an intelligent environment,
thus revolutionizing the info-sphere as well. In turn, these two giant
currents flow together to change the deep structure of our produc-
tion system, altering the nature of work in factory and office and,
ultimately, carrying us toward the transfer of work back into the
home.

By themselves, such massive historical shifts would easily justify
the clair that we are on .the edge of a n.ew civilization. But we ~re
simultapeously restructunng our SOCIallife as well, from our family
ties an~ friendships to our schools and corporations. We are about
to create, alongside the Third Wave techno-sphere and info-sphere,
a Thir1 Wave socio-sphere as well. D
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"Bytes - shmytes!" I said, "Com-
puters may be the in thing, but what will
having one in my home do for me?" That
was my response when my husband and
son suggested that we just had to have a
personal computer. We bought one despite
my objections. But now, our Apple, Mac,
(it seemed logical to name him Mac since
we live in Macintosh country) has become
a trusted and much appreciated member of
our family. To me a computer was only
useful for fouling up the information in my
charge account or making mistakes in my
bank account, but now I've found that as a
mother and homemaker, there are many
uses that are valuable to me.

This realization did not come easily. I
had a mental block about computers as
does, I believe, the average non-data
processing adult. My eight-year-old son
eagerly read all the manuals and soon
learned to program, but I was always "too
busy."

My husband demonstrated Mac at a
charity computer fair. I sat in the
background and watched the many people
"playing" delightedly with the keyboard,
watching the brightly-colored images on
the large TV screen, and listening to the
distinctly tuneful computer music. I
wondered what I might be missing. Is this
box in my house really something I can
use?

After months of ignoring Mac, I got
some quick tips from my husband on
loading the disks and listing the programs.
He was so ecstatic that I was at last
beginning to share his enthusiasm. Then I
began to learn at my own speed. The
mental wall was beginning to fall. I'd sit
down during the day and practice when no
one was watching.

At the National Computer Confer-
ence in New York City came the final
turning point. I saw the vast and exciting
possibilities that lie ahead in the computer
Judy Neyhart. R.D. 5. Box 66D. Kingston. NY 12401.

field - control of home appliances, color
printing, even robots. We bought a printer
there, making it possible to display on
paper the words and graphics on the
screen. With the expanded uses of the
printer, my conversion to happy computer
owner was complete.

To all the wives and mothers
sympathizing with my computer apathy, I
hope you'll give a home computer a
chance. I'll list the advantages I now see
and the uses I now make of my Apple.

1. My checkbook balancing was
always a challenge. When the monthly
statement came, I'd dread the battle of the
numbers. Now with Mac's help - it's easy.

At the National Computer
Conference I saw the vast
and exciting possibilities
that lie ahead in the
computer field.
Each Monday as I pay bills, I enter the
checks and he does the balancing. As an
added bonus, he also sorts according to
category (household, entertainment,
insurance, etc.). When the statement
comes, I just enter the checks that have
been cleared through the bank and he does
the rest. The numbers are a snap because,
as you know, "Computers don't make
misteaks (sic)."

2. My children are in the elementary
grades and with the Back-to-Basics
movement, arithmetic (the old type) is
again in vogue. Mac is an excellent
unbiased drill sergeant. He can display
addition, subtraction, or multiplication
problems, do the problem-solving timing,
and even grade the results. Along with that
he gives praise when earned - "Very
Good," "You're Getting Better," or "Try
Again." One session a day, and they're
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both tops in their class.
3. Spelling is also done the same way.

When they bring home the list of "Words
to study at home," Mommy enters the
words in the Spelling Program. Then Mac
does the teaching and I'm free to do the
wash.

4. As a PTA member, I use Mac and
the printer to make Room Mother lists of
the students in the class and their phone
numbers. I can see that when the news of
Mac's capability gets out, I will be a
valuable member in other nonprofit
groups for keeping member lists.

5. Every week during the fall, we have
a family football pool. I enter my choices
of college and pro games for the week and
make a printout for each of us. We read the
predictions and past scores and circle our
choices. After the games of the weekend
are over, I print out the results of games
won, lost, and percentages. We all enjoy
this as a family activity and Mac makes it
easy.

6. With a supplemental speaker Mac
makes a very acceptable organ/ music box.
The children have learned much about
reading music in the conversion of sheet
music to computer music (notes, duration,
voice). There's a great deal of satisfaction
in typing in the proper collection of
numbers and letters and getting a very
recognizable tune as the result.

7. My address card file box is now
obsolete. Mac can not only keep all my
friends' names and addresses, but also
alphabetize them and print out mailing
labels. My Christmas cards are very
original and the graphics potential in
designs for them is limited only by my
imagination. I can make designs by
plotting points on the screen or using the
etch-a-sketch program. There are also
elaborate programmed designs available.

8. The homemaker can sometimes get
lost in the humdrum of washing, ironing
and cooking. There's not much in our day-
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to-day life that can be stimulating to our
mental processes. Mac acts as the stimula-
tion for my brain power through logic
games such as Othello, Mastermind, and
chess. Through Mac I know my home-
maker / mother brain will never decay from
lack of use.

9. The word processor programs are
very useful in arranging and copying
informative family letters. The busy days
of tending to a growing family's needs do
not leave much free time to keep the non-
local family members (aunts, grand-
mothers) informed on our activities and
happenings. Mac gives me the capability to
write one newsy letter and copy it for all
family members from Timbuktu to Outer
Mongolia. I write short notes on the
bottom of each for that personalized
touch. The price of a letter really does beat
the charges of Ma Bell.

10. My latest project is a family tree
program to trace our family's roots. Mac
can store and organize the ancestor name
and vital information - dates and
locations of birth, marriage, and death -
and keep the generations in order.

My Apple and I are great friends. I
realize that I am very fortunate to be able
to "get in on the ground floor" of the
personal computer explosion. I don't
know what lies ahead in the computer
field, but whatever it is, I'm going to be
right in step with the progress along the
way. D

We don't play hard to get.
~ (We50rm~~ ~ (}Q0G:1J[! Ijg~00Gn I

Fast, reliable delivery
on microcomputer
software programs.

If you have an Apple, TRS-80
or PET computer, Minnesota Software
has hundreds of programs, in stock
and available right now.
Choose from games, educational, home and small business programs. All software

is immediately available and features a money back guarantee.
To place your order, or to get a copy of our new catalog, call John West at

(612) 426-0916.

MINNESOTA SOITWARE, INC.
5422 Fisher St. White Bear Lake, MN 55110
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computers. TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Radio Shack, A Tandy Corp.
PET is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines.
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In Part I, we considered some nice ex-
amples of highly responsive systems. The
reality of their implementation details is
comparatively unimportant. What is im-
portant is the design of the conceptual
structure and feel of a system; we call this
its "virtuality" as distinct from the (unim-
portant) reality.

In this concluding section we consider
some more design examples, and en-
deavor to find the right principles on
which to base' the design of interactive
systems in general.

A COMPLETE SYSTEM

In one design, the Funny-Face
Softree ™system, I have endeavored to
show that one simple, oyerarching con-
trol structure can be used for a complete
personal computer system - including
word processor, scheduling system,
graphics package, bookkeeping package,
typesetting and layout programs, etc. (I
do not wish to imply, of course, that this
is the only way to organize such an inte-
grated system; merely that this one inter-
ests rne.)

There are four basic controls. These
are the only controls. They may be
understood quickly in a brief demonstra-
tion, but in fact the further ramifications
of their interaction may become clear
gradually.

The controls we call up, down, around
and flip.

UP

I would marry these to the Radio Shack
keyboard as follows:

UP

E~d
AROUND ~

DOWN

Up and down are the easiest. The user

©1980 T. Nelson. Trademarks cited are those
of the author.



SOFTWARE FOR THE ATARI~:~800
AND' THE ATARI 400

TARI TREK'·
By Fabio Ehrengruber

Get ready for an exciting trek through space. Your
mission is to rid the galaxy of Klingon warships, and to
accomplish this you must use strategy to guide the star-
ship Enterprise around stars, through space storms, and
amidst enemy fire. Sound and color enliven this action-
packed version of the traditional trek game. Nine levels of
play allow the player to make the mission as easy or as
challenging as he wishes. At the highest level you are also
playing against time. Damage to your ship can be
repaired in space at a cost of time and resources if you
can't make it back to base. TARI TREKgives you a lot of
trek at a low price. This program is written entirely in
BASICand requires at least 24K of user memory. For the
Atari 800 only.

Cassette - $11.95 Diskette - $14.95

FASTGAMMON'·
By Bob Christiansen

Play backgammon against a talented computer oppo-
nent. This is the latest and best version of the most popu-
backgammon- playing program for personal computers·
FASTGAMMON.Roll your own dice or let the computer roll
them for you. Adjust the display speed to be fast or slow.
If you wish 'you can playa game using the same dice rolls
as the previous game- a great aid in improving your skills
at backgammon. Beginners find it easy to learn backgarn-
mon by playing against the computer, and even very
good players find it a challenge to beat FASTGAMMON.
The 12·page instruction booklet includes the rules' of the
game. Written in machine language. Requires only 8K of
RAM and runs on both the Atari 400 and the Atari 800.

On cassette only - $19.95

TANK TRAP
By Don Ursem

A rampaging tank tries to run you down. You are a combat
engineer, building concrete barriers in an effort to con-
tain the tank. Use either the keyboard or an Alari joystick
to move your man and build walls. If you trap the tank you
will be awarded a rank based on the amount of time and
concrete you used up. But they'll be playing taps for you
if you get run over. There are four levels of play. Higher
levels of play introduce slow curing concrete, citizens to
protect, and the ability of the tank to shoot through any
wall unless you stay close by. Music, color, and sound et
fects add to the excitement. Written in BASICwith rna-
chine language subroutines. Requires at least 16K of user
memory Runs on the Atari 800 and on an Atari 400 with
16K RAM.

Cassette - $11.95 Diskette - $14.95

QS FORTH'· By James Albanese. Step into the world of the remarkable FORTHprogramming language.Writing programs in FORTHis much easier than writing them in as-
sembly language, yet FORTHprograms run almost as fast as machine code and many times faster than BASICprograms. QSFORTHis based on fig·FORTH,the popular model
from the FORTHInterest Group that has become a standard for microcomputers. QSFORTHis a disk- basedsystem that can be used with up to four disk drives. There are five
modules included:

I. The FORTHKERNEL (The standard fig·FORTH model customized to run on the Atari computer).
2. An EXTENSIONto the basic vocabulary that contains some handy additional words. .
3. An EDITORthat allows editing source programs (screens) using Atari type editing.
4. An 10CBmodule that makes I/O operations easy to set up.
5. An ASSEMBLERthat allows defining FORTHwords as a series of 6502 assembly language instructions.

Modules 2·5 may not have to be loaded with the user's application program, allowing for some efficiencies in program overhead. Full error statements (not just numerical
codes) are printed out, including most disk error statements. QS FORTH requires at least 24K of RAM and at least one disk drive. For the Atari 800 only.

On diskette only - $79.95

*********
ASSEMBLER by Gary Shannon. Write your own 6502 machine language programs with this inexpensive in·RAM editor/assembler. Use the editor to create and edit your
assembler source code. Then use the assembler to translate the source code into machine language instructions and store the code in memory. Simple commands allow you
to save and load the source code to and from cassette tape. You can also saveany part of memory on tape and load it back into RAMat the same or at a different location. The
assembler handles all 6502 mnemonics plus 12 pseudo-ups that include video and printer control. Commenting is allowed and error checking is performed. A very useful
feature allows you to view and modify hexadecimal code anywhere in memory. Instructions on how to interface machine language subroutines to your BASICprograms are
included. ASSEMBLERrequires 16K of user memory and runs on both the Atari 800 and the Atari 400.

On cassette only - $24.95

*********
6502 DISASSEMBLER by Bob Pierce. This neat 8K BASICprogram allows you to disassemble machine code, translating it and listing it in assembly language format on
the video and on the printer if you have one. 6502 DISASSEMBLERcan be used to disassemble the operating system ROM,the BASICcartridge, and machine language pro-
grams located anywhere in RAM except where the DISASSEMBLE'Ritself resides. (Most Atari cartridges are protected and cannot bedisassembled using this disassembler.)
Also works as an ASCII interpreter, translating machine code into ASCII characters. 6502 DISASSEMBLERrequires only 8K of user memory and runs on both the Atari 800
and the Atari 400.

Cassette - $11.95 Diskette - $14.95

r.?I~~~:~Ui~~~~~~
~ (213)344-6599
*Atari is a registered trademark of Atari Personal Computers, a division of Warner Communica-
tions. Inc. . .

CIRCLE 231 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WHERE TO GET IT: Call us at 1213) 344·6599 for the name of the Quality Software dealer nearest
you. If necessary you may order directly from us. Mastercard and Visa, cardholders may place or-
ders by telephone. Or mail your check or bankcard number to Quality Software. 6660 Reseda
Blvd .. SUite 105. Reseda, CA 91335. California residents add 6% sales tax. SHIPPING CHARGES:
Within North America orders must include $1.50 for first class shipping and handling. Outside
North America the charge for airmail shipping and handling is $5.00. Pay in U.S. currency.
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SOFTWARE FOR THE SORCERER*

FASTGAMMON HEAD·ON COLLISION CRIBBAGE

UTILITY PROGRAMS
**************************************************************************************************

*************************************************
FORTH. Now Sorcerer owners can enjoy the convenience and speed of the fascinating
FORTHprogramming language. Based on fig·FORTH and adapted for the Sorcerer by
James Albanese, this version uses simulated disk memory in RAMand does not require
a disk drive. Added to standard fig-FORTH are an on-screen editor, a serial RS-232
driver, and tape save and load capability. Eight-bit input/output has been added
allowing use of the Sorcerer's graphics keys Documentation includes examples.
Requires 32K or more of RAM. $49.95
new! BEDIT by Ernest Bergmann. A BASICeditor. This short and easy to use program is
a machine language routine that loads in low memory and allows you to edit your BASIC
programs by modifying text on the video screen. No more retyping a long line just to
change one character. A few cursor movements make the necessary modifications.
Even renumbering lines is easy to do. This program is a real timesaver. Runs on any size
Sorcerer. $11.95
new! GRAPHICS ANIMATION by Lee Anders. This package provides the BASIC pro-
grammer with a powerful set of commands for graphics and animation. The program is
written in machine language but is loaded together with your BASIC program and
graphics definitions with a CLOADcommand. Any image from a character to a large
graphic shape may be plotted, moved, or erased with simple BASIC commands.
Encounters of plotted character sets with background characters are detected and
background images are preserved. Contains a medium resolution plotting routine. A
keyboard routine detects key presses without carriage returns. Includes a separate
program for constructing images. Runs on any size Sorcerer. $29.95
QS SMART TERMINAL by Bob Pierce. Convert your Sorcerer to a smart terminal. Used
with a modem, this program provides the capability for you to communicate efficiently
and save connect time with larger computers and other microcomputers. The program
formats incoming data from time-sharing systems such as The Source for the Sorcerer
video. Incoming data can be stored (downtoaded) into a file in RAM. Files, including
programs, may be saved to or loaded from cassette, listed on the video, transmitted out
through your modem, or edited with an on-board text editor. Interfaces with BASICand
the Word Processor Pac. $49.95
DPX'· (Development Pac Extension) by Don Ursem. Serious l80 program developers
will find this utility program to be invaluable. Move the line pointer upward. Locate a
word or symbol. Change a character string wherever it occurs. Simple commands allow
you to jump directly from EDIT to MONITORor DDT80 modes and automatically set up
the 1/0 you want for listings. Built-in serial driver. Stop and restart listings. Abort
assembly with the ESCkey. Save backup files on tape at 1200 baud. Load and merge
files from tape by file name. Versions for 8K, 16K, 32K, and 48K Sorcerer all on one
cassette. Requires the Sorcerer's Development Pac. $29.95
PLOT by Vic Tolomei. Now Apple owners will be envious of how easy you can get good
graphics on your SORCERER.PLOT includes both a super high resolution mode and a
quick low resolution mode. Both are accessible from your BASICprograms using simple
commands. Hi-res & lo-res examples included on tape. $14.95

SHAPE MAKER'· by Don Ursem An on-screen character maker.

DEBUG by Bob Pierce. Debug machine language programs.

$14.95

$14.95

SIMULATIONS AND GAMES
************************************************

new! CRIBBAGE by Bob Stafford. The computer challenges you to a game of cribbage.
An excellent use of graphics displays the cribbage board and all the playing cards. The
computer pegs the score, computes all the counts, and plays the good game, adhering
strictly to the rules of standard cribbage. Beginners will find it easy to learn the game by
playing against the computer, and experienced players will enjoy trying to outsmart the
computer with crib layaways and careful play. Requires at least 16K of memory.

$17.95
STARBASE HYPERION'· by Don Ursem. At last, a true strategic space game for the
Sorcerer! Defend a front-tine Star Fortress against invasion forces of an alien empire.
You create, deploy, and command entire ship squadrons as well as ground defenses in
this complex tactical simulation of war in the far future. Written in BASICand l-80 code.
Full graphics and realtime combat status display. Includes full instructions and
STARCOMbattle manual. Requires at least 16K of RAM. $17.95
HEAD-ON COLLISION'· by Lee Anders. You are driving clockwise and a computer-
controlled car is driving counter clockwise. The computer's car is trying to hit you head
on, but you can avoid a collision by changing lanes and adjusting your speed. At the
same time you try to drive over dots and diamonds to score points. Three levels of play,
machine language programming, and excellent graphics make this game challenging
and exciting for all. At least 16K of RAM is required. $14.95
LUNAR MISSION by Lee Anders. Land your spacecraft softly on the moon by control·
ling your craft's three propulsion engines. Avoid lunar craters and use your limited fuel
sparingly. You can see both a profile view of the spacecraft coming down and a plan
view of the landing area. Land successfully and you getto view an animated walk on the
moon. Nine levels of play provide a stiff challenge to the most skillful astronaut.
Requires at least 16K of RAM. $14.95
new! HANGMANIMASTERMIND by Charles Finch. Two traditional games are brought
to life by Sorcerer graphics. HANGMAN has three different vocabulary levels for you to
choose from. In MASTERMIND, the computer selects a four-character code and you
have to uncover it. These two games provide an enjoyable way for young people to
develop their vocabulary and their logical reasoning ability. Written in BASIC,for any
size Sorcerer. $11.95
FASTGAMMON'· by Bob Christiansen. Backgammon players love this machine
language program that provides a fast, skillful opponent. Option to replay a game with
the same dice rolls. Eight-page instruction manual includes rules of backgammon.

$19.95
MARTIAN INVADERS'· by James Albanese. How long can you hold out against a
persistent invasion force from Mars? lap all the members of the landing party and
another group comes after you. The longer you hold out, the higher your score. The
Sorcerer's programmable graphics make this game look great, plus we've added special
keyboard routines to really zip it up. Written in machine language. $14.95
NIKE 11'. by Charles Finch and Bob Broffel. You may never get your computer back
from your kids once they start playing Nike II. The object is to destroy enemy bombers
by firing Nike missiles at them. If you miss the bombers, they bomb your factories and
return for a second pass. Nine levels of play make this game a challenge for everyone.
Written in machine language. $11.95

Z80 DISASSEMBLER by Vic Tolomei.
Decode machine language programs.

$14.95

WHERETOGET IT: Ask your nearest Sorcerer dealer to seeQuality Software's Sorcerer
programs. Or. if you prefer. you may order directly from us. MasterCharge and Visa
cardholders may telephone their orders and we will deduct $1 from orders over $19 to
compensate for phone charges. Or mail your order to the address above. California
residents add 6% sales tax. Shipping Charges: Within North America orders must
include $150 for first class shipping and handling. Outside North America the charge
for airmail shipping and handling is $5.00 - payable in U.S. currency.

SOFTWARE INTERNALS MANUAL FOR
THE SORCERERby Vic Tolomei. A must
for anyone writing software for the
SORCERER. Seven chapters: Intro to
Machine Language, Devices & Ports, The
Monitor, Cassette Interface, BASIC
structure, Video & Graphics, The
Keyboard. Indexed. Includes diagrams
and software routines. 64 pages.

$14.95

TANK TRAP by Don Ursem. An action
game that combines skill, strategy, and
luck. A rampaging tank tries to run you
down. You are a combat engineer, build-
ing concrete barriers in an effort to
contain the tank. Four levels of play make
this animated game fun for everyone.
Written in BASIC with machine language
subroutines. $11.95
MAGIC MAZE" by Vic Tolomei. A chal-
lenging maze game. Ten levels of play.
Holding your lantern, you wander
through a maze trying to stay on the right
path and avoid pitfalls. Automatic scor-
ing tells you how good a pathfinder you
are. $11.95"The name "SORCERER" has been trademarked by Exidy. Inc.
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Virtuality ~cont'd...
is at all times on a tree of functions. Each
node is a particular activity or way-
station on the tree. Up of course takes
you to the node above you on the tree.
And on this tree, down is always specified
at any given moment as one of the
specific alternatives below.

We may call this a latching tree. From
your current node you may go down or
up. If you go up, you get to the top; if you
go down, you follow the path of already
latched, or chosen, selections.
How do you change the selection of

the node which is down? You do this by
pressing around, which selects in turn
each of the different alternatives below.
(I calf such a circular succession of
choices a ringstep.i Thus to go between
any two places on the tree only a few
particular steps are required: something
like up, up, around, down, down.

0 AROUND
,. "lot

0 0 0 oJ
!'1JP "- DOWN

10 0 0 01 o I
~ UP ;' DOWN

10101001 01

How do you see where you are and
make the choices? Now comes the really
unusual part. Each menu is a jack-o-
lantern face.

You go up and down a tree of menus.
Each face has one of its features (left or
right eye, nose or mouth) flashing
slightly. This is the current selection
below.

Now a frequent complaint about
menus is that you have to take time to
read them. In this system that is only true

at first; because every menu has a
different facial expression. So that as you
become familiar with the different
menus, their scowls and grins tell you
where you are at once, and you can make
your choices faster and faster.

At the very bottom level of the tree are
particular activities; down there com-
mands the events themselves.

There are also working faces, however,
corresponding to every menu, on which
materials may be viewed, scrolled, etc.
This working face is the "other side" of
the menu. You get to the workface, or
back to.its menu, by flip.

MENU +-- FLlP--7 WORKFACE

l::WN DO:NI
MENU ~ FLIP ~ WORKFACE

That's essentially all there is to it. What
you have seen is what the beginner sees. I
have left out showing how the different
parts combine, so that, for example, the
graphics tablet used with the scheduler
produces animation, or the scheduler
used with the word processor permits a
magazine layout.

I would point out certain other
features, however. One is that there are
very few steps between paired activities,
and the user going repeatedly back and
forth between them gets into a rhythm.
Faster methods would be in reality less
simple.
Another aspect is the system's unifor-

mity of replicative structure. You can go
anywhere with confidence that the struc-
ture will hold. (It does become quite ir-
regular, however, at the bottom or execu-
tion level.)
Some people tell me they'd rather have

an input-string command language.
That's a mater of taste. Other critics say
this system lacks generality, which misses
the point. It is simple, easy to learn, and
integrated. You cannot get lost. And the
funny faces are good for a laugh.

THE XANADU ™ HYPERTEXT EN-
VIRONMENT

The Xanadu ™ hypertext system,
toward which I and colleagues have
worked for some twenty years now, is
intended as a super document library and
annotation system, among other things.
We may also think of it as a new form of
storage and publication.

The Xanadu system is planned as a
network of storage computers in
McDonald's-like franchised stands
around the country. By dialing into your
local Xanadu stand, you may get any-
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thing on the whole network-to which
your local stand is tied by high-speed
lines. You must access the system from a
fairly powerful terminal-that is, a com-
puter, for reasons which will become
clear later.

While most of the Xanadu work has
gone into problems of its implementa-
tion-especially algorithmic design and
analysis-the system's emerging virtuali-
ty has acquired an extremely interesting
character, which I will now describe.

Everything stored in the Xanadu sys-
tem we call a document. A piece of text,
a picture, a movie (someday), a lonesome
marginal note-each of these is a docu-
ment.
Any document you want comes when

you ask for it, if you are entitled to it.
A document is private or public-that is,
published. Any user may call up any
public document instantly, as well as his
own private documents or any other pri-
vate documents he has permission to use.

LINKS AND WINDOWS

Links may be put anywhere in any
document. Links, like footnotes or mar-
ginal comments, permit a user to jump to
related material at any time-and come
back from that other material when he
likes.

Free-form, non-sequential writing of
any kind-what we call collectively
"hypertext" -is made possible by these
links. But the virtuality of general hyper-
text would take a book in itself.
An important type of link is the win-

dow. A window may be thought of as a
"hole" in one document through which
shows a part of another document.

CHANGES AND VERSIONS

Not only may an author store a docu-
ment in its present form; he may, if he
chooses, write or rework the document
on the system, with the changes them-
selves stored. The Xanadu system does
this at a uniquely low incremental cost,
since our data structure and algorithms
essentially assemble parts of a given ver-
sion as they are needed-without ever
bothering to assemble the full consecu-
tive structure, unless it is asked for.
Thus the user has access, if the mater-

ials are saved and open to him, to a re-
construction of any previous version of a
document at any previous moment he
cares to specify.

Not merely consecutive historical
. changes, but alternative versions, may be
generated at any time. Thus a document
may be "rewritten" for different types of
readers, and these different versions stor-
ed at low overhead.
The user may ask to see any given

piece of text (or other information) in any
version or at any previous time.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



PRICE BREAKTHROUGH

V.rsaWrif.r
High-Resolution
Color Graphics for

I

Apple II or Apple II Plus

We have used the VersaWriter to draw a
picture of itself. Text may be added in any size
or direction.

The VersaWriter graphics tablet
lets you create multicolor graphics
and drawings with your Apple com-
puter. It compares in quality to
graphic bit pads and digitizers cost-
ing three times more money.

VersaWriter is a digitizer and soft-
ware package which presents a new
approach to hi-res graphics. It con-
sists of a mylar plotting board with a
clear plastic overlay. Attached to
this board is the drawing arm, which
has a magnifying lens with a cros-
shairs at its end. You simply place
any graph, picture or drawing (up to
8V2" x 11") under the plastic overlay
and "trace" it with the drawing arm.
As you trace the drawing appears on
the video screen.

The superior software of the
VeraWriter enables you to do much
more than just trace. Immediate
commands include: color choice,
brush size (the width of the drawing
line), fill figure with color, draw a
straight line between two points, use
a different scale for drawing (.25 to
4), edit, erase, smothing factor
(rounds off the rough edges as you
draw), store picture on disk, and
more.

One exceptional feature of the
VersaWriter is the Shape Table
function. You can take any picture,

or portion of a picture, and store it as
a shape table. Then the table can be
recalled from memory and placed on
any part of the screen. You can
change the size of the image, rotate
it, add to it, etc. By incorporating a
series of images into a single shape
table, commonly used symbols can
be easily inserted into a variety of
different programs. Versawrtter soft-
ware includes an Electronic Drawing
program which is a shape table of
common schematic symbols-this
program will give you a good idea of
what the shape table can do, as well
as let you easily produce electronic
or logic diagrams. .

Other programs included in the
software are: the Textwriter, with
which text can be added to graphics
(UPPER & lower case, choice of
color, text size, direction of text,
starting point of text). Area/Dis-
tance-this program allows you to
calculate distances (or perimeters) by
establishing a measuring unit (of
your choice) and tracing the shape or
map route with the drawing arm.
Areas of figures are calculated in the
same way-this includes irregular and
open figures. A very simple calibra-
tion program is also on this software
disk.

A second software disk contains

VersaWriter demonstration. pro-
grams. For more advanced use of
high-res graphics, there is a skeleton
program which contains the guts of
the VersaWriter. The VersaWriter is a
sturdy peripheral device which plugs
into the game paddles I/O port-the
VersaWriter does not use up a card
slot in the Apple computer. Also, the
VersaWriter is not subject to the
grounding problems and strong mag-
netic field problems of other, more
expensive, hi-res graphic devices.

VersaWriter requires an Apple 1/ with
Applesoft in ROM (or an Apple 1/
PIus), Disk, and a least 32K of
memory.

VersaWriter comes complete with
81/2" X 11" drawing surface, plastic
overlay and two disks of software.
Price $252.00 postpaid in continental
USA. VersaWriter has a gO-day
warranty on parts and labor.

Credit card customers include card
number and expiration date of your
Visa, Mastercard or American Ex-
press card. No C.O.D.'s. Bankcard
customers may order toll-free to:

800-631-8112
(In NJ call 201-540-0445)
Dealer Inquiries Invited.

PeriRh.rQ1S PluS
119 Maple Ave., Morristown, NJ 07960DECEMBER 1980 CIRCLE 239 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Virtuality} contd ...

A link made to a certain part of one
version of a document may be automati-
cally followe9 through to the same mater-
ial in any other version of that document
or in its previous incarnations or in other
public documents that windows it.

We believe that this "versioning"
facility, of linkage across backtrack and
alternative versions, solves a central
problem of text systems - that of cross-
referencing any parts still being worked
on; a problem which is chopped at and
nibbled at everywhere but is often dealt
with in ineffeftual ways.

FREE LINKING BY ANYBODY

You may 9reate a document that links
to any other documents, if they are
public (he who publishes must agree to
this in advance).

You may Icreate, in your document,
windows to anybody else's public docu-
ments. (Since they get the royalty' when
their part shows, they should be pleased.)
This is how we handle marginal notes,

If you create a marginal note, it is auto-
matically put in a new companion docu-

ment, your document, which is perman-
ently linked to the document you have
annotated.

(This "companion document" idea also
frees you to alter and rewrite any public
document any way you like-since the
alteration is in a private file of your own
that points to the intact original.)

COPYRIGHT

"What of the copyright problem?" you
ask. Our solution is simple: as you use the
system, you are continuously paying
small increments of royalties to copyright
owners. These are modest amounts, the
same for all users: for instance, if we
can supply the service for two dollars an
hour at 30 characters per second, the
fixed royalty runoff will probably be
about five cents an hour. This is divided
among the copyright holders in propor-
tion to how much you used from
each-sliced very finely.

What keeps people from making
copies? Nothing, since terminals' are
under the control of individual users; but
since everything is still stored on the
system and available instantly, the cost
and inconvenience of making and filing
private copies will be often seen as super-
fluous.

OVERVIEW:THE XANADU SYSTEM
AS A VIRTUALITY

The above description specifies a
general and powerful facility for busi-
ness, literature, correspondence and digi-
tal storage of all kinds.
As such it represents a cohesive and

unified virtuality which has been thought
about and reworked for years. Its appear-
ance of simplicity and obviousness is the
distinctive quality of a carefully wrought
design: There are hundreds of other ways
to do these things, as experienced com-
puter people well know; yet making
the parts hold together clearly, comple·
ment each other, and make sense, takes a
very great deal of work.

XANADU FRONT ENDS

Of the functions described above, only
a few are actually handled by the Xanadu
service network: put this away and give
me that in such-and-such a version are
really all that the Xanadu back-end
machines do. .

The rest has to be done, actually, in
your personal computer. Marginal notes,
for instance, require making a compan-
ion document out of your marginal notes,
for instance, and declaring it and putting
it away in the network. Most users will
also want to keep track of how they rave
been jumping among various documents
and activities. These necessary functions
belong in your own computer.
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Thus the "full" Xanadu system, as we
recommend it be used, entails a cooper-
ating program in your personal machine
that acts in these ways.
Thus full Xanadu service has two

parts. The "back end" is the proposed
Xanadu network; esentially all it does is
store and fetch by versions and links.
But a high-powered terminal is needed

by the user, to show the documents sent
by the back end, to present the possible
actions the user may take, and to trans-
late these choices into the proper fetch-
and-store instructions for the back end.
This is of course the "front end." There

are many possible ways to visualize and
control the Xanadu functions-even
before graphics or music are stored on
the system-and we welcome imagina-
tive front-end programs of any design,
even if marketed independently. The
Xanadu project will, however, offer
guidelines for front-end design.

If you choose to use the back-end net-
work in some other way, that is your
privilege as a customer; but in order to
encourage what we see as desirable
modes of operation, we will be offering
various trademarks to software vendors
who wish to create cooperating front-end
programs.
Given the overall virtuality of the

Xanadu system, there are countless possi-
ble ways to summon, visualize and con-
trol its operations on screen. All of these
are valid and welcome. To give some
ideas of the possible varieties, I will
discuss two very different Xanadu front
ends. .

(Since these are highlights of the two
front ends, no attempt will be made to
show all the functions, reconcile their
different emphases, or intercompare them.)

THE XANATREK ™FRONT END

The standard Apple computer, laud-
able as may be its general qualities and
capabilities, has a few conspicuous limi-
tations. One is its text screen, only forty
characters wide.

However, an Apple strength is
fast-action low-res graphics. Two pages
of hardware memory are dedicated to
either text or low-res graphics. We will
proceed to use this fact.
The Xanatrek front end has been de-

signed for fast and exciting use of the
Xanadu facilities, as well as for invigorat-
ing use of its low-res graphics.
The system was, quite frankly, inspired

by Star Wars, and shows how far you can
go in playful and analogous use of
graphics.
One of the things a Xanadu user must

be able to do instantaneously is ask exact-
ly what he is looking at-that is, having
jumped to something or wandered by
degrees from his original activity, he

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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The MAG.( WAND is

We've been saying it for a few months
now, and the reviewers seem to agree.

, , Until I saw, the Magic Wand, if I were allowed to own one and
only one editor, Word Star* would have been it. ... My personal
preference is for Pencil or Magic Wand for text creation. , ,

Jerry Pournelle
On Computing, Summer 1980

, , The basic functions of the Magic Wand editor are as easy to learn
as those of Electric Pencil *. . Magic Wand dominates in the area
of print formatting. , , Larry Press

On Computing, Summer 1980

, , Of all the word processors I have used (and that includes a dozen
or more), the Magic Wand is the most versatile. The Wand has
almost all of the features of other processors, plus many new ones of
its own. It measures up to even the word-processing software running
on the largest mainframe computers.' 'Rod Hallen

Microcomputing, June 1980

, , The Magic Wand is one of the most flexible word processing
packages available, and should be considered by any potential word
processing purchaser. , , Glenn A. Hart

Creative Computing, August 1980

Available for both the CP/M® and OASIS operating systems

$\\\~\\OU.S\\\e.SS ~\l\l\\Ca~\\O\\S.\\\Ca.
3220 Louisiana. Suite 205 • Houston, Texas 77006 • 713-528-5158

Electric Pencil is a trademark of Michael Shrayer Software, Inc.
WordStar is a trademark of Micro Pro InternationaL Inc.
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Corp.
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Virtuality -> contd ...
needs an instant and valid explanation of
what he is looking at.

Very well. While reading anything
from the Apple screen (from page one of
memory) the user may instantly demand
a map of what he is seeing. This is con-
tinually available and up-to-date in low-
res color, on page two. But aha, you say,
how can you read it, since the color display
disables the character generator? The
answer is that the various patches of
identifying text are indeed visible on this
map as patches of seemingly random
color, but since the Apple allows one text
window on a low-res screen, successive
bop pings of a particular control will step
the various text labels into a readable
panel.

The most amusing visualization in the
Xanatrek front end has to do with seeing
the major features of a document such as
chapter breaks and seeing links as well
from a companion or other document.

This brings out the "Star Wars" styling.
What the user sees looks like a huge pass-
ing spaceship or perhaps a packing crate,
in the vault of night.

One of its visible sides shows the major
parts of the text itself, as streaks of color.
'The other visible side shows the entrance
points provided in your companion docu-
merit. (You may select any of these
places for your next trip.)

Other ships that pass in the night are
documents linked to this one. Want to
see the links? Hit a button, and animated
squares fire from one ship to the other,
with that p'tew p'tew sound we Star Wars
fans have grown to know and love as the
sound of a laser weapon in a vacuum.

THE CORNERCOPIA™FRONT END

This Xanadu front end has been
thought out for implementation on an
actor language on a small Sorcerer com-
puter.

There are many approaches to the de-
sign of screen panels. One approach,
generally associated with Xerox
PARC, strews panels diagonally on the
screen. The approach that follows is
intended to be a little easier.

Five to ten screen panels are accesible
at a given time. They come out of corners
of the screen.
each panel keeps one free corner an-

chored in a particular corner of the
screen. Its opposite corner remains
always visible but may be moved by the

user to any position which does not obs-
cure ariy other panel's free corner. As
with PARC panels, any "behind" panel
may be instantly brought to the front
without moving its borders.

Each panel is labelled with a one-line
title (at the top of the lower panels or the
. bottom of the upper ones).

The text may show and scroll in any
panel; naturally dependent or "parallel"
text (a standard Xanadu statement) may
scroll in any other visible panel with links
to the independent text shown by scroll-
ing symbols on the panel borders.
Perhaps this environment seems not to

show enough. Very well: some panels
themselves represent other such environ-
ments; when brought to the fore they
swell up to become other multipanelled
views.

OOF

The "office of the future" will consist
basically of cabinets for incoming corre-
spondence, printers for outgoing corre-
spondence, and in between, screens,
screens, screens.

In this highly competitive area, harried
programming managers everywhere are
under pressure to work out what happens
on the screens. But what do they, or any-
body, know about it? It's not a technical
problem! It's merely delegated like one.

The problem has nothing to do with
technicalities; all of these are squared
away. The problem is in the design of
virtuality. But I know of few designers at
present competent and imaginative
enough to make those screens come alive
and make working at them a joy. Which
is the real problem.

WORLD AND VIEWS

An interactive virtuality is essentially a
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world created by a programmer or de-
signer. This world has a certain structure
which may be easy to understand or hard.
This World is visible through different
views allowed by the designer.
The World is what you're really think-

ing about; the view is the temporary way
you're looking at it.
The distinction between World and

View is crucial. The World is what the
user is supposed to be acting on and
thinking about; the View is all he really
gets. (Controls are in a way part of the
view.) if Views are good, the World
comes to seem real, natural, at hand,
under control. Poor Views (or worse, a
hard-to envision world) create confusion
and poor usability.
The system should have easy-to visual-

ize states and conditions, and, pre-
ferably, some kind of spatial orientation
that readily becomes a map in the user's
mind.

The designer should begin by thinking
about visualizing the World, not the
Views, and let the Views come later.

(Yet designers are always getting
seduced by particular views and treating
them as the world itself.)
The principles of the World are the

central, integral, virtuality; how you see
it is secondary. It is important to acknow-
ledge the cruciality of World design, and
consequently the importance of the prin-
ciples you develop for it.

The designer creates a simplification
or stylization of the original world. There
must always be some reduction or styliz-
ation; the important thing is that these
reductions or stylizations not detract
from the principal things you need to
understand and control.

In transposing an old activity, the ques-
tion is what to retain in the world and
what to dismiss as part of the view. (For
instance, Text Pages-divisions of
text-are part of the View, not the
World.)
Anything can be shown, any buttons or

sticks or whatever, with any preenta-
tional machinery. People are always
asking for bigger screens-but actually to
ask for a bigger screen is usually a
copout. Ask for higher performance.
Faster flips and flaps and scrolls and
panel pop-ins. Fast action and seething
cues. Leave several things on the screen
at once, to remind you of what you've
been doing, what you might be doing,
what else there is to do, and any other
current options.

The operations in the user enviroment
should feel more and more like opera-
tions on the world. As stated above, con-
trols are in a sense part of a view. Any-
thing can be controlled by almost any-
thing, buttons or sticks or keyboards.

An interactive system should have very
few controls and these few should have
far-reaching and powerful uses.
Marry the available controls and the
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BANZAI

STELLAR OUTPOST
From the Black Hole come the ZYLOG
RAIDERS whose mission is to destroy
you. Battle it out with increasing skill
until you beat the invaders lif you can
As your skill improves so does that
of the raiders $14.95

THE BARTENDER
Mix a Maidens Prayer, Suicide, Vodka
Martini, and much more by simply
as k in q your computer how to do it.
If you want it all. . $14.95

BAN
Name ----;--------1
Address ---1- 1
City State __ LII~ __ -I
o SteliarOutpostl4l<]Dcass.D 4K disk

o Bartender 116KIO c ass. 0 32K disk

o Drug Index 116KIO cass.032Kdisk

DISK IS $17.95 SHIPPING $1.00
LABLE FOR TRS-80 ONLY
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$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $
$ STOCK MARKET SUCCESS $
$ NOWthe home computer owner can have the same analytical techniques used by the TOP$$
$ PROFESSIONALMONEYMANAGERS. CYBER-TECHnow offers a Stock Valuation Prog-
~ ram based on Modern Portfolio Theory which provides logical computerized criteria for ~
$ identifying undervalued stocks. $
$ The eYBER-TECH STOCK VALUATION PROGRAM: $
$ $ Is based on a model developed by Wells FargoBank. an acknowledged leader in pension fund management $
$ $ Takes the average investor out of the ageof MYSTERY,MAGICandVOODOOand into the ageof SCIENCE. $
$ $ Comes with a 22-page printed INSTRUCTIONMANUALwhich explains the operation of the program. provides $
$ background theory and analyzestwo separate stocks. $
$ $ Input data required for program operation can be obtained from investment periodicals such as Value Line $
$ Investment Survey. $
$ $ Output consists of expected DIVIDENDS. EARNINGS.GROWTHRATES. PAYOUTRATIOS. the INTERNAL $
$ RATE OF RETURN over a MULTI-YEAR PERIOD and a COMPUTERIZEDRISK ADJUSTED STOCK- $
$ ATIRACTIVENESS RATING. $
$ $ Since the purchase of this program is an investment expense. the FULLPRICEof your CYBER-TECHSTOCK $
$ VALUATION PROGRAMIS TAX DEDUCTIBLE $
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$ For more information send one dollar (refundable with order) $
$ VISA ORM.C. ORDERSARESHIPPEDTHENEXTDAY CHECK ITEMS $
$ NAME TRS-80 level II (32K) D $
$ ADDRESS APPLEII/APPLESOFT(32K) 0 $
$ CITY CASSETIE $49.95 D $
$ STATE ZIP DISKETIE $49.95 D $
~ (eA residents add $3.00 sales tax) ~
$ SIGNATURE VISAD M.C. D CHECKD $
$ CARDNO. EXPDATE $
$ MAILTO: BoBer-creeR P.O. BOX924 CHATSWORTH,CA. 91311 $
~$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ ~
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WHO IS EDU-WARE?
WE ARE C.A.I. PROFESSIONALS FOR THE APPLE II.
IF YOU ARE AN EDUCATIONAL IN

Edu-Ware's primary business is the
be employed with the microcomputer. We
specifications:
• A managementteam trained
• Programsthat pre-test, "np"'T\/,"p~

mastery learning.
• Instructional algorithms

indicative of desired
• Screendisplays which

I
pies of perception.

• Programdocumentationtdevelooen
• Programsc:nA,',t'f',,1I

remediation.
IF YOU ARE A

Edu-Ware recogn demanding task-
teaching-easier and because:
• Theemploymentof maximizesattain-

ment of teaching
• Edu-Wareprogramstr"'n,,,fIoI,,m

toy.
• Interaction with Edu- of learning.

If you or your school employ an in quality C.A.I., please write us
for product information ... or contact erwin n at 213-346-6783.

EDU-WARE SERVICES, INC.
22035 Burbank Blvd., Suile223, Woodland Hills, CA 91367

ged instructional software systems to
may make similar claims to match these
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Virtuality ~cont'd ...
desired functions. Menus should be used,
rather than input languages or the ficti-
tious "natural language dialogue;" or
better, yet, control diagrams.
Actions should be easily reversible and

their consequences immediately recogni-
zable so the user can back out of a mis-
take without being punished. (Compare
this with the word-processor horror stor-
ies you hear all the time.)

Most important, the overall principles
you choose for a system should be sweep-
ing and have few or no exceptions. In
order to clarify these issues we must con-
sider the issues of both soft principle and
soft clarity.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF SOFT PRINCI-
PLE

The following discussion has to do with
the design of principles, which is in fact
the essential issue.

incomplete. I would like to put it another
way and call a principle whose impli-
cations are inexact, a soft principle.

This throws things in another light.
Rather than suppose the soft principle is
just "not finished yet," let us consider it
instead another logical 'category-some-
how analogous to the conventional hard
principle, but not subject to deduction.

If you can't deduce, how can it be
logical? The answer may be that we've
been looking at the wrong features of
logic and have missed the analogy. There
are in a sense soft equivalents to impli-
cation, contradiction, and. other logical
configurations. (See table.) I hope to dev-
elop these ideas more broadly at a later
time.

What good is this analysis? At the very
least it is suggestive. If a principle is by
nature soft then we can understand it on
its own terms rather than insisting that it
hasn't properly hardened "yet."

Or take soft design ideas. A given idea
could be worked out into hard form in
numerous different ways. Some you may

SOME FAMILIAR IDEAS' SOFTENED AND RECONSIDERED

IMPLICA TIONS,
RAMIFICA TION

Hard Soft (or mixed)

Hard Implication,
Consequences

Possibility, Tendency,
Expectation,
Connotation

PARADOX Contradiction Irony, Oxymoron

Obstruction, Inter-
ference, Conter-
vailing Principle,
Something in the Way;
Amendment, Modification

COMPLICA TION Things to be
Clarified, Resolved
Worked Out

We frequently consider something and
ask ourselves: What are the implications
of this? And one of the nice things about
science and technology is that the impli-
cations tend to be clear and exact.

In many cases, though, implications
tend to be less certain. Implications don't

~~~tcf~:~:~~tfr:::::sm~~~~J:~~;~~
annoyed. The main tradition qf Western
thought has been to try to find the exact
implications of every idea. (Ideas which
don't seem to have exact implications, as
well as people who prefer unclear situa-
tions, cluster in the humanities or "fuzzy
studies.") .

But some things are by thFir nature
unclear in implication. These include
both cluster-concepts ("Depocracy,"
"Womanhood") and design ideas ("Let's
see, maybe it could fold back I\ontoitself
somehow").
By tradition we often tend to talk of

such ideas as improperly formulated or

like better than others, and a variety may
be valid.

Now take several soft design ideas, all
at once. How do their ramifications fit
together? The answer is indeterminate,
since the ramifications of each could take
many forms. But if you are aware of this,
then you can search carefully for the
combinations of possible workings-out,
their variety and their interactions.
The "inspired" design of something

final and precise comes, I believe, from
sifting many such co-implications of
possible hardenings of the ideas.
And the important guideline is: don't

rush it. Don't take shortcuts. Don't
assume that decisively pinning down one
aspect of a design will speed things up;
it's like nailing your left shoe to the floor.

If we think of design as the search of
many possibilites, "soft design" is that
which is sensitive to unexpected simplifi-
cations, conveyances and harmonies.

In short, don 't be too sure of what
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you're looking for, and be ready to appre-
ciate the ramifications of surprises.

Principles in Practice

Eventually; the soft design principles
we have tried out lovingly must be
hardened into specific hard forms of
computer operation. What should the
"'''inciples be like? Again tradition may
ilitate against recognizing the best
.sign decisions.
The general principles of a system,

once chosen, should be consistent, but
"consistent" according to looser criteria
than the designer may be used to. In
particular, a design principle may be psy-
chologically clear for people to work
with, easily visualized or imagined, yet
not reducible to any customary formal-
ism.

Indeed, "consistency" here takes on a
strong psychological flavor: a thing is
consistent if users think it is consistent
and use it consistently-even if we don't
like it, like the double negative in
Spanish. (We may call this naive consis-
tency or soft clarity.)*

Thus the final chosen principles need
not be "logical" in the rigid sense of
conforming to somebody's predefined
notion of how things should behave. But
working out in soft form, we study their
fittings-together in great detail.

The designer should eliminate any
background notion that the user must be
like him. All too many designers reward
the userf or being like himself, the designer,
or punish the user for being different or
thinking differently. The objective is to be
of service, not to clone yourself.

TECHNICAL TRADITIONS VS. SOFT
DESIGNS

The design of virtuality is essentially
the design of operating principle. The
design of principle, in turn, has to do with
the generation and modification and
inter-sculpturing of soft principles.

The biggest design problem though, is
that the designer tends to freeze too
quickly on a particular set of rules and
arrangements. Technically-oriented people
tend to seize one or two principles and
hang onto them through thick and thin,
not perceiving when it is time to rework
their ideas.
I have learned through bitter exper-

ience, indeed, that only a small propor-
tion of technical people are even capable
of listening to this viewpoint. The soft
design of virtuality seems to be totally
alien to technical training.

• Mark Miller, who worked on the original
JOT system I considers it a consistent
virtuality, even though it "corresponds to no
known paradigm of program structure."

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Here's your opportunity to order Gambiet '80 for only $39.95 ea.

Check enclosed for $

Please send my copy of Gambiet '80 to:

---- Phone _

'Kentucky residents call collect 502/491-9827 8:15 to 5:15 EST

Mail orders to:
Microtrend
1900 Plantside Dr.
Louisville, KY
40299
or
Call Toll-Free
1-800-626-6268
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Virtuality.) cont'd ...
Those who design interactive systems

tend to be technically trained, and
technical training generally promotes the
background assumption that what. you
are working on is given and well-defined.

Training in the arts and creative fields,
on the other hand, promotes the ideas
that a design (or piece of writing or a
movie) is fluid, may take many forms,
and will be reworked over and over until
it reaches a final state that may be wholly
unlike its earlier stages. I believe this
latter outlook is far more appropriate for
the design of interactive systems.

CONCLUSION

Interactive system design is a field in
itself, utterly unlike what is taught in any
computer science department I know of.
If I have not proved this point, lhope the
designs and ideas presented here will at
least provoke some unease.

(This is no claim that these designs are
righter than any others; but rather that
these designs are a unified package that
feels right and is therefore of interest.
They represent local peaks in design
space, in the sense that small changes
would, I think, detract from their unity
and clarity.)

These designs represent hundreds of
hours of work, but the difficulties of the
decisions and the rough edges don't show.
(That'S part of good design and art).

The art of designing things in general is
very little understood. People think that
something is well-designed if it is sleek,
stylistically unified, and if its controls
look as much alike as possible. (An
example is the "designer" audio equip-
ment from Bang and Olufsen, show at the
Museum of Modem Art and copied
everywhere, where every control resem-
bles every other control.)

This approach is wrongheaded beyond
belief. (I think stereo equipment is poorly
designed, and B&O the worst of them.)
You do not want controls that look alike.
You want controls that look and feel
different. If you have a big round knob
for the volume control, you should have a
square knob, or a slider, for the tuning.
There should not be a row of similar
buttons for different functions, but a row
of different buttons-or better, not in
rows, but some other arrangement contras-
tively arrayed. Do you need glasses to
read what it says above the knobs? Lousy.
Can you tell at a glance one control from
another? Good. CAN YOU WORK IT
IN THE DARK? Terrific.
As a rough guide, good design is inver-

sely proportional to the probability of a
user making a mistake. And this criteria
carries over to interactive computer sys-
tems.
To make a system easy to use is extre-

mely difficult and time consuming, in the
same way that it takes more work to write
a short article than a long one.
You should not "design the system"

first, and then put on a "friendly front
end", (although this is what must be done
in many cases), any more than you should
first shoot a movie and decide what it is
to be about (although this occasionally
works).

An interactive system should become
second nature, and become second
nature quickly. This is essential for many
reasons. One is that we will have to move
among many different interactive
systems in the future, and there will be no
time to savor and adapt tothelocal compli-
cations of each. They will have to spring
clearly and straighforwardly at the mind
and hand.

Moreover, interactive systems will be
used intensely for hours, often by tired,
high-strung, frantic' people, who are try-
ing to get a job done in a hurry, and who
are thinking only of the world they are
trying to operate in-not the intervening
complications. It is up to us as designers
to create fast, safe, elegant systems of
view and operation without snags,
dangers or complications.

The system designer, or movie
director-let's call him you -must have a
full understanding of what things are easy
to do, what things are not, and what is
hopelessly impossible. You then make a
collection of all the ideas and visualiza-
tions (and scraps and parts) you would
like to put together in your system. Then
your rework them and rework them, and
rework them.

THINK OUT THE WORLD

-Its many views and aspects; its real
nature (unlike what has been thought of
as its nature);

IMAGINE ALL THE CONTROLS AND
PRESENTATIONS YOU'D LIKE TO
HAVE,
REDUCE THE CONTROLS
AND PRESENTATIONS
TO AN ADEQUATE,
POWERFUL,
EASY-TO-UNDERSTAND SET:

MARRY THEM TO THE AVAILABLE
SCREENS, KEYBOARDS AND POINT-
INGTOOLS.

ABOVE ALL, DESIGN THE FULL-
EST SYSTEM FIRST-THEN CUT IT
DOWN, IF YOU HAVE TO. YOU MAY
FIND YOU DON'T HAVE TO.

That this is nowhere taught is much
worse than regrettable. Because unfort-
unately the salaried programmer has, in
effect, a license to inflict on innocent
users anything he likes under the pre-
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tense of technical necessity or on the
basis of some off-the cuff (or cufflink
consultant's) assessment of "user needs."

I regard the decisions involved in de-
signs like those as intricate and inter-
dependent as moves in chess. This kind
of design needs a respect and even rever-
ence for the far-flung ramifications of
tiny decisions, and the staggering com-
plexity of making things simple.

I hope I have given a sense of this
style of design.

I hope, too, that the reader will see it as
an art form-somewhere between
movies, diagramatics, the design of
machinery, the design of games, and the
building of philosophical systems.

When done well, it is done with
simplicity, consistency, conceptual
clarity and vividness. This is not
"technical" work in any usual sense. I
consider it a form of design and a form of
art.
I believe that interactive design is,

more than anything else, what the com-
puter field is really about. I find it
monstrous and appalling that these
general principles are so little under-
stood; that despite all the pompous "com-
puter science curricula," nobody teaches
these anywhere; and that innocent custo-
mers who want an easy-to-use
system-really, is it too much to
ask?-are too often led by consultants
and tekkies down a primrose path to end-
less horrors of complication and un-
necessary claptrap.

How you feel about all this depends on
what you think computers are all about
and where the world should be going.

If you want to show off to your family
and friends-or financial backers-as a
macho master of complicated technicali-
ties, then you don't want things to be
easily comprehensible. (In that case you
should be reading certain other personal
computer magazines.
But if you believe that somewhere

beyond all the technicalities lies some
kind of hope for a better future and a
smarter mankind, rich in ideas and know-
ledge and dreams-as well as
gadgets-then the question is how to
front-end the gadgets so that they bring
us knowledge, and ideas, and dreams,
without the technicalities being in the
way. D

CREATIVE COMPUTING



CRAE2.0
A fast co-resident Applesoft editor for Applesoft programmers. Now perform
global CHANGES & FINDS to anything in your program (no restrictions on the
global CHANGE & FIND). . ..

QUOTE (copy a range of lines from one part of your program to another.

A powerful RENUMBER that is 5 times faster than other renumbers. A single line
MODI FY insert/delete mode. AUTO line numbering. Formatted memory DUMP
to aid in debugging. APPEND ability.

A total of 15 commands in all
Crae need be loaded only once and changes your program in memory. 48K RAM,
APPLE II or PLUS, APPLESOFT ROM, and disk.

******************************************************************

MeAT 2.0
MCAT 2.0 IS A FAST BINARY UTILITY WHICH CREATES A SORTED MASTER
CATALOG WHICH IS SAVED ON DISK AS A BINARY FILE (FAST). THE
MASTER CATALOG CAN BE EASILY UPDATED A WHOLE DISKETTE AT A
TIME (ADD, DELETE, REPLACE). LIST/PRINT HAVE GLOBAL SEARCH CAP-
ABILITY AND ONE OR TWO COLUMNS. PROVISIONS FOR DUPLICATE
VOLUME NUMBERS. APPROXIMATELY 1200 FILE NAMES, 48K OR 32K,
13 OR 16 SECTORS DOS SUPPORTED.

CRAE on disk with 20 page manual MCAT on disk with 10 page manual

$24.95 $19.95

CRAE and MCAT on one disk
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$39.95 with manuals

******************************************************************

The TARTURIAN/WIZARD II
THE TARTURIAN requires 48K RAM, APPLESOFT ROM, and disk. As you ex-
plore the 160 rooms (each done in HI-RES) gathering weapons and treasure that
will prepare you for the final battle against the TARTU RIAN, you will encounter
deadly KROLLS, battle the MINOTAUR, try and get by COUNT SNOOTT-
WEEKER, decipher the YUMMY YAKKY'S secret, make friends with the TUlIE-
SWEEP, avoid GHOULS, explore the PILLAR tombs, discover secret passagesand
more. 5 interlocking programs.

TARTUR IAN on disk $24.95

SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR SEND CHECKS TO

HIGHLANDS COMPUTER SERVICES
14422 S. E. 132nd

Renton, WaShington 98055
(206) 228-6691

Washington residents add 5.3% sales tax. Applesoft and Apple
are registered trademarks of Apple Computers, Inc.



Clive Sinclair is the man behind the
first mass pocket calculator, the first
scientific calculator kit and, now, a mass-
market computer. I talked to Clive while
in London at the PCW show.

Ahl: How did you get started in the elec-
tronics business?
Sinclair: I started in 1962 when I first came
to Sinclair Radionics. We were in the kit
business with hi fi systems and pocket
calculators, (we made the first pocket
calculator which is on display in the
Museum of Modern Art in New York).
From there we went into digital watches
and TV sets and for a while we were linked
with a government body in the U. K. At this
point I left, as this arrangement did not
work out too well. I took the same people
with me and reformed the company as
Sinclair Research Ltd. and launched the
personal computer.
Ahl: Does Sinclair Radionics and its
prod ucts still exist?
Sinclair: Only as a legal entity, but it
doesn't trade.
Ahl: So effectively today your main pro-
duct is ZX80?
Sinclair: That's right, but it's not our main
research program. Our biggest research;
development program is on flat screen
television.
Ahl: Have you shown that at all? Or proved
its capability?
Sinclair: Yes we have. We are at the stage
where we have demonstrated' it and will be
doing so again later this year. We have
pilot production and hope to shortly be at
the next stage.
Ahl: What type of technology is used?
Sinclair: It is a flat screen Cathode Ray
Tube.

See a review of the Sinclair
ZX-80 on page 28.

Interview with
Clive Sinclair

Ahl: Does it have electron guns?
Sinclair: It has a conventional electron
gun, but instead of the beam following a
straight path, it bends to a right angle and
it splits the screen.
Ahl: Is it monochrome or could it be color?
Sinclair: It is monochrome today, but
eventually it will be color. We will pursue
that.

Ahl: That sounds very interesting. Sharp
had shown one about two years ago which
provoked much interest in the electronics
community but nothing ever came of it.
Today it doesn't look like they are any
closer to a commercial product than two
years ago.

The philosophy of the
company is very clear-to
lead in technology.

Sinclair: What Sharp showed was an early
development model of vertical projection,
which, novel as it was, was a long way
from a commercial product. But that is not
the case with ours. Ours gives a picture
which is not simply as good as a con-
ventional Cathode Ray Tube, but it is
better, and all the snags have been ironed
out.

Ahl: Do you anticipate that the price of
this will be competitive with the existing
technology?
Sinclair: Absolutely. There is no way we
would introduce something which cost
more than existing technology. Not only
does this have more feature advantages,
it has price advantages over conventional
technology. But in order to achieve this
and because conventional tubes are made
in such vast numbers, the only way it can
be competitive is to have very large scale
production. That is why it will take quite
some time before the tube emerges.

David Ahl

Ahl: About the ZX80; how long has that
been in development?
Sinclair: It started in March 1979 and it
was put on the market in February 1980.
Ahl: How many people were involved? It
seems to be quite a breakthrough on
many fronts. Did you have simultaneous
projects going on to bring it to fruition? Or
was it mainly you, or a small team of
people?

Sinclair: There were very few people in-
volved really. I had the original idea and
some of the system ideas. Then there were
about two or three engineers who were in-
volved in the detail and design; one
engineer in particular did the final design
and one wrote the software.
Ahl: Some people look at it and conclude
that it is no more than a larger computer
scaled down to smaller dimensions, while
others will look at it and think of it as one
of those language translators with a little
more capability. From glancing at the
specifications and seeing it at the Con-
sumer Electronics Show, I have the im-
pression that it has much more capability
than that and that it does not seem to be
just a scaled down computer. What is your
concept? How do you view the machine?
Sinclair: While the ZX80 is a true com-
puter in every sense, without any inherent
limitations, it obviously was restricted in
performance in its minimum configura-
tion. We wanted to sell at as Iowa price
as we' possibly could, a computer upon
which people could start to learn, really
seriously, how' to break into computers
and how to really learn what computers
were about. Now that might be an end in
itself for many of them, but these may be
executives who want to understand com-
puting so when they buy COmputers for
their firms or talk to people about the use
of computers in their firms, they do so
from a knowledgeable standpoint and they
don't feel awed by it. Equally, we see it as a
very powerful aid for students wanting to
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There's a subtle revolution sweep-
ing the nation. A new wave
elevating the human condition
from the mundane to the
cosmic. Now, Clone Software
brings you back down to Earth
with:

Encounter
It's more than just a game. It's
an adult comedy. It's a parody, a
satire-it's the penultimate
experience!

A computer interview determines
your romantic mood. Then the
computer selects a "Lewd" - a
personalized surprise suggestion
for your enjoyment. There's no
"manual" to reveal the
suggestions in advance - every
Lewd is buried in the program,
awaiting the proper moment.

But that's not all. You can even
Enter your own Lewds! Place
your wildest desires in the com-
puter! Surprise your mate.

Order today, and you'll also get
a hearty program that
interrogates your innermost
appetites and then selects the
perfect pi zza to satisfy you - at
no extra charge.

For an Apple lit or an Apple Ii-Plust with
48K and Disk. Send your name and ad-
dress, and $i4.95 (plus $1.50 for shipping,
Colorado residents add 90~ tax) to: Clone
Software, 1446 Estes St., Lakewood, CO
80215.

Copyright © 1980 by

clone@m@
@@g~ware
.•.•.« e.t •• et., lakewood, eo 80::1115,2O'J 2'l4-0620

Dealer Inquiries Invited
(303) 234-0630

"Interlude is a trademark of Syntonic Software.

tApple 11and Apple ll-Plus are trademarks of Apple Com-
puter Inc.

A CREATION OF COMPUTER HEADWARE

rJ](J)!jJ71fj071f2
(WDW.' HDW'd All That
Sfuffjef In Tnere'?)

A sophisticated,
self·indexing filing
system -flexible,
infinitely useful aild easy
to use, that adapts to
your needs.

WHATSIT's unique capabilities:

Multiple Entries allowed per
field: For example, a
bibliographic file can
associate each work with any
number of authors. WHATSIT
allocates file space as
needed for each.

Immediate Response: Even in
the largest files, WHATSIT
responds in seconds, thanks
to pointer linkages and hash
coding.

Conversational Dialogue:
Query and update requests
may be intermixed in any
order, without returning to a
"menu selector."

NEW
. Apple II Plus
WHATSIT at special
introductory price:

$95
(Regular price, $150

after December 31, 1980).

WHATSIT comes ready to run on
your Apple, Apple /I Plus, AlpaMicro
NorthStar, or CP/M computer. See
your dealer for a full
demonstration ... or write or call:

New Data Fields added "on
the fly": You're not confined
to a particular "record
layout" that must be declared
in advance. Your file evolves
to fit your needs.

P.O. Box 14815 • San FranCiSCO,CA 94114 • Tel: (415) 621-2106

JOIN THE GALAXY'S
TOP GAME PLAYERS'
WORK OUT AT
BRCf)DERBUND,

STRATEGIC EXERCISES
The Galactic Trilogy
These first three games in the Galactic Saga
put you in the commander's seat with complete
graphics giving you all the information you
need.

1. Galactic Empire
The Problem - unite the Galaxy of 20 worlds
under a single flag, starting from a Single world
neither large nor powerful. The Challen~e -
Time and distance are real; if you don t get
troops and material to the right place at the
proper time they will do you no good. The
solution - Scouting, planning. a head for
logistics and picking your 'targets are the
ingredients for your success!
2. Galactic Trader
Relieved of your command in peacettrne, you
are forced to become a trader to survive. Use
your bartering ability and knowledge of the
galaxy to outwit the sharpest business
creatures in the galaxy. 10 levels of difficulty
so you never outgrow the game!

3. Galactic Revolution
Pit your skill at manipulation against the Em-
peror as you compete for the allegiance of the
various power groups whose help you need to
wage the Galactic Revolution! For 1 to 3
players.

TRS-80, L2 16K cassette $14.95 per game.
APPLE II Plus, 48K, disk with complete hi-res
graphics and sound $24.95 per game.

II..~iltll)llifl'~oJtwar{l

FAST ACTION FROM JAPAN
HYPER HEAD ON - You'll need to be quick to
maneuver your car around the course without
letting the computer's carts) smash you head
on. The fastest action available for the APPLE.
If your Head On doesn't say "Hyper" you're
driving a horse and buggy. Four skill levels.
Uses keyboard or joystick. Integer or Applesoft
32K disk, $24.95.
GALAXY WARS - Full color graphics and
machine language sound effects and action
make this an eerie challenge for you pilots an-
xious to maneuver your rocket through enemy
fire and space fish to destroy enemy saucers.
Each game is deadlier· With surprises at
advanced levels of play. Integer or Applesoft
32K disk, $24.95.

How to order: Ask your dealer or send check or
money order for the exact rstallprtce to:

'Ili::J!W
. W
Brederbund Software

Box 3266. Eugene. Oregon 97403
Cal.1 (503) 343-9024 to order. NO CHARGE
FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING!
Visa and Mastercard accepted.

We've got morel Send for our free catalogl
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This Weekend: T
STilt R
IT.... S

..to your
That's right! Esmark's VIDIET·STIK light pen has I
the TRS·80CONNECTION for LEVEL I& II. Your8
4K to 48K TRS·80 System will come alive under
your VIDIET·STIK within minutes of its arrival.
That's because there are no wires to solder or
traces to cut. You're up and running as fast as 0
you can plug the interface into your system's
cassette EAR·jack, CLOADourcustomUGHT·
WAVE demonstration software and RUN. And
because the interface has a plug tor your re-
corder, you won't have to unplug it again when
loading your other software tapes. The inter-
face allows them to pass right thru whenever
you're not using the pen. It's exclusive"switched
tip" design means the pen's electrically iso-
lated from your system when it's not in use.
Just point & press! It's that simple ...Plug,
CLOAD and RUN.And have we got the software
for you to RUN with! Our demonstration tape
includes a calibration program (used to adjust
the CRT's brightness and contrast) plus STlK·
TAC·TOE, AWARI and TOWERS. Two chattenq-
ing games and a puzzle that will keep grown·
ups and children Stik'ing it to your TRS·80 for
hours. And there are instructions provided so
you can begin writing your own light pen pro-
grams (Iightware) for fun or profit (Level II). Or,
just sit back and enjoy our LIGHT·WAVE tapes
each month. Esmark's unmatched commit-
ment to light ware can bring you up to five new
games, puzzles, drills & educational quizzes
or simulations each month. Our current LIGHT·
WAVE releases are:

earn computing, But at the same time it is
expandable. We have just announced a
Basic for it - which is more of a pro-
fessional Basic than the original one and a
16K byte RAM pack for it at a very keen
price, (around $100), so that it can be taken
from the basic configuration to a really
very powerful system at a very low cost.
Hence our price will be somewhere
around half the conventional competi-
tions. I would make the point that in order
to do this we have done everything in-
house, i.e., in the way of anything having
to be specially done we had to write our
own Basic because we wanted to achieve
performance in the Basic as it wasn't
available on the existing Basics.
Ahl: Is that Basic compatible with Micro-
Soft Basic or some other Basic on the
market or has it got a lot of bells and
whistles that make it incompatible with
others?

Sinclair: It is not compatible. It is our
own. We had to take that step in order to
achieve the bells and whistles that you
mentioned and have those features that
we feel are important to our customers. In
order to hit our cost goal we had to do a
better packing job than had been done be-
fore. The ROM in our basic machine is
just 4K bytes which contains every thing-
Basic, operating system, keyboard control
and display 1/ O. Now there is no way we
could have done all that with an off-the-
shelf Basic. Furthermore, we then pack
data into the RA M at least four times as
tightly as anyone else. We would not have
been able to do that unless we had
our own Basic. Another thing that we
wanted was keyword entries. You may
have noticed that by pressing a certain
key a keyword is entered. So there is very
little for a non-typist to do. A lot of people
are put off in the learning stages with
having to type PRINT every time and
abbreviations can be misleading. We felt
this was very crucial and it is not in-
cluded in standard Basics, so we had to
choose to go away from the existing pat-
terns.

Ahl: Pertaining to the marketing of the
ZX80, do you anticipate selling it through
computer stores, department stores, or
other types of outlets or through direct-
mail as you have done with some of your
other prod ucts?
Sinclair: We are going to sell the computer
by direct-mail in England and the U.S.
There may come a time when store dis-
tribution is possible, but you can't really
distribute to a store until you have a much
better informed public, A very large mail-
order campaign may help do that, so it may
be possible later to distribute to stores.

AhI: Many people buying computers to-
day, particularly at this price level, are con-
cerned with where or who can they go back
to for service, particularly if they buy a
machine by direct-mail.

Sinclair: There are two points there: the
first involves the product, the second is
who to come back to for service. We have a
permanent office in the States and we
stand behind our product at all times. We
haven't seen anything but 1% or under 1%
failure rate in the field in the U.K. It is a
very reliable product so we haven't got a
serious problem, We operate with service
contract houses and this is all part of the
guarantee of the prod uct.

Ahl: Jumping back to the technical aspect
of the ZX80, it appears that although now
that it is designed for a power supply to be
plugged into standard power, it could
probably be battery operated and com-
pletely portable. Is this in your plans?
Sinclair: Yes it is. It has a very low power
consumption and could certainly run for a
reasonable time on batteries. Of course
you need a battery T. V. set as well.

Ahl: What about other peripherals, floppy
disk, mass storage, printers etc.? Are they
in the works?
Sinclair: Yes they are, we have a floppy
disk coming in about a month; the other
items should be out the middle of next
year.

Ahl: How do you feel about other alterna-
tive forms of mass storage? Some people
have said that the bubble memory is
coming down in price fast enough that it
may in two or three years replace the
floppy disk as a mass storage device. Do
you think that's likely to happen?
Sinclair: The price projections we see from
manufacturers over the next two or three
years don't suggest that to me.
Ahl: What else would you like the world
to know about you, the product, philos-
ophyetc?

Sinclair: The philosophy of the company
is very clear - to lead in technology.
We've got a good start in this field and
we plan to take as good a lead as we can.
Some of the things we are developing, such
as the flat TV screen, a truly portable sys-
tem, etc. are coming along too. Clearly we
think these are things we can do. 0
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L1GHT·PAK 2· L1GHTPEG(4peq-lurnp puzzlesl
ENDRUN (Othello with a 'twist')

(LEVEL II) L1FE9(Conway's LIFE with
mutations)
Price: $19.95(including postage
& handling)

L1GHT·PAK 3· L1TEGAMMON (Backgammon
you'll Stik with)

(LEVEL II) STlKWUMPUS (Caves with a
little 'life')
MAZEMASTER (Maze after
maze to poke thru)
Price: $19.95(including postage
& handling)

Order yours now and we'll include a free copy
of FLASHBACK, Esmark'·s newsletter dedicat·
ed to the latest news in lightware applications.
And don't forget to tell your friends. The
VIDIET·STIK can also be ordered for use on
most other micro systems using the following
processor chips:

8080 Z80 6800 6502

All that's required is a standard cassette jack
leading to Ground and a readable single bit in-
put port. Driver software is provided along with
instructions for writing lightware applica-
tions. And tell your local Dealer that Esmark's
got a Dealer package he won't want to miss
out on. Delivery is 3 to 6 weeks from receipt of
your order. C.O.D.'s are $3.00 extra but will be
shipped within 2 weeks. All prices are F.O.B.
Mishawaka, Indiana. Indiana residents add
4!% sates tax.

ALSO COMING FROM ESMARK:
·TRS·SO Printer Interface (Cassette Aux-jack
interface for all RS232 prints. Includes LLiST
& LPRINT software)

·TRS·80 RS232 Communications Interface
(Makes your TRS-80a full I/O terminal to time-
sharing systems the world over. Gives you
intelligent or dumb terminal capabilities at
110 or 300 BAUD. Also includes Printer lnter-
face above with 20 mA current loop & TTL
level I/O options.)

- TRS·80 is a trademark ofTandy Corporation-

ESMARK·,NCORPORATED
507", E. McKINLEY HWY. MISHAWAKA, IN 46544

(219) 255-3035 $62.95
PLUS $1.S0

"ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS MARKETING ~<;.~~~~;
CIRCLE 1950N READER SERVICE CARD



The first personal computer
for under$200 i.

The Sinclair ZX80.
A complete computer-
only $199.95 plus $5.00 shipping.

Now, for just $199.95, you can get a
complete, powerful, full-function computer,
matching or surpassing other personal
computers costing several times more.

It's the Sinclair ZX80, the computer that
independent tests prove is faster than all
previous personal computers. The compu-
ter that "Personal Computer World" gave
5 stars for 'excellent value.'

The ZX80 cuts away computer jargon
and mystique. It takes you straight into
BASIC, the most common, easy-to-use
computer language.

You simply take it out of the box, con-
nect it to your TV, and turn it on. And if
you want, you can use an ordinary cassette
recorder to store programs. With the man-
ual in your hand, you'll be running programs
in an hour. Within a week, you'll be writing
complex programs with confidence.

All for under $200.
Sophisticated design makes the
ZX80 easy to learn, easy to use.

We've packed the conventional computer
onto fewer, more powerful LSI chips-
including the Z80A microprocessor, the
faster version of the famous Z80. This
makes the ZX80 the world's first truly port-
able computer (6%/1x 8V2/1 X 1V2/1 and a mere
12 oz.). The ZX80 also features a touch
sensitive, wipe-clean keyboard and a
32-character by 24-line display.

Yet, with all this power, the ZX80 is easy
to use, even for beginners.

Yourcourse in computing.
The ZX80 comes complete with its own

128-page guide to computing. The manual
is perfect for both novice and expert. For
every chapter of theory, there's a chapter
of practice. So you learn by doing-not just
by reading. It makes learning easy, exciting
and enjoyable.
The ZX80's advanced design
features.

Sinclair's 4K integer BASIC has perform-
ance features you'd expect only on much
larger and more expensive computers.
These include:
• Unique 'one touch' entry. Key words

(RUN, PRINT, LIST, etc.) have their own
single-key entry and are stored as a single
character to reduce typing and save
memory space.

• Automatic error detection. A cursor
identifies errors immediately to prevent

entering
programs with faults.

• Powerful text editing facilities.
• Also programmable in machine code.
• Excellent string handling capability-up

to 26 string variables of any length.
• Graphics, with 22 standard symbols.
• Built -in random number generator for

games and simulations.
Sinclair's BASIC places no arbitrary re-

strictions on you-with many other flexible
features, such as variable names of any
length.

And the computer that can do so much
for you now will do even more in the fu-
ture. Options will include expansion of 1K
user memory to 16K, a plug-in 8K floating-
point BASIC chip, applications software,
and other peripherals.
Order your ZX80 now!

The ZX80 is available only by mail from
Sinclair, a leading manufacturer of consumer
electronics worldwide. We've already sold
tens of thousands of units in Europe, so
demand will be great.

To order by mail, use the coupon below.
But for fastest delivery, order by phone
and charge to your Master Charge or VISA.
The ZX80 is backed by a 30-day money-
back guarantee, a 90-day limited warranty
with a national service-by-mail facility, and
extended service contracts are available for
a minimal charge.

Price includes TVand cassette connectors,
AC adaptor, and 128-page manual.

All you need to use your ZX80 is a standard TV
(color or black and white). The ZX80 comes complete
with connectors that easily hook up to the antenna
terminals of your TV. Also included is a connector for
a portable cassette recorder, if you choose to store
programs. (You use an ordinary blank cassette.)

The ZX80 is a family learning aid. Children 10 and
above will quickly understand the principles of
computing-and have fun learning.

Phone orders only: (203)265-9171.We'll
refund the cost of your call.
Information: General and technical-(617)
367-1988,367-1909,367-1898,367-2555.
Phones open Monday-Fridayfrom8 AMto
8PMEST.

~·ln""la·lrSinclair Research Ltd., 475 Main St.,
~ ••••• . P.O. Box 3027, Wallingford, CT 06492.r-------~-------~~
I To: Sinclair Research Ltd., 475 Main St., P.O. Box 3027, Wallingford, CT 06492. I

Please send me ZX80personal computer(s) at $199.95*each (USdollars), plus $5

I shipping. (YourZX80may be tax deductible.) I
I enclose a check/money order payable to SinclairResearch Ltd. for $ _

I Name I
I Address I
I City State Zip I

Occupation: Age: _

I Intended use of ZX80: I
I Have you ever used a computer? 0 Yes0 No. I
L=u=~e=::::u~ ~ ~ ...:o~nn~li=:'::::::'--1



Now With Multi-Key Capabilities For Apple & Pet
Since KRAMTMwas introduced in 1979 it has fast become known as the

users. Now, after hundreds of requests we have added MULTI-KEY,

IBM/370 users have VSAM (Virtual Storage Access Method) to
provide fast, flexible keyed-access to their data. Now SUPER
KRAM (Keyed .Random Access Method), from United
Software of America, gives Apple and Pet users the same
flexibility, substantially increasing the processing power of the
Apple and Pet.

KRAMTM2.0 Regular Features

Until SUPER KRAM the only "random access" capability in
the Apple and Pet consisted of a crude form of "relative
record" processing. While this is usable for very simple
applications, it falls far short of the needs ottoday's business
and analytical applications. Using SUPER KRAM records
may be processed by anyone of multiple "Key" values, which
may consist of any kind of data: numbers, letters, special
characters, etc. Even Apples's long-awaited DOS 3.3 doesn't
have anything like this!!

.Written in 6502 machine code
Basic compatible

.Create/Open a dataset

.Put record by key

.Add & delete records by key

.Get any record by Full/Partial key

.Access oy any key in as little as
.2 sec. (.1 sec. with Corvus disk)

.Supports multiple disks

.Read next or previous record

.Dynamic space allocation

.Dynamic space reclamation
•Dynamic index compression
•Files never need reorganization
•Compatible with language systems

KRAMTM2.0 Onl $99.95

APPLE / ATARI
. "Precise, humanized, well documented an excellent vetue't ure the applauds being given

ANIMA
COLD

GRAPHICS

APPLE WORLDbypaulLutus

The Program. made famous on National TV!

Written in machine code.

APPLE WORLD turns your Apple into a sophisticated graphics
system capable of creating animated three-dimensional color
images, projecting them in true perspective on the screen, rotate
them, move them closer, further away, and many other exciting and
imaginative things.

Draws objects with 65,000 points per side.

A powerful screen-oriented text editor is included to facilitate
image formation. This program was recently featured on Tom
Snyder's Prime Time Saturday TV Show and is now available for
sale.

Look for the RED-WHITE-BLUE .
United Software Display at your local
computer dealer, or send check or
moneyorder, plus $3.00 shipping to:

UNITED
SOFTWAREOF
AMERICA

-- -- ------ ---- APPLE WORLD'S powerful editor is so easy to use that children will
love it. You can now "sketch" your dream house, boat, car, or
fantasy empire. Then view it as it would be seen from 10,OOOfeet, or
you can ZOOM in until the screen is filled with a doorknob. You
could then go lnside and move from room to room examining
furniture placement as your screen rotates within the room. Images
or specific parts of images can easily be saved to disk or printer

Does all this sound like science fiction? You won't think so after you
have visited Apple World.

750 3RD Avenue,
New York NY 10017
(212) 682-0347 Telex 640055

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Introductory Price $59.95

36 page manual .included

For 48K Apple II or Plus with Disk
KRAM is a trade mark of United Software of America,



You've Asked For It, Now You Got It!
quickest and most powerful access method for serious Apple and Pet
MULTI-INDEX, functions, as well as increasing processing speed .

SUPER KRAM'STMAdded Features
• MUL TIKEY SUPPORT - Allowing simultaneous access to a KRAM

file by more than one key field.
• HI-SPEED READ - This feature allows increased 1/0 speed up
to 60% faster during processing of SUPER KRAM read
next, read previous, put and delete requests.

• IMPROVED INDEX ARCHITECTURE - Allowing faster
index searchers and more efficient disk space utilization.

• INTEGRATED BASIC COMMANDS - Allowing SUPER
KRAMTM commands to be coded in-line with Basic, providing
easier usage of KRAM than ever before.

• USER-SPECIFIABLE BUFFER POOL - Allowing the user to
specify how many KRAM files are allowed open at one
time; will support any number of KRAM files.

SUPER KRAMTM Only $175

• LOGICAL RECORD$ (KEYS MAY BE NON-UNIQUE) -
Records added to the KRAM files are immediately -.'
accessible by any of the defined keys for the file (Automatic
Upgrade). ~

• KRAM _2.0 files are totally compatible with SUPER KHAM

Requirements
Apple & Pet requirements - KRAM 2.0 and SUPER KRAM
are designed to work with both Apple II's, Disk II, and Corvus
Systems 10 Megabyte Winchester Disk, and Commodore's
2040, 3040, and 8050 Disk units. KRAM 2.0 and SUPER KRAM
require 32K/48K Apple and a least on disk drive.
(KRAM 2.0 requires Integer Basic in ROM). KRAM and
SUPER K~AM work on any 40/80 column 16K/32K Pet.

BREAKTHROUGHS
by Paul Lutus

Watch colorful butterflys, birds, fly across your Apple or Atari
screen with true 3 dimensional perspective. Have rocket ships
fly out at you in this incredible high speed graphics package.
3-D SUPERGRAPHICSTM is a 6502 machine language program
that will interface to your Basic or machine language
programs or games using simple "DOS-like" commands.
Features include:
• Simple image entry through editor
• Objects up to 256 points per side
• Uses all hi-res colors
• Allows mixed colored text &
graphics for prompts and captions

• Translates on 3 axes
• Individual axis scales
• 21 different commands
• Rotate object by 1.40 to 3600 increments at machine speeds

For 48K Apple II or Plus with
Disk II $39.95 for disk
For ATARI 800 with 40K memory
(disk optional) $39.95 for tape

FOR COMMODORE 16K/32K COMPUTERS
DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM - A comprehensive,
interactive system like those run on mainfrarr %1 Six rnocules
comprising 42K of programming allow you to: create, edit, delete,
display, print, sort, merge, etc, etc. - databases of up to 10,000
records. Printer routines automatically generate reports and labels
on demand. 60 pages of concise documentation are included,
Requirements - 16-32K PET and 2040 Dual Disk (printer
optional) , " "., .,. , " " '" , , COST $125
OTHER SOFTWARE Stock Analyzer"" 22.95

Mortgage, ... , '" ,',. 14.95
Space Intruders

Super Space Wars, $·9.95 ("Best Game of 1979") . ,$19.95
States & Capitals 9.95 Jury/Hostage,.. 9.95
Moviflg Point Kentucky Derby/Roulette 9.95
Average _". 19.95 A;ien I.Q'/Tank ,.. 9.95
Stock Options, 24.95 Tunnelvision/Maze Chase 14.95
Finance. 12.95 Submarine Attack,.,. 9.95
Bonds. 12.95- Battle of Midway, ,.,. 7.95

COMMODORE PET Laser Tank Battle.. , , , . . 9,95
Swarm, ,", ," 14.95

24.95 Baseball, ,',.,.,. 9.95
12.95 Super Startrek",. .. 14.95
12.'95 PET Music Box.""" ... 29.95

APPLE COMPUTERS

Stock Options, .
Finance, " , .. ,
Bonds "., , .. , .. , .



PATENT
OfFiCE The Legal Protection of

The ownership rights associated with
computer programs and data bases
should be afforded the same legal protec-
tion as is available to other kinds of crea-
tive ideas and expressions. Although
there are few people who would disagree
with this statement, there has been consi-
derable disagreement as to how it should
be done. Over the decades, different laws
have been developed to protect different
kinds of creative works. But computer
software is not quite like anything that
preceded it. On the one hand, a software
package may be thought of as a work of
authorship. On the other hand, it is func-
tionally mechanistic. Things are further
complicated by the fact that it has
become remarkably easy to quickly copy
large amounts of information. Of course,
the easier it is to reproduce a protected
work, the harder it is to protect it.
The confusion and disagreement

among those caught up in the necessity
of applying old laws to new phenomena
was brought into focus during the seven-
ties as Congress attempted to overhaul
the 1909 copyright laws. Although a new
Copyright Act was finally passed in the
fall of 1976 (effective January 1, 1978),
Congress decided that the implications of
data processing and reproduction tech-
nology had to be further clarified before
they could be properly reflected in the
new law. In order to allow for this they
did two things. They inserted a stop-gap
paragraph pertaining to computers in the
new law, and they created a commission
to further study the issues. The para-
graph reads:

#117. Scope of exclusive right: Use in
conjunction with computers and similar
information systems.

Notwithstanding the provisions of sec-
tions 106 through 116 and 118, this title
does not afford to the owner of copyright
in a work any greater or lesser rights with
respect to the use of the work in conjunc-
tion with automatic systems capable of
storing, processing, retrieving, or trans-
forming information, or in conjunction

Ross Olmstead. 58 Grand Ave. #20. Oroville. CA
95965.

Computer Programs

with any similar device, machme, or pro-
cess, than those afforded to works under
the law, whether title 17 or the common
law or statutes of a State, in effect on
December 31, 1977, as held applicable
and construed by a court in an action
brought under this title.
Section 117 is a holding action which
indicates that old laws, as inadequate as
they may be, still pertain.
The National Commission on New

Technological Uses of Copyrighted
Works (CONTU) was first convened in
1975 and issued its Final Report in1978)
In addressing the copyright problems of
data processing, CONTU examined the
various existing laws that could presuma-
bly be used to protect data bases and

The confusion and dis-
agreement among those
caught up in the necessity
of applying old laws' to
new phenomena was
brought into focus during
the seventies.

software, and recommended changes in
the new copyright law to reflect their
findings. My discussion of the issues in-
volved is based largely on the CONTU
reports.
There are four specific areas of law

that have been perceived as available for
the general proprietary protection of
computer data bases or software. These
are trade secrecy, unfair competition,
patent and copyright.

Trade Secrecy

The laws of trade secrecy are adminis-
tered by the States and vary somewhat
from state to state, thus resulting in a lack
of uniformity and in varied interpreta-
tions. The common purpose of the var-
ious state laws is to recognize that legiti-
mate competitive advantage, in whatever
form, is private property and should
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therefore be afforded legal protection. A
person who, without authorization, ap-
propriates or reveals a trade secret is gui-
lty of theft. As CONTU points out, how-
ever, trade secrecy is hostile to the free
exchange and dissemination of ideas, and
is inappropriate with respect to general
purpose computer programs or data
bases having a potentially wide-scale
commercial distribution. The main-
tenance of trade secrecy requires strin-
gent security and, once the secret is dis-
closed, protection becomes generally
unenforceable. The wider the distribu-
tion of a specific computer program, the
more expensive and difficult, if not im-
possible, it becomes to keep the program
a secret, especially since the nature of a
computer program is usually obvious to
the trained observer. Furthermore, the
remedies against illegal appropriation are
limited. Generally speaking, there is only
a oneshot remedy because, once dis-
closed, the program will cease to be a
secret. If the owner decides to bring suit,
the necessity of proving the validity of a
trade secret may be expensive and diffi-
cult, often involving the retention of ex-
pert witnesses. And, of course, secrecy
may be lost when a secret is introduced
as evidence, becoming part of the public
record of the trial.

Unfair Competition

The common law doctrine of unfair
competition is also part of State law and
is thus subject to the same lack of unifor-
mity as trade secrecy. The law, in gen-
eral, is based on the principle that it is
unfair to appropriate a competitor's skill,
expenditure, and labor, or to represent
such properties as one's own. For exam-
ple, obtaining a copy of a computer pro-
gram and selling it as one's own creation,
when it was actually written by someone
else, would amount to unfair competi-
tion. But this law does not prohibit the
unauthorized copying of a program for
use as opposed to sale, and thus is severe-
ly limited in its power to protect.
The United States constitution, in list-

ing the powers of Congress, specifies that
Congress shall have the power "to pro-

CREATIVE COMPUTING



The Ultimate Application Development System
Nothing can compete with the brain when it comes to information

storage capacity and speed of data entry and recall - but we're
working at it.

Our SELECTOR-IVTM data base management system will let your
microcomputer operate with the flexibility available (up to now) only
on larger systems. You can create, maintain and report on files
limited in size only by your ·CP/MTM compatible operating system or
disk storage capacity.

The basis of the power of SELECTOR-IVTM is our unique method
of cross-indexing the information in your files. You can immediately
recall records by the contents of any piece of information required -
from account numbers to ZIP codes to the date of your last audit. You
can update records, individually or all at once. You can create new,
uniquely, selected sub-files from existing ones (in the same or a
different format), and perform computations in the process. You can
define procedures to generate computed invoices, personalized
letters, or gummed labels with the information coming from several.
files at once, and invoke them whenever needed. You can add new
items to a record definition and change or delete them at will.

·CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research.

CIRCLE 154 ON READER SERVICE CARD

We've come a long way since we released the first information
management system in microcomputers. We've listened to your
suggestions and incorporated the best of them. We've built screen
editing functions into the system which make operating the system a
convenient as possible. We've had SELECTOR-IV'sTM documentatio
produced by our experts emphasizing its use for the novice, the ap-
plications developer, as well as, the retailer. Our applications
specialists can provide you with a "turnkey" SELECTOR- !V™ syster
customized for virtuall~ any requirement.

With SELECTOR-IV Mand aqood
word processor program, chances
are you won't need any other software.

Look for SELECTOR-IVTM at
your local computer retailer. or call:

MICRO-AP, INC.
9807 Davona Dr.
San Ramon. CA 94583
(415) 828-6697

lVlICRO-AP



Protection, cont'd ...

mote the progress of science and useful
arts, by securing for limited times to au-
thors and inventors the exclusive rights to
their respective writings and discoveries
(Article I, Section 8)." Congress has exer-
cised this power by enacting patent and
copyright laws, both of which have some
advantage over trade secrecy and unfair
competition in that infringers are more
likely to be persuaded to comply without
the institution of a lawsuit. If a lawsuit
does arise, trade secrecy laws require
that the plaintiff prove the validity of the
secret. In paterit cases there is a presump-
tion of validity, and in copyright actions a
registration certificate is direct evidence
of copyright's validity.

Computer software is not
quite like anything that
preceded it.

Patent

Patent law is set forth in Title 35 of the
United States Code. It affords strong pro-
tection, for a period of seventeen years,
t6 demonstrably useful, novel, and non-
bvious inventions, Whereas copyright is
designed to protect the "expression" of
an idea or process, patent is designed to
protect inventions, which are ideas or
processes in themselves. Although there
have' been patents awarded to software,
the rigid standards of novelty and nonob-
viousness would seem to preclude the
awarding of patents in most cases. fur-
thermore, the availability of patent pro-
tection to software is now unclear. The
U.S. Supreme Court has found computer
programs to be ineligible for patent pro-
tection in two cases. In November of
1972, in Gottschalk v. Benson (409 U.S.
63), the Supreme Court'

"held that (a) computer program (is) a
mathematical formula without substan-
tial practical application except in con-
nection with (a) digital computer (and)
was not a patentable process."

In Dann v, Johnston (425 U.S. 219), a
patent was sought for software which
provided a bank with automatic record
keeping of bank checks and deposits, and
produced specialized account trans-
action records for the barik's customers.
In March 1976, the Supreme Court decid-
ed that the software in question "would ...
have been obvious to one 'reasonably
skilled in (the applicable) art"'and was,
'therefore, unpatentable. This last deci-
sion emphasizes the potential difficulty in
meeting the patent law's test of nonob-
viousness.

Copyright

A clear case can be made for consider-
ing computer programs anti data bases as
works of authorship, and thus qualified
for copyright protection. The 1976 Copy-
right Act provides protection for

"original works of authorship fixed in any
tangible medium of expression, now
know or later developed, from which
they can be perceived, reproduced, or
otherwise communicated, either directly
or with the aid of a machine or device
(Section 102 (a)."

Works that can be communicated only
with the aid of a computer are thus within
the copyright law's scope of protection.

In'1964, the Register of Copyrights
agreed to accept computer programs for
registration provided that 1) they con-
tained sufficient original authorship, 2)
they had been published, and 3) copies
submitted for registration were in human-
readable form.

Point number 1 is still a valid require-
ment for two reasons. Very simple and
obvious programs are not only lacking in
originality, but may well be the only
means by which to accomplish a given
task. Such very basic programs are then
closer to "ideas" than "expressions," and,
as stated earlier, copyright protection is
available only to expressions. Point
number 2, publication, is not required by
the new Copyright Act, but both publi-
cation arid registration provide some
extra margin of protection. Firstly, they
provide a public record of ownership in
the event of copyright violation. And
secondly, they may entitle the copyright
owner to an award of statutory damages
and attorney's fees, remedies not other-
wise available. Point number 3 has been a
bone of contention and requires some
background discussion.

In 1908, the Supreme Court held that a
piano roll was not a "copy" of music
because it was not, for most purposes,
human-readable. (White-Smith Music Pu-
blishing Co. v. Apollo Co., 209 U.S. 1).
For similar reasons, it has been argued
that a program in object code lacks com-
municative potential and might therefore
be constitutionally uncopyrightable. But,
as CONTU points out, copyright protec-
tion has been extended by the courts to
such diverse works of authorship as
freight tables (Guthrie v. Curlett, 36 F. 2d
694), interest tables (Edwards & Deutch
Lithographing Co. v. Boorman, 15 F, 2d
35), and lists of otherwise meaningless
fiveletter code "words" (Reiss v. National
Quotation Bureau, 276 Fed. 717). These
works of authorship, like computer pro-
grams, are valued for their utility rather
than their artistic merit.
As to the applicability of copyright to

data bases, such creations are appro-
priately defined as compilations, which
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are protectable under copyright (Section
103). Compilations are defined, in
Section 101 of the new law, as works

"formed by the collection and assembling
of preexisting materials or of data that
are selected, coordinated, or arranged in
such a way that the resulting work as a
whole constitutes an original work of au-
thorship. The term 'compilation' includes'
collective works."

The extension of copyright protection
to compilations has evolved over the
years out of several court cases. In 1937
telephone books were afforded copyright
protection (Leon et al v. Pacific Tele-
phone arid Telegraph Co., 91 F. (2d) 484).
In 1922 a directory of jeweler'S trade
marks was held to be copyrightable
(Jeweler's Circular Pub. Co. v. Keystone
Pub. Co.; 281 F. 83). The Court decided
in this case that:

"The right to copyright a book upon
which one has expended labor in its pre-
paration does not depend upon whether
the materials which he has collected con-
sist or not of matters which are publici
juris, or whether such materials show
literary skill or originality, either in
thought or in language, or anything more
than industrious collection. The man
who goes through the streets of a town
and puts down the names of each of the
inhabitants, with their occupations and
their street number, acquires material of
which he is the author. He produces by
his labor a meritorious composition, in
which he may obtain a copyright, and
thus Obtain the exclusive right of multi-
plying copies of his work."

It seems clear that computer data
bases must be accorded the same protec-
tion as compilations in traditional hard-
~opy format. But their remains one point
to be clarified. In order for a copyright to
be registered, Section 407 of the new law
requires that copies of the work be de-
posited in the Library of Congress.
Because a data base is dynamic in nature,
subject to constant updating, it is pointed
out that a deposit reflection every new
updata isimpracticai. Furthermore, a
proprietor; by virtue of the constant up-
dating, could claim copyright in per-
petuity, rather than the 75 years now
allowable. But, Sections 407(c) and
408(c) authorize the Register of Copy-
rights to exempt categories of material
froin the deposit requirements, or to re-
quire alternative forms of deposit. Data
bases could presumably be treated in the
same fashion as are new editions of tele-
phone books, which require periodic re-
gistration renewal.
The owner of copyright in a work has

the exclusive right to copy or authorize
copying of the work, as well as to prepare
derivative works based upon it. ACcord-
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Protection,cont'd ...
ing to CONTU, the placement of a copy-
righted work into a computer is merely
one form of reproduction. Nevertheless,
the-re are limitations to the exclusivity of
protection. The "fair use" doctrine of the
Copyright Act (Section 107) allows limi-
ted, unauthorized reproduction for pro-
duction for educational and informa-
tional, as opposed to commercial, pur-
poses. For example. whenever a single
photocopy of a copyrighted magazine ar-
ticle is made for an individual's educa-
tional or informational use, legal per-
mission to do so is ordinarily afforded by
the "fair use" doctrine. More specific to
computer programs and data bases, once
a copy of a work has been rightfully ac-
quired, it may become necessary for the
user to make an archival copy or to con-
vert a work from one computer language
to another (i.e., prepare a derivative
work). Such necessary, but limited, in-
house copying should be provided for in
the copyright law.

Copyright protection is
available only to expres-
sions.
CONTU'S Final Recommendations

CONTU concluded that copyright pro-
tection should be specifically extended to
computer programs and data bases for
two fundamental reasons. Firstly, it is un-
reasonable and inefficient to create an
entirely new layer of legal protection
when the laws of copyrightcan do the job
effectively and inexpensively. Secondly,
copyright law serves to balance conflict-
ing individual and societal needs. Works
of authorship need to be widely available
if they are to be of full value to society,
and yet the individual author needs to be
protected against unauthorized duplica-
tion so that the costs of authorship can be
spread over multiple copies and thus re-
covered.

CONTU goes on to recommend that
specific regulations concerning notice,
deposit, and registration of computer
programs and data bases be developed by
the Register of Copyrights. Copyright
notice ("Copyright," the abbreviation
"Copr.," or the symbol <0, together with
the year of publication and name of the
copyright owner) should be printed or
coded so that the notice is immediately
apparent when a work appears in human-
readable form. Notice should also appear
on external packaging, including such
things as pre programmed semi-
conductor chips.

It is also suggested that certain
changes be made to the new copyright
law in order to spell out the specific au-
thorization and scope of copyright's ap-
plicability to computer programs.

DECEMBER 1980

Section 117 as enacted should be repeal-
ed. To Section 101, which is a list of
pertinent definitions, CONTU suggests
that the following be added:

"A 'computer program' is a set of state-
ments or instructions to be used directly
or indirectly in a computer in order to
bring about a certain result."

CONTU also proposes that Section 117
be replaced with the following:

"# 117: Limitations on exclusive rights:
computer programs Notwithstanding the
provisions of #106, it is not an infringe-
ment for the rightful possessor of a copy
of a computer program to make or au-
thorize the making of another copy or
adaptation of that computer program
provided:

(1) that such a new copy or adaptation
is created as an essential step in the utili-
zation of the computer program in con-
junction with a machine and that it is
used in no other manner, or

(2) that such a new copy or adaptation
is for archival purposes only and that all
archival copies are destroyed in the event
that continued possession of the compu-
ter program should cease to be rightful.
Any exact copies prepared in accordance
with the provisions of this section may be
leased, sold, or otherwise transferred,
along with the copy from which such
copies were prepared, only as part of the
lease, sale, or other transfer of all rights
in the program. Adaptations so prepared
may be transferred only with the author-
ization of the copyright owner.

The foregoing passage was designed to
make it clear that neither the "inputting"
of a program by a rightful possessor, nor
the archival storage of a program as in-
surance against such things as accidental
erasure, is an infringement of copyright.

According to the U.S. Copyright
Office, copyright protection is currently
available for computer programs, but not
for data bases. Protection lasts for the life
of the author plus 50 years, or, in the case
of a work made for hire, a total of 75
years. A program is coyrighted by send-
ing one copy or print-out of the program,
along with a completed application Form
TX and $10.00, to the United States
Copyright Office, Library of Congress,
Washington, D.C. 20559. Copies of Form
TX, "Application for Copyright Registra-
tion for a Nondramatic Work," are avila-
ble free from the above address. Publi-
cation of a work is no longer required for
copyright protection.
Although CONTU's recommendations

~ere presented to Congress in July of
f978, a bill to incorporate these recom-
rendations into copyright law has yet to
be introduced. Judging from the pace of
bopyright reform in the past, action by
Congress will be anything but swift. D
I
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Logic Problem Solver

Tom Pratt

Have you ever been baffled by
those mind-teasers called logic prob-
lems? Ever get the temptation to take a
peek at the solution, but just feel too
guilty to do it? This program offers you
a happy medium - an alternate to
cheating.

The key to solving logic problems
lies in the interpretation of the given
information. After properly interpret-
ing what is given, the bulk of the time
spent solving your logic problem will
be in carrying out mechanical calcu-
lations. So, instead of wasting precious
hours and risking mistakes, why not let
the computer carry these out for you?

This program was written for my
SWTPC 6800 w/16K and Robert Uiter-
wyk's Basic version 2.0. I have used
commands that are common to most
all Basics. It will use approximately
8K on top of the basic interpreter.

Using a computer to solve logic
problems still leaves you with a fair
amount of mental exercise. You must
first make equations out of the state-
ments used in the logic problem. For
example, take a look at the sample
logic problem. It is composed of four
groups, each having five members.
Let's call the group composed of
Arkansas, Baltimore, Carson City,
Daytona and EI Dorado Grou p 1. The
group of Rawhides, Superstars, Trip-
lers, Underdogs and Victors will be
Group 2. Group 3 will be the order of
finish in this year's pennant race, and
the order of fin ish in last year's pennant
race will be Group 4. Also, either a "T"
(for "this year") or an "L" (for "last
year") will follow the numbers used for
the order of finish. So, "1 L" means first
place last year, and "5T" means fifth
place this year.

In making equations out of the
logic problem statements, there are a
few rules to follow. Obviously "<>"
represents "not equal to" and "="
represents "equal to." But in an
inequality, you must make a normal
inequality statement '(using "<" or ">")
plus you must add what I call a "group
specifier" and a "position specifier."
The first statement of the sample logic
problem says "This year, Baltimore's

Tom Pratt, 6101 Hoffman Lane, Fair Oaks, CA
95628.

team finished one place higher than
the Rawhides, who finished one place
higher than last year's fourth place
team." Since the inequality Baltimore>
Rawhides takes place in this year's
order of finish, and sincewe are calling
the group of this year's order of finish
Group 3, the group specifier is 3. Since
Baltimore's team finished one place
higher than the Rawhides, the position
specifier is 1. Put all together, the
inequality should look like this: Balti-
more > Rawhides,3,1. Now, if the
statement said "This year, Baltimore's
team finished higher than the Raw-
hides," you would not know the
position specifier, so you would use a
zero as the position specifier: Balti-
more> Rawhides,3,0.

You must make all possible equa-
tions out of the logic problem state-
ments (that is, equations that do not
restate other equations). Again, refer-
ring to the first statement of the sample
logic problem, you should get the two
following equations: Baltimore>
Rawhides,3,1 and Rawhides> 4L,3,1.
In addition, you might also want to say:
Baltimore <> Rawhides and Rawhides
<> 4L and 4L <> Baltimore, but these
are unnecessary. You are merely
restating the first two equations (if one
thing is greater than another, they
certainly are not equall). You can,
however, do this to make sure you have
covered all possible equations.

After figuring all of the equations
from the logic problem statements,
you must type them in as data lines in
lines 6000-6999. Remember to sepa-
rate each character entry with
commas.

You are now ready to run the pro-
gram. The computer will ask "How
many equations?" This means how
many equations did you type in the
data lines. It will then ask for "members
in order." Type in the members in the
numerical order that you have desig-
nated the groups i.e., first type in the
members of Group 1, then of Group 2,
etc. If, in an inequality, a group
specifier deals with the group you are
to type in (in the sample logic problem,
groups 3 and 4), you must type in the
members of that group in ascending
order. In the sample runslnce 1T and
1L are the highest rank, I consider
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these to be the greatest values and
consider 5T and 5L to be the lowest
values. Therefore, I type in Group 3
starting with 5T and ending with 1T
and Group 4 starting with 5L and
ending with 1L.

Since poke and peek commands
are used in the program to conserve
memory, use caution as to the memory
locations used to store and retrieve
these numbers. Otherwise, you could
bomb your program, as well as your
basic, orend up in a continuous loop-
all of these being undesirable. How-
ever, there is an alternative to using
these commands, but requires more
memory (20K instead of 16K). It is the
use of the array (D(24,24). All you must
do is change the poke and peek
statements to D(n,n) statements. I
think it can be best explained by use of
examples:

Poke statements

The statement POKE(S+X*20+X,3)
should be changed to D(X,X)=3.
The statement

POKE (S+G(X)*20+G(X+1),2)
should be changed to

D(G(X),G(X+1 ))=2.

Peek statements

The statement PEEK (S+X*20+Y)
should be changed to D(X,Y). PEEK
(S+G(X+1)*20+G(X)-1) should be
changed to D(G(X+1 ),G(X)-1). I think
you understand. You will have no
problems at all if you follow these
examples.

This program solves most logic
problems and could be modified to
solve any logic problem. It takes my
computer about one hour to solve a
four group-five member logic problem.
Since most basic interpreters are much
quicker than SWTPC's, using this
program on other systems could speed
up run time considerably. If you would
like to attempt to cut down run time by
modifying the program, I suggest you
rearrange the order of routines (lines
1060-1077) that the computer exe-
cutes.

Good luck in using the program. I
hope you enjoy using it as much as I
did wr,iting it.
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If you
just bought

another
printer,
boy are

yougonna
be sorry.

The Epson MX-80. It's not just another worked-
over rehash of last year's model. It's our top-of-
the-line 80-column printer. It's new. From the
ground up. And it's the most revolutionary
printer to hit the market since Epson invented
small printers for the 1964Olympics in Tokyo.
Don't take our word for it, though. Compare.
There simply isn't a better value in an 80-column
printer. Period.
But here's the fact that's going to stand the

printer world on its ear. The MX-80 sports the
world's first disposable print head. After it's
printed about 50 million characters, you can
throw it away. Because a new one costs less than
$30, and the only tool you need to change it is at-
tached to the end ofyour arm.
Now that's revolutionary,

but that's only the beginning.
TheMX-80also prints bidirec-
tionally at 80 CPS with a logi-
cal seeking function to mini-
mize print head travel time

The world's first disposable print
head. It has a life expectancy of over 50
million characters, yet it's so simple,
you can change it with one hand. And it
costs less than - repeat less than - $30.

and maximize throughput. It prints 96 ASCII,
64 graphic and eight international characters in
a tack-sharp 9x9matrix. And it provides a user-
defined choice of 40,80, 66 or 132columns and
multiple type fonts.
We spent three long years developing the

MX-80 as the first of a revolutionary series of
Epson MXPrinters. We employed the most ad-
vanced automatic assembly and machining
techniques in existence to produce a printer that
is incredibly versatile, remarkably reliable and
extraordinarily inexpensive. It's a printer that
could only come from the world's largest man-
ufacturer of print mechanisms: Epson.
If it sounds like we're proud of the MX-80,we

are. Not only does it do things
some of the world's most ex-
pensive printers can't do, it'll
do them for you for less than
$650.That's right. Under $650.
And if that isn't revolution-

ary, we don't know what is.

EPSON
EPSON AMERICA, INC.

23844 Hawthorne Boulevard, Torrance, California 90505, Telephone (213)378-2220
CIRCLE 208 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Pennant Race

From the following clues, can you deduce the
complete name of each team, and the order in which
the teams placed both this year and last year?

1. This year, Baltimore's team finished one place higher
than the Rawhides, who finished one place higher
than last year's fourth place team.

2. Last year, Daytona's team placed ahead of the
Superstars.

this year

1 234 5
:= :: :: =

ARKANSAS
BALTIMORE ~!~!~~~~~~-7-7~~~~~~~~~

CARSONCITY ~!~!~~~~~~-7-7~~~~~~-7-~~

ELD~~~~~~ ..;l...;l-=...;~~=...;.~:-=~t:-=-~:-=-:-=~!=-;"_-.7!-=7!-=7!-="';"';-.-7-.-7-.+.+."";"';-
1f=1=1=1=1= 1= =1=1=f=

t y 2 !!~: 3 -;!...:!--,--,,---,=--:..-:...;...---;..---;..-.:,-.:.---.;..;.

s r 4 !!

5 !!=~=~=~=!=~=
1 11=1=1=1=1= 1=

I y 2 !!
:: 3 ~!..;!~!~!~!--;!--;...;..

t r 4 !! ! ! ! !

=======

3. Arkansas' name is not the Rawhides or the Victors.
4. Last year's pennant winner placed third this year.
5. This year, the Superstars finished one place higher

than last year's fifth place team, who placed ahead
of Arkansas' team.

6. Carson City's team did not place third last year.
7. The Underdogs placed higher than the Victors this

year.
8. No team finished in the same place both years.

R£JIIW
#RIIl

INSTRUCTIONS· T't'f'E IN 'lOUR EQUflTIONS IN
DATA LINES 6000-6999. WHENTHE CDt1PUTER
ASKS FOR '1'IEM8ERS IN ORDER' (LINE 40)
YOU I'IUST 1VPE IN THE 11Et~BERSGROUP B'r'
GROll'. ALSO, IF THE MEMBERSOF A GROUP
HAVE AN ASCENDING ORDER, ~'OU MUST TWE
THEIl IN IN THAT ASCENDING ORC'ER

HOWMAt·N EQUATIOtl.S? 15

# Cf GROUPS? 4

# Cf 1'IEMBERSm EACH GROUP? 5

MEI'IlERS IN ORDER
? EL DORADO
? ElIlTIt10RE
? OOYTONA
? Cfl&!N CITY
? flKANSAS
? VICTORS
? llUPLERS
? 9.JPERSTARS
? ~IDES
? IN)ERDOGS
?ST
? 4T
? 3T
? 21
?1T?i.
?4l
?:ll
?21
,?1L

EL OORR[)0-5UPERSTARS-lr· 3L -
BFLTIMORE-VICTORS-'3T-1L'-
DAVfONtHFll~HIDES-4T·2l -
CARSON CITY-·UNDERDOGS-2T·5L -
ARKANSAS-TRIPlERS-5T -4L-

13001 PRINT "INSTRUCTIONS- TYPE IN 'r'OUR E
QUATIONS IN" .
13002 PRINT "DATA LINES 6000-6999. WHENT
HE COMPUTER"
13083 PRIIlT "ASKS FOR 'MEMEERS IN ORDER' (
LIt( 40)"
13084 PRINT "'r'OU MUST T'r'F'E IN THE MEI".BERS
GR!lf' B'r'R

13085 PRINT "GROUP. ALSO, IF THE MEMBERS
OF A GROUP"
13006 PRWT "HAVE AN ASCEN!m'l(J ORDER, 'IOU

MUST TYPE"
0007 PRItH "THEM HI m lHHI HSCf:NDlNG O~:
DER. "
0003 [lIt'! V(11), \11(11), G(12), D$(20), R(6),
R1(6)
0009 5=15626: 19=1
13013 READ \0:, 14, 14,I~, 14
0019 INPUT "H0I4 MAN'! EQlJHTlONS", P2
130.:11INPUT "# OF GROUPS", N
e03lJ INPUT "II OF 11Et1BERSH1 ERCH GROUP",
A
13031 H=A
0040 PRruT "11El1BERS IN J]flDER"
13059 FOR X=l TON*?: lNPUW$(X): NE);r;;
0100 FOR X=1 TO N*A
13110 POKEr 5+);*20+X, 3): IFW':=H lHENGIJ5U84
500
13120 N[)(T X
13155 FOR R2=A-l T02 STEf' -1
1005 READ C$, [)$, F$
1010 K=0: 2=0: 21=0
1019 P2=P2-·1
1020 FOR )(=1 T0I1*f:
10li IF Ct=D!t();) THEt-lZ=X
1024 IF F$=D$(i;) THEHZ1=X
1026 ND(r X
1027 IF Z1{)13 THEtilFZOe THENUE3
1028 PRIUT "THERE IS A WPWG H~RO~:.... S
t1EIM:RE' , , , ": ENfJ
1036 IF D$="=" THH1.K=l: F=J: liUIUll>J~
1035 IF D$="O" THENf=,,: Ij:JllJlll6lO
10.13 IF D$="{" THEt-:L$=F$: F$=C$: C$=L$: W=Z
: 2=Zi: 21=14: W4=1: GOT04700
1040 IF D$=")" THEl1144=1:GOT04700

1001 GOTO 1303
1070 GOTO 1L."00
1071 IF I9/3=ltHm!:;) THEtlGOSUf:1500
1072 19= J 34 1: 1FX7)N+A- INT <Al2) THEti(;OSU
81400
1073 GOTO se0[)
1076 IF 144=1 THEN4:330
1077 GOTO 1060
1100 POKE( S+Z*20fZL F): IFF=~ THENlFZ{=H
THENGOSUB4503

1110 POKE( SfZl*2€HZ, F): IF F=~ THEtHF Z1
{=H THENG(fJJ£45€1~
1114 IF K=fl TIlENIFP'2=(> lHEN1(lb(J
1115 IF K=0 THEtli005
1120 L1 =21: L=2
1125 J:3=1
1127 IF WT<z/H){)Z/H THENZ=ZfH
11L.1J 1~=WT(z/H)
1129 GOTO 1135
1130 Ll=L: L=Zl
1131 IF HH(Zl/H){)ZilH THEN21=Zl+H
1132 W=INT<Zl/H)
1135 X=<tI*A-( <tHD*A) )-H
1136 X=X+1
1137 IF X)tl*A THENl175
1138 IF X)wA--WHD*f1) THEN1175
1139 IF X=L THEN1170
1140 POKE( S+Ll*20+>(,2)
1170 GOTO 1136
1175 IF J8=1 THEN.J8=0: ooTOl130
1177 IF S4=P2 THEN106(J
1178 GOTO 1005
1200 FOR X=l TON*A
1206 RESTORE
1213 REAl> 14 .
1211 1F 14=0 TH£N1290
1212 'r'=<lH)*A
1215 X1=0
1220 'r'='r'+1
1236 IF 'DH*A'-( (N-W)*fI) THEtl1270
1248 IF PEEK(S+X*20+V)=2 THEN:~1=Xi+1
1245 IF PEEK(S+)(*<:Ot't)2 THEN1210
1266 GOTO 12213
1270 IF :'(1=H-l TKEIIQ=«W*A)-fj)+1: Gl1=W*tl
GOSOO1750REAW
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Stocking Stuffers
for good little computers

by J. Laurence, R. Sothen
& W. Gavenda
Play football against a friend oryour
computer with PIGSKIN. Featuring
a graphic display of the field, the
ball and scoreboard statistics,
when you have the ball you choose
from eleven offensive plays while
your opponent picks which of the
seven defenses might stop you.

If you play against your TRS-80,
there are five levels of difficulty.
And they aren't easy! You can even
save a game for later completion.
Don't limit yourself to Sunday foot-
ball- get PIGSKIN now for only
$14.95 on tape, $20.95 on disk.

SYSTEM
SAVERS

INVADERS
FROM SPACE

.. "':;""
)CXXICKlClC • .":.:
I I I I I I I ...:...
t t t t t. _~1

l!: K I': II: I': I': =.~
n n n n a n :::

.lVl.W,II .••,,~r::

FUll
sound
effects

SUPERscript
by Richard Wilkes
Enhances Radio Shack's great
Scripsit word processor with many
new and useful features.

Call up the disk directory or kill files
while still in Scripsit.

Using any printer with backspace
capability, you can underline text
and produce computer-type slash-
ed zeros.
All these capabilities, and more, are
available when you add SUPER-
CRIPT to your Scripsit program.
Available for just $29.95 on disk.

~~~~~~iS'!'JJI:"JJ~~l2biS'!'~1:"~1f,a.1~Q~If~q~~~~~~
or choose from these
popular programs....

... SPACE WAR
Two-player, real-time space battle.
$9.95

... ATERM
ASCII terminal communications
program. $19.95

... MUSIC
Compose and play your own music,
using your TRS-80*. $9.95

. .. CODEBREAKER
Puzzle-solving game tests your
logical skills. $9.95

ADVENTURES INTERNATIONAL
178 Oxford Rd.

Fern Park, FL 32703
CINCINNATI COMPUTER STORE

Princeton Plaza-
11711 Princeton Rd.
Cincinnati, OH 45246

COMP·U·TRS
51 Florissant Oaks
Shopping Center

Florissant, MO 63031

DIGIBYTE COMPUTER CENTER
31 East 31 st st.

New York, NY 10016

HOBBY WORLD ELECTRONICS
19511 Business Center Dr.

North Ridge, CA 91324

LEVEL IV PRODUCTS, INC.
32238 Schoolcraft Rd.

Livonia, MI 48185

-------- Available now from these and other fine Acorn dealers -------

by Tom Stibolt
If you ever type "SYSTEM" on your
TRS-80*, this two-program package
will make life easier for you.

One of the programs, FLEXL, lets
you make backup copies of any
system format tape.

Disk drive owners can use TDISK to
save any system format tape onto
disk. It will even load non-contig-
uous tapes. You will get more out
of disk drive ownership with TDISK.
Get this two-program package now
for only $14.95. Just one of Acorn's
fine utility programs.

*TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

by Carl Miller
A NEW ATTACK IS LAUNCHED!

A new and faster machine langu-
age approach to this classic (and
addictive) space game.

In INVADERS FROM SPACE, you
choose the game speed, the
enemy bomb frequency and
accuracy, the number of shots on
screen and the number of your
bases.
Available for TRS-80* 16K Level II
for only $14.95 on tape or $20.95 on
disk.

DUEL
-N-

DROIDS [t!J
by Leo Christopherson
Your 'droid has already learned
NIM, so now it's timeto teach it how
to wield a laser sword!

Your 'droid starts out as a lowly
clown. You teach it how to use a
laser sword by controlling its move-
ments. After training it to be a
"Grand Master," you enter the tour-
nament against the program's
skilled 'droid! Entertainment for all
ages.

Available now for $14.95 on tape or
$20.95 on disk, forTRS-80* Level II,
16K.

MICRO MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
115·C Second Ave.
Cairo, GA 31728

MICROMATIC SYSTEMS
1303 Powell st.

Vancouver, BC V5B·1G6

THE PROGRAM STORE
4200 Wisconsin Ave.

Washington, DC 20016
and

W. Bell Plaza-
6600 Security Blvd.
Baltimore, MD 21207

RADIO SHACK
White Oak Shopping Center

Silver Spring, MD 20904
and

Gaithersburg Square
Gaithersburg, MD 20760
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Logic, co,nt'd ...
1200 GOTO 1210
1290 NE>(T )(: GOTOl1371
1300 FOR X=1 TO N~'H
1310 FOR '1=1 TO N*R
1328 IF X='t' TH81B35
1129 IF PEf.K(S+X*20+Y)=2 THEUPOKE( 5+'1'*2
0+)(,2)
1133 IF PEEK(S+X*2eW)=3 THENGOSl)lt.J53
1335 NE):T 'I: 11Eim(: GOT0107e
1150 FOR 1=1 TOU*R
B60 IF PEEI(S+2e*)(+ 1)=2 THENPOKE( 5+:<'13*
'1'+1,2)
1365 IF PEEK(StY*20+ i)=3 THENB8(1
13"70 IF PEEK(StW~~'0t 1)=3 THENPOKE( 5+','*2
0+ I, 3): IFW =H THENGOSlIE:453(l
BOO IF PEEK(S+'t'*20t 1)=2 TIiEIWI)f([( 5+)(*2
0+1,2)
1335 IF PEEK(S+X*2(Hl)=3 THEtlESi5
1399 IF PEEK(S+'1*20+ ])=3 THENPOKE( 5+:>(*2
0+1,3): m({=H THEf!GOSUB450~1
1395 NEXT I: RETURN
1400 FOR X=1 TOA
1405 R1=0: R2=0: R3=0
1410 1~6=0
1420 FOR '1=1 TO U*A
1430 IF P[E!(S+)(*2(W,')=3 THEN(.'6=~16+1:GOT
01470
1435 ND(T 't'
1440 IF 146=NTKENi479
1445 NE)(T x
1450 RETURN
1470 IF 'r'C*K+1 THENR1='I: GOT01435
1472 IF W6{2 THEII1445
1474 IF '/G*H+l THENR2='t': OOT01435
1476 IF 1460 THEN1445
1478 R3=¥: GOT01435
1479 IF R2=0 THEtiR3=R2
1400 POKE( S+:'(*;;·I)+;{. 4): POKE( S+;.('"2I)W1,4
) : f'(I(£( S+)(*20+R2, 4)
1482 POKE( 5+X*;;:€ltR3.. 4):pm;I'~ S+'~1*21~+>(,
4): POKE( S+Rl *20+RL 4)
1485 POKE( S+~~1*20+R2, 4): POY-I( S+RJ.*20+R
3., 4): POf~I( S+R2*20tY" 4)
14BS POKE( 5+R2*20+Ri, 4): POKE( S+R2*20+R
2;4):POKE( S+R2*20+R3,4)
14~J POKE<: S+R1*21}+ );, 4) : f~)I(E ( S+20*R3 +R:'
,4):POI([( S+2'J*R3+R2.,4)
1495 POKE( 5+2'J'Rs+R::;,4)
14% GOTO 1445
1500 FOR R2=fH T02 STEP -1
15132 RESTORE
15i'A REfiL' !~
15136 IF 1~=0THEN1%4
1507 IF 1~)li THENi564
1503 FOR .J~:=G4-:1.)*H-li TI]·I*'H q.H~)'fF:)
15139 Rl(i)=0: R1(2)=3: R1.(3)=~:~:Ri (4)=13:Wl
C:'D=(j:~1(6)=B
1510 i(=CiH)*fHi.
1511 R(1)=0: R(;~)=e:R(3)=3: R(4)=e: ~.~(5)::U
: R(6)=B

1516 C=0: L=0: K=1
1518 FOR R1=J8 TOX+A-i
1519 IF ION THEN1563
15211 8=0: 'r'=(K -1 )*11: R3=0
1524 IF V+1=X THEtl1556
1526. Y='1+1: R3=R3+1
1528 IF RDJ8 THENlF't')(IH)*fHA THENIFR-
B=R2 TIlEIU554
1538 IF RD.J8 THENIF't')(K-1)*fl+A THEN1556

1531 IF Y)(f(-1)*fl+H THENlFR-BOR2 THEN15
56
1532 IF Y)(K-1)*fI+H THEN1554
1534 IF RDJB TH£N1548
1536 R(R3)=PEEK(S+R1*20t'I): IFR(R1»(J TH
ENl.=1
1538 1=1
1540 IF RW;) =2 TKEN8=B+l
1541 IF A-!3=R2 TH811554
1542 GOTO 15<."6
1544 IF A-B=R2 THEN1554
1546 G010 1556
1548 Ll=(K-1)*A
1549 GOTO 3703
1552 GOTO 1526
1554 C=C+1: R1(1)=J8: R1(c)=R1
15.'56 IF A-BOR2 THENlFR1=.J8 lHENRi=J8+R
15.'57 NE)(r Ri.: K=I(+1
1558 I=0

1560 IF C=R2 THENlFL =1 THEN1571)
1561 C=0: L=0: GOT01518
1563 NEXT J8: GOT01504
1564 NEXT R2: GOT01072
1566 NEXT X
1568 GOTO 11372
1570 't'=(K-2)*fl+i
1572 FOR Z=X TOX+f\-1
1574 IF R1(1)OZ iHE!HR1(2){)Z THEIHFRl
0)02 THEtHFR1(4){)Z THEN1578
1576 f1E~1Z:(;OTO::'5(.4
1578 IF R1(5){)Z THENIFRi.(6){)Z THEN1532

1500 GOTO 15i'€;
1582 FOR Xi =1 TOO
1590 IF R(Xi)=0 TKENPOKE( S+Z*2€H(','tXl-1
),2)
159";: UEi,T Xi: CiOTQ15:::(1
1"150 FOR H=Q TOUl
1760 IF PEEK(S+)(*i.·HH~»=2 THEtll?:::u
1770 POKE( 5+):*20+14, :~): IF'A(=H THENGO~JJB4
500
i?oo NEi:r Ii
1790 RETUR\·I
20J:1t! FCl~~>~::.1 TOB
2019 PRINT ""
213<''\JFOR V=1 TOU*f:
20.'i€! IF PEEK(S+X*20tV)2 THEN2H91J
2060 NE:';T 'I: ~'Eim(:EN~'
2139il RE:'l
2100 PfH:n D$(lr')j 1I_"j

21!J1 GOTO 2e6~i
2116 PO!<E( S+X*20+LL 2)
3130e FOR X=l TON*fi
31319 :i,1=I)
30:'0 FOR ','=1 TOt'l*F:
33f=J.i 1F PEEK(S+:r~*2!~HV)=3 1HH~11.3g
307~ PD-n v: ND~T:~:GOTOlfj~·'E,
3100 ,)8=>(
31B1 ir INT(:~/H)<)(::</H) THErU8::']8+H
31g4 m·~ INT(J8/}ftfjl)T032eg! :~3:gCJ ~j400J3~lfI:3
,3500
3110 FOR I =l TQLl
3120 IF I=X Tff::rl3140
3130 POKE( S+I *20+Y, 2)
3140 I/EXT I
3145 GOTO 1070
3150 RETURN
3200 L=1: L1=A: GOT0311H
3300 L=fi+1: L1=2*A: GOTQ3110
3400 L =i.n!<fi+1:u=3*R: GOT03110
3500 L=3*f\+1: U=N*A: GOT0311(1
3600 FOR Q=R3+1 TOR
3610 R(Q)=0: NEXTQ: RETURN
3700 FOR Q=1 TOA
1710 l1 =Wl
1720 IF R(Q)=2 TH8HFPEEK(S+!\'1*20+L1)02
THEN1556

3740 NEi(T 11
3741 GOTO 1554
4513(1 i(7=X7+1
451£1 IF X7=N*fi THENi.~3ttll
4520 RETIJRN
4700 U=IJ+l
4719 REHG' V(lJ), Vi (I))
4720 G(u)=2
4738 IJ=I.I+1
4740 G(lJ)=Z1
4750 IF S4=P2 lHEN10f.u
476fi GOTO 11305
4S~31jFOR )(:1 TOU 51EP2
4838 FOR ~'=(VOO-1)*H+l TOV()O*H
4851 POKE( S+S(X)*20+( (V(:}{)-1.)*H)+L 2)
4852 POKE( 5+GO~+1)*20+VOD*H/2)
4853 POKE( S+G(X),'20+GC~+J.), 2)
48"".A POKE( 54GC~+1)*20+GOD, 2)
4855 IF V1()D(=l TH[N4860
4856 FOR Rl =1 TO','iO()
4857 POKE( S+G(X)*20+( (V(X)-1)*H+RD, 2)
4858 POKE( S+G(:;+1)*2G+(V(X)*H)-Ri/2)
4.859 N.E:c{T R1
4860 IF PEEK(S+G(X)*20+Y»2 Tf'.ENIFV1<X»
o THENG05UB7030
4870 IF PEf.K(StG(X+1)*''IJ+'t'»2 THENlFV1<X
»0 THENGOSUB7(11t1
4800 IF P[E!(StG(X)*~'0t','»<· THENIFV1C~:'=o TI£NG:~ISUB702~j
4899 IF PEEK(StG<:~f1)*~'0+'t'm THENlFV1<X
) =0 THENGOSUB70t:0
4891 IF PEEK(S+G(X+1)*i.'IJ+'t')=2 THEN8:.0€1
4892 IF PEf.K(S+GGO*2(1+~')=2 THEM-J60C
4895 GOTO b'J.}(~1
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599!: DliTi-: 1, 2, :;, 4, 0
6000 DRTfl Bfil TlI10RE s ), RIl4HIDE5, :;, i,RfHiI
1)[S,),4L, :;, i
6010 [;OHTR DfWTOW1,), SliPERSTARS, 4, 0, ARKtlH
SAS, {) I VICTORS
61320 DATfi RRKANSff':', 0, R~,'Hl[lES, u. =, 3T, 5
UPERSTHRSJ )" 5L 11 1
6030 DfiTfi 5lJ), HRKm'l~;HS} 31 0} CRRSON CIrTI}
0,31..
6~34~ DATH UNDERDOGS.. ), VICTORS, J} e
61350DRTH~T'()/~L.4TJ{)J4L3T,{)}3L2T}
O,21.,lT,O,1L
i'0fJe IF PEfK(S+GC~;+j)*~'0+('T'-'Vl<}D) ))-2 TH
ENRET'JRN
70135 POKE( S+G(i'~+1)*2l1+(V-V:C:';)J 3): IFG(
:>(+1)(=11 TIiEllG:):)lJE:453,1
70136 RETURN
7010 IF PEEK(S+G(ID*,'0+('y'+V10D))2 THEN
RETlJltl
71315 POK[( S+G(X>:f.2~}}-(Y+'\'1(~·~»),J): IFGC{)
<:=H lHH~G05UB45ee: RETURN
7016 RETURN
7020 FOR J8='1' TOV(X)*H
7~3:t0 PO~::E( 5+GO~+1)*20+,J8} 2)
7(16(t NE>n J8: RETIJPN
7f:lOOFOR .':8=(V<::0-1)*11+1 TOY
7110 POKE( S+(;(i()"20+Jt:,2)
71.;.t NE.:!,T .l8: RE1U~1l
8(lOO IF PEEI«S+G(X/f.20+',')=2 THE~-Hr vioo
)13 THEl-HFY}(v(X)*H)H TKEtDu(~0
8010 IF prnUSt(jC~tl)*20+Y)::2 THENIFVi<X
»0 lKE~m\'{(\I(X)*H)+l 1H£lt!(li(1
:::04G NE::·n ~I:N£:;~T;'{:GDT010i?
850(1 ~~=(V(i()-1)*H
8510 14=l>Iti
8520 IF ID't' THENPCKE( 5+G(X)*20+'r', 2): pot::
E( S+G(>{)*20+(V+1)} 2): GOT:)4:392
gs:;@ IF pm(S-l(iC~+1)*2e+I~){)2 TH£1:4:39:2
8548 Goro S'51~~;
8600 \4='1
8613 W=~4+1
86:C'\J IF '·l)(','(i-D*H) THENPOKE( 5+::;0(+1)*;;:0
+'1',,2): POKE( Sf::iO~+1)*2fH (~t-:DJ ;~)
:3~~ IF !~)(V(:~~)*~:)THEU4:395
86SB IF PEEK(S·)GC~)*20+1~)(>2 THEN4€!9~1
8643 GOTG 86i~1
9000 POKE( ~;+G(X+1~'*2€H('i-Vl(:>{»,,2):GOT(l
8134C
901B POKE( 5+G(;·{):+:2e+('{t",l1(:'{»} ~:): GOTO:))
40

Interact
Interactions

In response to my piece, "Where
Are They Now", David Ross, presi-
dent of Micro Video said. "here we
are." Micro Video has taken over the
manufacturing facilities and inventory
of Interact Electronics and is continu-
ing to market and support the unit.
Not only that, but Micro Video has
lowered the price of the basic com-
puter to $375, and added an RS-232
interface and supporting software to
the line as well as several new games.

They have located 3500 Interact
owners and are providing support to
them. However, they are still seeking
the remaining 2000 or so Interact own-
ers who did not have a warranty card
on file with Interact. If you are one, or
if you're interested in an inexpensive
entry system, write Sue Denim, Micro
Video, P.O. Box 7357, Ann Arbor. MI
48107.

(For a complete review of the Inter-
act computer, see Creative Comput-
ing, December 1979, available for
$2.50 postpaid.)-DHA

CREATIVE COMPUTING



ALF/ Apple Music
Synthesize"

The ALF Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) is an easy to
use peripheral which allows you to program music into
an Apple II computer using standard musical notation.
The ALF kit includes the synthesizer board (plugs into any
peripheral slot), exceptional quality software, and an
extensive user manual.

Sophisticated Music Entry Program
Sheet music is easily entered using the Apple game

paddles. The high-resolution ENTRYprogram features the
familiar music staff with a "menu" of musical items listed
beneath it (note lengths, rests, edit commands, acciden-
tals, etc.). One game paddle moves a cursor up and down
the music staff and is used to select the note pitch; the
second paddle chooses from the menu items (note length,
etc.) With the ALF hi-res ENTRY program, you won't have
to use cryptic codes to select note parameters.

As you program sheet music with ENTRY, measure bars
are inserted automatically (and note values are tied over
the bar where necessary). Key signatures are also
automatic-you don't have to keep writing in every sharp
or flat!

Three monophonic, individual parts can be programmed
with each ALF Music Synthesizer. Two boards are
required for stereo. A total of three synthesizers can be
used simultaneously for a maximum of nine voices. By
controling the envelope (or shape) of each voice, many
different instrumental sounds can be simulated.

Eight-octave Range
The ALF Music Synthesizer has a pitch range of eight

octaves-a wider range than a grand piano. The ALF can
also play semltonea-P'blues notes" or the pitches in
between the keyboard ~otes of a piano. (The pitch range is
from 27.5 to 55,000 Herttz,well beyond the limits of human
hearing.) Tuning accurancy is virtually perfect within
two cents of pitch value.

Every parameter of the ENTRY program can be changed
again and again during a musical piece. For example, you
can make changes in key, time signature, volume, and
timbre (envelope). Parts can be edited at any time, also.
Notes can be added lor deleted, note length can be
changed, as well as pitch, volume, etc.

You can save songs on either cassette or disk, and play
them back using either ENTRY or PLAY. The playback
speed is adjusted with one of the game paddles, and can
be varied during the playback, if you wish to change the
overall tempo.

Colorful Playback Display

The ALF Music Synthesizer features a 16-color low-res
graphic display during song playback. Each musical part
is represented on a stylized piano "keyboard"-the
intensity of the note determines the color, and the pitch is
shown in relation to "middle C".

The ALF Music Synthesizer requires the use of an
external audio amplifier. Stereo programming is possible
with the use of two or three synthesizer boards.

The ALF software includes the ENTRY and PLAY
programs, sample songs, an introduction to "envelope
shaping", and demonstrations of advanced uses of the
synthesizer.

With the ALF sottware, entry of music is easy,
fast and accurate.

Nine Voices for only $198

The new ALF "AM-Ii" music synthesizer offers an
unbeatable value for the Apple owner who is a music
hobbyist. With nine voices on a single music board for
$198.00, the AM-Ii is the most economical device for
creating music with the Apple.

The AM-II uses the same excellent ENTRY and PLAY
programs as the more sophisticated ALF Music Synthe-
sizer (AMS); the same hi-res graphic display from which
notes are selectedwlth the Apple game paddles (not typed
with cryptic codes). All of the conveniences of the ENTRY
program apply-easy editing, playback with low-res
display, ability to save songs on cassette or disk, etc.

The AM-II has stereo output (3 voices in left, 3 voices in
the middle, 3 voices in the right).

How can the AM-II offer so much for only $198.00? The
two basic differences between the AM-II and the ALF
Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) are pitch accuracy and
dynamic range. The AM-II has an accurate pitch range of
about six octaves. Pitch values above the treble staff
become increasingly inaccurate. Also, the AM-II has a
dynamic range of 28db, with 16 different volume levels,
(the AMS has a dynamic range of 78db).

The AM-II is manufactured with the same high quality
standards as other products from the ALF Corporation.
No sacrifice has been made in reliability; the new AM-Ii is
simply a great bargain.

Professional musicians will still want to use the original
Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) for its extended range and
volume controls (the AMS has a range of 8 octaves). But
for the Apple owner who is interested in music as a hobby,
the AM-II is the best music peripheral value available
today.

Requires: 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus, cassette or Disk
ll, and an external audio amplifier (all necessary patch
cords are included).
AM-II ALF / Apple Synthesizer $198.00
AMS ALF / Apple Synthesizer 268.00
To order, send payment plus $3.00 shipping and

handling to Peripherals Plus, 119Maple Ave., Morristown,
NJ 07960. Credit card customers should include card
number and expiration date of Visa, MasterCard or
American Express. Credit card customers may also order
toll-free:

800-6~11-8112
(In NJ call 201-540-0445)

P"rip-herals PluS
119Maple Ave., Morristown, NJ 07960

CIRCLE 239 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Stephen R. Berggren

One of the most enjoyable jobs of the
Christmas season is decorating the Christ-
mas tree. It is unfortunate that this pleasa·nt
and satisfying task can only be done once
each year. Besides, how can you be any
good at something you do only once a
year? You should be able to decorate a
Christmas tree whenever you want to. Can
a personal computer solve a problem like
this? Of course, it can! Using the Christmas
Tree program you can decorate and dis-
play your own Christmas tree any time you
want to.

The Christmas Tree program displays
a Christmas tree and allows you to deco-
rate it with up to 200 colored lights. Game
paddles control the placement of the lights.
The colors may be red, green, blue, violet
or white. A delete function can be used to
erase any mistakes. Once the tree is deco-
rated to your satisfaction, it can be dis-
played with either flashing or non-flashing
lights.

The program was written for the
Apple II computer. The language used is
Applesoft, the floating point version of
Basic used in the Apple II. The program
can operate under either the ROM or
RA M versions of this language. However,
under the RA M version, the number of
lights used may be limited to about 150.
Using any more lights may overwrite the
graphics screen. Removing the REM state-
ments will allow more lights to be used.
The program makes use of the hi-resolu-
tion color graphics, game paddle inputs
and shape table drawing routines of this
system. Other systems with color graphics
such as the Atari or the Compucolor
should be able to run the program after
changing the drawing and cursor routines.
Of course, the data used to draw the tree
must be modified to fit the different screen
sizes.

The program itself is really very
simple. Line 10 sets aside memory for the
X and Y position and color of each light.
The "%" sign means that they are integer

Stephen R. Berggren, 2347 Duncan Drive, Dayton,
Ohio 45324.

values. After providing directions in lines
200 to 370, it uses lines 600 to 710 to draw
the outline of a Christmas tree in green on
the hi-resolution graphics screen. The data
table at lines ISO and 160 provides the
shape. Note that it draws the shape twice
with the second shape right next to the
first. This just makes a wider line. Next, a
very simple shape table is put into the
memory using data at line 840. This shape
is a tiny square made up of four clots. This
shape table is used to draw the lights and
is also the cursor that shows where the
lights will be placed. Its size is just large
enough to show clearly on the screen. Now
the program uses lines 1010 to 1060 to put
a cursor on the screen in a place deter-
mined by the two paddle controls. The

Once the tree is deco-
rated to your satisfac-
tion, it can be displayed
with either flashing or
non-flashing lights.

XDRA W commands at lines 1030 and
1050 reverse the colors of the background
at that position. Since two reversals leave
the screen looking just as it did.irhis pro-
cedure does not erase anything. The cursor
may be moved anywhere without leaving
a trail.

As the cursor is being drawn, the pro-
gram uses line 1040 to see if a key has been
pressed. If one has, lines 2040 to 2080
determine what key was pressed and
branch to the needed routines. Line 2035
is simply a warning that all 200 lights have
been put on the tree. Lines 2088 to 2130 put
the light on the screen at the cursor posi-
tion and put the position and color into
memory. If a light is to be removed, the
programjumps down to lines 6000 to 6030.
This subroutine checks the position of the
cursor square against the positions in
memory. If it finds a match, it changes the
color in memory to black and erases the
light from the screen.

124

When the Christmas tree is finished, a
"Control-N" key will send the program to
lines 5000 to 5040. There the cursor square
is removed and the program waits for a
carriage return while the tree remains dis-
played. If a "Control-F" is typed instead,
the program goes to lines 3000 to 4060. The
cursor is first removed. Then a light is
selected at random and turned on while
another light is selected at random and
turned off. This process is repeated very
rapidly and gives the effect that the lights
are flashing. The flashing continues until
interrupted by a "Co ntrol-C" or "reset."

Several modifications to the program
might be interesting. First, by saving the
arrays that hold the light colors and posi-
tions a particularly pleasing tree might be
kept indefinitely. Second, shape tables for
stars, candy canes or bells could be in-
cluded to allow for decorations besides
lights. Finally, a means for drawing lines
could be included to draw in background
and unique decorations.

Decorating is part of the fun of the
Christmas season. With this Christ mas
Tree program your computer can con-
tribute to this fun by displaying a beautiful
Christmas decoration designed by you.
Merry Christmas! 0

JRUt·j
C H R 1ST MAS T R E E

8'-.' STEPHHl R BERGGREt·j

THIS PROGRA~l ALLOl~S VOU TO DECORATE
At·jD D I SPLA"'> A CHF: I STt-1AS TREE. '/OU ~lA','
PUT UP TO 200 LI GHTS m'l THE TREE At·jO
t'lAKE: THE~l FLASH OR GLOI.cI STEADIL'r'.

TO PUT LIGHTS ot-l THE TREE., t'10UE THE
FLA5HIHG DOT TO THE RIGHT POSITIOt..J AND
PRESS A COLOR KE'i. [JHHl FIt..JISHED.,
PRES~:; .' CTRL -F" FOR FLASH IHG LI GHTS OR
, CTRL -W FOR t·lOF:t'lAL. THESE ARE THE
I=tUAIL.ABL.E COLORS. "DELETE" REt-10IJES
THE L.IGHT UNDER THE CURSER.

l~ WHITE GREEt·lG

RE[) IJ IJIOLET

B BLUE DELETE

(PF:ESS RETURt·j TO BEGUD
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41"111:111111"111111:111:1

J

LIST

10 DH1 i':t':·;(200) ..'·it·r~(2130), ..Ct·l:-;(200
)

REf'1 i':Ii:'; ( ) i<: POSI TI OH OF LI
GHT

REf'1 wr·;0 !." POSI TI m'l OF LI
GHT

REf'1 Ct·l:-;O COLOR OF LIGHT
REf'1 DATA TO DRAtd TREE
DAT!"! 1:::0 .. 124 .. 1:::(3..70 .. 14::: ..:::6 .. 1
50)80 ..118)96)120 ..90 ..88)106)9

'0.100.5:::,116.60.110.28.126.2
0 ..128
DATA 2::: .. 1313..60,' 146 ..5::: .. 140 ..'30
.,156 ..88 .. 150 .. 12t3 .. 166 .. 118 .. 160 .•
150 .. 176 ..148.< 17A .. 18(1 .. 186 ..180 ..

~6;'~1'30. 132 I
PRIHT " C r R 1ST M AS T R E E" .
PRHn : PRun " B'/ ST
EPHHl R BERGGfi:Et·j"
PRUH : PRHn "THIS PROGRAt'1
ALLOldS 'lOU TO DECORATE"
PRIHT "At,[, DISPLA'l A CHRISTt-l
AS TREE. 'lOU t'lA'/"
PRHH "PUT UP TO 200 LIGHTS
m·j THE TREE Al'm"
PRnrr "~lAKE THEt'1 FLASH OR GL
0l,1 STEADIL'/."
PF:Hn': PRun "TO PUT LIGHTS
Ot-j THE TREE. ~101JETHE"

PRHH "FLASHHlG DOT TO THE R
IGHT POSITIOl'j AHD"
PRHn "PRESS A COLQR KE'·i. III
HEt·1 FlHISHED.. "
PRnn '!PF:ESS .-CTRL -F .- FOR FL
ASHmG LIGHTS OR"
PRItH "-'GTRL +N" FOR /·lORf·lAL.
THESE ARE THE"

PRun "AI)AILABLE COLORS. 'D
ELE::TE'- REt-l0IJES"
PRHH "THE LIGHT Ut..JDERTHE C

30

40
140
150

16€1

200
210

220

230

240

260

280

290

300

315

318
URSER."

320 PRHn: PRlHT " ld WHIT
E G = GREEH"

330 PRHn: PRHn " R RED
U = IJIOLET"

34(1 PRp·n : PRHn " B BLUE
o = DELETE"

370 PRHn: HlPUT" (PRESS RET
URt·j TO BEGIt..J) " ; A$

5'30 HGR2
5'35 REf'1 DRAl,1 TREE
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600 HCOL.OR= 1
6.10 HPLOT 124 .. 190 TO 124.1:::0
620 FOR I = 1 TO 24
630 READ '/ ..~<
640 HPLOT TO x •."
650 t·jE,.':T I
660 HPLOT 123 .. 189 TO 123 .•~78
670 RESTORE
680 FOR I = 1 TO 24
6'30 READ I·l .•~-.::
700 HPLOT TO ;': - 1 ..V-I
7'1(1 HEi<:T I
720 HCOLOF.:= 0
790 F:Ef'1 LOAD THE SHAPE TABLE FO

R THE LIGHTS
81c10 FOR I = 768 TO 774
810 READ SHAPE
:::2(1 pm:E I .•SHAPE
830 ~lEi-n' I
840 DATA 1..0 ..4 ..(1..37 ..55 ..(3
S50 POKE 232 ..~1: POKE 233 ..3
:::60 ROT= @
:::70 SCAL.E= 1
880 t·1 = 0
1(1(10 REt-l DRAld CURSOR DOT.. LOOK

FOF: I<EV I t,PUT .
1010 ~:P = 256 - PDL (0) + 15
1(120 'iP = PDL 0): IF VP > 1:::9 THEt·l

VP == 189
1030 ;<:DRAt,11 AT )-;P..\'P
10413 f(E'i = PEEK ( - 163:::3): IF K

Pi > 127 THH1 2000
1050 i,DRAt" . 1 AT ;'P., "iP
1060 GOTO 1010
19913 REf'1 TEST THE KE'i Il'lPUT
21300 POKE ~ 16368 ..0
2010 IF KEV = 142 THEt·j
2020 IF KE'i = 134 THEt·1
2[130 ~F I<E'r' = 1'36 THEt,

1313: GOTO 1050
2035 IF H = 200 THEt·l PRIm CHR$

(7) CHR$ (7) CHR$ (7): GOTO
105(1

2040 IF KEV = 215 THEi'l CN:~(m
3: GOTO 209(1

20513 IF I<E',' =1'34 THEt·1 CN:~nl)
6: GOTO 2090

2060 IF KEV = 214 THEt~ CH:~(tn
2: GOTO 209(1

2070 IF KEV = 210 THEt·1 CH:~O~)
5: GOTO 2139(1

213:::0 I F ~:E'.' = 1'39 THEt-j CN:~(m

50f30
3000
GOSUB 60

1: GOTO 2090
20:::5 GOTq 10513
2088 REI'l DRAlo.lA HEI,) LIGHT
20'30 HCOL.OR= CH:~(t'D
2100 DRA.J 1 AT xP ..'iP
2110 i,t..J;·;(t-D = ,,:p: "it'l;~(i'D = VP
2120 H= H + 1 .
2130 GOTO 10113
2990 REt'1 REt'10UE THE CURSOR DOT
3130'-'1 HCOL.OR= 0
313113 DRAt,1 1 AT )':P..\'P
3990 REt-1 FLASH THE LIGHTS B,/ RA

~jDO~1L'i TURtHt,G OHE 01'1 At·1D OH
E OFF
P = IHT ( RHD (1) * N)
HCOL.OR= Ct'l:~(P)
DRAld 1 AT i<N:-;;(P) ..'irj:-;(P)

P = 'R~lD (1)
P = IHT ( RHD (1) * H)
HCOL.OR= 0
DRAld' 1 AT ;<:t-1:·;CP)."'t,:~(P)
GOTO 40013
REt-l REf'1CII)ETHE CURSOR DOT

At,D QUIT l,IITH AL.L. LIGHTS 01'1
HCOL.OR= 0
DF.:Alo.l1 AT ;<:P.'iP
H·IPUT A$
TE;,T
Et·1D
REI'1 ERASE THE DOT Ut·1DERTH

E CURSOR
60013 FOR I = 13 TO N
6131(1 IF i<P = ;,:t·l:-;(1) At..JD"iP = '·m:-;

0; I) THEt'l HCOLOF:= 3: CN:-;( I)
13: DRAl,1 1 FJT i':P..'·iP: PRItH CHR$

40130
4010
413213
4025
4030
4040
405'-'1
4[1613
499~

5000
51310
5020
~;03G
5040
5990

(7)
E.G20 t..JEi<TI
6[130 RETURt·1
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Buy By Mail
and Save!

INTERTEC SuperBanlt, 32K .
64K Ram, List $3345 $269?
64K Quad, List $3995 $3395
NORTH STAR Horizon I
32K DO List $2695 $1989
Horizon I QD List $2995 :$2245
Horizon 2 32K DD,List $3095 $2289
IntersystemDP-1List $1749 .. $1495

CROMENCO Z.2, List $9995 .$7945
System 64K, List $3990 $3179
System 3 64K, List $7395 5689
ATARI800, List $1080 ; .. $799
APPLE II, 16K _ $969

DISK SYS'TEMS
THINKER TOYS' Discus 2D .. $939
Dual Discus 2D $1559
Discus 2 + 2, List $1549 $1259
M26 Hard Disk, List $4995 $3949

PRINTERS & TERMINALS
PAPER TIGERS IDS~440 $E!79
With graphic option $749
CENTRONICS 730-1 ,List $795 $595
737, List $995 , $789
704-9 180 eps $1495
703-9 180 eps $1569
T I 810,List $1895 $1489
NEC SPINWRITER5530 $~395
NEC SPINWRITER 5515 $2395
DIABLO 6.30List $2711 ..... $2399
INTERTEC
Intertube III,List $895 729
Emulator $729
Televideo 912C. _ $679
920C $799
Hazeltine 1420 $789
1500 $845
Soroe 120, List $995 $689
Soroe 140 $994
M;tit;;;Tn;;rfo;-r;;;;e(j;;t;'de'~Factory se~a~
wI full factory warranty. NYS residents add appropriate sales tax.
Prices do not include shipping. VISA and Master Charge add 3%.
C.O.D. orders require 25% deposit. Prices subject to'change without
notice. . .

Computers
Wholesale

. Box 144 Camillus, NY 13031
I 472~2582 [
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Are you missing any back issues of Creative Computing or
ROM magazine? The applications, programming techniques,
simulations, problems, commentary, articles and fiction are
practically timeless. Not only that, but the earlier issues are
actually increasing in value.

Prices are $2.00 each, three for $5.00, or ten for $15.00.
Postaoe $1.00 for up to 3 issues, $2.00 for 4 or more.
Super~Special: Oneof everything we have-28 magazines in
all-for only $40 postpaid.

CP8Bt;lv8 COlRpat;lnd
Vol. 3, No.4 - Jul/Aug 1977
Guide to selecting a microcomputer.
Write your own CAL. Part 2. Computers
in medicine and health care. Dwyer: "S-
Hour Course in Basic-Part 1." Thinking
Strategies-Part 3." Sherlock Holmes and
Charles Babbage. Four new games.

Vol. 3, No. 5-Sep/Oct 1977
A dynamic debugging system for SOSO
assembly language, bibliography of
"limits to growth" models. Dywer: S-
hour course in Basic-Part 2, Pro-
gramming approaches to solving C9m-
pJex equations, Electronic information
exchange, Symmetric art with your
computer, in-depth reviews of 5 micro-
computer BASICs. software technology
music system, Games: Nomad. Rotate,
Lissajous.

Vol 3, No. 6-Nov/Dec 1977
Programming techniques- Part 1. CAI.
Topics in Logic. Three S080 8K BASIC
evaluations. Smart electronic game
reviews. How computers can write final
exams. Mastermind II and Othello
computer games. Profile of the Alpha 1
and Alpha 2 for the TDL Xitan.

Vol. 4, No. 1-Jan/Feb 1978
File structures, 16-bit computers. LOGO
Language. Murphy's laws. review of
Radio Shack TRS-80 and Heath HS,
World model, biorythms, how to write a
simulation, Hart sort algorithm, 3
games, a-Hour Basic Course - Part 4.

Vol. 4, No. 4-Jul/Aug 1978
ReviewS of Commodore PET. Apple II.
Atari computer, Video games, inter-
facing to the real world: 5 articles.
business . computing: 4 word process-
ing systems, ROM section: 7 articles,
backgammon game. bar code.

Vol. 4, No. 5-Sep/Oct 1978
Equipment profiles: TRS-SO. Exidy
sorcerer. Bally Arcade, PolyMorphic
SS13, Merlin Video Display preview of
nine new personal computers. Ac-
counts receivable systems, All about
PASCAL. real world games, a real time
clock to build, PET cassettes. special
education features. new software: Star
Wars, Hex.

Vol. 4, No. 6-Nov/Dec 1978
Subject index and file index in BASIC,
consumer computers buying guide,
etectronic game reviews, critical path
analysis, mailing label programs, robot
programming. experiment in teaching
strategic thinking, evaluations of North-
star Horizon, CPIM operating system
and backgammon computers, columns
on Apple II PET and TRS-80, plus game
section including "Corral", "Joust" and
Puzzle"

Vol. 5, No, 1-January 1979
Computers in fiction; Survey of
Educator's Attitudes; K-State; How to
Hide Your Basic Program; World Chess
Championship Computer; Compleat
Computer Catalog, Microchess for the
TRS-SO; Exidy Sorcerer; Ohio Scientific
superboard II; Robots in Fiction; Help
for the Weary Taxpayer; A counterfeit
Cursor for your PET; Medical Audit
Time.

Vol. 5, No.2-February 1979
Evaluations: Electric Pencil, Heathkit H-
S, Computer Music Records. Computer
Games: Gold Mine, Atom-20. Com-
puterized Sports Predictions, Multiple
Regression Analysis Simplified, Value of
Computers in Education, Budget Man-
agement System, Help for the belea-
guered consumer.

Vol. 5, No.3-March 1979
Six articles on data base management;
Evaluations of TRS-80 and Apple Disk
Systems; Payroll system; the Game of
Go; Small business computing with the
Sourcerer; Judging of sports events;
Social Science survey program.

Vol. 5, No.4-April 1979
Safeguarding your computer; Inter-
pretive programming; Elements of a
good computer game, Music com-
position; "What will happen if"; Vertical
graphs and bar charts; People Pro-
gramming; Home applications.

Vol. 5, No. 5-May ~979
Word processing systems - buying a
system and 5 evaluations; Writing 2
user-oriented program; Tutorial on
PILOT; 3 new games; Amoritization
schedules, reading and comprehension
tests.

Vol. 5, No.6-June 1979
S Articles on computer graphics and
plotting; Evaluations: HiPlot, NAD
System, ALFIApple Music Synthesizer;
Copyright of Software; Sesame Place;
Probability Study; String Manipulations;
3 New Games.

Vol. 5, No.7-July 1979
Two Ecology Simulations, Creativity
Test; World Power Systems; Files and
Data Basis - 4 Articles; Evaluations of
Six Peripherals and Software Systems;
Personal finance Model, 2 logic games.

Vo1.5,No.8 August 1979
Adventure, Computers and Dance,
Can Computers Think? The Law and
Your Computer, muMath, Image Pro-
cessing, Manipulating Pencil Flies,
Structured Programming Techniques.
Evaluation of T19914, TRS-SO Model
II, SWTPC PR-40, IMSAIVIO. Games:
HVOL T and Fort.

Send order to Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. Or save time and call your credit card
order toll. free to: 800-631-8112(in NJ, 201-540-0445).
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Vol.5, No. 10 October 1979
Battle of the Word Processors, The
Computer as a Gun, Computer Driven
Real 3·D Display. Applications: RCA
VIP and COSMAC. ELF' Graphics
Digital Clock. Evaluations: Perip-
hicon 511, Compucolor II, Health H14
Printer, Atari Video Computer Cart-
ridges, Mountain Hardware Super-
Talker.

Vol.5, No.11 November 1979
Comparison Chart of Six Popular
Personal Computers, Comparison of
Single' Board Computers, Electronic
Toys and Games, Quick Printer II,
Interact Computer, TRS-80 Level III
Basic, Battle of the Word Processors,
IntrolX-10 Home Control System,
Adventure: Complete listing in Ba-
sic, Build Your Own Telephone Dialer
and Joysticks.

Vol.5, No. 12 December 1979
More Electronic Games, Language
Translators, APFMP1000 Video Game
System, Buying a Word Processor
printer, Satellite Tracking Software,
Sysklt for the 8080, Assemblers:
CP/M vs. TSC, Statistics for the
TRS-80. Part 2: Controlling House-
hold Devices s . Computerized Biofeed-
back. Applications: The Microcom-
puter as an Investment Tool, "Turn-
key" CP/M systems, Animation for
the Apple. Digitized Video Images.

Vol. 6, No.1 January 1980
Interviews with Donald E. Knuth and
William Wulf; Six Features on Artifi-
cial Intelligence; Air Traffic Control-
ler; Computerized Resume; GROW:
A Program that L.earns; Evaluations;
Six Basics; NEWDOS and TRSDOS;
Auto Scribe; Micro Music.

Vol. 6. No.2 February 1980
Six articles on Investment Analysis;
David Levy: Intelligent Computer
Games; Programs: Geneology,
Graph lng, Genetics; Evaluations of
Word Star vs Electric Pencil; Pascal

for the TRS-80; Micro Composer;
Data Dubber; Sorcerer Word Proces-
sing Pac; Trivia Contest Results.

Vol. 6, No.3 March 1980
Evaluations: TI 99/4; Cobol: Micro-
soft vs Micro Focus; Pencil Sharp-
ener; Mailroom Plus; Ten software
packages; Networks for Personal
Computers; Three M lie Island
Game; Interview with Joel Birn-
baum; Ho•••.to Make a BasiC Tree.

Vol. 6, No. 4April 1980
Dr. KiloBYTE's Creative Popular Per-
sonal Recreational Micro Computer
Data Interface World Journal-the
Famous 73 page April Fool parady. 8
Articles on Reading and Language;
Interview with Gordon Bell; Evalua-
tions of Heath WH-89, Atarl 800 vs
PET; Chatsworth Mark Sense Card
Reader, Adventure.

Vol. 6, No.5 May 1980
7 Features on Saving Money with your
Computer: Analysis of Stock Op-
tions, Budgeting Model, Shopping
Usts, Home Inventory, Home Pur-
chase, Retirement Planning. Com-
puter-Aided Model Rocket Design;
Two Natural L.anguage Systems;
Evaluations of PET 2022 Une Printer,
APF Imagination Machine, Personal
Software's Desktop/ Plan, Universal
Data Entry System.

Vol. 6, No. 6June 1980
14 Graphics Articles: Polar Plots, 3-D
Graphics, Animation, Graphic Mazes,
Motion Simulation, Inside Space
Invaders.' 7 Music Articles: Digital
Audio, Computer-Aided Sight Read-
Ing, Design of a Synthesizer, Digital
Enhancement of Old Recordings.
Comparison of printers; Evaluations
of The Alarl Machine, Neelco's Music
Box for the PET, HeathKit-Thomas
ElectroniC Organ Kit.

July 1977
SOl. The Inside Story; Braille and the
Computer Video newspaper; A Chip is
Born; The Care and Feeding of Your
Home Computer; Digital Foam - the
peripheral of the future.

August 1977
The Kit and I, Part I, by someone who's
never soldered before; Introduction to
the fundamentals of Computer Memory;
Tips for the do-it-yourself hardware
beginner; Binary clocks; APLomania.

September 1977
Xeroxes and other hard copy off your
CRT; Payroll Program; How Computers
Work; The Kit and I, Part II: or Power to
the Computer; CCD's How They Work
and How They're Made; A look at
PLATO. an Educational Computer
System; IBM 5100.

October 1977
Binary Arithmetic For the Beginner;
Microprocessor Aid for the Deaf and
Blind; The Kilobyte Card; Scott Joplin
on Your Sci-Fi Hi-Fi; Building a Basic
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Music Board; Flowcharting; Payroll
Program.

November 1977
Solar Energy Measurement; A Begin-
ners Introduction to BASIC; The Kit and
I, Part III; More Music to Play on Your
Computer; Micro Maintenance; Solo-
mon and Viet: Putting Together a
Personal Computing System; Time
Sharing on the Family MICRO.

December 1977
A Beginners Guide to Peripherals; The
Best Slot Machine Game ever; Artificial
Intelligence?; An Electronic Jungle
Gym for Kids; File Copy Program; Better
Health Through Electronics; the Kit and
I Part IV.

January 1978
Synthetic Skin for Your Robot and How
to Make It; TLC: A Visual Programming
Language; The Code That Can't Be
Cracked; Beginners Guide to Computer
Graphics; The Computer and Natural
Language; First-Timer's Guide to
Circuit Board Etching,



The safety, usefulness and desirability
of nuclear power plants is a subject that has
recently been a very "hot" topic of
conversation. It seems that almost every-
one has an opinion about what should be
done about nuclear power plants. It's too
bad that only a very few people have
actually been at the controls of one of the
big generating plants to get a firsthand feel
for how it works.

That's all I wanted to do; to run my
own nuclear power plant. Unfortunately, I
did not have several hundred million
dollars or a license from the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. Neither did I
want to wait the ten years it would take to
build a power plant. I was therefore forced
.to use what I did have, my Apple II
computer. This wasn't such a bad alterna-
tive. After all, on a computer the worst
thing that could result from my mis-
management would be a software crash. I
would be completely safe from explosions,
radiation and irate protesters.

My efforts at a safe study of nuclear
power have resulted in a program that
simulates the performance of a pressurized
water nuclear power plant. The program is
designed to be educational, as well as
challenging and fun. It starts with a simple
description of the workings of a plant I
designed. This is followed by an animated
diagram of the plant and its operation in
color graphics. Then instructions are
provided on how to operate the controls.
Finally the plant starts operation with a
daily status report appearing on the screen.
The keyboard is used to adjust the controls
and then move to the next day. Within the

Stephen R. Berggren, 104 Ridgeway Ave.
Louisville,KY 40207

Apple Nuclear Power Plant

program, a series of equations simulates
the response of the reactor and power
system and presents the next day's status.
Warnings are provided when the plant is
not operating properly or when any
damage is done. This report is a much
simplified version of the computerized
status reporting used in most nuclear
power plants.

I did not have several
hundred million dollars
or a license from the
Nuelear Regulatory
Commission. I was there-
fore forced to use what I
did have, my Apple II
computer.

As with a real power plant, the object
is to produce as much electrical power as
possible without injuring anyone or
damaging the equipment. This plant can
produce up to two megawatts of power
before overloading, but the average power
output depends on how close to this
maximum the plant is operated and how
long the plant is down for maintenance.
When the plant's nuclear fuel is exhausted
(after about 120 days) the program
evaluates the operator's performance
based on the average power output and the
damage sustained by the plant. Of course,
if the plant's operation should result in a
meltdown, the operator should consider
his performance rather poor.

A Disastrous Sample Run

In the sample program run, you can
see that at day one the plant was in cold
shutdown and everything was at 25
(degrees centigrade). Of course, the control
rods were fully inserted and all coolant
flow was stopped. I started the plant by
pulling out the control rods. As the reactor
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heat went up, primary and secondary
coolant flow was started to cool the reactor
.and run the generator turbine. By day 15,
the plant's temperatures had settled down
and the plant was running well, although
not very close to its maximum power
output. That's the trick; keeping the power
output high and the temperatures in the
operating ranges.

At day 19, a small coolant leak
developed, but I decided hot to shut down
just to fix it. However, by day 23 things had
really turned sour, and I had to try for a
maintenance shutdown. With all coolant
systems on full and the control rods in, the
reactor cooled quickly and then entered
th~ automatic maintenance shutdown
mode. It took 32 days to repair the damage
but then the plant was ready to start again.
But I made a mistake. I tried to heat the
reactor too quickly and went beyond the
safe temperature range. Then, I tried to
compensate by increasing - the primary
coolant flow and got into more trouble.
Before I could get the emergency coolant
on, the reactor went out of control and
disaster struck. Too bad, but I deserved it.
At least no one was hurt.

The program is written in a very
straightforward manner and only the
keyboard input and operating algorithms
should be at all hard to understand. Lines
955 to 985 demonstrate the keyboard
input. The key is entered as A$ and filtered
in line 965 to allow only (space), (return)
a~d 0 thru 9 to pass through. The (space)
will skip to the next variable while the
(return) will allow the program to continue
to the next day's report. A$ is then
concatenated to B$ whose VAL becomes
the new input variable. The FOR state-
ment in line 955 limits the input to four
keystrokes. The program is almost entirely
crashproof. (Famous last words. __Ed.)

If you are really interested in the
operating algorithm, lines 1280 to 1395
simulate heat flow equations that have
been simplified slightly. Don't feel too bad
if you don't understand exactly how they
work. They do work. The REM statements

CREATIVE COMPUTING



B. Ruth T.Williams D. Parker
L. Gehrig I. Foxx w.Stargell
j. DiMaggio H. Greenberg W.Mays
j. jackson R. Hornsby P. Rose
G. Sisler H.Wilson O. Cepeda
S.Musial B. Terry C. Yazstremski

T. Cobb M.Mantle W.McCovey
W.Mays H. Aaron R. jackson

C. Young-P W. lohnson-P G. Brett
.R. Guidry-P

GAME PACKAGE#1

COLLEGE BOARDS
for TRS~80
PET, APPLE

The best way to sharpen your skills for the College Board
Exams is to work on actual examinations. Each of these program
sets confronts the user with a virtually limitless series of ques-
tions and answers. Each program is based on past exams and pre-
sents material of the same level of difficulty and in tile same form
as used in the College Board examination. Scoring is provided in
accordance with the formula used by College Boards.
SAT, PSAT, N.M.S~Q.T., set includes 7 programs covering Voca-
bulary, Word Relationships, and Mathematics. Prke$59.95
GRE set includes 10 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Rela-
tionships, Mathematics, logical Diagrams, Analytical Reasoning.

. . $99.95

HOSTAGE Negotiate and/or attack in this contest
between the Authorities and the Terrorists. Terror-
ists select their target; choosing to seize Hostages at
Foreign Embassies, the U.N. Building, Airliners,
Hospitals, School Buses, or even Nuclear reactors.
During play, Terrorists and Authorities have ample
opportunity to bargain and double-cross each other.
As in real life, public opinion counts and shapes the
player's actions. Players have a dramatic and real-
istically wide range of tactical options. This game
accurately reflects the intricacies of threat, promise,
and all facets of negotiation.

BLACK GOLD Strike oil and build your own pet-
. roleum empire in this exciting simulation. Players
strive to dominate the oil market. Options must be
bought, wells drilled, and marketing strategies
chosen. Players face a host of problems in this sim-
ulation. These range from uncertain geological and
price conditions to labor strikes, the impact of
natural disasters, and perhaps most troublesome,
I the demands of EI Supremo. a greedy oil potentate
and ruler of some of the best territory for oil
exploration.

PRIMARY FIGHT A Political-Math game in which
: up to 6 players compete for the nomination of theirIparty. Results depend upon campaign strategy and
mathematical skill.

$19.95

TIMETRAVELER
The best of the adventure games. Confronts player with complex decision situa-

tions and the demand for real time action. Using the Time Machine, players must
face a challenging' series of enviornments that include; the Athens of Pericles,
Imperial Rome, Nebuchanezzar's Babylon, Ikhaton's Egypt, Jerusalem at the time of
the crucifixion, The Crusades, Machi;lvelli's Italy, the French Revolution, the
American Revolution, and the English Civil War. Deal with Hitlers Third Reich,
Vikings, etc. At the start of each game players may choose a level of difficulty ...
the more difficult, the greater the time pressure. To suceed you must build
alliances and struggle with the ruling powers. Each game is unique, $24.95

SUPER STARBASEBAll

SWORD OF ZEDEK
Fight to overthrow Ra, The Master of Evil. In this incredible adventure game, you

must confront a host of creatures, natural and supernatural. To liberate the King-
dom, alliances must be forged and treasures sought. Treachery, deceit and witch-
craft must be faced in your struggles as you encounter wolves, dwarves, elves,
dragons, bears, owls, ores, giant bats, trolls, etc. Each of the 12 treasures will en-
hance your power, by making invisible, invulnable, more eloquent, more skillful in
combat etc., etc., as you explore the realms of geography, both on the surface and
underground. Dungeons, temples, castles, mountains etc., are all a part of the fan-
tastic world of Ra. Each game is unique in this spectacular and complex world
of fantasy. $24.95

$19.95

*ALL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR
TRS-80, APPLE II & PET

• KRELL SOFTWAIf{E-.VIlA- Send check or money order to
21 Milbrook Drive, St<?ny Brook, NY 11790 (516) 751-5139

All programs require 16K. TRS·8D programs require Level II BA5/C!tApple programs require Applesoft BASIC~=====================~========c=======~=========c=CIRCLE 219 ON ~I:ADER SERVICE CARD .



.,
at the end of the program give the prefixes
and suffixes used to create the variables.
They also describe what each section is
supposed to do.

Program Details

The program is written in Applesoft,
Apple's floating point Basic, and fits in a
16K memory. Translation should be very
easy with some exceptions. The diagram
routines use color graphics. If your system
does not have graphics, delete lines 6000 to
7060. You must also fix lines 220 and 222,
since calling a deleted subroutine is an easy
way to crash. The program also makes
extensive use of logic evaluations within
expressions. For example, (A 100) equals
one if true, and zero if false. This is a quick
and easy way to avoid IF statements. If
your system does not have this capability,
convert each of these expressions to IF
statements. Many of the variables have
percent signs following them. This is
Applesoft'sway of saying 'integer vari-
able.' I used them to keep fractions out of
the numbers printed in the status report. If
your system can easily control the number
of decimal places printed, forget the
percent signs.

Before could get the
emergency coolant on,
the reactor went out of
control and disaster
struck. Too bad, but I
deserVed it.•

In Applesoft, the PEEK in line 910
returns the vertical position of the cursor.
If you can't find your cursor, you will have
to think up another way to input the
control variable. Finally, the instructions
and the status report are made to fit a 40 by
24 character screen. These can be easily
modified to fill a wider screen.

I have some final words to engineers,
nuclear technicians and other qualified
readers. No, I pave never seen a real power
plant that was designed like this. Yes, I
know it takes much less than a day for a
reactor to respond to changes in coolant
flow and control rod position. Besides,
who ever' heard of a reactor with only one
emergency cooling system, and that one
with a limited supply of coolant? And,
blasphemy of blasphemies, no SCRAM
mechanism? I am sure your list of
discrepancies is far more complete. What
I have tried to do is to incorporate char-
acteristics and responses of a simplified
and idealized nuclear power plant into
a computer simulation game. Several
concessions to accuracy were made in
order to create a simulation that would
provide realistic responses to simple inputs
and make an interesting and instructive
game. 0

10 Hor'lE
20 PRHH SPC 0: 8)" AF'PLE t~UCLEAR PO~IEF: PLAtH"
30 PRHH SPC':: 9) "B'o' STEPHEtl R. BERGGREt·l
40 PRItH
50 PRIt~T "TH I 5 PROGRAt'l S mULATES THE OPERATI ON OF"
613 PRHjT "A ~lUCLEAR POl,IER REACTOR. THE OS,TECT"
713 PRUH "IS' TO OPERATE THE PLAtH AT A t'lAi(H1Ut'1"
813 PRINT "A!-)ERAGE POldER OUTPUT I~ITHOUT CAUSIt-lG"
913 PRIt-lT "A REACTQR t'lELreou-r. "
11313 PRHH
110 PRItH "THE COtHROL ROC)S ADJUST THE At'10U~H OF"
120 PRHH "HEAT PROC:'UCEDE:'o' THE REACTOF:. PRH1AR•.•.'"
1313 PRIm "COPLAm TRAt'lSFERS THIS HEAT TO. THE HEAT"
1413 PRHH "Ei<;CHAHGEF:. SECot-lDAR'/ COOLA~lT TRAt'lSFERS"
1513 PRI NT "HEAT FRot1 THE HEAT D,CHAt'lGER TO THE" .
160 PRItH "TlIRBHlE., ~IHEF:E'POI.dER IS F'F:CIDUCED, At·lD"
170 PRHH "FHlALL •.•.' TO THE C:OOLIt·lG TOl,.IER. THE"
180 PRINT "Et'lEF:GE~lC'/ COOLAtH IS USED TO HELP SHUT"
190 PR ru+ "DOldt'l THE REAcTOR IAIHEHOTHER· 5' .•.•5TE~lS"
200 PRHH "FAIL. Ut·lLIKE THE OTHEF.: COOLAtHS> "
210 PRHH "Et'lEp'G~HC'/ COOLANT IS uor REC\·'CLED."
220 PRHH: HlPLiT "ENTEF: "V TO SEE REACTOR DIAGRAt'l EtHER "1" FOR WORKIN
G INSTRUCTIOt·lS EtHER "S< TO START OPERAT'Iot'l ";A$
221 IF A$ =' "D" THEt·l GOSUB 60[10: GOTO 22'3
222 IF A$ = "S" THE~l 39[1 . '"N
225 TE~"T: HDt'lE ' -.
230 PRHH "THE CotHROLS AF:E OPERATED B'" T'/8P.j;. Hl"
235 PRHH "THE DESIRED COtHROl. ROC:'SETTIt~G' r:l ''
240 PRItH "FLOl,1 RATES. (usE I)ALUES FRot'l 0 TO ..'i;~r
245 PRItH "IF t·jQ EtHF:'/ IS t'lADE, THE I)ALLIES ~rr .' ,
250 PRHH "NOT CHAt·lGE. USE THE SPACE BAR TO 5 EP"
255 PRUH "TO THE DIFFEREtH FlIt·lCTIOt~S. WHEt·l THE"
260 PRINT "DESIRED ENTRIES HAIJE BEEt·l t'lADE., lISE THE"
265 PRINT ""RETURW KE\, TO ArAJAt·lCE TO THE t·lDn DAY."
270 PRINT "THE REACTOF: CA~l BE: OPERATED UNTIL A"
275 PRINT "t·IELTDOWt·l OCCURS OR THE REACTOR FUEL IS"
280 PRHlT "Ei<:HAlJSTED. THE FliEL WILL LAST FOR"
285 PRIt-lf. 1:f\80UT 10'3 TO 150 DA'iS. l~HEt" THE FUEL"
290 PRIt~· ,'I S Ei<HAUSTED., \,OllF: PERFORI'lAt'lCE WILL BE"
295 PRI~" 'EIJALUATED.
298 PR f: =t r HlPUT" (PRESS RETURt·l TO CotHINUE)" ;A$: Hot'IE
300 PR t t : PR UH "I F ','OU ~IAtH TOREPA I R DAflAGE OR REPLACE"
305 PRI tH "COOLANT, BRI t~G THE REACTOR .TEt1PERATLIRE"
310 PRINT "DOW~l BELOW 100 At~D SHUT OFF THECOOLAHT"
3i5 PRUIT "FLOldS. THIS t,IILL CALISE AN AUTOt-lATIC"
3213 PRHlT "flAINTENANCE SHUTDOl,It'l A~lD ALL COOLANT"
325 PRINT "~IILL BE REPLEtHSHED A~lD REPAIRS t·IADE."
330 PRHn "THE GREATER THE DAt'lAGL THE LmlGER THE"
335 PRINT "REPAIRS WiLL' TAKE."
340 PRINT
350 PRINT" l,.IARtHt~G: THIS POWER PLAtH HAS"
360 PRnrr " t·lD AUTDt'lATIC SAFET'-i DEIJICES! ! "
370 PR!W
380 G!i!fl} 22'3
390 RE~" INITIATE
4ee' -5e5u8 ~
410 RH = 0
420 RL = 0
430 DA'y'~·~= 0
440 TT = 0
450 Dl'lGE:-; = (1
455 A% ~ 0:Al% = 0:A2% 0
460 REt'l l,IRITE REPORT
470 TE~':T: HOI'lE
475 DA'.•.•;·; = DA'r':~ + 1
480 PRnrr SPC ( 7)" APPLE t·lUCLEAF: POl,JEF: PLAtH"
4 90 PRrur SPC':: 8)" STATUS REPORT - DAo.,' "; DA'/;';
500 PRHH
510 PRHn "~IARtH~lGS:"
520 IF RP; )- 8[1'3 THEt·l PRun " REACTOF: OI.IERHEATED": F;D:'; = RD:·; + 1 + (RT%

> 8513) + (Rr·; > 9[1[1) + 2 *' (RT:'; )- 950): PD:·; = PD:'; + 1: ED:~ = ED:·; + 1
+ (RT:'; > 850)

530 IF xr·; )- 5[1'3 THEN
+ (xl'% > 6(0): PD:-;
I F GO:'; > 2'3[1[1 THEt·~

PF:nH " HEAT E),CHA~lGER OIJERHEATED": ~"D% )<D:~+ 1
PD% + I:SD% = SD% + 1
PRHH " TUR8It~E OI)ERLOADED" :TD:~ = TD:-; + 1 + (GO:-;54[1

> 251313 ) : SD:·; = S[:o:'; + 1
550 IF CT:~ > 306' THEt·l PRHIT" COOLING TOWER OIJERHEATED": SD% = SD% + 1
560 IF GO:, < 10[1[1 THEt~ PRItH" PO~IER OUTPUT LOW"
570 IF EIJ:~ < 200 THEt·l PRHIT" Et'lERGEt~C"'" COOLAt-H' LOW"
5813 IF PI):-; < 1130 THEt·l PR It~T " PR H1ARo.,'COOLANT LOW": PD:~ PD:-: +
590 IF SIJ:.; <, 100 THEt~ PRHIT " SEcmlDAR"i COOLA~H LOW": SD:'; = SD:~ +
6013 PRItH
610 PRun "DAt'lAGE:"
620 IF RD:, > 3 THEt·~ PR ItH " REACTOR CORE DAt'IAGE[)"
6313 IF PD:, > 4 THEt'l PRnn " PR H1AR'/ COOLAtH LEAK - "; PD:';; " /DA'Y" : PIJ% =

(PlJ% - P
D:~) *' 0: (PI,J:'; - PD:O )- 0)
540 IF 5N; )- 4 THEt-~ PR It~T " SECONDAR'....COOLAtH LEAl< - "; SD:';; " /DA\, " : SlJ%
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Economic and
Ecology Simulations
The Ecology Simulations

series are a unique educational
tooi. They are based on
"simulation models" developed
by the Huntington Two
Computer Project at the State
University of New York at Stony
Brook under the direction of Dr.
Ludwig Braun. The programs
and accompanying document-
ation are written for self-
teaching or classroom use and
include background material,
sample exercises and study
guides. Graphic displays were
specially developed by Jo Ann
Comito at SUNY and Ann

Corrigan at Creative Com-
puting. The Ecology Simula-
tions packages are a remarkable
educational application of
micro-computers.

1. Pop

Ecology Simulations-1, CS-3201 (16K)

The POP series of models
examines three different
methods of population
projection, including exponen-
tial, S-shaped or logistical, and
logistical with low density
effects. At the same time the
prog rams introduce the concept
of successive refinement of a
model, since each POP model
adds more details than the
.previous one.

2. Sterl
STERL allows you to

investigate the effectiveness of
two different methods of pest
control-the use of pesticides
and the release of sterile males
into the fly population. The
concept of a more environ-
mentally sound approach
versus traditional chemical

methods is introduced. In
addition, STERL demonstrates
the effectiveness of an
integrated approach over either
alternative by itself.

3. Tag
TAG simulates the tagging

and recovery method that is
used by scientists to estimate
animal populations. You
attempt to estimate the bass
population in a warm-water,
bass-bluegill farm pond.
Tagged fish are released in the
pond and samples are recovered
at timed intervals. By presenting
a detailed simulation of real
sampling by "tagging and
recovery," TAG helps you to
understand this process.

4. Buffalo
BUFFALO sim u lates tile

yearly cycle of buffalo
population growth and decline,
and allows you to investigate the
effects of different herd
management policies. Simula-
tions such as BUFFALO allow
you to explore ."What if"
questions and experiment with
approaches that might be
disastrous in real life.

Ordering Information
The series is designed for the 16K TRS-80 Level II and is

attractively packaged in a vinyl binder with a complete study guide.
Ecology Simulations-I: disk CS-3501, cassette 3201. Ecology
Simulations-II: disk CS-3502, cassette CS-3204. Social and
Economic Simulations: disk CS-3508, cassette CS~3204. At a
modest $24.95 each, the series is an affordable necessity.

To order, send payment plus $1.00 shipping and handling to
Creative Computing Software, Dept. ACGG, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. For Faster Service, call in your order toll-free
to our order hotline 800-631-8112. In NJ call 201-540-0445.

an apartment building or an
entire city.

Ecology Simulations-2, CS-3202 (16K)
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3. Malaria
With MALARIA, you are a

Health Official trying to control
a malaria epidemic while taking
into account financial con-
siderations in setting up a
program. The budgeted use of
field hospitals, drugs for the ill,
three types of pesticides, and
preventative medication, must
be properly combined for an
effective control program.

4. Diet
DIET is designed to explore

the effect of four basic
substances, protein, lipids,
calories and carbohydrates, on
your diet. You enter a list of the
types and amounts of food eaten
in a typical day, as well as your
age, weight, sex, health and a
physical activity factor. 01ET is
particularly valuable in
indicatinq how a diet can be
changed to raise or lower body
weights and provide proper
nutrition.

Social and Economic Simulations
CS-3204 (16K)
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for the market for a particular
product: in this case, bicycles.

Each player makes market-
ing decisions quarterly includ-
ing the production level, the
advertising budget, and the
unit price of the product for
his/her company.

3. USPop
USPOP allows the user to

study many aspects of the
United States' human demo-
grapt.;y (population change)
including population growth,
age and sex distribution.
USPOP makes population pro-
jections and investigates the
consequences of many differ-
ent derncqraph ic changes.

DECEMBER 1980

1. Pollute

POLLUTE focuses on one
part of the water pollution
problem; the accumulation of
certain waste materials in
waterways and their effect on
dissolved oxygen levels in the
water. You can use the
computer to investigate the
effects of different variables
such as the body of water,
temperature, and the rate of
dumping waste material.
Various types of primary and
secondary waste treatment, as
well as the impact of scientific
and economic decisions can be
examined.

2. Rats
In RATS, you play the role of a

Health Department official
devising an effective, practical
plant to control rats. The plan
may combine the use of
sanitation and slow kill and
quick kill poisons to eliminate a
rat population. It is also possible
to change the initial population
size, growth rate, and whether
the simulation will take place in

1. Limits
LIMITS is a micro-com-

puter version of the well known
"limits to Growth" project
done at MIT. It contains a
model of the world that is built
of five subsystems (popula-
tion, pollution, food supply,
industrial output, and resource
usage) linked together by six
variables: birth rate, death
rate, pollution generation, re-
source usage rate, industrial
output growth rate, and food
production rate.

2. Market
Market allows two or more

people to play the roles of
companies who are competing
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This fall, Apple
owners can call
their own plays •••

The strategy and graphics
game for 4sk Apples
is at your dealers now.

Or, you may order direct. Send S13.95 for cassette,
$17.95 for disk and $1 postage and handling to:

ShoeString Software
1235 Candlelight

Houston, Texas 77018

~i~~~
([TwD

CIRCLE 248 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• COMPUBRIDGE®'
Contract Bridge Series

• Programs That Work.
For Apple II

(No special hardware needed)
Elementary 32K Cassette $19.95
Complete 32K Cassette $29.95.
Complete 48K Diskette $39.95
Each course includes a series 01 pro-
grammed lessons plus the unique
QUIZMAKER which deals random
hands, then checks your answers and
quizzes you or supplies the correct
answer. The complete course includes
popular conventions such as Stayman
and Jacoby.

NEW-DEFENDER'S PLAY
32K Cassette $29.95
48K Cassette $39.95
Instruction in opening leads against
notrump and suit contracts, with QUIZ·
MAKER to deal limitless random hands.

Available from your Apple Dealer or
CompuBridge Division, Barclay
Bridge, Port Chester, N.Y. 10573.
a •• ~ ••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••• " ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Please send _

for _ 32K 481\
Check Enclosed or charge to
VISA MC Card No. _

Name

Address

N.Y. Residents add Sales Tax
CIRCLE 117 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Power Plant cont'd ...
(SV:~ - So:o '" «SU:-.: - 50:0 > (3)

650 IF E[J:-.: > 2 THEt·1 PRIt~T " E~lERGEt'1C'l COOLAtH LEAK - "; 2 * EO%;" /DAY" :
EIJ:-.: = (E U:-.: - 2 * ED:O '" un):-; - 2 '" E[J:O > 0)

6613 IF P8:-; THE~1 PRI HT " PRI t'lAR'/ COOLAt~T PUMP FA I LURE - "; 10 * PO% '"
(PD% < 1(3) + 100 '" (PD:-.: > = 10); ":-;"

6713 IF 5B:-.: THEt~ PRIt~T" 5ECOt-1DAR'/ COOLAtH PUt1P FAILURE - ";10 * SD% *
(SD:~ <, 1 0) + 100 '" (SD:-.: > = UD;":-;"

680 IF )<:B:-;THEt·1 PRHn" HEAT E)<CHAt'1GERFAILURE"
6913 IF GB:-; THEt'1 PRHn" TURBH1E FAILURE"
7130 PRItH
710 IF RD:-; )- 5 THH1 PRltH" t'lELTDOWt~I NELTDOW~1! MELTDOWt~!":

GOTO 31312113
720 PRINT" WDICATORS: "
7:-.0 PRtur " REACTOR TEt-1P. (t-1A;-';8(0) "; RT:~
7413 PRnn" HEAT E)<CHAt'lGER TH1P. (I'1A><:5(6) ";~<T:-;
7513 PRINT" COOLlt~G TOl~ER TEI'lP. (MAi-; 3(0) ";Cr:-.;
760 PRINT" POI.~EROUTPUT (t'lA;': 2G00KW) ";GO%; "KW"
765 KW% = TT / [JA'l:-':
7713 PRINT" AIJERAGE POt,IER OUTPUT ";KloJ:-;; "KW/DA,'
800 PRINT" COt-HROL RODS- ";A;-;
8113 PRH1T" COOLAt·ns"
8213 PRINT" Et'lERGEt~C"{ LEI)EL-" ;EI):-.:;" FLOW-" ;EF:~
830 PRnn" PRINAR'l LEVEL-" ;PIJ:-.:;" FLOW- "PF%
840 PRIt-H" sECOHDAR'l LEIJEL - "; sIJ:-.:; " FLOU.l-" SF:-.:;
8513 IF (1130 - RU < 5 THEt·1 PRltH: PRUn : PRItH "REACTOR FUEL

E)<HAUSTED": GOT.0 41211210
900 REN GET NEl<l COt-HROL 1,)ALUE5
91121P'= PEEK (37)
920 UTA8 (P - 3)
93121 HTA8 (20)
95121A2% = Al%:Al% = A%
955 B$ = "": FOR I = 1 TO 4
9613 GET A$:: = ASC (A$)
965 IF (Z < )- 13 AHD Z <
970 B$ = B$ + A$: IF: = 13
975 IF: = 32 THEt·1 990
980 ·A%--·UAL· (B$')~f1:~'= 'f'r~
985 PRnn A$;: t·1E)<:TI
9913 UrAB (P - 1)
1000
1005
10113
1015
11320

> 32) At·m (Z :> 57 OR z < 48) THE~1 9613
THEt·1 1170

HTA8 (35)
B$ = "": FOR I = 1 TO 4
GET A$:2 = ASC (At)
IF (Z < )- 13 At'~D Z -< > 32) At-~D

B$ = 8$ + A$: IF 2 ~ 13 THEt·1 1170
(Z :> 57 OR 2 <: 48) THEt·1 16113

11325 IF: = 32 THEt·1 1050
11330 EF:-.: = UAL (B$): EF:~ = EF:-.: + (1013 - EF:-;) * (EF:~ > 1(0)
11335 IF EF:-; ;. EIJ;-; THEt·1 EF:-; = EI);-;
11340 PRnn At;: t~Dn I

IJTAB' (P)
HTAB (35)

B$ = "": FOR I =
GET A$:2 = A5C

11350
11360
11365
1070

TO 4
(A$)

1075 IF (2 <: > 13 At·1D z <: > 32) At·m (2 > 57 OR 2 <: 48) THEt·1 113713
1080 B$ = 8$ + A$: IF 2 = 13 THEt1 1170
1085 IF 2 = 32 THEt·1 1110
1090 PF:~ = I)AL (B$): PF:·; = PF:·, + (100 - PF:O * (PF;-; :> 100)
1100 PRIHT A$;: t·1E,<:TI
1110 UTAB (P + 1)
1120 HTAB (35)
1125 8$ = "": FOR I = TO 4
1130 GET A$:2 = A5C (A$)
1135 IF (2 < > 13 AHD 2 < )- 32) At·1D (2 ;. 57 OR 2 < 48) THEt~ 1130
1140 8$ = 8$ + A$: IF 2 = 13 THEt·1 1170
1145 IF 2 = 32 THEt·1 1165
11513 5F:~ = VAL (B$):SF:'; = 5F:-; + (106 - 5F:O '" (5F:-; ;. 100)
1160 PRItH A$;: NE)<T I
1165 HTA8 (1): I)TAB (P - 3): CALL - 958: GOTO 8130
1170 IF PF:-; = 0 At·1D 5F~; = (1 At~D RH <: 1 At·1D RT:·; < 100 AHD A:~ = 13 THEH

GOsUB 200 0: HTA8 (1): I)TAB (24): CALL - 922: PRnrr "
t'lA I t·nEt~At·1CE sHlITDOluN - "; t'lD:-;;" DA'>'S": FOR I = 0 TO 51300: t~E;':T

1180 IF EF:-.: :> EI,):~ THEt~ EF:-; = EIJ:-.:
1200 REt'l DAt'lAGE AsSE55t'lEt-H At·m OPERATlot'1 CALClILATlot-15
1205 EU:-.: EIJ;-; - EF:·; - 2 * ED:-; '" (ED:-; > 3)
1210 PD~-;; PD:'~+ (PF:~; "> 90) :+: ( Rf~D (20) ;. .95)
1220 5r):'~ = SD:-;; + (SF;'~ :> 90) :+: ( Rt'~D (2~3) :> • '32)
1230 PB:'~ ::: PD:-:; )- 5
1240 58:'; ;::;;SD;'; :> 5
1250 IF PF:-.: ;. 00EI - PD;-; * 10) At·m PE::-; THH1 PF:-.: (1130 - PD:~ * 10) *

(1013 - PD% * 10 > 0)
1260 I F 5F:~ > (100 - 5D;-; '" 10) At·1D 58:-; THEt·1 sF:-; (1130 - 5D:-; * 10) *

(100 - 5D% '" 113 > 0)
1270 RL RL + RH / 50
1280 RH = (A~-;;:+; 30 + Al~'~ :+< 60 + A2;'~ :+; 1121) ./ 2500 :t: (1'-30 - RL)
130121PH = PF;-.: * (100 * (PIJ:-; :> 1(0) + PIX; * (PI);-; < = 100») / 350
1310 EH = EF:-; / 2130 '" (RT;'; - 25)
1320 RT:~ = Rr-; + RH - EH - PH - 5 * (RT;'; > 25)
1325 RT~~~ 25 + (RT~'~- 25) :+: (RT:~~> 25)
1330 ~,,::T~-:;== «RT;~~ - 25) :+: PF~'~+ (CT>; - 25) :+: SF~~~:~/ <PF;'~ + SF:'~ + 1) + 25
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13413 IF )-m:'; THEN )<:T:~ = RT:'; '" •8 + 5
13513 SH = SF:-; '" 01313 '" (PIJ:'; > 1(113) + PIJ:'; '" (PIJ:·: <

O<T:~ - CT:O

13613 IF ~':B:'; THEt·l SH SH *' .2
13713 GO:~ = SH -' ~':T:';0;< <><p; - Cr;) 0;< 2 / 3
1375 IF GO:'; > 261313 THE~l GO:'; = 26[113
1380 GO"/. = GO"/. '" (GO% >' a) '" (GB:~ = en
1390 CT:~ = 25 + «XT:~ - 25) '" (SH - GO:O / (SH' + 1) '" •7')
1395 CT% ,,; 25 '" (CT:~ < 25) + CT% '" (CT% > 25)
1400 IF xs:-; < 1 THEtl XS% (XD:'; > 2) '" ( RND (4) > .9)
14113 IF GB:~ < 1 THE~l GB:~ = (GD:'; > 4) '" ( Rt-lD (4) > .9)
14213 TT = TT + GO:~
1430 GOTO 4713
2000 REM MAINTEt~At~CE REPAIR SUBROUTJt4E
201'E1 EV% = 30a
~-=---t20-
203e SV:~ = 12a
20413 RT% = 25
2050 XT:~ = 25
20613 en: = 25
20713 DMGE% = DMGE:~ + 2 '" RD:~ + ED% + PD~; + XD:~ + SD:~ + 00%
20813 MD:~ = 5 + 3 '" <113 '" (RD% > 3) + (ED:~ > 3) + (PD:~ > 3) .., (SD% > 3)

+ 2 '" P8% + 2 '" SB% + 3 '" XB% + 3 *' GB%):DA'I:-; = DA,>J:, + ~lD%
20913 RD:~ = a
21013 ED:~ = 13
2110 PD% = a
212a XD:~ = a
2130 SD% = a
21413 GD:-; = a
21513 PB% = a
21613 SB:~ a
217a XB:'; = a
218a GB% = a
21913 EF:~ = a: PF:'; = a: SF:~ = 13
2195 GO:~ = 13
221313 RETURt·l
3131313 RHl ~lEL TDOW~1 END It~G
301.13 PRINT
313213 IF RD% > 6 THEt'l 31[113
31330 PRINT "THE REACTOR CORE HAS BEEN DISTRO'lED B,>J"
313413 PRItH "UNCONTROLLED THER~lAL RUt·IAWA'l. HOWEIJER, "
313513 PRINT "THE Cot-nAIt~MEtH BUILDIHG HAS NOT ,>JET"
30613 PRIt~T "RUPTURED.
seve .pRHIT
30813 PRINT "INITIATE 'lOUR EVACUATION PLAN."
30913 GOTO 5131313
311313 PRINT "THE REACTOR CORE HAS t'lEL TED DOW~l AND"
31113 PRUIT "PRODUCED A STEAt'l E~'PLOSION. THE"
31213 PRItH "CONTAINt1Et~T BUILDING HAS RUPTURED."
31313 PRIt~T "LETHAL RADIOACTIIJE GASES AND DEBRIS"
31413 PRINT "HAIJE ESCAPED."
31513 PRINT
31613 PR I NT "I N I TI ATE 'lOUR EIJACUATI ON At·lD RAD I ATI ON"
31713 PRWT "CLEAt-jUP PLAt~S AND GET t'lEDICAL"
31813 PRINT "ASSISTAt·lCE."
31913 GOTO 513130
4131313 RE~l EIJALUAT I ml OF GAt'1E RESUL TS
413113 PRIt~T
413213 PRINT "mJER A PERIOD OF ";(JA'l:~;" DA,>JS., 'lOU HAIJE"
413313 PR I NT "PRODUCED A~l AIJERAGE POWEF: OUTPUT OF"
413413 PRINT KW%;" KILOI.,IATTS PER DA\,."
413513 AKW% = 1 + (KW:~ > 10(30) + (KW:'; > 1200) + (KW:-; > 1500) + (KW:~ > 1800
413613 PRINT
413713 PRINT "'lOUR A')ERAGE POl,IER PRODUCTIOt-l RATE IS"
413813 ON AKW:-; GOTO 413913,41013,4110.,4120.,4140
413913 PRINT "HORRIBLE! FIND A LESS DEt1AI<IDING JOB.": GOTO 421313
411313 PRUIT "WAV BELOW VOUR AREA"S POI.dEF: t'EEDS. ": ~A20e

100» / 3513 01<

41113
41213
41313
41413
41513
421313
42113

P'RUIT "ADEQUATE. VOU COULD DO BETTER. ": GOTO 421313
PRItH "E~·;CELLENT! POWER COSTS IN '>'OUR AREA"
PRIt-lT "WILL NOT BE It~CREASED. ": GOTO 4200
PRINT "t,EAR THE t'lA~<:H1Ut'l! POl,IER COSTS HI ,>JQUR"
PRUIT "AREA WILL DROP SIGtHFICAt·lTL','."
REf'l DAMAGE EIJALUATI ot,
PRItH

4215 GOSUB 213013
~22a D:'; = 1 + <Df'lGE:-; > Ie) + (CJt'lGE:-; > 20) + <Dt'lGE:'; > 30)
42313 PRINT "THE EQUIPt'lENT DAt1AGE SUSTAHlED DURIt~G"
42413 PRUIT "THIS PERIOD WAS ";
425a ot~ D:~ GOTO 4260..42713,4280,42913
42613 PRIt~T "VER'l LIGHT.": GOTO 501313
42713 PRINT "t'10DERATE.": GOTO 5131313
~-'PRi~ uHEA~V.H: GOTO 51300
42913 PRINT "SEt-JERE."
50130 REM END
50113 PRHlT
50213 PRINT "WOULD VOU LIKE TO TR'l AGAHI? (V OR t-D";
513313 INPUT A$
5040 IF A$ "" THEt-l 50313
513513 IF A$ = "V" THEt~ GOSUB 213013: GOTO 3913
50613 HO~lE
513713 END
5100 B$ = 1111
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INTRODUCING
for the APPLE 11*

"APPLE - SIMON SEZ"

Challenge your wits by testing your memory
and concentration. Repeat exactly the
sequence of cotors and sounds randomly
generated by APPLE-SIMON SEZ and you
win, or program your own sequence of
colors and sounds to baffle your friends. Play
with both colors and sounds or just colors or
just sounds. If you lose, APPLE-SIMON
SEZ'S humilating "razz" lets you and
everyone around know.

Six game variations for your enjoyment.

Now available on cassette at the low
introductory price of ONLY $9.95, please
add $.75 shipping and handling.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

BARTON ENTERPRISES, INC.
1604 MARSH LANE
CARROLLTON, TEXAS 75006

• APPLE /I is a registered trademark
of Apple Computer, Inc.
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TRS-80™ SOFTWARE
PACKER:Automatically edits all or part of your Basic
program to ease editing, run faster, or save memory.
Has5 sections: UNPACK-unpacks multiple statement
lines into single statements maintaining program
logic: inserts spaces and renumbers lines for easier
editing. SHORT-Shortens your program by editing out
all REM statements, unnecessary words and spaces.
PACK-executes UNPACKandSHORT,then packs lines
into multiple statement lines:maintains program logic.
RENUM-renumbers program lines including all
GOTO's,etc. Youspecify increment.MOVE-moves any
line or block of lines to any newlocation in theprogram
and renumbers lines. Written in machine language;
supplied on tape in 3 versions for 16K,32K, and 48K.
For Level II or Disk Basic ..' .....$29.95

DISASSEMBLER:Read,write, and copy system tapes.
Display and modify memory contents. Disassemble
ROM, DOS,and system tapes into Z-ao mnemonics.
Search for strings in memory. Much more!! Includes
32 pages of documentation and information.
For 16KLevellt..... . $19.95

SYSTEMTAPEDUPLICATOR:Copyyour system format
tapes, In~ludes verify routine.
For any Level II... . $14.95
CHESDISK:Transfers your copy of Microchess to disk
for quick and easy access.
For any Level II Disk system $8.95

CASSEITELABELMAKER:A mini-word processor to
print cassette labels on a line printer. Includesmanual
and 50 peal-and-stick labels on tractor feed paper.
For 16KLevel II and printer SI5.95

INSTRUCTIONMANUALS for any Cottage Software
original programS available for 20% of program tist
price. Refund.ablewhen program purchased.

TRS-ao~ repairs and modifications. Call or write for
info. MANY MOREitems available. Call or write for
catalog. DEALERinquires invited.
Kansas residents add 3% sales tax.
Foreign orders in USCurrency only.
Call our 24 hour phone: (316) 663-4811 or wrile:

COTTAGE SOFTWARE
614 N, Harding

Wichita, KS 67208
TRS-aoisa trademarkofRadioShack,ATandyCorporation.
CIRCLE 161 ON READER SERVICE CARD



LEARN MATHEMATICS
THE FUN WAY!

Programs that develop
mathematical reasoning
and estimation skill
beyond drill and prac-
tice!! All ages will enjoy
these games that teach:

The Estimation Game (Animated !)

Cassette
Diskette

$9.\J5
$14.95

19 .•3 .•20 .•3 ,.22 .•3 ..24 ..3

64113 FOR I = 1 TO DE: ~lE>1,TI
64213 HmlE: '.JTA8 23
64313 PRnn" THE PRH1AR',' COOLAtH CAF:RIES HEAT FROt'l"
6440 PRmT" THE REACTOR CORE TO THE HEAT EXCHA~lGER"
6450 FOR I = 1 TO 52
6460 REAP v.x
6470 PLOT X, ,,'
64813 FOR J = 1 TO 200: t·1E>1,TJ
6490 NEXT I
65013 FOR I = 1 TO DE: t·1E><:TI
6510 DATA 4 .•25 .•4 ..27 ..5 ..25 .•5 ..26 ..5 .•27 ..'::,0.125 .. 6) 26 ..6" 27 .•7 .•26 .•8 ..26 .•9) 26 ..10 .•26 .•

11..26 ..12 ..26..12..25 ..12..24 ..12..23 ..12..22 ..12..21 ..12..20 ..12..19
6515 DATA 12 .•18.•12 ..17 ..12 ..IE,) 12.•15 .•13 .•15 ..14 ..15 .•15 .•15 .•16..15 .•16 ..16 ..16.•

17,16,18
6520 DATA IE.,.19 ..16 .•20 ..16 .•21 ..16.·22 ..16 ..23 .•16 ..24 » 16..25 ..16 .•26 ..16 .•27 .•16.•28 .•

16..29 ..16 ..30 ..15..30 ..14..30-'13..30 ..13~30 ..12-'30..12..29-'12..28 ..12..27
6540 HO~lE.: '')TA8 23
6550 PRUn" THIS IS THE HEAT E)<CHANGER"
6560 COLOF:=5
6570 HLHl 28 ..34 AT 10
6580 '')LIN 113..18 AT 34
65913 HLIN 28 ..34 AT 18
66013 ~JLHl 113,18 AT 28
66135 COLOR= 2: PLOT 28,12: PLOT 2~:, 16: COLOR= 5
66113 FOR I = 1 TO DE: ~lE)<T I
6620 VTA8 23
6630 PRItn" THIS IS THE GEt·1ERATORTUR8HlE"
6640 HLHl 5 ..18 AT 30
66513 VLI~l 30 ..36 AT 18
6660 HLHl 5,18 AT 36
66713 'JLItl 30 ..36 AT _,

The Distance Game

Cassette $9.95
$14.95

Power Plant cont'd ...
5105 FOR I = 1 TO 4
51113 GET A$
5130 IF ASC <A$) < > 32 THEt~ 5140
5134 IF B$ = "" THEt·1 RETURN
5136 OUT:~ = VAL (B$)
5138 RETURN
51413 IF ASC (A$) = 13 THEN POP GOTO 1170
5150 B$ = B$ + A$
5160 PRH~T A$;
51713 NE~<:TI
5180 RETURN
6131313GR: COLOR= 15: FOR I = 13 TO 39: HLIt .• 13,39 AT I: NEXT.I
6005 DE = 6000 .
613113 HO~lE: '.JTAB 23

PRINT" THIS IS THE REACTOR '.JESSEL"
RESTORE
COLOR= 1
FOR I = 1 TO 29
READ xi ..X2" v
HLIN )<:1..X2 AT Y
NEXT I
DATA 7,9,6,15,17,6,6,18,7,5,19,8,5,7,9,17,19,9,5,6,10, 18, 19, 10,5,6',
(1,18,19,11,5,6,12,18,19.12,5,6,13,18,19,13~5,6,14
DATA 18.19,14,5.6,15,18,19,15,5,6,16,18,19,16,5,6,17,18,19,17,5,6.
18,18, 19 ~18,5,7,19,17.19,19.6,18,20,7,17 .•21, 8, i6,22

6100 COLOR= a .
6110 HLIN 13,14 AT 6
6120 COLOR= 12
61313 H....IN 14 ..15 AT 5
6140 HUN 14 ..16 AT 4
6150 HUN 15,16 AT 3
6160 FOR I = 1 TO DE: HE><:TI
61713 UTA1323
6180 PRINT" THIS IS THE REACTOR CORE
61<90 COLOR= 8
,RI8 ..FORI = 9~
6210 VLUI 11..17 AT I
6220 NE~<:TI
6230 FOR I = 1 TO DE: NE~<:TI
62413 VTAB 23
6250 .PRINT" THESE ARE THE COt~TROLRODS
62613 COLOR= 13
6270 VLIN 2,17 AT 11
6280 ~JLHl 2,17 AT 13
6290 FOR I = 1 TO DE: NE>n I
6300 'JTAB 23
6310 PRI ~n " THE Et-1ERGE~IC'-,'COOLANT CAN COOL THE"
6320 PRnn" REACTOR IN At·l Et'lERGEt~C'/."
63313 COLOR= 2
6340 FOR I = 1 TO 36
6350 READ v, x
63613 PLOT~" 'l
63713 FOR J = 1 TO 200: ~lE;Y;TJ
6380 NE>n I
6390 DATA 4 ..2.>4 ..4 ..5 ..2 ..5 ..3,,5 ..4 ..6" 2 ..6 ..3 ..6,,4 ..7 ..3" 8 ..3 ..9 ..3 ..la ..3 ..11 J 3 ..12,. 3"

12,4, 12,5, ~2T6.-t2coT"12,%;!:L.;"9

61320
613313
61335
61340
613513
6060
6070
6080

641313 DATA 13,9 ..14 ..9,15,9,16.9 ..16.8,16,7 ..16,6,16,5,16,4, 16,3,17,3,18,3,
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We take Visa or Master Charge (include
card# and expiration date), checks,
money orders.

~ EDUCATIONAL
~PROGRAMS
rr'P~t4at7~

P.O. 2345
West Lafayette, IN 47906

(317) 463-4778
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FOR APPLE III
The Patient Professor

e Helpful for ~ny subject-at home
or in the classroom

e Easy entry of questions, clues,
and class roll

e Variety in question format:
* Multiple choice
* True-false
* Matching
* Fill-in
* Direct answer

e Useful in practice and tests

e Knowledge of computer
programming not required______ e _

Pre-programmed versions:
e Bible facts
e U.S. History

AVAILABlE AT YOUR
LOCAl COMPUTER STORE

P. O. Box 622 El Toro, California 92630
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6680
6690
67130
6710
6720
6730
6740
67513
6760
6770
6780
6790
68013
68113
6820
,68313
68413
68513
68613
68713
,6880
68913
69130
6910
6920
6925
69313
6940
6950
69613
6970
69813

CO~OR= 13
HLm 2,17 AT 33
FOR I = 7 TO 15 STEP 2
PLOT I" 34: PLOT I + 1, 32
I~E~':T I
FOR I = 1 TO DE: I'~E,<T r
UTAB 23
PRIt~T " THIS IS THE COOLn~G TOlJER
COLOR= 5
IJLIt~ 23 ..25 AT 24
ULm 23..25 AT 36
IJLn~ 2~.,26 AT 25
ULn~ 25 ..26 AT 35
IJLn~ 26 ..28 AT 26
~JLIt-~ 26..28 AT 34
IJLIH 2t?J36 AT 27
ULIt~ 28 ..36 AT ....:...,:.

PLOT 34,,36
PLOT 26.,3~.
HLH~ 25 ..35 AT 38
FOR I = 1 TC! DE: t~E;<:T
IJTA8 23
PRHH " THE SECm~DAR''''' COOLAtH CARRIES HEAT"
PRI t-n !' FRDt'l THE HEAT EXCHAt'~GEF:TO' THE "
PRIHT " TUR8IHE AHD THEt,~ TO THE COOLn~G TOWER"
COLOR= 2
FOR I = 1 TO 123
READ v.x
PLOT x.v
FOR J = 1 TO 2130: HD~T J
HE~:T I
DATA 4 ..35 ..4 ..37.,5 .•35 ..~_.•36 .•5 .•37" E...35 ..6 .•36 .•6 .•37 .•7 .•3£...8 .•36 .•9 .•36 .•10.•36"
11..36 ..12 ..36..12..35 ..12..34 ..12..33 ..12..32 ..13..32 ..14..32 ..15..32 ..16..32

69get - DAm-16 ..33.>16..34 ..-r6 ..~ ..-r6~ 36~ 17; 36:; 18..31$.."f3 ..36 ..20 ..3~ ..20 ..~5;20~34;
20..3s ..~0 ..··32 .•20 ..31 .•20 ..30 ..20 ..29 ..2121 .•28 ..20 ..27 ..ze. 26 ..'20 ..25 ..20 .•24 ..20 ..23"
20.,22,20,21

7000 DATA 21 ..21..22 ..21 ..23 .•21 .•24 .•21 ..25 ..21.. 26) 21 .•27.,21 .•27,,20 .•27 .•19 .•27 .•18.•
27~17~27~ 1&~27~15~27~14~27~13~27~12~27~11~27~10~27~9~27~8~27~7

7010 DA~A 28~ 7~29 ..7 ~30~ 7~31 ~7~32~ 7 .•34~ 10 ..32~ 13~~4.· 16~35~ 16~35~ 17~35~ 18~
35~ 19~35 » za. 35~ 21 ..~5 ..22~ 35 ..23~ 35 ..24~ 35~ 25~ 35 ..26~ 35~ 27.>35~-28

r020 DATA 34 ..28 ..34 ..29~ 34 ..30 ..35 ..30 ..35~ 31 ..35..32 ..34".32~ 34-..33 ..34~ 34~ 34~ 35 ..
34 ..36~34~ 37 ..34~ 38 ..33 ..38 ..32 ..38 ..31 ..38 ..30.>38.: 29 ..38~ 28~ 38.! 27 ~38 ..26.>38~
·25~38 ..24 ..38·~23 .•38
DATA 22 ..38 ..21J38 ..20J38 ..19..38~18 ..38~17 ..~8 ..16..38 ..15..38)14 ..38..13..38 ..713313

71340
713613
913130
90113

12..~ ..12.. 37
HO~lE : I,lTAB 23
RETURt-~
RE~l IJARI A8LE PREF r><:ES
REM A-COHTROL RODS, C-COOLH~G TOWER., E-Et'lERGENC'>' COOLAHL
G- TURBI t'~E, P-PR I MAR'>' COOLANT.. R-REACTOR, S~SEcm4DAR'l COOLANT.,
~"-HEAT E~<CHAHGER '
REt1 IJARI A8LE SUFFI ;':ES
REM B-BROKEN., b-·DAMAGE, F-FLOl~ F:ATE., H-HEAT FLOul., L -·L I FE, O-OUTPUT,
T- TEt-1PERATURE, IJ.,-UQLUl'1E
REt1 OTf:fER UARI ABLES TOT-TOTAL POl~ER OUTPUT.. I<W-AUERAGE POWER
OUTPUT; DA'i-PAY OF OPERATIOt·~, D~lGE-TOTAL EQi.JIP~lENT DAt1AGE
RE~lPROGRAM DISCRIPTIm~ 8\' LIt~E NUt18ER
REM 10-2213 IHTRODUCTION .
REM 225-380 INSTRUCTIONS
REM 3913-455 ~JARIABLE IHITIATIm·~
REM' 46G-85GWR I TE REPORT At~D ASSESS DA~lAGE
REt'l 9130-1165 WPi.JT NEW cmHROL UARIABLES
RHl 11713 MAHHEt-~AHCE SHUTDOWt·~EUALUAT I OH
RHl 121313-12613 PUt1P FAILURE ASSESSt'lENT
RE~l 12713-1430 PLAHT OPERATH~G ALGORITHt'lS
RE~l 213013-221313 ~lAWTENAt~CE SHUTDOlJt4 SU8F:OUTWE
RE~l 313130-31913 t'lEL TDOWt-4ENDIHG '
REM 4131313-42913 E'JALUATI O~~OF 'GAI'lE RESULTS
REM 5000-513713 Et~D
REM 6G0G-7@613 PLAIn D I AGRAt'l SU8ROUT I HE
RE~l 9131313-91913RE~lARKS'
RE~l APPLE HUCLEAR POWER PLAHT
RE~l sv STEPHEt~ R '8ERGGREt~

Huntington
Computing

9020
9030

913413

9050
9060
913713
90813
913913
91013
9110
91213
91313
9140
9150
91613
9170
91813
91913
921313
92~0

RUt·l
APPLE tlUCLEAR F'CII.,JEF:PLAtH
8'l STEPHEH R. BERGGF.:H~

THIS PROGF~At'lsmULATES THE OPEF~ATIm~ OF
A t'~UCLEAF~POl,JEF:REACTOR. THE 08JECT
IS TO OPERATE THE PLAtH AT A r'lA,<H1Ut'l
A'JERAGE POl,JEF:OUTPUT lcilTHOUT CAUSH~G
A REACTOR r'lELTDOl,lt·l.

THE COt·nROL RODS ADSUST THE Ar'10UI·-rr OF
HEAT PRODUCED 8'.•.•THE REACTOF:.· PRH1AR'.•.•
COOLAtn TRAt'~SFEF:S THIS. HEAT TO THE HEAT
E)<CHAt·~GER. SECOt'l[)AR\' COOLAtH TRAt'lSFERS
HEAT FRCit'l THE HEAT E,<CHAt·lGER TO THE'
TUR8 I t4E., lo.IHEF:EPOl,IER IS PRODUCED, At'lC'
FHiALL'/ TO THE COi::ILH~G TOlclEF:.
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ALL PROGRAMS LISTED BELOW ARE ON DISK

The Wizzard and the Pr i nces s -- HI-RES' Adv. #2
from On-Line. Over lOa rooms . $32.95 now $28.00

The Pri sl oner-r-New from Edu-Ware. Inspired by the
British TV series. Hurry. $29.95 nqw $25.45

Paddle Graphics $39.95 now $33.95
Tablet Graphics 549:95 now $42.50 t
Asteroids in Space $19.95 now $16.95 @B
Touch Typ.ing Tutor$20.95 now $17.80 15%
~:~~r;o~~~~~~r;2~/~5n~~w$~L~~ o·ff
The Temple of Apshai $29.95 now $25.45 .
The Datestones of Ryn $19.95 now 516.95
Morloe's Tower $19.95 now $16.96
Rescue at Rigel $24.95 now $21.20
Fracas $24.95 now $21.20
Battleship Commander $19.95 now $16.95
Fastgarrnnon $24.95 now $21.20
Dungeon Campa ign $17.50 now $ 14 . 85
Wilderness Campaign $20.00 now $17.00
Dungeon/Wi 1de r ne s s one d i sk$32. 50 now S27. 60
Higher Graphics $25.00 now S21.25
Higher Text S35.00 now $29.75
Screen Machine S19.95 now S16.95
Computer Bismark S59.95 now $50.95
Don Budge's Trilogy $29.95"now $25.45
Master Catalog (Programma) $29.95 now$26.95
Compu-Read $24.95 now $21.20
Compu-tta th ',: Fractions $39:95 now $33.95
Three Mile Island $39.95 now $33.95
Super Text $99.95 now $85.00 I. e
Hagic Windo,:", $99.95 now $85.00 .Clppk!
Desktop Plan $99.95 now $85.00 "-""
CCA Data Management $99.95 now sas.oo SOFTWARE
VisiCalc $150.00 now $119.00
"Mystery House" HI-RES Ad. $24.95 now $21.20
Gomoku 514.95 now $12.70
Acanthopterygian Fortune-tell ing $15.00
Horriblescope 515.00

We te ke MasterCharge or VISA (include

I card # and expiration date), checks,
money orders. No cash or C.O.q. Calif.
residents add 6% tax. Include $1.50 for
postage and hand! ing. Mai 1 to :
HUNTINGTON COMPUTING Dept. cc-r i

FI'"~el 2020 Charles. Corcor~n. "CA 93212
C-QQ.~ *Call in vour order (209) -9"92-ffiT*
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r~~~u
~

For T,RS-SO& Pet Micro Computers ~
80+ Program~In:

ELEMENTARY' MATH

~

SCIE'NCE BIOLOGY ~
GEOGRAPHY HISTORY
ECONOMICS ACCOUNTiNG
FOREIGN LANG. BUSINESS ED.

~

ENG!..ISH' FARM RECORDS ~'

Programs are grouped Into packages of 4
to 7 prog rams priced at $24.95 per
package InclucUng shipping and nan-

n dllng. Avall::;t::o:I::t:~~:~e. n,
U MICRO LEARNINGWARE BOX 2134 U

~

N. MANKATO MN 56001, 507~625-2205

Visa & MasterCard Accepted n
"T.RS-BOIs a registered U

Lpetis a Trademark of commOd0:Je
Business Machines

~v====:)C~ .
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IlSI
Video Games 1 $15 Three
games. Head-On is like the popular
arcade game. Tank Battle is a tank
game for two to' four. Trap! is an
enhanced blockade style game.

Video Games 2 $15 Three
Games. Gremlin Hunt is an arcade-style
game for one to three. Gunfight is a
duel of mobile artiliary. Indy is a race
game for one or two.

Dungeon Chase $10 A real-time
video game where you explore a twenty
level dungeon.

Adventure: Morooned In Space $12 An
adventure that runs in 8K! Save your
ship and yourself from destruction.

Board Games 1 . $15 Two
games. Mini-Gomoku is a machine
language version of five-stones
gomoku. Cubic is a 3-D TTT game. Both
with graphics.

Super! Biorhythms ... ,.. $15 A soph ls-
ticated biorhythm program with many
unique features.

For all BASIC-in-ROM systems

Send for free catalog listing many
more programs.
ORION SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES
147 Main Street Ossining, NY 10562

CIRCLE 166 ON READER SERVICE CARD

IN UTrLITY SOFTWARE
:D FOR THE TRS~ COMPUTERS
~ ~
~ ~ RAGET COMPUTES ~ ~
o 0=l 702 Palmdale, Orange CA 92665 3~ ~
", TRS-80 IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORPORATION ~
RAC;ETUTILITIES - I~ACETcomputes - RACET SORTSj

CIRCLE 244.0N READER SERVICE CARD

:D»o
!!l
(f)

o
:D-<
(f)

I

Power Plant cont'd .. ~

EtnER 'D' TO SEE REACTOR DIAGRAr'1 EtHER .' I' FOR l"ORKING INSTRUCTIONS
EtHER'S" TO START OPERATIm'l
THE cmHROLS ARE OPERATED B'-;' T'/PHlG It-!
THE DESIRED CotnROL ROD SETTIt'IG At·lD
FLOW RATES. (USE IJALUES FRDr'l 0 TO 1(0)
IF t·m ENTR\' IS ~lA[:'E, THE UALUES I."ILL
NOT CHAt~GE. USE THE SPACE BAR TO STEP
TO THE DIFFEREtn FUt·ICTIot-lS. 1IIHEt·1 THE
DES I RED EtHR I ES HAUE BEE~1 NADE, uSE THE
'RETiJRt'I" KE'/ TO ADIJA~ICE TO THE t~E>n'
THE REACTOF~ CAt-! BE OPERATED UtH I L A
~lEL TDOldtl OCCURS OF~ THE REACTOR' FUEL -IS
E)-;HAUSTED. THE FUEL WILL LAST FOR
ABOUT 1GB TO 150' DA\-,S. l<IHEt·l· THE FUEL
IS E)<HAUSTED., VOUR PERFORr'lAt:lCE l"ILL BE
E~JALUATED. .

ENTER ..' I" FOR WORKING INSTRUCTIbNS
s
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THE E~lERGE~IC'/ COOLAtH IS U:':,E[) TO HELP SHUT
DOldt~ THE REACTOR ldHEt·1 .OTHER S· .•.•STEr·1S
FAIL. Ut·ILIKE THE OTHEF~ COOLAt·ITS.,
E~lERGEt·IC'-.' COOLAt·fr IS t·lOT F~EC'lCLED.

(PRESS RETURN TO CotHmUE>

IF 'lOU WANT TO REPAIR [:'At'lAGE OR REPLACE
COOLANT .' BR I t·IG THE REACTOR TEt'1PERF!TURE
DOl,lt~ BEL Old 11313 A~ID SHUT OFF THE COOLAtH
FLOldS. THIS WILL CAUSE At·l AUTot-1ATIC
MAI NTalANCE SHUTDOl,lt'l At'lD ALL COOLANT
WILL BE REPLEmSHED A~ID REPAIRS t·lADE.
THE GREATER THE DAt'lAGE, THE LO~IGER THE
REPAIRS ~JILL TAKE.

WARt·IHlG: THIS POldEF~ PLAtH HAS
NO AUTOt'lAT I C SAFET'l DEI.! ICES! '

ENTER 'D" TO SEE REACTOR DIAGRAr'l
ENTER '5" TO START OPERATIot'l

APPLE t·IUCLEAR POlo.lER PLAtH
STATUS REPORT - DA'l i

WARtHNGS:
POWER OUTPUT LOld

DAt'lACiE:

HID I CATORS:
REACTOR TEt·1F'. o'm>< 80[1) 25
HEAT E><CHAt'ICiEF'~ TEI·1F'. 0'1A:,< 5~30) 25
COOL It-jG TOldER TEt·1P. o·m>< 30Cl::' 25
POlo.lER OUTPUT O"lA>,: 2(100Kl,I:> 01<1.,1
A'.)EF:ACiE F'OI.<IER OUTPUT on,I.···'[)A'/
CCIt·jTROL RODS- (1
COOLAt-HS
Et·1EPGEt·IC'/ LEI..JEL - 3(10 FLOl,I- (1

PR H1AR'/ LE'-JEL - 120 FLCIl,I- 0
SECOt'lC'RR'/ LEI)EL- 120 FLOI.,I- 01

STATUS REF'OF~T - DR•...' 2

l,IAF:tl I ~IGS:
PCII.,JEF.:OUTPUT LOl,1

DAt'1ACiE:

I t·IDI CATORS:
REACTOR TEt·lP. (to1A:": 800:> 26
HEAT E><CHAHCiEP TEt·lP. O'lA>': 5(0) 25
COOLING TOWER TEt'1P. O'lA>< 30(1) 25
POI.,IER OUTPUT '.: t'1A:": 2(100I<l.d:> Br.:ul
AI.!ERACiE POldER' OUTPUT 0Kli.VDA'/
Co~nROL R£IDS- 1 .
COOLAt·ITS
Et'1ERGEt-lC'/
PRlt·1AR'-.'
SECot-IDRR'-.'

:D»o
!!l
c-<r=
::;
;;;
(f)

I

LE'-JEL.- 3(1C1
LEI')EL- 1213
LEUEL- 120

FLOl,I- 13
FLOl,I- (1
FLOI.<I- 0100

APPLE t·IUCLEAP POl,IEF~ PLAtH
STATUS REPOF~T - DA'/ 1 '3

WAR~H t·lGS:

DAt'lAGE:
SECot-K)AF:'·,! COOLR~n LEAK .::. 5/DA,/

I t·lD I CATORS:
REACTOR TEl-IF'. (t'lA>': 81313:> 778
HEAT E><CHAt·IGEP TEt·lF'. O'lA:'< 5(0) 465



COOLI t·lG TOldER TEf·lP. .:f'lA:,: 3613:> 254
PQl,IER OUTPUT O'lA>,: 26'30KVJ) 18581<:",1
A,JERAGE POl<.IEF;OUTPUT 1478Kl,I/[:oA'/
Cm-nROL RODS- 9
COOLm-nS
H1ERGEt·lC'/ LEUEL - 31313 FLO",I- 6
PR HlAf;;'/ LEUEL - 1213 FLOl,I- 76
SECO~lDAR'r' LE')EL - 105 FLOlJ- 100

STATUS REPOF;T - DA'/ 26

APPLE t·lUCLEAR PO"'IER PLAt·lT
STATUS REPORT - DA.....23

WARNHlGS:
HEAT E;':CHA~lGER mJERHEATED
COOLHIG T(Il,IER O')EF;HEATED
PO",IER OUTPUT LOl,1
SECOt-lDAR'/ COOLAtH LOI.•.I

OAf1AGE:
SECO~lDAR'·.' COOLAt~T LEAK - 11/0A'/
SECONDAR'.' COOLANT PUf'lP FAILURE - 11313:"

HlD I CATORS:
. REACTOR TE~lP. (MA)< 8013:> 783
HEAT EXCHAt·lGER TE~lP. (t'lA~< 560:> 667
COOLHlG TO"'IER TEt·lP. O'lA)<: 3130) 327
POWER OUTPUT (~lA:'< 2GGGKW) 7'3GKl"
AUERAGE POWER OUTPUT 1487KW/DA'/
CONTROL RODS- '3
COtlLAt-nS
EMERGENC'l
PRH1AR'l
SECOt-lDAR'l

LE')EL - 313(1
LEVEL- 120
LEUEL- 76

FLO"'I- 0

DAt'lAGE:
PRIt1AR'/ COOLAt-H LEAK - 7./DA'/
SECm~DAR",' COOLANT LEAl< - 19/'DA'·,,'
PRIt1AR'/ COOLA~n PUt'lP FAILURE - 70:-;
SECOt-lDAR',J COOLAtH PUt'lP FAILURE - 100:';
HEAT Ft2' 'HAtlGER FAILURE

INDICATORS:
REACTOR TH1P. (~1A:x:80(1) 9E.
HEAT E~<CHA~lGERTEt·lP. 0'1A:'< 50(1:; 81
COOLING TOWER TEt1P. (t-1A:'<3'3(1) 25
POl,IER OUTPUT 01A),: 20GOH,I) 6r.:".1
AVERAGE PO".IER OUTPUT 11<10H,I/DA'·,·'
CO~nROL RODS- €I
COOLANTS
E~lERGENC\' LEUEL - (1 FLO".I- €I
PR I t'lAR'l LE,JEL - 82 FLOl<.I- 0
SECONDARV LE')EL - ei FLOIJ.I-. €I

t'IAHHEt-lRtK:E SHUTDOlJt·l - 32 DAVS
APPLE t~UCLERR POldER PLAtH
STRTUS REPORT - DR'/ 63

APPLE ~lUCLEAR POlJER PLRt-H
STATUS REPORT - [:oA","6'3

WARNINGS:
REACTOR OIJERHEATED
TURBINE O'JERLOADED

DAMAGE:
REACTOR CORE DAt'IAGED
EMERGENCV COOLANT LEAK - 10/DR'/

MELTDOWt~, ~lELTDOl,lt~! t'1ELTDO"'lt~!

THE REACTOR CORE HAS t'lELTED DOW·l AND
PRODUCED A STEAt'l EXPLOSIOt-I. THE
CONTAINMEt-n BUILDING HAS RUPTURED.
LETHAL RADI OACTI IJE GASES m'lD rJEBRI S
HAVE ESCAPED.

INITIATE ',JOUR EUACUATI()t·j At~D RADIATION
CLEANUP PLAt~S AND GET r'IEDI CAL
ASSISTANCE.

WOULD VOU LIKE TO TR'/. AGRm? ('/ OR ~D?N

FLOlJ- 70
FLOW- 213

APPLE t·lUCLERF: PDl,IER PLRtH
STATUS F;EPORT - DR'/ 3(1

lJAR~lI NGS:
POWER OUTPUT LOI.,I
Et·lERGEt·jC'/ COOLRt-H LotJ
PRHIAR'/ COOLR~H LDl,.1
SECONDRR'/ COOLA~n Lell.•.l-

now on cassette or disk!

Combine accurate flightJ:haracteristics with the best in animation graphics
and you'll have SubLOGIC's

A2-FS1 Flight Simulator
for the Apple II

DECEMBER 1980

on cassette, usable on all
systems (16Kmemory required)

ori disk, usable on DOS 3.2,
DOS 3.3, or Language System
(32K memory required)

Present cassette users may
send back their cassette (but not the manual),
along with $10 (first class shipping included),
and receive the disk version.

SubLOGIC's A2-FS1 is the smooth, realistic
simulator that gives you a real-time, 3-0,
out-ct-the-ccckpit view of flight
Thanks to fast animation and accurate repre-
sentation of flight, the non-pilot cen now learn
basic flight control, including take-offs and
landings! And experienced pilots will recog-
nize how thoroughly they can explore the
aircraft's characteristics.
Once you've acquired flight proficiency,
you can engage in the exciting British Ace
3-D Aerial Battle Game included in the
package. Destroy the enemy's fuel depot
while evading enemy fighters.
Computer and aviation experts call the
A2-FS1 a marvel of modern technology.
You'll simply call it fantastic!

Special Features:
• 3 frame-per-second flicker free animation
• Keyboard or joystick input

See your dealer or order direct. For
direct order, include $1.25 and specify
UPS or first class mail. Illinois residents
add 5% sales tax. Visa and Mastercard
accepted.

@M@LOGIC
Distribution Corp.
Box V, Savoy, IL 61874
(217) 359-8482

CIRCLE 187ON READER SERVICE CARD
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·.Sa,lancing Your Light Plane by Computer

When you fly small aircraft, you learn
quickly that you have to pay attention to
the weight and distribution of the payload
you plan to carry, There are several
reasons, all related to the limited carrying
capacity of light aircraft.

-If the load is too heavy, the plane
won't take off, or it won't climb very well if
you do manage to horse it off the ground.
Or the load might be concentrated toward
the rear of the plane; in which case the nose
will come up, but uncontrollably, so the
plane will climb too steeply and stall out,
falling to the ground (a definite no-riot).
That gives you the idea.

A pilot also learns that computing
weight and balance is a complicated, time-
consuming chore, and that tends to make
one try to rationalize it away as not being
.necessary in "obvious" cases. The compli-
cations are that one must determine actual
weight of various dements: oil, fuel, front
passengers, rear passengers and baggage,
as well, of course, as the empty weight of
the aircraft.

These elements each have a discrete
"arm aft datum" depending on their
distance from a reference point - the
datum line (in the case of my Cherokee

David L. Phillips. 471 Park Lane. State College, PA
16801.

oif

David L. Phillips

CENTER OF GRA VITY ENVELOPE
Piper Cherokee 1800
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Figure I
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COlVlP RT
LETS YOU

PUT APPLE ON TRIAL
WITH OUR EXCLUSIVE lO-DA Y FREE RETURN ON ALL
THESE GREAT APPLE COIVIPUTERS AND ACCESSORIES.

270 THIRD ST. DEPT 152 COMPJ!'1..ART CAMBRIDGE, MA 02142

. LLFREE 1-800-343-~~94~. ~ IN MASS 617-491-2
_a~®computC!r

Authorized Dealer

CompuMart carries complete lines ot .
microcomputers trom Apple to Zenith.
as well as thousands ot microcomputer
peripherals and accessories. Write tor
our FREE 36 page catalog.

Apple Plot. The pertect graphic corn-
plement tor Visicalc. $70
Dow Jones News & Quotes.. . $95
Adventure (Uses 48K) $35
DOS Tool Kit . . $75
Apple Fortran . . . . $200
Silentype Printer w IXtace. . $595
Visicalc . . $149
Tax Planner. $120
From Symtech & Into Unlimited

Super Sound Generator. ..(mono) $159
(stereo) $259

Light Pen. . . $249
X·10 Controller (plugs into paddle
port) . . $49

New trom Videxl - Video Term
80 CoL x 24 line
7 x 9 matrix. plug in compatible board
tor the Apple II. Price ... $325

without graphics EPROM
With graphics EPROM $350.

New from MUSE
The Voice $39.95
Super Text. . $99.00
Address Book $49.95
Mountain Hardware - Expansion
accessories tor your Apple
IntrollX·10 System $289
Super Talker . .. $299
The Music System $545
ROM plus board w Ikeybc ard
tilter . . . $199
Clock Calendar $280
16Channel A to D Converter $350
Apple Expansion Chassis .. $650
ROM Writer. . $175
Miscellaneous Apple II Accessories.
Easy Writer (80 eel. need Videx) .. $249
Easy Mover .. $49
Easy Mailer $69
Dysan Diskettes ea. $5
SSM Serial & Parallel Apple
Intertace . . $225
ABTs Numeric Key Pad. . . $110

Apple Computer
We carry the most complete inventory
ot Apple computers. peripherals. and
software. CAW
Our Christmas Apple SpeciaL Save
over $250 on our most popular Apple
System. System includes a 48K Apple II.
Apple Disk & Controller. and a Sup R
Mod RF Modulator.
List. $2,020
Compumart Sale Price. $1,769
New trom Apple tor the Apple II.
DOS 3·3 Convert disks to 16 sector
tormat tor 23"10 more storage and
taster access $60

From Personal Software
Visicalc . . $149
Desk top plan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . $99
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Plane, cont'd ...

180, roughly the front of the engine
compartment). The propellor, for
example, is a small negative number; pilot
and front passenger are at 85.5 inches.
Weight multi pled by the arm aft datum for
each element provides the "moment of
force" in inch-pounds. Total moment for
all elements divided by the total weight
gives an overall arm aft datum for the
loaded plane, or its "center of gravity."

If the total weight is less than
allowable gross weight (2400 pounds in
this case), and if the baggage weight is less
than 200 pounds (maximum allowed for
the Cherokee 180), you still have to
determine whether the load is too far
forward or rearward - is it within the
center of gravity "envelope" specified by
the manufacturer (see Figure I)? For each
weight, the chart shows the envelope
parameters. At 2400 pounds, for example,
the forward limit is 92.1 and the rearward
limit is 94.5; at 1650 pounds, these are 84.0
and 95.9.

In the days before pocket calculators,
this was a laborious task indeed. You end
up adding five- and six-digit numbers and
dividing the result by a four-digit number
- not a happy task for people who want to
be flying airplanes and not being ac-
countants. Even today, doing this job
manually takes some thinking and doing
(see Figure 2).

On the other hand, the home com-
puter can accomplish the total computa-
tion in less than 15 seconds, including the
input of four pieces of data (assuming

. normal typing competence). It will not
only tell you the total weight of the loaded
plane and whether it is in the CG envelope
but also the maximum amount of baggage
you can carry to stay within allowable
limits. Or you can input the amount of
baggage you want to carry and the
program will tell you whether it's allow-
able. (By the way, 50 and 36 gallons are
specified because those are convenient in
filling the Cherokee's tanks; any number
will be calculated.)

Inputs are at lines 110, 120, 140 and
235. Note that the program does not ask
for baggage until it calculates whether
there is room for any, based on the
passenger and fuel inputs. It is possible for
it to kick out at line 234 with the warning
that "Weight is (XX) pounds over gross
without baggage!" A second "over-gross"
flag is contained in line 500.

Lines 610 to 830 compare the overall
arm aft datum with the allowable limits for
the total weight as calculated.

With this program, I find that I
actually enjoy working out various
permutations of where to place passengers,
how much fuel to carry versus payload, etc.
That can only enhance the safety factor of
weight and balance in small aircraft. It sure
makes me feel more comfortable when I
load up and take off! 0

SAMPLE LOADING PROBLEM
Piper Cherokee 180D

Weight Arm Aft Datum Moment
(lbs) (inches) (inch-pounds)

Licensed Empty Weight 1402.0 86.2 120852
Oil (6 quarts) 1l.0 32.5 357.5
Pilot and Front Passenger 340.0 85.5 29070
Rear Passengers 340.0 118.1 40154
Fuel (36 gals. - 50 max.) 216.0 95.0 20520
Baggage (200 lbs. max.) 91.0 142.8 12994.8
TOTAL, LOADED AIRCRAFT 2400.0 93.3 (calc.) 223948.3

Figure 2

H') REM ** WEIGHT K B~L~NCE COMPUT~nON *0·
20 REM ** CHEROf\EE i80D **
30 RE~I * •. BY D~WID L. PHILLIF'S **
40 REI"I ** VARIRBLES DEFINED **
50 REM * •. ARI"I AFT DATU!"I (IN INCHES): EMPTY WT = EA ** OIL =OA **
F)IL.OT & FRONT P~ISSENGER = FA ** REAR PASSENGERS = RA * •. BAGGAGE
= BA 0·**

55 REM ••** FIOMENT <:INCH/POUNDS): EM=EMPTY WT ** GW=GROSS WT ** 0
*'01 L ** FM=FRONT PASSENGERS ** RI"I=REAR PASSENGERS ** FW=FUEL **

50 REM *0* PW=TOTAL WT W/OUT BAGGAGE ** OG=WT OVER ALLOWABLE GRO
SS W/OUT BRGGAGE ***
55 REM *** TW=TOTAL WT ** TM=TOT~L MOMENT ***
70 REM •••.* FW=FUEL WT ** FI=FUEL MOf'iENT •.•.•.
100 EW = 1402
105 CLS: PRINT: PRI~iT
110 INPUT "WHAT IS COMBINED WEIGHT OF FRONT PASSENGERS";FP
120 INPUT "WHAT IS COMBINED WEIGHT OF REAR PASSENGERS";RP
13!Zi OIL = 11
lil!2i INPUT "HOW i1UCH FUEL (50 OR 3E GALLONS)"; FU
150 EA 86.2
150 OA = .32.5
17t?l FA = 85 ..5
180 RA = 118.1
190 BA= iz.z. 8
20el EM = EW*EA
205 GW=241Z10
210 OM OI*OA
2:;;:1Il FM = F'P*FA
230 RM = RP*RA
231 FW = FU •. 5
232 PW=EW+FP+RP+FW+OI
233 OG=PW-GW
234 IF PW)241Z11Z1PRINT"WEIGHT IS";OG;"POUNDS OVER GROSS WITHOUT BA
GGAGE''''END
235 INPUT "DO YOU HAVE BAGGAGE WEIGHT TO CALCULATE";BC$
235 IF BC$ = "NO" THEN BG=GW-PW:GOTO 240
237 INPUT "WHAT IS THE WEIGHT";BG
240 IF BG)201Z1 THEN BG=201Z1
245 Bt'i=BA*BG
2~i0 GW = 24.1ZI1Z1
255 FI=FWo·95
280 TW = EW + FP + RP + FW + 01 + BG
282 IF TW)2400 GOTO 501Z1
285 PRINT:PRINT "MAXI~IU~I BAGGAGE ALLOl.JANCE IS";BG:"POUNDS."
285 I'M = EM+OM+FM+Ri"i+FI+Bi"i
287 FL=TM/TW
~;00 IF TW (= 2400 AND TW) 221Zl0 GOTO E,ellZl
::;10 IF TW (=221Zl0 AND TW) 1975 GOTO 701Z1
320 IF TW (=1975 AND TW)1550 GOTO 81Zl0
51Zl0 TD = TW-GW:PRINT "TOTAL WEIGHT IS OVER GROSS BY";TD;"POUNDS"
:END
51Zl1ZIPRINT "TOTAL WEIGHT IS";TW "POUNDS."
510 IF FL<89.2 PRINT "CG IS BEYOI\ID FORWARD LIMIT! ":END
520 IF FU 95. '3 PRINT "CG IS BEYOND REARWARD LII"IIT) " :END
530 IF FL=)S9.2 AI\ID FL(=95.9 PRINT "CG IS IN ENVELOPE. ":END
71Z10PRINT "TOTAL WEIGHT IS";TW;"POUNDS."
710 IF FL (89.2 PRINT "CG IS BEYOND FORWARD LIMIT i " : END
720 IF FU95.9 PRINT "CG IS BEYOND REARWARD LIMIT! ":END
7311) IF FL=)85.9 AND FL(=95.9 PRINT "CG IS IN ENVELOPE. ":END
801Z1PRINT "TOTAL WEIGHT IS";TW;" POUNDS."
810 IF FL(84 PRINT "CG IS BEYOND FORWARD UMIT'" :END
820 IF FU 95.9 PRINT "CG IS BEYOND REARWARD LIMIT: END
8:;0 IF FL=) 84·.0 AND FL (=95.9 PRINT "CG IS IN ENVELOPE. ": END
999 END
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PET to NEC and
CENTRONICS

PRINTER ADAPTER
LOWEST COST
COMPLETE
INTERFACE ON THE
MARKET

Simple to use - low cost - designed for NEC 5530 Spinwriter and
Centronics parallel printers. Works with WORDPRO and other soft-
ware. Switch for upper-lower case conversion or upper case only.

Plugs into the PET and into the printer - all cables and connectors
included - extra IEEE connector for Commodore disk drives.

Uses BASIC PRINT statements - no machine code needed.
Device address selectable - works with other peripherals.

$129 complete - compare to others at $225.

Generous dealer discounts.
Assembled and tested. Our usual 30 day money back trial period

applies.

Order direct or contact your local computer store.

VISA and M/C accepted - send account number, expiretion date and sign order

Add 53. per order for shipping and hanClllng - foreign orders add 10% lor air ccsrece.

Mention this magazine with your order and deduct 2%.,- ~''. / .' , Connecticut microComputer, Inc.f!3., " .1it, ,34 Del Mar Drive, 8rookHeld,CT 0680'1.__ ", !..; ~_, _ 203775·4595 TWX: 710 456·0052

PWNTER
PWCES
DROPPED!

Model 730 ..............•.................. $649
Parallel Interface (reg. $795)
Upper & Lower Case
100 cps - 80 character line
5 x 7 Free Flight Ballistic Head
Roll. Sinqle-Sheet, & Tractor Feed Paper

Model 737 $849
Proportional Spacing (reg. $995)
Right Justification
Underline & Expanded Print
Bidirectional Paper Motion

(for superscript and subscript)
High Density Dot Matrix

(N x 9 free flight print head)
(18 possible horizontal dot places)

Roll. Sinqle- Sheet. & Tractor Feed Paper

Computerware Offers:
• Full Factory Warranty
• Immediate Delivery
• Dependability· as a stocking Centronics distributor

for 2 yrs
• The latest models at affordable prices

COMPUTERWARE
1512 Encinitas Blvd., Box 668

Encmitas, CA 92024

(714) 436-3512

READER SERVICE CARD

DR. DALEY OFFER
SOFTWARE FOR EVERYONE

SOFTWARE
LIBRARY
Hundreds of schools and individuals
have purchased this package for use as
an educational tool or just plain fun. It
contains 50 (yes fifty!) programs. This
ranges from our famous TREK 3 and
horse race to fun learning programs for
children to checkbook and a micro
mail list program with lots in between.
At about $1.40 per program how can
you miss?

MAIL
LIST
This powerful mailing list package fea-
tures a variety of options for producing
labels. It includes user defined file
structure and label format. Label for-
mat can list to the printer or to WORD-
PRO format files.

DATA
BASE
The data base package allows total user
control over the contents of each entry
in the file. Features user selectable rec-
ord size from 5 to 242 characters per
record, statistical and plotting pack-
age, output with WORDPRO files or
printer. Includes full user definable
output formatting. With optional in-
dexing routine can produce a compre-
hensive index of a data set.

Index
$299.95
99.95

$159.95 Cassette $69.95
Diskette 79.95
For APPLE II or PETFor PET or CBM 2000 or 8000 series with 32K memory please specify your machine configuration.

Charge to
your

MC/VISA

DR. DALEY'S SOFTWARE
.425 Grove, Berrien Springs, Michigan 49103

Phone (616) 471-5514 Sunday-Thursday noon to 9 p.m. Eastern Time
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Call toU fREE (800) 235-cU37

PACIFIC EXCHANGES•...----
MEMOREX
DISKETTES
Call toU FREE (800) 235-4137

PACIFIC EXCHANGES

aNI
DISKETTES
Call toU FREE (800) 235-4137

PACIFIC EXCHANGES

~BASF~
DISKETTES
Call toU fREE (800) 235-4137

PACIFIC EXCHANGES ...oiil

CIRCLE 204 ON READER SERVICE CARD

We have dlscounrs ,
factory warranties,

FREEshipping & insurance
and a

Toll Free Order Number
available.
CALL US!

Pan American
Electronics

Incorporated
a !tadle Ihaeil

AUTHORIZED SALES CENTER

1117 Conway. Mission. Texas 78572
TOLL FREE ORDER NUMBER

,'--"'. 800 '531· 7466 [ ']
.' Texas & Principal No.V/S04
.---.. 512'581·2765 •
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WEATHER
STATION

Paul Raymer

The most pressing problem the
average computer owner faces is the
weather. Some folks may feel that
developing new algorithms, testing out
logic problems, running simulation and
adventure games or performing complex
mathematical tasks have a greater priority,
but when I asked the two people I know
who have computers, they agreed with me,
it was weather.

The following "Weather Station"
program will bring your computer in touch
with the real world, without expensive
electronic coupling devices or complex
meteorological equipment. No hardware
modifications to your computer will be
required.

You will need only a plain white piece
of paper, approximately 8W' x II" (21.59
x 27.94 em) and a pencil and a pad for
writing down certain scientific data. No
prior knowledge of weather forecasting is
required, but such knowledge may prove
to be helpful.

Although this program is written for
the Apple II in Applesoft Basic, it can
easily be translated to any Microsoft Basic
dialect with a few dozen simple, but
tedious, changes.

The program and listing is restricted
to personal use only and may not be used
by local radio and/ or television stations
for forecasting the weather, without
permission. 0

JPRto
JPRINT' ,
JLIST
100 REM
110 REM ********************
120 REM * *
130 REM * WEATHER STATION *
1~0 REM * *
150 REM * PAUL RAYMER *
160 REM * POB ~2831 *
170 REM * LAS VEGAS NEVADA *
180 REM * 8910~ *
190 REM * *
200 REM ********************
210 REM
220 REM I/XXIX/MCMLXXX
230 REM
2~0 REM THIS PRINTS THE TITLE NEATLY
250 REM
260 TEXT: HOME : CLEAR
270 VTAB 10: HTAB 12: PRINT 'WEATHER STATION'
280 FOR M = 1 TO 2000: NEXT M
290 CALL - 936
300 REM
310 REM INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
320 REM
330 PRINT 'YOU NOW HAVE THE ABILITY TO INTERFACE'
3~0 PRINT 'YOUR COMPUTER WITH THE OUTSIDE WORLD,': PRINT
350 PRINT 'TAKE AN ORDINARY SHEET OF PAPFR ABOUT'

CREATIVE COMPUTING

Paul Raymer, P.O. Box42831, Las Vegas, NV 89104.
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360 PRINT '8-1/2 X 11 (ORDiNARY TYPING PAPER. WILL'
370 PRINT 'DO) AND PLACE IT OUTDOORS FOR ~IVE'
380 PRINT 'MINUTES.;: PRINT
390 PRINT 'THE COMPUTER WILL NOW GO INTO A HOLDING'
400 PRINT 'PATTERN FOR ABOUT FIVE MINUTES OR SO ••••
410 FOR X-I TO ~OOOO: NEXT.X
420 CALL - 936: FOR X p 1 TO 5: PRINT CHRS (7): NEXT X
430 PRINT 'WHEN READY PRESS SPACE BAR TO GET THE •
440 PRINT 'WEATHER REPORT ';: GET AS
450 CALL - 936: ~OR X = 1 TO 1000: NEXT X
460 REM
470 REM HUMAN INTERACTION WITH REFERENCE MATERIAL
480 REM
490 PRINT 'PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS'
500 REM
510 REM DELAY LOOPS GIVING TIME FOR HUMANS TO THINK
520 REM
530 GOSUB 1170
540 PRlNT 'WITH EXTREME ACCURACY TO INSURE MOST'
550 GOSUB 1170
560 PRINT 'SCIENTIFIC RESULTS.': PRINT
570 GOSUB 1170
590 GOSUB 1210
590 INPUT 'WAS THE PAPER STILL OUTSIDE? ';SS
600 CaSUB 1170
610 GOSUI! 1210
620 INPUT 'WAS THE PAPER WET?'IRS
630 casus 1170
6••0 GaSUB 1210
650 INPUT 'DID THE PAPER MOVE?';W$
640 GOSuB 1170
610 GOlUB lilO
6eo. REI"
690 REM NOTE CLEVER USE OF 'IF' STATEMENT
700 REM
710 IF LEFTS IWS,l) = 'Y' THEN PRINT 'IN WHICH DIRECTION? ';: INPUT OS
720 COSUB 1170
730 GOSUB 1210
740 IF LEN IDS) ) 0 THEN PRINT 'HOW FAR? ';: INPUT FS
750 GOSUB 1170
760 GOSUB 1210: G08UB 1210: CALL - 936
770 REM
7g0 REM ~S~O~ FOLLOWING SLOW PRINTOUT OPTIONAL WITH SKILL IN UNDERSTAND

ING METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION
790 REM
BOO SPEED- 100
BID PRINT 'HERE I~.TODAY'S WEATHER REPORT BASED ON'
820 PRINT 'SCIENTIFIC DATA YOU HAVE ENTERED INTO'
B30 PRINT 'THE COMP~iER •••': PRINT
B40 REM
850 REM DOING METEORLOGICAL STUDY OF DATA AND OTHER STUFF FED INTO COMPU

TER
B61l REM
B70 REM
B80 REM EXTRE~E HIGH WINO INDICATOR
BS'O REM
900 IF LEFT$ (S$.I) - 'N' THEN PRINT 'TORNADO APPROACHING!'
910 REM
920 REM MOISTilRE FACTOR ANALYZER
930 REM
940 IF LEFT$ (RSil) - 'Y' THEN PRINT 'RAIN PROBABILITY 90% -- SHOWERS L

IKELY TOMORROW'
950 REM
960 REM WIND VELOCITY SCALE
971l REM
980 IF VAL (F~) ) 0 THEN XII •• MILD'
990 IF VAL (F') - j THEN Xl. = • MODERATE'
1000 IF VAL (F') ) 3 THEN XII· ' STRONG'
1.010 REM
1020 REM ELECTRONIC WIND SOCK
U)30 RE.M
1040 IF
1nsn IF
101.,0 IF
1070 IF
1080 IF
1090 IF

•; X:1!~
1:l00 -REM
ii i 0 REM
1120 REM
1:l30 rr
1:1.40 IF

LEFtI (WI.1) Iy" THEN X21 , WIND'
LEFtl (DI.l) 11 E e THEN X3$ , WEST'
LEFH (01.1) 'W' THEN X3$ , EAST'
LEFT. (01.1) 'N' THEN X3$ , SOUTH'
LEFT$ (Old) 'SII THEN X3$ .- , NOfnH'
LEFTI (Wid) 'Y' THEN PRINT lA' ;Xl.$;XZ$;· IS E:LOWING FROM THE

NICE WEATHER DATA BANK

LEFT$ (RI.l)
LEFT. (W<., 1 )

'N' THEN
'N" THEN

PRINT 'WEATHER CLEAR AND DRY'
PRINT 'AIR IS CALM AT PRESENT'

ii s 0 SPEED:.::: 2.55
1:[60 END
117b FOR M = I TO 100: NEXT M: RETURN
1lHO RE~
1190 REM CHEAP WAY TO MAKE TALKIES OUT OF YOUR SILENT ~EATHER REPORTS
l.;~OO F,EM
1210 FOR X ~ I TO 3: PRINT CHR$ (71: NEXT X: RETURN
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Announcing the most important utility
ever introduced for the TRS-80* Model I

and Model 11-ENHBAS
ENHBAS is an Enhanced Basic extension
module, which loads at the top of BASIC, add-
ing many commands and background tasks-
DOver 30 new commands added to your
BASIC:
_SORT-Multi-keying, multi-tagging array
sort. Sorts thousands of items in mere
seconds, all with one command!

-JNAME-Use line . labels along with line
numbers in branching statements, as in
assembly. language, using the ENHBAS
commands GTO and CSUB (special
GOTO and GOSUB).
How many times have you wanted to use
variables to reference line numbers? Now
you can! GTQ and CSUB allow variable
expressions as operands, such as in
GTO X+40.

-WHILE / WEND-New, structured pro-
gramming loop construct. Makes for more
logical program flow (less GOTO's).

-EXEC / EVAL- Two new, extremely pow-
erful functions! EVAl evaluates an alge-
braic expression in stringJorm. With EVAl
you can manipulate complex functions in
string form, and then evaluate them. EXEC
executes a string expression as if it LVere
a BASIC program line!With EXEC, your
computer can actually write its dwn pro-
grams and execute them!

-CAll-Pass control to machine language
subroutines at any address, passing para-
meters both ways.

-ClM / pAGE-Set up automatic page
roll-over and other line printer functions
from BASIC.
-All these and many more!

DIn addition to the above commands, Modell
ENHBAS contains vector graphics and
drawing commands. Model II ENHBAS has
many functions suited to business program-
ming-ISAM filehandling commands, RS-232
access, and many more; along with several
Modell BASIC commands leftout ofModel II
(PEEK, POKE, OUT, etc.).

DENHBAS includes many background util-
ities (Model I version):
~UHr-deJinable cursor
-Key click
eTwo-tor,e beep on error
-Automatic 10000r-cose
-Automatic debourice
eShort:-entry commands
(Shift-letter prints command)
-Real Control keys
-One letter commanda
-Formatted LISTIngs

ENHBAS is available-for:
16KModel l=Level-Il Tape.. .. .. .. $39.9532KModel I Disk $39_9532KModel III (auail. 11/1/80) _. _ $39.95
32KModel II (on TRSDOS disk) .. _ $99.95

*TRS-80 is a reg. tradema~k of Radio Shack, a Tandy Co.

Other sOftware:
CS~ PILOT -Disk-based, high level language.
32.KModel ~Disk ..... _..... _... $59.95

Z-EMUlATOR-Executes assem.Ianq.Iines,
16K Modell-level-II Tape $29.95
32K Model I Disk _ _ $29.95

ENHCOMP-Integer subset BASIC compiler.
Full graphics. Requires RS Editor/ASsembler.
32K Model I Disk __ $24.95

ABBREV-level-I abbrev. in Level-Il/Disk .
16K Modell-level-II Tape $24.95
32K Model I Disk _. _ $24.95

Dealer and OEM iOquiries invited.

The Comsoft Group
6008 N.Keystone Ave., Dept. C

Indianapolis, IN 46220
(317) 257-3227
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IT'S A BLURB

IT'S A GAME

IT'S
The setting of "Superman" is in the

fine city of Metropolis, U.S.A. You, as
Superman, must rid the city of the ten
super criminals hiding in 18different areas.
If you can't achieve this within the 80 hours
given to you, or if one of the criminals
destroys you, it gives the rest the chance to
get to their hide-away and push the button
that finishes their plan to take over the
world. In other words, if one of these
things happens to you, you lose.

To start with, you have a certain
amount of energy (between 4000 and 5000
calories) given to you. As you go after each
criminal, you lose parts of that energy, but
as soon as you have destroyed the criminal,
the full amount of energy is restored. The
way energy is lost is through the pound of
kryptonite that each of the super criminals
have in their possession. The closer you get
to them, the more energy you lose. If the
level of energy ever goes below zero, or if
you accidentally move yourself right on
top of a super criminal, it gives that
criminal a chance to take out his long-held
aggressions against you, and you lose the
game.

To find and destroy the ten criminals,
you have a total of five different abilities.
The first and second abilities are used for
finding the criminals and the last three for
destroying the criminals. Here is a
description of all five:

1. Flying: used to move both inside
and outside of the areas.

2. X-ray Vision: used to see if the}~ is
a criminal in your area, and then to see
approximately how far away he is from
you.

3. Heat Vision: can only be used
within 20 paces of the criminal and has a
30% chance of nailing him.

4. Super Strength: can only be used
within 10 paces of the criminal and has a
50% chance of getting him.

Bill Oyck, 1119 S. Cryier Ave., Reedley, CA 93654.

5. Super Breath: can only be used
within 30 paces of the criminal and has a
20% chance of destroying him.

Once you have scourged Metropolis
of the criminals, you have won the game. It
is as simple as that, but don't be fooled. it's
not as easy as it looks.

The basic strategy that I have used
(but with limited success) is to go to one
end of the city and work my way down to
the other end. That way you don't miss any
of the criminals by accidentally skipping
over them and then not knowing where
they are hiding. The only problem with this
is that the game sometimes becomes a little
boring due to repetition. You rriight want
to jump around and just go by luck (or if
you are blessed with ESP, you can use
that).

A Detailed Description

Here is a description of the two
different sections of this program (line by
line), and also a description of the different
variables .and what they are used for in the
program.

Lines 10-340: Assigns values to the
various variables and gives the option of
instructions.

Lines 350-430: Command section.
Lines 440-490: X-Ray Vision com-

mand.
Lines 500-1000: Flying command.

\. Lines 570-740: move inside of
the area.

2. Lines 740-1000: move outside to
another area.

Lines 1010-1230: Heat Vision com-
mand.

Lines 1240-1410: Super Strength
command.

Lines 1420-1590: Super Breath com-
mand.
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Lines 1600-1860: Program comple-
tion statements and replay choice.

Lines 1870-2650: Subroutine for the
instructions.

Lines 2660-2770: Subroutine for an
unacceptable command number.

Lines 2780-2880: Subroutine to place
the criminals in their different areas.

Lines 2890-3140: Subroutine to find
out how far you are from the criminal.

Lines 3150-3310: Subroutine forX-
Ray Vision.

Lines 3320-3580: Subroutine to see
how much energy you have left.

I. Lines 3360-3460: Energy is taken
off if the criminal is on the right
side of Superman.

2. Lines 3470-3560: Energy is taken
off if the criminal is on the left
side of Superman.

Lines 3590-3690: Subroutine to see if
Superman won and reassign variables.

Lines 3700-4100: Subroutine for the
names of the 18 different areas.

Lines 4110-4230: Subroutine to assign
the criminal's number to him.

Lines 4240-4450: Subroutine for the
names of the ten different criminals.

Lines 4460-4490: Subroutine to assign
the beginning amount of energy.

Lines 4500-4530: Subroutine to end
the game if time has run out.

Lines 4540-4600: Subroutine to return
you to the areas you were last at if you try
to visit an area already visited.

Lines 4610-4650: Subroutine to force
you to move on after nailing the criminal in
that area.

Variables

A - Number of the command
wanted.

A(l-IO) - Numbers to tell which
criminal is in the area you ate in (if there is
one).

B - Variable that tells which criminal
you are working on (10- B tells how many

CREATIVE COMPUTING



DISK DRIVE WOES? PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS? ERRATIC OPERATION?

DON'T BLAME THE SOFTWARE!e, ~
..

/'"'"

APPLE PRODUCTS FROM:

ISO·1
Power Line Spikes, Surges & Hash could be the culprit I
Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact!
Our unique ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction
AND curb damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash.
*ISOLATOR (1S0-1 AI 3 filter isolated 3-prong sockets;
integral Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 WMaximum load,
1 KWload any socket '.. $56.95
*ISOLATOR OSO-212 filter isolated 3-prong socket banks;
(6 sockets total); integral Spike/Surge Suppression;
1875 WMax load. 1 KWeither bank. . . . . .. $56.95
·SUPER ISOLATOR (lS()'31. similar to ISO-1A

except double filtering & Suppression . . .. $85.95
*ISOLATOR (lSO-41. similar to ISO-1A except

unit has 6 individually filterec;tsockets. . .. $96.95
*ISOLATOR OSO-51. similar to ISO-2 except

unit has 3 socket b••ks, 9 sockets total ... $79.95
*CIRCUIT BREAKER. any model (add-CBI Add $ 7.00
*CKT BRKR/SWITCH/PILOTany model

(-CBSI Add $14.00
• PHONE ORDERS 1-617-655-1532 Z

.lE7Electronic Specialists, Inc.
171 South Mai!! Street. Natick. Mass. 01760 Dept.CC

PAPER TIGER GRAPHICS SOFTWARE $34.95
Software drives for hard copy graphics on
IDS 440G printer
ENHANCED PAPER TIGER GRAPHICS $44.95
More versatile, easier to use driver
routines for the IDS 440G printer
PASCAL TIGERGRAPHICS $44.95
Driver routines for Pascal users with the________ ~~~~~~~~~~~~UL ~~

IDS 440G printer
BRIGHTERWRITER GRAPHICS $34.95
Driver routines for IP225 printer
SINGLE DISK COPY $29.95
Back up your work with only one drive
MACRO-SCED $49.95
Screen editor, macro builder
VISILIST $19.95
Hard copy dump of formulas of VISICALC [TM)
storage files
PASCAL FAST FLOATING POINT BOARD $450.00
High speed number crunching of
transcendental functions with Pascal
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO THE APPLE II $4.95
Thick reference card [40 page booklet)
DISKETTE HOLDERS $7.50
Handy diskette storage with index cards
(pack of 10)

Available from your local dealer or

Computer Station
12 Crossroads Plaza

Granite City, IL 62040
[61BJ 452-1860
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AT LAST!
A magazine devoted to Applications as
well as Technique for the Apple oemeuter.

NESSES.

NOW ENTERING OUR SECOND YEAR. SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

DYES I want to learn how to get the most out of my Apple. Send me a one year subscription.
(6 issues). I enclose $12.00. (Canada & Mexico - $24.00. All other foreign countrtes . $36.00).

NAME, _

Send check or money order to: Apple Shoppe, P.O. Box 701, Placentia, CA 92670 or call (714) 996-0441

CIRCLE 1SS.0N READER SERY'CE CARD

DECEMBER 1980



Superman cont'd ...
criminals there are left to nail).

B7 - Flag to tell the computer if the
areas being read are being used for the
instructions or for the rest of the program.

C - Position of the criminal in the
areas.

C5 - Flag to tell the computer if a
criminal is in your area.

C8 - Real distance from the criminal
if C is greater than M.

C9 - Approximate distance from the
criminal if C is greater than M.

D4 - Flag to tell the computer if
Superman has lost all of his energy.

E(l-9) - Check used' to see if a
criminal is in your area if Q is less than 10.
. F( 1-9) - Check used to see if a
criminal is in your area if Q is more than 9.

GJ - Running amount of energy.
G2 - Amount of energy taken off as

you get closer to the criminal.
G7 - Returns the original amount of

energy to G I once you have nailed the
criminal in your present area.

H - Hours left before the criminals
Will.

I - Amount of paces or areas to move
over inside or outside of the areas.

K - Flag to tell the computer if
Superman has moved after he nailed the
criminal in that area.

L(I-18) - Flag to tell the computer
whether or not you have already visited the
area to which you just moved.

M8 - Real distance from the criminal
if M is greater than C.

M9 - Approximate distance from
the criminal if Mis greater than C.

M - Position of Superman in the
areas.

N(I-JO) - Number that is compared
to either E( 1-9) orF( 1-9) to see if there is a
criminal in your present area.

Q - Number of the area in which you
are presently.

'R2 - Random number used to
determine the chance of Superman nailing
the criminal.

T - Area number reserved in case
you have to be returned because of trying
to visit an area to which you have already
been.

T.0 - Breaks down your distance
from the criminal to determine how much
energy to take off.

W - Flag to tell the computer if
Superman has won the game.

X7 - Flag to tell the computer if
Superman has used his X-Ray Vision in
the area where he is currently.

C$ ~ Area name reserved in case you
have to be returned because of trying to
visit an area to which you have already
been.

fI$ - The name of the area in which
you are currently.

N$ - The name of the criminal you
an: currently fighting.

X$ - Direction to move and all other
miscellaneous strings.

Modifications

Here are some modifications you can
use to make the program a little simpler
(and easier, if you find that you are never
winning).

I. You can increase the chance of
nailing the criminal in lines 1100, 1320, and
1500.

2. You can lessen the amount of
energy you lose as you get closer to the
criminal you are fighting in lines 3390 and
3500.

3. You can make the amount of
energy you start off with larger in lines
4450 and 4460.

4. You can lessen the randomness of
the approximation of the distance between
you and the criminal.

5. You can raise the time limit in line
60.

Also, if you find this program too easy
and you are winning all of the time (which
would take a miracle), you could do the
exact opposite to the above points (which
is obvious, but I thought I would mention
it anyway).

Since this program is pretty long,
there are also some modifications you can
do to the program to make it shorter.

I. You can cut out all of the instruc-
tions, or you can make two separate
programs - one with the instructions and
the other with the rest of the program -
and chain the two together.

2. Using data statements, you could
assign the names of the areas and criminals
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to such strings as H$( 1) or N$(5). Since the
computer I used wouldn't accept such
statements, I had to make the program
much more bulky by changing H$ every
time Superman moved to a different area.

I leave it to you to find out any others,
which, if you are clever enough, will surely
be there.

The computer system I used for this
program has several quirks in its use of
Basic. In lines 430, 371 0, 3910 and 4230,
the statement 'Goto X of linen umber,
linenumber' appears. In all Microsoft
Basics, it is only accepted as 'On X go to
linen umber, linenumber.' In lines 40 and
3660, there are multiple assignment state-
ments. In your computer, you might have
to put each of the variables on a different
line. In the instructions, several lines are
used such as 1980 (which is 'Hit return
when ready'). You might have to input
something instead of just hitting 'return.'
Don't worry about it, because it won't
cause the rest of the program any harm.

If your computer system has a bell
function, it could be used in lines 1170,
1390, 1570 and 1640 as a signal that you
have either nailed a criminal or won the
game.

Well, that is the whole program in
great detail. I sure hope you have as much
fun with it as I have. Oh yeah, before I
finish, I want to wish you good luck with
the game. You'll need it. 0

-Program beginson Page148-
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DYNACOMP
Quality software for:

ATARI
PET
APPLE II Plus

TRS-80 (Level II)
NORTH STAR
CP/M 8" Disk

Availability
DYNACOMP software is supplied with complete documentation containing clear explanations and
examples. All programs will run within 16K program memory space (ATARI requires 14K). Except where
noted, programs are available on ATARI, PET. TRS·80 (Level II) and Apple (Applesoft) cassette and
diskette as well as North Star single density (double density compatible) diskette. Additionally. most pro-
grams can be obtained on standard 8" CP/M floppy disks for systems running under MBASIC.

GAMES
BRIDGE 2.0 (Available for an computers) Price:$17.95C••••tte

521.95Diskette
An all-inclusive version of this most popular of card garnes. This program both BIDS and PLAYS
either contract or duplicate bridge. Depending on the contract, your computer opponents will either
play the offense OR defense. If you bid too high, the computer will double your contract! BRIDGE 2.0
provides challenging entertainment for advanced players and is an excellent learning tool for the bridge
novice.

HEARTS 1.5 (Available for aUcomputers) Price:514.95C••••tte
518.95Diskette

An exciting and entertaining computer version of this popular card game. Hearts is a trick-oriented
game in which the purpose is not to take any hearts or the queen of spades. Play against two computer
opponents who are armed with hard-to-beat playing strategies.

CRIBBAGE 2.0 (TRS-80 only) Price:514.95C••••tte
518.95Diskette

This is a well-designed and nicely executed two-handed version of the classic card game, cribbage. It is
an excellent program for the cribbage player in search of a worthy opponent as well as the beginner
wishing to learn the game, in particular the scoring and jargon. The standard cribbage score board is
continually shown at the top of the display (utilizing the TRS-80's graphics capabilities), with the cards
shown underneath. The computer automatically scores and also announces the points using the tradi-
tional phrases.

CHESS MASTER (North Star and TRS-80 only) Price:519.95C••••tte
523.95Diskette

This complete and very powerful program provides five levels of play. It includes castling, en passant
captures and the promotion of pawns. Additionally, the board may be preset before the start of play,
permitting the examination of "book" plays. To maximize execution speed, the program is written in
assembly language (by SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS of California). Full graphics are employed in the
TRS-8D version, and two widths of alphanumeric display arc provided to accommodate North Star

STARTREK 3.2 (Available for an computers) Price:5 9.95Cossette
513.95Diskette

This is the classic Startrek simulation, but with several new features. For example, the Klingons now
shoot at the Enterprise without warning while also attacking starbases in other quadrants. The
Klingons also attack with both light and heavy cruisers and move when shot at! The situation is hectic
when the Enterprise is besieged by three heavy cruisers and a starbase S.O.S. is received! The Klingons
get even!

SPACE TILT (Apple only) Price:$10.95Cassette
514.95Diskette

Use the game paddles to tilt the plane of the TV screen to "roll" a ball into a hole in the screen. Sound
simple? Not when the hole gets smaller and smaller! A built-in timer allows you to measure your skill
against others in this habit-forming action game.

GAMES PACK land GAMES PACK II Price:5 9.95each,Cossette
513.95 each, Diskette

GAMES PACK I contains BLACKJACK, LUNAR LANDER, CRAPS, HORSERACE, SWITCH
and more. GAMES PACK II includes CRAZY EIGHTS, JOTIO, ACEY·DUCEY, LIFE, WUMPUS
and others. Available for all computers.

Why pay SS.9S or more per program when you can buy a DYNACOMP collection for just S9.957

STUD POKER (ATARI only) Price:511.95Cossette
515.95 Diskette

This is the classic gambler's card game. The computer deals the cards one at a time and you (and the
computer) bet on what you see. The computer does not cheat and usually bets the odds. However, it
sometimes bluffs! Also included is a five card draw poker betting practice program. This package will
run on a 16K ATARL

BUSINESS and UTILITIES

MAIL LIST II (Nortb Star only) Price:521.95
This many-featured program now includes full alphabetic and zip code sorting as well as file merging.
Entries can be retrieved by user-defined code, client name or Zip Code. The printout format allows the
use of standard size address labels. Each diskette can store more than 1100 entries (single density; over
2200 with double density systems)!

TEXT EDITOR I (Letter Writer) Price:514.95Cossette
518.95Diskette

An easy to use, line-oriented text editor which provides variable line widths and simple paragraph in-
dexing. This text editor is ideally suited for composing letters and is quite capable of handling much
larger jobs. Available for all computers.

FINDIT (Nortb Star only) Price:519.95
This is a three-in-one program which maintains information accessible by keywords of three types: Per-
sonal (e.g., last name), Commercial (eg: plumbers) and Reference (eg: magazine articles, record
albums, etc). In addition to keyword searches, there are birthday, anniversary and appointment search-
es for the personal records and appointment searches for the commercial records. Reference records
are accessed by a single keyword or by cross-referencing two or three keywords.

DFILE (Nortb Star only) Price:519.95
This handy program allows North Star users to maintain a specialized data base of all files and pro-
grams in the stack of disks which invariably accumulates. DFlLE is easy to set up and use. It will
organize your disks to provide efficient locating of the desired file or program.

COMPARE (Nortb Star only) Price:512.95
COMPARE is a single disk utility software package which compares two BASIC programs and dis-
plays the file sizes of the programs in bytes, the lengths in terms of the number of statement lines, and
the line numbers at which various listed differences occur. COMPARE permits the user to examine ver-
sions of his software to verify which arc the more current, and to clearly identify the changes made dur-
ing development.

COMPRESS (Nortb Siar only) Price:512.95
COMPRESS is a single-disk utility program which removes all unnecessary spaces and (optionally)
REMark statements from North Star BASIC programs. The source file is processed one line at a time,
thus permitting very large- programs to be compressed using only a small amount of computer memory.
File compressions of 20-50% are commonly achieved.

GRAFIX (fRS-80 only) Price:512.95Cossette
516.95Diskette

This unique program allows you to easily create graphics directly from the keyboard. You "draw"
your figure using the program's extensive cursor controls. Once the figure is made, it is automatically
appended to your BASIC program as a string variable. Draw a "happy face", call it HS and then print
it from your program using PRINT HS! This is a very easy way to create and save graphics.

TIDY (fRS-80 only) Price:510.95C••••tte
$14.95Diskette

TIDY i~ \tI1 i\$$m1bly IMguag~ program which allows you to r,.I\um!xr the Hnes in your BASIC pro-
grams. TIDY also removes unnecessary spaces and REMark statements. The result is a compacted
BASIC program which uses much less memory space and executes significantly faster. Once loaded,
TIDY remains in memory; you may load any number of BASIC programs without having to reload
TIDY!

STATISTICS and ENGINEERING
DATA SMOOTHER (AvaHablefor aUcomputers) Price:514.95C••••tte

518.95Diskette
This special data smoothing program may be used to rapidly derive useful information from noisy
business and engineering data which are equally spaced. The software features choice in degree and
range of fit, as well as smoothed first and second derivative calculation. Also included is automatic
plotting of the input data and smoothed results.

FOURIER ANALYZER (AvaHablefor aUcomputers) Price:514.95C••••tte
518.95Diskette

Use this program to examine the frequency spectra of limited duration signals. The program features
automatic scaling and plotting of the input data and results. Practical applications include the analysis
of complicated patterns in such fields as electronics, communications and business.

TFA (Transfer Function Analyzer) Price:519.95Cossette
523.95Diskette

This is a special software package which may be used to evaluate the transfer functions of systems such
as hi-fi amplifiers and filters by examining their response to pulsed inputs. TFA is a major modification
of FOURIER ANALYZER and contains an engineering-oriented decibel versus log-frequency plot as
well as data editing features. Whereas FOURIER ANALYZER is designed for educational and scien-
tific use, TFA is an engineering tool. Available for all computers.

FOURIER ANALYZER and TFA may be purchased together for a combined price of S29.95
(Cassettes) and S37.95 (Diskettes).

REGRESSION I (AvaUablefor aUcomputers) Price:$19.95c••••tte
523.95Diskette

REGRESSION I is a unique and exceptionally versatile one-dimensional least squares "polynomial"
curve fitting program. Features include very high accuracy; an automatic degree determination option;
an extensive internal library of fitting functions; data editing; automatic data and curve plotting; a
statistical analysis (e.g., standard deviation, correlation coefficient, etc.) and much more. In addition,
new fits may be tried without reentering the data. REGRESSION I is certainly the cornerstone program
in any data analysis software library.

REGRESSION II (PARAFIT) (Available f~r aU computel'5) Price:; $19.95CUKtte:
523.95Diskette

P ARAFIT is designed to handle those cases in which the parameters are imbedded (possibly nonlinear-
ly) in the fitting function. The user simply inserts the functional form, including the parameters (A(I),
A(2), etc.) as one or more BASIC statement lines. Data and results may be manipulated and plotted as
with REGRESSION I. Use REGRESSION I for polynomial fitting, and PARAFIT for those com-
plicated functions.

REGRESSION I and 11 may be purchased together for $36.95 (cassettes) and 544.95 (diskettes)

SIMULATIONS and EDUCATION

BLACK HOLE (Apple only) Price:514.95Cossette
518.95Diskette

This is an exciting graphical simulation of the problems involved in closely observing a black hole with
a space probe. The object is to enter and maintain, for a prescribed time, an orbit close to a small black
hole. This is to be achieved without coming so near the anomaly that the tidal stress destroys the probe.
Control of the craft is realistically simulated using side jets for rotation and main thrusters for accelera-
tion. This program employs Hi-Res graphics and is educational as well as challenging.

VALDEZ (AvaUablefor aUcomputers) Price:514.95C••••tte
518.95Diskette

A simulation of supertanker navigation in the Prince William Sound and Valdez Narrows. The pro-
gram uses an extensive 2S6X256 element radar map and employs physical models of ship response and
tidal patterns. Chart your own course through ship and iceberg traffic. Any standard terminal may be
used for display.

FLIGHT SIMULATOR (Available for aUcomputers) Price:517.95C••••tte
521.95Diskette

A realistic and extensive mathematical simulation of take-off', flight and landing. The program utilizes
aerodynamic equations and the characteristics of a real airfoil. You can practice instrument approaches
and navigation using radials and compass headings. The more advanced flyer can also perform loops.
half-rolls and similar aerobatic maneuvers.

TEACHER'S PET I (Available for aUcomputers) Price:5 9.95C••••tte
513.95Diskette

111is is the first of DYNACOMP's educational packages. Primarily. intended for pre-school to grade 3,
TEACHER'S PET provides the young student with counting practice, letter-word recognition and
three levels of math skill exercises.

Ordering Information
All orders arc processed and shipped postpaid within 48 hours. Please enclose payment with order along
with computer information. If paying by VISA or Master Card, include all numbers on card. For orders
outside North America add 10% for shipping and handling.

Add $2.50 to diskette price for 8" floppy disk ~oft sectored. CP 1M. Microsoft BASIC)

Deduct 10% wben ordering 3 or more programs.

Ask for DYNACOMP programs at your local software dealer. Write for detailed descriptions of these and
other programs from DYNACOMP.

DYNACOMP, Inc.
6 Rippingale Road

Pittsford, New York 14534
(716) 586-7579

I

I!'INew York St.le resldenu please .dd 7% NYS uIes tex.
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O()10
0020
00;50
0040
OOcjO
O()60
0070
O()[)O
OO'tO
0100
OUO
0120
0130
01.40
0150
016()
0110
01[)O
01\'0
0200
0210
0220
O;:,JO
0240
02~:)()

0260
0270
ozso
02'10
O:lOO
()310

~ 0320
Q) 0330

0340
03:'jO
03flO
03"?O
03110
0390
0400
0410
()4::!O
04:30
0440
04~:!()
0460
04/0
0400
04')0
O~:;()O
OSlO
0:520
O~'i30
0540
0::):50
O~'j60
O:;S70
osso
05'YO
0600
0610
o 6 :~~o
0630
0640
06::50

SUPEf~Ml'lN
DIM X$[10J.NI[50].HS[100].CI[100]
DIM L[IO]
B=1
Xl=C5=C=M-M:3-Q7=W=D4=B7-K-O
G2=100
H=OO
02=10
FOR A5-1 TO 10
LLA5J=O
NEXT A5

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT "THIS IS THE GAME OF SUPERMAN'
PRINT 'DO YOU WANT THE INSTRUCTIONS';
INPUT XI
f"rnNT
IF XI="YES" THEN GOSUB 1010
Q=INT(RND(O)*10)tl
LLQ]=l
GOSUB 3700
GOSUB 4460
G1=G/
PRINT "YOU HAVE A TOTAL OF 'IG11' CALORIES OF ENERGY"
PRINT "TO DESTROY EACH CRIMINAL WITH. SO WATCH OUT.'
PRINT
GOSUB 2100
GOSUB 4110
FOR 01=1 TO 'Y
ELD1]=D1
NEXT 01
FOf~ Dl-'1 TO 9
I"CDI:1--0:,
D~.'--D~!+:I.
NEXT III

PHINT
F'!'nNT "ENEr':GYLEFT ..·"Hi:!. I"1...0CAT H1N..-"'H!PI '
PRINT "COMMMW',
INPUT A
,",,,"I NT (ro)

IF A}O AND A(6 THEN 430
GUSUB ;:!660
GUH) :l!:;O
GUTO A OF 440.500.1010.1240.1420
REM *** X-HAY VISION ***
IF r~"'l TH[N 4610
GO"UB 2B'YO
f·I""H-·l
II"H'O THEN 4~jOO
GOTD ::;~jO
HEM *** FLYING ***
PRINT 'MOVE INSIDE OR OUT. (O-INSIDE
INPUT I
IF I=O OR 1=1 THEN 560
PRINT 'JUST 1 OR 0 PLEASE"
GUTU :"jOO
IF J>" 1. TH[H l!'jO
IF C M THEN 610
PRINT "YOU DO NOT FVEN KNOW IF THERE IS A CRIMINAL HER[ IN THIS"
PRINT "AREA. SO BEFORE YOU TRY TO MOVE INSIDE OF IT. FIND OUT FIRST"
GUlD 470
IF C(M THEN 6<;'0
PRINT "HUW MANY PACES OVER TO THE "IX$'
INPUT I
M=MtI
IF M=C TH[N 1700

HCHJI':"I...EFT....";H

l"UUTUIDE) ,,

0660
0670
0600
0690
0700
0710
0720
07:30
0740
0750
0760
0770
0700
07'YO
0800
0810
0820
OO:lO
0840
0850
0860
0870
0080
0890
0900
O'Yl0
0920
09:l0
O'Y40
0950
0960
0910
O'YOO
O'Y'YO
1000
1010
1020
10::;0
1040
1050
l060
1070
1080
1090
ll()O
1110
1120
l130
1140
1150
1160
1170
l180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
:L250
1260
1210
1280
1290
1300
1310
1:320

GOSUB 3:320
IF D4=1 THEN 1700
GOTO 470
PRINT 'HOW MANY PACES OVER TO THE "XI;
INPUT I
M=M-I
IF M=C THEN 1700
GOSUB :3320
GOTO 670
CI=HI
T-Q
PRINT 'HOW MANY AREAS OVER"I
INPUT I
PRINT "TO THE LEFT OH RIGHT"I
INPUT XI
IF X$="RIGHT" THEN 050
IF XI='LEFT" THEN 960
PRINT "INPUT JUST RIGHT OR LEFT PLEASE"
GOTO 7'YO
Q=QtI
IF Q}18 THEN 080
GOTO 'Yl0
Q=18
PRINT 'YOU CAN NOT MOVE OVER THAT FAR ";XII" UO YOU ARE OVER AS FAR"
PRINT XII' A" POSSIBLE"
GOSUB 3700
IF L[QJ=l THEN 4540
L[Q]=l
K=O
GOTO 470
U=Q-I
IF U:l THEN 'Y'YO
GUTO 'Yl0
Q=1
GOTO 090
REM *** HEAT VISION ***
IF K-l THEN 4610
R2=RND(0)
IF C=M THEN 1210
IF C}M TH[N 1110
IF MO:21 THEN 1120
PRINT 'YOU ARE NOT CLOUE [NOUGH TO "N"" TO USE YOUR HEAT VISION"
PRINT "SO GET CLOSER TO HIM"
DOSUB :l320
GOTO 670
IF CO}20 THEN 1070
IF R2).l THEN 1170
PRINT "WELL. YOU DID NOT HIT "INI;'. BUT ACTUALLY MISSED HIM BY'
PRINT R2*100,'FEET. WHAT A SHOT'
Gl=Gl-200
GOTO 10'YO
PHINT 'WHAT A SOPER UHOT. SUPERMAN, YOU NAILED "INS
GOSUB 3590
IF W=l TH[N 1600
GOTO 470
PRINT "YOU DON'T KNOW WH[THER OR NOT THERE IS A CRIMINAL HERE IN THE"
PRINT HI", UO BEFORE YOU SHOOT. FIND OUT'
GOTO 410
REM *** SUPER STRENGTH ***
IF K=l THEN 4610
IF C=M THEN 1210
R2-RND(O)
IF C}M THEN 1:330
IF MO(11 THEN 1340
PRINT "YOU ARE NOT CLOSE ENOUGH TO "INII' TO USE YOUR SUPER"
PRINT "STRENGTH. SO GET CLOSER'
GOTO 10'Y0
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The largest family
of disk drives from
the largest supplier,

drives come
.complete with
power supply and

cabinet.
MTI-40 Disk Drive, 35 & 40 track $369
TF-1 Pertec FD200, 40 track, use both sides $389
TF-3 Shugart SMOO, 35 track, same as tandy .........•..... $389
TF-5 MPI B51, 40 track $379
TF-70 Micropolis, 77 track with 195K of storage $639
TDH-1 Dual sided drive, 35 track $499

Maxi Disk 2 10 Megabyte (fixed)
Winchester Technology .... .$5349

NEW PRODUCTS
16K Memory $86
Modem $179
Expansion Interface 32K ....•.....•....•................. $499
AC Isolator ................•..•..........•............. $47.95

PRINTERS
DP800 Anadex, 80 column, 112cps , $949
LP779 Centronics 779 .............................•.... $1099
LP730 Centronics 730 .............................•..... $950
LP700 Centronics 700 .....................•........... '11395
LP701 Centronics 701 .............•.......•............ 1759
LP702 Centronics 702 1995
SPW-1 Spinwriter-NEC 2525

NEW! LINE PRINTER
BASE 2

Base 2 Printer 80, 132 col.. graphics
60 LPM With tractors $599
* DRIVES FOR ANY MICROCOMPUTER ¥

Does not include power supply & cabinet.

MOD II DISK DRIVES NOW AVAILABLE
Pertec FD200 . $282
Pertec FD250 (dual head)..................... . .. $399
Shugart SA400 (unused) .. . $286
Shugart SABOO $479
MPI 852 $349 851 ..........•.......... $279

SOFTWARE
Disk Drive Motor Speed Test $19.95
New DCS+ with over 200 modifications and

corrections to TRS-DOS $99
New 005. 40 track $110
AJA Word Processor..... . $75
AJA Business Program. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $250
Racet Infinite Basic. .. .. .. .. . $49.95
Disk Drive Alignment Program $109
Radix Data Base Program $99.95
Electric Pencil $150

ALL PRICESCASH DISCOUNTED. FREIGHTFOB/FACTORY.e.:IncMICROCOMPlJER
TECHNOLOGY
INCORPORATED

3304 W. MacArthur
Santa Ana, CA 92704

(714) 979-9923

7310 E. Princeton Ave.
Denver, CO 80222
(303) 758-7275
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There's never been a
better time to
buy an Apple)II.

48K APPLEll
OR PLUS

ONLY $1095.
Cosh price

Apple DOS 3.3 Software
A2D0023 $60"

Visit our newly expanded showroom and see
one of the original AppleIs on display.

~~ I.tIII~~R~~D~2rnputar
FARNSWORTH
COMPUTER CENTER
1891 N. FARNSWORTH AVE.
(At the East-West Tollway)
AURORA, IL. 60505
(312) 851-3888

Weekdays 10-8; Sat. 10-5

CIRCLE 211 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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AT LAST!

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
Business and Educational Software
is now available for the powerful
Heath and Zenith computer systems.

Experience and Professionalism are
the hallmarks of XtraSoft and are

reflected by the products we sell.

For our current catalog contact:

• P.O. Box 91063
Louisville, KY 40291

HEATH & ZENITH Are Registered TM'~ Of HEATH & ZENITH CORP'S

CIRCLE 2690N READER SERVICE CARD



1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
16~50

U; 1660
01670

1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
17:50
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990

IF C8)10 THEN 1300 2000
IF R2);:':;THEN 1390 2010
PRINT 'WHAT A ROUNDHOUSE PUNCH. GOOD. BUT TOTALLY MISSED' 2020
PRINT N$ 2030
Gl-Gl-100 2040
GOTO 1090 2050
PRINT 'WHAT A PUNCH SUPERMAN. IT KNOCKED OL ';N$;' BABY' 2060
PRINT 'DEAD AS A DOORNAIL. THAT IS ';B;'DOWN AND ';10-B;'TO GO' 2070
GOTO 1180 2080
REM *** SUPER BREATH *** 2090
IF Kml THEN 4610 2100
IF C-M THEN 1210 2110
R2-RND(0) 2120
IF C)M THEN 1510 2130
IF M8(31 THEN 1520 2140
Pf~INT 'YOU ARE NOT CLOSE ENOUGH TO ';N~;;" TO USE YOUR SUPER' 2150
PRINT 'BREATH. SO TRY TO GET CLOSER' 2160
GOTO 1090 2170
IF C8)30 THEN 1480 2180
IF R2).8 THEN 1570 2190
PRINT 'WHAT BAD BREATH YOU HAVE. IT DIDN'T EVEN COME CLOSE TO' 2200
PRINT 'PUTTING ';N$;' AWAY' 2210
Gl-Gl-300 2220
GOTO 1090 2230
PRINT 'WHAT A 'SUPER'MAN. KNOCKED ';N$;' HEAD OVER' 2240
PRINT 'HEELS WITH THAT BLAST. THAT IS ';B;' DOWN AND ';10-B;' TO GO' 2250
GOTO i iao 2260
REM *** ENDING STATEMENTS *** . 2270
F~INT 'CONGRADULATIONS. IN DOING AWAY WITH 'NI;' YOU DID AWAY WI1~' 2280
PRINT 'THE LAST SUPER CRIMINAL. THE SUPER CRIMINAL'S PLAN' 2290
·':.INT'CAN NOW NO LONGER GO INTO EFFECT. AND YOU HAVE SAVED THE WORLD' 2300
PRINT " 2310
F~INT "DO YOU WISH TO TRY AGAIN'; 2320
INPUT X$ 2330
IF X$-'YES' THEN 30 2340
PRINT 'SUPERMAN SAYS GOOD-BYE' 2350
GOTO 4660 2360
PRINT 2310
PI'~INT 2380
PRINT "YOU HAVE MOVED YOURSELF RIGHT ON TOP OF ';N$ 2390
PRINT "BECAUSE YOU WERE NOT READY FOR HIM, IT GAVE ";N$;' A CHANCE TO' 2400
PRINT "SLIP HIS GREEN KRYPTONITE DOWN YOUR BACK AND YOU HAVE LOST' 2410
PRINT 'ALL OF YOUR ENERGY. TOO BAD' 2420
D4-1 2430
GO TO 670 2440
PRINT .24~:;0
PRINT 'YOU HAVE LOST ALL OF YOUR ENERGY. AND BECAUSE YOU" 2460
PRINT 'ARE NO LONGER ABLE TO PROTECT YOURSELF, 'IN$ 2410
PRINT 'WAS ABLE TO OVERCOME YOU. NOW THE SUPERCRIMINALS WILL BE' 2480
PRINT ~ABLE TO CARRY OUT THEIR PLAN, AND EARTH IS DOOMED" 2490
PRINT 'WAY TO GO BIG BOY. THREE CHEERS FOR SUPER KLUTZ' 2500
PRINT 2510
PRINT 'DO YOU WISH TO REDEEM YOURSELF AND TRY AGAIN'; 2520
GOTO 1660 2530
REM *** INSTRUCTIONS *** 2540
PRINT 'HERE ARE THE INSTRUCTIONS:' 2550
PFaNT 2560
PRINT 'THERE ARE 10 SUPERCRIMINALS ON EARTH AND THEY HAVE' 2510
PRINT 'A MASTER PLAN WITH WHICH THEY WANT TO TAKE OVER THE' 2580
PRINT 'WORLD. TO START IT MOVING, ONLY ONE OF THEM HAS TO PUSH THE' 2590
PRINT 'BUTTON. IT IS YOUR JOB AS SUPERMAN TO GET RID OF ALL' 2600
PRINT '10 SUPER CRIMINALS. ALL 10 OF THEM ARE IN l~E CITY OF' 2610
PRINT 'METROPOLIS. SCATTERED THROUGHOUT 18 DIFFERENT AREAS' 2620
PRINT 'WITH NO MORE THAN 1 IN AN AREA' 2630
PfnNT 2640
PRINT 'HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE'; 2650
INPUT XI 2660

PRINT 'HERE ARE THE AREAS:'
PRINT
B7=Q~1
FOR V1~1 TO 6
FOR V2-1 TO 3
GO TO 3"100
PRINT HI;
IF Q(18 THEN PRINT' -) ';
Q-Qt1
NEXT V2

PRINT
NEXT VI

Bl-O
PRINT
PRINT 'YOU CANNOT GO FURTHER LEFT THAN THE PARKING LOT AND NO'
PRINT 'FURTHER RIGHT THAN THE NUCLEAR PLANT. IF YOU TRY TO, YOU WILL BE'
PRINT "PLACED IN THE LAST ONE IN EITHER DIRECTION.'
PRINT .
PRINT 'HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE';
INPUT X$
PRINT
PRINT 'TO CATCH AND DESTROY THE CRIMINALS. YOU HAVE FIVE DIFFERENT'
PRINT 'ABILITIES, DESCIBED AS FOLLOWS:'
PRINT
PRINT 'I - X-RAY VISION-USED TO SEE IF A CRIMINAL IS IN YOUR AREA,'
PRINT 'OR AFTER THAT, TO SEE APPROXIMATELY HOW FAR AWAY HE IS FROM YOU'
PRINT 'THE DISTANCE I TELL YOU IS NOT EXACTLY RIGHT, SO BE CAREFUL.'
PRINT "2 ~ FLYING-USED TO MOVE FROM ONE AREA TO ANOTHER, OR INSIDE OF'
PRINT 'THE AREA YOU ARE IN. IF YOU LAND RIGHT ON THE CRIMINAL, YOU LOSE, SO WATCH OUT'
PRINT "3 - HEAT VISION- CAN ONLY BE USED WHEN YOU ARE WITHIN 20 FEET'
PRINT 'OR LESS OF THE CRIMINAL. AND IT HAS A 30X CHANCE OF NAILING'
PRINT 'HIM. IT TAKES UP 200 CALORIES OF ENERGY EACH TIME YOU USE IT'
PRINT '4 - SUPER STRENGTH- CAN ONLY BE USED WHEN YOU ARE WITHIN 10 FEET'
PRINT 'OR LESS OF T~E CRIMINAL, AND HAS A 50X CHANCE OF GETTING'
PRINT 'HIM. IT TAKES 100 CALORIES OF ENERGY TO USE IT EACH TIME'
PRINT '5 - SUPER BREATH- CAN ONLY BE USED WHEN YOU ARE WITHIN 30'
PRINT 'FEET OF THE CRIMINAL, AND HAS A 20X CHANCE OF NAILING HIM. IT TAKES'
PRINT '300 CALORIES OF ENERGY TO USE EACH TIME'
PRINT .
PRINT 'THE ABILITIES NUMBER 1 AND 2 ARE USED TO LOCATE THE CRIMINAL AND"
PRINT 'THE ABILITIES NUMBER 3.4,5 ARE USED TO NAIL THE CRIMINALS'
PRINT
PRINT 'HIT RETURN TO CONTINW~';
INPUT XI
PRINT
PRINT 'THE WAY THAT THE CRIMINALS CAN GET YOU IS LIKE THIS:'
PRINT 'EACH ONE OF THE CRIMINALS HAS A POUND OF GREEN KRYPTONITE, WITH'
PRINT 'WHICH TO GET YOU WITH. THE CLOSER YOU GET TO THEM, THE MORE ENERGY'
PRINT 'YOU LOSE. IF YOU LOSE ALL OF YOUR ENERGY. YOU BECOME TO WEAK TO'
PRINT 'DEFEND YOURSELF AND THE CRIMINAL CAN OVERCOME YOU, AND YOU LOSE'
PRINT 'YOU HAVE A TOTAL OF 80 HOURS WITH WHICH TO STOP THEM FROM PUTTING"
PRINT 'THEIR PLAN INTO ACTION. IF YOU TAKE LONGER, THEN THEY GET TO THE'
PRINT 'BUTTON, AND YOU LOSE ALSO. '
PRINT
PRINT 'WHEN YOU NAIL THE CRIMINAL, ALL YOUR ENERGY IS RESTORED TO YOU'
PRINT 'AND YOU CAN KEEP ON GOING TO GET THE REST OF THE CRIMINALS.'
phINT 'IF YOU LEAVE AN AREA, YOU CAN'T RETURN TO IT,'
PRINT 'SO BE SURE TO GET THE CRIMINAL BEFORE YOU LEAVE, OR YOU CAN NEVER GET ALL TEN'
PRINT
PRINT 'ONCE YOU HAVE NAILED A CRIMINAL, YOU HAVE TO MOVE ON, AND YOU CAN DO NOTHING'
PRINT "ELSE UNTIL YOU DO SO'
PRINT
PRINT 'HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE';
INPUT XI
PRINT
RETURN
REM *** CHOICE OF ABILITIES ***



BY BILL BASHAM

A NEW CHALLENGE
DOGFIGHT will capture your imagina-
tion. You are the pilot of ajet going into
combat. You may fly alone on this mis-
sion, or you may have another pilot
flying with you to defeat the enemy.
First you fly against one enemy jet. You
are in complete control: fly faster or
slower, turn left or right ~ but most
importantly, FIRE. If you are shot down,
and you act quickly, you can bailout.
You and your parachute float gently
downward, hoping an enemy plane
does not shoot you. If you survive, you
will quickly return to the fierce dog-
fight. The enemy can also bailout!! You
must shoot him down before he has a
chance to return.

THE ENEMY RETURNS
Each time you defeat all enemy jets or
helicopters, you advance to the next

NEW FOR THE APPLE

level where you fly against faster
and/or more enemy planes. There are
sixteen levels of difficulty to fight
through. Bill Basham, the talented au-
thor of this high resolution program,
has made it through only 8 levels be-
fore his planes were destroyed.

MANY WAYS TO PLAY
DOGFIGHT may be played in several
ditterent ways. You, alone, may chal-
lenge the computer, or, two players
may fly against the computer - either
on the same team or on different teams.
With DOGFIGHT you can create your
own custom game with as many as
eight players crowding around your
Apple keyboard controlling their own
planes. You may select jets or helicop-
ters on any level- be a daredevil with 7
computer jets against you. You are in
charge with the custom mode.

The ATARI® Tutorial

L[]r:1PlJTER
Calligraphy1
Well, not really! But with the FONTEDIT program in IRIDIS 112you can design

your own character sets lor the ATAR!. For example, you can create a Russian
alphabet, or APL characters, or even special-purpose graphics symbols. These
special fonts can be saved on disk or tape lor later use by your own Basic
programs. FONTEDIT is a Iriendly, easy-to-use program: just grab 8 joystick and
start designing. With our KNOTWORK program, you can design patterns 01 csntc
interlace, (a technique USeQ by7th century Irish monks to illuminate manuscripts).
Alter you have produced a pretty pattern on the screen 01 your ATARI, you can
save it on disk or tape.

Best 01 all, IRIDIS 112comes with a 48-p."e User's Guide, which gives clear
instructions on howto use the programs. The guide also provides deta.iled, line-by-
line descriptions 01 how the P.'ograms work. IRIDIS programs are written to be
studied as well as used.) HacktJr'sDelight presents uselul explanations 01 many 01
the important PEEK and POKE locations in your ATARI.

The IRIDIS 112 tutorial lor the ATARI is avaltabtenow Irom your local ATARI
dealer. You get the User's Guide and a cassette (or disk) with FONTEDIT,
KNOTWOFlK, and a routine to allow your program to load a custom lont.

ATARI is a trademark of ATARI, Inc.------------------------To: The Code Works, Box 550, Goleta, CA 93017
Please send me IRIDIS #2 for my ATARI immediately.o $15.95 Cassette (needs 16K) 0$18.95 Disk (needs 24K)

Name
Address

City/State/lip

OVISA Card Number

o MasterCharge Expires~.--------------------..Phone: (805) 967-0905

Programs for your ATARI'"
CIRCLE 209 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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FOR THE ACES
Micro . Lab will award a special
achievement plaque to the first 10
pilots who reach 10,000 points in any of
the auto modes (one player, two
players same team, two players diffe-
rent teams). A special, individual, sec-
retly coded message will appear when
reaching that score. Report that code
to Micro Lab to claim the Ace title.

AVAILABLE NOW
The Dogfight is available on disk at
your Apple Dealer for $29.95.

Lmi~() 18~7
systems
that work

811 STONEGATE • HIGHLAND PARK, IL 60035

312·433·7877
CIRCLE 156 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FREECatalog
New 4-way relief from problems with
Computer/WP supplies and accessories.

151
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1. One-stop shopping.
Inmac (formerly known as

Minicomputer Accessories
Corporation) has a catalog
of over 1000 products. Every-
thing from racks and line-
printer paper to connectors
and cables. Each designed
to help keep your minicom-
puter or word processing
system up and running.
2. Hassle-free ordering.

Inmac lets you order by
mail or phone. So keep this free
catalog close. It makes those once-tough tasks like
ordering your magnetic media easy, fast and foolproof.
3. Fast shipment of just the quantity you need.

Inmac ships your order within 24 hours from centers in
California, New Jersey and Texas. In a bind? Call us for the
many special services that can get your products to your
installation even faster, with no minimum-order requirement.
4. Field-proven quality means precision performance.

Inmac guarantees every product in these 70 pages for
at least 45 days. And even some for up to ten years.

• Send for your FREE.UHlBC Inmac catalog or call
'"",",""","""'mmp"""«"'''''''C""""""", (408) 727-1970 today!

2465 Augustine Drive, P.O. Box 4780, Santa Clara, CA 95051
@ 1979 International Minicomputer Accessories Corporation



:':'>6?O
26!lO
2690
2"700
2?10
2720
2730
2?40
::.~7::)O
2'/'60
2??O
VBO
2790
2BOO
2Bl0
2020
2B:'50
2B40
::.~8~j()

;1B60
:~!l70
2!lBO
2B90
2900
2910
:~?::.~()
::':"U}>30
2'140
:2(r~:;O
2960
29?O
29i30
:2'190

(J1 3000
ro 3010

3020
3030
3040
3050
3060
30?O
30BO
3090
3:l00
3110
3:l20
3130
3140
:51so
3160
31/0
31BO
3190
3200
:5210
3220
3230
3240
32,iO
3260
3270
~~2BO
3290
3300
:Bl0
3:l20
:B30

PRINT
PRINT 'THESE ARE YOUR FIVE ABILITIES:'
PRINT 'I-X-RAY VISION'
PRINT '2-FLYING'
PRINT '3-HEAT VISION"
PRINT '4-SUPER STRENGTH"
PRINT 'S-SUPER BREATH'
PRINT 'IF YOU INPUT ANY OTHER NUMBER THAN THESE FIVE. YOU WILL BE'
PRINT 'SENT BACK TO HERE. TRY AGAIN'
PRINT
RETURN
REM *** PLACE THE CRIMINALS IN THEIR AREAS ***
FOR R9=1 TO 10
IF R9)1 THEN 2!l30
N[R9J=INTCRNDCO'*lB,tl
GOTO 2B?O
N[R9J=INTCRND(O)*1!l'tl
FOR RB=R9 TO 2 STEP -1
IF NlR9J=NlRB-1J THEN 2B30
NEXT RB

NEXT R9
RETURN
REM *** WHERE IS THE CRIMINAL IN RELATION TO YOU ***
IF CS 10 THEN 3150
IF X7;O THEN 3130
M=INTCRNDCO)*200'tl
C=INTCRND(O)*200)tl
IF C)M THEN 29/0
IF C(M THEN 30S0
GOTO 2920
CB=C-M
X3aINTCRND(O)*20,t1
C9=C!lt2*(INTCRNDCO)*X3)tl)
XS="RIGHT"
PRINT "X-RAY VISION TELLS YOU THAT YOU ARE APPROXIMATLEY "iC9
PRINT 'PACES AWAY FROM "iNSi' TO THE "iXS
X/=l
GOTO 3320
M8=M-C
X3=INTCRND(O'*20,tl
M9=M8t2*CINTCRNDCO)*X3)tl)
XI='LEFT'
PRINT 'X-RAY VISION TELLS YOU THAT YOU ARE APPROXIMATELY 'IM9
PRINT 'PACES AWAY FROM "iNI;' TO THE 'iX$
X?-1
GOTO 3320
IF C)M THEN 2970
GOTO 30S0
REM *** SUB-ROUTINE FOR X-RAY VISION ***
IF Q)9 THEN 3210
FOR X3=1 TO 10
IF ECQ]=NCX3J THEN C5=10
NEXT X3

GOTO 3240
FOR X3=1 TO 10
IF FCQ-9J=NCX3J THEN CS-I0
NEXT X3

IF C5 10 THEN 3290
PRINT "YOU HAVE CAUGHT "iNSI' SOMEWHERE IN THE "IH$
PRINT 'NOW ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS FIND HIM'
Gl=Gl-S0
RETURN
PRINT 'X-RAY VISION HAS DETECTED NO SUPER CRIMINAL HERE IN THE'
PRINT HSi", SO MOVE ON'
RETURN
REM *** SEE HOW MUCH ENERGY YOU HAVE LEFT ***
IF Gl (= 0 THEN 3680

3340
3350
3360
3370
3300
3390
3400
3410
3420
3430
3440
34S0
3460
3470
3480
3490
3S00
3510

IF C>M THEN 3360
GOTO 3470
C8=C-M
FOR TO=190 TO 0 STEP -10
IF C8>TO AND CB .~ TOtl0 THEN 3400
GOTO 3430
Gl=G1-G2
IF Gl (= 0 THEN D4=1
GOTO 3440
G2=G2i'35
NEXT TO

XI='RIGHT'
GOTO 35/0
M8=M-C
FOR TO=190 TO 0 STEP -10
IF M!l)TO AND Mi (= TOtl0 THEN 3510
GOTO 3Cj40

:'3~)2()
Gl=Gl-G2
IF Gl 0 THEN D4=1
GOTO 3550
G2=G2t35
NEXT TO

XI='LEFT"

3530
3540
3550
3560
3570
3580
3590
3600
3610
3620
3630
3640
3650
3660
36?O
36BO
3690
3?OO
3?10
3720
3?30
3740
3750
3760
3?70
3700
3?90
3800
3010
3820
3830
3B40
38S0
3860
38?O
3880
3890
3900
3910
3920
3930
3940
3950
3960
39?O
39BO
3990
4000

G2=100
f(ETUf(N
REM *** CHANGE CRIMINALS AND SEE IF SUPERMAN HAS WON***
IF B(10 THEN 3630
W=:I.
REnmN
B'=B+1
131'=G/
K'=l
C"M"Xl 'C:',,=W"O
GOH) 42~.lO
D4":I.
GOTD :3~-,8()
REM *** NAMES OF THE AREAS ***
IF (1::9 THEN 3920
GOTO Q OF 3730.3760.3780,3800.3820.3B40,3860,3080.3900
HI''''F'Af<l(INli LOT'
IF B7=1 THEN 2060
F(ETUf(N
HI="SUPER MARKET"
GOTO 3/40
HS,,',)UNKYAfW' .-
GOTO 3?40
HI-'GARBAGE DUMP'
GOTO 3?40
HI-"DAILY PLANET'
GIHO :3"740
HI"'"m::WEf("
GOTO 3740
HI=" f':I'JU("
GOTO 3?40
HI='OCE,iN"
GOTO 3740
HS,,,'AIF(POf(T"
GOH) 3?40
GOTO Q-9 OF 3930.39S0,39?0.3990.4010,4030,40S0,40/0,4090
HI='TRAIN STATION"
GOTO 3?40
HI='RADIO STATION'
GOTO 3740
H$='T.V. STATION'
GOTO 3740
HI="AMUSEMENT PARK'
GOTO 3740



A NEW DIMENSION [!)~[?111¥l
IN ADVENTURE... '!..:l lJJ
Deathmaie 5000 and Labyrinth are the first in a new breed of
machine language adventure. Instead of wandering through the
English language, typing GO EAST or GO WEST, you move through
a colossal maze represented on the screen three-dimensionally.
Hallways recede into infinity or come to dead-ends. Doors open to
right and left. Pits open in floor and ceiling. As you encounter
objects, monsters, and mayhem, one or two word commands may
be used. The command set is extensive and sophisticated. The
proper commands allow the solution of problems and the manipu-
lation of objects. The improper choice of words could spell the
end ..

Deaihmaze 5000 places you on the top floor of a five story building.
Each floor is a maze of twisting passageways. Floors are connected
by elevators and open pits. You have but one goal. ESCAPEALIVE!
Where is the only door out of this nightmare? Monsters, bats, mad
dogs, hunger, and many more horrors plague your every step as you
struggle to escape the most comple} adventure ever written.

Labyrinth places you in a maze of gigantic proportions. But you are
not alone! A minotaur searches for you, seeking a grisly meal. You
must deal with ghosts and cave gnomes. You must avoid the
minotaur until the moment is right for the final battle.

Each program $12.95 on cassette for TRS-80 Level II 16K, APPLE II
32K, or APPLE II PLUS 32K.

Med Systems Software unconditionally guarantees satisfaction with
all the software it sells. If you are dissatisfied with a program for any
reason, return it within 14 days for a prompt and cheerful refund.

Med Systems Software
P.O. Box 2674 Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514
(919) 933-1990

.

•

AEAOCOMP
DISC DRIVES
FOATAS-80*

• MODEL 80-1 DISC DRIVE $449.95 eo. •MODEL DISC DRIVE 160-2 S599.95
Single-sided. "Rippy". 96TPI
(80 track; single density
unformated 250K bytes/side;
double density unformatedSOOK
bytes/side) .

Double-sided. 96 TPI.

(160 ~ock/80 per side; single
density unformoted SOOK
bytes; double density
unformoted 1megabyte).
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--- -___ ie MPD 117

All models ore capable of single or double density and are complete WIth power
supply and silver enclosure. Send for information on AEROCOMP 2-and y-onve systems
available in 40 and 80 trock.

The Doubler™: Percom's new proprietary double-density
adopter for the TAS-80· computer.
• Increase formatted storage capacity of your minidiskettes from

1 1/2 to almost 4 times.
• Use with standard 5-inch drives rated for double-density

operation.
• The DOUBlER™ reads, writes and formats either signle - or

double density disks. Only $219.95.r------------------------,
NEW FROM I

MICRO-SYSTEMS III :
I
I
IC"il'1'Mlu..>\olI.'WtJliIlIl;'

NO "GLITCHES", SURGES OR
INTERFERENCE

Clean power distribution for your:
• Microcomputer system
• Audio Visual system
• lab instrumentation

Marway Products' new MPD 117 AC Power Control-
ler upgrades a standard AC utility outlet into a conve-
nient noise-free source of AC power. The MPD 117
features:

• High energy EMI filter .2 direct (unswitched) outlets
• Transient voltage suppressor. Illuminated "on/off" switch
.10 amp circuit breaker • UL recognized components
• 6 switched outlets

At $89.00 (plus tax and shipping) the MPD is the low-
cost solution to your power distribution needs, and the
best dollar value available in AC power distribution and
noise suppression products.

Marway can solve your power distribution problems and save you money.

mARWAY PRODUCTS 'NC.

Micro-Systems Software lnc, now hos double densitu
software available far TAS-80· Modell's that are equip-
ped with the Percom Doubler. +

Rrst is a disk editor called "Disk lop 2.3". This editor
will wark either single or double density diskettes. It is
track and sector oriented, and offers total access to all
ports of the disk. It has the ability to format and backup
diskettes as well as editing them.

Second is our new double density DOS. DOSPLUS3.1 D,
like our regular DOS, will run 35-80 track drives; but offers
the increased disk storage of double density.

Disk lop is $19.95 and DOSPLUS3.1 or 3.1D is $99.95.
To order. call or write us at the address below. Moster
Card and Visa welcome. Orders accompanied by a
personol check will be shipped when the check clears the

, bonk. I,------------------------.~._---.i
l _::=J

VISA

2421 S Birch St. Santa Ana. CA 92707 (714) 549-0623
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Specializing in the Tandy Line
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5846 Funston Street
(305) 983-3390 Hollywood, FL 33023

• TAS- 80 IS a trooemcrk of Tandy Corp
- Docbtet IS a trademark of Percorn Dato Coep

Now available In Spanish
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4010
4020
4030
4040
40~0
4060
4070
4080
4090
4100
4110
4120
4130
4140
4150
4160
4170
4180
4190
4200
4210
4220
4230
4240
4250
4260
4270
4280
4290
4300
4310
4320
4330~ 4340~ 4350
4360
4370
4380
4390
4400
4410
4420
4430
4440
4450
4460
4470
4480
4490
4500
4510
4520
4530
4540
4550
4560
4570
4580
4590
4600
4610
4620
4630
4640
4650
4660

H$='MOVIE FHEATRE'
GOTO 3740
H$="APARTMENT BUILDING'
GOTO 3740
H$='DEPARTMENT BUILDING'
GOTO 3740
H$='BOOK STORE'
GOTO 3740
H$='NUCLEAR PLANT'
GOTO 374D
REM *** CHOOSE CRIMINALS ***
R8=INTIRNDIO)*7)tl
IF R8=3 OR R8=7 THEN 4150
GOTO 4120
R6=INTIRND(0)*10)tl
FOR R9=1 TO 10
ACR9J=R6
FM=F~6+FW
IF R6)10 THEN 4210
GOTO 4230
R7=R6-10
R6=R7
NEXT R9

REM *** NAMES OF THE CRIMINALS ***
GOTO AlB] OF 4260.4280.4300.4320,4340.4360,4380,4400.4420,4440
N$='DOCTOR DOOM"
RE1~RN
N$='THE RED SKULL'
RETURN
N$='LEX LUTHER'
RETURN
N$='AMALEK'
F~ETURN
N$='BLACKROCK'
RETURN
NS='THE PENGUIN'
RETURN
N$='THE RIDDLER'
RE1~RN
N$='THE RAGMAN'
F~ETUF(N
N$='DARTH VADER'
RETURN
NI='THE KLINGON'
RETURN
REM *** GET ENERGY ***
G7=INTCRNDIO)*5000)tl
IF G7<4000 THEN 4470
RETURN
REM *** TIME RUN OUT ***
PRINT 'YOUR TIME IS UP. THE CRIMINALS HAVE GOTTEN TO THEIR'
~RINT 'SWITCH AND HAVE STARTED UP THEIR PLAN. YOU HAVE LOST'
GOTO 1830

*** REVISITING THE AREAS ***REM
PRINT
PRINT 'YOU HAVE ALREADY VISITED THE 'iHS;' SO YOU WILL HAVE TO MOVE ON'
Q=T
H$=CS
PRINT
GOTO 360
REM *** TRYING TO NOT MOVE AFTER NAILING A CRIMINAL ***
PRINT
PRINT 'YOU HAVE JUST GOTTEN RID OF THE SUPER CRIMINAL IN THE ';HS
PRINT "IT IS TIME-TO GO ON"
GOTO 750
END

f(uN
~3Uf'FHI1AN

THIS IS THE GAME OF SUPERMAN
DO YOU WANT THE INSTRUCTIONS?YES
HERE ARE THE INSTRUCTIONS:

THFRE ARE 10 SUPERCRIMINALS ON EARTH AND THEY HAVE
A MASTER PLAN WITH WHICH THEY WANT TO TAKE OVER THE
WORLD. TO START IT MOVING. ONLY ONE OF THEM HAS TO PUSH THE
BUTTON. IT IS YOUR JOB AS SUPERMAN TO GET RID OF ALL
10 SUPER CRIMINALS. ALL 10 OF THEM ARE IN THE CITY OF
METROPOLIS. SCATTERED THROUGHOUT 18 DIFFERENT AREAS
WITH NO MORE THAN 1 IN AN AREA
HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE?
HERE ARE THE AREAS:

PARKING LOT SUPER MARKET -) JUNK YARD ->
GARBAGE DUMP -) DAILY PLANET -) SEWER -)
RIVER -) OCEAN -) AIRPORT -)
TRAIN STATION RADIO STATION
AMUSEMENT PARK -) MOVIE THEATRE
DEPARTMENT BUILDING -) BOOK STORE

T.V. STATION
APARTMENT BUILDING ->

-) NUCLEAR PLANT

YOU CANNOT GO FURTHER LEFT THAN THE PARKING LOT AND NO
FURTHER RIGHT THAN THE NUCLEAR PLANT. IF YOU TRY TO, YOU WILL BE
PLACED IN THE LAST ONE IN EITHER DIRECTION.
HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE?

TO CATCH AND DESTROY THE CRIMINALS. YOU HAVE FIVE DIFFERENT
ABILITIES. DESCIBED AS FOLLOWS:

X-RAY VISION-USED TO SEE IF A CRIMINAL IS IN YOUR AREA.
OR AFTER THAT. TO SEE APPROXIMATELY HOW FAR AWAY HE IS FROM YOU
THE DISTANCE I TELL YOU IS NOT EXACTLY RIGHT, SO BE CAREFUL.
2 - FLYING-USED TO MOVE FROM ONE AREA TO ANOTHER. OR INSIDE OF
THE AREA YOU ARE IN. IF YOU LAND RIGHT ON THE CRIMINAL. YOU LOSE, SO WATCH OUT
3 - HEAT VISION- CAN ONLY BE USED WHEN YOU ARE WITHIN 20 FEET
OR LESS OF THE CRIMINAL. AND IT HAS A 30% CHANCE OF NAILING
HIM. IT TAKES UP 200 CALORIES OF ENERGY EACH TIME YOU USE IT
4 - SUPER STRENGTH- CAN ONLY BE USED WHEN YOU ARE WITHIN 10 FEET
OR LESS OF THE CRIMINAL. AND HAS A 50% CHANCE OF GETTING
HIM. IT TAI"ES 100 cc,umn:s OF ENUWY TO USE IT EACH TIME
5 - SUPER BREATH- CAN ONLY BE USED WHEN YOU ARE WITHIN 30
FEEY OF THE CRIMINAL, AND HAS A 20% CHANCE OF NAILING HIM. IT TAKES
300 CALORIES OF ENERGY TO USE EACH TIME

THE ABILITIES NUMBER 1 AND 2 ARE USED TO L.OCATE THE CRIMINAL AND
THE ABILITIES NUMBER 3.4.5 ARE USED TO NAIL THE CRIMINALS

HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE?

THE WAY THAT THE CRIMINALS CAN GET YOU IS LIKE THIS:
EACH ONE OF THE CRIMINALS HAS A POUND OF GREEN KRYPTONITE, WITH
WHICH TO GET YOU WITH. THE CLOSER YOU GET TO THEM, THE MORE ENERGY
YOU LOSE. IF YOU LOSE ALL OF YOUR ENERGY. YOU BECOME TO WEAK TO
DEFEND YOURSELF AND THE CRIMINAL CAN OVERCOME YOU, AND YOU LOSE
YOU HAVE A TOTAL OF 80 HOURS WITH WHICH TO STOP THEM FROM PUTTING
THEIR PLAN INTO ACTION. IF YOU TAKE LONGER. THEN THEY GET TO THE
BUTTON, AND YOU LOSE ALSO.
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MISOSYS is proud to announce EDAS, a sophisticated Z-80
Editor Assembler for the '80 Model I & Model III

E[]~~ ***** JUST LOOK AT THESE FEATURES *****E[]~~

•. All EDAS commands and source text may be entered in
either upper case or lower case providing ease of operation
as a text editor •

.• Direct assembly from memory or disk by means of *GET
assembler directives entered into the text buffer. This
provides for a symbol table buffer area of over thirty
thousand bytes with text buffer equal to your drive
capacity!

•• Direct assembly to disk or memory for faster debugging
operations! Branch allows you to execute your program, that
has been assembled to memory, and then return to EDAB •

•• Source and object files interface directly with disk
using TRSDOS (tm), VTOS (tm), or other compatible system .

•. DOS "System" command functions KILL, DIR, FREE, and LIST
are available from within the environment of EDAS.

The Editor, with renumber, maintains command syntax
identical to the BASIC editor. Global change allows the
user to alter a string throughout a designated range of
lines while block move relocates lines of text.

Great amounts of time and effort were expended to give
this Editor Assembler the absolute best in ease of
operation and functional efficiency. Optimize assembly
programing time; use the Editor Assembler designed with the
programwer in mind. EDAS is priced at $79.00 plus $3.00
S&H. A 72-page EDAS reference manual is included.

. MISOSYS - Dept C
5904 Edgehill Drive

Alexandria, Virginia 22303
703-960-2998

Dealer Inquiries Invited•CIRCLE 224 ON READER SERVICE CARD

QUALITY PROFESSIONAL & BUSINESS SOFTWARE
FOR THE APPLE II AND APPLE PLUS COMPUTERS

LETTER MASTER . This is a lightning fast Word
Processor which IS simple to use and operates like a character
oriented system. It features a menu' driven operating system
which allows entry. storage. editing. draft printing. and final
Justified printing. Editing includes line corrections (add up to
200 characters If you want). global search. string
replacement. delete. add. and merge. Text floats as needed to
make up lines of text. Print justified. unjustified. or a mixture.
System prepares and prints form letters with its own 500
name/diskette full feature mailing list program Applesoft II
Disc. Item M-34. St3995 Processor without mailing list and
form letter. Item M·33. S69.95.

PROGRAMMER PLUS - A t61esson course in Applesoft
lion two full disks or super-load tape which will teach you all
you need to know to program in BASIC. Lessons cover all
string. math and logical operations necessary for personal.
scientific or business applications. special units teach
graphics and sound to add a little 'Apple Class' to your
programs. Applesoft II. Item 35. Tape. $24.95. Disc. $34.95.

SCIENTIST - A powerful SCientific data base and statisncs
program which will turn your Apple into a mathematical and
graphics tool. It will do simple statistics or such complicated
functions as Chi- Square. Normal. Student-to and Poisson.
With the Data Base element you can build your own analytical
programs. Applesoft II Disc. $89.95.

WHAT DO YOU GET
WHEN YOU CROSS

APPLES WITH JOYSTICKS?

JOYPLES!
The Dual Joystick system with the most appro-
priate shape for the APPLE II* computer.

Joyples come ready to plug in to your APPLE II
Game I/O Port.

Each Joyple is a delicious red, hard plastic
apple, with its own pushbutton and multi-
direction joystick.

Get all the versatility & fun of a dual joystick
system for only $39.95.

Joyples let you create exciting action games for
1 or 2 players. Here are a few that we offer:

Charge The Net, Tennis - Joyples let you
move your paddles in all directions $12.95

Tank Assault - You control the speed &
direction to attack your enemy $12.95

r-------------------l
Please send __ Set(s) (2 Joyples/Set) of
Joyples Joysticks @$39.95/set.

o CHARGE THE NET, TENNIS .••..••.••$12.95
o TANK ASSAULT .....••••.......••..........•$12.95
o BOTH GAMES ..•...•...•..•...•....•...•......•$23.95

Specify Disk 0 or Tape D.
Add 5% for postage/handling (15% foreign)

Mass. res. add 5% tax.
Send check or money order to:

NILONEL MfG.
5 Stevens Rd.

Worcester, MA. 01603~-------------------~
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

* Apple II is a Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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WHEN YOU NAIL THE CRIMINAL. ALL YOUR ENERGY IS RESTORED TO YOU
AND YOU CAN KEEP ON GOING TO GET THE REST OF THE CRIMINALS.
IF YOU LEAVE AN AREA. YOU CAN'T RETURN TO IT.
SO BE SURE TO GET THE CRIMINAL BEFORE YOU LEAVE. OR YOU CAN NEVER GET ALL TEN

ONCE YOU HAVE NAILED A CRIMINAL, YOU HAVE TO MOVE ON. AND YOU CAN DO NOTHING
ELSE UNTIL YOU DO SO
HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE?

YOU HAVE A TOTAL OF 4510 CALORIES OF ENERGY
TO DESTROY EACH CRIMINAL WITH. SO WATCH OUT.

ENERGY LEFT- 4510 LOCATION-PARKING LOT HDl.m" LEFT···(,10
COMMAND?1
YOU HAVE CAUGHT LEX LUTHER SOMEWHERE IN THE PARKING LOT
NOW ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS FIND HIM

ENERGY LEFf- 4460
COMMAND?1

LOCATION-PARKING LOT HOI.Jf':SLEFT-' 79

X-RAY VISION TELL" YOU THAT YOU ARE APPROXIMATELY 124
PACES AWAY FROM LEX LUTHER TO THE LEFT
ENERGY LEFT- 4115 LOCATION-PARKING LOT HOlJf':SI..EFT··7U
COMMAND?2
MOVE INSIDE OR OUT. (O-IN"IDE 1-0UTSIDE)?O
HOW MANY PACES OVER TO THE LEFT?114
ENERGY LEFT- 3350 LOCATION-PARKING LOT HOUF~S I..EFT"·'7'7

(J1en

COMMAND?4
WHAT A ROUNDHOUSE PUNCH. GOOD. BUT TOTALLY MI"SED
LEX LUTHER

ENERGY LEFT- 24U5 LOCATION-PARKING LOT HOURS LEFT- 76
COMMAND?4
WHAT A PUNCH SUPERMAN. IT KNOCKED OL LEX LUTHER BABY
DEAD AS A DOORNAIL. THAT IS 1 DOWN AND 9 TO GO
ENERGY LEFT- 4510 LOCATION-PARKING LOT HOUR,; LEFT·· 7~.'j
COMMAND?2
MOVE INSIDE OR OUT. (O-INSIDE
HOW MANY AREAS OVER?1
TO THE LEFT OR RIGHT?RIGHT

1"'OUT~,IDE I?:l

ENERGY LEFT- 4510 LOCATION-"UPER MARKET HOURS LEFT- 74
COMMAND?1
X-RAY VISION HAS DETECTED NO SUPER CRIMINAL HERE IN THE
SUPER MARKET. SO MOVE ON
ENERGY LEFT- 4510
COMMAND?2

LOCATION-SUPER MARKET Hour~s LEf:T..· 7:1

MOVE INSIDE OR OUT. (O-INSIDE
HOW MANY AREAS OVER?:l
TO THE LEFT OR RIGHT?RIGHT

1..·0UTS IDE:)T 1

ENERGY LEFT- 4510
COMMANDT1
YOU HAVE CAUGHT THE
NOW ALL YOU HAVE TO

LOCATION-JUNK YARD HOUf~S L.EFT..· 72

KLINGON SOMEWHERE IN THE JUNK YARD
DO IS FIND HIM

ENERGY LEFT- 4460 LOCATION-JUNK YARD HOURS LEFT- 71
COMMAND?1
X-RAY VISION TELLS YOU THAT YOU ARE APPROXIMATELY 81
PACES AWAY FROM THE KLINGON TO THE LEFT

ENERGY L.EFT- 3905 HOUI~S LEFT-- 70LOCATION-JUNK YARD
COMMANDT2
MOVE INSIDE DR OUT. (O-INSIDE 1-0UTSIDE)?O
HOW MANY PACES OVER TO THE LEFT?70

ENERGY LEFT- 3140
COMMAND?4
WHAT A ROUNDHOUSE
THE KLINGON

HDURS L.EFT- 69LOCATION-JUNK YARD

PUNCH. GOOD. BUT TOTALLY MISSED

ENERGY LEFT- 2275 LOCATION-JUNK YARD HOURS LEFT- 68
COMMAND?4
WHAT A PUNCH SUPERMAN. IT KNOCKED OL THE KLINGON BABY
DEAD AS A DOORNAIL. THAT IS 2 DOWN AND 8 TO GO
ENERGY L.EFT- 4510 HOUI~S I_EFT·..· 67LOCATION-JUNK YARD
COMMAND?2
MOVE INSIDE DR OUT. (O-INSIDE
HOW MANY AREAS OVERT:l
TO THE LEFT OR RIGHT?RIGHT

1--0l.JTSlIIE)'?1

ENERGY LEFT- 4510 LOCATION-GARBAGE DUMP HOURS LEFT- 66
COMMAND?1
X-RAY VISION HAS DETECTED NO SUPER CRIMINAL HERE IN THE
GARBAGE DUMP. SO MOVE ON
ENERGY L.EFT- 4510 HDl.JI~fJLEFT ..· 6~'jLOCATION-GARBAGE DUMP
COMMAND?2
MOVE INfJIDE DR OUT. (O-INSIDE
HOW MANY AREAS OVER?1
TO THE LEFT DR RIGHTTLEFT

1--(]UTSIDE)'?1

YOU HAVE ALREADY VISITED THE JUNK YARD SO YOU WIL.L HAVE TO MOVE ON

ENERGY L.EFT- 4510
COMMAND?2

HOURS LI::FT..· 65LOCATION-GARBAGE DUMP

MOVE INSIDE OR OUT. (O-INSIDE
HOW MANY AREAS OVER?1
TO THE LEFT DR RIGHT?RIGHT

1-ClUTSIDE I';'1

ENERGY LEFT- 4510 LOCATION-DAILY PLANET HClURS LEFT- 64
COMMAND?1
X-RAY VISION HAS DETECTED NO SUPER CRIMINAL. HERE IN THE
DAILY PLANET. SO MOVE ON

ENERGY LEFT- 4510 LOCATION-DAILY PLANET HOURS LEFT- 63
COMMAND?2
MOVE INSIDE OR OUT. (O-INSIDE 1-0UTSIDE)?1
HOW MANY AREAS OVER?1
TO THE LEFT DR RIGHT?RIGHT
ENERGY LEFT- 4510 LOCATION-SEWER HOURS LEFT- 6~
COMMAND?1
YOU HAVE CAUGHT THE RIDDLER SOMEWHERE IN THE SEWER
NOW ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS FIND HIM
ENERGY LEFT- 4460
COMMAND?1

UICATION-SEWER f·IOURS LEFT- 61

X-RAY VISION TELLS YOU THAT YOU ARE APPROXIMATLEY 59
PACES AWAY FROM THE RIDDLER TO THE RIGHT

ENERGY LEFT- 3800 LOCATION-SEWER HOURS LEFT- 60
COMMAND?2
MOVE INSIDE DR OUT. (O-INSIDE 1-0UTSIDEITO
HOW MANY PACES OVER TO THE RIGHT?49



~ RACET COMPUTES ~
702 Palmdale. Oranoe CA 92665 - RACET computes - RACET SORTS - RACET UTILITIES - RACET computes - RACET SORTS -.RACET UTILITIES - RACET computes - RACET?!

FROM THE LEADER IN UTILITY SOFTWARE DSM $75.00 Mod I, $150.00 Mod II }ri
(Mod I Min32K 2-drive system. Mod II 64K 1-drive) ~
Disk Sort/Merge for RANDOM files. All rnacmne language stand- §l
alone package for sorting speed. Establish sort specification in cri
simple BASIC command File. Execute from DOS. Only operator I
action to sort is to change diskettes when requested! Handles ?!

multiple diskette files! Super fast sort times - improved disk I/O B
times make this the fastest Disk Sort/Merge available on Mod I or c
Mod II. ~
UTILITY PACKAGE (Mod II 64K) $150.00 ~
Important enhancements to the Mod II. The file recovery capabilities (fl

~~cnuem:~~e~arnf~r2!h~~~Ck~~~ui~1 t:~l~n~~~~~iC:~g~~ F~~~ ~
superzap are used to reconstruct or recover data from bad ~
diskettes! XCOPY provides multi-file copies, 'wild-card' mask g
select, absolute sector mode and other features. SUPERZAP -5
allows examine/change any sector on diskette include track-O, and ~
absolute disk backup/copy with I/O recovery. DCS builds con- '"
solldated directories from multiple diskettes into a single display :JJ

or listing sorted by disk name or file name plus more. Change >
Disk 10 with DISKID. XCREATE preallocates files and sets 'LOF' 8
to end to speed disk accesses. DEBUGII adds single step, trace, (fl

subroutine calling, program looping, dynamic disassembly and more!! §l
criDEVELOPMENT PACKAGE (Mod II 64K) $125_00

Includes RACET machine language SUPERZAP, Apparat Dis- ~
assembler, and Model II interface to the Microsoft 'Editor fi
Assembler Plus' software package including uploading services ~
and patches for Disk I/O. Purchase price includes complete copy c
of Editor Assembler + and documentation for Mod I. Assemble ~
directly into memory, MACRO facility, save all or portions of ~
source to disk, dynamic debug facility (ZBUG), extended editor (fl

commands. I:JJ
COMPROC (Mod I - Disk only) $19.95 fi
Command Processor. Auto your disk to perform any sequence of ~
instructions that you can give from the keyboard. DIR FREE ~
pause, wait for user input, BASIC, NO OF FILES and MEM SIZE' -g
RUN program, respond to input statements, BREAK, return t~ ~
DOS, etc. Includes lowercase driver, debounce, screenprint! I

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED CHECK. VISA. MfC. C.O.D., PURCHASEORDER "TRS·80 rs a reqtstered trademark ot ?!
Telephone Orders Accepted (71C) 637·5016 Tandy Corporation ~

RACET SORTS - RACET UTILITIES - RACET computes - RACET SORTS - RACET UTILITIES - RACET computes - RACET SORTS - RACET UTILITIES - RACET computes-
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FORTHETRS·COMPUTERS
* * NEW * * HARD/SOFT DISK SYSTEM (MOD II) $400
The Hard Disk Software Implementation You Have Been Waiting
For!! MOD II TRSDOS compatible - using Cameo controller
interface to popular large hard disk fixed/removable combinations
(Ampex, CDC, Diablo, Pertec, Wanco, etc.). Compatible with your
existing programs - change only 'filename'. All disk BASIC state-
ments identical. Improved dynamiC file allocation. A single file can
be as large as one disk - 20 megabytes or larger. Alternate mode
allows 24-million byte record range. Directory expandable to handle
thousands of files! Includes special XCOPY, DCS, and SZAP
utilities for use with hard or soft disks. Parameterized FORMAT
utility includes options for specifying the number of sectors/track,
platters/drive, sectors/granule, sectors/directory, etc.
* * NEW * * BASIC LINK FACILITY 'BLINK'
(Mod I Min 32K t-dlsk)

$25 Mod I
$50 Mod II

Link from one BASIC program to another saving all variables! The
new program can be smaller or larger than the original program in
memory. The chained program may either replace the original
program, or can be merged by statement number. The statement
number where the chained program execution is to begin may be
specified!
INFINITE BASIC (Mod I Tape or Disk) $49.95
Extends Level II BASIC with complete MATRIX functions and 50
more string functions. Includes RACET machine language sorts!
Sort 1000 elements in 9 seconds!! Select only functions you want
to optimize memory usage.
INFINITE BUSINESS (Requires Infinite BASIC) $29.95
Complete printer pagination controls - auto headers, footers,
page numbers. Packed decimal arithmetic - 127 digit accuracy
+, -, " /. Binary search of sorted and unsorted arrays. Hash codes.
BASIC CROSS REFERENCE UTILITY (Mod II 64K) $50.00
SEEK and FIND functions for Variables, Line Numbers, Strings,
Keywords. 'All' options available for line numbers and variables.
Load from BASIC - Call with 'CTRL'A. Output to screen or printer!

Circle reader request for free 24-page catalog.

Attention TRS-80 Mod II owners:
P&T CPjM®2 has more to offer!
More Disk Storage 596K bytes with double density on stan-
dard single sided disk drives. It that's not enough, versions are
available for double sided expansion drives (1.2 M bytes per disk)
and the Cameo Hard disk system (10M bytes.)
More CRT Functions P&T CP/M 2 has the most advanced
screen driver available for the Mod II including: erase to end of
line/screen, insert/delete line, cursor addressing, non-scrolling
area on screen, and much more.
More Serial I/O Capabilities The serial drivers in P&T CP/M 2
support ETX/ACK, XON/XOFF, and request to send handshaking.
Direct control of serial ports is also available for special applica-
tions.
More Documentation We provide the standard CP/M manuals
and our own 150 page manual written specifically for P&T CP/M 2.
More Utilities We have added 14 of our own utility programs for
the Mod II to the standard CP/M utilities.
More Useful System Functions P&T CP/M 2 has all sorts of
useful features you won't find elsewhere: type-ahead buffer for
keyboard input, system time of day clock, automatic program
execution and lots more.

Prices
Standard P&T CP/M 2
P&T CP/M 2 for Shugart 850 2 sided drives
P&T CP/M 2 for Cameo Hard Disk system

$185
$220
$250

We also carry other software packages, single & double sided
expansion drives and the Cameo Hard Disk System. Write for
details.

Prepaid, COD. Mastercharge or Visa orders accepted
Stuoomc extra Cantorrua residents add 6°~ sales ta»

PICKLES & TROUT
PO BOX 1206. GOLETA. CA 93017. (805) 967·9563

CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Inc TRS-SO is a trademark of Tandy Corp
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Basic Computer Games
Edited by David Ahl, this book con-

tains 101 imaginative and challenging
games for one, two, or more players -
Basketball, Craps, Gomoko, Blackjack,
Even Wi'ns, Super Star Trek, Bombs
Away, Horserace. Simulate lunar land-
ings. Play the stock market. Write poetry.
Draw pictures.

All programs are complete with listing
in Microsoft Basic, sample run and
description. Basic conversion table in-
cluded.125,OOOcopies in print. 192pages
.softbound. [6C)$7.50.

r::=:------ .

H.
.

ore Basic
Computer Games

Contains 84 fascinating and enter-
taining games for solo and group play -
evade a man-eating rabbit, crack a safe,
tame a wild horse, become a millionaire,
race your Ferrari, joust with a knight, trek
across the desert on your camel, navigate
in deep space.

All games come complete with pro-
gram listing in Microsoft Basic, sample
run and description. 192 pages soft-
bound. [6C2)$7.95.

All gamescomecompletewith program
listing in Microsoft Basic, sample run and
description. 200 pages softbound. [6C2)
$7.95. TRS-80 Edition. 208 pages [6C4)
$7.95.

The Best of
Creative Computing

The first two years of Creative Com-
puting magazine have been edited into
two big blockbuster books. American
Vocational Journal said of Volume 1,
"This book is the 'Whole Earth Catalog' of
computers." [6A) Volume 2 continues in
the same tradition. "Non-technical in
approach, its pages are filled with infor-
mation, articles, games and activities.
Fun layout." -American Libraries. [6B)
EachvOlume$8.95.

GP6ativ6
Gomputind

Problems for
Computer Solution

Hereare 90 problems with a thorough
discussion and references for each.
Eleven types of problems are included,
for example, arithmetic, algebra, geo-
metry, number theory, probability and
science. Even includes three classic
unsolved problems and seven appen-
dices. 104pages softbound, $4.95 [9Z).

The teacher's edition contains solu-
tions with complete listing in Basic,
sample run and in-depth analysis ex-
plaining the algorithms and theory
involved. 280 pp softbound, $9.95 [9Y).

Katie and the
Computer

Fred D'ignazlo and Stan Gilliam. This
is a delightful story told in words and full
color drawings of Katie's adventures
when she "fal/s" into a computer. In
Katie's journey through the land of
Cybernia she meets the Software Colo-
nel, the Bytes, the Table Manager and
even a ferocious Program Bug. Her
journey parallels the path of a simple
command through he stages of pro-
cessing In a computer, thus explaining
the fundamentals of computer operation
to 4-10 year olds. Supplemental explan-
atory information is contained in the
front and back end papers. 42 pp.
hardbound $6.95. (12A)

Computer Music
Record

A recording was made of the First
Philadelphia Music Festival which is now
available on a 12" LP record. It features
eight different computer music synthe-
sizers programmed to play the music of
J .S. Bach, J. Pachelbel, Rimsky-Kor-
sakov, Scott Joplin, Neil Diamond,
Lennon & McCartney and seven others.
The music ranges from baroque to rock,
traditional to rag and even includes an
historic 1963computerized singing dem-
onstration by Bell Labs. $6.00 [CR101).

The Best of Byte
This is a blockbuster of a book

containing the majority of material from
the first 12 issues of Byte magazine. The
146 pages devoted to hardware are
crammed full of how-to articles on
everything from TV displays to joysticks
to cassette interfaces and computer kits.
But hardware without software might as
well be a boat anchor, so there are 125
pages of software and appllcatlons
ranging from on-line debuggers to games
to a complete small business accounting
system. A section on theory examines
the how and why behind the circuits and
programs, and "opinion" looks at where
this explosive new hobby is heading. 386
pp softbound. $11.95 [6F)
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Two Free Catalogs
Send for our big 20-page Book

Catlilog featuring a full line of Creative
Computing Press and Book Service
titles, back Issues of Creative Computing
Magazine, t-shlrts, posters and games. A
Sensational Software Catalog of over 400
outstanding microcomputer programs is
also available. Each package is outlined
in detail with accompanying screen
photos and illustrations. Make the most
of your computer resources with Creative
Computing!

ComputerCoinGames
Computer Coin Garnes by Joe Weis-

becker aids newcomers to the field of
computers by simplifying the concepts of
computer circuitry through games which
can be played with a few pennies and full
sized playing boards in the book.
Enhanced by outrageous cartoons,
teachers, students and self-learners of all
ages will enjoy this 96 page softbound
book. [10R]$3.95.

I 1-·_···· 1
The",~,"VIflPUter

Cartoon
BOOk

~
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The Colossal Computer

Cartoon Book
Edited by David H. Ahl. The best col-

lection of computer cartoons ever is now in
its second printing. There are fifteen
chapters of severalhundred cartoons about
robots, computer dating, computers in the
office, and much more. Keep the book with
your reference works. When needed, the
right cartoon can say it all for you. Pro-
videshours offun andcomic insight. 120pp.
8% x 11" softbound. (6G) $4.95.

Computers
in Mathematics:

A Sou rcebook of Ideas
Here is. a huge sourcebook of ideas

for using computers in mathematics
instruction. This large format book
contains sections on computer literacy,
problem solving techniques, art and
graphing, Simulations, computer assist-
ed instruction, probability, functions,
rnaqlc squares and programming styles.

One section presents over 250 prob-
lems, puzzles and programming ideas--
more than is found in most "collection of
problems" books.

Pragmatic, ready-to-use, classroom
tested ideas are presented for everything
from the most basic introduction to
binary numbers to advanced techniques
like multiple regression analysis arid
differential equations. Every item dis-
cussed has a complete explanation
including fiowcharts, programs and
sample runs.

The book includes many activities
that don't require a computer. And if
you're considering expanding your com-
puter facilities you'll find the section on
how to select a computer complete with a
microcomputer comparison chart inval-
uable.

Much of the material has appeared in
Creative Computing but the back issues
are no longer available. Hence this is
your only source to this practical and
valuable material. Edited by David H.
Ahl, this mammoth 224-page softbound
book costs only $15.95. (The individual
issues, if they were available, would cost
over $60.00). [120]

The Impact of Com-
puters on Society and
Ethics: A Bibliography
Gary M. Abshire. REFERENCE

Where is the computer leading us? Is
it a menace or a messiah? What are its
benefits? What are the risks? What is
needed to manage the computer for
society's greatest good? Will we become
masters or slaves of the evolvihg com-
puter technology? This bibliograph¥ was
created to help answer questions like
these. It contains 1920 alphabetical
entries of books, magazine articles, news
items, scholarly papers and other works
dealing with the impact of computers on
society and ethics. Covers 1948 through
1979.128 pp hardbound. $17.95. [12E].

Marion J. Ball & Sylvia Charp
This informative, full color book is an

ideal first introduction to the world of
computers. Covers kinds of computers,
how they work, their applications in
society, flowcharts and writing a simple
program. Full color drawings, diagrams
and photos on every page coupled with
large type make this book easy to read
and understand. Used as a text in many
schools. 66 pp softbound, $3.95 [6H].

To Order
Send your check for books plus $2.00

shipping and handling. per order to
Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. NJ residents add
5% sales tax. Visa, Master Charge or
American Express are also acceptable.
For faster service, call in your bank card
order toll free to

800-631-8112
(in:NJ, call 201-540-0445)

GPcativc GOlltplItiuu. '.
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S-100 BUSINESS SYSTEM
Angel-I is a small business system

designed for word processing, payables
and receivables, inventory, sales activity,
check and expense register, name-address-
appointments, client-patient records,
library and special events. Also available
are payroll, purchasing, general ledger,
mailing list and customized programs.

Housed in a formica desk it consists of
an S-IOO mainframe, Z-80 CPU, 64K
RAM, two single-sided, single-density 8"
floppy disk drives, an 80 character x 24
lines CRT and a daisy-wheel printer.
$7,995.

E & U Engel Consulting, 1719 So.
Carmelina Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025.
(213) 820-4231.

CIRCLE 2730N READER SERVICE CARD--------~-------MEMORY---------------------------
64K DYNAMIC RAM BOARD

California Computer Systems Model
2065 64K Dynamic RAM board gives the
S-IOO user 64K fast, reliable memory.

160

COMPUTERS

ENTRY-LEVEL SYSTEM

Vector Graphic Inc., has announced
an intelligent, low cost entry-level com-
puter system.

The VIP (Vector Intelligent Partner)
is specifically designed to allow the user to
grow into the full range of Vector products
as individual demands warrant, rather
than as price dictates.

The VIP's upgradability derives from
its use of the same core unit as in Vector's
higher priced systems - the Vector 3, an
integrated video console with built-in
S-IOO electronics. The single 315K mini-
disk drive is housed separately, allowing
addition of up to three more identical
drives, or replacement by Vector's 2
Megabyte "Dualstor" diskette unit, by its
30 Megabyte "Megast o r" Winchester
drive, or by any other drive units Vector
may release. $3695.

Vector Graphic Inc., 31364 Via
Colinas, Westlake Village, CA 91362.
(213) 991-2302.
CIRCLE 272 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Conforming to the IEEE proposed
standards for the S-l 00 bus, fast enough to
require no Wait states with a 4 MHz CPU,
and supporting front-panel operations, the
2065 is compatible with most S-IOO
systems.

In addition, it supports memory
expansion to 512K through its bank-
selection system. Used by Cromemco and
others, the bank-select system allows the
software-enabling of a bank through the
output of a bank-select byte to the bank
port.. Berg jumpers on the 2065 allow
selection of the board's bank and the bank
port's address.

California Computer Systems, 250
Caribbean, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408)
734-5811.

CIRCLE 2740N READER SERVICE CARD

EXPANDABLE BOARD FOR Z-80
QT Computer Systems has an-

nounced the Expandable + Dynamic
Memory Board, which works with most
Z-80 CPU boards including Cromemco
Systems (ZPU-64K), S.D. Systems (SBC
100, 200 and Z-80 Starter Kit), SSM
(CB2A), Jade (Big Z), QT (SBC+ 2/4),
Ithaca.Audio and North Star.

The Expandable + is available as a
bare board, kit or assembled and tested
unit. It supports 16K, 32K, 48K or 64K of
memory, and uses a 3242 refresh chip with
delay line, as well as a Z-80 refresh signal.
Prices range from $70 for the bare board
and manual to $625 for the 64K assembled

CREATIVE COMPUTING



~AVE MORE THAN 20%1
NORTH STAR INTERTUBE MICROTEK

ZENITH RCA-COSMAC ITHACA
THINKER TOYS GODBOUT SUPERBRAIN

THE SMARTEST COMPUTERS AT THE SMARTEST PRICE
HORIZON-1-32K-DOUBLE DEN ASSM 'TESTED $1994
HORIZON-2-32K-DOUBLE DEN ASSM , TESTED 2299
2 NORTH STAR SOFTWARE DISKS w/HORIZON•••••FREE
NORTHWORD $ 299 HAILHANAGER 239
INFOMANACER 369 GENERALEDGER 799
HRZ-64Q+HARDDISK 7199 HRZ-2-32K-Q ASM 2699
NS BARD DISK IBM 3939 NS PASCAL ON DISK 190
NORTH STAR BASIC FREE COLORII PHONE
ITHACA COMPUTER 2695 ITHACA RAM 64K 845
8086 CPU 16 BIT 556 SSM Z80 CPU KIT 221
MEAS 64K RAM ASM. 599 SSM VIDEO BRD VB3 412
GODBOUT 16K STAT 285 SUPERRAM 32K 580
DISCUS/2D + CP/M 975 SUPERRAM 16K '290
2D ADD DRIVE 650 2+2 ADD DRIVE 975
TARBELL CONTROLER 295 DISCUS/2+2 1259
INTERTUBE II 725 HARD DISK 26.Mb 3995
SUPERBRAIN 2395 SUPERBRAIN QUAD 2995
ZENITH Z-19 A s T 739 ZENITH H-11 2995
HEATH Z-89 '48K 2495 MICROTEK PRINTER 675
ANADEX 9500-1 1389 ANADEX 8000 865
NEC PRINTER 2799 SECRETARY WORD PRO 71

I TEXTWRITER III i12 GOFAST SPEEDBASIC 71
PDS Z-80 ASSEMBLER 89 NS BASIC COMPILER ??
EZ-80 Z-80 TUTOR 25 EZ-CODE IN ENGLISH 71
ECOSOFT ACCOUNTNG 315 WORDSTAR 325
BOX OF DISKETTES 29 BASIC DEBUGGER 89
Which Computers are BEST? BROCHURE••:••••FREE
ORDER 2 or more COMPUTERS•••••BIGGER DISCOUNTS

·WE WILL BEAT OUR COMPETITION'S PRICE
FACTORY ASSEMBLED & FACTORY WARRANTY

AMERICAN SQUARE COMPUTERS
KIVETT DR • JAMESTOWN. NC 27282 • 919-889-4577

CIRCLE 105 ON READER SERVICE CARD

For AppleT!:!,. TRS-80~Super Braln"
and others using 4116

RAM RIOT!
Mostek

16k-
as low as $39. 95

Guaranteed 200ns/55°c RAM

1-5 sets 49.95 each
6-10 ~ 44.95 each
11 and up 39.95 each

Berliner Computer Center
102 Jericho Tpke.,

New Hyde Park, NY 11040
(516) 775-4700

Add $2.50 shipping/handling charges. No
C.O.D.'s N.Y.S. residents add applicable sales
tax. Check or money orders only.

CIRCLE 115 ON READER SERVICE CARD

AT LASTI
Mass production prices on this high-Quality software. Buy
direct and save 50%. Now. also available for CBASIC on CP M
and MBASIC on HEATH HODS.
OATA BASE MANAGER Mod·1 S69 Mod·1I $199
You can use it to maintain a data base & produce reports
without any user programming. Define file parameters & report
formats on-line, Key random access. fast multi-key sort. field
arith., label. audit log. No time-consuming overlays. 500 happy
users In a year.
AIR Mod·1 S69 Mod·II'S149
Invoices. statements, aging, sales analysis. credit cneckmq.
form input. order entry. As opposed to most other AfR. ours
can be used by doctors. store managers. etc

WORO PROCESSOR Mod·1 S49 Mod·1I 849
Center. justification, indentation, page numbering. Mod-I
version features upper flower case without hardware change!

MAILING LIST Mod·1 $59 Mod·1I S99
The best! Compare and be selective. Form input. 5-digit
selection code. zip code ext., sort any field. multiple labels.
Who else offers a report writer?
INVENTORY Mod·1 599 Mod·1I $149
Fast. key random access. Reports include order info,
performance summary. E.o.a .. and user-specified reports.
Many have converted their inventory system to ours!

GL. AIR, AlP, & PAYROll Mod·1I $129 each
Integrated accounting package. ISAM. 100+ page manual. Uses
80 column screen. not 64. A S1.OO0 value. Dual disk required.

l216. a cassette package of 10 business programs for Levell!
16K systems, SS9.lncludes word processor & data base. Poker
game $19.

11II'RODUC1N6
HEWLETT-PACIWUYS HP-41C.
ACALCULATOR. ASYSnM.
AWHOLE NEW STANDARD.

Modules-prepro-
grarnmed. plug-in modules
that give solutions to a
wide range or problems.

The HP-4IC lets vou
reassign "anystaooard
runelion. any progroms
you've written. or pro-
grams provided in rbe
Application Modules-to
any keyboard location
you want. Andofcoursc
Hewlett-Packard backs
theHP-4ICwilhtolalsoft-
waresupportincluding
an Owner's Manual and
lhouunds or programs
in lhe HP-4ICApplica-

lions Pacs. Solutions Books. and the
HPUscrs'Ubrary.

Experience this remarkable rnsrru-
ment. The new HP·41C from Hewlett-
Packard. Acalculalor. A system. A
whole new standard.

Thc new HP-4lCfrom
Hewleu-Packardis a
powerful programmable
calculator Ihal features'
an LCD display with
alphanurncriccapabililY;
n3 rc~istcrsof data
storage or up 10400 lines
or program merncrv-.
expandabkl031Qrtgislers
or up 102.000 program
linesiup to Sfevels of sub-
routines: 10condi·
rionals and 56inlernal
nags: sp«:incJoop
control: redirect address-
ing; local and ~lobaJ
branching: Conlinuous
Memory: RPN logic.

And when you need them: Memory
Modules-plug·in modules for
slorin~programsanddala;an"exlra
smart' Card Reader: a Prinlerlhal
prints upper and lower case alpha

,
P'".,,""'.ialehilr-

• acters and docs high
resolullOflplot·
ling; the Wand to

•
rnpul programs In

• ~:~a~~~~a~lv
" •••"""'·M'oI..... lQ80); Applicationtn.

~ Wh;,o PI.;" M.II. 'OOH.m;n.nAve.
. White Plains, N.Y. 10601

(914)WHY-DATA.

16K MEMORY
.EXPANSION KIT

FOR YOUR TRS·aO,
APPLE, AND S·100

COMPUTER
only$59

200 Nsec Access, 375
Nsec Cycle
Burned-in and Fully
Tested
1 yr. Parts Replacement
Guarantee
Q . Discounts Available,--•..

~E""~
• ....." COmpUTER DEVICES

1230 urcoums fiVE.
ORAnGE, eA 92668

(714) 633·7280

'Tiny' Pascal runs on any 16K Level II system, tnc luoes tile
programming structuring capabilities of full Pascal, but not
data structuring.

Able to compile Z-80 machine code, programs run
five-times faster than Level II Basic-graphics run
times faster! Requires use of T-fiug and Edit-Assembler.
Tape 3, People's Pascal I

Tape 6P PASPATCH allows old Pascal II (no Iong e
available) to use printer, floppy disk $15 0

Tape 1, 34 business, educational, game programs $10.
Tape 2, 77 programs from Osborne book; 'Some
mon Basic Programs'
Tape 5, 24 business, educational, game programs
Tape 7, 31 business, educational, game programs $10.95
Tape 8, about 30, including 1,700-baud tape loader $10.95

Overseas. add $lus per tape for postage
California residents add 6 pet. tn. Dealer inquiries invited

COMPUTER INFORMATION EXCHANGE
Box 159

San Luis Rey CA 92068
CIRCLE 124 ON READER SERVICE CARD

•••---SORCERER---.
-----BASIC EDITOR-- ••..••

This program eliminates the TEDIUM of retyping.
You can move a blinking cursor (similar to that on
the Word Processor Pac) in all four directions on
the screen where the listing of your program is
displayed. When you wish to make a change, you
simply type over it.
Includes: HASH erases part of line on right of
cursor EXPAND allows you to add things in the
middle of your line. (like parentheses)
DELETE removes unwanted material from any part
of the line.
(TAB) rnakes the cursor jump to the end of the line
(not the screen)
(SHIFT) (TAB) makes it jump to the left side of the
screen
This editor does limit you to 64 character but each

BASIC command (such as PRINT, FOR, NEXT etc.)
is automatically counted as one character-so you
can fit much more in 64 characters.
You can also repeat BASIC or MONITOR

commands such as SAVE as long as they are still
on the screen.

SEND $14.95 CHECK/MONEY-ORDER
TO: ."SPECIFY MACHINE SIZE! •••

IIII
IIIENTIFII
.. , , , , With This Ad .....

HAZELTINE 1420 .......... $780
CENTRONICS 779 W/TRACTOR $969
NEC SPINWRITER ........ $2250

.. .. . . Get the Catalog ....
&

Our Low Pricesm DATA PRODUCTS
MAINTENANCE CORP.

1_1111IErmFI1 ,
9460 Telstar Avenue (213) 573·5991
EI Monte. CA 91731 (714) 994·4180
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NEW MUSIC SOFTWARE
TRS-80 LEVEL II (16K)

MINI-KEYS play 7 octaves like any keybd.
instrument. 100's of speeds. $12.95

ReKord - hear prerecorded data play.
Stars & Stripes Forever, Hallelujah! $16.95

MYTEE MUSIC - assemble over 3000 tones
in a music score. E-Z to use. E-Z to edit.
Whole notes thru 1/64, dotted & triplet.
100's of speed signatures. Instruction
booklet makes program fun to use:
MYTEE MUSIC-1
MYTEE MUSIC'2

good
better

$14.95
$29.95

MYTEE MUSIC-1 good
MYTEE MUSIC-2 better
MYTEE MUSIC-3 best
(add $5,00 for disc)

$14.95
$29.95
$44.95

MICRO ARCHITECT. INC..
96 Dothan sr. Arlington, MA 02174

CARL B. PAGE
1980 RUTGERS CIR.
E. LANSING MI. 46623

ALLOW 10 DAYS FOR DELIVERY."~~~~"~~~~~~~~~,,.--~~~--.,~~~~~~~~~,,
CIRCLE 237 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 227 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MYTEE MUSIC
P.o. Box 2432

Evansville, IN 47714

CIRCLE 2220N READER SERVICE CARD
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• REVOLUTIONARY 1*

J PROGRAMS
FROM

CONTINENTAL *

J. fo~~r~ t!~er 4.
V' THOROUGHLY TESTED B
V' WELL DOCUMENTED

~ V' WRITTEN BY 1f*PROFESSIONALS

J V' USER ORIENTED

AVAILABLE NOW!
. ~ L.A. LAND MONOPOLY *
~ $29.95 1fJ. The object of L.A. Land Monopoly is to

become the richest player in the game in
terms of total assets-cash, property, and
buildings-and to drive all your opponents

ic into bankruptcy. Hi-Res Graphics! *'
HYPERSPAC:;EWARS ifJ $29.95

48·K TREK
The T erraunion is being attacked by a

.M deadly Klepton invasion force. As com- *

...,.. mander of the United Starship Excalibur, it1
is your mission to destroy this invasion

J force. Hi-Res Graphics!

3·D SPACE DATILE
A high resolution three dirnenslonal ..••...

. -i' space game where the player searches for if""-
an alien ship usmg the on board scanners

J THE MAILROOM
$29.95

* Up to 650 names per disk * Ability
to sort on any of 12 Items and/or special *

it sorts on a portion of total entries. * Prints 11
labels 1, 2, or 3 across. * Sorts names in

Il{ l-;~;o~~ME MONEY MINDER

'- $34.95 *iC: * Transactions for month ?y each type off
expense; check, credit card & cash.

J* Transactions for month by check,
credit card and cash sorted by budget
category. * Bank reconciliation.* Budget for year * Comparison of

~ total expenses for mo.nth and year to date 1*
~ sorted by budget category.

J GENERAL LEDGER
Complete Program $175

Manual Only $15 *
iC. We challenge the cornpetftton WIth the firstf

revolutionary general ledger program for
the Apple that your accountant Will hke as

J much as you Will

*.. comPlete. st.ep-bY-s. tep instructions* Automatic double-entry * Complete
audtt trails *: Menu Driven * Easiest to *" ,iC: use by far * Hi-Res charting of all ac-I:' '
counts * Maintains Complete Year's

Jhistory of an transactions * Excellent .
error-checking

See All ""-
CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE f

• at your Local Dealer or Order

Il{ CON;~~~NTAL

'- SOFTWARE

J.~~R';~h~'~~A0;b~;~:'m[:\ Phone (213) 371-5612 D
'.. '-Ca!if~rnia residents add 6% "'"-

.. ~ AI \oi Apple is a registered trademark 1""--,-. u l t.~ of the Apple Corporation.••••••••••••••
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and tested unit.
QT Computer Systems, Inc., 15620

South Inglewood Ave., Lawndale, CA
90260. (213) 970-0952 or (800) 421-5150.
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COLOR FOR CROMEMCO

Cromemco introduces two new two-
port memory boards, the l6KTP and the
48KTP, for use with their Model SDI
Color Graphics Interface.

The SDI is a high resolution, color
graphics interface which can be used to
display images with up to 754 x 482 point
resolution. This interface and the two-port
memory, when used in conjunction with an
RGB color monitor, turn any Cromemco
computer into a highly sophisticated
graphics system with features unparalleled
in the industry.

The two-board color graphics inter-
face is available for $595. The 16K two-
port memory board is $795 and the 48K
two-port memory board is $1785.

Crornemco, Inc., 280 Bernardo Ave.,
Mountain View, CA (415) 964-7400.
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S-100 COMPATIBLE
64K RAM MEMORY

Measurement systems & controls
announces the addition of the DM6400
64K RAM module to its line of computer
memory systems.

The DM6400 RAM modules are fully
compatible with Cromemco, North Star,
Processor Technology's Sol 20, Vector
Graphics, Ithaca Audio, Mits, Marin
Chips M9900 and most other 8080 and
Z80A based S-IOO systems. It will also run
with most 8085, 3 MHz CPU boards.

Each S-IOO compatible DM6400
contains a dynamic memory array, bus
interface/ control logic, on-board crystal
timing, refresh oscillators, and voltage
regulators.

The memory board is deselectable in
4K increments and has a power dissipation
of 8 Watts maximum.

Measurement systems & controls, 867
North Main St., Orange, CA 92668. (714)
633-4460.
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TERMINALS & I/O
TOUCH SENSITIVE CRT

The ISI Public Access Terminal
features a rugged touch sensitive screen
divided into multiple transparent, capaci-
tive touch pads that simplify interactive
dialog and eliminate the need for a
keyboard.

_1!IIIIiIIIII!II~~!!!!Il

Designed for unattended public use,
all switches, adjustments, and cable
connections are inaccessible to prevent
tampering. Power and maintenance modes
are key operated.

Equipped with a program selectable
two-page display memory, the Z-80 based
terminal incorporates a high resolution
15" CRT and a 10 x 14 dot matrix to
provide a large, easy-to-read display. Full
upper and lower case ASCII character set
is standard; customer specified fonts up to
240 characters are available. $2,800.

Interaction Systems, Inc., 24 Munroe
St., Newtonville, MA 02160. (617) 244-
9557.
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LETTER-QUALITY PRINTER

Micromatic Corporation introduces
the Micromatic 80, a TTL based interface
designed to integrate the TRS-80 and
many other small computers. It consists of
an IBM Selectric computer printer
combined with a compact interface.

The letter-quality printer has a speed
of 8 to 9 CPS. The Micromatic 80 connects
to the keyboard interface port or the
expansion interface. All code conversions
and timing software are contained within
the Micromatic 80, and no special software
is required. $795.

The Micrornatic Corporation, 5747
West 85th St., Indianapolis, IN 46278 .
(317) 299-8614.
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PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE
FOR ATARI

Macrotronics, Inc. has introduced a
parallel printer interface for the Atari line
of microcomputers. It allows the Atari 400
or 800 to drive directly a parallel ASCII
printer.

A cable assembly plugs into controller
jacks 3 and 4 on the front of the computer.
A short program is read into the computer
from cassette; from then on, all printer

data is directed to the parallel printer
interface instead of the Atari serial port.

The program remains in memory until
the computer power is turned off. The
interface works equally well with Basic,
DOS, or the Atari Assembler/Debug.
$69.95.

Macrotronics, Inc., 1125 N. Golden
State Blvd., Turlock, CA 95380. (209)
667-2888.
CIRCLE 280 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WORD PROCESSING
QUALITY CRT

reverse video, blinking fields, underlined
fields and highlighted fields. Other special
features include upper and lower case
characters with descenders, 2-page
memory, automatic self test, pen interface,
and printer port.

Industrial Micro Systems, Inc., 628
Eckhoff St., Orange, CA 92668. (714) 978-
6966.
CIRCLE 281 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DECEMBER 1980

MicroComputer Products line.
Professional-quality keyboards suit-

able for demanding environments, the
units incorporate high-technology, flex-
ible-membrane key switches with a light
positive activation pressure. Contact life is
rated at greater than five million opera-
tions. Units are priced at $46. for parallel
output with case and $65. for serial output
with case.

MicroComputer Products Market-
ing, RCA, New Holland Ave., Lancaster,
PA 17604. (717) 697-7661.
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SERIAL OUTPUT ASCII
ENCODED KEYBOARDS

Two 128-character ASCII encoded
keyboards with asynchronous serial
output, the VP-606 with a 58-key type-
writer format and the similar VP-616 with
an additional 16-key calculator-type
keypad, have been added to the RCA

P.S.-We want to be your software source. Give us the opportunity to beat ANY price!

CPtM DISK /WITH MANUAL
OSBORNE ~ MANUAL ONLY
General Ledger1l. . $ 59/$20
Acct Rec/Acct Pay1l .. s 59/$20
Payroll w/Coste . . .. $ 59/$20
Buy 2 get 1 free. . $118/$57
All 3 & CBASIC-2. .$199/$71

DIGITAL RESEARCH·
CP/M· 2.2 Northstar .. $149/$25
CP/M· 2.2 Cromemco.$189/$25
CP/M" (other versions). . .. Call
PLlI-80. .$469/$35
Mac. . $ 85/$15
Sid. $ 65/$15
z-sio .s 95/$15
Tex. . $ 70/$15
DeSpool. . $ 45/ na

MICROSOFT
Basic-80.
Basic Compiler.
Fortran-80.
Cobol-80.
Macro-80.
Edit-80.
MuSimp/MuMath
MuLisp-79.

· .. $294/$30
$334/$30

.. $384/$30
· .. $574/$30
.. $144/$20

· .. $ 84/$20
.... $224/$25

.$174/$20

CP/M users: specify disk systems and formats. Most formats available.

Holiday Special:
Total Information
Management
(T.I.M.J
Fantastic - Easy to
useDBMS:t:~ $299

COMPUTER PATHWAYS
Pearl (level 1)11. . .... $ 99/$25
Pearl (level 2)11. . $299/$25
Pearl (level 3)11. .$549/$25

EIDOS SYSTEMS
Kiss. . ... $299/$25
K-Basic. . $529/$50

"OTHER GOODIES"
Tiny "C'· ..... $ 89/$50
CBASIC-2. $ 89/$15
Pascal/Z. . $369/$30
Pascal/UCSD. . $299/$30
Pascal/MT +. . $224/$30
PascallM. . $149/$20
Nevada Cobol .. $ 89/$25
FMS-80 $649/$45
dBASE II DBMS $629/$35
Condor DBMS. . .. $599/$30
Vulcan DBMS. . .$469/$30
HM. DBMSt $329/$35
CBS. . $279/$45
Whatsi!? .. . $149/$25
Vsort I. . . $159/$25
String/80. .$ 84/$20
MatchMaker. $ 79/$10
Postmaster.. $149/$20
Spell Binder. $349/$45
Magic Wand. . .... $299/$45
TextWriter III. $111/$20
Electric Pencil II. .... Iess 15%
CPAids. .Iess 12%

APPLE II
MICROSOFT
Softcard (CP/M).
Other ..
PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Visicalc" . $122
CCA Data Mgr. . . $ 84
Desktop/Plan. . .. $ 84

PEACHTREE·~
General Ledgert $224/$40
Acct Receivablet $224/$40
Acct Payablet . $224/$40
Payroltt . $224/$40
tnventoryt . . .... $224/$40

MUSE
Super-Text II. . . . . . . . $127
Other disk software. .. less 10%
"OTHER GOODIES"
Data Factory.
Whatsit?

TR5-80 MODEL II
CP/M 2.2 (P&T) $159/$35
Electric Pencil II. .less 15%

..$ 84
.$129

.$292
.Call

MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS
HDBS. . . $250/$40
MOBS. . $750/$40
Other. . Call

S.O.F.T. W.A.R.E.
MicroTax"t
Federal individual ..... $ 749/$50
Federal corporate .$249/$25
State individual. . .$249/$25
Business Plus"t
General Ledger ...
Acct Receivable.
Acct Payable.
Payroll
All 4 ..

$ 79/$25
· .. $ 79/$25

· $ 79/$25
· $ 79/$25
.$269/$99

SUPERSOFT
Forth (8080 or Z80) .. $129/$25
Diagnostic I. $ 49/$20
Other disk software. less 10%

SOFTWARE WORKS
Adapt. $ 69/ na
Ratfor. . $ 86/ na

MICRO-AP
Selector III-C211.
Selector IVJI.
S-Basic.

· $269/$20
·$469/$35

..... $249/$25
*-Special Bonuswith order i-Requires rnrcrosottBASIC ~-Suppliedin sourcecode #-Requires CBASIG-2 ®-Mfgs. Trademark;

MICROPRO
WordS tar . . . . . . .. .. $324/$40
WordStar/Mail-Merge. $464/$65
DataStar. . . $279/$35
Word-Master. . . $119/$25
SuperSort I. . $199/$25
SuperSort II. .. $169/$25
SuperSort III.. . $119/$25

PEACHTREE"ll
General Ledgert. . $449/$40
Acct Heceivablef . .$449/$40
Acct Payable t . .$449/$40
Payroltt , . $449/$40
Inventoryr . .. . $449/$40
Property Mgtt $899/$40
C.PA. Client Write-upt $899/$40
Mailing Addressr ..... $349/$40

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS
General LedgerJl. . $747/$40
Acct ReceivableJl $747/$40
Acct PayableJl $747/$40
PayrollJl. . . $ 74 7/$40
Inventory controie. .. $447/$40
AnalystJl. . . $197/$20
LetterightJl. . $167/$20
NADJI. .. $ 87/$20
OSORT. . . $ 87/$20

GRAHAM-DORIAN~
General LedgerJl. . .. $693/$40
Acct ReceivableJl ..... $693/$40
Acct PayableJl. $693/$40
Job CostingJl $693/$40
Payrolls . . $493/$40
lnventorys . $493/$40
Cash RegisterJl. . $493/$40
Apartment MgtJl. . ... $493/$40

WHITESMITHS
"C" Cornpiler e . .$600/$30
Pascal (incl "C")* ..... $750/$45

ORDERS ONLY-CALL TOLL FREE VISA· MASTERCHARGE
1-800-854-2003 ext. 823 • Calif. 1-800-522-1500 ext. 823

Overseas-add $10 plus additional postage· Add $2.50 postage and handling per each item· California
residents add 6% sales tax > Allow 2 weeks on checks. C.o.D. ok • Prices subject to change without notice
All items subject to availability· THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP

1610 Argyle Ave., Bldg. 102 • Los Angeles, CA 90028· (213) 666-7677
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PERIPHERALS

FULL-COLOR HARD COPY
Full-color hard copy reproductions of

computer graphics are available with the
introduction of the Video print Systems
from Image Resource.

The Videoprint 3000 series, priced
from $2,990 to $3,550, is used as a hard
copy computer peripheral for the educa-
tional, small business, and personal
computer graphics markets. The Video-
print 5000 series, priced at $5,950, is a
higher performance system, equipped with
more flexibility for the industrial and
commercial computer graphics user.

Both systems are self-contained and
fully automatic for minimizing optical
distortion, with color, brightness, and
exposure adjustments under microproces-
sor control. Both produce 4" x 5" hard
copy prints in seconds. Also available are
Polaroid SX-70 and 35mm sizes.

Image Resource, 2260 Townsgate
Rd. , Westlake Village, CA 91361. (805)
496-3317.
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INTERACTIVE
VIDEO INTERFACE

The C.A.Y.!. Model 400 from BCD
Associates, Inc. is a single board video tape
controller for Apple II microcomputers.
The system hardware/ software permits
precise video tape positioning by counting
pulses from the control track of the tape.

The interface contains a video/ audio
switcher to allow alternate display of
computer-generated or taped video on a
single monitor. The system will control
industrial type VHS, Beta, and W'video
recorder / players. No modifications to the
computer or the VTR are required.

NORTHERN JERSEYS ONL Y COMPLETE
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HOUSE

For The Most Cost-Effective

C5~WORD PROCESSORS
and

C5~Automated Office Systems
More Powerful Than The

VYDEC- LANIER- and XEROX

CSI SOOWP/A.O_ CPIM 2.2MPIM
-flOPPY DISK SYSTEMS $5_000 - $12_500

CSISOO-1600 AUTOMATED OFFICE HARD DISK.
MULTI-TASKING SYSTEMS 512.000 - $30_000

CRTTERMINALS: INTERTEC - HAZELTINE' ADDS' VISUAL 200' TELEVIDEO'

PRINTERS: QUME' NEC' TI 810' CENTRONICS'

ALS()INTROOuCWG THf

CSI TEC AID, DIA Total Environmental Control Systems lor
* OFFICES * SCHOOLS & COLLEGES
* HOMES * SECURITY SYSTEMS
* GREENHOUSES * ENERGY SAVING

* PAYROll, G_L, AIR, AlP, INVENTORY CONTROL
* MEOICAl ACCOUNTING PACKAGE
* GAS STATION PACKAGE

BUSINESS SOFTWARE: FROM $100 - $5,000

* AUTO PARTS INVENTORY
* INCOME TAX PACKAGE
* REALTORS PACKAGE

EDUCATIONALSOFTWARE:

ONAPPLE' ,TRS·aO· •PET' & CP/M' BASED SYSTEMS
JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAMS

·MATH ·CHEMISTRY ·PHYSICS • VOCABULARY

ALSO

APPLE, PETS, TRS-eO COMMODORE SYSTEMS
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Basic software is included on disk to
allow the user to "Search To" the
beginning of a video scene and "Play
Until" the end of that scene. Starting and
ending frame numbers of each scene may
be saved to the disk for future reference.
$495.

An advanced Computer Assisted
Instruction software system is available on
a separate disk. "The Instructor" allows _
persons with no computer expertis~ to
create and modify C.A.!. lessons and VIdeo
tape logs. $295.

BCD Associates, Inc., 1216 N. Black-
welder Ave., Oklahoma City, OK 73106.
(405) 524-7403.
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DIGITIZER FOR APPLE
Computer Station offers a high speed

binary video digitizer for the Apple II. The
Dithertizer II is a peripheral board for the
Apple II which utilizes a video camera with
external sync to load the high resolution
page of the Apple II with any image that
can be captured with the-video camera.

The Dithertizer II was designed as a
frame grabber, DMA type, digitizer to
require only one frame or 1/ 60th of a
second -to capture a binary image (140
nanoseconds per pixel),

Software is included to build dithered
(pseudo gray scale via half tones) images
from multiple binary images and to
capture image intensity contours using
image subtraction. $300.

Computer Station, 12 Crossroads
Plaza, Granite City, IL 62040. (618) 452-
1860.
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BAR CODE READER FOR APPLE

Advanced Business Technology, Inc.
announces the BarWand, the latest
addition to its line of Apple peripherals,

The BarWand is a precision electro-
optical device which reads programs and
data when the user guides it along a line of
bar code. When bar code has been
successfully entered, a scan tone sounds,
indicating the last line of data was correctly
read.

The wand contains a light-emitting
diode and a photosensor that detects
changes in the light reflected from the
material being scanned. $195.

Advanced Business Technology Inc.,
12333 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd., Saratoga,
CA 95070, (408) 446-2013.
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Bridge the GAP In your
Business Accounting.

GENERALACCOUNTING PACKAGE.This is a proven double en-
try accounting systemwith user definable accounts. The account
numbers are made up of 7 4-digit fields allowing 7 levels of account
classifications. With the use of. the Operator Rl,!port Selector
Generator (ORSG),you can generate any type of report you desire,
or use report programs in GAP-GL, GAP-AP, and GAP-AR.
GAP-GL Includes all basic GAP functions, plus entry of General

Ledger transactions, prints General Journal, General
Ledger summary and detail, Balance Sheet, Profit and
Loss : Price $124.95

GAP-AR Requires GAP-GL to run, allows adding AIR invoices,
printing Sales Journal, detail AIR report, Acct. Aglng,
add/update Cash Receipts with register, Cash Receipts
Journal, and AIR Billing Price $99.95

GAP-AP Requires GAP-GL to run, allows adding of A/P invoices,
printing PurchaseJournal, detail AlP report, Aging of Ac-
counts, Check Writing, Check Printing, Cash
Disbursements Journal Price $99.95

SAVE NOW by purchasing all three packages for only $299.95.
Simply mention this ad when calling in your order, or send the ad
with your mail order.

Your BAiVISA or MasterCard is welcomed.
Call today to receive complete package specifications.

System requirements are 48K CP/M. CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research.

PROFESSIONAL DATA SYSTEMS
318 E. 18th Street

Bakersfield, CA 93305
Telephone (805) 323-0891

/W/

A SOFTWARE TOOL YOU NEED
TO EXPLOIT YOUR MICROCOMPUTER.

SOFTRONICS
APL
Most of the Features of Full APL.
Inner & Outer Product. Shared Variables.

APL, an interactive language with powerful
primitive functions. widely used in education, business,
engineering, science, mathematics and statistics,
is now available for the 8080f8085fZ-80 microprocessors.

SOFrRONICS APL includes a 112-page User's Manual
that has a tutorial on APL for beginners.
Write for a free brochure or order the manual alone
for $30.

On CP 1M disk: $350
Nf residents please add 5%sa!csIUi

SOFTRONICS

36 Homestead Lane Roosevelt, NJ 08555
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SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE
~tk

GREAT ~PVENTURES
COLOR GRAPHIC GAMES OF HIGH ADVENTURE FOR THE APPLE 1 [

•
.

.

'.
..•.,

DUNGEON CAMPAIGN

Explore the intricate complexities of a dungeon whose
four levels are interconnected by stairways and pits.
The dungeon is populated by numerous dragons, spec-
tres. serpents, necromancers, dwarfs, elves, and an
incredible variety of monsters. The inhabitants' varying
powers and methods of attack will keep you guessing
as your party searches the labyrinth for treasure and
an assortment of useful magical devices. Try to collect
your fortune and escape the dungeon before your par-
ty is destroyed. Requires 16K APPLE and a color dis-
play. Cassette version is $15.00; Disk version is $17.50.
Integer or Applesoft.

WILDERNESS CAMPAIGN

A surface apventure of even greater variety in which
you move across the HIRES map of Draconia explor-
ing ancient ruins tombs, temples, and castles. Equip-
ment and weapons can be purchased in village markets.
Proper equipment will enable you to survive the num-
erous obstacles and hazards such as crevasses, Quick-
sand, volcanos, avalanches, and hostile inhabitants. As
you progress, you will gather enough men, weapons,
and magical assistance to challange the Great Necro-
mancer's fortress itself. Requires 48K. Cassette version
is $17.50; Disk version is $20.00. Integer or Applesoft .

Both games for $32.50.

AVAILABLE NOW AT YOUR DEALER OR SEND CHECK OR INQUIRY TO
SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE, 5221 120th AVE. S.E., BELLEVUE, WA 98006

(Washington State Residents add 5.3% Sales Tax)
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®

SUPERBRAIN

32K or 64K (Double or Quad Density units
available). Uses two Z-80 CPU's. Commercial-
type terminal with 12" monitor. Dual double
density minifloppies. Over 350 kilobytes of
storage (twice that with quad density drives).
Two serial RS232 ports, I/O ports standard.
Expandable with optional S-100 S-100 inter-
face. Comes with CP /MTM 2.2 operating sys-
tem. MiniMicroMart includes BASIC inter-
preter and can supply a wide range of CP/M
Development and Application software.

w/32K Double Density, List $2995. $2685
w/64K Double Density, List $3345 $2883
w/64K Quad Density, List $3995 $3595
64K Special Quad Version $3395

INTERSVSTEMS
formerly ITHACA AUDIO

Call for Price!
The new Series II CPU Board features a 4 MHz
Z-80A CPU and a full-feature front panel. 20-
slot actively terminated motherboard, with 25
amp power supply (50/60 Hz operation, incl.
68 cfm fan).
COMPLETE SYSTEM with InterSystem 64K
RAM, I/O Board w/priority interrupt and
double density disk controller board. Full1-year
warranty, List $3595

HEWLETI-PACKARD
I-lP-85A

F.O.B. shipping point. All prices change and all
offers subject to withdrawal without notice. Advertised prices
are for prepaid orders. Credit card and C.O.D. 2% higher.
C.O.D. may require deposit.

- WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG -

MiniMicroMart
1618 James Street

Syracuse, NY 13203 (315) 422-4467
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LANGUAGES
SYSTEMS

SOFTWARE
Softronics has released version 2.3 of

the APL language for computers using
the CP/M operating system. A minimum
of a 48K CP/M system is required. $350.
Softronics, 36 Homestead Lane,
Roosevelt, NJ 08555.
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Forth Version 1.7 for the Apple
includes the Forth Interest Group pro-
gramming language plus development
aids and a tutorial manual. It also features
a structured macro assembler which
allows the user to create machine-
language subroutines. $140. Cap'n Soft-
ware, P.O. Box 575, San Francisco, CA
94101.
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BPilot is a version of Pilot for the TRS-
80 which is compatible with Basic and
allows the user to intermingle Basic and
Pilot instructions in his program. $24.95.
CAMI, P.O. Box 2030, Goleta, CA 93018.
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Appilot II adds hi-resolution graphics,
speech and the ability to accept student
input from an optional light pen to the
capabilities already included in the orig-
inal Appilot. Designed to allow educa-
tors and courseware developers to write
lessons using text, color graphics and
sound, the language will run on an Apple
II or Apple II Plus with one disk drive,
Integer Basic and 48K. $99.95. Muse
Software, 330 North Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21201. (301) 659-7212.
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The Waterloo Basic software package
for the PET which incorporates structur-
ed programming techniques and the con-
structs necessary for effective instruction
in programming style and discipline. The
enhancements are coded in 6502 mach-
ine language and reside in 2716 EPROM.
The package is compatible with Basic
V.2 and Basic V.4 for 40-column and 80-
column PETs. Computer Systems Group,
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, OT,
Canada N2L 3G 1.
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DATA BASE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Omnifile is an in-memory database

program with sorting, formatting and
computational features for PET or CBM
computers with at least 16K of memory.
Cassette, $30; disk, $36. Channel Data
Systems, 5960 Mandarin Ave., Goleta,
CA 93017. (805) 964-6695.
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Filemaster II for the Apple II includes
four Applesoft programs: File Designer,
a menu-driven guide for developing the
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SYSTEMS
ZDM is a Z-80 debugger and monitor

designed to operate within the CP/M en-
vironment. It is patterned after and in-
tended to replace the CP/M module
DDT for Z-80 and 8080 software devel-
opment and general Z-80 and 8080 pro-
gram debugging. $30. RD Software, 1290
Monument St., Pacific Palisades, CA
90272. (213) 454-8270.
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Digital Research has introduced
CP/M-86, an operating system for Intel
8086/8088-based microcomputers. The
file format of CP/M release 2 has been
retained for compatibility. Also available
is an enhanced version of the PL/I-80
Compiler and Run-Time System. PL/I-80
1.1 features an overlay system which can
produce a "menu-driven" application
program, where each user command re-
ferences an overlay module. Digital Re-
search, P.O. Box 597, 801 Lighthouse
Ave., Pacific Grove, CA 93950. (408) 649-
3896.
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Micro Video Monitor for the Interact
gives users access to the machine langu-
age capability of the computer. It allows
combined Microsoft Basic and machine
code programming. $19.95. Micro Video,
P.O. Box 7357, 204 E. Washington St.,
Ann Arbor, MI 48107. (313) 996-0626.
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Accel2 for the TRS-80 is a double-
optimising compiler which produces
compact machine code translations of
selected Disk Basic statements and func-
tions in all variable types. $88.95. Allen
Gelder Software, Box 11721 Main Post
Office, San Francisco, CA 94101.
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NEWDOS/80 for the TRS-80 is an en-
hancement which extends the capabilities
of NEWDOS2.1. It is designed for the
sophisticated user and professional pro-
grammer. $149. Apparat, Inc., 4401 S.
Tamarac Pkwy., Denver, CO 80237.
(303)741-1778.
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Dynasoft Pascal, a cassette-based
Pascal program development system, is a
compact p-code implementation of a
Pascal subset. The package includes the
compiler, interpreter, and line-oriented
editor and will run on a 16K Apple II or
Apple II Plus. $50. Dynasoft Systems,
Ltd., P.O. Box 51, Windsor Junction,
Nova Scotia, Canada, BON 2VO.
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structure of the information; Search and
Retrieval, for entering data and retriev-
ing records; Sort Information, which pro-
vides the required input for use with the
Single Disk Sort by Datacope; and File
Converter, which converts Filemaster I
files. It requires 48K, Applesoft in ROM
and a disk drive. $99.50. Rainbow Com-
puting, Inc., Garden Plaza Shopping
Center, 9719 Reseda Blvd., Northridge,
CA 91324. (213) 349-5560.
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APPLICATIONS
SOFTWARE

BUSINESS

Technology Systems announces an in-
tegrated business software system which
includes accounts receivable, accounts
payable, order entry, invoicing, payroll
and name/address. The system is design-
ed to run on any 8080/Z80 based com-
puter using North Star Basic. The pro-
gram modules are available on single,
double or quad density 5 W' or 8" floppy
disk or a hard disk. Technology Systems,
208 Greenwood Ave., Bethel, CT 06801.
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Sales is a program for the TRS-80 that
prints invoices, sales slips, packing slips
and address labels using standard blank
forms. $39.95. Sales Status allows the
user to generate sales reports, sales tax
summaries and customer files or mailing
lists from files created by the Sales pro-
gram. $39.95. A 32K disk system and line
printer are required. Bluebird's Inc., 2267
23rd St., Wyandotte, MI 48192. (313) 285-
4455.
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Mail 80 is a disk-based mailing system
for the TRS-80 Model II. All names may
be contained in one file or separate files
may be maintained for different groups.
$69.95. Mark Gordon Computers, 15
Kenwood St., Cambridge, MA 01239.
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Small Business Systems Group an-
nounces an Invoicing System designed to
run in conjuction with the existing SBSG
Osborne Accounts Receivable systems
for the TRS-80 Models I and II. Small
Business Systems Group, Inc., 6 Carlisle
Rd., Westford MA 01886. (617) 692-3800.
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The Estimator is a computerized work-
sheet which allows the user to enter item
titles, material quantities, material unit
costs, hours of labor and miscellaneous
items. Totals are produced for both the
individual items and the estimate as a

DECEMBER 1980

commissioned employees while maintain-
ing monthly, quarterly and yearly totals.
$129. MicroArchitect, 96 Dothan St.,
Arlington, MA 02174. (617) 643-4713.
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A Job Costing option has been added
to the Microcomputer Consultants
General Ledger System. Designed for
CP/M systems, it provides a job analysis
report, showing the ratio of costs to
income by job; job budget report, com-
paring actual expenditures with the
amount budgeted; and class analysis
report, showing costs by classification
across all jobs. $600. Microcomputer
Consultants, P.O. Box T, 1623-A Fifth
St., Davis, CA 95616. (916) 756-8104.
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SoftCare is a series of programs design-
ed to automate the billing and record-
keeping functions in a medical office of

whole. Prices range from $40 to $95. The
Framing Calculator, estimates material
quantities and hours of labor required for
general wood frame construction. Prices
range from $125 to $150. Both programs
are avilable for TRS-80 Models I and II,
CP/M on Micropolis and Standard 8"
CP/M. Mendocino Software, P.O. Box
1564, Willits, CA 95490. (707) 485-7893 or
(707) 459-9130.
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GL, a general ledger program is the
heart of an integrated accounting pack-
age for the TRSDOS 1.2 on TRS-80
Model II. Features include double entry
accounting, ISAM, and 80-column screen
display. It is interactive and menu-driven.
$129. Also available for the TRS-80
Model II is PR, a payroll system which
calculates payroll for hourly, salaried and

SIRIUS 80+
High performance
LOw Cost Floppy Add-Ons!

SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS
The SIRIUS 80+1 -a single sided, 40 track
Drive. Offering 5 more tracks than the Radio
Shack model, it cost $120 less. Formatted
data storage is 102K/204K Bytes Single/
Double Density.
SIRIUS 80+1 .. " .. ,," .$379.95
The SIRIUS 80+2 is a dual sided, 80 track (40
per side) Disk Drive. It appears to theTRS-BO'
as TWO 40 track drives yet COST LESSTHAN
HALF THE PRICE! Even greater savings result
since data is recorded on both sides of the

~~~i~e~nu~~~at~eo~gnJta~dS~~3~ab\~~FJ~~a~~~
data storage is 204KJ40BKBytes Single/Double

~r~lt~80+2 .... .... . $449.95
The SIRIUS 80+3 - a single sided, BOtrack
Drive. Offering 2V3 times the storage of a
standard Radio Shack Disk Drive, the BO+3

~~~~~n~I~~CR~dWi~nn~~~ fg~c~~~:~~s t~~ri~~
creased storage and faster track-to-track
access time, the 80+3 allows tremendously

The SIRIUS SYSTEMS BO+ Series of Floppy
Disk add-ons are designed to provide
unmatched versatility and performance for

~g~~:n~~t~~;e ~oan~~~n~e~f:i~fo~~:~i~tk
Drive to meet your needs.

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS

• 5ms track-to-track access time
• AutO-Eject
• 180 day WARRANTY
• Exceptional speed stability - 1112%
• Single/Double Density operation
• Mix any or all 80+ Series on the SS

Standard cable

MPI 51/52 & 91/92
STATE-OF-THE-ART
DISK DRIVES
• Fast! 5ms track-to-track access
• Exclusive Pulley-Band Design
• Unique Door/Ejector Mechanism
• Reliable 11/2% Speed Stability
• Single / Double Density Operation
• Industry/ANSI Standard Interface

MPI51 (Single Head/40 tracks)
125K/250K Bytes Single/Double Density ••

. . . .. $259.95
MPI52 (Dual Head/BOtracks (40/side))
250K/500K Bytes Single/Double Density··

.$349.95

7528 Oak Ridge Highway
Knoxville, Tennessee 37921

increased throughput lor disk based pro-
wamsl The BO+3 Includes SIRIUS's TRAKS-

F~r~~tt~~ dd~~:~~J;~~~si~ ~i~~~74~8~ri~~fs

~:~~tt~D8~u~~ Densi~ $499.95
The SIRIUS 80+4 -a dual sided, 160 track (BO
per side) 5%" monster! The ultimate in state-

gb~nrtS~~~"b~I~R~YT~S~~6ec
sided disk drives. Thus, in terms of
one 80+4 is equivalent to 4% stand
Shack'drives - at a savings of over 73% (not
to mention diskettesl!'). (With a double den-
sity converter the available memory is huge!)
The BO+4 (a 96 tpi drive) includes TRAKS-
PATCH on diskette and may require the SS
Standard cable. Formatted storage is 40BK/
~1~1~~1~'.-~ngle/Double.DenSity$649.95

All BO+ Series Floppy Disk ado-ens operate at

n~~~~at~k;t1~~af~r ~~~~~J~fg~sion Intertace

'TRS-80© o/Tandy Corp.

ACCESSORIES
SS Standard 2 Drive Cable .. _. __. _$29.95

~:~~~f£:~h:%~~~~~\~:~~~~~~Y
..... " " " "" " .. $149_95

NEWDOS/BO, SIRIUS BO+3, and Two Drive Cable
NEWDOS/BO, SIRIUS BO+4, and Two Drive Cable.
NEWDOS/BO, Two (2) SIRIUS BO+3's, Two Drive Cable
NEWDOS/BO, Two (2) SIRIUS BO+4's, Two Drive Cable

Save up to 10% with these SIRIUS Packages!
$624.95
$749.95

..$1080.95
$1349.95
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OUME®
DataTrak8
8" Disk Drive
DOUBLE SIDED!
DOUBLE DENSITY!

$57495
Hi9h performance Double Sided Disk B" Disk
Drive. Single or Double Density. Door Lock
and Write Protect INCLUDED! • Negative DC
Voltage not required. Low Power Operation

TFORTH! -wnat it
has to offer YOU!
~9c~T~p~~i1i~:oac~~~~:::~a~~~r~~~ ~~~~i~~~
result. Designed to run on the TRS-80OO,

TFORTH is a very powertul tool by itself or

~~~~ .iA ~i~~i~~f~~o~oAtgsA~5~~~h:Wbr~rH

~r~e~~~R~Ht~~~Sg~~~~~de:~ed ~fa~~~da ::~~
TFORTH. These features include:

Advanced Math Package
Line Editor
Macro Assembler
Re-Entrant Code
Super Graphics Capabilities

• FAST! 3ms treck-to-treck access Sophisticated UserFunctions
• Low friction and minimum wear 140PageUser's Manual
• Superior Head Load Dynamics Virtual memory

MPI 91 (Single Head/BOtracks) Interpreter
250K/500K Bytes Single/Double Density-: QUME DataTrak 8 . . ... $574.95 ~?:::!u~;~ CMD Files

.$399.95 (2/$549 ea) Expandable
MPI 92 (Dual Head/160 tracks (BO/side)) QUME Technical Manual $6 95 And many, many other leatures
500K/1000K Bytes Single/Double Density·· C S 3 (AC DC & C dE') TFORTH f S

.$524.95 onnector et # , , ar$10d.~e5 plete lor [hOemTR~~O~c~~he~~1i~:~k:~i~~~;
MPI Technical Manual $6.95 Connector Set #4 (AC and DC) $2.95 memory and a Single DiskDrive
•• Unformatted data storage TFORTH $129.95

TO ORDER CALL (615) 693-6583
Phone Orders Accepted 9AM-7PM (EST) Mon-Fri

S We accept MC, VISA, AE, COD (requires Certified Check Cashier sCheckIRIUS or Cash) and Checks (personal checks require 14 days to clear) SHIPPING

SYSTEMS AND HANDLING: $7 00 per Floppy Disk Dnve or 80- Module. 5% for other
Items (any excess willbe refunded). Foreign Orders add 10% lor Shipping
& Handling. Payment In U.S. currency. Tennessee residents add 6% Sales
Tax. VOLUME DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

CIRCLE 236 ON READER SERVICE CARD



one to thirty physicians. The system
operates on any Z-80, 6502 or DEC 11/03
computer which runs UCSD Pascal
Version 2.0, and requires 27K of usable
RAM. Professional Business Software,
119 Fremont St., San Francisco, CA
94105. (415) 546-1596.
CIRCLE 311 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Property Management, designed for
use in the real estate business, produces
reports which track all forms of income
property. Financial Analysis provides
cash flow analysis, tax analysis and infor-
mation on tax deferred exchanges for
income property. Both programs run
under CP/M. American Software Cor-
poration, P.O. Box 427, Mill Valley, CA
94941. (415) 381-1600.

CIRCLE 312 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Tax/Saver is an interactive program
designed to help the taxpayer prepare his
or her return. If there is more than one
way to prepare the return, the program
allows the user to compare the results
and choose the most advantageous one.
It is avilable for TRS-80 Level II 16K on
three cassettes for $65, or for a 32K TRS-
80 with two disk drives on four diskettes
for $80. Micromatic Programming Co.,
P.O. Box 158, Georgetown, CT 06829.
(203) 544-8777.

\. CIRCLE 313 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MenuManager was written by a rest-
aurateur to monitor food costs, predict
sales trends and calculate the estimated
profit of a restaurant. Using two 5 %",
double-density diskettes, the program
can store 1200 recipes, 100 menu items
and 100 raw food items. Microsource,
1425 West 12th PL., Tempe, AZ 85281.
(602) 894-9247.

CIRCLE 314 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CDS Corporation announces Mail List,
a user-oriented program which stores up
to 1050 records on each disk. Mailing
labels can be sorted alphabetically, by zip
code, by status (active or inactive), or by
a six-character utility field designated by
the user. The program runs on a
Commodore CBM 16K or 32K computer
with CBM 2040 disk drives and a CBM or
ASCII printer. $95. CDS Corporation,
695 East Tenth North, Logan, UT 84321.
(801) 753-6990.

CIRCLE 315 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MDMS Planner is a desk top business
planner which provides financial and
business information to users of Ohio
Scientific computers. Features include:
unlimited model size, formatted report
generation, English-like calculation rules,
and a plotting capability. The system is
compatible with Ohio Scientifics MDMS

data base manager. Ohio Scientific, 1333
S. Chillicothe Rd., Aurora, OH 44202.
(800) 321-6850.

CIRCLE 316 ON READER SERVICE CARD

National Software Marketing an-
nounces the release of a system for the
management of apartment and con-
dominium complexes. The system in-
cludes three modules: Tentroll ($200);
Maintenance, Security Deposit and
Three-day Notice ($100); and General
Ledger and Accounts Payable ($145). It
is written in Basic for the TRS-80 Model
II. National Software Marketing, Inc.,
P.O. Box 6195, Hollywood, FL 33021.
(305) 625-6062. .

CIRCLE 349 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Configurable Business System provides

customized accounting systems, includ-
ing payables, receivables, inventory con-
trol and order entry. It features a com-
prehensive report generator for produc-
ing invoices, purchase orders, re-order
reports, special reports and mailing
labels; the ability to produce and read
ASCII data files; menu-chaining; and
batched updating. The system requires a
48K CP/M compatible system and at
least 200K bytes of mass disk storage.
$395. Lifeboat Associates, 1651 Third
Ave., New York, NY 10028 (212)
860-0300.

CIRCLE 317 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BMALL
iiW~~~
YSTEM PRODUCTS ~~~TRS 80· BMALL

iiW~~~
YSTEM

NEW!
PEN••OD - $19.95. Adapts Disk-PenciL to Radi c Shack lower case modification.
~lso adds single oaqe printing and several other new features.

SCRIPfWD - S14.95. Add TRS232 print driver, or add handshake/linefeed
ccnt r o l to RS-23Z-C driver in Radio Shack's SCRIPSIT (disk version on l y) ,

WHISTLER: HOMECONTROLLERINTERFACE - S34.95. New ha r-dve r e product that
controls lights, appliances, computer peripherals, darkroom timers and other
115 volt devices anywhere in you-r house! Software controLLed by cassette
cabLe: Use with Sears or BSR Home ControL System with uLtrasonic option.
Assembled, tested, self-contained, and includes Basic software.

UTILITIES
RSM-2: MACHINE LANGUAGE MONITOR FOR 16K TRS-80'S - S26.95
RS1t-20: THREE VERSIONS OF RSM-2 FOR DISK SYSTEMS - 29.95
RSM-2 RELOCATOR: PUT RSM-212D ANYWHERE IN MEIIORY - 9.95

Machine Language monitors with l-80 disassembler! HEX and ASCII memory
dumps; EDIT, MOVE, EXCHANGE, VERIFY, FILL, ZERO, TEST, or SEARCH memory,
read/write SYSTEM tapes, enter BREAKPOINTS, PRINT with TRS232 or Centronics,
read/write disk sectors directly! RSM-2 tape loads at top of 16K LEVEL I or
II; RSM-2D disk incLudes 3 versions for 16K, 32K and 48K.

DCV-1: CONVERTSYSTE,. PROGRA,.S TO DISK FILES -$14.95 Execute Adventure,
Air Raid, RSL-1, ESP-1, T-BUG, etc. from disk, even if they interfere with
TRSDOS! New version works with TRSDOS 2.3.

BASIC-1P: LEVEL-l BASIC WITH PRINTING! - $19.95. Run any LEVEL-I BASIC
program on your 16K Level-2. PLUS LPRINT and LLIST with our TRS232 or
Centronics. Furnished on tape; can be used from disk.

MACHINE LANGUAGE GAMES
AIR RAID, BARRICADE or RSL-1: - $10.00 each, al L .; for S25.00

AIR RA"ID: A super shooting gaLLerx; our most popuLar game. Ground based
missile launcher shoots high speed aircraft! Hours of fun!

BARRICADE: "BREAKOUT" for the TRS-80! Break through 5 walts with
high-speed baLL and keyboard controlled paddle! 96 different options!

RSL-l: Enter patterns witt- repeating keyboard! Save patterns on tape (4
furnished>' Play John Con·~· "s LIFE. FAST - about 1 second per generation!

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
NEW! ELECTRIC PENCIL-lIB FOR 'WOEL-II. Super Penc i l version runs under
TRSDOS or CP/M. Automatic centering, dynamic print formatting, single-page
printing,etc. Buffered keyboard eliminates missed characters at Line ends!
Diablo, NEC,· Qume versions include boLd face print, variabLe pitch, & more!
TRSDOS PENCIL: Standard printer - 1325; Diablo, NEC, Qume (specify) - $350
cPt,. PENCIL; Standard printer - $275; Diablo, NEC, cume (specify) - $300

ELECTRIC PENCIL FOR MODEL-I: TAPE-S99.95, DISK-S.1S0.00. Popular video
editor for creating and saving text t iLes , Prints formatted copy with right
justification, page titLing & numbering, etc. Upper case- only, or lower
case with modification. Requires at least 16K.

RSMII: ENHANCEDRSM ""NITOR FOR THE MODEL-II - S39.95. Re t oc at eb te version
of RSM-2D plus screen editor for modifying either memory or disk sectors in
both Hex and ASCII, split screen scrolLing, and formatted serial or parallel
printing. SoLd on self-booting disk; directions to save as TRSDOS f i l e ,

CPIM OPERATING SYSTEM: MODEL-i - S145.00; "ODEL-Il - SHO.OIl. The
80801Z80 "Software Bus" fbr TRS-80's. ModeL-I includes TRS232 and RS-232-C
software. ModeL-II supports singLe and doubLe density disks, and reads
TRSDOS files. Many unique ut i Li t i e s included in both versions!

PRINTER SUPPORT
TRS232 PRINTER INTERFACE - S59.95 Assembled g. tested printer interface for
RS232 or 20-miL current Loop printers. Expansion int er t ace . not required.
Print from level-II BASIC, CP/M, BASIC-1P, ELECTRIC PENCIL, etc. Stcndard
cassette software included. Add $2.00 for shipping.

TRS232 "FORPIATTER" SOFTWAREPACKAGE - S14.95. Adds pa q e and t t ne length
control, printer pause, "smart" Line termination, etc. to TRS232.

SMAll SYSTEM SOFTWARE iiiii P. O. BOX 366 • NEWBURY PARK, CA 91320

RS"232:
PEN232:
EDT232:

Adds RS-232-C capability to RSM-2/2D monitors - $14.95
RS-23Z-C for cassette version Electric Penci l - S14.95
TRS232 and RS-232-C for tape ve r-s ion of EDTASM- '$14.95

ESP-1: 529.95. Assembler, Editor, Monitor (8080 mnemonics)
LST-1: 8.00. Listing of LeveL-l BASIC with some comments

OTHER PRODUCTS FOR THE TRS-80

CP/M tm Digital Research, Inc. TRS-80 tm Tandy Corp.
See your dealer or order di r ec t , Cal if. Residents add 6;( tax

SMAll SYSTEM SOFTWARE iiiii P. O. BOX 366 • NEWBURY PARK, CA 91320
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THE MOST COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE
FOR THE APPLE II AVAILABLE

This professional terminal system includes:
• Full upper/lower case support
• Upload/download files to ANY type of
online computer

• Built-in line editor for files
• Keyboard macros for efficient operation

Recommended system requirements include a 48K
APPLE II with disk, FP ROM or language card, and
Micromodem or Cornm. card.

$59.95 plus 6% for Calif. residents

Available from your local computer store or:

southwesteRn Clatasystems
P.O. BOX 582-C2. SANTEE, CA 92071

(714) 562-3670

APPLE II TRS·80
QUALITY CD

DISK SOFlWARE •-VISA .-o HOME FINANCE PAK I: Entire Series$49.95 ®CD
o BUDGET: The heart of a comprehensive home finance system. Allows user to define up to 20 budget

items. Actual expense input can be by keyboard or by automatic reading of CHECKBOOK II files. Costs are
automatically sorted and compared with budget. BUDGET produces both monthly actual/budget/variance
report and a year-to-date by month summary of actual costs. Color graphics display of expenses ... S24.95

o CHECKBOOK II: This extensive program keeps complete records of each check/deposit Unique check
entry system allows user to set up common check purpose and recipient categories. Upon entry you select
from this pre-defined menue to minimize keying in a lot of data. Unique names can also be stored for corn-
pleteness. Rapid access to check files. Check register display scrolls for ease of review. 40 column print-
out. Up to 100 checks per month storage. Files accessible by BUDGET program. . . $19.95

DSAVINGS: Allows user to keep track 01 deposrtszwithdrawals fo; up to 10 savings accounts. Complete
records shown via screen or 40 column printer.. . S14.95

o CREDIT CARD: Keep control 01 your cards with this program. Organizes, stores and displays purchases,
payments and service charges. Screen or 40 column printer display. Up to 10 separate cards ... $14.95

o UNIVERSAL COMPUTING MACHINE: $39.95 ®CD
A user programmable computing system structured around a 20 row x 20 column table. User defines row
and column names and equations forming a.unique computing machine. Table elements can be multiplied,
divided, subtracted or added to any other element. User can define repeated functions common to a row or
column greatly simplifying table setup. Hundreds of unique computing machines can be defined, used, stored
and recalled,with or without old data, lor later use. Excellent fUTsales forecasts, engineering design analysis,
budgets, inventory lists. income statements, production planning, project cost estimates-in short for any
planning, analysis or reporting problem that can be solved with a table. Unique curser commands allow you
to move to any element, change its value and immediatelv see the effect on other table values. Entire table
can be printed by machine pages (user-defined 3·5 columns) on a 40 column printer.

o COLOR CALENOAR: $19.95 ®
HI-RES color graphics display of your personal calendar. Automatic multiple entry of repetitive events. He-
view at e glance important dates, appointments, anniversaries, birthdays, action dates, etc. overa 5 year per-
iod. Graphic calendar marks dates. Printer and screen display a summary report by month of your tull text
describing each day's action item or event. Ideal for anyone with a busy calendar.

o BUSINESS SOFTWARE: Entire Series$159.95 ®CD
D MICROACCOUNTANT: The ideal accounting system for the small business. Based on classic Taccouuts

aod double-entrv bookkeepinq. this efficient program records and produces reports on account balances,
general ledger journals, revenue and expenses. Screen or 40 column printer reports. Handles up to 1000
journal entries per month up to 300 accounts. Includes a short primer in Financial ACCOUnting.. ,$49.95

D UNIVERSAL BUSINESS MACHINE: This program is designed to SIMPLIFY and SAVE TIME for the
serious businessman who must periodically Analyze, Plan and Estimate. The program was created using our
Universal Computing Machine and it is programmed to provide the following planning and forecasting tools.
CASH flOW ANALYSIS PROFORMA BALANCE SHEET SOURCE AND USE OF FUNDS
PROFORMA PROFIT & LOSS SALES FORECASTER JOB COST ESTIMATOR

Price, including a copy of the Universal Computing Machine.

o BUSINESS CHECK R~GISTER AND BUDGET: A combination of our CHECKBOOK II and BUDGET
programs expanded to Include up to 50 budqetab!e Items and up to 500 checks pel month. Inefudes hank
statement reconciliation and automatic check search (48K), . S49.9f:1

o ELECTRONICS SERIES: Entire Series $159.95 ®

.S89.95

CIRCLE 184 ON READER SERVICE CARD

o lOGIC SIMULATOR: SAVE TIME AND MONEY. Stmujate your digitalloyic circuits before you build
them. CMOS, TTl, or whatever, if it's digital loqic this proyram can handle it. The program is an inter
active. menu driven, tull.tledqed loyic simulator capable of simulating the bit-time by bit-time response of a
logic network to user-specified input patterns. It wilt handle up to 1000 gates, including NANOS, NORS, IN·
verters. FlIP·FLOPS, SHIFT REGISTERS, COUNTERS and user-defined r..'IACROS. UII to 40 user-defined.
random, or binary input patterns, Simulation results displayed 011 CRT or uriuter. Accepts network des-
criuuous from keyboard 01 from LOGIC DESIGNER for simulation. .. S89.95

OlOGIC DESIGNER: Interactive HI·RES Graphics program fOI designing digital logic systems. A menu
driven series of keyboard comrnandsallowsyou to draw directly on the screen up to 15 different gate types,
including 10 gate shape patterns supplied with the program and 5 reserved for user specificaucn. Standard
patterns supplied are NAND. NOR, INVERTER, EX·OR, T·FlOP, JK·FLOP. Q·FlOP, RS·FLOP, 4 Bit
COUNTER and N·BlT SHIFT REGISTER. User interconnects gates just as you would normally draw usiny
line graphics commands. Network descriptions tor lOGIC SIMULATOR generated simultaneously with the
CAT diagram being drawn. S89.95

o MATHEMATICS SERIES: Entire Series$49.95 ®o STATISTICAL ANAL YSIS I: This menu driven program performs SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION analy
sis. determines the mean, standard deviation and plots the frequency distribution 01 usersuuplied data sets.
Printer. Disk. I/O and edit mutines included (32K min.}. . Sl!1 95

D NUMERICAL ANAL YSIS: HI·RES 2·Dimeosiooal plot of any function. Automatic scaling. At your option,
the program will plot the function, plot the INTEGRAL. plot the DERIVATIVE, determine the ROOTS.
find the MAXIMA and MINIMA and list the INTEGRAL VALUE. . $19.95o MATRIX: A general purpose. menu driven program for detemuninq the INVERSE and DETERM.INANl of
any matrix, as well as the SOLUTION to any set of SIMUL TANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS. Disk I/O for
data save. Specify 55 eqn. set (48K) or 35 eqn. 132K) ... $19.95o 3-Q SURFACE PLOTTER:. Explore the E.LEGANCE and BEAUTY 01 MATHEMATICS hy creatmq HI·RES
PLOTS of 3-dimensional surfaces from any Lvenahle equation. Disk save and recall routines for plots. Mf!nu
driven to vary surface parameters. Hidden line or transparent plotting .S19.95

o ACTIONADVENTUREGAMES:Entire Series$29.95 ®
ORED BARON: Can you outfly the REO BARON? This fast action game simulates a machine-pun DOG·

FIGHT between your WORLD WAR I BI·PLANE and the baron's. You can LOOP. DIVE, BANK or CLIMB
in anyone of 8 directions . ann so can the BARON. in HI·RES qtaplues . . S14.95

o BATTlE OF MIDWAY: You are in command of the U.S.S. HORNETS' DIVE·BOMBER squadron. Your
targets are the Aircraft carriers, Akagi, Soryu and Kaga. You rnust fly your way through ZEROS and AA
FIRE to make your DIVE BOMB run. In HI·RES graphics .$14,95

OSUB ATTACK: It's April, 1943. The enemy convoy is headed for the CORAL SEA. Your sub, the
MORAY, has just sighted the CARRIERS and BATTLESHIPS. Easy pickings. But watch out for the DE·
STROYERS they're fast and deadly. In HI·RES graphics $14.95

DFREE CATALOG All programs are supplied on disk and run UI1 Apple II w/Oisk & Auplesoft ROM Card &
TRS·SO Level II and require 32K RAM unless otherwise noted. Detailed instructions included. Orders ship
pcd within 3 days. Card users include card number. Add $1.50 postage and haodlmg with each order.
California residents add 6'/,%salp.stax

Make checks payable to:

SPECTRUM SOFTWARE
P.o. Box 2084 142 Carlow, Sunnyvale, CA 94087
For phone orders - 408-738-4387
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

APPLE II@OISK SOFTWARE
Professional Time and Billing

2 disk drive program, written in assembly language and applesoft II
completely menu-driven. Maintain all billing of clients and personnel.
Generates Statements. Numerous reports based on all types of criteria.
Easy data entry for rates, clients, and matters. Has search, sort, charge
(On-screen editing), view and balance forward. If you are a job
contractor, attorney, accountant, general consultant, or anyone that
needs to charge or account for time, this program is must. complete
turnkey operation. Numerous reports are produced to aid in the time
analysis process. Holds 120 employees & up to 300 client with a max of
1600 transactions per period. All this and much more.

Requires 48K and Applesofl II on ROM (or Apple II Pius).
Accommodates serial1parallel 132 column printer. Error protection
devices provided. Program diskette and instruction manual-$325.00
MAILING LIST PROGRAM-Print labels sorted or searched by 6 fields.
On-screen editing. Line up routine. $40.00

Inventory Program-$140
Payroll Package-$240 (Specify state)

Apartment Manager-$325
IFO··DATA BASE MANAGER-$100

Speed Reading-$100
Send check/money order to:

SOFTWARETECHNOLOGYfm
COMPUTEBS (STC)

P.O. Bo:/( 428
Belmont MA 02178
or available from your local dealer
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WORD PROCESSING
Paper-Mate Command 60 for the

PET is a word processor which incor-
porates full screen editing with graphics
for all 16K and 32K PETs, all printers,
and disk or tape drives using 60
commands. $29. A B Computers, 115 E.
Stump Rd., Montogomeryville, PA
18936. (215) 699-5826.

CIRCLE 318 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Designed as an affordable yet power-
ful text editing addition to popular word
processing software, WordMaster
Release 1.07 enhances existing file
management facilities with searching,
replacing, looping, conditional execution
and matching capabilities, and provides
compatibility with CRT "window"
reviewing and "scratchpad" stored text
editing functions. The CP/M compatible
program sells for $150. MicroPro Inter-
national Corporation, 1299 Fourth St.,
San Rafael, CA 94901. (415) 457-8990.

CIRCLE 319 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WordMagic is a word processor
designed for the TRS-80 Model II. Its
features include total TRS file Compat-
ibility, cursor control, edit capability,
paging, printing and automatic page
number insertion. $100. CalData Sys-
tems, P.O. Box 178446, San Diego, CA
92117.

CIRCLE 320 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Electric Pencil IIis now available for
TRS-80 Model II users with CP/M. The

Standard Print Package will run with
serial or parallel interfaced printers.
$275. The Diable/Qume Package will
work with serial versions of these
printers ($300), and the NEC Print
Package will work with serial interface
NECs only. $300. Convert is a conversion
utility program which converts files
created by Electric Pencil II into CP/M
compatible files. $35. Michael Shrayer
Software, Inc., 1198 Los Robles Dr.,
Palm Springs, CA 92262. (714) 323-1400.

CIRCLE 321 ON READER SERVICE CARD

EDUCATIONAL

The Earth Science Series for the TRS-
80 includes 12 independent programs,
each designed to teach a particular topic
covered in junior or senior high school
earth science courses. Also provided is
Lab Aid, a program containing 20 of the
most common formulas used in lab ex-
periments. $59.95. T.E.S.T, also for the
TRS-80, includes a Maintenance Pro-
gram, which allows the user to create a
test of up to 35 questions, and a Test and
Drill Program, which is a utility designed
to accept the test so created. $11.95.
TYC Software, 40 Stuyvesant Manor,
Geneseo, NY 14454.

CIRCLE 322 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CompuSoCo announces a school ad-
ministration package for the Apple II and

Apple II Plus. The system consists of four
modules: The Electric Gradebook, which
maintains assignment by assignment
records of student progress ($49.95); the
Grade Program, which allows the input-
ting of grades and test scores in order to
prepare report cards ($259.95); the
Counsellor Element, which is designed to
aid in student scheduling ($89.95), and
the Schedule Component which prepares
master school class schedules and indivi-
dual student schedules ($259.95).
CompuSoCo, 26251 Via Roble, P.O. Box
2325, Mission Viejo, CA 92690.

CIRCLE 323 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Education Sampler for PET and TRS-
80, provides test and drill practice in
Algebra, Geometry and Chemistry. It
includes user-selectable accuracy levels.
$15. Harry H. Briley, Livermore, CA
94550.
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CONDUIT, a non-profit organization
which distributes computer-based instruc-
tional materials, has announced the
availability of several units for Apple,
TRS-80 and PET. Primarily simulations,
the units address topics in biology,
chemistry, physics, sociology and
pyschology. Prices range from $30 to
$100. CONDUIT, P.O. Box 388, Iowa
City, IA 52244.

CIRCLE 325 ON READER SERVICE CARD

- Prof~ -

Real Estate Prograrns
ForApple II or TR8-SO

Property Management System
(32K, I DIsk Systems)

F••••••••:
•T_nt Inf-uon
• Ute Rent IIeporta
•no I Monthly InCome..•..•.-

PartI8I hynMnts
ReIWMCICIMcks
Adv8nce hynMnts

• 5 Digit IElIpenM Accounta
• BuIldIng IElIpeNe Report
• Vendor ExpenM Report
• Income Ta Report
• All Aepoo1a c.n Ie PrInted
·Com •••• ~
• Eay on. Entry I un
• 200 Unlta per FIe

Price 5225.00

Real Estate Analysis Modules:
(Cassette or Disk)

1) Home Purchae AmIIYIIs
2) Ta Defenecf IElIcNnge
3) CoMIructIon Co.tlProfit
4) I..-n. Properly Cahfl_
5) APR Loan An8IyIIs
8) Properly s.... An-'Pla
7) LOM AmortIUtIon

535.00 Per Module

<1~.ren.;Jl:;ny

AI Computer Stores E¥ft)'wiwft
Or Ordor CODDfnd

(CalR_ Add "" Solo Tn)
(ZU)3n. ••••

11168th St., Manhattan Beach, CA 90266,suiie G
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RS232C
PaperTape
Transmitter

Atart" 800™ 16K
Personal Computer

Computer entry, numerical
control and data trans-
mission. Includes X-on,
X-off and parallel output,
current loop optional.
Desk top or rack mount.
OEM model and spooler
also available.

ADDMASTER
CORPORATION

416 Junipero Serra Drive
San Gabriel, California 91776

(213) 285-1121
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List $1080

$749
$125 FREE BONUS OFFER:

8K RAM with purchase
before Dec. 31, 1980

Call for prices on:
Atari® Peripherals
Atari® Accessories
Atari® Software
Computer Mail Order
501 E. Third St.
Williamsport, PA 17701
(717) 323-7921

To Order:
Phone orders invited. Or send
cashiers check or money order.
Equipment shipped UPS collect.
Pennsylvania residents add 6%
sales tax. Equipment is subject to
price change and availability
without notice.
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ADDie LoeIaccessories

ADDie
Carl
Heavy duty metal with
casters. 24"w. x 23W'd. x
37'1<"h. with optional 32"w.
table top ($16.00 extra).

A security locking de-
vice, with locks, con-
nectors, cables, and lull
installation instructions.

Transport your APPLE, one or
two dtsk drives, accessories,
cables and diskettes all in this
soft vinyl bag.

$18000
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ORDERS CONTACT:
DEALER INQUIRIES WElCOMED

7216 BOONEAVE.NORTH
BROOKLYNPARK,MN55428
PHONE[612) 535-5330
MNWats 800/442-3006
NATWats 800/328-3072 i~;;'I

fELE -fERMINALS
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NEW TARBELL
5-100 CPO/IO BOARD

• Z-80'· will run at 2 or 4 Mhz
• 2 RS-232 Serial I/O ports
• Powerful Memory Management
• Programmable Timer
• Full masked priority interrupts
• Has everything needed for MP/M'·
• 6 month full warranty

Z-80 is a trademark of Zilog Inc.
MP/M is a trademark of Digital Research

950 Dovlen Place, Suite B
Carson, CA 90746
Phone (213) 538-4251
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...with tiny-c two - the compiler
Tiny-c two is ten times faster than tiny-c one, with many features,
including long (32 bit) integers, lots of new operators, and re-
directable and direct access input/output. Viable for professional
work, either systems programming or business applications.
It comes with a UNIX'" style command interpreter called the "tiny-
snell">, Every compiled tiny-c program becomes a new shell
command. Commands can have arguments, and dash (-) options,
just as real UNIX shell commands do. The < and> input/output
redirection operators are supported.
Fifty standard library functions. and readily extended. The input/
output functions are UNIX styles, including fopen, fprint!, etc.
Both ascii and raw (binary) input/output are supported.
Package is portable. Bringing it up on a new processor or new op-
erating system should take just days. And as usual withtiny-c
products, all the source code is included.
Tiny-c two is available now on standard S" CP/M.

$250.00 - Includes Owners Manual and Oisk
Manual Only $50.00

(20% Discount to tiny-c one owners)

The original tinv-c ONE is still available on a wide varietv of
cassettes and diskettes. This version is an interpreter, complete
with a Program Preparation System. Disk or cassette versions
$100 (this price includes the Owners Manual, available separate-
at $50) Disks CP1M. Apple DOS 32. HS/S9 HOS. PDP-11. Flex 20.
Northstar, COOS. Cassettes: KIM, SYM, TRS-SO, Tarbell. Cuts.

tij
Call or write tiny-c associates, P.O. Box 269, Holmdel, N.J. 07733
(201) 671-2296. You'll discover tiny-c is flying higher and faster.
New Jersey residents include 5% sales tax. Visa or Master Card accepted.
Include charge plate number with order.

UNIX is a trademark 01 Bell Laboratories. Ine
trny-c and tiny-shell are trademarks 01 liny e assoe
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When you buy your
TRS-80™ equipment!
LJ~ our toll free number to

check our price before you buy
a TRS-80™ ... anywhere!

TRS«l ••• l,.demark or the RadIO Shick Q,vlSlon or hndy CorPOtatlon

1412 WEST FAIRFIELD DR.

P.O. BOX 8098 PENSACOLA FL 32606
904/438-6607

nationwide 1·800·874·1551
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TEXT
D
I
To
R

,At last ..

A sophisticated,

text editing,
word processing
system at an

affordable price.

On a diskette for
the Apple II Plus .

Over 40 commands!

Features include:

• Upper/lower case
• Variable page formats
• Insert/delete
• Load multiple files
• Page titling
• Page numbers
• Search for character pattern
• Upshift/Downshift segment
• Disk commands
• Built-in help command

Especially useful for small businesses and
students.

$30.00

ilL residents please lnct. 6% sales tax

R. C. Wessel

P.O. Box 601 D
Wheeling, IL. 60090
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r
Compak, Inc., announces Mathematics

Package for grades one through eight.
The package, desinged for use on the 32K
Apple and TI 99/4, covers addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, division,
common fractions, decimal fractions, per-
cents, measurements geometry and
elementary algebr. Features include mul-
tiple skill levels, recordkeeping, color
graphics, and sound. The complete pack-
age is $494, all concepts for a single grade
level are $65, and one concept for all
grade levels is $50. Compak, Inc., P.O.
Box 14852, Austin, TX 78761. (512) 452-
1680.
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The Class Scheduling System for the
Apple prepares all input forms, reports
expected class conflicts and prepares
final master school rosters and individual
student schedules. The system, which
will handle up to 2400 students at a time,
requires 48K and two disk drives along
with an 80-column printer. $249.95. Also
available is Light Pen Quiz which allows
teachers to create student quizzes which
accept input from a light pen. The pro-
gram requires Applesoft, 32K and one
disk drive. $49.95. The Counsellor's Pro-
gram allows for preparation of the school
guidance counsellor's master student
records and file folder records. $89.95.
Charles Mann & Associates, Micro Soft-
ware Division, 7594 San Remo Trail,
Yucca Valley, CA 92284. (714) 365-9718.
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Advanced Graphics Mini-Instruction
Course, Volume 1, Curves is the first in a
series of projects on graphics applica-
tions programming techniques for the
16KLevel II or 4K Level I TRS-80. $19.95.
Datagraphics. P.O. Box 566, Dept. G,
Union Station. Endicott, NY 13760.
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RECREATIONAL, GAMES
Monty Plays Monopoly and Monty

Plays Scrabble are designed for use with
game boards and equipment. The com-
puter participates as one of the players.
Monopoly is available for Apple and
TRS-80 Level II on cassette for $24.95
and disk for $27.95. Scrabble is also avail-
able for CP/M systems at $29.95. Ritam
. Corporation, P.O. Box 921, Fairfield, IA
52556.
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Squadron Leader games are historical
simulations which place the player in
command of a fighter squadron in one of
six decisive campaigns of World War II.
Games include, RAF: The Battle of
Britain, MiGs and Messerschmidts,
Jagdstaffel, Winged Samurai, Malta
Strike, and Chennault's Fiying Tigers,
and are available for 16K TRS-80 Level
II, Apple II, or PET. $19.95. Discovery
Games, 936 W. Hwy. 36, St. Paul, MN
55113.
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FSI Flight Simulators for Apple and

TRS-80 are visual flight simulators that
offer a real-time 3D out-the-window view
of flight. Animation and flight character-
istics are said to allow the non-pilot to
learn basic flight control and the ex-
perienced pilot to explore the flight char-
acteristics of an aircraft. Available on
cassette for $25, or Apple disk for $33.50.
SubLogic Distribution Corp., Box V,
Savoy, IL 61874. (217) 359-8482.
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Sorcerer Asteroids is a machine
language version of the arcade game.
Other games available for Sorcerer
include Action Bowling and Sub. Prices
range from $9.95 to $19.95. Staley's
Sorcerer Software, 3497 School Rd.,
Murryville, PA 15668.
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/" NewBasic~xpands disk basic """
Now configure your Basic to do any or all of
the following:
_ convert decimal to hex, and vice versa,
provide character representation for each,
or the hex/dec number of any character
- Blinking cursor - repeat key - audible key
entry (each key makes a sound) - directory
command from Basic - disk load and disk run
command file - graphic functions, including
drawing blocks, lines, filling-in blocks
-lowercase driver - RS232 driver
(LPRINT /LLIST) - call function, hex-order
nwnber will execute subroutine - spooler and
despooler -print togle, lprints your video
display $ 2 4 . 9 5

GAMES FOR COLOR TRS-SO
Tape contains the following:
-PONG-SO - ENTRAP - DEMOLISH
(breakout-like) _TRAFFIC Grand Prix auto
nice-BETA TREK space game -SHUTTLE
rocket ship game $1 9 . 95
From Modular Software Assoc., by Ken
Brown, Clarence Felong and Gary Shute

Overseas, add $lus per tape fo..-postage
c.rifornia residents add 6 pet tax. Dealer inqulrtes In••.lh·d

TRS8O*-I WORD ~G
AT A FRACI'IONOF 1HE (X8f

VERSION I 48K wi disk $70.00
VERSION II 32K wldisk $60.00

*On screen editor*Text compiler*High speed key actuation
for quick text input
*Right hand justification*Word scan and replace*Block move and delete

NHS WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM
comparable to the leading word processors

California residents add 6 percent sales tax
No charge for shipping within USA

REAL COMPUTING
P.O Box 7000-289

Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA 90274
'Tandy Trademark

COMPUTER INFORMATION EXCHANGE
Box 159

San Luis Rey CA 92068
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PRESCHOOL FUN
(16K BASIC) This readiness program

has-two parts with several individual mod-
ules. Part one reinforces color, shape and

number recognition. Part two has units on
upper and lower case letters and directions. No

reading required. Full color graphics and sound.
................................. cass, $15.00

MATH FACTS-LEVELl
(16K BASIC) First in a series of self-paced instructional

programs for elementary school children. The program auto-
matically advances to the next unit when the child has mastered
80% of the work generated by the computer. The previous unit
will be reviewed if the child cannot master 50% of the work in a
particular unit Concepts covered are: numbers, number place-
ment and number words (1·20), addition and subtraction (visual
and abstract). (Grades K·2) cass, $15.00

CRIBBAGE
(24K BASIC) Play cribbage with the computer at two different
levels. As a beginner, the computer will point out your errs without
penalizing you. But watch out! At the intermediate level, the
computer will peg your points if you don't cass, $15.00

CASINO I
(16K BASIC) Try your luck at the Lucky Lady . . . Play
BLACKJACK ... The computer will be the dealerforyou and your
friends (1-4 players). You can split and double your hand as you
attempt to break the house. OR hit it big on the SLOT MACHINE.
Two programs on one tape cass, $15.00

•ATARI is a trademark of Atari, Inc.

')tH.E.S.I.S.
P.O. Box 147
Garden City. MI 48135
or call (313)595-4722 forC.O.D.

Please add $1.50 for shipping
Mich. residents add 4% tax
WRITE for FREE FLYER
DEALER INOORIESWELCOME
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Tarbell Double Density
FloppYFQ!~~D\~!erface

Under Tarbell Double-Density CP/M, single and double density
disks may be intermixed. The system automatically determines
whether single or double density is in place.
• Software select single or double density.
• Phase-locked-loop and write precompensation for reliable
data recovery and storage.

• On-board phantom bootstrap PROM is disabled after boot-
strap operation so all 64K memory address space is available
to user.

• DMA in single or double density permits multi-user operation.
• Extended addressing provides 8 extra address bits, permitting
direct transfer anywhere in a 16 megabyte address range .

• Select up to 4 drives, single or double sided.
• New BIOS for CP/M included on single-density diskette.

950 Dovlen Place, Suite B,Carson, Ca. 90746
(213) 538·4251 (213) 538-2254
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SPECTACULAR
Offers

BASF "FLEXYDISK"
Superior quality
data storage medium,
certified and
guaranteed 100'10
error free.

SFD CASSElTES
"Super Ferro Dynamic"
Using the finest
Agfa PE 611 tape
in a professional
quality housing.

Housing .

UBRARY CASE
3-ring binder album,
Protects your valuable
programs on disks or
cassettes. Fully
enclosed and
protected on all sides
similar to Kas-sette
storage box. discounts
DISKETTE DRIVE
head cleaning kits
prevent head
crashes and insure
efficient error-
free operation.

KIT

INTRODUCTORY
PRICE
$19.50

•
A BM PRODUCTS

631 "!I" SI.
San Dtego,
CA 92101
(714) 235-6602

VISA • MASTERCHARGE • MONEY ORDERS
CER'TlFIEDCHECK. FOR PERSONAL CHECKS
All.OW 2 WEEKS. C.O.D. REQUIRESA 10',.
DEPOSrr. GAL RES ADD 6% SALES TAX

MIN. $2 SHIPPING& HANDUNG • MINIMUM
ORDER $10 • SATISFACllON GUARANTEED

OR FUll. REFUND.
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r---~URTLES-

I-'anlastically fun. the Terrapin ™ Turtle rolls. blinks. beeps. draws.
and feels. Learn. teach and dcrnonstrare- gcometry. assembly
and high level programming. life sciences. Artificiallntelligencc.

Interface this small home robot to TRS-80. APPLE. DEe-any
digital compute-r (not included).

Send for brochure and prices.

Terrapin,lnc.
678 MassachusettsAvenue #20S
CambTidge, Mass.02139
(jJ7-492-SS1(;Terrapin. inc.
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"Attention Computer Owners"
If you own a mini or micro ... you could

be on your way to fantastic riches. Put
your computer to a new use by monitor-
Ing these investments. Set up your own
office in your home ... never work for the
other guy again. It is the most ingenious
rnethod ever devised. Make six digits
annually.

First time offered. Complete package-
$25.00. We Ray postage & handling. send
check or M.O. to:

C.B.A.S.
P.O. Box 163

Ontario, OH 44862
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STARFIGHT ... a two-player dogfight.
(machine level, req.
16K) '$9.95

TV TYPER ... turns your Apple into a
TVT. (Applesoft ROM,
req.48K) $19.95

Send to: Bill Hlndorff
P.O. Box 404

Glen Riddle PA 19037
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Word
Processing
Newsletter

Want to really USE your computer? Then
word processing is for you. Let your
computer showyou how much easier writing
can be.
Learn about the new 510 cps 'lion-daisy' that
at lOX daisy speed gives correspondence
quality, at less than twice the c?st. Too
slow? The really fast guys are commg. How
about 30 llx14 typeset-quality documents
per minute? Maybe you could use the same
'printer' as a copier.
Read about all this and more in Low Cost
Word Processing, the only newsletter about
word processing using your personal
computer. Just $15 for 12 issues.
COMPUTER INFORMATION EXCHANGE

. Box 159
San Luis Rey CA 92068
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EDUCATORS ...
Are You Using

Microcomputers?

A major publishing company is
seeking reviewers of CAI Software
for grade levels K-12.

Reviewers should have experi-
ence with classroom use of one or
more microcomputing systems
(PET, Apple, TRS-80, etc.).

BOOKS AND
BOOKLETS

Computer Napoleonics: The battle of
Waterloo is a division scale game that
recreates Napoleon's last battle against
the Duke of Wellington. $59.95. Com-
puter Quarterback is a real-time strategy
football game. $39.95. Both games are
available on disk for the Apple with 48K
memory and Applesoft, and allow the
user to play against the computer or a
human opponent. Strategic Simulations,
Inc., 450 San Antonio Rd., Suite 62, Palo
Alto, CA 94306.
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Sunmax for 16K TRS-80 Level II com-
puters gives each of from one to nine
players a solar energy job such as home
heating, hot water heating or home air
conditioning in one of 200 cities around
the world. The player must guess the tilt
of the solar collector which will maximize
the amount of solar energy collected. $8.
Solartek, P.O. Box 298, Guilderland, NY
12084.
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Pigskin, a football strategy game for
the TRS-80 Level II, features a graphic
display of the field and shows ball move-
ment and statistics. Cassette, $9.95; disk,
$15.95. Acorn Software, Inc., 634 North
Carolina Ave., S.E., Washington, D.C.
20003. (202) 544-4259.
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Small Business Systems Group an-
nounces a games package for the TRS-80
Model II. The Mean Checkers Machine
is executed from DOS, while the other
six=Star Trek, Dog Star Adventure,
Treasure Hunt, Concentration and
Banko-are written in Basic. $75. Small
.Business Systems Group, Inc., 6 Carlisle
Rd., Westford, MA 01886. (617) 692-
3800.
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Morton's Fork, the third in the Maces &
Magic series of adventure programs for
TRS-80, CP1M and Micropolis disk sys-
tems, features a multi-level role playing,
simulation set in an ancient wizard's for-
tress. $35. Chameleon Software, Inc.,
4733 North Mitchner, Indianapolis, IN
46226. (317) 545-5098.
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SOFTWARE VENDOR
DIRECTORY

The Software Vendor Directory, a
listing of microcomputer software ven-
dors, is now available from Micro-Serve,
Inc.

The publication lists over 700 vendors
within 35 categories of hardware and
operating systems. Software is classified
into: personal, programming, general
business, and industry. Vendors of books
and other publications have also been
included. $37.95.
Micro-Serve, Inc., P.O. Box 482,

Nyack, NY 10960.
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HANDBOOK ON FUNDING FOR
EDUCATORS

A handbook developed to assist educa-
tional institutions in identifying sources
of financial support--enabling acquisition
and use of microcomputer technology for
instruction--has been published by Bell &
Howell's Audio-Visual Products Divi-
sion.
Titled "Funding Report for Microcom-

puters," the 44-page publication is the
result of contact with officials of eight
federal agencies and the departments of
education.
Bell & Howell Audio-Visual Products

Division, 7100 N. McCormick Rd.,
Chlicago, IL 60645.
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COMPUTER-ORIENTED
BIBLIOGRAPHY

More than 250 new computer books
were published last year. All are listed in
the 13th Edition of the Annual Bibliogra-
phy of Computer-Oriented Books, re-
leased by the University of Colorado.
There was a decline in the number of

new books in the application areas (only
20), and an increase in books on
microcomputers and personal computing
(14).
The bibliography contains more than

1,000 books from over 150 publishers. It
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A[)IIt(4R", 100 Fifth Ave., New York 10011

'-IIDE08 (212) 691-0976. Telex 420801
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tit
Tiny-C Two - The Compiler
tlny-c two® is ten times faster than tlny-c one'" •It has many
extra features, including long (32) bit integers, lots of new
operators, and redirectable and direct access input/output.
This version of tiny-c is viable for professional work, either
systems programming or business applications. It comes with
a UNIX'" style command interpreter called the "tiny-sheil"'" .
With the tiny-shell, every compiled tiny-c program becomes a
new shell command. Tiny-shell commands can have
arguments, and dash(-) options, just as real UNIX shell
commands do. The < and> input/output redirection operators
are supported. There are over fifty standard library functions,
and this set is readily extended. The input/output functions are
UNIX style, including fopen, fprintf, etc. Both ascii and raw
(binary) input/output are supported. And the entire package is
portable. Bringing it up on a new processor or new operating
system should take a few days or a few weeks at the most.
And as usual with tiny-c products, all the source code is
included.

tiny-c two $250 ManuaIOnly .. $50
tiny-c one $100 Manual Only .. $50

VisaJMastercharge Welcome

Formats: Std. 8", 5" NorthStar DO,
TRS-80 MOD II'" & H89/Z89.

To order call: (206)542-8370
. ~..__ or write: VAN DATA
~ \ .~~ . \ 17541 Stone Avenue North
\~, \\\\ \ Seattle, WA 98133
'), b' D TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Radio Shack, Inc. UNIX is a

registered trademark or Bell Laboratories, Inc. tiny-c and
tiny-shell are trademarks of tiny-c associates.
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Give an ear to your computer
UUs Christmas!

COGNIVOXlets yoUr computer respond to
your spoken commands.

PET,TRs-SO Lli
AIM-65 and SORCERER

NEW COGNIVOX SR-100 has 32 word (or short phrase) vocabulary
(AIM-55 with 4K RAM, 15 words) Up to 98% recognition rate.
Breakthrough price of only $119 includes microphone. cassette with
software and manual. Version for the TRS-80 (VIO-332) costs $149 but
also has 32 word speech output and music capability, includes all above
plus speaker /amplitier For the Sorcerer, in addition to SR-1 00, we offer
COGNIVOX VIO-132 which includes speech output and music and
extensive software and costs $179. Please add $3 (or shipping in the US,
Calif. add 5% tax. Foreign orders welcome, add 10% for processing and
shipping by air. When ordering, please specify make, model and memory
size of your computer.

VOICETEK
Dept. C, P.O. Box 388, Go/eta, Ga 93017

175
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ttw ~Iication
isavailable in
microform

-------.----
Please send me additional information.
University Microfilms International
300 North Zeeb Road
Dept. P_R.
Ann Arbor, MI48106
U.S.A,

18 Bedford Row
Dept. P_R.
London, WC1 R 4EJ
England

Name _

Institution
Street _
City _

State Zip _
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separates the books into 55 categories
and catalogs them according to type and
style of presentation. $4.

Computing Newsletter, Box 7345,
Colorado Springs, CO 80933.
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MAGAZINES,
NEWSLETTERS

REVIEWS OF APPLE SOFTWARE

Peelings is a publication devoted
exclusively to reviews of software for
the Apple II and Apple II Plus micro-
computers.

Each bi-monthly issue will contairi
in-depth reviews of twelve to fifteen
programs or software packages. Sub-
scriptions are $15.
Peelings, c/o Ed Burlbaw, 945 Brook

Cir., Las Cruces, NM 88001. (505)
523-5088.
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PASCAL NEWSLETTER

Rational Data Systems announces a
free Pascal Newsletter.

It includes articles dealing with sub-
jects of general interest such as Pascal
standards and programming techniques.

Recent newsletter articles have included
a history of Pascal compilers, a Pascal
bibliography, a comparison of RDS
Pascal to competitive products and the
"Programmer s Page" which deals with
matters of programming style.

RationalData Systems, 245 West 55th
St., New York, NY 10019. (212) 757-0011.
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MISCELLANEOUS

LAZY SUSAN FOR CRT

A swivel device that applies the "lazy
susan" principle to the CRT terminal,
increasing operator efficiency and poten-
tially saving the cost of extra terminals, is
available from Inmac.

The Turn 'n Key swivel device allows
full 1800 rotation of a CRT terminal,
enabling two or more operators to use the
same terminal.

Turn 'n Key comes in two sizes, each
able to hold up to 200 pounds. The 16"-
square size is priced at $55, and the 20"-
square size at $62.

Inmac, 2465 Augustine Dr., Santa
Clara, CA 95051.
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PASCAL REFERENCE CARD
AND AUTO DIALER

The Pascal Reference Card is a com-
pressed assemblage of almost everything
needed to program in Pascal. On one
folded 8\12 x II" card, all thefollowingdata
are available: ASCII chart, Procedure and
Function definitions, Reserved and Pre-
defined words, I/O Error return, Setup
Parameters, Pvcode chart, and Operators
with Precedence, $2.

The Autodialer II allows Apple II
users to dial ABBS, CBBS, and Forum 80.
lt features a multi-page menu and single
key select. Autodialer II requires Apple-
soft II and Micromodem, $15.

Modular Software, POB 12883, San
Antonio, TX 78212.
CIRCLE 345 ON READER SERVICE CARD

LDrnpu1ers in Illathamatics:
PI Bnurcebank []f ldaas

One section presents over 250 problems, .puzzles
and programming ideas, more than are found in most
"problem collection" books.

Pragmatic, ready to use, classroom tested ideas
are presented for everything from the most basic
introduction to binary numbers to advanced tech-
niques like multiple regression analysts and differen-
tial equations. Every item discussed has a complete
explanation including flowcharts, programs, and
sample runs.

The book includes many activities that don't
require a computer. And if you're conslderlnq
expanding your computer facilities you'll find a
section on how to select a computer complete with
an invaluable microcomputer comparison chart.

Although much of the material has appeared in
Creative Computing, many of those back issues are
no longer available. Consequently this book meets
the demand of making available that popular informa-
tion.

Edited by David Ahl. Large format paperbound,
224 pages, $15.95. (12D)

To order use handy postcard order form inside back COVElr.

Here is a huge sourcebook of ideas for using
computers in mathematics instruction. There are
. sections on:
*Thinking Strategies and How to Solve Problems
*How to Buy a Microcomputer System
*Art, Graphics, and Mathematics
*Computer Assisted Instruction
*Computer Simulations
*Programming Style
*Probabil ity
*Magic Squares and much more.
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CALIFORNIA

Rainbow Computing, Inc.-9719 Res-
eda Blvd., Northridge 91324; (213) 349-
5560. 10-7 Tues-Fri, 10-5 Sat, 12-5 Sun.
Apple, DEC, and Atari. Authorized Sales
and Service.

D.E.S. Data Equipment Supply-8315
Firestone, Downey 90241. (213) 923-
9361. 7 days. Commodore PET spe-
cialists. Hardware Software, Books,
Mags, Supplies, In House Maintenance.

Advance Data Concepts-2280 Dia-
mond Blvd., Concord, 94520; (415) 671-
9016. 9-5 Mon-Fri. Vector-Graphlc,
CP/M Software Headquarters-User's
Group.

CONNECTICUT

Computerworks-1439 Post Rd., East
Westport 06880; (203) 255-9096. 12-6
Tues-Fri, 12-9 Thu, 10-5 Sat.

flORIDA

AMF Electronics-11158 N. 30th St,
Tampa 33612; (813) 971-4072. 10-6
Mon-Sat. Apple Computer Sales &
Service; TRS-80, Apple Software &
Peripherals; S-1OO boards, computer
parts & books.

GEORGIA

Atlanta Computer Mart-5091 Buford
Hwy, Atlanta 30340; (404) 455-0647.
10-6Mon-Sat.

To Include your store In Creetlve Computing's
Ret.lIRoster, call the Advertising Department at
(201)~9168.

DECEMBER 1980

ILLINOIS

Computer Junction-543 S. York Rd.,
Elmhurst 60126; (312) 530-1125. Mon &
Thu 9:30-8:30 pm; Tues-Sat 9:30-5:30;
Sun 12-4:30.

The Computer Room-106 E. Oak St,
Chicago 60611; (312) 337-6744. 11-7
Mon-Fri, 11-6 Sat.

Data Domain of Schaumburg-1612 E.
Algonquin Rd, Schaumburg 60195;
(312) 397-8700. 12-9 Tue-Fri, 11-5 Sat.
Largest book & magazine selection.

Lillipute Computer Mart, Inc.-4446
Oakton, Skokie 60076; (312) 674-1383.
M-F 10:30-8 pm, Sat 10-6. We sell
Cromemco, Gimix, Bell & Howell,
NorthStar and others. Starting our fifth
year in business.

KENTUCKY

ComputerLand of Louisville-10414
Shelbyville Rd, Louisville 40223; (502)
245-8288. 10-5:30.

MASSACHUSETTS

Computer Mart, Inc.-1395 Main St,
Waltham 02154; (617) 899-4540. 11-6
Tue-Sat. Atari, Heath, NEC, SWTP &
S-1oo bus systems; Word Processing
Specialists.

Neeco-679 Highland Ave, Needham
02194; (617) 449-1760. 9-5:30 Mon-Fri.
Commodore, Apple, Superbrain,
TI99/4.

NEW JERSEY

Computernook-Rt. 46, Pine Brook
Plaza, Pine Brook 07058; (201) 575-
9468. 10-6:30 MTWS, 10-8 Thurs., Fri.
Apple/Commodore Authorized dealer.

Stonehenge Computer Shop-89 Sum-
mit Avenue, Summit 07901; (201)
277-1020. 10 am - 6:30 pm Mon-Sat.
Apple/Bell & Howell/Commodore
Authorized Dealer, Sales and Service.

NEW YORK

The Computer Corner Inc-2oo Hamil-
ton Ave, White Plains 10601; (914)-
WHY DATA. 10-6Mon-Sat, 10-9 Thu.

OHIO

The Basic Computer Shop-2671 W.
Market St, Akron 44313; (216) 867-0808.
10-6Mon-Sat.

Micro Mini Computer World-74 Rob-
inwood Ave., Columbus 43213; (614)
235-5813/6058. 11-7 Tues-Sat. Author-
ized Apple/Commodore dealer. Sales,
Service, Business Software.

PENNSYLVANIA

Personal Computer Corp.-24-26 W.
lancaster Ave, Paoli 19301; (215)647-
8463. 10-6 Mon-Fri, 10-8 Wed, 10-5
Sat.

VIRGINIA

ComputerLand/Tysons Corner - 8411
Old Corthouse Rd, Vienna 22180; (703)
893-0424. 10-6 MTWF, 10-9 Thu, 10-5
Sat.

Computer Plus, Inc-6120 Franconia
Rd, Alexandria 22301; (703) 971-1996.
10-9 Mon-Fri, 10-6 Sat. Micro special-
ists, books, classes, software, main-
tenance. "The PLUS makes the [dif-
ference."
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Claire Stuart

Gamma Six
Altron Calculator Co. Third Annual Research and
Marketing Workshop

Zatok beamed at his staff. "The new model
student's calculator is just what we need to push us
ahead of the competition. I'm putting the specifi-
cations into the computer bank now, and they'll be at
the disposal of everyone in sales and marketing. You
may begin work on the advertising campaigns
immediately."

His digits raced over the keys. INSERT ORDER,
DATA BANK, DISC 100110, STORAGE TYPE-BSU
LOCATION 111101, CALLCODE001101/ABX.

West Hill Community Hospital

Brian Manning fumbled open his third pack of
cigarettes just as the nurse bounced into the room.
"It's a fine baby girl, Mr. Manning!"

In the delivery room, Laura Manning smiled weakly
as the doctor held up her newborn daughter.
"Christine," she whispered. "We're calling her Chris-
tine."

April 2
Breckenridge State College

Chris Manning nibbled thoughtfully on the end of
her pencil as Dr. Bailey covered the blackboard with
angular scrawls.

"As you see, the computer's hardware is under the
control of the software- that's the program. The
.program tells it what to do, and that is what the
computer does. No more and no less. That's why it is
Claire Stuart, 937-8 West Main, Bridgeport, W VA 26330.

so essential that a good program be complete and
unambiguous. "

Chris broke in. "But the computer can make
decisions, can't it?"

"Of course, but only based on the information it has
been given. For example, if you give the computer a
series of numbers in pairs and ask it to indicate the
larger number in each pair, you must first define 'larger'
or the computer cannot execute the instructions."

"Do you think that someday we'll be able to build a
computer that really thinks? I mean, with conscious-
ness?"

Dr. Bailey sighed and rolled his eyes. "Ms.
Manning, we build a computer to perform certain
operations and we define the problem we wish solved.
We give it input. It generates output based on that
input. It is simply a machine. Now even you wouldn't
ask if we expect a programmable microwave oven to
develop consciousness, would you, Ms. Manning?"

Chris reddened and slid down in her seat, wishing
she could make herself invisible. She stared at the
clock, and as soon as the minute hand reached the
hour, she grabbed her books and bolted for the door.

Chris started for her next class at a brisk walk. As
she passed the campus computer center, she
impulsively stopped in the doorway. Students were
busy at all the keypunch machines and the air seemed
to vibrate with the hums of the instruments and the
whirrs and slaps of the card sorters. Chris watched and
listened a few moments, glanced at the clock and
realized she was late for psych class, then hurried 'on
her way.She slipped quitely through the rear door of the
classroom and into a seat beside her boyfriend, Alex .

Dr. Bronstein was clearing his throat and tapping
his pointer on a large plastic model of a human brain.
"With all we know about the brain, there is much more
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OUTPUT, cont'd ...
we 'DON'T Know. For example, no one really
understands the phenomena we call consciousness.
Last time we met, a student asked,'Where is my
consciousness when I am asleep?' "

The class snickered, but Bronstein scowled and
went on, "You laugh! But think about it! It is a valid
question. So! Where are you when you are asleep? We
do not know! We have found no 'place' where
consciousness can 'go.' It IS and then it IS NOT.
Perhaps we may consider consciousness as only
occurring when certain electro-chemical processes are
going on. When they are not occurring, there is no
consciousness. But the POTENTIAL for consciousness
still exists at the sites of the reactions."

"Dr. Bronstein," interrupted Chris, "do you mean
that when these reactions aren't going on, I don't exist;
and that l'rn 'reborn' so to speak, every time they begin
again?" .

"You could put it that way. But let's not lose sight
of the fact tliat we're only guessing about things we do
not yet understand. To continue, let's consider the
brain as an electrical billboard like those used at
ball games. The board is covered with light bulbs
which have the potential for spelling out messages.
When certain circuits are engaged, certain bulbs light
.up and a message appears. When the bulb goes out, is
the message gone?Yes and no. It is no longer visible,
but it is still POTENTIALLY there and can reappear
when certain bulbs go on again. Perhaps conscious-
ness is similarly generated."

Chris frowned. "Since the message is maybe what
you'd calla by-product of Certain circults hooking up,
maybe our consciousness is only a by-product of
something else our brains are doing."

"Ms. Manning, I think we're digressing into things
more appropiately discussed in a philosophy class,
don't you? Let's move onto something we can examine
in the lab. Now if I may have everyone's close
attention, you'll notice that this cage contains a rat
With an electrode implanted in it's brain ... "

Alex grinned at Chris and whispered, "You're really
into some heavy thoughts."

"Well, don't you ever wonder about things like that?
Like what we are and what life is for?"

"What I wonder about is if I'll call you someday and
your roommate will tell me you went to Tibet to
contemplate your navel or something!"

GiamrriaSix
Altron Calculator Co. Computer Seminar for New
Employees

Zatok rapped on the table with his brensch. "Today
we'll see the operation of our data storage and retrieval
systems, tremendously efficient systems, by the way.
The basic storage storage unit is the Biological Storage
Unit, or the BSU, BSU's vary tremendously in size and
complexity, but regardless of size, all are self
repl icating. The self-replicating system is the greatest
work-saver in modern history! And it was developed
right here,at Altronl Each unit is initially programmed
to replicate the data it carries as many times as the
information will be required, and to replicate the data
WHEN it is required. A very simple BSU carries data
that will only be needed a few times. A large BSU may
carry billions of data replications if many departments
will need the information .slmultaneouely. In that way,
there is no time delay while one department waits for
information being used by another. And there is no

wasted material. Old BSU's may be destroyed,
although most are programmed to self-dlstruct at a
given time. In any event, the components of the BSU's
are always recycled in the building of new units.

April 3
Breckenridge State College

Dr. Alonzo switched off the projector. "You've seen
the double-helical structure of DNA, and we've
discussed how the 'unzipping' of the helix allows
replication, as well as how messenger and transfer
RNA work in building proteins. Remember,: the group
of three nucleotides constitutes a 'codon,' the basic
uhit of information in the g.enetic code. GUU is the
codon for the amino acid valine, CCA for proline; and
so on, with these amino acids being joined to make a
protein. UAA, UAG and UGA are codons which mean
'stop' and which lead to the termination of the protein
chain."

Chris poked Alex. "It's just like a computer, isn't
it!" .

Dr. Alonzo raised her eyebrow, then continued. "In
the nucleus of each cell is a complete 'blueprint' for
building a new individual, whether a human being or a
one-celled organism. Included are timed instructions
for starting and stopping the manufacture of tissue and
organ systems. It may say, 'Differentiate into lung
tissue' at a given time, then 'Stop building lung tissue.' "
Chris' hand shot up. "What about consciousness? Is
there a message in the genes that tells when
Consciousness beg ins?"

"If someone could answer that question, it would
certainly help in dealing with the abortion issue,
wouldn't it," replied Dr. Alonzo dryly.

April 3
Alex Brandon's apartment

Chris wriggled out of Alex's arms and propped
herself up on one elbow. Then she flickered.

Gamina Six
Altron Calculator Co. Computer Seminar for New
Employees

Zatok assembled the group around the console.
"Nernk has punched the code for retrieval of a BSU.
You can see the retrieval order in the screen. The data
bank. has been searching for Disc100110, BSU
001101/ABX from location 111101. AH, it has arrived.
Now we shall read it."

The reader whirled faster than eyes could follow,
and data flashed on the screen. " .... GUUAUCUUC-
ACAAU UAG."

"Now we feed this output into our translator
(developed here at Altron, by the way). Fine! As you
can see, this BSU contains specifications for a
student's calculator. Incidentally, this calculator
design really needs to be revamped."

April 3
Alex Brandon's apartment

Alex's face was white. "My God, Chris, I must be
going nuts! I could have sworn you disappeared for a
second and then reappeared!"

"Disappeared! What were you smoking before I got
here?" Chris started to laugh, then fell silent 'when she
saw the expression on Alex's face. "Hey! You're
serious, aren't you? Do you feel okay? Do you want to
go over to the Student Health Center?"
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"Chris, really, it looked like you sort of FLlCK-
ERED!Oh, never mind, forget it! My eyes must be
playing tricks on me. Too much reading or something."

Gamma Six
Altron Calculator Co. Fourth Annual Research and
Marketing Workshop

Zatok pointed to the calculator displayed on the
screen. "You are all aware of the fact that this
calculator is out-dated, and the competition is moving
ahead. Now with just a few modifications, we can get
back in the lead. With a minimum of work, we can
combine our current student's calculator with some of
Model J-5's circuitry. The result will be a teriffic new
machine with the same compact size and some great
new selling features. It will appeal not only to students
but to technicians, merchants, just about everyone.
Bolf is feeding in the specifications of both existing
calculators, and the computer will put them together
and give us a mockup of the proposed new unit. "

Bolf gathered the printouts that spewed from the
computer. "Herewe are ! Designsforournewcalcuiator!"

June10
Alex Brandon's apartment

Chris stared moodily out the window, ignoring the
nervous drumming of Alex's fingers on the table.
Finally Alexlhit the table with his fist.

"I can't stand any more of this! Chris, what's eating
you?You've been acting weird for weeks."

"I guess there's no easy way to say it. I'm
pregnant." 0

GO 'FOR IT!
FOR PRICE,QUALITY & RELIABILITY
ADDS REGENT 25 $ 875.00
ANACbM Printer (Ser.lPar.) 150CPS 1095.00
ANADEX Printer DP-8000 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 925.00
ANADEX Printer DP-9500/9501 1425.00
BASE 2 Printer with options. . . . . . . . . . .. 599.00
CENTRONICS Printer 779 w/tractor . . . .. 975.00
CENTRONICS Printer 730 (Parallel) . . . .. 675.00
CENTRONICSPrinter 737 (Parallel) . . . .. 825.00
EATON Dot Matrix Parallel 399.00
EPSON TX80 Tractor Feed/Graftrax . . .. Call
MICRO-TERMS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Call
NEC SPINWRITER 5510 R.O.lforms tractor 2725.00
TELEVIDEO 920-B 795:00
TI 99/4 Personal Computer/monitor 925.00
TRIMM-Printer Stand with basket . . . . . . 95.00
CALL FOR QUOTES ON ANY OTHER MICRO PRODUCTS

We are dealers for BASF, DYSAN, 3M(SCOTCH) Dis-
kettes, Cartridges, Mag Tape, etc. In addition we carry a
complete lin~ of Printer Ribbons and other data process-
Ing accessories.

1~13 1840 LINCOLN BLVD.,
~ SANTA MONICA, CA 90404
MAFlT, INC. (213) 450-5911

CIRCLE 180 ON READER SERVICE CARD
DECEMBER 1!l80 181

TR5-ao PET5100
APPLE KIM AIMSS

INEXPENSIVE CONTROL SOLUTION FOR
HOME SECURITY· ENERGY CONSERVATION
GREENHOUSES· ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL· LABORATORIES

CmC'sj.<DACsystem now includes an interface to the BSR X-10 remote
control modules. These low-cost modules allow control over lamps,
motors and appliances. With the CmC X-10 interface your computer can
control 256 separate devices. Lamps can be turned on or off, dimmed or
brightened. Alarms, kitchen appliances, hi-tis, TVs, motors, pumps,
heaters and more can be put urider your computer's control.
Direct plug-in and software for most computers.
Circle the reader service number, call or write for our latest catalog.

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER, inc.
. 150 POCONO ROAD

BROOKFIELD, CONNECTICUT OfBCU
TEL: (203) 775-9659 TWX: 710-456-0052



SYN SYN SYN DLE SOH COMMUNICAT A
FROM ALAZAR DLE STX

Pick carefully amid the noise and breaks, and recover what bits ~~~
there may be in signal. As far as possible without chaos be on
compatible protocols with all systems. Send your bits RS-449, but
receive RS-232, and even from ASR-33s; they too have their input.
Avoid local sales representatives; they are vexations to the spirit.

If you interface with others, you may become constrained, for
there will always be higher and lower protocol layers than yours.
Link your transmissions as well as your queues. Keep interested in
your hardware, however humble; it is a real constraint in the changing
fortunes of time.

Exercise encryption in your transmissions, for the world is full
of trickery. But let this not blind you to what cleartext there is; many
systems fail to encrypt, and everywhere life is full of opportunity.

Be yourself. Especially, do not feign compatibility. Neither be
cynical about FORTRAN, for in the face of all aridity and
disenchantment, it is perennial as grass. Fail softly over the years,
gracefully surrendering the throughput of peaks.

Nurture duplicates to shield you in sudden misfortune, but do
not overload yourself with redundancy. Many errors are born of
congestion and complexity. Beyond a wholesome backup, be
space-efficien t.

You are a child of the Univac I, no less than the 1100; you have
access rights to be here. And, whether or not it is clear to you, no
doubt the Univac I is computing as it should. Therefore be at peace
with Ma Bell, whatever you conceive Her to be, and whatever your
executive and applications, in the noisy confusion of lines keep
pace with your clock. With all its bugs, kludgery, and broken tapes,
it is still a beautiful operating environment. Don't forget to double
a DLE DLE. Strive to be happy.

DLE ETX SYN SYN
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CreatlveComputlng-- Albert Einstein in
black on a red denim-look shirt with red
neckband and cuffs.

Creative's own outrageous Bionic Toad
in dark blue on a light blue shirt for
kids and adults.

Plotter display of Pi to 1362 Places in
dark brown on a tan shirt.

Give yourtie a rest!
I'd rather be playing spacewar-- black
with white spaceships and lettering.

All T-shirts are available in adult sizes S,M,L,XL. Bionic Toad, Program
Bug and Spacewaralso available in children's sizesS (6-8),M (10-12) and L
(14-16). Made in USA. $6.00 each postpaid.
Specify design and size and send $6.00 for each shirt to Creative Com-

puting, P.O. Box-789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Orders for two or more
shirts may be charged to Visa,MasterCardor American Express.Save time
and call toll-free 800-631-8112 (in NJ 201-540-0445).

Computer Bum-- black design by car
toonist Monte Wolverton on gray
denim-look skirt with black neckband
and cuffs.

The Program Bug that terrorized Cyber-
nia in Katie and the Computer is back
on this beige t-shirt with purple design.
You can share the little monster with
your favorite kid.

Roll down the block with this little
black Robot Rabbit (on a bright orange
t-shirt) on your back and you can
intimidate every carrot, radish or cuke
in your way.
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of Merlin's old teachers, Ms. Priscilla Sunshine, kicks this puzzle session
off by presenting a triple problem sent into us by one of our readers,
Mr. Matthew P. Fisher of Apalchin, New York.

"Students, you have just ten minutes to complete this pass-fail test.
You are to extend each series of letters to a point that indicates that you
understand the progression that each is based on. Merlin, stop reading that
computer magazine and pay attention. The first one finished gets to clean
the erasers!"

And, for sending us this problem, Mr. Fisher gets a copy of "Merlin's
Puzzler I ."

The School Days Puzzle

., \. "~.;' ..-~

The Rich Broth Puzzle
ow, in the figure at the left we have an interesting puzzle. The soup tureen
pictured here is not valued at $700, but rather it contains $700. The money is
all in silver and it is divided into quarters, half-dollars, and dollars, there
being an equal number of each. How many of each are there? (This puzzle is
from "Merlin's Puzzler 2").

A Repellent Problem

, J_~_~ ~ '\l/

".14 B~
I
I,
I
I
II:

: :0
o :-

I
I
I

our bugs were positioned on
top of a ta ble as shown in the picture. Each bug was exactly ten inches away
from the bug that it was facing. If each bug starts crawling simultaneously,
and at a constant speed, towards the bug that it is facing, that is, A towards
B. B towards C. C towards D. and D towardsA}. what distance will each
bug have traveled when they all meet?
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The Fore And Aft Puzzle
_bove is a puzzle board for an old problem by America's greatest puzzle

inventor, Sam Loyd, called "The Fore And Aft Puzzle."The playing board
is made up of seventeen squares on which are placed eight white counters
and eight black counters. (The illustration shows how the counters are
positioned at the beginning of play.) This isa transpositional type of puzzle
where you must make the white and black counters change positions in the
fewest possible moves. A counter can be moved from one square to an
adjacent vacant square. It may also jump over an adjacent counter of either
color to an empty square beyond. All moves must be either horizontal or
vertical, no diagonal moves please! (This puzzle is from "Merlin's
Puzzler 3").

The Bell and the Durango Kid

Iieverend l.N. Spire has purchased a new'bell for his church, and somehow,
he was able to talk the Durango Kid into helping him hang it. The

~ '<:.; interesting thing is that the bell and the Kid weigh exactly the same. When
the Kid started hauling on the rope a surprising thing happened. See if you
can guess.
(I) Did the bell go up while the Kid stayed down?
(2) Did the Kid go up while the bell stayed down?
(3) Did the Kid and the bell go up together?
(This puzzle is from "Merlin's Puzzler 3").

Answers on page 224

If you would like a free copy of one of Merlin's puzzle books, send
along your favorite puzzle, and, if Merlin uses it, he will send you one of his
books.

See you all again next month. _ 0
YOUrCd~ a. Io~

~ Charles Barry Townsend
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Effective Writing

TooMany -,
Words (

Edmond H. Weiss :teaches effective
writing seminars for business, in-
4ust"ry, and gover~menl. To contact
him, call 609-795-S58G.

Most first drafts are too long. The
sections are too long; the paragraphs are
too long; the sentences are too long. Many
people mistakenly believe that this excess
length comes from trying to say too much,
trying to give too much information or
too many details. Actually, most of the
reports and memos I read do not have too
much information; what they have is too
many words.

First drafts are almost always wordy
and long-winded - and for a good reason.
By using several words where one will do,
writers have more time to think. Writing
should it prove to be the case that in place
of (fgives your mind an eight-word stretch
in which to plan the important parts of
the sentence.

Wordiness, then, is a natural condi-
tion of first drafts. And the only way to
cure your writing of the condition is to
edit and revise your first drafts until they
are free of wind and fog.

DO NOT TRY TO WRITE A CON-
CISE FIRST DRAFT. It takes less time
to write a clumsy first draft and polish it
later than to try to write a first draft that is
stylistically correct. Rather, to save time
and do a better job, inspect your first
drafts for the following bugs.

Phobias

Many writers seem neurotically
frightened of small function words like

Edmond H. Weiss, Ph.D .. 1612 Crown Point Lane
Cherry Hill. NJ 08003. '

CREATIVE COMPUTING

about, then, if, with, and others. (l sup-
pose the neurosis has something to do with
being told to write "five hundred word
themes" in college; empty-headed sen-
tences could get you a C if they were
wordy enough.)

For example -
Instead of about, people will write:

• with regards to
• on the subject of
• relating to the matter of
• relative to

Instead of then, people will write:
• at that time
• at that point in time
• during that earlier period of time
• in that prior time frame

Instead of if; people will write:
• in the event that
• should it turn out that
• with regard to the possibility that
• should it prove to be the case that

Instead of with, people will write:
• by means of
• by utilizing
• through the employment of
• with the utilization of

Excess Qualification

Do not modify or qualify terms that
do not need to be modified or qualified.
Entirely complete usually means the same
thing as complete.

TOO MUCH
complete stop
totally dedicated
active consideration
utterly unique
perfectly compatible

BETTER
stop
dedicated
consideration
unique
compatible

Redundancy

Look out for phrases that say the
same thing twice. You do not need to write
man-day of effort; a man-day is a unit of
effort. (Man-day of effort is as bad as
gram of mass or a square foot of area.) Do
not write consensus of opinion; that's the
only kind of consensus there is. Here are a
few others to avoid:

REDUNDANT
period of time
interval of time
present status
past history
concatenated together

BETTER

period
interval I
status
history
concatenated

These extra modifiers do not really
add any emphasis or impact. We reject the
proposal is stronger than We completely
reject the proposal; and calling some-
thing clear is much more emphatic than
calling it perfectly clear.

Phrases

Phrases, then, can be turned into
single words. As of this time can become
now; extremely radical can become
radical. There are many other ways to
trim phrases into single words - or even
into tiny suffixes. Consider these pairs of
sentences:
Before: It is obvious that they were looking
for a manager with more experience.
After: Obviously, they were looking for a
more experienced manager.

Before: As is becoming apparent, they will
not accept the test report until it is without
a flaw.
After: Apparently, they will not accept the
test report until it is flawless.

Among the phrases that are best
turned into single words are the
"smothered verbs" (see my column in the
August issue). Most first drafts are filled
with opportunities to convert conduct a
meeting to meet; or achieve a resolution to
resolve; or undertake an investigation to
investigate.
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Clauses

In many sentences, even whole
clauses can be trimmed to a short phrase
or, sometimes, a single word. Consider
this pair:
Before: Once the meeting had been com-
pleted, the senior programmer went to
work on the improvements that were
demanded by the customer.
After: The meeting over, the senior pro-
grammer went to work on the improve-
ments demanded by the customer.

Fog
As many of you know,the most

popular technique for assessing how dif-
ficult a text is to read (its "readability") is
Robert Gunning's famous Fog Index.
Gunning's measure - like those of several
others - treats words-per-sentence as one
of the two main predictors of difficulty.
(Word length is usually the other.)
Obviously, the phrase trimming tech-
niques described above will shorten your
sentences and improve your "readability"
scores - and without any loss of informa-
tion or precision. Consider this pair:
Before: The general feeling of the meeting
was that within the framework of the tests
a great deal has been accomplished and
learned by all parties, and the prototype
system had achieved most of the objectives
with regard to showing the functional cap-
abilities of SHIP in an INFOjTSO
environment.
After: At the meeting everyone agreed
that the tests were successful, having
proved that SHIP works efficiently in an
INFOjTSO environment.

Although you really should not use
the Fog Index with a single sentence, it is
still interesting to point out that the
"before" version has a fog score of 25 (25th
grade reading difficulty), while the "after"
version has a 14 (14th grade). And most
important, the second version leaves out
nothing important.

Most managers and technical people
are wordy - and they know it. Fortun-
ately, though, theirs is an easy problem to
solve.

There are others, however, who do
not use too many words; they use far too

I few. ·True, their writing is lean and tight.
But it is so compressed that no one but the
writer can understand it! 0
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Special editions for Apple,
Atari and TRS-80 Computers. •

1$

Hey kids, are the folks out of the room?
Good, 'cause I've got a secret to tell you.
You know that computer they fuss over?
Well, kid, between you and me, this whole
programming thing is a lot simpler than
they realize.
What's that? Sure, you can learn. Just

get a copy of Computers For Kids. It's a
super book, and it tells you everything you
need to know. Huh? You have an Apple?
No problem. There's a version just for the
Apple. One for the TRS-SOand one for the
Atari too, with complete instructions for
operating and programmihg.
The book will take you through every-

thing programmers learn. Its easy to
understand and the large type makes it
easy to read. You'll find out how to put
together a flowchart, and how to get your
computer to do what you want it to do.
There's a lot to learn, but Computers For
Kids has 12 chapters full of information.
You'll even learn how to write your own
games and draw pictures that move.
Just so the folks and your teachers won't

feel left out, there's a special section for
them. It gives detailed lesson ideas and
tells them how to fix a lot of the small
problems that might pop up. Hey, this
book is just right for YOU, But you don't

CP6Btlv6 computlod PP6SS
I
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have to take my word on that. Just listen to
what these top educators have to say
about it:
Donald T. Piele, Professor of Mathe-

matics at the University of Wisconsin-
Parkside says, "Computers For Kids is the
best material available for introducing stu-
dents to their new computer. It is a perfect
tool for teachers who are learning about
computers and programming with their
students. Highly recommended."
Robert Taylor, Director of the Program

in Computing and Education at Teachers
College, Columbia University states, "it's a
good idea to have a book tor chidren."
Not bad, huh? Okay, you can let the

adults back in the room. Don't forget to tell
them Computers For Kids by Sally
Greenwood Larsen cost only $3.95. And
tell them you might share it with them, if
they're good. Specify edition on your
order: TRS-SO (12H); Apple (12G); Atari
(12J).
Your local computer shop should carry

Computers For Kids. If they don't ask them
to get it or order by mail. Send $3.95 pay-
ment plus $1.00 shipping and handling to
Creative Computing Press, P.O. Box 7S9-
M, Morristown, NJ 07960.
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th~ discussion about the copyright
controversy involving computer pro-
grams continues this month. Last month,
guest columnist, P. V. Piescik, gave his
views about the copyright state of affairs
and discussed the trial judge's decision in
the so-called CompuChess case. That
decision was appealed and the appellate
court recently published its decision. This
month's Forum continues the dialog and
sets forth a rebuttal to Mr. Piescik's views.

The factual background for the recent
exchange of views began in the fall of 1977
when Data Cash Systems, Inc. (DCS)
began marketing a computer chess game
called CompuChess. The computer pro-
grarn vthat operated the computer was
"capable of receiving the player's instruc-
tions, determining the computer's possible
legal moves, choosing amorig the permis-
sible moves in accordance with tactical
principles, and displaying the computer's
move" (Appellate court's description of
the program). The program was stored in
a ROM which DCS believed could not be
copied 'and the entire game was packaged
in a convenient case.

In late 1978, JS&A Group, Inc. began
selling its JS&A Computer Chess which
was 'manufactured in Hong Kong and
used a ROM that was identical to and
concededly copied from, the one used by
DCS. DCS then filed a lawsuit for copy-
right infringement and unfair competition.

After hearing legal arguments relating
to motions to terminate the lawsuit, the
trial judge ruled that there was no copy-
right infringement because a ROM was not
a "copy" under the copyright laws. Neither
DCS nor JS&A had argued this point and
the judge reached his conclusion solely on
his own. The trial judge made several other
amazing rulings which were the apparent

Harold L. Novick. Patent Attorney. Larson. Taylor
and Hinds. Arlington. Virginia 22202.

The comments and optruons of
the author are given for education-
al purposes only and are not
meant to be l(Jgal advice. Specific
legal cuesttons should be referred
to your personal attorney.

Harold L. Novick

basis for Mr. Piescik's pessimism. How-
ever, in order to understand the signifi-
cance of the trial judge and the appellate
decisions and, to put Mr. Piescik's pes-
simism in perspective, it is necessary to
provide some background information.

The old copyright act was originally
enacted in 1909 and for all matters of
present importance, remained unchanged
until it was replaced by the new copyright
act which generally became effective on
January I, 1978. Under the old act there
were three classes of works. A work (e.g. a
book) was automatically federally copy-
righted after it was "published" with a
proper copyright notice. Generally, "publi-
cation" consisted of a public sale or public
distribution of the work. The copyright
notice, which is the same under the new
act, consists of the word "Copyright" or
the abbreviation "Copr." or the symbol
"©"; the year of first "publication" of the
work, and the name of the copyright
owner. However, if a work were "pub-
lished" without the copyright notice, then
except for very restrictive exceptions, the
work is irrevocably dedicated to the public.
The third class or possibility under the old
act was that the work was embodied in
some tangible form, but was not' "pub-
lished." Such a work was not protected by
the federal copyright law but was covered
under each state's common law copyright.
In an over-simplification, this protection
was basically akin to that provided by the
law against misappropriation (i.e., steal-
ing).

. On January I, 1978, when the new act
became effective, each of the three classes
was treated separately. If a work were in
the public domain, free for anyone to use,
then the new act had no effect. If a work
were protected by a federal copyright (i.e.
published with notice), then the new act
changed the life of the copyright. Under

the old act the life was a 28 year term
renewable once for another 28 years.
Under the new act, if the copyright were in
its first term on January I, 1978, its second
term, if applied for, is extended to 47 years
(for a total of 75 years). If the copyright
was already in its second term, the term
was automatically extended from 28 years
to 47 years. Finally, if a work were un-
published and hence subject to the com-
mon law copyright, the new act auto-
matically provides federal copyright pro-
tection as though the work were created on
January I, 1978.

For all works created on or after
January I, 1978, the new act applies, and
the work is copyrighted without any
formalities as soon as it is "fixed" in a
tangible medium of expression for more
than a transitory duration. Thus, in con-
trast to the prior law, under the new act a
work need not be "published" for it to be
copyrighted. Just as important, if the new
work were published without the copyright
notice, the copyright may still be saved
under some liberal savings clauses.

With this background, what hap-
pened in the CompuChess case? The trial
judge ruled that although the copyright
infringement lawsuit should be brought
under the new act (presumably because
JS&A first sold its chess game with the
copied ROM after the new act became
effective), the new act did not apply! He
said this because section 117 of the new
act "does not afford to the owner of copy-
right in a work any greater or lesser rights
with respect to the use of the work in con-
junction with (computer systems) than (the
"law" in effect on the day before the act be-
came effective." Since the new act did not
apply, he' opined, he had to look to the
prior law and under the prior law the ROM
was not "a copy." If a RO M was not a
copy, then there was no copyright viola-
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tion in reproducing the ROM. The trial
judge said much more including that even
if the new act did apply, the ROM was still
not a "copy."

It is believed the trial judge made
several clearly erroneous rulings. First, the
judge said that the translation of the pro-
gramming language (i.e. the source code)
into machine language was the develop-
ment of an "assembly program." Wrong!
He next said that the assembly language
was "unintelligible except by the computer
itself." Wrong again! He then said that an
"object code" is "a conversion of the
machine language into a device command-
ing a series of electrical impulses." Since
when?

In this author's opinion, the most
grievous error was the reason the judge
gave for holding that the new act did not
apply. The act of infringement was the
duplication of the object code stored in
the CompuChess ROM into one stored
into the JS&A ROM. The act of infringe-
ment in this case did not involve the use of
the computer program; it involved the
copying of a work. The work was "fixed"
in a material object from which the work
could be perceived with the aid of a com-
puter. This is the new act's definition bf a
"copy." Under the judge's reasoning, he
should have ruled that the new act did
apply. The second most grievous error was
the judge's failure to appreciate that the
object code is a translation of the source
code, and therefore was presumptively
copyrightable subject matter. .

In all fairness, however, it has been
argued by some that a ROM is nota "copy"
in the same sense that an electronic circuit
is not a copy of its electronic schematic.
One can copyright a schematic and pre-
vent others from photocopying that
schematic. However, one cannot use the
copyright law to prevent another from
building the circuit depicted in the
schematic. The water gets even muddier
when it is realized that many integrated
circuits including ROM's are manu-
factured by using photographic tech-
niques. Is not a ROM just an electronic
circuit? The trial judge apparently thought
so. This author does not. A functional test
should be used. Can one use a machine or
device to "read" the ROM? Does the ROM
store information that is retrievable? Of
course .. Therefore, a ROM should be a
copy.

Unfortunately, the appeals court that
reviewed the trial judge's decision did not
explicitly reject any of the lower court's
erroneous statements. Although the a ppel-
late court upheld the trialjudge's statement
that there was not a copyright infringe-
ment, it did so for entirely new reasons. It
seems that when DCS first sold its Compu-
Chess in 1977 (i.e. first published it), it did
not use any copyright notice. Over 2,500
games were sold before the new act became
effective and "(n)owhere on the ROM, the
game board, the packaging, or the ac-

companying instructions was there a copy-
right notice." Furthermore, if the contents
of the ROM were dumped, no copyright
notice would appear because none was
there. DCS did not use a copyright notice
because "it did not know that it was pos-
sibl~ to read the program as (JS&A) did, if
one had only the ROM. Too bad, ruled
the appellate court. DCS published with-
out notice and thus dedicated the ROM to
the public,

If this column were to stop here, a
great disservice might be done to the
readership because of an interesting
anomaly. Under both the new law and the
old law, the live performance of a song or a
play is not a publication; the giving of a
live speech is not a publication; the live
showing of a T. V. program is not a pub-
lication. Nothing is embodied in a "copy"
that is "sufficiently permanent or stable to
permit it to be perceived ... for a period of
more than transitory duration." There-
fore, the live performance of a play d oes
not dedicate, invalidate or forfeit any
copyright, whether it is federal copyright
or state common law copyright. It follows
that since the appellate court held the sale
of the ROM without notice was a forfeiture
of the copyright, the ROM had to be a
"copy." No copy, no forfeiture. Thus, the
trial judge was inherently reversed on his
holding that the ROM was not a copy.

Mr. Piescik concluded that the
precedent established by the trial judge
made all software effectively unpro-
tectable. However, that judge's decision is
not binding on any other judge. Because
neither DCS nor JS&A argued either be-
fore the trial judge or before the appeals
court that a ROM was not a copy, it is
doubted that another judge would give
much weight to that holding. Thus,
Mr. Piescik may not have anything to
worry about. DCS, you do have to worry.
If you appeal to the Supreme Court and
argue that the ROM is a copy, you may
'lose because of dedication of the RO M to
the public. If you argue that a ROM is not
a copy (and hence no publication, no
dedication), then the product in JS&A
computer chess is not a copy and not an
infringement. I

Next month, there will be a rrPort on
the oral arguments before the ~upreme
Court in the cases involving thel patent-
ability of computer programs. lfhe oral
argument was held on October 7, 1980, and
a decision should be forthcoming in early
1981. In the interim, if .yo u have com-
puter programs in ROM, publish with
notice if you believe ROM's are copies;
don't sell them at all if you believe they
are not copies. If you don't know, don't
live in Las Vegas, and you must sell the
program, store the program on magnetic
tapes, paper tapes, floppy diskettes, etc.,
but not on ROM's. 0
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TRS-SO SOFTWARE
FOR INVESTORS

1. Professional stock market
technical analysis package

• Price cycle forecasting
• Moving averages
• Momentum indicators

Price: $89.95

2/ Portfolio Bookkeeping

Price: $39.95

Send for free information
packet including sample
outputs.

Ampero
Software Products

5230 CLARK AVENUE
SUITE 12A

LAKEWOOD, CA 90712
(213) 866-3783
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SOFTWARE CPUtm
IF you're learning an Instruction set, or analyz-

ing an alien machine code program, or creating
your own super software structures, then .yqu are
keeping instructional effects of CPU architecture
and RAM all together In ~our head in a complex
running menial map. W~ew! In.trument your
imag/nalionl TBUG·linkinQ SOFTWARE cputm
series of microprocessor slrnulatlons on the Level
II 16K TRS-Botm display a complete parallel
before/after set of Processor Programming
Models with scrolling dtsaasernpler, CPU
Registers, flags' and stack, plus "" intelligent
RAM Window reacting selectively to RAM· •
Interactive instructions. It's your entire
imaginative overhead, clicking away in Single'step
or variable speed TRACE modes 'under your
dynamic conlroi. Plus a slug of debugging
features you'dnever imagine would be available 10
such low cost development software. Reify
program flow with a SOFTWARE CPu.tm
Super STEP: Animated ZBO Programming
Models, Disassembler, Single-stepfTRACE modes
with Intelligent RAM Window, 5 user-selectable

• Windows, slngie and cumulative instruction times
In microseconds, Reference Space, much more.
Big booklet, a ZBOSoftw.re CPU. 16K Level II
lRS-BO,TBUG required. No. BL·O: . , .. ,$19.95
EMU 02: Animated 6502 Programming Models,
Dissassembles to 6502 mnemonics; Single·
stepfTRACE modes, 6502 counterparts to NB, 1fJ,
NR,NF and /IG commands, le.t Cross-Interpreter,
keyboard scan port with p-lnstructtons DB, EB
control, paging in virtual address space, more: Big
booklet & SYNERTEK card, II's a 6502 Software
CPU. '
16KLevelIITR&80,TBUGrequired.No.BL·1 .. $24.95

, ... '

ACCEL: from Southern Software of England, is
a COMPILER for Level II TRS-BOINTEGER BASIC.
Properly structured (no dynamic redefinitions,
correctly nested loops etc.) error- free BASIC
programs are compiled by ACCEL to fast ZBO
machine code for potentially spectacular
speedups.
ACCEL Compiler for 16K Level II TRS·BO, .. $44.95 :

lALLENGELDERSOFTWARE •
Box11721MainPostOffice •
SanFranCiSCO,CA94101 :

TRS,60,TBUG1mRadioShack/TandyCorp. •
SoftwareCPUtrnAllenGelderSoftware. •........................ ~.
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THE MICROLINE-80
The Microline-80 offers business-quality and

reliability at an attractive price. Small and lightweight,
it easily fits in an attache case. It operates at 80
characters per second, and accomodates three-part
forms up to 9.5" in width. It can switch from standard
80 column printing at ten characters per inch to 132
column condensed printing at 16.5 characters per
inch. The condensed printing, combined with program
controlled line spacing at six and eight lines per inch,
provides for substantial savings in paper. Features:
Upper and Lower Case, Centronic Interface, 9x7
Matrix, Block Graphics, 110V/220V 50/60 cps, Friction
& Pin-Feed. $639.00

PRINTERS
LIST PRICE OUR PRICE

Centronics 730 $795.00 $749.00
Centronics 730-3 $895.00 $795.00
Centronics 737 $995.00 $869.00
Centronics 779 wllower case $1595.00 $1195.00
Epson MX-80 $645.00 $599.00
LRC 7000 + (64 col.) $405.00 $299.00
NEC 5510 SpinWriter $3195.00 $2695.00
NEC 5520 SpinWriter $3395.00 $2995.00
NEC 5530 SpinWriter , $3195.00 $2595.00
NEC Tractor-Feed Option $249.00 $225.00
Okidata Microline-80 $800.00 $699.00
Okidata Microline-82 $960.00 $799.00
Okidata Slimline SL300 $5380.00 $4395.00
TYPRINTER 221 $2850.00
Vista V300 $1895.00 $1795.00

THE TYPRINTER 221
The TYPRINTER 221 is the only intelligent printer that
is Totally Compatible with every computer and all
word processing software. Features such as
Automatic Underlining, Automatic Bold Print, Reverse
Print, Columnization, Decimal Location are all
included at no extra cost. This daisy wheel printer
prints 20 characters per second with Pica, Elite or
Mikron size type. Standard Centronics type interface,
RS·232 or IEEE available. This incredible printer can be
used off-line as a typewriter with a 17" paper width
capacity. Unit has a non-volatile resident memory for:
Automatic recall of often-used formats, Automatic
recall of often-used phrases.This is the only printer in
the world that can be programmed for use with any
word processing software. $2850.00

COMPUTERS
LIST PRICE OUR PRICE

Model l, Level II, 4K $649.00 $619.00
Modell, 16K no keypad $768.00 $669.00
Modell, 16K wlkeypad $849.00 $729.00
Model II, 64K Ram $3899.00 $3799.00
Model III, 16K Ram $999.00 $929.00
Model III, 32K Dual Disk $2495.00 $2299.00
Pocket Computer w/lnterface $289.95 $269.00
TRS-80Color Computer $399.00 $359.00
TRS-80Color Computer Expanded $599.00 $519.00
Atari 400 Computer System, 8K $629.95 $499.00
ATARI800 Computer System, 16K $1079.95 $849.00
16K APPLE II Computer $1195.00 $999.00
16K APPLE II + Computer $1195.00 $999.00
32K APPLE II + Computer $1295.00 $1059.00
48K APPLE II + Computer $1395.00 $1119.00

TERMS: Prices and specifications are subject to change. HARDSIDE accepts VISA & MASTERCARD,
Certified checks & Money Orders; Personal checks accepted (allow 3 weeks to clear). HARDSIDE pays all
shipping charges (within 48 states) on all PREPAID orders OVER $100.00. UPS Blue Label or Air Freight is
available at extra cost. COD orders accepted (orders over $100 require 25% deposit).



u
At TSE we stock our shelves with only the finest products available to

make your rnlcro-merchandlse shopping a pleasure. So the next time
you're considering a purchase for your micro, just pick up the telephone
and dial our tell-tree number (1·800·258·1790) to get in touch with all that
counts in the micro industry.

SOFTWARE

• Microsoft
• Apparat
• Racet
• Hayden
• Muse
• Creative Computing
• Personal Software
• Scott Adams
• Acorn Software
• Synergistics
• Strategic Simulations
• Lance Micklus
• Softape
• Quality Software
• Web Associates
• Small System Software
• Image
• On-Line Systems
• Ritam
• Avalon Hill
• Big Five
• Micro Lab
• Programmers Guild
• Quality Software Distributors

HARDWARE BOOKS

• Radio Shack
• Commodore Pet
• Atari
• Percom
• Centronics
• NEC
• Sun
.Okidata
• Source/Telecomputing
.• Computer Case Co.
• MicroMint
• Eaton LRC
• Cover Craft
• BSR
• BASF
• Corvus
• Archbold Electronics
• ESP
• Novation

• Hayden
• Wiley
• Scelbi
• Compusoft
• Dilithium
• Sams
• Radio Shack
• SoftSide
• Addison Wesley
• Computer Science Press
• Rainbow Associates
• Plus much more!

00.
n

Send $1.00 for our catalog, and receive a $2.00 credit toward your
next purchase.



T~S-SO
Sfril1~S
Stephen B. Gray

of six graphics blocks, and because the
entire character is. turned on all at once,
instead of a block at a time, creating
graphics this way is six times as fast as with
single-block graphics blocks.

All you need is a chart to figure out
which number from 128 (all six blocks off)
to 191 (all six on) to use when creating
graphics this way. Or you can use this
program to figure out which is which:

For TRS-80 column number 11001,
31, 19 or 25, depending on how you count,
we take a very long look at a bunch of ways
to create graphics, and short looks at a
book on the TRS-80 ROM and a brief
program that displays the contents of the
ROM.

Six Ways to Graphics

If you have a Level II TRS-80, you
can create graphics in at least six different
ways:
• SET/RESET
• PRINT@/CHR$
• PRINT@/CHR$+CHR$
• PRINT@/STRING$
• POKE
• String packing.

The first two are well known, the third
is an extension of the second, the fourth
and fifth are used by many, and the sixth
first appeared in TRS-80 publications over
a year ago.

SET/RESET

The SET/RESET method of creating
TRS-80 Level II graphics is explained
fairly well on page 8/ I of the Level II
manual.

If you want to create a small box (Fig.
A) for a game, you have at least three ways
to do it with SET/RESET graphics. Either
the' horizontal bars extend as far as

possible, as shown in the "exploded"
version in Fig. B, or the vertical bars
extend as far as they can go (Fig. C).

Or you can create a solid white
rectangle with SETs, and then make a
"hole" in the center with a few RESETs.

You can create the "compressed"
equivalent of Fig. C, with a result that
looks like Fig. A, using this:

100 CLS
110 FOR X=61 TO 66
120 SET(X,22):SET(X,21)
130 NEXT X
110 FOR Y=22 TO 21
150 SET(60,Y):SET(67,Y)
160 NEXT Y

Or you can make a dark hole in a
white rectangle with:

lon CLS
110 F()f~ X=60 TO 67
120 FOR Y=22 TO 21
130 SET (X,VI
110 NEXT Y:NEXT X
150 FOR X~'61 TO 66
160 F~ESET(X,23)
170 NEXT X

The problem with both these pro-
grams is that although they do the job, the
small box can't be' moved to another
location on the screen without having to
write a whole new bunch of instructions for
each new location.

If you wanted to move that small box
around the screen as part of a game, you
could use variables, such as

110 FOR X=A TO B

but the resulting program would be quite
complicated, if you insist on using SET
and RESET. Also, this is the slowest
method for creating graphics, because
SET/RESET turns on (or off) only one
graphics block at a time.

PRINT@/CHR$

A much faster way "ofcreating TRS-80
graphics is by using the 64 graphics
characters. These characters are made upFigures A, B, C.

192

100 CLS
110 A"128
120 FOR X=A TO A+9
130 PRINT X;
110 PRINT CHR$(X) ;
150 NEXT X
160 PRINT:PRINT
170 A=A+l0
180 IF A>190 GOTO 200
190 GOTD 120
200 GOlD 200

which gives you the full set of graphics
characters along with their code numbers
(and which appeared in a longer version in
Creative, Nov. 1979, p 179).

~ ~'m·m·m.ml~/~'~.m\
ml~'~.m.~.*.*.~:*:w:
~1~1~lmr~,m)$~m'5,5.
~,~.*.m~~:w~~\~\*(~~
$1~,mlm,m,m,m4~,m.m~
m:m:••mL~~mE*.m~*J~~
188.JI9. I", 19I11~ 193 I,. 19:1 196 197

Graphics Characters

With the chart, or the video image, it
doesn't take long to see that the small box
can be created by using only four of these
characters: 183 (looks like a C), 179 (center
pair off), 179 (center pair off), 187 (upside-
down C).

Now the program is much shorter,
using PRINT@ and CHR$

CREATIVE COMPUTING



MODEl II

26-4002
64K 1 Drive
$3466.00

MODEl III

16-1061 4K 1. $630.00
26-1062 16K III. 900.00

26-1063 32K III

2-Drives, RS232 2246.00

. cenTROnll:S
Fast 100 CPS Centronics

730 Printer $659.00
Text Quality Centronics

737 Printer $819.00

Model II Cobol Compiler
$360.00

Cobol Run Time Package
$36.00

DISCOUNT

TRS~80~ALEAA301
COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

26-1051 4K Levell System. . . . . . . . . '424.00

26-1054 4K Level II System 552.00
26-1145 RS·232 Boor d , 84.00
26-1140 "0" K Interlace ..................•....... 249..00

26-1141 "16" K Interlace ! 359.00
26- 1142 "32" K Interface ............•.............. 469.00
26·1160 Mini Disk - Drive 0.. . 419.00

26- 1161 Mini Disk· Additional 419.00
26-1154 Lineprinter 11. 699.00
26-1156 Lineprinter III. , •................ 1799.00

26-1159 Lineprinter IV ..................•.......... 859.00

26-1104 Factory Upper/Lower
Case Modilication Installed 70.00
26-1506 Scripsit - Tape 60.00

26-1563 Scripsit - Disk,.... . 79·00
26-1566 Visica!c.. .. . . 83.00
26-1562 Prolile........... ..............72.00

NOTE: Call lor cvctlcbilltv 01 VIDEO TEX, Model III, Color,

and other new products.

MODEll

26-1056
16K Level II
System
$670.00

COLOR

26-3001 4K. . . . . $360.00
26-3002 16K 540.00

26-3010 Color Video 360.00

26-1206 Recorder 54.00
26-3008 Joysticks .......•........ 22.50

'8AcornSoftware
. Products, Inc.

GAMES:
Alien Invasion.

Stock Market.

... $9.00

.9.00

ALL OTHER R.S. SOFTWARE
FURNITURE, STANDS, CABLES
AND ACCESSORIES DEDUCT
10% FROM CATALOG PRICE

Novation Cat Modem .. $149.00
CCA Data Management
System 72.00
Adventure Games
Games 1-9 each 14.00

.,----------------Pocket Computer
Star Trek.
Block 'Em 9.00

Ting-Tong 9.00
UTILITIES:
System Savers ..
EDUCATION:
language Teacher.

. 9.00

......... 14.00

... 18.00

26-3501 1.9K P.c. $225.00

26-3503 Cassette I/F , .....•......... 45.00

14-812 Recorder 72.00- .

FREE: COMPUTER CAT ALQG
UPON REQUEST

1-800-841-0860 Toll Free Order Entry

r:1~~r1[1r:1fH~fl[JEr:1E~TSYSTEr:1S,~~L.
No Taxes on Out Of

State Shipments

Immediate Shipment
From Stock on Most Items

DOWNTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
115 C SECOND AVE. S.W.
CAIRO, GEORGIA31728

(912) 377-7120 Ga. Phone No.

·TRS.~O Is a r&glltentd trademark of the Tarldy (:orp.

R.S. 90 Day limited Warranty
F-48 Form Provided

Largest Inventory
In the S.E. U.S.A.
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TRS-80, cont'd ...
100 ClS
110 PRINT @ 112,CHR$(183)
120 PRINT @ 113,CHR$(179)
130 PRINT @ 111,CHRS(179)
110 PRINT @ 115,CHR$(187)

If this version of the small box were
"exploded" it would look like Fig. D, but if
"unexploded," then it would look like Fig.
E, which is just like Fig. A. But pow it's
made with four program lines instead of
six.

Figures D, E

PRINT@/CHR$+CHR$

Somewhere along the line, somebody
discovered that a figure like the small box
could be created in a single line by just
running the CHR$ pieces together with
plus signs, which is called concatenation:

100 ClS
110 PRINT @ 112,CHR$(183)+CHRS(179)

+CHR$(179)+CHRS(187)

Another version of this is
100 ClS
110 A$=CHR$(183)
120 B$=CHR$(179)
130 C$=CHR$(187)
110 PRINT @ 112,A$+B$+B$+C$
If you're wondering why the dollar

(string) signs are used after A, Band C, try
removing them and see which error
message you get.

Note that assigning individual
graphics characters to strings, as in lines'
110-130, isn't practical in most cases,
because too much program space is taken
up needlessly.

Now we're ready to move the small
box around the screen. All you've got to do
is make the location a variable, and change
it in a predetermined sequence:

100 ClS
110 A$=CHR$(183)
120 B$=CHRS(179)
130 C$=CHR$ (1871
110 FOR Q=O TO 900
150 PRINT @ Q,A$+B$+B$+C$
160 NEXT Q
The only problem with this program is

that it fills the screen with a perforated
sheet of white, which is not what was
wanted. To make the small box move
across' the screen without leaving a trail,
the small box has to be erased right after
each time it's turned on. This can be done
by adding

155 PRINT @ Q,'

There should be eight spaces between the
two quotation marks. Try using less than
eight, and see what happens.

Also, try changing line 140 to

110 FOR Q=O TO 900 STEP 8

and then try a step of 6 or 12, or other
number instead of 8, to see how this affects
the "flitting" of the small box.

Note that you could also assign the
concatenated four strings to a fifth string,
which would simplify moving the small
box around:

135 D$=A$+B$+B$+C$

150 F'RINT @ Q,D$

PRINT@/STRING$

Page 5/7 of the Level II manual says
that STRING$ (n,character) "returns a
string composed of n character-symbols."
So to start the small box with a pair of
horizontal lines, use four of graphics
character 179, which has the top and
bottom pairs ~f blocks lit:

100 ClS
110 PRINT @ 110,STRING$(1,179)

The two missing blocks can be filled
in, prosaically, with

120 SET(52,19):SET(59,19)
As created here, the small box is

difficult to move around the screen. Can
you rewrite the program, using STRING$,
to create a more easily manipulated box?

TRY THIS
ONE!

We read with interest in the June
1980 issue of Omni that Daniel Shine
is offering a $100 prize for the first
person to provide the solution to this
problem:

A large number of points are ran-
domly placed in a square. What is the
probability that any randomly chosen
point is the nearest neighbor to its
nearest neighbor, i.e., that it forms
with its nearest neighbor a pair such
that each is the nearest neighbor to
the other? It is easy to determine that
the answer is less than two thirds, but
what is it exactly?

Shine remarks that "this ought to be
solvable in our lifetime since the cor-
responding problem in one dimension
(which I posed) has been solved" (see
Daniel P. Shine, "Birds on a Wire,"
Journal of Recreational Mathematics,
11,3, problem 650).

I
. If you think you have the sol.u-
non -computers are perrmt-
ted-write Daniel P. Shine, 1038
Nimitz Lane, Cincinnati, OH 45230.
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POKE

The basics for POKE graphics are
explained briefly on page 8/5 of the Level
II manual, which says that "POKE is about
6 times faster than SET" and that for Level
II graphics, "it is very important ... to stay
in the range for display locations," which
in display memory is 15360 to 16383.

So to print the small box in the middle
of the screen, use this:

100 CLS
110 POKE 15835,183
120 POKE 15836,179
i30 POKE 15837,179
110 POKE l5~38,187

Or-this variation on the same theme:
100 ell?
ll0'F'o'RX=15835 TO 15838
120 READ D
13Q POf(E X,D
110 NEXT
150 DATA 183,179,179,187

String Packing

Now we come to the most compli-
cated method of creating screen graphics
with the TRS-80. Actually, it isn't all that
complex, except where variable pointer
VARPTR is used.

But first let's step back a bit and look
at ordinary strings. You can assign just
about anything on the keyboard to a
string, simply by putting the alphanu-
merics in quotes, such as

A$='ABC'
That string can now be manipulated

with a variety of operators. 'But suppose
you want to create and manipulate a string
consisting of one or more of the 64
graphics characters. These characters
could be easily assigned to a string, if they
could be input directly from the keyboard.

That is if Radio Shack had wanted
the TRS-80 ~o behighly graphics-oriented.
The design engineers could have added two
more shift keys to the keyboard, plus some
more electronics, and then assigned the 64
characters to keys, two to a key - because
there are 64 graphics characters and only
four dozen keys that could be used.

So either the manual would contain
an assignment list, or two graphics keys
would be engraved on the top or front of
each of 32 keys. Commodore did some-
thing like that on the PET, putting
graphics characters on some of the keys.

But Radio Shack didn't, no doubt to
keep costs down. However, there's a way to
put graphics characters in a string. It's
called string packing, and it was discovered
by Leo Christopherson, whose Android
Nim (Creative, June 1979, p 125) and
Dancing Demon (Oct. 1980, p' 178)
programs are extraordinary.
. The idea is simple: 'You assign blanks

to a "dummy" string, as many blanks as
you want graphics characters in the string.
Then you look into memory to find out
where the computer stored the string. And
then you just poke the graphics codes into
the string.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Now you can add hard copy
.capa.q.jJil::y ..1Q...¥,.g,YIJtfllJl"",.l ~,'·~·~'h>·.'·"'"
with plug-in simplicitY
matches up to any micro
system. And with the Eaton
7000+ dot-matrix printer,
you get complete printout
versatility at an
affordable price.
Interfaces with
any personal computer
Apple, Commodore-Pet,
Northstar and others-- no matter
what type of computer you have or
are thinking of buying, Eaton 7000+
fits; Just plug it in and start printing.
You'll get virtually maintenance-free
operation with a minimum of moving
parts. And minimum life of 100
million characters with Eaton's
newest printhead, while the print

mechanism is d
for a minimum of million cycles.
High performance design
The 7000+ features uni-directional
printing at a speed of 1.25 lines
,Per second. It accepts any standard
single or 2-ply roll paper from %/1 to

1/ wide and prints 3%/1 line
40 to 64 adjustable character

"","1-'0,,, ty.
immediate information call:

Eaton Printer Product Operations,
307/856-4821.

For descriptive literature and the
name of your nearest dealer write
Eaton Corporation, Count Control/
Systems Division,901 South 12th St.,
Watertown, WI 53094.
Dealerinqulrles invited.

I'~T·N
Electrical/ Electronic Control

r.-....-..~-----..-.c~~~'.-.c'.-..'.-..'-'-'.-..'-'.-.c'-l·
ISTOCK SELL I
I:~~:~:~'" I
IA POWERFUL, VOLUME-BASED ANALYSIS PROGRAM TO COMPUTE

BUY, SELLAND HOLD RECOMMENDATIONS ON STOCKS,OPTIONS AND
COMMODITIES, WITH FULLYEDITABLE DISK DATA FILES IN CP/M VER-
SION PROGRAMMED BYMICRO-AP.
AVAILABLEIN THESEDISK DRIVE FORMATS:

B" IBM SOFT SECTOR, SINGLE DENSITY
a' DYNABYTESINGLEOR DOUBLE DENSITY
5'/: DYNABYTE SOFT SECTOR
5';" NORTH STARDOUBLE DENSITY
5'/: MICROPOLIS WOO"

REQUIRES: MIN 52K CP/M 1.4OR HIGHEROPERATING SYSTEM
CBASIC 2.05 OR HIGHER
I OR MORE DISK DRIVES
24Lx soc OR LARGERCURSOR-ADDRESSABLETERMINAL

ALSO AVAILABLE: APPLE II® OR APPLEJ[ PLUS® VERSION (MIN 32K RAM,
I OR MORE DISKS,AND APPLESOFTCARD OR
LANGUAGE SYSTEM)

TRS-80® MOD I VERSION (MIN 32K RAM AND 2 OR
MORE DISKS)

$350.00 CP/MVERSION COMPLETE;SPECIFYDISKDRIVEFORMAT
$190.00 APPLEOR TRS-80 VERSIONSCOMPLETE;SPECIFYWHICH
$ 15.00 ANY MANUAL ALONE; SPECIFYVERSION

ASK FOR THE EVIDENCE!

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO ORDER, SEEyOuR DEALEROR:

H VJ POST OFFICE BOX 235 ••8
c& PLEASANT HILL. CALIFORNIA " ••523

I TelephOne ~15/837-1030

TrRJlJlftX]C~NY VISA ••MASTERCARD I
ASK ABOUT OUR NEW MARKET TRACKERTM PROGRAM! I

j ® of DigitalResearch, Apple Computer Inc.,and Radio Shock, respectively. © I. - ..-....-....-.-....-....-....-..~..-....-....-....-....-....-....-.. ..•'\'.
CIRCLE 135 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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DISCOUNT PRICES

NORTH STAR COMPUTERS

APPLE II COMPUTERS

16K APPLE II
32KAPPLE II
48K APPLE II
DISK W/CONTROLLER
DISK ONLY
APPLESOFT CARD
:INTEGER CARD
PASCAL
SILENTYPE PRINTER

$959.00
1024.00
1089.00
525.00
450.00
159.00
159.00
440.00
525.00

RAM MEMORY
FOR TRS-SO, APPLE
16K SET 4116'8 65.00

HRZ-1O-32K-KIT
HRZ-1 D-32K-ASM
HRZ-2D-32K-KIT
HRZ-2D-32K-ASM

$1595.00
2125.00
1950.00
2475.00

VERBATIM DISKETTES
BOXOF10 51,1.,"
BOXOF10 8"

29.50
39.50

FREDERICK COMPUTER PRODUCTS
MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
FREDERICK, MD. 21701

(301) 694-8884
CIRCLE 140 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TRS-SO, cont'd ...
So first you assign four blanks to the

dummy string
100 CLS
110 AI='

or you can use "XXX X" or "1234"; it
doesn't mater, because they'll be replaced
by the characters you POKE into the
string. If you're using a string more than
six or seven characters long, then it's better
to fill it with numbers, as in D$=" 1234567
89012", to help make sure you create a
string of the exact length desired.

Then you put into a DATA statement
the graphics codes for the four graphics
characters

120 DATA 183.179 ••179.187

Next you find the place in memory
where the computer has stored the first of
the four blanks, using variable pointer
VARPTR

130 X=PEEKIVARPTRIAI)+2)*256
+PEEKIVARPTRIAI)+l)

Page 8/8 of the Level II manual gives
basic information on VARPTR, but
because it's a reference manual, doesn't
show how to use it.

Let's do some math in calculator
mode on the TRS-80. First RUN lines 100-
130, then input

PRINT PEEKIVARPTRIAI)+2)
and you get 66, which is the most
significant byte (MSB) of the string-value
starting address. You multiply this by 256
to shift it over into the high end of the 16-
bit byte-pair, and you get 16896.

To this you add

PRINT PEEKI0ARPTRIAI)+1)

which is the least significant byte (LSB) of
the string-value starting address, in this
case 241, and you get the complete decimal
address 17137, which is what you get if you
try

PRINT x
This decimal address, 17137, is the

address into which you poke the first of the
four graphics codes in the DATA state-
ment using

1'10FOR 1=0 TO 3
150 READ J
160 POKE X+I.J
170 NEXT I

This pokes 183 into address 17137,
179 into address 17138, etc. To tryout this
program, enter lines 100-170, RUN it, and
then simply enter

PRINT AI
A great deal of memory space is saved

using this string-packing technique, which
is important if you're trying to squeeze a
complicated animation program such as
Dancing Demon into 16K. About a third
less space is used, compared with using
string elements such as CHR$(l83). Hang
on for further details.

If you LIST this program after

RUNning it, you'll find that line 110 has
changed from

110 AI='
to something quite different and much
longer:

110 AI='AUTOCONTCONTNEW'
This is because the computer thinks that in
this particular context, the numbers 183,
179 and 187 are tokens.

Tokens

When you enter a Basic program into
your your Level II TRS-80, the
computer doesn't store words such as
VARPTR, CLS and DATA in that form,
but saves space by translating them into
digital tokens. The token for AUTO is 183,
for CONT is 179, and for NEW is 187.

The computer can do this because
character codes 128 through 191 are used
for graphics commands, and 192 through
255 for space-compression codes, and
would never be used in Basic statements.
So these values, 128 through 255, can be
used to store one-character values for each
of the words or symbols reserved for Level
II Basic.

The computer, not knowing any
better, instead of printing out the graphics
codes, prints the tokens, making programs
written with string packing seem to have
been written with tokens.

As an exercise, you might try to figure
out how to program graphics using tokens
instead of graphics codes 128 through 255.
Can it be done?

Bytes and Bits

Just in case the math involved in
turning the MSB and LSB into a decimal
memory address didn't make much sense
to you, let's look into the binary equiv-
alents.

If the most significant byte of the
string-value starting address is 66, and the
least significant byte is 241, why not just
place them together to get that starting
address? That would be 66241. Unfortu-
nately, it's not as simple as that.

In combining 66 and 241 to make
66241, what we've done is to change 66 into
66000 and then add 241. This would be all
right if the computer's internal language,
the language understood by the digital
circuits, were decimal. But it's binary.

So you have to take the 66 and
multiply it by a binary number to move it
over to the left far enough to make room

'CLEAR SCREEN AND SET LINE POINTER
'~O BOTTOM LINE OF IT

for the 241. This is the binary equivalent of
what was done in decimal fashion in the
preceding paragraph, multiplying 66 by
1,000, so as to have room for adding in the
241.

The two bytes, the most significant
and the least significant, are each eight bits
long. So you have to.multiply the MSB by
a figure that will move it eight spaces to the
left, to make room for adding in the LSB,
and thus generate the 16-bit address
needed for packing.

MUltiplying a binary number by 2 will
move it one space to the left (just as in
decimal numbers, multiplying a number by
the base, 10, will move the significant digits
one space to the left). MUltiplying a binary
number by 4 moves it two spaces to the left,
etc. MUltiplying it by 256, which is 28, will
move the MSB eight places to the left.

Thus multiplying 66 by 256 produces
essentially the same pattern of bits as in
binary 66, but with eight zeroes trailing
after it, and that trailing portion is where
binary 241 goes. Or, in binary:

MSB LSB

16896 = 0100001010000000
+2'11 = 1110001---------------- -------

17137 = 01000010 1110001

66 2'11

Inside Level II

This is the title of a 70-page paper-
back, subtitled "A Programmer's Guide to
the TRS-80 ROMs", that shows an
assembly-language programmer how to
use the routines already resident in the
ROMs, and howto link assembly language
and Basic programs to write a single
program that combines the best features of
both languages.

The book is $15.95, plus .75 postage,
from Mumford Micro Systems, Box 435-
B, Summerland, CA 93067, if you can't
find it at your local computer store.

Short Program #14

A short program that "displays the
contents of the ROM" was sent by Michael
Rutenberg of Kingston, Ontario, Canada.
He writes:

"It does this without at the same time
messing up the screen with control
characters such as CHR$(23), CHR$(28),
etc. It does this by poking the character
into the screen instead of using the PRINT
routine." 0

10' THIS PROGRAM DISPLAYS ROM MEMORY WITHOUT MESSING UP THE
20' SCREEN WITH CONTROL CHARACTERS ETC •••

196

'AD MOD 64. 0 <= PP <= 63
'DISPLAY LOCATION
'SCROLL SCREEN IF END OF LINE

30
40 DEFlNT A-Z
50 PRINT STRING$(20.13)
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

FOR AD = 0 TO 32767
PP = AD - INTIAD/64) * 64
POKE 16320 + PP. PEEKIAO)
IF PP = 63 THEN PRINT

NEXT AD
STOP : END

CREATIVE COMPUTING



In order for an investor to
continually improve his perfor-
mance it is necessary for him to
refer to past performance; th is
requires useful records. Finally,
he should constantly be evaluat-
ing his performances to assure
himself he is playing the right
game.

The Stock and Options Trading
Analysis package is available for
the 32K TRS-80 Level II on
cassette (CS-3306) and disk (CS-
3801) for $99.95. Creative Com-
puting Software should be avail-
able at your local computer store.
If your favorite retailer does not
stock the software you need, have
him call our retail marketing
department at the number below.
Or you can order directly from
Creative Computing Software,
Dept AGII; P.O. Box 789-M,

Finally, Portval enables the Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa,
user to determine on an item by
item basis, the cost, current value MasterCard, or American Express

are also welcome. For faster
per share, total current value and service, call in your bank card
capital gain of a portfolio con- order toll free to 800-631-8112. In
sisting of long and short stock, NJ call 201-540-0445. ~
and long and short option posi-
tions. This program assists the

The Option program presents a user in keeping a readily available ~; " ••
graph or a table, as the user and easily updatable record of his " ••~~~- ~'6,7
chooses, of profit from any portfolio and, at the same time, ~"'\'6,7 t...~~ ~
combination of six basic posl- asslsts him in measuring his ~~~~ .~~
tions: long or short a stock, long progress towards financial .rJ,.,~~V ~
,0_r_s_h_o_r_t_a_c_a_lI_a_n_d__10_n_g_0_r__Sh_0_r_t_as_u_c_c_e_s_s_. ,.~~ ~~ ~ ~

TRS-SO Professional Software <,.,'" ~'"

StOCk

Keep the data' you need to make timely investment decisions at
your fingertips with this incredibly powerful investment tool.
Considerable effort has gone into methods of tilting the odds in the
investment game. Out of this has come the discovery that the
strategy of hedging listed options against common stocks can tilt
the odds drastically. In fact, it- can be more conservative and more
consistently profitable than the simple buying and selling of stock.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.1111111111111111111

The four programs in this
package are designed to be used
in the real world, and include the
effects of commissions, margin
interest and dividends, where
applicable. Possible investment
attitudes, the listed option mar-
kets, puts and calls and option
strategies are covered in exten-
sive documentation.

The program Opgraph presents
important indices of both open-
ing and closing call option trans-
actions. The manual includes
sample runs illustrating combi-
nation strategies with covered
and uncovered calls, and covered
and uncovered straddles recieve
detailed treatment.

put. Sample runs are presented
which cover hedging with calls,
out-of-the-money hedges and in-
the-money hedges.

Newprem enables the user to
predict the future premiums of an
option at whatever time and
future stock price the user se-
lects. This method requires the
establishment of a data base of
historical option premiums in
whatever detail the user desires.
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;L[]~PlJTR[]r.i%LS~.
•••EVERYTHING FOR YOUR TRS-SOT •••

TR5-S0Is a trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corporation

* All Orders processed within 24-Hours
* 3D-Day Money Back Guarantee on all Software (less a $3 penalty for handling)
* lO-Day Money Back Guarantee on Disk Drives and Printers PLUS l20-Days Free Service

- General Ledger
- Accounts Receivable
- Accounts Payable
- Payroll
- Inventory Control with Invoicing

• Each module can be operated individually or as a
coordinated SYSTEM. Turn-Key error catching
operation for beginners.

• Complete manual and documentation
accompany each program.

• Minimum System requirements 2-Disk Drives
for Model I. .. l-Disk Drive for Model II

• Each module can be formatted to span data
on up to 4-Disk Drivesl. Free 3D-Day telephone consultation

~. Call for complete specificationss· Model I Version $125.00 Per Module FROM SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE
~ $495.00 Per System • RSM-2 Machine Language Monitor $26.95
• Model II Version $225.00 Per Module • RSM-2D Disk Version of RSM-2 $29.95

$995.00 Per System • DCV-l Converts Machine Language Programs

DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS from tape to disk $9.95
_ OMS replace index cards or any data requiring • AIR RAID - The ultimate TRS-80" game converts
long lists of information. your TRS-80" into a real time shooting gallery

• TBS In-Memory Information System $14.95
(For Cassette Systems) $39.95· BARRICADE - A fast pong style game $14.95

• TBS Disk Data Manager (Requires 1 or more disk • CPM - (For Disk Only) $150.00
drives) ...Set up fast random access, files in • TRS-232 INTERFACE - Interface with Software
minutes. Stores up to 320K of information on 4 driver RS-232 printers to your TRS-80" $49.95
Drives. Up to 10 fields and 255 characters per • TRS-232 FORMATTER - Additional (optional)
record. Supports upper and lower case. RS-232 or Software for TRS-232 owners. Adds many printer
TRS-232 ... Features complete editing $49.50 commands to your TRS-80" $14.95

• Personal Software CCA Data Management (With purchase of TRS-232) $9.95
System ...Completely user oriented, menu drive, • PEN MOD - Use the Electric Pencil with RS's lower
130 page Step By Step Manual. ..Capable of case modification $19.95· NEC BUSINESS QUALITY PRINTERS

~

. (For MOD-lor MOD-II) $2,995.00
Inventory control, sorting data, reporting data in FROM GALACTIC SOFTWARE
nearly any form (for reports and mailing labels). • MAIL PAC _ For Model I Disk Systems THE ELECTRIC PENCIL
Sorts data by up to 10 fields for zip code, balance only $99.95 Cassette $99.95
due, geographic location or whatever. Prints Quick-sorting full user control over mailing list Disk $150.00

$ reports with subtotals and totals automatically from Galactic Software. MOD-II Version $325.00
~ calculated. Fast random access $75.00 • STOCK MARKET PAC $99.951 .HORSE SELECTOR II By Dr. Hal Davis

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ TheTRS-80-ver~onupdMedfortheTRS-80-:L[]r:1PlJTR[]~%LE~. ~ne~ho~~~inaIlY reviewed in Systems and $50.00

MA~CAcAPPU::ATCJ'<SseRv"CE'" ~ HOUR ••• EVERYTHING •••
50 N. PASCACK ROAD .'. .' 24 ORDER ;P-'f1: FOR MOD-II OWNERS

SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977 LINE NEW MOD-II NEWSLETTER
MOD-II Catalog Free w/subscription $12/year

(914) 425-1535 MAIL PAC $199.95
MICROSOFT BASIC COMPILER

$395.00
$325.00
$50.00

$170.00

• LEARNING LEVEL II By David Lien
The Original Author Of The Level Manual
A Step By Step approach to Learning l.evel II
especially geared to new TRS-80" Owners

$15.95

• TRS-SO- DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES
Over 100 pages of indespensible information for
disk owners. Learn to recover information from
bad disks, how to make Basic programs unlistable
and 12 more chapters of never published tips and
information. Written by H.C. Pennington.
(For all Disk Owners). $22.50

NEW SBSG BUSINESS SYSTEM FOR MODEL I
OR MODEL II - IN STOCK

FROM RACET COMPUTES
• REMODEL-PROlOAD - Renumbers program

lines, combines programs. The only renumber
program that will renumber the middle of a
program. Specify 16K, 32K or 48K. Works with
Cassette or Disk $34.95

• GSF - Use in your Basic Programs for Instant
Sorting (will sort 1000 items in 9 seconds). Other
commands include Compress and Uncompress
Data. Duplicate Memory, Display Screen Controls
and Fast Graphic Controls $24.95
(For Cassette or Disk, specify 16K, 32K or 48K).

• DOSORT - All G.S.F. commands plus special
Multiple Disk Sorting Routines $34.95
(Specity 32K or 48K)

• INFINITE BASIC - Adds 70 commands to your
TRS-80" including Instant Sort, Matrix
Commands, String Commands, Left and Right
Justification, String Centering, Simultaneous
Equations, Upper and Lower Case Reverse and
more. (For Cassette or Disk) $49.95

• INFINITE BUSINESS (Requires Infinite Basic)
Eliminate Round-off error, 127-Digit Calculation
Accuracy, Insert New Elements in Sorted Arrays,
Automatic Page Headings, Footings and
Pagination, Multiple Precision Arithmetic and
more. (For Cassette or Disk) $29.95

• COPSYS - Copy Machine Language Programs
(For Cassette Only) $14.95

• DSM (Disk Sort Merge) $75.00

HOURS: 9s§
Mondaythru Saturday

48-Page Catalog $2 FREE With Any Order
Order By Phone Or Mail

Add $1 Per Order For Shipping Within UPS Areas
Add $3 For C.O.D.

Add $3 For All Foreign And Non-UPS Shipments
Add $3 For UPS Blue Label

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N.Y. STATE)

(800) 431-2818
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FROM APPARAT NEW DOS + $99.95
35, 40 and 77 Track Versions available.

• NEW DOS/SO (With variable record length files,
chainings and many other features $149.95

FROM THE BOTTOM SHELF
• CHECKBOOK II (For Cassette or Disk) $39.95
• SYSTEM DOCTOR (A completediagnosisofyour

TRS-80'· ... Checks memory, video, cassette, disk,
ROM, and all other parts of your system)
For Cassette or Disk $2S.50

• CHECKBOOK REGISTER ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM (Requires 2 disk drives) $75.00

• LIBRARY 100 - 100 established business, game
and educational programs plus FREE Tiny Pilot
all for $49.50

• BASIC TOOL KIT - Lists all variables, GOTO's
and GOSUB's in your program $19.S0

• SOUNDWARE - Adds sound to your TRS-80"
Just plus it in $29.95
Sample programs included.

• TING TONG - Can be used with Soundware for a
Sound version of pong $9.95

• VIC - The Carta Visual Instructional
Computer Program $19.95

The Level II 16K Cassette is designed to teach
beginners the Basics of Machine Language and
Assembly Language Programming. See every
Machine Language Instruction Display on your
video. vie includes Step By Step 55 page manual

VISTA VSO DISK DRIVE -
11OK of Storage $395.00

Add $29.95 for Cable (Free with purchase of
2-Disk Drives). 10 day money back guarantee.

FROM HOWE SOFTWARE
• MON-3 - Machine Language Programming for

beginners. MON-3 is a complete System Monitor
with Users Manual $39.95

• MON-4 - Disk Version of MON-3 $49.95

FROM MICROSOFT
• lEVEL'" BASIC $49.95

Now Cassette owners can add Disk Commands
to their TRS-80'· without owning a Disk Drive

• MICROSOFT DISK ADVENTURE $29.95
• TRSDOS BASIC COMPilER $195.00

Run Basic Programs up to 15 times faster.

MICROSOFT BASIC
GSF SORT ROUTINE
CP/M
PEACHTREE BUSINESS

SOFTWARE
WORD STAR

Call
$495.00

CREATIVE COMPUTING



EVERYTHING
50 N. PASCACK ROAD

SPRING VAl-LEY, NEW YORK 10977
~ APPLE IS A TRADEMARK OF THE APPLE CORP.

FROM COMPUMAX BUSINESS SYSTEMS

The COMPUMAX business applications programs are written with the novice
computer US9r in mind. They are easy to use, yet powerful in their capabilities. Further,
COMPUMAX supplies the BASIC source code. Thus the programs are easy to modify.

MICRO LEDGER

This General Ledger system performs the essential functions of dual entry bookkeeping
and matches revenues and expenses:
MICROLEDGER includes the following programs.:

LEDGER 1 - builds and maintains the CHART OF ACCOUNTS file. This file contains
both current and accumulated totals for each account.

LEDGER 2 - builds and updates the JOURNAL TRANSACTION file.
LEDGER 3 - lists both the the JOURNAL file and the CHART Of ACCOUNTS.
LEDGER 4 - computes the TRIAL BALANCE and executes POSTING of journal trans-

actions into the CHART OF ACCOUNTS. An AUDIT TRIAL of all transaction is output.
LEDGER 5 - produces the PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT.
LEDGER 6- produces the BALANCE SHEET. Assets, liabilities and owners' equities are

shown by account and by totals , $140.00
. MICROPAY

An Accounts Payable system, MICROPAY includes the tollowinq program & functions:
PAY 1 - initializes both Transaction and Master files, then begins the Accounts Payable

process by inputting and &dding records in the Transaction file.
PAY 2 - allows for changes and deteticns of Transaction and Master records.
PAY 3 - reports outstanding Accounts Pay abies in four categories; under 30 days, 31-60

days, 61-90 days, and over 90 days.
'PAY 4 - reports all outstanding Accounts Payables for a single customer orfor all custo-

mers, and computes Cash Requirements.
PAY 5 - reports all outstanding Accounts Payables for a single date or for a range of

dates and computes the Cash Requirements. .
PAY 6 - lists both the Transactions and Master files.
PAY 7 - prints checks and accumulates and. journalizes Accounts Payables. This pro-

gram simultaneously creates entries for the MICROLEDGER file $140.00

MICROREC

An Accounts Receivable system, MICROREC includes the following programs and
functions: .

REC 1 ~ initializes Accounts Receivable files, adds AIR record and prints invoices.
REC 2 - accepts receipt of customer payments arid changes or deletions of A/R Trans-

action or Master file records.
REC 3 - reports outstanding Accounts Receivables in four categories; under 30 days,

31-60 days,'61-90days, arid over 90 days.
REC 4 - reports a/l outstanding Accounts Receivables for a single customer, or for all

customers and computes Cash Projections.
REC 5 - produces reports for all outstanding Accounts Receivables for a single date or

for a range of dates and computes Cash projections.
REC 6 - lists Transaction and Master files and accumulates and journalizes Accounts

Receivables, creating JOURNAL entries which communicate with the MICROLEDGER
JOURNAL file. . $140.00

MICROINV

This Inventory Control system presents a general method of Inventory Control and pro-
duces several important reports. Its program includes:

INV 1 - initializes Transaction and Master files and adds and updates Transaction and
Master records.

INV 2 - handles inventory issued or received, creating inventory records. This program
also accumulates and journalizes transactions, producing JOURNAL entries which
communicate with the MICROLEDGER file.

INV 3 - lists both Transaction and Master files.
INV 4 - produces the STOCK STATUS REPORT, showing the standard inventory stock

data and stock valuation, and the ABC ANALYSIS breaking down the inventory into
groups by frequency of usage.

INV 5 - gives a JOB COST REPORT/MATERIALS, showing allocation of materials used
year-to-date by each job or work code. (This is complemented by the Job Cost Report!
Personnel in the MICROPERS program.)

INV 6 - computes and provides the E.O.Q. (Economic Order Quantities) .... $140.00

MICROPERS

This is a Payroll/Personnel program whose functions include:
PERS 1 - initializes the Master file and allows for entry and updates of Master records.
PERS 2 - initializes the Payroll file and allows for entry and updates of payroll records.
PERS ~ - lists an Employee Master Record or the entire Employee Master file; lists a

single Payroll Record or the entire Payroll file.
PERS 4 - computes Payroll and prints the PAYROLL REGISTER. Prints PAYCHECKS

and creates JOURNAL entries to be fed into the MICROLEDGER JOURNAL file.
PERS 5 - produces the JOB COST REPORT/PERSONNEL, computes the quarterly941

bank deposit, and the Annual W-2 run : $140.00

All COMPUMAX programs available in machine readable format (diskette form) for the
following machines:

TRS-80'· Modell Micropolis 1053/11
APPLE II Microsoft under CP/M
PET CBASIC under CP/M

Cromemco

FROM ADVE",TURE INTERNATIONAL (By Scott Adams)

t 1. ADVENTURELAND - You wander through an enchanted world trying to recover
the 13 lost treasures. You'll encounter wild animals, magical beings, and many
other penis and puzzles. Can you rescue the Blue Ox from thequicksand?Orfind
your way out of the maze of pits? Happy Adventuring ..

t 2. PIRATE'S ADVENTURE - "Yo ho ho and a bottle of rum" You'lI meet up with the
pi rate and his daffy bird along with many strange sights as you attempt to go from
your London flat to Treasure Island. Can you recover Long John Silver's lost
treasures? Happy Sailing, matey .

3. MISSION I"POSSIBLE ADVENTURE - Good morning, your mission is to ...and so
It starts. Will you be able to complete your mission lri time? Or is the world's first
automated nuclear reactor doomed? This one's well named. It's hard. there is no
magic. but plenty of suspense. Good luck .....

4. VOODOO CASTLE - Count Cristo has had a fI~ndish curse put on him by his
enemies. Ther,! he Ioes, With you his only hope. Will you be able to rescue him or is
he forever doomed? Beware the Voodoo Man.

* All orders processed
within 24-Hours* 3Q-Day money back guarantee
on all Software (less a $3
penalty for handling)

5. THE COUNT - You wake up in a large brass bed in a castle somewhere in Tran-
sylvani. Who are you, what are you doing here, and WHY did the postman' deliver
a bottle of blood? You'll love this Adventure, in fact, you might say it's Love at First
Byte.

6. STRANGE ODYSSEY - Marooned at the edgl' of the galaxy, you've stumbled on
the ruins of an ancient alien civilization complete with fabulous treasures and
unearthly technologies. Can you collect the treasures and return or will you end
up marooned forever? ..

7. MYSTERY FUN HOUSE - Can you find your way completely through the strangest
Fun House in existence, or will you always be kicked out when the park closes? ..

8. PYRAMID OF DOOM - An Egyptian Treasure Hunt leads you into the dark re-
cesses of a recently uncovered Pyramid. Will you recover all the treasures or more
likely will you join its denizens for that long eternal sleep? .

9. GHOST TOWN - Explore a deserted western mining town in search of 13 treasures
From rattlesnakes to runaway horses, this Adventure's got them all! Just remem-
ber, Pardner, they don't call them Ghost Towns for nothin'. (Also includes new
bonus scoring system!) $14.95 Per Adventure
• Note: Apple requires 24K and has no lower case.

t Recpmmended for the novice adventurer, with built-in HELPS!

PERSONAL SOFTWARE INC.
VISICALC , ,."', , $150.00

Take virtually any problem you would explore using calculator, pen, and paper,
working in rows and columns. Apply VisiCalc and you'll see why every reviewer of this
product has said the same thing: VisiCatc is the most useful, most important program yet
developed for personal computing.

· With VisiCalc, you work with an electronic worksheet of up to 63 columns and 254
rows. At the juncture of any column and row you can type in words and numbers. VisiCalc
automatically performs all arithmetic tunctlons, net present value, and transcendental
functions - instantly!

CCA DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM .......•.. . .... $74.95
OMS Features:
FHe Creaton and Maintenance:
, • Fields may be alphanumeric, numeric, integer, floating point, or fixed decimal with

commas.
o Fields may be COMPUTED FIELDS. DMS will compute any field within a record,
using constants or other fields in the same record. Functions include add, subtract,
multiply, divide, and raise exponential powers.
o Records are easily located, using the SCAN feature. SCAN for records with a field
over, below, or between a range of values.
o Records are easily added and updated. DMS "prompts" you with questions.
o Multi-diskette capabilities for larger files - up to 85,000 characters per file!
o Sort the records into almost any order, using up to 10 fields as "keys". So you can
sort for customer numbers; within zip code, for instance.
o Delete records, "compact" files, and backup files on data diskettes easily.
Report Feature.: .
• Print reports with records in any order.
o Select fields to be printed.
• Print mailing labels.
o Numeric totals and subtotals can be specified when a value in an unrelated field in
the same record changes. For example, sort, subtotal, and print according to depart-
ment, or month, or customer number, or model number.

NTEEO PRQFIT
GUARA 91% ~~~~ES

SHOWS

THE HORSE SELECTOR II (FLATS) (By pro Hal Davis) $50.00

AVERAGE PROFIT
32% AT ALL TRACKS-1978

New simplified version of the original Horse Selector. The first Horse Selection System
to actually calculate the estimated odds of each horse.
HIGHER PROFITS (OVER 100%) POSSIBLE THROUGH SELECTIVE BETTING ON:

o -Rates each horse in 10 seconds.
o Easy to follow rules.
o Can be used with any Apple II Computer.
o 100% money back guarantee (returned for any reason).
o Uses 4 factors (speed rating, track variant. distance of the present race. distance of
the last race) .
o Using the above factors. the Horse Selector calculates the estimated odds. BET on
horses whose actual payoff (from the Tote Board or Morning Lines) is higher than
payoff based on estimated odds. .
• 'Using the above factors, the Horse Selector calculates the estimated odds. BET on
any selected horse with an estimated payoff (based on Tote Board or Morning Lines)
higher than calculated payoff (based on Horse Selector II). . .,
o Source listing for the TRS-80~, TI-59, HP-67, HP-41, Apple and BASIC Computers.
o Nocomputer?r calculator necessary (although a calculator would be helpful for
the Simple dlvislon used to calculate. estimated odds) .

fREE Dutchlng Table. allows betting on 2 or more horses with a guaranteed profit.

\ii124 ~5~~~.::;,e
. . (914) 425-1535

ADD $2.00 FOR SHIPPING UPS AREAS
ADD $3.00 FOR C.O.D. OR NON-UPS AREAS
ADD $4.00 OUTSIDE U.S.A, CANADA & MEXICO

NEW TOLL-FREE
ORDER LIN~

(OUTSIDE OF N.Y. STATE)

(800) 431-2818
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George Blank

Intercepted message from an unidentified
suborbital earth vehicle on stardate
1980.360(0120Z

10 GR. 7
20 C. 3
30 PL. 40,65
40 DR. 120,65
50 DR. 80,5
60 POS. 40,65
70 POKE 765,3
80 XIO 18,#6,0,0,"s:"
90 C. 2
100 PL. 76,6
110 DR. 85,2
120 DR. 75,2
130 DjL 83,6
140 DR. 80,0
150 DR. 77,6
160 PL. 79,3
170 DR. 81,3
180 SE. 0,12,2
190 C. 1
200 F. Y=78 TO 82
zio PL. Y, 65
220 DR. y,80
230 N. Y
240 PR.,
250 F. X=l TO 15
260 REA. Y
270 PRo CHR$ (Y)1
280 N. X
290 D. 77jl0l,114,114,121,32,67,104,
114,105,115,116,109,97,115

Transmission Report

TO: All Outposts

FROM: Headquarters

SUBJECT: Defective message traffic from
Outpost Atari

TEXT: The following difficulties have
been reported in previous transmissions
from Outpost Atari:

Report of August 1980 - "For Apple
HLIN and VLIN are for lo-res only. For
hi-res HPLOT TO is as good as anything
Atari has." Fred Gerlach, Houston, TX

George Blank, Foster Road, Milford, NH 03055

Report of September
that a USR machine language routine was
needed for timer accuracy: no need!
Merely calculate time twice (2 sets of
PEEKs); if they differ by more than one
second, loop until they don't." Wilson
Dillaway, Johsonville, NY.

"You stated that one should NOT put
more than 40K of RAM into an Atari 800
because the last 8K is used for ROM car-
tridges. The Atari is a sophisticated
machine and will allow access to the last
8K of RAM if there are no cartridges
present, and to 4K of that if only one car-
tridge is present. For Atari VisiCalc we
strongly recommend the additional
memory" Bob Frankston, VisiCaIc
Co-author.

Programming Hint
With the powerful screen editing

capabilities of the Atari, there are times
when you want to edit some lines fre-
quently. For example, you might want to
try different color hues and luminances
until you get the ones that look best. Here
is a routine that allows you to RUN your
program, then press enter to LIST it. The
RUN is printed at the end of the list so that
you can just press RETURN on thatline
to restart.

20000 DIM XX$(l):INPUT XX$
20010 GRAPHICS O:LIST:PRINT"RUN":END

Philosophical Essay - Computer
Comparisons

One of the most serious illnesses in
our national thought process is our philo-
sophical bent toward positivism. Posi-
tivism is the attempt to reduce all of life
to numbers, so that is can be compared
mathematically. This virulent American
disease tends to overvalue that which is
easily quantifiable, and overlook that
which IS difficult to express
mathematically.

For example, I know of a law firm
that would have been able to use a small
computer profitably, but decided not to

buy because other law firms in the area had
minicomputers. The decision was made,
not on the basis of ability to do the job, .
but strictly on the b~sis of price tag. For
this lawyer to buy a less expensive com-
puter would be to lose face with his com-
petition. Price is easily quantifiable. An
Atari computer system might cost $3,000
while an IBM system might cost $300,000.
While this certainly out to be considered
in a purchase decision, the abilities of the
individual computer is a far more impor-
tant decision.

In our typically American positivistic
way, we have sought to quantify the abil-
ities of different computers. Certainly,
some good tests have been established,
giving us benchmarks and price-per-
formance ratios. But this is often carried
to the point of ridiculousness. Does it
really matter that Brand X can sort a 1000
element array in 22 seconds while Brand Y
takes 29 seconds? It might, if you are going
to spend a lot of time waiting for your
computer to sort 1000 element arrays.
However, there are probably .circum-
stances in which it might be more sensible
to buy Brand Y because it comes in a color
that matches the rest of the office!

I am not saying that we should ignore
quantitative data in the purchase of a
computer. I certainly don't. For example,
I think that the length of the warranty
period, the number of nearby service cen-
ters, the cost of service, and a lot of other
quantitative information is helpful in a
computer purchase. But I think people
who are comfortable with computers have
a special tendency to rely too much on
numbers.

Probably the best way to test a com-
puter is actually to use it. You will prob-
ably find some things you really like, and
other things you hate. For example, I am
currently typing this article on a non-Atari
microcomputer. With it's sharper defini-
tion of letters, longer text lines, and excel-
lent word processing software, the other
computer is a better choice than the Atari
for word processing. However, I find times
when I can barely tolerate the other com-
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puter. Perhaps the biggest annoyance is
shoddy power supplies that constantly
hum and buzz. The Atari is much better
built. In addition, the other computer
generates so much television interference
that I can only use the Atari when the rest
of the family is home.

Recently, at Soft Side magazine, we
have discovered an excellent stress test for
comparing computers subjectively. It is
the process of trying to write an entire pro-
gram in a single line. Please note that I am
not recommending this as good program-
ming practice. Programming in one line
is highly dependent on fancy tricks and
does not make for elegant or easy to read
programs. But it does rapidly show up
certain strengths and limitations of the
particular computer.

With the Atari, we have found it pos-
sible to put a program in a single line that
includes continuous graphics, sound ef-
fects, and imaginative use of color. We
have also found that the Atari is wasteful
of memory space, and we really miss hav-
ing IF .... THEN .... ELSE construction.
We have also discovered a lot of fasci-
nating tricks that are also bad program-
ming practice. Among the tricks are using
POKE instead of SETCOLOR to set
colors and using abbreviations to write
lines that are so long that they cannot be
edited because the Atari expands them to
fill more than three lines.

There is a great temptation to use
numbers when we have a computer avail-
able, because the computer can produce
such elaborate reports. But I strongly re-
quest that we resist the positivistic impulse,
and a good place to begin our resistance
is in the decision to buy the computer in
the first place. Let us save our society from
inundation in meaningless statistics! 0

©Creative Computing
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TAX-MANAGER'"
A Unique Tax Management System

for Apple II, II Plus, and III

STANDARD FEATURES
Tax-Manager is an integrated tax manage-
ment system for individuals that helps you
reduce your lax liability. It is three
interactive modules that work together to
give you a complete tax management system.

Tax-Manager allows you to easily euter
your tax data for Form 1040 and related
schedules (A, B, C, D, E, G, & TC). Your
tax liability is accurately calculated using
the correct tax table or rate schedule.

Looking for more tax deductions? Using
a data base of over 800 items, Tax- Manager
helps you find those hidden deductions.
Simply enter a questionable item and Tax-
Manager quickly tells you if it is deductible.
Or you can review the entire list by category.

Confused about which tax forms and
schedules you should be using?' Let
Tax-Manager help you. By answering a
series of simple questions, Tax-Manager
determines which forms and schedules are
appropriate for your situation.

Requires 32k, Applesoft ROM, Dos 3.2 or
3.3. Printer not required.
Introductory Special $75. (tax deductible)
if ordered before 12-31-80.

COMPARE OTHER SYSTEMS
Why buy a system that only does math
calculations and computes your tax? Why
buy a system that does not help you
reduce your tax liability?

We offer a unique system that meets your
needs now and will continue to meet them
in the future. When tax regulations change,
so will Tax- Manager. You will be yrovided
with yearly updates for a nomina cost.

We backup Tax-Manager with a staff of
professionals, including CPA's, computer
specialists and tax consultants, who use
their expertise to help you reduce your
taxes. Most importantly, we provide
documentation to educate you in how to
best obtain the system's maximum potential.

For more information write:
TASON

P.O. Box 18861
Atlanta, Ga. 30326

To order call toll free (7 am. - 11 p.m.
(EST) 1-800-241-7131, Ext. 620.
1n Ga 800-282-2686, Ext. 620.
Mastercharge and Visa accepted.
No charge for postage or handling.

CIRCLE 260 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FREE your keyboard - interact directly with the
screen. Why waste time typing? Use a 3..;GLight Pen.

r---_.Mail Coupon or Call Today for Immediate Delivery. ,

fl: 3-G Company, Inc. Dept. CC
~ Rt. 3, Box 28A, Gaston, OR 97119 Re~nec~~~~ii;~~I~~~!yab3a~-:ay

(503) 662-4492 GUARANTEE

• In his business, AI Zenker 01 Zenker
Dental labs in Penndel. Pennsylvania
uses our pens for data entry. Harry
Lee of Pittsfield, Massachusetts uses
the pen to select telephone numbers
to be dialed by his computer. Thorwald
Esbensen of Micro-Eo. Inc. in Min-
neapous, Minnesota writes education
software for the 3-G Light Pen. Swiss
Air Dispatch at Kennedy Airport In New
York uses our pens to speed up its bus-
iness operations, Dr. Richard Kerns
of East Carolina University incopor-
ales our pen in a demonstration with a
voice synthesizer to teach his students
how to use computers. In Holland. Jo-
han Smilde uses a 3-G Light Pen to
experiment with graphics.

o rss-ee Ecunnmv 0 TAS·80 Prctes srcner LJPET Protessronar 0 Apple Ptotesscnar
519.95 534.95 531.95 $32.95

Yes. I want 10 make my computermore versatile. Rush me_ 3·G Light
Pens. (Add $t.50 formailingandhandling- 56.00foreign.)

Enclosed is: 0 check or money order 0 Master Charge 0 Visa • QIC

Card No Exp. dale

NAME
ADDRESS • •••

• These people have discovered the be-
nefits of using a 3-G Light Pen
woutcn't a 3-G Light Pen make your
system more versatile and more func-
tional? Yes, of course it would!

• Don't Wait - order your pen today and
receive:

1) 3-G Light Pen
2) Demonstration cassettes (with

Professional TRS-80. PET and
Apple)

3) Sample program listing
4) Complete documentation and

instructions
5) Other Light Pen software and

games available

• NO ASSEMBLY NECESSARY. READY
TO PLUG IN AND USE.

• Complete documentation so you can
write your own program in BASIC. No
machine language coding necessary.

• All 3·G Professional models plug into
machine ports. Economy model plugs
Into cassette and batteries are in-
cluded
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J\pple-Ca
Chuck Carpenter

CorrelpOndence II aiwaYI welcome ind a
responae wlil be made to tho•• accompanied
by a SASE. Send your lettere to: Chuck
Carpenter, 2228 Montclair PI., Carrollton, TX7~. .

Season's Greetings. Seems odd to be
saying that this time of year (4 Aug '80).
We've had over 40 days of temperatures
greater than 100 degrees. This column will
be devoted mostly to anumber of things
you may want to get or give for Christmas.
Or if you didn't get some things you
wanted, the items included here might
round out your stocking. Also, in Figure I,
you will find my rendition of the complete
(more or less) Apple II memory map.

Books

6502 Software Design
By Leo J. Scanlon
Sams #21656, $10.50

This is a new book in the Blacksburg
series and probably the best book for
beginners. Even though the AIM 65 was
used as the demonstration system, the
information is useful for any 6502 system.
The more than 90 programming examples
are thoroughly described starting with the
simple and progressing to the complex.

Chapter I provides a discussion about
the history and the significance of the 6502.
The characteristics of the device are
described 'and so are the features of the
AIM 65 Microcomputer. Chapter 2 begins
a thorough treatment of the 6502 instruc-
tion set. A summary of the instructioh set is
first, then a presentation of the thirteen
6502 address modes. Other chapter
sections break the instruction set into 9
related groups. In chapters 3 and 4,
subroutines, and lists and lookup tables
are presented. Subroutines include nest-
ing, data moving and time delays. Lists arid
tables include uriordered lists, sorting,
ordered lists, lookup and jump tables.
Chapters 5 and 6 include the mathematical
routines. This is the first book I've seen
that doesn't bog you down with computer
mathematics until the chapters where it's
used. Really pleasant. All types of
mathematical functions are included here.
Programs for the basic four functions

along with all sorts of conversions from
one number base to another are included.

Interrupts and resets are presented in
chapter 7. These are the features that let
you control the outside world while
running your favorite program. The Nov.
'80 Apple Cart column provided explana-
tion and applications ofthese 6502 features
too. Chapters 8 and 9 discuss how to
connect the 6502 to all sorts of input/
output (I/O) devices. Some of the popular
internal hardware devices are discussed
along with familiar external peripherals.
There's plug-in hardware now available for
the Apple that lets you do some of the I/O
thirigs described here. The Appendix
includes a summary of the ASCII char-
acter set and a detailed summary of the
entire 6502 instruction set. This was a
refreshing change too since other book:
have been entirely devoted to the instruc-
tions without explanation of how to use
them.

The Blacksburg series includes two
other books I found extremely helpful for
learning about machine language pro-
gramming. They are titled 808fJj8085
Software Design parts I and [I. The
subject of assembly language program-
ming is very well presented. And, even
though the architecture of the micro's is
different, the techniques are similar. [fyou
were to read these first, then read 6502
Software Design. you would be very well
versed in the subject.

Introduction to Low Resolution Graphics
By Nat Wadsworth
Scelbi Publications, about $15.00

This book is a summary of low
resolution graphics for the TRS-80,
Commodore (PET) and Apple II com-
puters. Most of the programs are written
for the Apple II making it of use to Apple
owners. It is a good book for use by the
newcomer. There are 5 chapters including
Getting Started, A Whole Chapter on
Math, Drawing Simple Shapes, Drawing

Lines, and A Graphics Library.

Radio Teletype Apples

Radio Amateurs who are interested in
Radio Teletype (R TTY) and morse code
(CW) operation will be interested in a new
hardware and software package, Integer
Basic. The package includes a circuit board
containing narrow band FM detection and
generation circuitry and CW keying and
detection circuitry. I used the software a
few years ago when it was first available
from Chris Galfo. He has since teamed
with Alex M. Massimo who is marketing
the complete hardware/ software package.
The package is intended for the experi-
enced operator who understands the
theory and operation of RTTY and CWo
Once connected to your radio equipment,
the screen of the Apple II becomes a
display of messages being sent and
received. The screen is divided into three
separately scrolling areas. The top section
displays 16 lines of messages received, the
bottom section shows the last 5 lines of the
output message buffer, and the middle line
displays, in billboard fashion, the text as it
is being transmitted. The software pro-
vides customizing functions so you can do
those things like CR, LF and LTRS in
RTTY and ID's and your station setup in
RTTY and CWo The package called
RADCOM PLUS +, is $190,000 for the
circuit board, an Integer Basic software
disk (It used to be available on tape too)
and documentation. For more informa-
tion contact Alex M. Massimo - AF6W,
4041 41 st Street, San Diego, CA 92105.

Software By Phone

The Software Connection has added
at least 3 more programs. You can now get
by phone, a Phone Secretary. Computer
Calculator. and Phone Chess. The Phone
Secretary lets you automatically dial a list
of phone numbers. You can also log
incoming calls on your computer. The
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Apple, cont'd ...
Computer Calculator provides you with
the capabilities of a 98 function calculator.
There are many options with the calculator
program to let you save or print-out the
results of your calculations. Phone Chess
provides the capability for you to play
chess with a friend over the phone. Only
one of the players needs to have the
program. Use your accoustic or direct
modem to capture the programs on your
initialized diskette. You need to have
Applesoft in ROM (or language card), and
the system doesn't like the autodialer
programs in use on some machines. Make
sure your first program is the free TSC
autodial program; this one is compatible.
The Telephone Software Connection's
modem can be reached at (213) 329-3715,
24 hours a day.

Apple II Resource

WIDL Video is publishing the most
complete directory of products and
sources of information for the Apple I've
seen. The book is not a catalog and you
can't order things from it. But you don't
need to get copies of all the magazines to
find things for your Apple. As indicated by
the following quote, the company is
dedicated to promoting the Apple II
computer.

"If you are considering the purchase
of a personal computer and have not as yet
made your choice, we recommend the
Apple II very highly over every other mini
computer currently on the market. The
features, quality, and overall value of the
Apple are, in our opinion, outstanding. It
has the ability to grow and expand as your
needs change because its excellent design
was built around modular concepts. The
standard Apple contains eight built-in
connectors that allow you to add a variety
of languages, printers, floppy disk drives,
modems for telephone communication,
and many more."

"If you are undecided, we feel that the
Apple is an excellent choice. See your local
Apple dealer today for a full demonstra-
tion. Feel free to contact us if you have
further questions. We will attempt to
answer them as best we can without selling
you anything, as we do not sell the Apple.
We only believe in the product."

Included in the contents of the book
are 13 categories of Apple resources. These
include Boards, 34 entries covering do-it-
yourself hobby boards, special interface
boards, communications boards, video
digitizing boards, the 80 column video
boards and much more. There are 4 Music
board entries, 36 Peripherals and devices,
17 Accessories, 10 sources for expanding
Storage, and 7 more Resources And
Supplies entries to help you find things.
Other contents include Books, Magazines
And Publications, Special Apples (in-
couding an Arabic Apple), Time Sharing

Systems, User Groups, Software Pro-
ducers And Sources and Authorized Apple
Dealers.

Most of the entries are up-to-date. I
noticed some that are no longer around
and some that are incorrect. The directory
is dated Spring 1980 so it's quite possible
there have been some changes. As always,
the buyer beware approach is best. I would
estimate the contents are better than 90%
correct, making the book an excellent
Apple information resource. Call or write
to the specific listed company if you're not
sure about the current status. The
Resource Directory is available for $4.95
postpaid from WIDL Video, 5245 West
Diversy, Chicago, Illinois 60639 (phone
(312) 622-9606).

Lower Case Adapter

Dan Paymar has had his adapter on
the market for some time now. By
plugging-in an adapter board and a couple
of chips, you can have upper and lower
case on the screen. Unli ke other lower case
generators, the Paymar adapter does not
use a lot of your program memory to
generate the characters. The hardware
adapter extends the Apple's normal text
display to a full 96 ASCI I set, including
lower case letters with descenders. In
addition you gain 5 additional symbols
including right and left curly brackets and
vertical dashes.

The adapter includes Integer Basic
demonstration software and machine
language software is available. Several of
the word processors are compatible with
the adapter, including Super-Text, the one
I am now using. Installation is not difficult
but may be tricky in some of the newer
Apples. You may have to remove the case
in order to plug in the adapter. The adapter
is $64.95 (June '80) from Enhanceware, 91
Pioneer Place, Durango, CO 8130 I.

Serial 10 Board

A low-cost serial board is available
from Electronic Specialties. The board is
RS-232 compatible and includes the DTR
(Data Terminal Ready) signal for hand-
shaking. Software residing in memory -
usually page 3 - is required to run the
board. As received, the software is for slot
zero. Information is included to let you
make changes in the calls for other slots.
Since the language cards use this slot you
will want to do this. I was told that the
software is available on tape and possibly
diskette. If you include the software in
your hello program, you can load it each
time you start-up your system. The speed
adjustments are made by changing com-
ponents values, and tuning of the timing is
required. Software for making the adjust-
ments using your computer is also
included. Also as supplied, the software
sets the printing width to 72 characters. A
POKE to the width address can be used to
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change it as required. Even though the
board is simple in design, I have used it and
found it quite effective. As a general
purpose I/O board in my development
system, it is more than adequate. You can
get a board only with instructions for
$15.00, a kit of all the parts for $42.00 or a .
completely assembled and tested unit for
$62.00. For more information contact
Electronic Systems, P.O. Box 21638, San
Jose, CA 95151 (phone (408) 448-0800).

S-C Assembler II Update

S-C Software has announced The
Disk Version 4.0 Upgrade Kit. There is
also a new 4.0 tape version that will work
with any Apple II. For those of you who
now have the S-C Assembler the upgrade
kit provides many new features including
considerably increased assembly speed (for
whatever reason you might need it). Here
are the new features.

New Editing Features

• ability to append source programs
from disk or tape.

• automatic line numbering
• parameterized RENUMBER
• memory usage display
• escape IJKM with or without

Autostart ROM
• tabs set up for 6-char labels
• star-dash line automatic generation
• no conflict with D.C. Hayes modem

New Assembly Features

• multiple source files using. IN directive.
• object code direct to disk using .TF

directive.
• listing on and off using .LIST OFF

and .LIST ON.
• .PG to issue form feeds during listing
• .BS to reserve a block of storage
• tremendous speed increase
• labels up to 32 characters
• labels may include periods
• local labels
• after an assem bly error the line is listed
• .EQ values and .BS addresses are

printed on the listing.
• assembler and DOS memory is

protected during assembly
• symbol table printed in

alphabetical order

The 20-page update manual includes
detailed descriptions and examples of the
new features. Also included are memory
usage, Specific ROM entry points for
routines used with the assembler, and a
bibliography of sources for 6502 informa-
tion. The new manual brings the total
manual pages to over 60. In addition, the
new update includes a programmer
reference card. The card includes a quick
reference to all the Assembler commands,
directives, a memory map, ASCII chart,
relevant DOS commands, the 6502
opcodes, Apple's Sweet 16, sixteen bit
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SOFTWARE
for

TRS-SO MODEL I & II
* General Ledger, C.P.A.* Balance-Forward Accounts Receivable

Open-Item Accounts Receivable* Contractor Job Costing* Accounts Payable* Payroll- Union-Piece-Farm-Restaurant* Cash Flow Statements
$240.00 each

Quality business software written especially for
the Radio Shack computers.

These are not Osborne programs.

Submit blank diskette for sample report printouts.

COMPUT£,l?

~
~

P.O. Box 735
Yakima, WA 98907

(509) 575-0320

Find Your Way Around
The New Apple" DOS
With The Dakin5 ®

Programming Aids 3.3'"

CIRCLE 271 ON READER SERVICE CARD

GALAXY SPACE WAR I
Galaxy SpaceWar 1 (WAR1)is a game of strategy in which the player has complete

control of his space fleet's tactical maneuvers. Each fleet battles its way toward the
opponents galaxy in an attempt to destroy it and win the war. WAR1simulates the
actual environment encountered in a space war between two galaxies. Optimumuse
is made of Apple's high resolution graphics (HIRES)and colors in displaying the
twinkling stars universe, the colored ships of each fleet, long range sensors colored
illuminations, and the alternating blinking colors used in battles between ships.
Complementing HIRESare the sounds of war produced by Apple's speaker.

WAR1 is played between Apple and a player or between two players. You may
play with total knowledge of each others fleel or only ships sensor knowledge of
the opponents fleet. Each player builds his starting fleet and adds to it during the
game. This building process consists of creating the size and shape of each ship.
positioning it, and then allocating the total amount of·energy for each ship.

During a player's turn he may dynamcially allocate his ships total energy between
his screen/detection and attack/move partitions. The percentage of the total energy
allocated to each partition determines its characteristics. The screen/detection
partition determines how much energy is in a ship's screens and the detection sector
range of its short range sensors. The attack/move determines the amount of energy
the ship can attack with, its attack sector range, and the number of sectors it can
move in normal or hyperspace.
When an enemy ship is detected by short range sensors, it is displayed on the

universe and a text enemy report appears. The report identifies the ship, its position,
amount of energy in its screens, probable attack and total energy, a calculated de-
tection/attack/move range, and size of the ship. Also shown is the number of days
since you last knew theseparameters about the ship. Whena ship's long range sensor
probes indicate the existence of an enemy presence at a sector in space, this sector
is illuminated on the universe.
An enemy ship is attacked and destroyed with attack energy. If your attack energy

breaks through his screens, then his attack energy is reduced by two units of energy
for every unit you attack with. A text battle report is output after each attack. The
program maintains your ship's data and the latest known data about each enemy
ship. You may show either data in text reports or display the last known enemyposi-
tions on the universe. You can also get battle predictions between opposing ships.
The text output calculates the amount of energy required to destroy each ship for
different energy allocations.

APPLE® II, 48K, APPLESOFT •• GALAXY
ROM CARD, DISK II DDS 3.2 ::::!!E: DEPT. CC4
WAHl DISK & MANUAL ...539.95 P.O. BOX 22072
ICA residents add 6% sales tax) SAN DIEGO, CA 92122
Write or call for more information (714) 452-1072

Dakin5 Corporation, a Colorado soft-
ware house, is making available to the
public 12 utility programs on one 16
sector diskette, utilizing the new
Apple DOS 3.3, which provides 23%
more storage.

All of the Dakin5 Programming
Aids 3.3 programs are also compat-
ible with the Corvus Disk Drive

• Create, print and modify your
own text and Exec files.

• Perform 20-digit arithmetic.
• Copy a diskette without DOS;

initialize without DOS; verify
source diskette; verify copied
data is the same as the original.

• Use a powerful data entry routine
that handles both string and nu-
meric data.

Plus Many More Utility Programs
for Sophisticated Programmers

Many of these utility programs have
been developed and tested for in-
house use while producing The Con-
troller" business package for Apple
Computer Inc.

Each programming aids package
includes a program diskette and very
complete documentation, all attrac-
tively packaged in a padded, blue
print vinyl 3-hole notebook with sil-
ver lettering. An identifying tab sepa-
rates each program for convenient
reference.

See your Apple dealer or contact
Dakin5 Corporation, P.O. Box 21187,
Denver, Colo. 80221.Telephone: 800-
525-0463. VISA or MC welcome,

system.
Features
• Remove REM statements, unref-
erenced (dead) code, and com-
press code to increase program
speed and save memory and disk
space.

• Copy any file or program from
one diskette to another. Only the
name is needed.

• Print or display a line cross refer-
ence and variable name cross
reference.

• Print or display all or selected
records from a text file.

• Display any sector of a given file
or program, and then update any
data within that sector, or specify
the sector you wish to update,
such as directory sectors and sec-
tors occupied by DOS.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple
Computer Inc. The Controller isa registered
trademark of DakinS Corporation.
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<:..APPLGE - JACK
the graphics & games people

New!
THE'OESIGNER

$24.95
DISK &

MANUAL

HIRES
GRAPHICS

THE DESIGNER is a user oriented APPLESOFT
program that does the HPLOTing for you. Sometimes
referred to as the 'poor man's graphics tablet', it
places lines and complex circular functions on the
APPLE HIRES screen with the use of game controls
and single key-strokes. 2 page animations, disk save

and recall, and simple cursor-driven executions are
among the features of this crash proof program.

REQUIRES 48K APPLE/APPLESOFT ROMIDISK
AVAILABLE FROM YOUR DEALER OR DIRECT FROM
APPLE - JACK, BOX 51, CHERRY VALLEY, MA 01611

(INQUIRIES INVITED)
CIRCLE 106 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Apple, cont'd ...
interpreter opcodes and a list of useful I/O
addresses. The card, priced at $2.50, is
included with the 4.0 update but is worth
the price to have it just for the information
it contains.

Since there are now several options
for the S-C Assembler I I, here is a list of the
options and prices.
• old cassette version (requires 1/ B),

$25.00
• version 3.2 disk, $35.00
• upgrade old cassette to 3.2 disk, $12.50
• upgrade from 3.2 disk to 4.0 disk, $22.50
• complete new 4.0 disk, $55.00
• complete new 4.0 tape, $45.00
• upgrade 4.0 tape to 4.0 disk, $12.50
Each version includes appropriate man-
uals and diskettes or tape. Note that the old
tape version requires that you have Integer
Basic; either in the original version or the
Integer Basic language card. The S-C
Assembler II was reviewed in the July '80
column and the point about the tape
version requiring 1/ B was missed. For
more information contact S-C Software,
P.O. Box 5537, Richardson, TX 75080
(phone (214) 324-2050). Don't forget with
the S-C Assembler, it's easy to learn, use
and remember.

Game Paddle Extender

Have you ever wanted to· have more
game paddles? Or, have you wanted to
plug other gadgets into the game paddle
connector? If so, here's a little kit that can
help you make those extra connections.
The kit consists of an extender cable and a
circuit board. Six, sixteen pin sockets can
be mounted on the board. One of the
sockets has the pins connected so you can
connect 4 game paddles at the same time.
Sorry folks, there are only 3 switch inputs
just the same. I mounted the board on a
small plastic cabinet that I bought at Radio
Shack. The sockets came from Radio
Shack too. With this adapter/extender,
you can plug in a variety of gadgets and
circuits. My serial printer program and
connections remain plugged-in now. And,
I don't have to switch plugs with the game
paddles either. You can use other con-
nectors to supply signals for any other
devices you want to connect too. Just make
sure there is no conflict with the input/
output pins, and that the current drawn
from the 5-volt pin does not exceed 100ma.
You can get the adapter kit from CDS
INC., 14222 Dallas Parkway #1104,
Dallas, TX 75240. The cost is $9.95 post
paid.

Apple's Support Policy

Comments from readers in recent
letters indicated a lack of support from
Apple. I wrote a letter to Phil Roybal, an
executive at Apple. for a clarification of

the current policy. Here is Phil's unedited
reply ...

Dear Chuck,
Thanks for your letter asking about

our approach to customer problems. I
enjoy your -.column, and appreciate the
opportunity to respond to questions in it.
Here's what's happening.

I set up the Hot-Line in early 1978 to
help customers with applications prob-
lems. Since then the Hot-Line crew has
grown to 5 full-time people. But in the
same time the user base mushroomed to
well over 100,000.

How could we service that number of
people efficiently? Our answer has been
three-fold:

I. EDUCATE THE DEALER BASE
Dealers are our first line of contact

with the public, We depend upon them
heavily for customer technical support.
(And they are compensated for this in the
profit they make from a computer sale.)

•• "I

Through newsletters, demos, and training
programs like APPLE MEANS BUSI-
NESS, we have provided a lot of tools and
motivation for learning our products in the
past six months.

The results of this training are
beginning to show. In the last 4 months,
the percentage of dealer calls to the Hot-
Line have tripled. That means more
knowledgeable dealers (who learned the
answers and thus have them when you
need them), and less traffic tying up the line
(because answers are available locally)
when you call.

2. MOVE SUPPORT INTO THE FIELD
It has been hard to get through to the

factory for a while, due to the volume of
incoming calls. So we are moving support
outside, closer to the dealers.

We are now building Field Applica-
tions Support groups in each Area Sales
Office across the U.S. These groups will
perform the traditional Hot-Line function
for their territories, while the headquarters
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Figure I.
The Complete (More or Less) Apple 11Memory Map.
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group concentrates upon writing applica-
tion notes, digging up technical informa-
tion, and keeping the field informed. We
have already hired people in two areas, and
WIll soon put t h ern through formal
training. The dealers should see the effect

, of their presence by October.

3. SUPPORT USER GROUPS
Apple has strongly supported the

International Apple Core and its member
groups, and encourages all new users to
seek out and join such groups. We will
continue to do this, because we know that
there's no better source of detailed infor-
mation than an enthusiastic and knowl-
edgeable user.

Dealers are paid to support products,
not just to supply them. Apple offers an
ample margin to cover a dealer's efforts,
and expects that users will insist upon a
certain level of support from retailers they
give their business to. So when you ask
how a mail-order customer gets help, the
answer is the same as it is for any other
user: he goes first to his dealer.

We've gone through a period of
incredibly rapid growth, and the user base
temporarily outgrew our ability to support
it. But I have a strong commitment to
keeping Apples productive in the field.
This requires timely, accurate technical
information. Our goal is to provide that
information through retailers, backed up
by Field Applications Engineers, backed
up by the central support team.

Sincerely,
Phil Roybal
Mgr. Communications Programs

There you have it. I find it to be a
reasonable approach. Remember, if you
are having problems, make sure your
dealer provides the necessary help. They
are charged with the responsibility by
Apple. As 1 have mentioned in the past, be
rational. You won't get much help by being
unreasonable. With as many circuits as
there are in an Apple it is unavoidable that
things will go wrong. Being firm but tactful
will help solve the problems quickly.

Apple II Memory Map

Figure I is my rendition of current
memoty use in the Apple II. RAther than
ciutter the map with all the 'memory
boundaries, orily key reference add resses
are included. The addresses are hexa-
decimal. For more information, refer to
the Apple II Reference Manual. Once
again, Happy Holidays. 0

DECEMBER 1980

Space Games-/
Cassette CS-4001 $11.95 4 programs Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus

Saucer Invasion. Fire missles to destroy Rocket Pilot. Maneuveryour spaceshipover
the invaders who fly at different speeds the mountain using horizontal and vertical
and altitudes. thruste;r~s•.••••••••••••••

StarWars. Shoot down as manyTIE fighters DynamiCBouncer. A colorful, ever-changing
as possible in 90 seconds. graphics demonstration.

Sports Games-'
Cassette CS-4002 $11.95 4 programs Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus

Baseball; A 2-p!ayer game with pitching, Breakout. Four skill levels and improved
batting, fielding, stealing and double scoring make this the best breakout ever.
plays.

-

Darts. Use game paddles to control the
throw of 6 darts.

Space Games and Sports Games are also available on one 32K Apple disk (CS-4501)
for $24.95. Add $2.00 shipping per order. Send to Creative Computing Software, P.O.
Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Or call 800-631-8112.

•••
iililii!U.-d

Torpedo Alley. Sink as many warships as
possible in 2 minutes.
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CHESS (Part 2)

This month we shall continue our
historical survey of the most important
milestones in mainframe chess program-
ming.

The first program of the modern
generation was written at M.LT. by
Richard Greenblatt, a student, and two
colleagues. Work on the program began in
November 1966, and by April the follow-
ing year it had scored two wins, two draws
and no losses in a tournament with human
players. Based on statistics given in
Greenblatt's paper, I would estimate that
his program, at that time, was stronger
than any commercially available chess
machine currently on the market. The
name of his program was MacHack VI.

MacHack employed a plausible move
generator containing some 50 heuristics.
The program was intelligent enough to
know that certain. heuristics were not
always applicable, but depended on the
nature of the position. In this way, moves
selected by the plausible move generator
were not always exactly the same set of
moves as those which would have been
chosen by a linear evaluation function.
From this aspect of Mackflack's decision
process the programmer can learn =.
important trick - it is often useful to use
one evaluation mechanism (or set of
heuristics) to select the plausible moves for
the tree, and another one for performing
the evaluation of terminal nodes.

The plausible move generator made
its decisions by considering the moves
themselves; rather than the positions
arising after the moves were made. For
example, if a move is bad because it blocks
the line of attack of another of the player's

pieces, the program would recognize the
fact rather than look at the resulting
position and say to itself "Hey! This
position is bad because my bishop is
blocked." By accepting or rejecting moves
for the plausible move list in this way, the
program saved a great amount of compu-
tation.

During the plausible move computa-
tion, .each square of the chess board was
assigned a measure of importance, cor-
responding roughly to the estimated value /
of having an extra piece attacking that
square, or the cost of moving away a piece
which currently attacked that square. The
most important criteria used for assigning
these values included how near the square
was to the center of the board or to the
enemy king, and whether or not the square
was occupied by one of the program's
pieces which is under serious threat.

The value of a piece in strategic terms
(as opposed to its actual material value)
was related to the number of squares it
attacked, i.e., its mobility, arid to the
number of enemy pieces that it attacked.
These strategic values were computed for
the piece in its old and new locations, and a
strategic gain was taken as an indication
that the move should be on the plausible
move list. In other words, if a move
appears to put a piece on a better square,
that move is worth further examination.

The program encouraged certain
types of attack on squares that were
considered possible weak points, for
example weak pawns, pinned pieces, and
pieces defending other pieces. Moves
which fell into these categories were also
added to the plausible move list.

MacHack performed an alpha-beta
search, with forward pruning. The
plausible move generator would select a
certairi number of moves at each level of
lookahead, and add to this number any
moves which satisfied certain conditions:
All safe checks were examined; at the first
and second plies all captures were investi-
gated; the moves of a certain number of
distant pieces are examined, so that the
program would not ignore most of the
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board if all of the moves of a single piece
were highly plausible. The minimum
number of moves selected by the plausible
move generator was normally 6 at each
level of lookahead, but in tournament
mode, i.e., when playing at a rate of 2-3
minutes per move, the program would
examine a minimum of 15 moves at the
first two ply, 9 moves at the next two ply,
and 7 moves at each subsequent level. Only
when the minimum number did not exist
(for example when one side was in check or
had only its king on the board) would the
search be narrower, though of course the
alpha-beta algorithm would often prune
away branches on which there were
plausible moves.

One of the few advantages that
mainframe programmers have over those
writing for a micro, is the availability of
enormous backing store. This enables a
program to employ transposition tables, .
which are advantageous in preventing the
program from evaluating the same posi-
tion more than once. In chess, as in many
other games, it is frequently possible to
reach the same position by different routes,
and we call this phenomenon trans-
position. As a simple example, if White
makes move A, Black makes move B, and
White then rriakes move C, we shall reach
the same position as if White had made his
moves A and C in the reverse order.
MacHack produced a hash value for every
position evaluated in the tree search, and
together with this value the program stored
the score for the position and a note of the
depth of search at which the evaluation
took place. If the position is created again
duririg the search, the program would riot
recompute the score for the position but
would take it from the value scored
together with the hash for that position.
Even though MacHack stored only 32,000
positions in hashed form, it was able to
save considerable computation time, and
as a side benefit, it was quickly able to
detect draws by repetition.

The MaclIack program represents the
first really significant milestone after
Shannon's paper, because it was the first
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the most challenging and innovative games available for your personal
computer. This Is not the average computer game In which you shoot at,
chase, or get chased by something, master the game within an hour, and
then lose Interest. In fact, It may take you more than an hour to score at
all, and will probably take days or weeks of playing to get a good score.
(There Is a provision for saving a game In progress).

The original computer version of Adventure was written by WIllie
Crowther and Don Woods In Fortran on a PDP-10 at MIT. In this version
the player starts near a small wellhouse. Upon entering the house, he
finds food, water, a set of keys and a lamp. Armed with only these Items,
he must set out to explore the countryside In search of treasure and other
objects of play. He must also confront dwarfs, snakes, trolls, bears,
dragons, birds, and other creatures during his quest. The game accepts
one-or two-word commands such as GET LAMP" SOUTH" or KILL
DWARF. Of course, If you don't have the proper tool to carry out an
action, or If you do something foolish, you may find yourself in big
trouble.

In playing the game you wander thru various 'rooms' (locations),
manipulating the objects there to try to find 'treasures'. You may have to
defeat an exotic wild animal to get one treasure, or figure out how to get
another treasure out of a quicksand bog. You communicate thru two-word
commands such as 'go west', 'climb tree', 'throw axe', 'look around'.

A New Type of Game

duentureMISSION IMPOSSIBLE ADVENTURE (by Scott Adams) - Good
Morning, Your mission is to ... and so it starts. Will you be able to
complete your mission in time? Or is the world's first automated
nuclear reactor doomed? This one's well named, its l'Iard, there is
no magic but plenty of suspense. Good luck .....

THECOUNT(by Scott Adams)- You wake up in a large brass bed in
a castle somewhere In Transylvania. Who are you, what are you
doing here, and WHY did the postman deliver a bottle of blood?
You'll love this Adventure, in fact, you might say it's LOVE AT
FIRST BITE .....

For Apple, TRS-BO. Sorcerer. PET. CP/M
ORIGINAL ADVENTURE (by Crowther, Woods, Manning and
Roichel) - Somewhere nearby is a collosal cave where others have
found fortunes in treasures and gold, but some who have entered
have never been seen again. You start at a small brick building
which is the well house for a large spring. You must try to find your
'Nay into the underground caverns where you'll meet a giant clam,
nasty.llttle dwarves, and much more. This Adventure Is BI~Llngual
-you may play in either English or French-a language learning
tool beyond comparison. Runs in 3~K CP/M system (4SK required
for SAVE GAME feature). Even includes SAM76 language in which
to run the game. The troll says "Good LUCk."

ADVENTURELAND (by Scott Adams) - You wander through an en-
chanted world trying to recover the 13 lost treasures. You'll en-
counter WILD ANIMALS, MAGICAL BEINGS, and many other
perils and puzzles. Can you rescue the BLUE OX from the quick- PIRATE ADVENTURE (by Scott Adams) - "Yo Ho Ho and a bottle of
sa~d? Or find your way out of the maze of pits? Happy Adven- rum ... " You'll meet up with the pirate and his daffy bird along with
turlng..... many strange sights as you attempt to go from your London flat to

VOODOO CAS1LE (b S tt Ad ) _ C t C . t h h d Treasure Island ..~an you recover LONG JOHN SILVER's lost trea-
y co ams oun ns 0 as a a sures? Happy sailing matey

fiendish curse put on him by his enemies. There he lies, with you' .....
his only hops. Will you be able to rescue him or is he forever s6~satlo~alSOftWBP6
doomed? Beware the Voodoo Man..... &" &"
TAS-SO Level II (16K) Machine language
cassettes for only $14.95 each
CS-3007 Adventureland
CS-3008 Pirate Adventure
CS-3009 Mission Impossible
CS-3010 Voodoo Castle
CS-3011 The Count

TAS-80 Disk (32K) Menu-driven machine
language disks for only $39.95 each
CS-3516 Adventureland, Pirate Adventure
and Mission Impossible
CS-3517 Voodoo Castle, The Count and
Ghost Town

Atari
CS-7003 Haunted House (16K Basic
cassette, only $11.95)
CS-7502 Haunted House and 4 Outdoor
Games (32K disk, $24.95)

Apple II (32K) Machine language
cassettes for only $14.95 each
CS-4011 Adventureland
CS-4012 Pirate Adventure
CS-4013 Mission Impossible
CS-4014 Voodoo Castle
CS-4005 Haunted House (In Basic, only
$11.95)

Apple II Disk (48K) Menu-driven machine
language disks for only $39.95 each
CS-4513 Adventureland, Pirate Adventure
and Mission Impossible
CS-4514 Voodoo Castle, The Count and
Ghost Town
CS-4504 Haunted House and 4 Outdoor
Games (only $24.95)
Pet (24K) Basic cassette
CS-1009 Adventureland and Pirate Ad-
venture, only $19.95

Sorcerer (16K) Machine language
cassettes for only $14.95 each
CS-5003 Adventureland
CS-5004 Pirate Adventure
CS-5005 Mission Impossible
CS-5006 Voodoo Castle
CS-5007 The Count

CP/M S" Disk (48K) for only $24.95 each
CS-9003 Adventureland and Pirate Ad-
venture (requires MBasic)
CS-9004 Original Adventure, bi-lingual
with SAM76 language system.

Order directly from Creative Computing
Software Dept. AFGG, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. Send payment plus
$1 shipping and handling. For faster service
call in your bank card order to (800) 631-8112.
In NJ call (201) 540-0445.
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Games, cont'd ...
program to make good use of the
Shannon-B strategy. The strength of the
program in 1967 was extremely impressive,
and created considerable publicity for
computer chess amongst the computing
and chess fraternities. This publicity served
as the impetus for many of the groups
which started programming around 1967
or '6S, for example the Slate/ Atkin/
Gorlen group at Northwestern University
and Newborn at Columbia University. In
fact, Greenblatt and hiscoUeagues
probably did as much for computer chess
in 1967 as Shannon had done almost
twenty years earlier.

I should like to offer you two
examples of the playing strength of the
Greenblatt program. The first is a position
which was shown to several strong
American chess players, including some
Masters, and defeated a number of them.

This position is a win for Black, who
has an extra knight for a pawn. But the
task is to find a quick win. If White is
allowed to survive he might conjure up
counterplay based on the exposed position
of the black king and the weakness of
black's pawns on g6 and a7. How can
Black force a quick win?

MacHack discovered the correct
continuation:
I . . . fS-f2+

For the program to play this move it
must have been able to see 9-ply ahead, in
the crucial variations.
2 fJ-gl

The alternative was 2 e2-f2 g4-h2+
3 fJ-e2 (or 3 f'l-g l b4-el+ 4 gl-h2
el-f2 when Black is a rook ahead) 3 ...
b4-b2+ 4 e2-dl b2-bl+ S dl-e2 bS-b2
mate.
2 ...
3 g7-hS+
4 hS-f6

f2-e2
dS-c7
e2-el+

S Resigns
To show that a computer program is a

good chess player, it is not enough to give
an example of its tactical prowess. The
very best programs are extremely adept at
tactical combinations, but are often let
down by their poor strategic under-
standing. So the proof of the, whole

pudding must lie in an examination of
complete games. The following is the first
game ever won by a computer program in a
chess tournament. Its opponent was rated
ISlO on the U.S.A. rating scale, equivalent
to a weak club player. The game was
played in the Massachusetts State Cham-
pionship, 1967.
WHITE: MacHack VI
BLACK: Human
I e2-e4 c7-cS
2 d2-d4 cS-d4
3 dl-d4

Mac Hack knew no openings at that
time, and plays very much as many of
today's commercially available machines.
This type of opening is bad for White
because it allows Black to bring out his
pieces "free of charge," by using develop-
ing moves to harass the white queen.
3 . . . bS-c6
4 d4-d3 gS-f6
S bl-c3 g7-g6
6 gl-f3 d7-d6
7 cl-f4 e7-eS

A dubious decision. The human was
obviously worried about the possible
advance of the white pawn from e4 to eS,
but Black should have continued 7 ...
fS-g7, and if e4-eS, then f6-hS, attacking
White's bishop.
S f4-g3 a7-a6
9 e l-c l b7-bS
10 a2-a4 fS-h6+ ?

An ineffective move that weakens an
important central pawn. One gets the
impression that the human felt he could
take risks against Mac Hack.
IlcI-bl bS-b4
12 d3-d6

Black, when making his 10th move,
almost certainly overlooked the fact that
on the d6 square, White's queen or rook
will fork the two black knights on f6 and
c6, thereby rendering harmless Black's
threat to the white knight on c3.
12 . . . cS-d7
13 g3-f4 h6-g7
14 c3-dS f6-e4
IS d5-c7+

Black may have overlooked this
response, but in any event his position was
hopeless.
IS . . . d8-c7
16 d6-c7 e4-cS
17 c7-d6 g7-fS
IS d6-dS as-cS
19 f3-eS d7-e6
20 dS-c6+ !

MacHack spots a simple queen
sacrifice that forces mate.
20. . . cS-c6
21 dl-d8 mate

A Benchmark Chess Program
It is perhaps worth mentioning, in

passing, the work performed by Jim
Gillogly during the early 1970s on a
program designed to serve as a benchmark
for other chess programs. Gillogly's
program, which he named TECH, had a

very simple program structure which could
easily be emulated by anyone using a sm~1I
computer. Rather than perform strategic
evaluation on all terminal nodes in the tree,
the TECH program only took a close look
at the nodes at the first level oflook-ahead.
It evaluated all these positions, sorted
them into order, and only changed this
order if a full width search revealed the
forced' win or loss of material for a root
move. Programs with such a structure can
play perfectly recognizable chess, and are
tactically quite satisfactory, but they are
hindered in their overall playing perform-
ance by a lack of strategic depth.

Those of you wishing to start writing
chess programs for your own machines
could do a lot worse than employ Gillogly's
approach. Because strategic evaluation is
only carried out on the (say) 30-40 root
moves, the program can perform quick
full-width search, using the alpha-beta
algorithm, to detect forcing variations that
affect the material status of the board.
Such a program is relatively easy to write,
and should perform at roughly the same
level as a Chess Challenger, provided that
your strategic evaluation function is well
thought out.

Gillogly argued that to be of any real
merit, a chess program must be able to play
better than a TEACH type program, given
the same amount of time, because the
TECH program did not do anything
clever. A really good programmer could
probably write a TECH type program in
little more than 2K of code (assembler),
and I would not be surprised to see a
program of that size playing better chess
than some of the SK and 16K cassette
programs available to personal computer
users today.

Deep or Shallow Search
Not entirely unconnected with the

previous section is the question of how
essential it is to search the game tree as
deeply as possible. There are two distinct
schools of thought on the subject;
programmers usually prefer to search as
deeply as possible, on the grounds that
they are more likely to notice neat tactical
possibilities; but a minority believe that
shallow search, with more attention being
devoted to each node, can lead to equally
good play. Since human chess players look
at a very small tree, this second approach is
clearly endowed with some merit, but most
chess programmers prefer the exhaustive
search technique, possibly because of a
lack of confidence in their own ability to
create an advanced evaluation function
that would be sufficiently sophisticated to
perform drastic forward pruning.

Up to now almost all of the world's
strongest programs have been the "brute
force" type - searching enormous trees
but performing relatively little sophisti-
cated evaluation at the terminal nodes. The
TECH program is possibly the supreme
example of this genre, performing only a
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Games, cont'd ...
material evaluation at the terminal nodes.
We do not yet have sufficient experience
with intelligent chess programs to be able
to determine which approach is superior,
but I hope that the following game, despite
exhibiting rather passive play by Black,
will convince the reader that brute force is
not the only possible route to a master
strength chess program. For those pro-
gramming chess on a small computer, the
intelligent approach offers much scope for
original research, and I would like to hear
from readers who have any interesting or
fresh ideas on this subject.

This game was played in a computer
tournament in Dortmund in 1975.

WHITE: Schach MV 5.6
BLA CK: Fischer/Schneider
I bl-c3 d7-d5
2 d2-d4 cS-g4
3 f2-B g4-f5
4 e2-e4 dS-e4
5 B-e4 fS-d7
6 g l-B bS-c6
7 e4-eS e7-e6
S cl-gS fS-e7
9 dl-d2 g7-g6
IO fI-d3

So far Black has played rather
passively, but White has developed its
pieces on sensible squares. White's latest
move is, in fact, a mistake, which should
lose a pawn to IO ... c6-d4 IIgS-e7 d4-B+
12 g2-B gS-e7, but Black was unable to see
this far.
IO ...
I I gS-e7
12 el-cl
13 d2-h6 !

b7-b6
gS-e7
eS-gS

Immediately beginning ari attack
against the black king. The threat is B-gS,
followed by h6-h7 mate.
13 . . . e7-fS
14 d3-fS g6-fS
IS B-gS dS-gS+

Giving up the queen was the only way
to prevent mate. If IS ... fS-eS 16 h6-h7+
gS-fS 17 h7-f7 mate.
16 h6-gS+ gS-hS
17 g2-g4

A fine move, opening up other lines of
attack to the black king.
17 . . . fS-g4
IS gS-g4 f7-fS
19 g4-h4 fS-f4
20 c3-e4

Here comes the other knight.
20. . . f4-B
21 e4-gS fS-f7

Again the only way to prevent mate
on h7.
22 g5-f7+ hS-gS
23 h4-f6 f3-f2
24 f7-h6 mate

It would be reasonable to deduce,
having played over this game, that the
program playing the white pieces had a

\. very good idea of what it was doing; that it

planned a king-side attack from early on
and then executed this attack in a well
planned manner. In fact, White did not
employ any look-ahead whatsoever. All of
its moves were found as a result of a One-
ply search. Its king attack feature was
obviously well designed, but there was no
tree search - the planning was all implicit
In the evaluation function. This should
provide some idea of just how much can be
achieved without a deep look-ahead, and I
hope that it will encourage some of you to
write intelligent programs rather than
programs which perform brute force
searches of large trees.

The Northwestern Program

To conclude this survey I shall give a
brief description of the famous program,
written at Northwestern University, by
David Slate, Larry Atkin and (in the
beginning) Keith Gorlen. This program
has won most of the important computer
chess tournaments of the 1970s, and the
interested reader would do well to read a
more detailed account of this program,
which may be found in Peter Frey's
outstanding book Chess Skill in Man and
Machine.

The Northwestern University pro-
gram, whose successive generations have
been named CHESS 2.0, ... CHESS 3.0,
... CHESS 4.0, ... CHESS 4.9 (the first
digit represents a working generation, the
second digit is a version within that
generation), was born in 1965. When the
first computer chess tournament took
place in 1970, the program proved itself to
be the strongest, and it maintained this
reputation for most of the decade.
Occasionally another program would win
an event ahead of the Northwestern
program, but such occurrences were the
exception rather than the rule. At the time
of writing, this program holds the title of
World Computer Champion, which it took
from the Russian KAISSA in 1977. The
forthcoming World Championship contest
in Linz, Austria (September 2Sth-29th,
19S0) will probably be the toughest event
in which the program has participated, and
we may even see a new title holder.

Much of the program's power is due
to its great speed. The programmers have
devoted much effort to the speeding up of
essential processes such as legal move
generation, and to this end the program
maintains a data base which includes,
among other things, a list of every square
attacked by each piece. This list is updated
whenever a move is made in the game tree,
and by updating it rather than recreating it,
the programmers reduce the time taken to
provide the attack and defense lists for the
newly created position. The program also
uses a hash table for transpositions, as
described in the section on Greenblatt's
work.

For some time, the Northwestern
program employed a plausible move
generator to restrict the number of nodes
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in the game tree, but various reasons
prompted the programmers to change to a
full width search. One of the prime reasons
for doing so was the fact that they noticed
certain moves, which appeared good when
examined to a depth of (say) 5-ply, but
which ranked too low at the root of the tree
to be included in the first plausible move
list. Chess masters are not faced with this
problem because their plausible move
generator is much more sophisticated and
accurate, and I suspect that the chess
programs of the future may return to the
plausibility approach, unless brute force
searching produces an electronic chess
master within the next 2-3 years.

The program's evaluation function
contains a number of terms which quantify
the best known chess heuristics. Material is
measured in such a way as to encourage the
side that is ahead in material to exchange
where possible, and to discourage the
exchange of material if the program is
losing. Another feature gives a bonus for
attacking enemy pieces, and this bonus is
enhanced when an enemy piece is doubly
threa tened ~

Pawn structure is an important
feature of the game of chess at higher levels
of skill, and any program which aspires to
master strength must understand the finer
points of pawn structures. If your pawn
formation is rotten your whole position is
eventually liable to crack under pressure.
This program considers doubled pawns
(two or more pawns of the same color on
one file); isolated pawns (pawns that
cannot be supported by pawns of their own
color); backward pawns (pawns which do
have adjacent friendly pawns, but which
are less far advanced than tis neighbors);
passed pawns (those which have no enemy
pawn impeding their progress to the eight
rank); and advanced pawns.

Knights, bishops, rooks and queens
are given bonuses according to the values
of the squares they attack, particularly if
the squares are near the enemy king or the
center of the board. Rooks are given
bonuses for being situated on open files or
on the seventh rank (a rook on the seventh
rank usually poses a serious threat to
enemy pawns which have not yet moved).
The kings are discouraged from moving
towards the center of the board, except in
the endgame, and there is a safety feature
which determines whether or not a king is
well sheltered by its own pieces.

The tree searching routines employ all
of the techniques that we have encountered
in previous articles: the alpha-beta
algorithm, with a "window," killer moves,
etc. In fact the Northwestern program
provides us with an excellent illustration of
the power of all these neat tree searching
tricks - it plays chess better than more
than 99.5% of the world's chess playing
population, and has even won some quick
games against International Masters and
Grandmasters. These outstanding results
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have been achieved more through the
effects of a cleverly programmed brute
force search than as a result of the
program's chess knowledge, which is still
primitive. The success of the program
shows good programming is even more
important than an advanced knowledge of
the game, when producing a program of
the strength currently being exhibited by
small computers. Certainly it will be
necessary for a human chess expert to be
involved in the programming of an
electronic Grandmaster, but there is
absolutely no reason why the readers of
this column should not write a program
that can play respectable chess.

To illustrate the prowess of the
Northwestern program I shall offer you the
following game, which was its first ever win
over a human Grandmaster. The game was
played at blitz speed, which requires each
player to make all of his moves within five
~inutes. In fact the rules were slightly
different for the two participants - Stean
was playi~g in real time but the program
was permitted a total of 5 minutes for CPU
time and satellite transmission time with
no penalty for the time taken by its human
operator to move the pieces.
WHITE: CHESS 4.6
BLACK: Stean
1 e2-e4 b7-b6
2 d2-d4 c8-b7
3 bl-c3 c7-c5
4 d4-c5 b6-c5
5 cl-e3 d7-d6
6 fl-b5+ b8-d7
7 gl-f3 e7-e6
8 el-gl a7-a6
9 b5-d7+ d8-d7
10 dl-d3 g8-e7
Ll a l-d I a8-d8
12 d3-c4 e7-g6
13 fl-el f8-e7
14 c4-b3 d7-c6
15 gl-hl

It is peculiar moves such as this one
which make it possible to recognize the
play of a computer. A strong human player
would never move his king onto a diagonal
occupied by his opponent's queen and
bishop, unless it was forced.
15 . . . e8-g8
16 e3-g5 b7-a8
17 g5-e7 g6-e7
18 a2-a4 d8-b8
19 b3-a2 b8-b4
20 b2-b3

If we sum up what has happened so
far, it is clear that Black has a dominating
position. His pawns control the center
while White's e4 pawn attacks only one
central square. Black's pieces are active
White's are passive. But the program ha~
o~e important advantage - his opponent
thinks that to all intents and purposes the
game is over, and he tries to take the
program's position by storm. this is
exactly the opposite of the way one should
play against a strong program - the
tactical search will reveal tricks that the

human misses, especially at this breakneck
speed.
20 . . . f7-f5 ?
. A mistaken attempt to open up the

diagonal to the white king.
21 f3-g5 f5-e4
22 c3-e4 f8-f2

This move appears, at first glance, to
be very strong. If now 23 e4-f2, Black's
queen immediately gives mate on g2. But
the program had seen further in the crucial
variation than its opponent.
23 dl-d6 !

When he saw this move Stean
exclaimed "Bloody iron monster." The
point is that Black's queen is needed to
prevent d6-d8 mate, and the queen is
attacked. If the queen moves to a square
that protects d8, White can then capture
the rook on f2. So White must win
mater-ial.
23 . . . c6-d6

The best try.
24 e4-d6 f2-g2

Threa~ening to move the rook to g5,
c2 or e2, WIth check from the bishop on b7.
Any of these moves would win for Black
but. . . '
25 g5-e4

Blocking the crucial diagonal.
25 . . . g2-g4
26 c2-c4

Blocking off another line of attack
26 . . . e7-f5 I •

27 h2-h3
Stean had hoped for 27 d6-f5 e6-f5

when Black wins the other knight which is
pinned against the white king. When the
computer played h2-h3 Stean cried out
"This computer is a genius."
27 . . . f5-g3+
28 hl-h2 g4-e4
29 a2-f2 !

Yet another tactical blow. Black had
only expected 29 d6-e4 g3-e4, when he has
sufficient material to make the program's
task quite difficult. But this latest move
threatening mate by f2-f7+ and then f7-ffl
mate, forces an even greater material
advantage.
29. . . h7-h6
30 d6-e4 g3-e4
31 f2-f3 b4-b8
32 el-e4 b8-f8
33 f3-g4 a8-e4
34 g4-e6+ g8-h8
35 e6-e4 f8-f6
36 e4-e5 f6-b6
37 e5-c5 b6-b3
38 c5-c8+ h8-h7
39 c8-a6 Black Resigns

Th~re was once a time when leading
experts III computer science would say that
"Computers can't play chess. ,;'. 0
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Vol. 1 reflects the changes that
took place in personal computing
in 1976. Vol. 2 (1977) chronicles
the emergence of the small
computer as a useful tool. 'Vol.3
(1978) looks at the growing
interest in programming
languages, along with articles
on specialized applications and
utilities. Vol. 1,#8478-0; Vol. 2,
#8484-X; Vol. 3, #8490-4;
eachU8.98

New! DIGrrAL ELECTRONICS:
AHands-On Le8rningApproach
(Young) "...Discovering and
understanding the new technology
of digital Circuitry is made a great
deal easier ... a great deal of prac-
tical information ..." Science &
Electronics Magazine. Covers:
diodes, transistors, gates, fUpflops,
pulse generation, counters, and
much more. #5668-0, $8.95

...cp .g. go to yOU/(
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HERE'STHE SECOND HALF ...
. . . BY THE AUTHOR OF
THE FIRST HALF.
Learning Level II picks right up where the. TR$·80·
Levell manuallelt off, and is wriUen in the same style
that made the Levell manual ill classic. ~

}e:~:~~~n~~~~~~'~~f~s~~~~~~~v~~~:~~JI~IuS:SIC ~~O}~·

~~~~-!~!~!!:~~~s~~~~~:~f~hec~~~~~h:~~e~o~~~~~~g 'v1>~C8
~a~~~:~e the Levell Manual for use with your Level II ~\C
Learning LelJelll also shows you how to operate the ~~ From

tr~~~::srf:~:!h:;~~~~~~.e~I~31:r~o~,:~~:;;~,:k,~~~ same auth~;
explained in,detail. T~e entire book is written so you ~() comes the book
understand It. (And, It has an index.) ,< ~\-- you've been asking for!
Your Levell! TR$·80* simply isn't d..~ \. The BASIC Handbook is the
without Learning Level II. oG~ definitive reference and "Idea"
Order ypur copy today! ~'QV book, eJo:plainingin detettthe BASIC

~ \J\~ langua~~c:~s~~n;;':~ ~n~~~:!~~

~V A ~~\~~~ ~~e;y~;~~~~~!~d %t~~~:~~~~~~~ai~
<li(..~ most important BASIC statements, functions, operators

0'\"9' commands, explained in a way that you can put them righl to
~\. ~ If there is an a.lternate way to write

~ '?} ~;d5~~~~H:~~::;~~~;you
how, If there is a function
needed but your machine
doesn't have it, 'he
Handbook shows you how to
accomplish the same thing in other ways
This HANDBOOK is written
to be used! With The
BASIC Handbook you
can finally make
those programs round

BASEX
MEANS SPEED!

BASEX is a fast, easy to learn
language for 8080, Z80, or
8085 microcomputers. Its
commands resemble BASIC,
making translation easy. An
interactive compiler permits

you to enter, list, edit and run programs up to 10x faster than
similar BASIC programs and use half the memory (2K plus pro-
gram)_
Powerful features include:

* Text strings
* Versatile I/O Functions
* Block memory searches/

transfers
* Custom commands easily

added
CHOOSE YOU R BASEX ..

* Array variables
* 16 Bit Arithmetic/logic
* Variable name length
* Named subroutines with

multiple arguments

* 97-Page BASE X manual (pub. by Byte Books)
* North Star Disk/Meca Alpha Tape/Paper Tape
* TRS-80 level II, 16K tape with graphics commands
* CPM 8" Disk, with disk handler commands
* Basex Tape & Disk Guide-provides complete handlers

for North Star Disk and/or Meca Tape
(includes manual with source)

* Add $ .75 shipping (special 4th class) or $1_50 special
handling on all orders.
See BASE X at your local dealer or order direct from

Inlorocli.o Mlcroworo. Inc. DEALER~t~teB~:I::~.,Pa 16801 INQUIRIES
(814) 238·8294 INVITED

-m-
IWI
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I\e"iews
Steve Gray

1001 Things To Do With Your Personal Computer, by Mark
Sawusch. TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA. 335 pages,
paperback $7.95. 1980. .

If you've run out of ideas on Basic programs to write for
your computer, either for your own use or for sale, here are
hundreds of ideas and dozens of programs.

In each ofa dozen chapters, Sawusch comments on what
kinds of programs could be written in each area, and then
provides some programs.

For instance, in the chapter on Hobby Applications, he
discusses briefly several program possibilities, such as random
art patterns, design transformation, graphing functions, and
then provides a program that creates crossword poetry by
writing words horizontally and vertically.

Then he discusses two dozen hobby applications in a little,
more detail, including Morse code, animated films, astronomy,
railroading, etc., and gives two programs, one for calculating
the position of Venus, the other for composing music.

The other chapters are on applications in business, math,
science, education, games, control, etc. The book includes
about 75-programs, many of them quite short, such as seven
multi-statement lines for calculating pulse rate (you hit any key
for each beat), a dozen short matrix-manipulation programs,
and several long programs: data-base management (8\.1 pages),
Star Challenge 'game (I5 pages), baseball (14\.1 pages).

The programs all seem to be inMicrosoft Basic, and should
bea good source of material for programmers who write games,
or who like variety, or who have run out of ideas.

TRS-80 Basic, by Bob Albrecht, Don Inman and Ramon
Zamora. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York. 358 pages,
paperback $8.95. 1980. .

This is one of the latest in Wiley's three dozen Self-
Teaching Guides, which range from money management to
flowcharting ..

The three authors are editors of Recreational Computing.
and Albrecht has co-authored three other Wiley Self-Teaching
Guides: Basic, Basicfor Home Computers, and Atari Basic.

The gimmick that makes this a self-teaching guide is the
division of each chapter into frames. Each frame presents an
idea or topic, and ends with questions. You cover the answers, .
which are just below the questions, and give your own answers
before uncovering the authors' answers.

A dozen chapters cover the TRS-80, introduction, simple
programs, FOR/NEXT loops, random numbers, Patterns and
Games, Entering and Displaying Data, Strings, arrays, editing
and debugging, and Graphics, Games and Programs for the
Home.

Seven appendixes cover setting up the TRS-80, using the
cassette recorder, arithmetic (scientific notation, rounding),
error messages, print and graphics layout sheets, reserved
words, and Ascn codes.

The book teaches Level II Basic slowly but surely, with
many examples and questions. The style is conversational and
the writing can easily be understood by a bright pre-teenager,
for whom the book seems to have been written, with many little
comments from a Kilroy-type character and with some slightly
silly remarks here and there.

However, this book does give much help in learning
TRS-80 Basic than Radio Shack's Level II manual, which is



actually a reference manual, and, with its many examples and
questions, offers about as thorough a grounding as David
Lien's excellent book, Learning Level II.

The Albrecht-Inman-Zamora book is available from
Radio Shack, with a new cover and title, TRS-80 Level II Basic,
for $9.95.

The S-100 Bus Handbook, by Dave Bursky. Hayden Book
Company, Inc., Rochelle Park, NJ. 264 pages, paperback
$12.95. 1980.

Although this large paperback contains a great deal of
information about the S-lOO bus and the boards designed to
operate on that bus, the lean meat is concentrated in three
chapters and 54 pages in the middle of the book.

These three chapters are on Input/Output Interfaces for
the S-IOO Bus, Peripheral Storage Devices for Microcomputer
Systems, and Interfacing the Microcomputer to Real-World
Applications.

The rest is either too compressed for most readers, or too
sketchy to be useful, or filler.

The first five chapters are a mixture of too-fast and
sketchy. The first chapter, an introduction, goes through the
history of computers, what's in a computer, and what's a
microprocessor, in 9\12 pages, of which over 4\12 pages are
photos and drawings.

Chapter 2, on binary and Boolean, is all of six pages long.
Chapter 3, on electronics and logic' functions, squeezes
transistors, ICs, gates and flip-flops into 16 pages, of which over
8 pages are photos and drawings, many of which add little to the
text.

Chapter 4, on the basic S-lOO bus, describes what each pin
does, the use of control and signal lines, and has one page on
how the CPU works. The chapter on memory, like Chapter 4,
contains some good material, but also contains much filler,
such as a page of pinouts for several processors.

The big filler is Appendix C, 90 pages of schematics of 3 J
commonly used S-IOO bus boards. The chapter on trouble-
shooting is mostly about error messages. '

Those three chapters are pretty good, but $12.95 is a lot to
pay for 54 good pages out of 264.

MAGTc WANO
M

$325

This powerful word processor is in stock (version 1.1) for
most CPIM compatible systems, including Apple (Z-80
card required $295) TR&-80 and most 8" drive single
density disk drive systems. We will custom configure your
disk if you will specify: CPU system, terminal and printer.

Our fully interactive

MAILMAGIC™
mail management software, with 14 user defined fields and
full merge and sort capabilities is also available for $149.

We stock hardware, software & printers for

APPLE
Ohio SCientific
Commodore Pet
Vector Graphics

and will quote on your specific needs if you will write or
call.

COMPUTER CITY
P.o. Box 60284 C
Houston, TX 77205
(713) 821-2702

COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT

& SOFTWARE
BARGAINS

EVERY MONTH
BUY, SELL OR TRADE ALL TYPES OF COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE (pre-owned and
new) among 20,000 readers nationwide.
FEATURES:
• Low classified ad rates - 10¢ a word
• Hundreds of ads from individuals
• Categorized ads so you can find them instantly
• Large (11 by 14") easy to read pages
Subscribe now for $10 and receive 13 issues/year
(one FREE plus 12 regular issues). After receiving
your first issue if you're not completely satisfied
you may have a 100% refund and you still keep the
first issue free. Bank cards accepted.
BONl,TS: If you have something to advertise (pre-
owned or software) send in a classified ad with your
subscription and we'll run it FREE.
u=P. The Nationwide Marketplace for Computer Equipment

~ COmpUTeR SI-IO;::J;::JE!R
if!' P.o. BOX F 7 • TITUSVILLE, FL 32780.305-269-3211
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The Best of
cP6ativ6
computlnfj

\\\@\\ @!~/Volume 3
~~~ ~«

336 pages of articles, activities, fiction, games,
programs, reviews, cartoons, -and other information
from the 1977 issues of Creative Computing.
Includes features on technology, public access,
educational use, medical applications, and com-
puters in music. Contains great resource listings
and reviews of calculators, games, equipment,
software and books. There are 96 pages of things to
do-puzzles, programs, problems, and games.

A sample of the diverse contents is listed.
Edited by David Ahl and Burchenal Green. Large

format. 336 pages. $8.95 (12C).

Partial Listing of Contents -
-Technoloqy-c-Preaent and Future
Trends Into the Future-Gray
EFTS: Living is Better Electronically, or IS it?-Dragunas
The Wolld In Your Own Notebook-Lees
Eeny. Meeny, Micro and More-Salisbury
The Pocket Computer Is Almost Here-Ahern

"Microprocessors +A Primer-Cohen

•Fiction and Foollshn ••e
The Land of Halea-Rowlett
Them Hobbyists-Dunlon
Computer Control-Vitale
Yellow Computer-Ragen
Edu-Man Meets Pseudo Hero-Ahl
Edu-Man Meets the Rumor Mongers-Ahl
The Lighter Side of Robots
The Lighter Side of Computer Dating
Nords-Sunstone Graphics
Glorobots-Maxson
The Floating Point SOlution- Taylor
Martsport-Sonntag
Out 01 the Mouths of Babes-Wirth
Still a Few Bugs in the System

- Public Access
Computing at a Public library-Shair
Computer Power to the People-Ahl
A Dream PorIrvlnq Snerd-Nelson
Time For a National Computer Club-Kuzmack
The Microcomputer Inflicts "Future Shock"

on Technical Education-Vuillequiz

-ccmputers In Education
Interactive Computing in Secondary Schools in France-
A Microcomputer Soltware Course-Williams
Computer Science at Carneqie-Mellon University-Hast
Final Exams-Eisenberg
Computational Unsolvability-Steen
State-of-the-Art vs Compatibility-Ahl

-languaqes and Programmlnq Theory
Something Is Missing-Finseth
File Structures-lees
PILOT -Yob
A Taste 01 APL-Finseth
ARTSPEAK-Friedman

-Games
Othello-Wright
SWARMS-Miller
EUCHRE-Raybaud
Daytona SOO-Churchill

-Revtews
Of Calculators
Sophisticated Electronic Pocket

Calculators
at Games
Smart Electronic Games-Ahl
Comp IV-Gray

To order, send a check for books plus $2.00 shipping and
handiing per order to Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. NJ residents add 5% sales tax. Visa,
MasterCard, and American Express orders are welcomed. For
faster service, call in your bank card order toll free to
800-631-8112 (in NJ call 201-540-0445). Or use the handy
order form bound into this magazine.
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The Programmer's Book of Rules, by George Ledin Jr. &
Victor Ledin. Lifetime Learning Publications, div. of
Wadsworth Publishing Co., JODavis Dr., Belmont, CA 94002.
256 pages, paperback $7.95. 1979.

PBR, as the back cover nicknames this book, is a digest of
272 "essential" rules, grouped into 15 chapters. According to
the publisher, it covers: knowing the client's needs and solving
their problems, choosing the right language for their job,
program layout and displaying program output, step-by-step
program procedures, encoding and debugging procedures,
evaluating the program's performance, and references to latest
literature by leading authorities.

The 15 chapters are grouped into three parts. Part I, Do It
For Your Client, consists of one chapter, on Know yourcJients'
needs, and includes rules such as "aim your program at the
widest circle of users," sub-rules such as "write as general a
program as possible," and sub-sub-rules such as "avoid writing
programs that serve only single needs or solve single problems."

Part II, Do It With Style, has four chapters, on Solve the
problem, Know your programming language, Make your
program layout readable, and Make your output meaningful
and useful.

Part III, Do It With Substance, has ten chapters, on
Proceed step by step, Use decision and repetition structures,
Split your program into subprograms, Becareful with variables
and expressions, Avoid indiscriminate jumps, Code and debug
your program, Test and edit your program, Utilize software
tools, Evaluate your program's performance, and Annotate and
document your program. '

Examples of programming in Basic, Fortran and Cobol,
plus many references and a lengthy bibliography make this a
highly useful text for any programmer, even if he remembers
only a tenth of the rules.

The Computer Age: A Twenty-Year View, edited by Michael L.
Dertouzos and ioel Moses. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. 507
pages, hardcover $25. 1979.

This look into the next 20 years of computer development
and the potential impact consists of contributions by 20
computer authorities such as Terry Winograd, who wrote about
"convivial computing," Seymour Papert (computers and
learning), J.C.R. Licklider (computers and government),
Daniel Bell (the social framework of the information society),
Roger Noll (regulation and computer services), Robert Noyce
(hardware prospects and limitations), Alan Perlis (current
research frontiers in computer science), Joseph Weizenbaum
(the computer revolution), etc.

"Written for the serious layperson as well as for the
professional," rhe ...book is..dividedinto [Ivi:!parts: prospects for
the Individual (Winograd, Papert, Licklider, etc.), Trends in
Traditional Computer Uses (business and scientific),
Socioeconomic Effects and Expectations (Bell, Noll, etc.),
Trends in the Underlying Technologies (Noyce, Perlis, etc.),
and Critiques (Weizenbaum and two replies to his piece).

The book starts with The Computer in The Home, by one
of the editors, Moses, who presents current and future glimpses
of home computing, and discusses the issues of privacy and
government regulation. Computer art is discussed in The
Return of the Sunday Painter.

Authors discuss automation, conferences, learning,
information services, modelling, economics, sophisticated
software, and a dozen other subjects in a language easily
understood by anybody interested in getting a wide perspective
on the world of computing. This is the best general book I've
seen so far on the subject.
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The Most Popular Subroutines in Basic, by Ken Tracton. Tab
Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA. 182 pages, paperback $5.95.
1980.

The front cover calls this "A programmer's manual to the
most useful and versatile Basic subroutines and how to use
them." Most useful, perhaps, to someone working for the
National Bureau of Standards, but not for the average
computer user, either mainframe or personal.

How often does the average person, or even most
specialists, need to compute the future value of an annuity,
convert from fluid ounces to milliliters, convert from radians to
grads, calculate series capacitance, calculate the rectangular
moment of inertia: add' vectors, or 'plot the trajectory of a'
projectile?

This is a book to put on your reference shelf, for the rare
moment when you might need. one of these subroutines.
However, most of us might need the book only once a year at
the most, and most of the subroutines are so simple that they
can be worked up on the spot from memory,

For instance, there are 57 pages of conversion routines,
everyone based on a single programming line, such as LET
J=2055*B or LET L=3.785*G. The chapter is padded out with
lengthy test runs, but could be condensed to two or three pages.

Some specialists may find a fewof these subroutines useful,
as in the mathematics or physics sections, but again, most of
these are so simple that most of us could write the line or two of
required programming from memory in less time than it takes
to look them up in this book. All we need is the conversion
factor or the formula, most of which in this book are very
simple.

Weighting For Baudot and other problems for you and your
computer, by F.D. Federighi and E.D. Reilly Jr. Avery
Publishing Group Inc., 89 Baldwin Terrace, Wayne, NJ 07470.
249 pages, paperback $9.95. 1978.

The authors, who teach courses in computer science at the
State University of New York at Albany, wrote this book of240
problems to "allow students taking introductory computer
courses to make their own choices from a wide problem
selection," as well as for other reasons that include organizing a
problem-solving seminar, and for solving "problems of interest
just for fun on your microcomputer."

The problems are divided into 12 sections of increasingly
difficult tasks, from a l-point problem involving counting the
number of parentheses in a text, to a 5-point problem that asks
the reader to check a file for duplicate names and addresses, to a
20-point problem that requires "creating, maintaining, and
interrogating a small single-thread relational database."

The book provides a great variety of problems, all
language and computer independent, eachldescribed in detail
and written quite simply, although the simplicity is relative,
especially in problems involving higher math.

No solutions are provided; the preface ends with "Maya
happy camel bring you a bag of fortune cookies containing
solutions for all your problems." The far-out (far-inside?) title is
in the same vein.

"A goodly amount of cross-referencing between problems"
is found. The authors "hope the student will enjoy exploring
these byways and, as we did, learn something in the process."

The problems involve everything from baseball to Roman
numerals, and are recommended to anybody looking for several
hundred challenges.

DECEMBER 1980

NEW!ASCII
for the TRS-80·

Every month you receive a certified ASCII C-20 cassette
containing:. a cover page with a directory of programs

4 original programs
an information packed newsletter
and information on ASCII funded contests

Rates: 1 year [12 issues) $35.00
6 months [6 issues) $20.00
Sample Issue $ 4.00

Write For Overseas Rates
To subscribe, write to: ASCII

P.O. Box 516, Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582
Or call: (516) 791-4723

Level 1116KRequired

CIRCLE 1160N READER SERVICE CARD

AUTHORIZED TRS 80® DEALER # R491

$670.00 MODEL I
16K Level II with Keypad

26 -1056

$3500.00 MODEL II
MODEL II, 64K

26 - 4002

$875.00
MODEL III

MODEL III 16K flAM,
MODEL III BASIC

26 -1062

WE ACCEPT CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR
PHONE ORDERS WITH VISA OR MASTER
CHARGE. SHIPPINGCOSTSWILLBEADDED
TOCHARGE ORDERS. DISK DRIVES, PRINT·
ERS, PERIPHERALS, AND SOFTWARE -
YOU NAME. WE'VE GOT IT. FULL FACTORY WARRANTY
WRITE OR CALL FOR OUR COMPLETE ON ALL ITEMS SOLD.
PRICE LIST.

C & S ELECTRONICS, LTD. 32 EAST MAIN ST. MILAN, MICH. 48160
(313) 439-1508 (313) 439·1400

C & S ELECTRONICS MART IS AN AUTHORIZED TRS 80· SALES CENTER STORE #R491

CIRCLE 1190N READER SERVICE CARD
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A robot friend. A computer God. Artificial intelligence challenging
human intelligence in a life and death struggle. A detective solving a
computer murder. Computers rnckinq people or people trkkinq
people with computers. A computer with a soul. Or power. A lonely
computer. Or one in love with its operoror.

In thirty-five wonderful stories about computers, authors such as
Fredericl<iPohl, Charles Mosmann, MV Mathews, Carol Cail, and
George Chesbro depict a life in which computers affect the way
people live, rhiok, and relate to each other. Interested in what the
effect of computer saturation might be? Only fiction can so
wonderously dramatize future life.

The book is fun, and will provide wonderful hours of
entertainment. For the reader interested in a structured approach
to understanding the potential roles of the computer, or wanting
quickly to locate stories that support or challenge his viewpoint, a
multiple table of contents is provided. This liststhe stories in
fourteen different categories.

For example, a list of stories in which the computer tokes on the
attributes of a human separates them from those in which the
computer is only an intelligent machine. The stories are categorized
by whether they clarify, improve, or worsen the human lot. Stories
in which the computers have capabilities available today are
separated from those in which the capabilities could be available
in the future. There is a listing of the wildly whimsical stories and
those in which the computer is utilized in a unique fashion.

caught by computer? Does computer crime pay? Do computers fall in love?
of a larger organic computer? Here are 35 tantalizing tales that will open your

eyes to a new perspective of computers.
SI<iillfullydrawn illustrations augment the stories, giving glimpses of scenes as envisioned by 20

talented artists.Thisorrwork adds another dimension to the text.

Tales of the Marvelous Machines: 35 Stories of Computing, edited by Robert Taylor and
Burchenal Green, is a beautiful big 812" x 11" softbound anthology of 272 pages. 12B

It is available for $7.95 plus $2.00 shipping and handling per order from Creative Computing,
p.o. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. NJ residents add 5% sales tox. Visa, MasterCard and
American Expressorders are welcome. For faster service, call in your bonk card order toll free
to 800-631·8112 (in NJcall 201-540-0445). Or use the handy order form bound into thismagazine.
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Z-80 Microcomputer Design Projects, by William Barden Jr.
Howard W. Sams & Co. Inc., Indianapolis, IN. 208 pages,
paperback $12.95. 1980.

The title is slightly misleading, because the entire book is
about the theory, construction and use of a Z-80-based
computer called the EZ-80.

This may be the only book published in 1980 on how to
build a computer, and as such should be of great interest to
anybody (assuming there are still such people in these days of
proliferating off-the-shelf personal computers) who wants to do
so from scratch.

A complete set of parts to build the Z-80 "may be
purchased for about $50," according to the preface. The EZ-80·
consists of five parts: power supply, keyboard, microcomputer
board, "applications area," and optional large-digit display.
The applications area is for additional hardware such as a relay
for the telephone-dialer project, or a resistor network, amplifier
chip and speaker for the music-synthesizer project, etc.

The list of parts includes ten ICs, LED display, 14sockets,
a dozen resistors and capacitors, power-supply parts, slope-
front chassis, and a 4-by-8-inch perfboard for constructing, via
wire-wrapping, the EZ-80 microcomputer board.

Complete and detailed construction details are given,
including wire-wrap lists, a chapter on programming the
EPROM that tells how to build an EPROM programmer, anda
diagnostic program to check out the EZ-80 when completed.
Artwork is given for a PC board.

Even a beginner should have little trouble, what with six
chapters ori theory. Projects include a burglar alarm, timer, and
frequency counter, in complete detail. This is a fine bookfor the
do-it-yourselfer.

So does the price.
There are lots of programs with sound that

are worth about a dollar. Trouble is, they cost a
lot more.

But at Basics& Beyond we've just developed
Microcosm III, 20 programs with sound -each
just as good as our competition's $15and $20 pro-
grams-for $24.95. That's a 20-program package
for $24.95.

It includes "Pinball," replete with ringing
bonuses, spinners, buzzers and flippers; torpedo-
firing "Submarine" that explodes with underwater
excitement; and the right/wrong buzzer in "Long
Division" teaches step by step.

At Basics& Beyond we underscored our
point that most other program packages are over-
priced with Microcosm I and Microcosm II, $19.95
each. Now a lot of people will start hearing about
our third package and stop listening to high prices.

You see, it's not that our program packages
for the TRS-80™ microcomputer are so cheap.
It's just that theirs are so expensive.

BASICS &BEYOND, INC.
Box 10. Amawalk, N.Y. 10501. Or call 914·962·2355

Mastercharge and Visa accepted.
No charge for postage or handling. N.Y. reslden ••add 5% ••lee tax.
TRS·80 is a trademark 01 the Radio Shack division of l'Iandv Corp.
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1% \{ 5 GREAT GAMESI _
~ For Apple II Plus, 48K - , I.""'j AUH:~::::";:l:~~:~\u11 of -:1~~
~ -~

AL BINGO: There are 50 animals <rl10 types
on your gameboard (monitor). The object is to line up 5 ani-
mals horizontally or vertically for "bingos", via certain
game commands. Sounds simple, but a good score requires
the brains of a good chess player. How can something
that seems so easy be so challenging? Find out. $9.95 disk

JUNGLE SAFARI: A great Hi-res adventure - - - all
the thrills of a real jungle safari. Ten different animals - - -
shoot them before they pounce on you! $9.95 disk
SPACE DEFENSE: Use your game paddles and but-
tons to manipulate your starship or fire lasers or photon tor-
pedos, as you defend yourself against all manner of alien at-
tackers. Beautiful sound effects (mach.lang.). $9.95 disk
SKY WATCH: Are you observant and skillful enough
to get a "fix" on all the aircraft, comets, UFOs, etc. that are
to be seen in the night sky? You'll find out! Great (unique)
mach.lang. sound effects. $9.95 disk

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER: You won't
believe how it feels to control all of an airport's air traffic
until you try it! Guide in landings, stop hijackings, avoid
UFOs, check computer read-outs, etc. Great explosions and
mach.lang. sounds.. $9.95 disk
Any of the above $9.95, or ALL 5 FOR ONLY $29.95!

VISA/MASTF,RCHARGF, accepted

Send To:
AVANT-GARDECREATIONS

P.O. Box 30161
Eugene, OR 97403

Dept. G6
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You keyboard control a text-format freight train on your
Apple video layout! Real-time coupling & track switching
strategies are up to you! An on-screen clock & cargo
graphics monitor your decisions while sorting and assem-
bling a user-defined series of loaded freight cars!

TextTrain is a for all ages-
programmed best Micro there is!
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cP8ativ8 computiod book servtce
Getting Started

Microprocessors: From
Chips to Systems
Rodnay Zaks. A complete and
detailed introduction to
microprocessors and microcom-
puter systems. Some of the topics
presented are: a comparative evatua-
tion of all major microprocessors, a
journey inside a microprocessor
chip, how to assemble a system,
applications, interfacing (including
the S-100 bus) and programming and
system development. 416 pp. $9.95

The First Book of [lUS]

Microcomputers
Robert Moody. Tells what personal
computers are and what you can do
with them in a light entertaining style.
Starts with the basics and then covers
the technical aspects such as how a
personal computer is constructed
and how it works. Includes such
things as home protection, keeping
track of budgets and bills, game
playing, inventory management and
tax calculations. 139 pp. :$5.35 [10T]

Consumers Guide to
Personal Computing and
Mi~rocomputers
Freiberger and Chew. Here are two
valuable books in one: an introduc-
tion to the principles of microcom-
puters that assumes no previous
knowledge on the reader's part, and a
review of 64 microcomputer products
from over 50 manufacturers. Also,
extensive illustrations and best-buy
tips for each type of microcomputer
product. 176 pp. $8.60 [10U]
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An Introduction to
Microcomputers, Vol 0-
The Beginners Book

Adam Osborne. Parts of· a com-
puter and a complete system; binary,
octal and hexadecimal number
systems; computer logic; addreSSing
and other terminology are discussed
in a language the absolute beginner
can understand. Hundreds of il-
lustrations and photographs. 220 pp.
$7.95 [9T]

An Introduction to
Microcomputers, Vol 1 -
Basic Concepts
Adam Osborne. Thoroughlyexplains
hardware and programming Con-
cepts common to all micro-
processors: memory organization,
instruction execution, interrupts, 1/0,
instruction sets and assembly pro-
gramming. One of the best selling
computer texts worldwide. 350 pp.
$12.50 [9K]

Vol 2 - Some Real
Microprocessors. Vol 3 -
Real Support Devices

Education & Self Teaching
Using BASIC in the
Classroom
Donald D. Spencer. A teacher's guide
that makes every phase of teaching
computer programming more
productive and enjoyable. It gives
you fresh but proven ideas for
presenting computer and program-
ming topics, scheduling terminal
lime, purchasing a microcomputer or
minicomputer, running the second-
ary school instructional computer
facility, and giving asslqnments that
arouse enthusiasm in your students.
224 pp .. $11.95 [10E]

Be A Computer Literate
Marion Ball & Sylvia Charp. This
introductory book is extensively
illustrated with full-color drawings,
diagrams, and photos. Takes the
reader through kinds of computers,
how they work, inpuVoutput, and
writing a simple program in BASIC.
Aimed at ages 10-14 but beginners of
all ages will find it informative. 62 pp.
$3.95. [6H]

Adam Osborne. These volumes com-
plement Volume 1. Vol. 2 discusses
the operation of each of the following
MPUS in detail: F8, SC/MP, 8080A,
Z80, 6800, PPS-8, 2650, COS MAC,
9002, 6100 and seven others. Also
information on selecting a micro. Vol.
3 discusses various support and 1/0
chips. 895 pp.
Vol. 2-{9L) $25.00
VoI.3-{lOQ)$15.00

Problems For
Computer
Solution

Problem Solving With The
Computer
Ted Sage. Used in conjunction with
the traditional high school math
curriculum, this book stresses
problem analysis in algebra and
geometry. This is the most widely
adopted text in c o rn p u t e r
mathematics. 244 pp. $8,95 [8J].

Sixty Challenging
Problems with BASIC
Solution
Donald Spencer. This book is a ve-
hicle for computer programmers to
measure their skills against some in-
teresting problems that lend them-
selves to computer solution. It in-
cludes games, puzzles, mathematical
recreations and science and
business problems-some hard,
some easy. The book will compli-
ment any computer-oriented course
in secondary school or college.
BASIC program solutions included.
80 pp. $6.95 [9W].

Gruenberg & Jaffray. A collection of
92 problems in engineering, busi-
ness, social science and mathe-
matics. The problems are presented
in depth and cover a wide range of
difficulty. Oriented to Fortran but
good for any language. A classic. 401
pp. $16.95'[7A].

Problems For
Computer Solution
Steve Rogowski. The Student Edition
is designed to encourage research
and preliminary investigation on the
part of the student. The problems are
ordered by subject and can be
e x p a n d e d or shortened.
Mathematical problems that have
never been solved are also posed to
challenge and sharpen the student's
awareness. 98 pp. "'.95 [9Z]. Also
available is the Teacher's Edition
which contains solutions, programs
and analysis of the problems. 271 pp.
$9.95 [9Y]. Both books are highly
recommended for any high school or
college computer-oriented course.

Getting lrivolved With
Your Own Computer
Solomon and Viet. One of the first
books on microcomputers that re-
quires no previous knowledge of
electronics or computer program-
ming. Tells you where to find infor-
mation, explains basic concepts and
summarizes existing systems. Good
place for the neophyte to begin.
216 pp. $5.95 [9N].

Beginner's Guide To
Microprocessors
Charles M. Gilmore. No background
in electronics is necessary to under-
stand this book. It was written for
those with no prior knowledge what-
soever of microprocessors or per-
sonal computing. Gilmore takes you
from what a microprocessor is, how it
works and what it's used for to how
they're programmed to perform de-
sired. functions in microwave ovens
TV games, calculators, etc. 175 pp:
$5.95 [7U].

Games, Tricks and
Puzzles For A Hand
Calculator
Wally Judd. This book is a necessity
for anyone who owns or intends to
buy a hand calculator, from the most
sophisticated (THE HP65,for exam-
ple) to the basic "four banger." 110
pp $4.95 [8DJ.
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Learn with Computer Games
Basic Computer Games
David Ahl. Here are 101 classic
games all in Microsoft Basic for your
TRS-80, PET, Apple, Sorcerer, etc.
Every one is complete with large
legible listing, sam pie run, and
descriptive notes. Has all the best
games: Super Star Trek, Football,
Blackjack, lunar lander, Tic Tac
Toe, Nim, Life, Basketball, Boxing,
Golf, Hockey, Craps, Roulette, Awari,
Bagels, Mastermind, Hammurabi,
Fur Trader, Splat and many, many
more. Now in its 5th printing. 200 pp,
$7.50. [6C]

Game Playing with BASIC
Donald D. Spencer. Enjoy the
challenge of competition with your
personal computer. Amuse yourself
with such computer games and
puzzles as 3-D Tic-Tac-Toe, Rou-
lette, Baccarat, and more. Includes
rules of each game, how each game
works, illustrations and the output
produced by each program. The last
chapter contains 26 games for reader
solution. 176 pp. $8.60 [10D]

Chess and Computers
David Levy. This book is loaded with
chess games-computer versus
compuier and computer versus
human. Settle down with this book,
set up your chess board, and play the
games. As with any good chess book,
half the enjoyment is found in playing
along, duplicating the moves and
reading the authors comments. 145
pp. $9.95 [10C]

What to Do After You Hit
Return
Another collection of games and sim-
ulations-ail in BASIC-including
number guessing games, word
games, hide-and-seek games, pat-
tern games. board games, business
and social science simulations and
science fiction games. large format.
158 PP.$10.95 [8A].

Fun With Computers and
Basic
Donald D. Spencer. Mathematical
recreations and games are an ex-
cellent medium for teaching com-
puter programming. The reader
learns the BASIC programming
language during the process of
learning to program fun type
problems. The book introduces the
reader to flowcharting, and the
BASIC programming language. In-
cludes many BASIC programs, car"
toons, and drawings. Written
specifically for use by junior high
school students. 96 pp. $7.95(10F)"
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Fun & Games With the
Computer .
TedSage."This book is designed asa
text for a one-semester course in
computer programming using the
BASIC language. The programs used
as Hlustratiorrs and exercises are
games rather than mathematical
algorithms, in order to make the book
appealing and accessible to more
students. The text is well written, with
many excellent sample programs.
Highly recommended."-The
Mathematics Teacher.351 pp. $8.95
[8B]. .

Game Playing With
Computers (Revised 2nd
Edition)
Donald D. Spencer. Now you can
sharpen programming skills through
a relaxed and radically different
approach. Including 70 games,
puzzles, and mathematical
recreations for a digital computer. It's
fuUy illustrated and includes more
than 25 game-playing programs in
FORTRAN or BASIC, complete with
descriptions, flowcharts, and output.
Brand-new "how to" information for
applying mathematical concepts to
game playing with a computer. 320
pp. $18.30 [10G]

Star Games
Razzi, Brightfield and Looney. For
Star Trekand Star Warsfans, here's a
book that invites you to "join the
Space Force for the greatest galactic
battle of your life!" A game book, not
a puzzle book, it challenges you to
crack space-age binary· codes and
help your friends escape from the
krakon's clutches. $6,95. [10K)

Other Games & Activities
The Way To Play
The newest, most comprehensive
encyclopedia of games in the world.
Complete rules for over 2000 games
and indoor pastimes including race
board games, strategic board games,
tile games, card games, solitaire
games, dice games, table games,
casino and gambling games, games
of chance and many more. Over 5000
drawings and diagrams in color. The
perfect sourcebook for the computer
game author. 320 pp. $7.95. [10H]

The I Hate Mathematics
Book
Marilyn Burns. This book is for
nonbelievers of all ages, but especial-
ly for kids who are convinced that
mathematics is (1) impossible, (2)
only for smart kids, and (3) no fun
anyhow. This book shows that
mathematics is nothing more (nor
less) than a way of looklnq at the
world and is not to be confused with
arithmetic. In this book you'll find
several hundred mathematical
events, gags, magic tricks, and ex-
periments to prove it. 128 pp. $4.95
[11F]

Toybook
Steven Camw "More than 50 toys
and projects have been chosen with
imagination and care to provide a
high ratio of satisfaction and fun in
return for effort invested." -Parents'
Magazine. It is" ... a must for kids and
anybody else interested in conjuring
up delightful playthings out of odds
and ends and scraps of stuff around
the house." -Whole Earth Epilog.
Packed with illustrations, photos,
and step-by-step instructions. 176
pp. $3.95 [1OJ]

Cross-Sums
Maltby & Fulbrook. The answers are
numbers! Vertical columns must total
the same as horizontal rows. It's a
new puzzle game - constructed by
Richard Maltby, Jr. master puzzle-
maker for Harper's and New York
Magazines. 30 puzzles including
Nursery Rhymes, Children's Hour,
Golf, Movies, Famous Dates, and
more. 108 pp. $1.95 [10l]

Geometric Cross-Sums
Maltby & Fulbrook. Another puzzle
game. This one has 30 puzzles
ranging in difficulty· from easy to
fiendish. Each diagram takes a
special shape - Triangles Fun, The
Magic Hexagon, Shapes Within
Shapes, Literature in 3-D., and more!
108 pp. $1.95 [10M]

Merlin's Puzzlers
Charles Barry Townsend. "Puzzle
books are nothing new, and neither
are the puzzles in them. But what sets
Merlin's Puzzlers apart frOm the
crowd is the style and imagirlation
with which the material is pres~nted.
In Volume 1 he calls upon Sherlock
Holmes to pose the proble~s to
Watson, and the Mad Hatter and
Humpty Dumpty (among others) to
confuse and confound "Alice in
Puzzleland." Richly illustrated with
old woodcuts, lithos, ' and
playbills - Games Magazine. Each
volume 128 pp. large format.
volume set $7.50. [10P)
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Use the bound-if) order form o~ send
your check for books plus $2.00
shipping and handling per brder
(Foreign: $1.25 per book) to Cr~ative
Computing, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morri!.town, NJ 07960. NJ resi~ehts
add 5% sales tax. ViS~ or
MasterCharge are acceptable also.
For faster service, call in your bank
card order toll free to:
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Programming in BASIC

BASIC and the Personal
Computer
Dwyer and Critchfield. This book will
get you involved with personal COITI-
puting, writing programs and ex-
panding the use of your computer by
showing the great diversity of ap-
plications possible on any micro-
computer. One of the most compre-
hensive presentations of BASIC ever.
As a text or addition to your personal
library, this book will tell you all you
ever wanted to know about BASIC.
350 pp. $12.95 [9F].

BASIC Programming, 2nd
Edition

A Guided Tour of
Computer Programming
In BASIC
Dwyer and Kaufman. This book tops
all introductory texts on BASIC.
Filled with detail and examples, it
includes sample programs for many
simulations, several games, reserva-
tions systems and payroll. Aimed at
the novice, but of value to everyone.
156 pp. $6.15 [8l].

A Fortran Coloring Book
Dr. Roger Kaufman. This book is one
of the most entertaining computer
programming books around. learn
computer programming the "painful-
ly funny way." Filled with examples
and illustrations plus a light sprink-
ling of jokes. Guaranteed to teach
you FORTRAN. 273 pp. $6.95 [40]

A Simplified Guide to
Fortran Programming
Daniel McCracken. A thorough first
text in Fortran. Covers all basic
statements and quickly gets into case
studies ranging from simple (printing
columns) to challenging (craps
games simulation). 278 pp. $15.50
[7F].

Kemeny & Kurtz. An introduction to
computer programming through the
language of BASIC. The authors
include in-depth discussions of many
applications including files and text

. processing. 150 pp. $11.95 [7E]

Programming in
Other Languages

Programming in PASCAL
Peter Grogono. This book is an
excellent introduction to one of the
fastest growing programming
languages today. The text is arrang-
ed as a tutorial containing both
examples and exercises to increase
reader proficiency in PASCAL. Con-
tains sections on procedures, files,
and dynamic data structures such as
trees and linked lists. 359 pp. $11.50
[10AI

PASCAL User Manual and
Report (2nd Edition)
Jensen & Wirth. This book consists of
two parts: the User Manual and the
Revised Report. The Manual is
directed to those who have some
familiarity with computer program-
ming and who wish to get.acquainted
with the PASCAL language. The
Report is a concise reference for both
programmers and implementors. It
defines Standard PASCAL, which
constitutes a common base between
various implementations of the
language. $7.90 [lOB]

CIRCLE 350 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Basic For Home
C~mputers
Albrecht, Finkel, & Brown. This book
shows you how to read, write, and
understand the BASIC programming
language used in the new personal-
size micrOcomputers. Includes
detailed descriptions of everything
you need to know to make your
computer work for you-includes
how to get started, numerous
applications and games, lists of
resources, much more. 332 pp. $8,95
[7G]

To Order
Use the bound-in order form or send
your check for books plus $2.00
shipping and handling per order
(Foreign: $1.25 per book) to Creative
Computing, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. NJ residents
add 5% sales tax. Visa or
MasterCharge are acceptable also.
For faster service, call in your bank
card order toll free to:

800-631-8112
(in NJ call 201 540-(445)

Problem Analysis and
Programming Style

222

How to Solve Problems
Wayne Wickelgren. This helpful book
analyzes and systematizes some of
the basic methods of solving
mathematical problems. Illustrative
examples. include chess problems,
logical puzzles, railroad switching
problems and ones from science and
engineering. For each, the author
provides hints for the reader to tackle
the problem and then a complete
solution is given. Want to SOlve a
complex problem with a computer?
Begin here. 262 pp $8.00 [7VI.

The Thinking Computer:
Mind Inside Matter
Bertram Raphael. Artificial in-
telligence, or AI, is the branch of
computer science concerned wiih
making computers "smarter." With a
minimum of technical jargon, this
book discusses the capabilities of
modern digital computers and how
they are being used in contemporary
AI research. Discusses the progress
of AI, the goals, and the variety of
current approaches to making the
computer more intelligent. $9.95
[7X]

The Little Book of BASIC
Style: How To Write a
Program You Can Read
John M. Nevison. learn how to write
better, easy-to-follow programs with
Nevison's rules of style and turn out
legible, correct programs. Two hours
of BASIC programming is all that is
necessary to profit by this book. Con-
cepts of prOblem-solving and struc-
tured programming are included. 160
pp, $5.95 [9VI.

The Art of Computer
Programming
Donald Knuth. The purpose of this
series is to provide a unified, read-
able, and theoretically sound sum-
mary of the present knowledge con-
cerning computer programming
techniques, along with their histori-
cal development. For the sake of
clarity, many carefully checked com-
puter procedures are expressed both
in formal and informal language. A
classic series. Vol. 1: Fundamental
Algorithms, 634 pp. $23.50 [7R]. Vol.
2: Semi numerical Algorithms, 624 pp.
$23.50 [7S]. Vol. 3: Sorting and
Searching. 722 pp. $23.50 [H]

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Business Applications

Accounts Payable and
Accounts Receivable
Poole & Borchers. Includes program
listings with remarks, descriptions,
discussion of the principles behind
each program, file layouts, and
complete step-by-step instructions.
Covers accounts payable and
receivable in regard to invoiceaging,
general ledger, progress billing,
partial invoice payments, and more.
375 pp. '$20.00[10V]

Payroll with Cost
Accounting in BASIC
Lon Poole. Includesprogram listings
with remarks, descriptions, discus-
sion of the principles of each
program, file layouts, andacomplete
user's manual with step-by-step
instructions, flow charts and sample
reports with CRT displays. 356 pp.
$20.00 [lOW]

How to Profit From Your
Personal Computer:
Professional, Business
and Home Applications
T.G. Lewis. Put your computer to
work for you. This new guide
describes the use of personal com-
puters in common business
applications, including terms,
notations, and techniques used by
programmers. 256 pp.$9.65 [lOX]

Small Computer Systems
For Business
Gerald A.Silver. Usefulfor operators,
programmers, teachers, students,
etc., this book explores the world of
small computers: what they are,how
theyareused,their internalstructure,
and our means·of communicating
with them. Describes assemblers,
interpreters, and compilers, as well
as operating systems and small
computer applications. 254pp $12.95
[10Y]

Some Common BASIC
Programs
Poole & Borchers. This book com-
bines a diversity of practical
algorithms in one book : matrix
rnulttplicatlon, regression analysis,
principal on a loan, integration by
Simpson's rule, roots of equations,
chi-square test, and many more. All
the programs are written in a
restricted BASIC suitable for most
microcomputer BASIC packages,
and have been testedand debugged
by the authors.$12.50[7M)

BASIC With Business
Applications
Richard W. Lott. This book focuses
on the BASIC language and its
application to specific business
problems. Part one introduces the
BASIC language and the concept of
logical flowcharting. Part two
presents problems and possible
solutions. Topics include: interest
rate calculations, break-even
analysis, loan rates, and deprecia-
tion. This book is a great aid to the
beginner wanting to learn BASIC
without having a technical or scien-
tific background. 284pp. $11.95[10l)
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PCC's Reference Book of
Personal and Home
Computing
Evertry to find the addressof aman-
ufacturerof acassetteinterface that a
friend told you about 2'weeks ago?
Frustrating isn't it? This book will go
a long way toward ending that
frustration with its comprehensive
list of manufacturers. stores and
products. Also contains survey arti-
cles on software, hardware, kits and
applications aswell asan indexof ar-
ticles from various hobbyist maga-
zines. Several bibliographies, too.
$5.95 [7P).

Computing Milieu

The Best of Byte, Vol 1
Helmers & Ahl. Containsthemajority
of material from the first 12 issuesof
Byte magazine. The 146 pages
devoted to hardware are crammed
full of how-to articles on everything
from TV displays to joysticks to
cassette interfaces and computer
kits. Also 125pagesof softwareand
applications ranging from on-line
debuggers to games to a small
businessaccounting system.A sec-
tion on theory examinesthe howand
why behind the circuits and
programs. 386 pp. $11.95[6F].

Space and Science Fiction
Star Wars Album
The incredible behind-the-scenes
story of the most extraordinary
motion picture of our time including
over a hundred exclusive photos,
special effects secrets, interviews
with GeorgeLucas,Carrie Fisherand
Mark Hamill, the Anatomy of an
Android and a technical glossary.
Lots of color. 76 pp. $5.95.[IIA]

Masterpieces of Science
Fiction
This lavishly illustrated large format
book hasnineclassicstoriesby Isaac
Asimov,Gregory Benford,RayBrad-
bury, Arthur C. Clarke, Harlan
Ellison, Robert Heinlein, Frank
Herben, A.E. Van Vogt, and Kurt
Vonnegut, Jr. Fabulous full color
illustrations throughout. 108 pp.
$7.95.[IIB)

The Star Trek Star Fleet
Technical Manual
Franz Joseph. This important
resource book is packed with the
data you need to create or modify
STAR TREK computer games. It
includes all Starship operating
characteristics, defenseandweapon
systems, standard orbits,
velocity/time relationship,space/war
technology, MilkyWaygalaxycharts,
Federation codes, etc., etc. A
national best seller. Large format,
vinyl binder. 180pp. $7.95 [8C).

Star Wars Portfolio

The Home Computer
Revolution
Ted Nelson. Here is one of the most
controversial books on home com-
puters.Nelsontakesa lookat howthe
"dinky" computers got here, where
they are where they're going and
what will becomeof the big boys like
IBM. This thought-provoking and
highly opinionated book picks up
whereComputer Lib/Dream Machine
left off. 224pp. $2.00 [9U).

Usethe bound-in order form or send
YOl,Jrcheck for books plus $2.00
shipping and handling per order
(Foreign:$1.25per book) to Creative
Computing, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960.NJ residents
add 5% sales tax. Visa or
MasterCharge are acceptable also.
For faster service, call in your bank
card order toll free to:

800-631-8112
(in NJ call 201540-0445)

Complete technical specifications
and engineering drawings of ships,
space stations, and 'droids of both
The ImperialEmpireandthe rebeis.A
vital resource book. 180 pp. $7
[IIC]
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102 Aardvark Technical Services 75 120 Dakin5 Corporation 81 166 Orion Software 13b ~-
104 ABM Products 173 178 Data Products Maintenance 161 167 Osborne! McGraw-Hili 91
101 Acorn Software 31 179 Data Soft 33 169 Pacific Exchanges 57
103 Acorn Software 121 180 Disc3!Mart 181 204 Pacific Exchanges 142
107 Addmaster Corporation 170 192 Discount Software Group 163 237 Carl B. Page 161 .. ~
210 Adwar Video 175 196 Dr. Daley Software 141 238 PCDSystems 34
• ALF 73 198 Dresden Associates 55 177 Percom Data Cover 2

108 Allen Gelder 189 136 Dynacomp 147 239 Peripherals Plus 99,123
105 American Square Computers 161 153 Eaton Corporation 195 240 Personal Computing 5
121 Ampero Software 189 181 Eco-soft 211 170 Personal Software 2 ~
106 Apple Jack 205 206 Educational Programs 134 216 Personalized Computer Consultants63
109 ASAP 211 176 Edu-ware 211 262 PGI Publishing 47
116 ASCII 217 164 Edu-ware 103 242 Pickles & Trout 157
110 Automated Simulations 40 142 Electronic Specialists 145 228 Professional Data Systems 165
123 Avant-Garde Creations 219 208 Epson America 119 175 Program Store 87
117 Barclay Bridge 132 195 Esmark 110 230 Programma International 42
111 Barton Enterprises 133 270 Exatron 41 231 Quality Software 96
150 Banzai Software 103 211 Farnsworth Computer Center 149 243 Quality Software 97
112 Basics & Beyond 219 140 Frederick Computer Products 195 188 Racet Computes 157
114 Beagle Brothers 219' Galaxy 205 244 Racet Computes 136
115 Berliner Computer Center 161 135 H & H Trading 195 146 Radio Shack 7
• Beta Computer Devices 161 197 Hard Hat Software 109 147 Radio Shack 53

129 Broderbund Software 109 199 Hayden Book Company 213 186 Radio Shack Sales Center 142
119 C & S Electronics 217 213 Hayes Microcomputer Products 39 245 RCA 85
131 CAP Electronics 21 215 Highlands Computer Services 107 232 Real Computing 172 ~
118 CavriSystems 68 201 Bill Hindorff 174 246 RealtySoftware 170
113 CLOAD Magazine 59 144 Huntington Computing 135 • Retail Roster 177
• Clone Software 109 217 Inmac 151 247 S-100 Microsystems 89

159 CJM Industries 25 218 Innerglo 134 235 Scholastic Magazines 174
133 Compumart 139 207 Integral Data Systems 9 223 Sebree's Computing 174 ~
134 Compuserve 12-13 141 Interactive Microware 214 248 Shoe String Software 132
139 CompuSoft Publishing 214 209 Iridis 151' Sinclair Research Ltd. 111
143 Computer City 215 219 Krell Software 129 236 Sirius Systems 167
126 Computer Corner of White Plains 161 Lifeboat Associates 44-45 182 Skyles Electric Works 63
127 Computer Design Labs 71 220 Marway Products 153 249 Skyles Electric Works 65 ~
124 Computer Information 221 Med Systems Software 153 194 Small Business Applications 101

Exchange 161,172,174 154 Micro Ap 115 250 Small Systems Software 168
148 C.B.A.S. 174 222 Micro Architect 161 251 SofTech Microsystems 37
145 Computers "R" Us 93 151 Microcomputer Technology, Inc. 149 252 Softronics 165
128 Computer Shopper 215 156 Micro Lab 151 183 Software Exchange Cover 3 ~
149 Computer Station 145 212 MicroLearningware 135 185 Software Exchange 190-191
271 Computer Systems Design 205 163 Micro Management Systems 193 253 Software Technology for
160 Computer Systems International 164 229 Micro Power & Light 117 Computers 169
125 Computerware 141 168 MicroSoft Consumer Products 15 184 Southwestern Data Systems 169
132 Computers Wholesale 125 165 Micro Systems Software 153 189 Spectrum Software 169
138 Computronics 51 233 Microtrend International 105 254 Standard & Poor's 11 ~
137 Computronics 198-199 157 Mini Micro Mart 166 255 Stereo House 170
155 Compututor 145 234 Minnesota Software 93' Strategem Cybernetics 174
• Connecticut Microcomputer 61,65,67 224 Misosys 155 256 Strategic Simulations 19

141,181 152 Monument Computer Service 155 187 SubLOGIC 137
158 Continental Software 162 191 Mountain Computer 16 257 Sync 29 ~
162 Cornsoft Group 143 226 Muse Software 23,77 190 Synergistic Software 165
161 Cottage Software 133 227 Mytee Music 161 200 Syntonic Software 48
171 CPUShop 79 203 Nilonel 155 258 Tab Sales 172
130 Cromemco 1 214 NRI Schools 69 259 Tarbell 171
173 Cyber-tech 103 172 Ohio Scientific Cover 4 202 Tarbell 173 ~
122 Dakin5 Corporation 205 174 Omni Communications 157 260 Taso 201

•• ..~ W~-===WW~==::;)tW:~-==::;)tW:~"==::;)tW:~-==::;)t"1.~==:::x~~261 Tele-terminals 171
205 Terrapin 173~ I'" 241 T.H.E.S.I.S. 173-.--UZZ e~ns'We:rs The Fore And Aft Puzzle: The wmrung moves 263 3-G Company 201 ~

are: 264 Tiny c 171
193 Total Information Service 65

The School Days Puzzle: In eachcasethe letters ~ • United Software of America 112-113
in the series are the first letter of a series of I) 11-9 13) 9-7 25) 17-14 37) 6-3 265 University Microfilm 175
words. In problem one we have Ten, Mne, 2) 7-11 14) 14-9 26) 15-17 38) 9-6 266 Vandata 175 ~
z:o:. 3) 4-7 15) 16-14 27) 11-15 39) 12-9 267 Voicetek 175
Light, Seven,SIX ... the answer here would be 40) 10-12 268 Wessel Software 172
Five, Four, Three, Two, One. In problem two 4) 9-4 16) 10-16 28) 13-11 ~ 269 X-tra Soft 149
we have the days of the week backwards; 5) 10-9 17)8-10 29) 10-13 41) 8-10
Saturday, Friday, Thursday, Wednesday, 6) 8-10 18) 5-8 30) 8-10 42) 9-8 Creative Computing
To d h h ld b M d 7) 6-8 19) 7-5 31) 2-8 43) 14-19 300 Adventure 209 ~
r ues ay, ... t eanswer erewou e on ay 20)3-7 32)4-2 44) 11-14 300 Air Traffic Controller 179
and Sunday. In problem three we have the 8) 9-6 ~ 300 Atarl Software 57
months of the year backwards and the answer 9) 12-9 21) 1-3 33) 9-4 45) 7-11 350 Back Issues 126-127
would be: D,N,O,S,A,J,J,M,A,M,F,J. 10) 15-12 22) 4-1 34) 11-9 46) 9-1 350 Best of Byte Closeout 83 ~

II) 11-15 23) 9-4 35)7-11 350 Best of Creative Computing 216
The Rich Broth Puzzle: 400 of each. 12) 7-11 36) 3-7 350 Book Service 220-223

~

350 Computers for Kids 187
350 Computers in Mathematics 176

A Repellent Problem: The answer is ten inches. The Bell And The Durango Kid: When the 300 Economic & Ecology Simulations 131
The answer depends upon the fact that at all Durango Kid started hauling on the rope he 350 Gaggle of Books 158-159 ~
times the path of the pursuing bug is always found himself going up in the air the same 300 Investment Analysis 197
perpendicular to the path of the pursued bug. distance as the bell wasgoing up. When the bell ~ 350 More Basic Computer Games 35300 Space & Sports Games 207
Becauseof this the pursued bug never moves was fourfeet off the ground sowasDurango. No 300 SpaceWar! Super Invasion 203
closer (0, or farther away ~romthe pursuing bug. matter how fast or how slow he hauled on the 300 Strategy & Brain Games 55 ~
The pursuing bug then hasonly to cover the ten rope, he went up the same distance above the 350 Tales of Marvelous Machine 218
inches that originally separated them. The path ground as the bell did on its side. They both i'i 350 T-shirts 183
taken may bespiral, but, it is still only ten inches arrived at the tower together, which after all is II 'Write Advertiser Directly
long. what the Reverend wanted. 1<===W"~K===:'Itc===')fK===:'l
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Educator. Entertainer. Accountant.
Your Challenger
Personal Computer.
Through the miracle of modern
technology, a complete computer as
powerful as the multimillion dollar
room-sized computers of a few years
ago can be put in a package the size of
a typewriter and sells for as little as a
color television set!
Through its years of microcomputer
experience, Ohio Scientific has effec-
tively channeled this tremendous
computer power into a "friendly"
computer with hundreds of personal
uses, via a huge software library
of programs for a broad range of
personal, home, educational and
business use.
This available software allows you to
use and enjoy your computer without
becoming an expert. The Challenger,
however, is a powerful, general
purpose computer which can be pro-
grammed in several languages by
those who choose to.
Here are just a few of the popular uses
of an Ohio Scientific
Challenger
Computer:
Education
The personal
computer is
the ultimate

educational aid because it can enter-
tain while it educates. Software
available ranges from enhancing your
children's basic math, reading and
spelling ability, through tutoring high
school and college subjects, to
teaching the fundamentals of com-
puters and computer programming.
Entertainment
Many of the Challenger's games
educate while they entertain, from
cartoons for preschoolers to games
which sharpen mathematical and
logical abilities. But, entertainment
doesn't stop here. The Challenger's
graphics capabilities and fast opera-
tion allow it to display action games
with much more detail than the best
video games, providing spectacular
action in games such as Invaders,
Space Wars, Tiger Tank and more! All
popular sports such as golf, baseball
and bowling are available as simulated
computer games as well as many
conventional games such as chess
where the computer plays the role of a

formidable opponent.

Accounting
Your Challenger computer can keep
track of your checkbook, savings
account, loans, expenses, monitor your
calorie intake and your biorythms.
If you are involved in a business, you
can use it to do word processing; ac-
counting, inventory control, order pro-
cessing, customer lists, client records,
mailing labels and planning.
And more:
This may seem like a lot of uses, but it's
only the tip of the iceberg for a general
purpose computer. For example, your
Challenger can be expanded to control
lights and appliances, manage your
energy usage and monitor for fire and
break-ins. Furthermore, it can commu-
nicate with you, with other computers
and the new personal computer infor-
mation services over the telephone.
In fact, the uses of general purpose,
personalized computers are expand-
ing daily as more and more people
discover the tremendous capabilities

of these new
technological
wonders.
Ohio Scientific
offers you four
personalized
computer sys-
tems starting
at just $479.


